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\ January 1st, 1947.

Memorandum:
New Year1 s -Night, wi th a setting much in duplicate of 

the last night in 1946, for we are still ice bound", and 
I write by the light o± the gay fire on my hearth,

I took, some ricrtures today, both at Mo 1 xose and Arenbourg.italthough the latter don't amount to much, i thin^, since 
isn't much of a picture, after all, when one attempts the 
likeness of a nedge that has flattened by the ice and
become nothing more than, a part of the surrounding frosty 
earth. But-I *11 send them along . s ho rt ly r■ gardlese.

t hu:

Because of the routine o’f life having been so badl^ broken 
by the holidays, there is much of my mail that i haven’t looked 
into as yet, in fact today is the first time i 'have. seen able 
to round up a dusky secretary, and so naturally we turned 
to your letter of JJecSmber f̂cth first off, ancL^need I say 
how delighted 1 am to have it, - and of course therebye a bit-
of you, :

How dreadful, the accident- poor Peggy's mo ther experienced ,- 
■and .somehow there is always gone thing- doubly pathetic about 
accidents when they-have their inception as the victim is pursuing

‘'pieparatioils for.any..f e s t i v i t i e s ,  and especially dhristmas* ---------
It is depressing that this change in their household is coihL. 
to re-arrange everything in their daily lives and in leggy s 
plans, but am steadfastly holdipg to the thought that even 
though leggy should momentarily be eliminated from this year’s 
plans for a Southern pilgrimage, we may still anticipate the 
possibility th t you may realize such a trip under some other cir- 
cums t a n c e e , an d per hap s in 
turn out ever so nicely.

l

the end everything for everyone will

The Alberta and -artha business, naturally, is beyond me.
As you so neatly point out: "if only those two belle's, - or should 
I s‘i.y bags, - ‘would make up their minds, which up to now they don't 

seem capable of doing,
I'think, there was■ a card from ifevis, although i haven’t 

gone through them as yet, I must.say the news that iiolf is possibly 
married is a surprise, and is bound to have been a blow to her,- 
ifp indeed, it be true and if she has learned of it, • which I 
hope she has, if it be true. For surely the. sooner she learns 
oi it, the sooner she will be able to make the necessary re- 
adjustments, and' X must say that I feel sorr^ for her in such 
a case, although I experience a sensation that is more akin
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to something I should fee-1 for the families of a a™ple of 
Chinese natives, members of whose families mignt Lave been ,.illea - 

in a trolley car disaster,; for while both events are pitiful, 
in both the case, of Nadine and the citizens of theueles tial ̂
Empire, there is a certain .spiritual remoteness that some now 
r.eeps them from ever getting .close-close to my heart. herhaps 
it is because I have a feeling that neither Radine nor -he ohm a 
men would be likely to understand whatever they might near me 
talking about . , .■

It was just like you to say so many kind -kings about the matter 
of -*nita and her family. ' I leave it entirely up to you as to 
the matter of'direct correspondence with her, nd how it snoula ..e 
handled. Recalling how "adine 's mother - ‘completely misunderstood 
my letters to her daughter and how often a husband may misinter
pret letters to the better half, I find myself equally uncertain 
if -nits's husband would welcome such correspondence, and even 
i £ se did,'I wonder if'lie ; too, could be count ed upon, to leave -he 
matter between or amoiio ns three, ~ without mentioning^it to a 
fourth, tou are i' a position to judge ail these considerations 
with exactness, ana so x leave it entirely up to you. . And ■ 
should you feel that temporarily t least, it would be better for 
the nelt& to remain all guilet, I shall appreciate your inaij-igs 
perfectly.

i would mention just one thing about our current ice storm, 
in **qxth Louisiana' they name had some snow and sleet, but 
in 7b mile belt through thi jb .area has witnessed no snow at all and 
no sleet, - just a fine mist, falling, constantly and freezing as 
it touches whatever object on which it falls. All the millions 
of bushes at "*elrose are a beautiful transparent ^lass, and <*re 
a magnificient tangle against the deep greenback of the ice coated 
magnolias as you may imagine, ' *

f z 2 1 6 0

Of the enclosures, 1 do nob want tohe one back from the White 
House. I am L lad hr. Ross has sent my letter to £resident Iruman 
to the library of Congress, and 1 am writing up follow-up letters 
both to the ^resident and to the library. As for the^letter 
from ^elen Baldwin, I thought you would b.e inhere ted in the 
part about the negrp library and the doings of little -iss Ramsey.
If you should find it convenient, - and it ien11* necessary, - you 
might send it b&ea sometime = .nd x shall '-’end it along to Bora, 
or should#'t I. Perhaps not, on second thought, for only to you 
do send other people’s letters, and perhaps it would be better 
that, way. ' ' * ■ *■

A million other things to"talk about, but - shall leave them 
for another sitting. I must write the general tonight, and 
my fire is beginning to die sown a little, so 1 shall fold herewith, 
thanking you • million for all the happiness your letter brought 
and for the happiness you bring with the o-enJn^ of the new year..*#

January And, 1947.

Memorandum;
The enclosures speak for themselves, * items tnat only 

today I got arouna to look into. ' . f:.
You will notice that Madam ^oore mentioned the destruction 

of ^agnolia Vale-, but of course 1 read of it in your letter 
some days back. It was truly a lovely -place, and tne last -ime 
I visited it,. I was with Mr. Learned* who almost Mbrailledn 
all the lovely old•camelias and sweet olives and roses,» tor 
the latter were exquisite, arid the garden itself, being - 
.one of those rare ante be . lum creations that has’been carefully 

<p tended all through the Civil War and Reconstruction years,
ŝ stajie of perfection, was unlike almost any other I know.

Ih^ sculptor, Lyon, whom la Moore mentions was active in 
Batchez in the 1550’s, creating some portraits in marble and 
some in plaster. Miss Jeanne at Oakland has a delicious 
three quarter size bust of her grandmother, Rebecca iustine 
Minor, done by Lyon, arid the old Conner plantation graveyard, 
some miles down the lower Woodvilie Road, not so far from
Caragasso, has a beautiful monument in it, bearing the.

likeness of one of the Conner's in bas-relief, if it hasn’t 
been destroyed Of late. I recall once restraining some 
youths who were using the marbles in that particular graveyard 
as targets in their rifle practice.

If nagbikua vakem ut was e&udm aba oribabkt tyrem tgat 
more young ladies of -Adame wounty received their proposals there 
than any other single spot on the Mississippi River. Avan 
in -ndrew Brown’s day* the ante bellum creator *of the gardens, 
the Mississippi steamboats used to stop off that their passengers 
might spend an hour , especially in the spring, when the camelias • 
were at their best, arid in one of the old volumes of ^atchez 
nevtfspapers to hand has a splendid letter, written in the 1859 full 
flush of Spring tides, permed by a visitor, from Vicksbu g, i 
think, and expatiating lavishly upon the charms of magnolia Yale.

Well, so it goes, and even though the old mansion ana its 
treasures be gone, may the present owners preserve the garden, 
which will always be a lovely setting fox any otior home.

mm

j y
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You ask of nora, and may 1  * * * tell you'that 1 have had 
several letters of late, and that everything seems to b much 
as usual. I startecx t save them to send along when communica
tions became normal ag&in, but think 1 may have decided that it 
#as better not to hold them. At whristmae time, ^ora 
sent tie a folio <o£ records,. - negro, 1 think, entitled 
"hecca j-.j r Tat t u r n o r  some such. ■‘•'hey were -uite well 
wrapped,, but they did not fare so perfectly as did those 

disks sent by another, for these were all broken en route, and 
the post of fice says it would take endless time, energy and 
form filling to" Jet anything out of the insurance, and so 
I shall explore the peculiar virtues of Dacca at some other 
sitting.

On the home front, it is pleasant to report that 
a warm rain started in early this morning, and by 9 o'clock 
all the nandina at Arenbourg, * flat as a pancake for the past 
two days, - were all up and apparently doing, - 1 hope.
I will know about the Pink Perfection ^amelia and the Gardenias 
‘wi thin a few days, but 1 am hoping, hr. knipmeyer paid his 
usual Thursday morning call this morning and says that while 
the electricity could be turned on at any time, as the connections 
or circuits ^re complete, the power will not be resumed for 
several days more, since the company says that there are sagging 
wires in some places and there is a chance someone might 
get ’tanglea up in them and electrocuted. Accordingly we 
continue .without running water, and again I write by the 
lifai t of my merry :,;rth. ~ • r

1 mm 5 lad to learn that the 6 rl friend has been "doing" 
Africa under the auspices of.br. killer, via bungles ^referred.
I have known lots of^different types of people, some literary 
and some* not, yet all alike, young and old ladies and 
gentlemen, - -all seem to like that-book which, I believe,
continues to sell along gnite steadily down through the years.
I do hope -eisle enjoys it, and .-*■ an so glad you mentioned 
the book, for it gives tk me the thought that 1 might 
include it on my request list to the library of congress, so 
that the thing*may'be transcribed on to the talking Books, 
Eventually, under • such- circumstances, x might have a go at 
this volume of whicsfc 1 have heard 'so much spoken but have 
never retd a line. • -

•- t  • c

January 3rd, 1947.

Memorandum s
Thirty million expressions of gratitude would 

not suffice to say how much I found the several ex
pressions on your;part, as expressed in today’s 
Registered setter 'which reached my true hand today.
How neatly each phrase was turned, how much it was all 
a part ofVyou, how happy it makes me to receive such 
a vote of confidence 'in the little kingdom' we are slowly 
fashioning, not only for our future happiness, but also 
for the satisfaction of people like your <_irl friend 
next door and the, one across the sea, for that will 
be pleasure indeed when people like that can find the 
peace, relaxation and genuine human forms of happiness 
with us at -renbourg. It is impossible ..to sag -‘■hank You 
on my part, and yet, in a way, i think you feel the same 
test as I do, for it is together we build for a better day, 
and the joy pt the thing in the whole project lies in the 
fact that we rebuilding together,.

It was kind of you to go all the research you have 
undertaken at the -Hbrar . In response to your inquiry 
r egarding the lQQYears of the .'CimanfPi cayune, I .hasten
to say that the ^ad&m lias this volume, and of course, .sets 
high store by it. 1 think it must be a splendid item, 
although 1 myr f lave never nee line read from- it.
It is one of those things that will not go on to the Reading 
Machine records, and so, if the ^adam should eventually 
give it to me, we can set it down a one of • those 
things we may eventually explore together.

It isktrul^ remarkable, * and characteristically 
like you to have remembered the Madam’s birthday which 
occurs on. the lqth. Especially-has she herself been impressed 
by this fact on each occasion'curing 'the past two years when 
her daughter has completely forgotten the matter, obviously 
to her:lather'a notice .

How good it is that our old channels are open again 
and that these little chats are again possible from day to 
day, vomallow everything . ns to have lost itsplustre. ' 
when sharing thoughts'with each other is halted, even though 
it be for■ever so short an interim,,...

/

Frankly a card on that day would give her infinite 
pleasure The only publication 1 have heard her manifest 
curiosity about recently was a publication, a think by the 
Metropolitan.^useum, possibly mentioned along with several 
other books on the Nazi Plunder of European ^rt, I think 
the folio was priced at $1,50. I think it was 
mentioned in the Herald Tribune, - it might have been 
the H, Y. Times, - of a week or so back, t am £ure pt 
was on xage 6 , of one or the other of these Reviews, and 
was listed with other items, i rprr,0

‘.mber elie seU  the
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item described at $1.60 appealed to her curiosity 
Of course it is too late to obtain a copy of this item
now - trior to the Uth. to mention it merely as something
of interest* in the event you should Pave something in mind
? M  ? «  t « inter time. Really a curd would afford her 
real r,iensure at this moment, for as we "both agree in.such 
details, it is the thought that is the thing,

1 m  .-lad to sa? that the electric current was resumed 
at mid day, comina forth at the same time a cola ;v&70 
struck out of the notth, dropping the tnerfcaneter to 
15 decrees. The latter fact pevented -a on o.* tne
■;,)ater° for fear of the frost Lreaulh- the pi; os, hut 
Saturday 3iiLht is still hours avrnh; , so per Laps we 
.-et round to shave and hath in oceans of ater by the

rst f i i *%

:hall

hja Of The leek uead line.
I am so glad to he r that the rumor as to lolf s 

matriage was merely that. It has always seemed to rue 
that o r ig in a l ly ,'at least, his .nd Nadine's was a true love 

With world forces so far beyond their control 
intern, at tho normal course of their love and life taffair,

Heaven alone knows how the thing will ever terminate, arid I 
must say that it is difficult to -imagine how it' can ever 
m x * . around to something like we would have it. But more 
won erful t-.ings have happened, and with .all my heart,
X m  ho rg their union may eventually dgx effected.

It was kind of your to explore the n&bney pu»>lication v.nioh 
a rs not to be the one 1 described in •* recent fetter,*
-the- ITntcuea planter.-- -I am. —oIi-g to- try ô a.et lna. e^aot — *---
title of that book, so that you may have it in minti men 
exploring the lower fourth avenue department, for it might 
.turn out that you would make a second * remarkable find, as in 
the case of **-ucia hare, which was really wonderful,

on today ’ s visitor ’s 1 im n ■-.s annotte J/ucnene, her 
f lot he r oJ ... ton E ou e and he r • au nt, - a m-r r. ])i ckin s on, ̂ of 
Shreveport. Annette is about Lyle's age and 0rew up with 
him in atun Hone, She lies been liason official between 
mana eroent and labor in one of the big mills in Spartanburg, 
South ..arolina during the past few. years at about B6.GCC.0C 
a rear. She is .nite •interesting, > Their call this aft r- 
nooii was only for a couple of fcours, during w ich I took 
the elder ladies to my house so that the- ̂ aaam and Annette 

. coula talk a bit together, ^nnette threatens to return for 
a day arid a night nest week, * before returning to South 
Carolina, She has-in mind to come here later in the year with 
a view of ao.inb a book on Louisiana, * probably the Baton  ̂
Houge or ilao^uemine social life of the kQth century, 
although she seems to think she wcyuld like to do a novel on 
the H e  breve&le mulattoes, - which I think she might have 
some difficulty in managing, but time will tell_ and p. rhaps 
she will never get around to dropping this way before another . 
holiday season,. * 0 • ■u, and celeste t plane* is* grounded in 
Jut a, so they must be nnving veather oxer e, too, Age in
my

Aiit

sincerest  tn a i ik s  f o r  a l l  j ou mean - to Arenbouxg ■- aci. me. • •
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Mere before me on my desk stands my favorite Ghristraae 
card. It reminds me so much of the one that Egon once had,- 
the deep bluefof the sky, the red of equal degree of the 
barn, the impression of depth of the snow through whioh the sleigh 
is being whisked along by the team towards the house, - I 
reckon it must be by the same artist, and natrually 1 feel 
enchanted and at the same time,flattered that anyone should 
hare remembered my enthusiasm so long and gone to all the 
pains to have found this especial one,. Blessings on.you, - 
and how often do A hear myself.repeating that phrase*

The Christmas letter aooompanying it was so nioe, so much 
a counter-part of the lovely pioture itself, that while the 
former remains engraven in my heart, the latter constantly 
impells me to reoite to myself all the lovely lines the written 
thoughts contained, How, wondrous is life when has a single soul 
with whom one can oommune. ‘

- , Our snowless Winter remains with us* The ground remains 
frozen, but there are littJLe signs of a lessening of the firm 
hold it has upon us, and I suppose within a day or two our water 
system will be functioning again and * shall he busy setting out 
bulbs and little bushes at Arenbourg*

Op Saturday morning we had a letter from Sister, saying she 
would not be down and so she. blew in in the afternoon with the 
family, eeqh of whom, including herself, had a cold, whioh is 
nice for t h e M ^ ^ ,  0f course. They remained until this 
Sunday evening, sweeter than pie to me, as well they might, since 
I shall no doubt have a patient with a cold on my hands before 
they have been gone £4 hours. *at also left in the afternoon 
for Baton *ouge, and so we are comparatively alone again, 
although everyone of the usual residents is back again,

% J* told me that he found prices exceedingly high in 
Havana, and for a little tiny room, he and Celeste paid 25.00 
a day, but he explained that immediately upon his arrival he

lxLok* to win sufficient to
fra? ^ 8 e*Pen8e8* ^hat a *idus touch he seems to havb, Tfcis is interesting from a time angle: - they left 

at 7:30 on Frida, evening, stopped at M i a f i k d  were In

I ;; \$I

iiits
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they”arrived8a XitUetafce the cake, hut A reckon it must be a little wearing.
from the .enolosure, you will note that st long iaet

the 1‘ibrary of Congress came through «ith a T ® ? L al8* . euggesting to Mr X. ?. Smith. - what a set of initials, - Buggesnub
several items'1 should like to have on • ^°gton"lrving,all of Proust, Duke de Saint Simon, World of ./ash g 
Br filler1b Jungles ferred, letters of ^me* de e g n •
Rachel Anand Taylor's Leonardo. the Florentine, e «. 
be fun seeing if and how many get,

I regret to say that in moving a table, my Re?dj“£ “ ®ohine 
was inadvertently pretty badly banged up °n ®5tlJ’:day
morning, so i wrlpped the thing up and headed.it off to
Baton Rouge in the morning a post, ahail not havea letter on Monday morning, hoping the wniie m a .
to S i l t  too long for its repair or a substltue madhtno to be 
sent. Fortunately, .at the moment, 1 have nothing in reooros 
which 1 am ustng 5 «  stud, but it is slways nice 
machine for run of the mill things to take up tfee slack or 
my long evenings which these days begin about &*is>.

What with all the inclement weather of late, I have had 
an opportunity to enjoy a few visits from local friends, 
including Attrioe, the Dark Duke, etc., whom 1 do not see 
often when the plantation is going full swing
.. by now, I am sure, ^rika is back from her o u t i n g , -
without any broken noses, eta,, in consequence of her f 
ski-ing expedition, *ow nice that she could have this 
oruortunity, and how pleasant 1 hope she found wld Forge, 
g T S I S  S o .  l used to skip up to Old Jorge where some
friends had a camp on the lake. 1 am a a®^am?dt°f "
myself that at the moment/their name has eluded me, but 
shall eventually think of it, and 1 must ask through a 
former acquaintance if they are still in possession of 
place, whioh was really quite delightful, both in summer and 

, winter, fhe last.time i was there mine host wasn t o o  very well, 
and when A gave up all my former contacts in that social hraoket, 
X lost track of them oompletely, whioh is the more th pity 
Since they were really charming people, -The name Dobbs Busses 
around in my head, and A'm eure that ie olose to their name, hut 
not preoisely it. Af A find it, 1 shall certainly pass it along, 
sinoa somehow it might be of service in one way-or another.

At this point, * am placing my beautiful Christmas card on my night table where T can see it close beside my radio and 
tune in on your Fred Allen program, i'm so happy#,•••

S liil
.
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January 6th, 1947,

Memorandums
* * 4 ' l i • •’

The enolosure is of no especial interest, save as 
a typical example of Mr, Baohelier's remarkable philosophy, 
which, in spite of the natural decline of vigor that comes 
with advancing age, he fills in the physical gaps with 
increased mental interests which I hope will remain as 
a helpful example when and if 1 .attain his lfcfe span#

. From the situation of the weather at the moment,
A am looking for him any day now, and shortly, L trust,
I shall be able to report further planting at Arenbourg, now 
that it is more mild,and the season more auspicious for gett- 
ing things in the ground, . .

*nd speaking of Ar. Baohelier, * want to tell you 
something about a prediction he made regarding production 
on a particular plantation in this area during the past year,- 
and one of the results therefrom. During his visits, we 
Often make quite an inspection trip, interested as,he is 
in general cultivation. Following several such jaunts over a 
period of months, he came to the conclusion that the peoane 
crop would total about two hundred thousand dollars, - or I 
should say, the pecane and cotton crops should total that 
amount. He did not make any estimate Of the cattle profit,
A day or two ago a very disagreeable lady was in the same area. 
The manager of the plantation explained to her that what with 
costs and all, the plantation earnings had been practically 
nothing, but by avoiding undue determination to pay taxes 
that in the spirit of the law were not intended, he had 
been able to extract enough earnings so that, when divided 

♦ by six* one thousand five hundred dollars could be paid out 
to her as this year's share of her interest in the place.
Be warned her, however, to breathe a word of this to no one, 

not even her one surviving parent, less the Law, learning of 
this payment, would not only tax her for it, but tax the 
whole place out of any profit. The lady fell for the line, 
but of course had to confide to the parent immediately, 
who couldn t wait to tell me and express great satisfaction 
that such a helping,hand had been extended by those in control, 
what with the lady s husband's income not up to average at 
present. Thus we see the pay-off and profit to one
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who has made life so trying fox everyone with whom she has ever 
come in contaot. And isn’t it remarkable that one oan be 
thus short-changed and made to like it# For as figure it, 
without knowing anything st all about the figures involved 
in the year’s totals, I assume that *ir. Baohelier has pretty 
sound judgement in matters of production, and even though 
one eliminates all consideration of cattle and cuts the 
peoane-cotton total by half, still one hundred thousand 
divided by six doesn t make one thousand five hundred, even 
in my worst Einstein manner.

Today the water system began functioning again, much 
to my delight, and following the seasonal holiday, the 
plantation hands began working again, emphasiing tRe march of 
the season*, always more apparent, of course, in the country 
than in town. And plantation work means clearing the fields of 
small trees and bushes, thrown up during the foregoing summer, 
repairing fences, planting trees, repairing cabins, -and 
tearing down old cabins to get excellent material to repair 
those deisgned to remain. And that final considerations gets 
me around to considering the matter of Mme. *ubin**Rooque s house, 
and ;another like it, just across the river from here. What I 
should like to do is to ,purchase these two houses outright, and 
then employ some handy men to mark the timbers, take the 
houses down, move them to Arenbourg, and have the frames set 
up and a tin roof put on them. . In these days of lumber 
shortages, I don t know if Melrose would sell them. And 
I don*t know if they consider tearing them down at the monent,- 
one never knows ahead, in fact, sinca most things are done on 
the impulse, and the thing is dissolved in a twinkling before 
one learns of what is contemplated. Whiat I should do, if 
lucky, would be to bid for the things at just the moment when 
J. \  decides that they would cost more to tear down than 

the lumber is worth, • but that would be sheer luck. If l could 
buy them at a reasonable figure, however, and get the things 
taken down and the frame work set up again, they would then 
be all set for future developement but would not have to be 
enclosed or in any way tinkered with, since the roof would 
protect the sills and uprights from the weather, and they 
would represent a basic material, the like of which could never 
be purchased anywhere from a oommerical house in.this day and 
age. - , ; - *'* • e ; ’ ’ ' -

You wiil forgive me for thus thinking out lo^d on paper, 
but as you are the one person who sympathises and shares with 
me in all these details, I somehow reach better conclusions the 
sooner if 1 just dfcH»< discuss them now and then with you.

And now’l am folding up, with Charleston under my pillow, 
a#d so shall do a little tour with you up and down the *shley 
as I doze off into sleep,1..

| \ \  i* w*

• ' ^ . 4  ' ■ v -%  ■

•' ", /

'

January 7th, 1947.

Memorandum: , o
rained or drizzled all night and all today, and 

plenty of water runs between the defunct rows of last 
year's c,otton fields. ■. ; ; : #

But in spite of the dampness, X got in a couple of 
good licks at Arenbourg, planting a couple of small 
live oaks, .»• Spanish oaks, to be exact, and cutting down 
the largest fig tree. ^his was the one behind the Rouse, and 
one of those typical specimens whose trunk and main branches 
are entirely deoayed into nothing hut whdse hark goes right 
along growing and the tree bearing fruit as though nothing 
were wrong with its inferior, They are astonishing, - fig 
trees, for in such a condition they will flourish fdr years, 
apparently none t£e worse for that all-gone appearance. But 
this particular tree was taking up space where a ‘pear or 
persimmon tree should be planted almost any day now, and so 
I fell the whole tree, but I'll leave one of the hundred 
sprouts that will come up from the roots this Spring, and 
by keening the others cut, the regaining one will produce 
a fig or two the first year, and a quantity of them within 
a couple of years. Starting from scratch"16*this fashion,
I think X shall be able to curve the new growth so that 

the persimmon and the fig can grow in fairly close proximity,- 
both producing, and yet not getting intb each other's hair.

I talked with Mrs.. Band today, priamrily to inquire the 
name of a ^ursery in Alabama from which we used to purchase 
plants some years ago, t was Japanese owned at that time, 
and was taken over by th6 ttoernment during the war, the 
F. B. I, it is said, having found that the Oriental owner 
of*,this “ obile nurslaiy was dping a great de'al of coastal 
photography along the Gulf from Texas to Florida, and 
curiously enough, having the films finished for him by 
a commercial house in Alexandria, Irouisiana. I have in mind 
making inquiry as to the availability of gardenias and 
magnolias, which formerly were of excellent quality from 
this source, ^hen X mentioned this to Mrs. Rand she 
reminded me that she has in mind to bring us a gardenia 
bush or two with the extreme virtue of blooming not only 
in the Spring but in the Autumn as well, and 1 think that 
is nice of them, - and of her.

Q
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Having said nothing of particular interest up to 
thid pont, i* shall' conclude this Memorandum in the same 
vein by speaking of a purely domestic matter which is 
altogether illustrative of the somewhat careless way things 
function in this neighborhood*
Yesterday, the weather being cold, it was decided a 
large hog should be killed, since men were available to do the 
job and to cut the thing up and distribute the major 
portion 'to whatever curing process was thought best.

For supper, we had fresh pork and pig's liver. J. M. 
remarked that it was so black it looked burned in the cooking, 
but the cook, hearing the remark, brought in a large dish 
in which some of the unoooked liver remained, pointing out 
that when killed, the pig hadn t seemed very well and 
that the liver was *jet black, ^ e r  exhibit proved the 
point. The clerk, "ugene, remakked that while it was ture 
some of the hogs had been dying lately, this hog couldn’t 
have had cholera, or it would have died along with the 
others* I swallowed my portions,, but wished they would 
stop taking the pig apart. After supper, * had to pass by 
the‘Store, a heard some of the darkies talking about the 
killing of the hog:*

"a1 hat sure was a no account hog* Must have been 
something wrong with him, ‘cause he was hungry alright, 
but he wouldn t even come out of<his corner when us-es 
gave him corn?........”

• “Yes, and did you see his liver when us-es cut it out,- 
it was black-black, and three or four times as big as any 
•beef *s liver a ever did 8ee.####.,,

This is but another case in point wherein time after 
time a have been quite floored by the apparant inr- 
difference of the family to details in the food line which 
would be of paramount concern to others* But to prove 
they are right, the MenryS> i mu t say, seem to en*joy 
titanic health and suffer no ill effects from neglect of 
proper concern of primary health considerations. I 
recall once at supper having remarked that I, for one, 
objected to Sam -Brown watering the milk with river water.
I thought if he wanted to steal most of the milk from the 
pitchers in the ice box, plaoed there for our use at 
supper, he might at 1 ast have the decency to fill up 
the pitchers with drinking water and not contaminated liequids. 
But . ", 8aid he liked watered milk thought it better for 
one, and that it was fol-de-rol to assume that river water 
wasn t just as pure as any other. And so conclude that 
the wonder is not that so many people die, but that so 
many live, • especially when their indifference to 
health laws is casual, to say the least. "nd the worst 
part of it is that I fleQm t0 feel just grand...*
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January 8th, 194?.

Memorandum;
It's nice, having my little red barn, against the deep blue 

sky and the white white snow in the foreground, - Sitting 
here before me....* \

The enclosure is interesting, not the least for the 
succession it details regarding a piece of atchea 
real estate. Mr. Sadbois is a nioe man. and is the owner 
of the Slave Hospital on lower St, Catherine Street, of which 
you have heard me speak ever so often, a suppose*

’ in my response to this letter, I pointed out that 
at the moment I had no one to assist me in making transcripts 
of any data at hand regarding Pharsalia, but that eventually 
I thought 1 might be able to assist him in a number* of 
particulars. I pointed out that there was quite a tie up 
between'^ane River and the "atchea Sporting world, what with 
Xiecompte, of the country's most famous ante bellum rfcoe, running 
under’ A. Binkaman's colors, was named after Ambrose 
"eoompte of ^agnolia; - Miss Sally*s plantation, and Flying 
Dutchman, who used to run at "atolies's track, is buried in 
the front garden of M<agnolia unaer the great oaks. 1 
suggested that possibly 4 might sometime address the Business 
Men^s Club of "atchea or’some such organisation, using 
Cane Hiver as my platform, but twisting the speeoh so that 
it would foous attention, both of those in attendence and 
those reading a report of it in the Democrat, almost ex
clusively on rharsalia Bark or Pharsalia iJarf * as miSht 
style it, to get away from the track name which isn t too 
swanky, it strikes me, asf a wor£ in real estate developement.
I shall of course let you know fohat Mr. Gadbois has to say 
about all this, ,

’Today, being January 8th, is a legal holiday in Louisiana. 
It was today that old Andrew •'aokson fought the "attie of 
Hew Orleans aftbr that war had already been terminated, although 
no one in Louisiana at the time knew about that happy event. 
Banks are closed and * suppose the schools are too, although 
there wasn t any closing down on the plantation, sinoe nothing 
has really been started much, what with the drizzles that have 
continued for these many5past days.

"ut getting back to old *ackson recalls to mind that the 
Battlb of "ew Orleans was fought on ^halmette Plantation,
south of Hew urleans, and Chalmette reminds me of a story I 

may or may not have told you ever so far back, a shall risk 
repetition.
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Along about ^ivil Mar times, possibly a little before or a little 
after, some relatives of ^oane Slimming Byrnes, 'Mrs. Ferriday) 
owned ^halmette. There was a family of several sons and 
daughters, as well as the father and mother. unejlay, one 
of the young'ladies of the household went to x'ew rleans, and 
her failure to return to the Plantation at the expected time, 
threw the family into a panio, which seems strange since 
panicky families usually don^t go into panics, 1 guess.

be that as it may, Mew Orleans was combed for the missing 
lady to no avail, and weeks and months were spent in said 
business. Finally the family, came to the conclusion that 
the girl had*been whisked away, kidnapped or some such by someone 
or other in Europe or Africa or heeaven alone knew where, and 
upon this assumption, they sold '■'hairnette,' put the money into 
a sailing vessel, and headed down the Mississippi to tour bhe 
world in search of their missing member. Well, they did Europe,- 
remarkable, that they should have made the Atlantic, since only 
the family was operating the vessel, and they knew nothing much 
about navigation, and* not finding the lady in Europe, they did 
Africa. But even after the dark continent was washed up, they 
still hadn't been successful in other than making a mad voyage, 
and so they deoided to explore the possibil* ties in south 
America. They reached that continent by another miracle, and 
eventually, after some searching in various countries, 
their vessel beached itself on some remote coast, - A think in 
Brasil, where the family continued to live on for quite a time 
with the grounded vessel as their residence. Finally, after a 
few years had elapsed, and they were getting no Whefce in 
either their original venture or subsequent meanderings, they 
somehow got back to the united States, and coming back to 
see their relatives in ^atchez, after so many years of wanderings, 
they were enchanted to have their lo^g-sought daughter suddenly 
turn up. And it turned out she hadn t been abducted to 
Asia or >frica or ^rope but had merely eloped from Mew Orleans 
with a man who was living Just up the river from Matches in 
Arkansas. *■ * :7 \

A think it a wonderful Story, - and there are'millions 
of details that are grand, - one brother becoming an* important 
official in the York Police Force and solving some remarkable 
mystery slaying, etc., etc. if i ever see ^oan again, i must 
get her to elaborate on it, for it is really wonderful, don t you 
think. * f 0

Peter got a wagon and some mules today, and in spite of 
the drizzle, we cut up the big old fig tree and hauled the 
• wood to ^inff, who seems to want it* A*hus the spade bettween 
the ^aggedy bouse and Alphonse's line is unencumbered when 
the weather fairs off and ^r. bachelier comes to assist in 
planting the pears and persimmons. —  i glance at this 
poor Memorandum and discover A am running out, - but I still 
have my little Aed ~arn to glance at as I seal this note....

2 1 7 2

January 9th, 1947.

Memorandums
. ' v A

"Cloudy with occasional ^howers,, is whet 
my Weather said this .morning. *nd he struck 
it righf. And so i didn t do much at A*enbourg, although 
I did manage to transplant a couple sizeable white crepe 
myrtles, which will intensify the red ones already 
planted, * but much smaller in size. X planted these 
two white ones where the dirve opens into the circle 
that eventually will pass in front of the gallery, when there 
is a gallery, connectiong la maison de la reine and la 
maison du seigneur. t

Guesses as to impending weather .seems more important 
in these parts than if X lived in town, 1 suppose.
Like the rest of the farmers, 1 reckon i like to know 
if a cold wave is in the offing or if rain is on the 
way, for it often does make some difference when making 
preparations to dig up something for transplanting on 
the following morning, uut I'm wondering why the radio 
doesn't pattern its weaths announcements after the manner 

of the newspapers, right up in the top corner of the 
front page. After all, there must be lots of people 
who figit at having to listen to a lot of stuff 
over the air while merely waiting to hear the latest 
prognostication, and imagine a newspaper that would bury 
thhweather^ report along about half way down the middle of 
page 6 or at the end of the last column of the last page.
Gome to think of it, the latter wouldn't be so bad,-if that 

were the place one would always find it. But on our local 
stations, - Shregeport and Alexandria, the best reports are 
sandwiched in along about half way through a flock of 
cattle prices on the Kansas l̂-ty, Chicago, Montgomery, etc., 
markets, and half the time the eleaborate atmospheric 
particulars are over and done with before X prick up my ears 
and realize the man isn't talking about the price of hogs 
in Dallas, .

Obviously X haven't* much news, but A have done xx
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a round about the weather to bury an amusing twist to 
contemporary customs that dawned upon me but recently, 
and X shall relate the difference herewith.

Once or twice when 1 have used long distance telephone, 
wires have become tangled and X have been surprised at con
versations i have heard following the operator‘s admonition 
to hold the wire. xhe other day, when talking with **adam 
Rand, or rather while the operator was putting through 
the call, 1 heard a familiar voice, responding one some wire 
or other on this party wire. The Baton Houge operator 
was reached and a young lady's voioe responded. The 
sum and substance of the conversation was that as the 
plane ticket had been provided for her as usual, she would, 
following custom, at 6 p.m., shortly after leaving her office, 
and so be in Alexandria within 45 minutes, where the party 
on this party wire would meet her at the air port, and she 
would be able to take either the train - or the plane, return
ing in time to be in her office on the morrow, if that isn‘t 
long distance and rapid fire romance that is far beyond 
the horse-and-buggy era, then I'm a ^hinaman.

t ‘ 4 _

Celeste returned from a few days in South Louisiana this 
morning, having been down there for the past two or three 
days on a little visit and to pick up her mother, who was 
by-passed when and celeste returned from Cuba last
week end Madam regard spoke of the ice storm that reached 
many miles wouth of Alexandria last week, and people are 
speculating as to what possible damage may have been done to 
the orange trees. 1 hope they haven't been damaged, for 
Louisiana oranges are really wonderful, almost as large as 
small grapefruit, all a-drip with juice, sweet-sweet and 
seedless. x doubt very mu9h if they are ever ship ed outside 
the state for the crop isn t very extensive, i think, and 
i ‘m quite sure X could consume half the entire *crop myself, 
if given an opportunity, so conclude they never have to 
enter into competition with Florida and California.

» V - ■ - ‘ '*;• « V

There was a card this morning from the pilgrimage 
Garden Club, advising that this year's festivities will 
date from mareh 1st to the 20th, - but I reckon the 
post card was either mis-typed or the thing was mis-read to
me, since X am quite sure it will run to the 30th, - and
what the harvest will be, X am curious to learn, now that 
the two wlubs seem to have pooled their differences. I 
have asked for literature, to see how our side fares, but the 
card says that the stuff hasn't come from the printer as yet 
"either Celeste nor X could ever guess why kaTmia 8 wife, ranees, 
has asked me to make reservations for her. But > b®?6,?rPe 80•
and she and 4 ladies will tour on the 13,th, 14th 15th.
kerhaps Frances thinks X have special influence with the ola 
Hotel, but x don't, the only official x knew having been 
guillotined by the elevator a year or two back. Lord, what - 
a curious letter....

2 1 7 4

January 10th, 1947.

Memorandum:
Occasional showers as the order of the day, - and 

parenthetically, may we have some of them next summer, - 
but today's order of the day keeps ^r. Baohelier on "ittle 
River, the pear trees buried in the grpund, awaiting 
his arrival with the persimmons, but other little duties 
jog along smoothly.

Today x transplanted three fair siaed gardenias, - 
perhaps three feet tall, from, my garden here, - ;lants 1 had 
raised from little seeainglings, and with that accomplished,
I took up a couple, too closely plan ed last year to the 
old house and re-set them in better situations*, i also 
moved a sweet olive and. dug some little ditches to better 
drain the pink perfection oamelia. Poor old Unit "o. 1 seems 
to be pretty thoroughly neglected these days, but fios. 2 and 
e ere coming in for there Ttheir) shares, and eventually 
they will take on a semblance, of order, x think, when^they 
start growing. i smiled to myself today when xeter Batiste, 
who is quite befreft of ideas, especially as to gardening, 
remarked out of a clear sky; "This is sure going to be a pretty 
place when you get it planted".

This afternoon **■ telephoned Raton Rouge t0. J°6*UP 
the proper ^tate department on rushing along some kind of 
a reading machine. x was glad A telephoned, for the director 
of that division h^d'not as yet seen the letter 1 wrote 
last Saturday. 1 am hoping the push by wire will effect 
some action in my favor. ,

For the past few days the mails have been rather thin, 
with little save 2nd class things coming to hand, uora must 
be working on the two volumes of Louisiana newspaper exerpts 
i sent some time back* Ahe M.adam hasn t even heard from the 
General in over a week, which is quite 'unusual. X reckon 
everybody must be busy getting the Rew *ear under way. 
vr perhaps they are like me, - too busy digging in the good 
earth to get around to a typewriter, save for very special 
little conversations that are the most important of each 
day's pleasures.
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A$ for myself, * haven't even acknowledged little Miss 
Mormon s '"hristmas letter as yet* She speaks on Monday night 
before^the ^en’s harden *lub of Baton Bouge in the university 
theatre, and. i used her absence from Briarwood this week
end as an excuse not to rush into correspondence with her*
^he Baton ^ouge and -*ew wrleans papers have been^giving the 
forth-coming address considerable publicity, so * reckon 
Louisiana’s leading wilf flower enthusiast ought4to be standing 
them in rows about the beginning of the week,

it 8 a curious thing about little ^iss Mormon, - her 
inordinate enthusiasm about flowers, - especially wild ones, 
for, as, a may have remarked before, one is vaguely thunder
struck on driving through the pine grove and coming slap up 
against the modest little shot-gun house, which is the 
Mormon residence, for no where in sight can one detect a 
flower growing, although the soil there is perfect for 
lots of things from bulbs to camelias* .Of course, if one 
wants to tramp through the woods and along a brook under 
Miss 1s guidance, one can run up on a wild this or that 
and plenty of wild iris, for which x would never push 
Grandma out of the window, rerhaps it is the old story 
of shoemaker’s children never having shoes* une thing is 
certain,, one would certainly be off on the wrong track if, 
expecting to see lovely flowers* one went to this remote 
place in the woods in. search of flowers,

i wonder if x ever mentioned an episode about Miss A»eudiviners 
visit to -Briarwood, where, without much wanting to remain, she 
had to stay as Mesdames ^ormans* guest for a week, wne 
thing which made Miss Buedivine quite furious was the wholly 
capariceous fashion in which the Dormons are forever 
changing the situation of their out door pagoda* a convenience 
of dubious comfort, employed in lieu of in-door plumbing*
Poor old "*iss Luedivine eventually became completely confused 
by this ambulating edifice whose location was altered several 
times during the seven days^she was there, and she was 
what might be styled quite Uput out , when on having been 
guided along certain paths and up aSd down little innundations 
of landscape*, and there left, she could not for the life of 
her, find her way back to the residence after having 
satisfied her cosmic urge, At is said she supttered and dumed 
like fu wet hen when they came upon her, following a searching 
party s organization, instituted at her failure to get back 
to civilization after a prol nged* absence, ‘fhen and there 
she declared she was never goin0« to that old Briarpatch again, 
and never did she. And little will the members of the Baton 
Bouge harden Club realize on Monday night when they see the 
Misses Mormon, dressed in the tip of the mode, that although 
they can spout ^readily about Lousiana flora, they sport no 
garden at "riarwood, or even a stationairy chaise ,,
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January 12th* 1947*

Memorandum:
■**t was a quiet week end, - no pilgrims, a light mail, 

occasional showers and some scuffling among the Bthopians.
i had been thinking that Mr, Baohelier might 

make it to “elrose along about ^onday, assuming Little 
River roads by that time woulo be sufficiently dry for 
him to navigate. But the latest ‘‘pronouncement’* from 
the leather B^rea indicates continued warm weather and rain 
until the middle of the coming week, - and so guess 
the pears and persimmons which 4renboug awaits, will just 
have to continue to sit, r - '

When.the week end rolled ‘round, and it was about 
time for the gay young blades to be thinking about 
starting for Sammy Balthazar's, the evidence of depressing 
weather situation on the weekly wage scale became woefully 
apparent, Off between the garage and the cotton house, 
l could hear some kind of shouting going on. It was 
the Bark "uke and *eter, in some kind of a disagreement, 
probably about nothing at all, such as where the Bark Btike, 
possibly a little high, might have left his groceries, or 
something equally vital* *’he two brothers, Gullahs, 1 
believe, are so tender, the one for the other, if either 
chances to be under the weather* but let one or the 

, cither get an edge on, and they seemn drawn into 
a fist-acuff with the same inevitability that steel 
is attracted by a magnet And whenever,there has been 
little or no work for a few weeks and the funds for 
Saturday night’s frolic are low, then tempers get shorter 
and shorter, and, as *r, Roosevelt was want to remark in 
the field of world relations,* no depressed nation- 
economical ly depressed, - makes for a good neighbor* And 
the verbal disagreements sounding forth from the cotton 
house, plus the applause, encouragements, discouragements, etc.. 
from idle youths milling about to participate a little 
in the excitement, brought Mr# h *'s theory back to mind 

, with a bang, I saw both boys later, and they seemed none 
, the worse for wear, and A reckon they were probably a 
lot better for having thus blown off steam, pent up by 
too long a period of enforced ddadness, Bo turns the 
plantation.
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Unmindful of the present decrepitude of my 
Reading ^achine, the "ew Orleans public Hbrary continues to 
send me boohs, and some of them, must say, are 
quite unknown to me, both as to title and author*
For instance on Saturday arrived The Family by Rina 
Fedorovna, or some such name* T gather there may be a 
drop of Russian in the package* - from the author s name, 
and eventually my machine will arrive, and shall 
sample the thing a little. But what impresses me about 
so many of these selections is the fact that have 
never heard of many of them and gobs of them are of 
a nature that wouldn't appeal to many readers, i imagine.
And of course the point is that if what Mr. Xenephon *•
Smith says is true* • it is expensive to make such recordings 
and therefore great care must be exercised in selecting 
material with the widest appeal, how in the world 
do such obscure things as often come to hand get selected 
for the Talking ^odk lists while standard things such^ 
as xroust have difficulty in getting consideration. *rom 
here on out, I think shall continue to bombard old 
Xenephon from time to4time with stuff 1 want* on the 
assumption that the law of averages may be expected to 
operate in my favor once in a while and in preference 
to some of the strange requests that, X gather, must be 
cooked up by those who exert some bearing on qhoioe.

At Arenbourg I find myself concentrating more and 
more on the little bulb garden, between the house and 
ilphonse's fence. x have set Qut half a doaen gardenias 
there, and think we ought tp invest in a couple of good 
camelias *to round out the planting in that section, v± course, 
gardenias like their feet in wate^ and camelias don t, and 
after contriving to solve these two opposite demands 
for bushes planted next to each other* there is forever in 
the back of my mind the reminder that if and when we 
get around to doing something about the maison de la reine, 
there will arise the necessity of space to tstack material 
and.to build the dwelling., And so, as X plant things 
for permanoy slap up to the spot where the residence will 
eventually arise, X am haunted by the realisation that 
a heap of guard posts will have to be put in the , 
ground to proteot these little labors of love which 
are being encouraged to take root and grown mightily 
in advance of later constructions. But all this is fun* 
even to talk over with you* but x'm.sure it makes mighty 
dull reading, and next time, perhaps, x can stir up 
something lets hekavy.....

January 13th* 19947.
s s  i x w V  bm  h i ts  , s t i i . .. .. * v

. era oeXs ,ao*Xi«
■ . K:  S u l I i ' Q  3 ' # : ;  .■ C: ? ^  "

. . et*. m cA* itnm  9iXO & avptil XXiw aa
Memorandums "

The skies continue thiok and the post thin.
The enclosure .from the General refers to the Brigham 

Young item you sent us some time <back, and which * forwarded 
as a souvenir of the General's *alt Bake City visit in the Fall.

it

The Itadam had a letter from Br, Miner, she says 
she has been doing some intensive studying of Geryatrics,- 
illnesses of old age, during the past 18 months, from* 
German* French and English authorities on the subject, and 
on reaching certain conclusions, has been trying out some of 
the treatments on herself to test the correctness of said 
conclusions. Apparently she must be hitting the nail on the 
head, if, as the radio said last summer that she is 83,- 
since she declares she is accunmulating notes with a view 
to writing a book on the subject prior to making further 
plans to take up private practice, - ‘.if and when, she 
quits Bergen Bines hospital. 1 think she always wanted to 
return 'to Gane niver where Van honest physician of her stamp 
would have such a wide field for her good efforts. But 
I think she would be more likely to operate from *renbourg 
than ^lrose, should living facilities be available when 
she quits J»ew ‘'ersey, for * think the stange mental twists 
that develops in the cases of two residents of the big house 
would get in her hair too much to permit her to function 
at physical healing in a place where the mental set up could 
stand considerable over-hauling. *

At Arenbourg x continue to piddle around in puddles, 
hoeing out little channels for watejf -to flow away from 
places where roses and camelias can t take it, - and into 
situations where c&pe Jasamines are^apparently flourishing, and 
will evidently do even, better if they can get their feet in 
more moisture.• 1 did transplant a few more nandinas today, too,- 
in spite of the dampness, - setting in shrubs where last Spring's 
efforts, although not futile, were not so flourishing as their 
neighbors. Slap at the spot where the first persimmon is 
to bq planted is a fine pool of water about two inches deep, 
and had to do something about moving that concentration 
in anticipation of an,eventual planting of those much referred 
to but never touched.items.
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somebody from aew Orleans sent a clipping in todays 
post, - having to do about local *rt news in the ^resoent 
HLty, and shqwing o$ carrying a photograph of little *iss 
Alberta, looking big as life, and just as "fwightened* as 
ever. She was standing beside young uixon, also an 
artist of the uid Quarter, 11 he newspaper account said that . 
little ^i8s Alberta will have a one man show in February 
at the *rts and drafts ulub, - and i guess the .map in the 
picture had nothing to do about little Miss A, *s one man 
show'1 as mentioned in the account,

1 should like to know young "ixe©. a think he is quite 
a panic, but rather nice, i think, ne married wane Prudhomme, 
a niece of old ^estan of -uiary fame, June rrudhomme had 
a lot more to her than other contemporary rrudhommes. i 
think she sold her plantation or a part of it,- some where 
up lirand Score way, 1 think, to the rayne uenrys some few years 
ago, but before that, - before the war in fact, ± think she 
had taken an old palace in Venice?and dabbled some in 
the Arts in that oity of t̂ he canals, hater she took a house 
in "ew ~rleans, and just before or afterward, married this 
uixon man, and together they have hadded adjoining houses to 
the first one purchased, and seem to have made quite a go 
of tings, but always on a shoe-string, for <*> think they had 
no money when they bought the house, "ixon himself is a violinist 
as well as a painter, apd among other things, he used to train 
cats and turtles and all sorts of domestic animals,* including 
the turtle, to put on little acts for the ehehantment 
of neighbors children and for tjie delight of grown-ups 
who passed down Prudhomme way, ^yle always used to roar at 
£he results of these little circus performances, for it seemed 
r. “ixon always had to preface his animal acts with a request 

t o  the audience that they refrain from applauding at the 
conclusion of the piece, or even during the act, - but always 
to*no avail, and the results were always the same, for the 
cats, although capable of learning wonderful tricks, never 
could get accustomed to hand clappings, and instantly upon 
even so much as the hint of applause, they would all 
b'reak off their playacting and bolt out into the street, 
bringing .the performances invariably to a premature and abrupt

end v -< • . L?.t i v. r t  . . - ; J
without knowing either of them, 1 have a feeling 1 would 

like them, and as they come to Cans River, •Bermuda, every 
? few years, 1 reckon we shall eventually see them, and 1 hhve 
an idea they might be interested in our little kingdom, :

* ■ -
Louis "athew wonde, holder of one of the most distinguished 

French names among the mulato local lights, married last week,- 
but to a negress. And being a fast worker, the first child 
of that new union was born today,..., a ,

\/

/
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January 14th, 1947.

Memorandum: ,
' r ' *

So glad to have your letter; so sorry to learn of 
your prolonged illness. But how wise of you to remain 
in the bed, for surely complete relaxation is the quickest 
way, - if not the only way, * to get through such attacks.
And I'm frankly glad, too, that the cold didn‘t strike you during 
the vacation period, - it would-have been such a loss to have 
had to spend that time out of circulation. * '

*
I $o hope y u were really well on the mend when Monday 

rolled round, so that your return to the office was under 
satisfactory physical conditions. Realising as I do how busy 
your days will be, following your absence, I urge you not to 
try to run through all the eecummulated stuff from me that 
has piled up during your absence, - and please<don't try to 
write until another week or so has whissed along and you have 
had a chance to get things in the office running smoothly before 
undertaking any notes to me. *ou know you dan always rest 
assurred that 1 will understand perfectly, - and be the 
happier, withal, ijor the silence that promises me you are 
conserving your strength by expending it on the inevitable 
demands of the pressing present of business.

wasn t it grand fthat Christmas day witnessed a reunion 
in -Bremen# -Nothing is so important, under the circumstances 
l think, as that all of them might be together again after such 
an endless separation. I certainly hope the Standard oil 
thing may work out as hoped* but if it doesn't perhaps 

something even more advantageous in the end may develope. At 
the moment, it would seems as though the Standard Oil thing 
would be the most desireable thing in the world for all con
cerned,' and yet, how often in the past, have things that seemed 

so good, - especially when not realised, that eventually turned 
out to be blessings because of greater, although unimagined. 
things turned up that wouldn t have been possible if the one 
wish of the momept had been realised.

And ip your same nice newsy letter, you ohanoed to mention 
«lennway "escott, and somehow his line in Apartment in 
Athens comes back,to mind when a think of all that the 
people in Bremen have gone through: • "Isn't it a pity 
that one individual could be the instrument of so much un
happiness for so many innocent.people",

\  ------
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I hadn't heard of the appointment of A* O'H. McCormick, 
and Messrs Wescott and Bradford to their latest honors, 
altough 1 should imagine each might lend lustre to suoh 
an organization to which they hare Been hidden* i’he 
enumeration of some of ^r. Bradford's vital statistics interested 
me* * had never heard of his relationship to old (rovemor -^randofd. 
Bid you know that at one time he was a pugilist and gave up 
coring not so many years hack, his first wife was also a 
Tennesse girl, and you may or may not know that his divorce 
from her was not pat through, - the wife holding oat against 
divoroe. until a year or more after the hirth of Richard, *oark's 
son by ary Bose* He really is quite a nice person, * think, but 
I ̂ can^t imagine how any man could remain tangled up to such 
a vulgar, pretentious bag'as "ary hose*

I'm so glad you were feeling well enough to take up some 
6f the,slack time while under the weather by exploring Dr*
Harmon s Myra ^lark ^aines. xhe bibliography sound ever* so 
interesting, and #especially the book you mentioned, which cer
tainly ought to tie a prize for our steadily growing bookshelf*
How nice it is, - how doubly nice, to be on the lookout for 
such items with such a library was we plan, awaiting their 
eventual situation* .

• , "• £ ,  '  r  ... '  0'* .; • ■ 4 .C-- * * -i- V 0  ... * '+■ '■ f v; ' ' V'

And speaking of *renbourg, I spent quite a lot of time 
there today, setting in bigger and better gobs of Louisiana 
Switch ^ane, to replace much that found but indiffereent going 
under last summer^ prolonged heat and drought I had four 
or five men busy putting things to rights in the Melrose 
gardens, - taking off sagging limbs, trimming crepe myrtles, etc*, 
and at the same time, ± was busy myself, digging the cane, toat- 

ing it up yonder, and planting the entire line along the Bermuda 
Aoad and the Alphonse line from the Bermuda ~oad back almost 
to the end of ^nit Ho* 1* following so much*rain, the weather 
was soggy by being sunshiney and warm, - it ws in the mid 80*8*
And so am a little titred tonight with so much jumping 
around,*but there is the satisfaction that the hedges were 
planted under almost ideal conditions, and therefore ought 
to make a go of it this time, ,-save for the aot of some unknown 
god who seemed to be keeping the faucets turned off last 
June and July*

And there was a pleasant interlude at, mid day, when I 
took time out for a quick bath and some fresh clothes, for 
we dined with H*, ^leste and Madam Regard, * for the 
Madam s birthday, and the food was elegant as always, sued 
conversation altogether light and pleasant*
■ ' ' ' ' • . .

At seems strange* this warm spell, for here we are in ^
the middle of anuary, and so warm that fans rather than 
fireplaces are'the thing to be thought of. ~ut we shall re
sume the seasonal temperature again in a day* or two, 1 
suppose, but one is thankful for the good licks accomplished 
when the opportunity»arrived. Please go slow and take lots 
of care of you*...

2182

January 15th, 1947.

Memorandum t
The weather continues warm, partly cloudy and humid withal,- 

just made for planting, - providing a succeeding cold spell doesn t 
nip off all the new buds and little leaves*

. - t

* A didn't get so much accomplished at Arenbourg today as yester
day, what with a concentration on things at Melrose* But I 
did get four rather nice sized crepe myrtles, which I planted 
on two sides of the little bulb garden to the east of the 
house* I think they will grow alright, giving a splash of 
color to a spot where bulbs wont be doing much business
in mid summer when the wrepe myrtles will be at their best.•  •

At ~elrose, I "spotted", as the darkies say, meaning 
looated With a view to future reference, some rather 
good size althia bushes which will have k to be moved to 
make way for other things, now grown too great for the 
limited situation in which this group finds itself, and 
so 1 shall transplant the althi as, possibly on the 
morrdw, - if i can get them *out of the ground* And 
so things grow a-pace, and hoeing gets done a little each 
day in between, and I'm happy because am digging, - and 
happiestbecause I am thinking that if -̂ uck is good, you are 
feeling alright again, and so are up and about*

Late this afternoon, feline’s nephew, *dny, knocked qj my 
door, ^e had a package from Celine which he wanted to show me,- 
a present from that lady to me. *t was a bed quilt, made 
by that sweet old thing's own true hands, - a patchwork quilt, 
with hundreds of odds and hs ends sewn together, any old 
odd shape that had come to hand, and carefully pieced the one to 
the other. I like it primarily because she did it and seoondarily 
because it is an example of local handiwork, fast fading from 
the soene, ‘for the rising generation will never contrive anything 
requiring so much patience and industry* Perhaps the nicest 
thing about it is the reverse side, - the lining, which is made 
of old flour seeks, - cloth ones of course, with the names 
of the various brands still stamped on the cloth, in spite of 
the several washings they .have been through.

i r
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ueline gave me a quilt once before, but once when 
I went to -“atohe*, it was given away by the distress who seemed 
to think it was hers to dispose of. X don^t think this one will 
disappear in just that fashion at least.

Sometime during the past year, X think X told you 
of the "lady doctor who purchased the Wenk house in Cloutier- 
villa, pawning her diamonds eti., to make the first down pay
ment. *er name is Dr. Worsley. Just to keep the record straight, 
I thought you might be interested to learn that the lady in 

turned out to be an excellent physician and the only complaint 
I have heard about her has been from the Wanks who say she 
is paying off her indebtedness too fast. X think she 
paid the saandalous price of eleven tousand dollars for 
the place, but apparently if things don t go too wrong, she 
will have discharged the debt before the®end of the year.

‘̂’tie best thing about the lady, - whom a have never seen,- 
is the fact that all the negroes have the greatest confidence in 
her. It might be added that she has probably taken some 
of the terror out of illness for them, too, by charging them 
about half as much as the rtenks did, - and treating them kindly 
'to boot. *he purchased a station wago shortly after she began 
her (XLoutierville practice, and when one of her patients needs 
hospitalisation, she uses the'station wago to carry them to 
the charity ^ospital in Alexandria. The Madam can never remember 
the word station wagon, and onoe referred to her as "that 
lady with the go cart", whioh delighted me, and whioh immediate
ly impelled me to style her in no known language, "Die 
dame doetor mit*der go-oarten", and that seems to .stick pretty 
well.
h  ̂ i : u

Dr. worsley, during the past year, has been in the 
hospital an her own account twiee. sister says she has had 
pneumonia five times and two mis-carriages, which is pretty good 
eve for Sister's lying propensities, But regardless of sister*s 
tales, am hoping Dr. Worsley conies through with flying colors, 
as she deems to be doing thus far, and for herself, if must 
be a gfeat source of satisfaction to realize the patients are 
all so fond of hef and that having started off in the red she is 
moving into the black within a twelth month.

a latter from iiudolph indicates he may run over for the 
mid term week dnd, - wan. 85th, 15th, and 87th. xt will be 
nioe to see him. BO other news at the moment, exopet to say 
that 1 am hoping ever , so hard that you are practically alright 
onoe more, but such a wish is scarcely hews, nor is it news that 
1, too, am grateful! to the girl friend for having posted 
your letter to jae in our behalf......

P I
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, January 16th, 1947.

Memorandum:

A perfectly nioe person came to see me this afternoon,- 
and the only reason X was not at ^renbourg at the time was 
because it was pouring rain, as it had been since two o'clock 
this morning and is still at it, now that the clock points 
to nine at night.

The silence from the heading achine was broken this 
afternoon when Puny found me in thB big house, chatting with 
the Madam. He said a man was waiting for me in his oar at the 
front gate. I slithered thither, and a pleasant face behind the 
half closed window, smiled and said: nI*m Ayoock".

Mr. Aycock is head of the Louisiana Welfare, and it was 
with him whom I had spoken about repairing or securing another 
machine. He told me that somehow the conversation he had 
had with me made him feel that he himself should come to see 
me, and so, as he explained it., he had used, the delivery of 
a machine from Baton ^ouge to elrose as an excuse for heading 
out in this direction.

'We came directly to this house, whioh was no trick for 
me, since I had on rubber boots. But in spite of **r. *yoook*s 
goulashes, the going was especially difficult for him because he 
was stricken with infantile paralysis when a couple of years old, 
and A believe can use his legs only to balance himself but not
to take a step, ae had his crutches with him, of course, but 
what with the little lakes that spread all over the gardens 
between the front gate and my house, going for the poor man 
must have be n awfully difficult, for the darned crutches 
kept sinking 6 or 8 inches into the soft earth, and two or three 
times nearly flung the man to the ground, as his body lurtohed for* 
ward buth the crutches inclined to remain where they had sunk.
1 kept just a little ahead of him all the way, apparently not 
notioing his difficult progress, and eventually we made it 
save and sound.

Puny had brought the oarton containing the machine on ahead, 
and it was well that the *tate director had accompanied the 
machine, for  ̂ really needed a little instruction, it was so 
different from any 6f my former ones. He explained to me 
that it is the first one to be designed and brought out since 
the end of the war, and following our telephone conversation, 
he had made up his mind w'itHout having known me before, that I 
should be the first person in the utate*of have this rare bird, "asn t that nice of him.
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Well, the machine itself is perfectly elegant and has 
several very new features which A shall not use, hut which 
are nice to have if needed, - such as the ability to move 
the loud speaker, formed by the -top of the suit-case like 
machine, into any part of the room or into another room from 
whence it can be heard was readily as though it were in the 
same room or an intregal part of the machine that is actually 
turning the disk, ^erhaps we shall find something in that 
feature that will ultimately wire all of ^renbourg for sound,

~ [
He told me lots of interesting things, done under “r.

Roosevelt's auspices, for the* humanities in general. I also 
asked him much about the Lousiana organization over which he 
himself presides. In speaking of instruction and rehabilitation 
departments in the different parishes for the blind, he says 
that each office always has a blind person to assist in sueh 
matters, on ,the theory that only a person who has been through 
the mill can read ly appreciate the finer points* a blind 
person has to encounter and surmount, - and i think 
that single factor is sufficiently indicative of how somebody 
has tbrought through a rather obscure but definite problem with 
considerable intelligence.

Mr. A. says he wants to come back again. 1 suggested 
he land la belle ‘“ssae “ae drive up from Raton Rouge together 
for a week end, 1 feel sure that he will be back this way 
within a month or two, and i am glad to have made such 
a nice new friend, not only for the immediate present, but 
for certain tomorrows for the both of us at Arenbourg.

t I
The enclosure from "ora speaks for itself. The 

photographs he mentions sound quite interesting,*and I must 
try to rouse my interest in humanity sufficiently to work up 
some enthusiasm about the Indians, which is pretty up

hill business for me, as Bomehow I never did find them 
very appealing to me, what little I have known them, either 
in the city or on their own hunting grounds, nut perhaps 
Dora can give a glimpse that thus far has successfully escaped..± heard on the radio last night that Winston Churchill 
had been awarded damages out of wourt for something written 
about him by?̂ ouis *damio in Dinner At *he White House, it 
seems to me somebody read me a brief review of that book 
along about December 1st, and the review sounded as though 
the book really might be quite inter stingy although 1 do 
recall some suggestion in the review that r. Adamic had spoken 
of r. ^hurchill s mind as having been pre’judi^ed against 
the Adamic plan for global restoration, when and if the war 
came to an end, and l .suppose this may have been the point 
made in the law suit. Must stop herewith and give you 
an opportunity to get on, too.....

2186

January 17th, 1947.

name of Canadian Rrime Minister.....

Memorandum:
i  ’ ...... r  ' _ . ■ ,4

xf you don*t chance to know it, I'm wondering if a 
telephone call to the Hritish or Canadian Consulate would 
produce the name of the Canadian rrime Minister.

Today * had an idea, original with me,.at least, and 
i wonder what you think of it, 1

i have in mind to write to the Canadaian xrime Minister, 
suggesting that as a M emorial to the late rranklin Roosevelt, 
the Roosevelt property at Usmpo Bello, Rew Brunswick, where 
F. D, R. spent so many summers, be t given over unto the 
sovereignty of the united States, * a little island 
of America s united States within the Canadian Border, enjoing 
the same extra territorial rights as any Embassy does in any 
foreigh country, enjoying the rights to fly the American 
flag, etc., along with all the privileges that go along 
with American territory in continental wnited states. I think 
this would be a very pleasant gesture on the part of our 
Canada! n neighbor and a worthy tribute to our late rresident.

But there is more to it than this, - as 1 shall explain 
in my letter to the ‘“rime Minister. .Because the Roosevelts 
chanced to be spending the summer at uampo bell© when F, D, R. Jr. 
was born, young r. Roosevelt wa£ automatically deprived of 
an opportunity o? ever becoming resident of the United states, 
since the American "onstitution declares thatanyone not 
born on American soil cannot rather no one oan become rresident,- 
a phrase inserted in the onstitution when framed because of 
the presence in this nation at that time of so many people who 
had grown to maturity in foreigh lands.

' In creating Campo Bello as extra territorial property 
belonging to the wnited states, I wquld suggest that the 
grant be made as of the year when jr. D. R, first spent a summer 
there, and such a retroactive clause would long snte date the 
birth of young F. D. and thereby© remove the single factor
which,, in oircumstancea entirely beyond his oontrol, I interrupt
i o n )- and thus the barrier might be removed from any 
future Governmental aspiration .

I am under the impression that the rrovince of "ew 
Brunswick is not under the jurisdiction of the Otowk Government, 
but in addressing the xrime “‘inister, I shall ask him to
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kindly communicate the suggestion to appropriate authorities 
in whatever section of Canada Bew Brunswick laws are administered*

♦  »
I shall he interewted to hear what you think of this 

idea of twice honoring the late xresident by a single legislative 
Act.

I think ± shall write ‘‘■'ora tonight, suggesting that in 
view of her relations with the southwest Review which has recently 
published some of his poems, he might not persuade that pub
lication to publish serially one or two of our efforts, - es
pecially The Prince of "atchez, or whatever it might be called,- 
that thing about 6 all on, and possibly some others, ^y doing 
this, and getting them into print and copyrighted prior to the 
advent of the Kane book on "atchez, we might forestall any 
movie rights that might otherwise drop helter skelter into 
Mr. ^ane‘ s lap. •

^  need scarcely tell you that 1 was a s much pleased as 
the adam when your lovely birthday card to her arrived in 
tod$y*8 post, The yellow roses were wonderful, and the message 
accompanying them was worthy of the beautiful picture. She 
was tickled with the whole thing, and t must congratulate you 
with the adroit manner in,which you handled the Wenk business.
■By tbs way, if you ever should need their Shreveport address, it 
is 936 Ontario street, -hreveport, but x am naturally telling 
no one that i have sent it to you, so your*alibi may hold nicely 
for as long as you please. * »

A'he Madam asks to have a i copy of i*ouis Adamic‘s 
Dinner at the White house if you should run across one. I 
imagine they are not avialable, for they must be a^collector*s 
item, - in their original printing at least, since ~r. whurchill 
was successful in collecting for libel on the contents. ±t 
might be a nice collector's item for the ^renbourg *wibrary, should 
you ever chance to stumble across one. »

“ames Aswell will have an article about contemporary -»ew 
Orleans civil aspects in the January 25 or ^anuary 27th issue 
of The Saturday evening rost. x reckon we will get one here, but 
thought you might notioe the article if one of that issue came to 
hand. ~e and Hosylin are in the ^resoent *ity today, where 
they are interviewing the Mayor over the air, a believe.
Uew dealers in that city have placed extra orders for the 25th,- 
27th issue, it is said. ,

llhe rains continue and will continue through Saturday 
and Sunday, it is said, such a situation *is not conducive 
to planting, but x got in a few very nice Althias today regardless,- 
about 6 or 8 feet in height. Ahey are rather too large to 
transplant under favorable •circumstances and so much water 
eliminates the favorable aspects alright, but with luck they may 
all survive* so nice to think of you as up and about and I do 
hope you are taking lots of care....

2188

January 19th, 1947.

Memorandumi. \
? The likeness of little ^iss Alberta is as perfect a 

one as I have ever seen, and I thought you might enjoy adding 
this newspaper conoept of the *‘ew gleans artist to the mental 
picture you may have already formed from accounts of your 
individualistic doings.

1 also, before forgetting it, w,ant to refer to a 
book which might be worth keeping in mind when spring days 
make browsing in Fourth Avenue a more agreeable sport: -
Big Game hunting in the 80*8. - the collected letters of 
^lliott Roosevelt. . .
“ .' You may recall that in the fir^t chapter of This Is My Story, 
the present “‘rs. Boosevelt speaks of her father s letters which 
she collected and had published sometime after his death, 
under the above title. I don^t know why it never occured to me 
to think about this little ovlume which ought to be interesting 
as a noosevelt item, not only for its contents but especially be
cause it must be the first book Mr*. Boosevelt ever sponsored, 
and knowing her as we do? we might well expect to find it 
interesting if for no other reason that exemplifying her 
trend long before her own emancipation. *es, Bo.

It*8 been quiet here this week end. The rains continue 
to fall intermittently, sandwiched in between little periods of 
mere drifczl&s, xhe thermometer remains at about 40. They say 
a storm center contiues to remain stationary over the ^ulf, 

and the atmofephere will remain as it is until the storm center 
decides to move, ^ots of ships at the mouth of the Mississippi 
are still fog-bound, according to the radio, and the hotels 
in the Crescent ‘-tiy, they say, are dimmed with people who 
days ago had expected to be off on planes or ships, but who 
remain from day to day in constant expeetationg that the 
“weather will clear up from hour,to hour.

A asked you about some Feorovna writer the other day,- 
being the author of The iami^y. A have sampled the book and 
find it a good study of a Russian family in straightened 
circumstances infien-aien, *hina in 1937, when the «*aps are 
taking that seotion of the country over. At is rather well 
done, but one requiring more leisure than i enjoy at the moment, 
for i don t seem to read much other than study-stuff at the 
moment, b§ing so far behind following the absence of my Heading 
Machine last week.
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1t was so good to have your nice newsly letter pf 
Wednesday which reached me Saturday. *nd please don t ever 
apologize for writing on note paper, ^rankly such size 
paper always deceives my reader, * X have been having r.
Brew again of late, for if the letter is on note paperV - no 
matter how many sheets, the reader always seems to feel he has 
much less labor before him than when regular stationary, such 
as this sheet, is used.

I'm glad you found the reviews -on page 6 of The Tribune, 
and 1 laugh again as 1 think of the indefinite details gave 

regarding that subject, it is good to know that you have 
such a nice co-operative associate at 810 and that the 
several * items delivered to that address during your 
absence, came to your trun hand in perfect delivery.

1 learned today that Xi. is going to Galveston 
nest week for a few days, - , - or, come to think of it, - 
perhaps it is this week, •‘•n any event, ± shall try to make 
the most of his absence by rounding up some labor to make a 
gate at Arenbourg, - the side gate on the Alphonse line, - , 
and get some nitrates sacttered about* un. i 2 unit, 
and some muloh hauled in to provide food and moisture for 
maganolias and ana nandinas, so that it will be all "sot" 
when the full heat of summer arrives. The hulls that are 
oulled from the cotton when being ginned - partially decay — — - 
by this time of year, and when spread about the roots of 
the young grees and.bushes, they tend to hold the moisture 
resulting from the nightly dews in summer, and at the same time 
they somehow discourage such rank grown of grass, which is 
also an item to be considered. And’ so while 
is away, X shall make the most of the opportunity to get 
accomplished whatever must be done immediately, **hen he 
is here, x seldom ever undertake anything by way of help from 
plantation workers, for he is forever thinking of something 
requiring but a.lit tie time that has to'be undertaken just after 
work is started at Arenbourg', - with the result, of course, 
that they never finish what he sets them to doing for him, and 
so everything is left by sixes and sevens, so far as the in
itial chore of the day goes.

M suppose we shall have copmany this next week end, - 
Hudolji>h and a ffiend, 1 think, and *at will probably be home.
I think 1 shall do a tour of some of the local nurseries hen 
Pat is here, to see about the magnolia, - both ^randiflora and 
Chinese, - with a view to buying some for opring planting 
within the next month, lt^s fun, planning for Arenbourg, 
don t you think,....

January 20th, 1947# 2190

Memorandum*. ^ <
So nice to have your letter in today's post and 

to know that you found particulars of interest in recent
reports.

i blushed a little at the mention of ^ives since I 
think it must be ever so long since last she wrote me, and 
I know X had a card from her at Christmas time which have 
not acknowledged as yet. My only excuse for having le 
matter slide so long is the plain faot that 1 seem to ■
find nothing of interest in her1 responses but I shall 
to write her from time to time, even though I let big old gaps 
get in between; b* i,

w - - f ' " . ,4 , . .. - _ , • ■■ . '7 M V

Of the enclosures, 1 have read Charles* letter only.
My Bthopian had but limited time during his noon hour today, 
and it may be several days'before there is an opportunity to 
get to anything other than the first class mail, and so 
send the clippings along for your enjoyment, - pXu8fthe 

• folder from the Pilgrimage *lub which came in today s post, too.
There was a letter to the *adam from la Wenfc, enclosing 

a. letter from Mr# ^ane, in response to one la Wenfc had written 
him asking for-datfe on her grandpa, * great, great, - old 
Joseph Krwin. X might add parenthetically that while he we 
iwas)) in Shreveport, starting on his recent lecture, la «enk 
did much by way of driving him about town, etc., etc. w e n , 
in this letter from **r. Kane to la Wenk he had nothing to offer 
by way of historical' data but remarked that Grear Garson, - 
who seems to be some Hollywood actress, Is'going to do 
Myra<**lafk ^aines for the screen version of ew rleans woman, 
and that Catherine Cornell is reading the script with a view to 
considering the possibility of doing the same lady on the 
stage. He certainly is going to make his million, just as 
he declared he wanted to do.

t J  i i 'j  S C  jf *‘1 V?** A. ** ,, ' f t  • •• ■.. * > *T -v ■*>;/. • ’ ;*
You ask about Dora, and X think I sent a letter from 

her pen a day or so ago, - now probably to hand. I can t be 
certain, but it seems to me about Christmas time a letter 
from the same pen express pleasure in having a message from 
you at that time. There were two or three letters r®®®1™ *  
during the days when 'i thought you would be absent from 810 
that I held for a few days, thinking to post them later, and 
finally ended by destroying them, what with all^the threatened 
dompany that seemed impending at the time, and i suppose 
the reference to the message may have been in one of tnose letters.
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After so many days of rain, the sun surprised even the 
Weather ^ah this morning and came up twice as big as life and 
a dozen times more natural# it was a welcome sight, and 
jl made the most of it at Arenbourg where I did as much as I 
could by way of preparation for planting bulbs and things 
on the morrow, although the ground is stilla bit damp. You 
will be glad to note that up to the present moment it looks as 
though Mme. Qu?le had survived the recent ice storm, for 
there are bit of green swelling along the stems. If 
only a quick cold snap doesn*t catch these tender leaves off 
guard, we really ought to have some nice yellow roses this 
summer.

«

I realize that the smart person makes the most of 
what he has, And i only regret that I Am not smart enough to 
round up about 50 Grandiflora ^nd a hundred Chinese magnolias 
for Spring planting, but x don t think I can pull such a many 
legged rabbit out of my high silk hat this year. But 1 am 
keeping them in mind as x plant what is to hand; trying to 
save advantageous places for whatever number can be tracked 
down by March, reservice additional spaces for next 
Spring, and so on. Already chover, flattened by the ice, 
is up and flourishing, and it wont be so long before every
thing else will be putting out their summer finery. Poor 
old Unit "o. 1 is going to look Just about as barren this 
year as it did last, for I’m not going to try to do much 
in that section until the “witch wane has done some growing ,- 
to screen the Bermuda ^oad, and the mimosas have started climb* 
ing a bit, so that l can get my bearings better# The 
"elephant"traps can continue to sit for a while longer 
without attention. A little later their precise lines can 
be determined with precision. i continue to envision them 
with Chinese magnolias as a back-drop to their circular 
section, with possibly some evergreen set in between the 
eventual maganolias, • to give a bit of color during the 
winter months, uf the several types of Chinese magnolias, 
l don t recall seeing any other than the bush type in 
the new york area, and that type is what one sees in the 
*outh mostly, too. ^ut there is a variety, - "soulangiana"- 
or some such'name, - that is the tree variety, reaching a 
height of perhaps 30 feet, which should be quite nice in iteself 
and as a reflection in the pools, i thould think.

"ut enough of all this horticultural business# i’ll 
contihe to plant like mad, for it will always be easier to cut 
out than to hasten the growth of all these things at a later 
date, and 1 shall proceed on this theory.

It seems to me there was another point i wanted to touch 
upon but it eludes me, which is just as well as i appear 
to have reached the efnd of this page, - and possibly your 
pa t ienoe#• • • •

#

2192

January hist, *1947#

Memroandum
another fine day, plenty of sunshine and cool air.

• .

My patient being not quite so well today, 1 devoted more 
time to her that usual, although I did get in a few licks 
at Arenbourg, planting rag-tag ends of Guernsey lily squares 
and chopping out clods, of sod where I hope' to plant 
narcissus tomorrow.

•* t f • . i j f  y  J‘ •' a < .■* -• ' . t t *

I wonder if you have run across The -hadies Home Journal 
for January. It has.several pictures of Hatches houses, and 
an article or two about la Beltzhover, think. I saw 
one that Mrs. Aegard had, and it looked*quite interesting.
Perhaps you may run aoyoss a copy for your own entertainment 
in browsing about in the literary field if, indeed, you 
haven‘t already done so. I imagine this issue may have 
appeared during the pre-Christmas rush or possibly during 
your feoeutj illness, and if so, it may have eluded you com
pletely. i have no idea as to the value of the articles, 
for at the moment * have no one to run through them with me.

And while on the subject of magazines, •*. H. at supper 
tonight spoke of just having read Jimmy Aswell's Saturday 
evening ^ost article about ^ew Orleans. -doth J# u. and 

r ^gene, the clerk, agreed that the only trouble with the 
article is that there appears to be no truth in whatever 
the thing stresses# 1 believe they were talking about the 
new ^ayor having clamped;down on gambling, prostitution, 
etc,, but both of them, - and surely one should be an authority 
in at least one of those departments, declare that everything 
is going full blast and if it is possible that either the 
Mayor or Mr. Aswell thinks that new Orleans is any different than 
before the advent of the new regime, there is bound to 
be an element of deafness, dumbness and blindness in the set-up. 
i reckon one wont miss much in not reading the article# Tonight 
Station WDSU, - Hew Cleans, at 10*30 re-broadcasts an 
interview between «*immy and the Mayor, and i guess i’ll 
get my concept of what is what by listening to that.
And speaking of the dwells, a y0un8 »an from Natchitoches was 
here for dinner today, and he spoke of hosalynd's ability as 
a cook, and the excellence of a portrait she has just finished 
of somebody or other, ^ometime back she asked to be permitted 
to make one of the Madam. xf the ^enrys were smart they would 
jump at the opportunity, for there are few people the Aadam

»
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would sit for, and it looks from where I sit as though 
there will be ho portrait of the lady £t **elrose after she 
quits the scene, - which is a great pity, I think.

My fine new Reading “achine continues to operate to my 
great satisfaction, Row all ± need is some of the stuff 
I have been asking the Hew Orleans Public to send me, 
saving run out of everything b^t Tip family last night,
I tossed it off with some pleasure, I finished a little 
before daylight this morning, and while awaiting the 
dawn, i Jotted down an impression jihich would probably be 
of little interest to you, if you haven't read the book.
If you think L, J, who has read it, would care to compare my 
reaction to hers, you might toss the attached sheet in her 
direction, if songs unsung are the sweeter, you might 
Just toes the page aside, A leave it to your own good Judgement 
as in all such matters, for decision,

A letter to the Madam from Rudolph indicates that he 
will arrive here on Priday morning, remaining until 
Sunday noon, i believe, I reckon he will be my guest in 
this house, sihce there seems to.be a tendenoy on the Madam's 
part to bounce more and more people in my direction, - on 
the assumption that they might find greater harmony under 
this roof, perhaps, than at the big house, where *the youngest 
’faoe continues to be quite the longest one on the plantation.

And so i £uess I had better sign off at about this point, 
although I shall not start folding up my beard for a while, 
f inee 1 se'em to have quite a few perosnal letter for the 
^adam to kno£k off before getting around to the counterpane and 
the eading achine, ometimes I let them go until morning, 
but what with the weather being fine, j. want to spend the dawn's 
early light digging in the x»x ground, and hence the * *
desk work before folding. It sure is nice, Just thinking
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January 22nd, 1947,

Memorandum:
So nice to have your Sunday report in this morning's 

post, * ' ,

The man who brought it, - the one containing the second 
reference regarding The family, took one away to you, covering 
the same item, * •

I was enchanted at your account of news from Aunt Ella.
Isn't it good that she goes to the Schloss on oooasion. Does 
this mean that the castle there escaped destruction, praises be.

And how nice that she attended a Mozart concert, Mozart 
and Gluck for me epitomize the plesant assurance of delightful 
good order, Just as a well arranged garden suggests the same repose 
that music of the same century suggests. All the exoitement 
of thunder and guns that boom forth froto the compositions of 
the 19th century composers would seem tokfind a perfect setting 
in all the destruction to which ^rope has been laid waist. And 
Just for that reason,, the well ordered compositions of Mozart and 
Gluck, • of that purity of the 18th century which knew so 
little about boundary lines, seems to be the greatest antithesis 
to the physical confusion that must be so b very evident on all 
sides on the Continent. for that reason, a. Mozart concert 

must seem doubly precious to Aunt Ella and her like, for it 
no doubt holds the promise of order in one world as it suggests 
a better order An the days to come, . ~

I am delighted that you found the Gluck record for which 
you had been casting about for some time. I like your 
suggestion as to where we may eventually heard it to the best 
advantage under the most pleasant surroundings and atmosphere.
Gluck and moonlight* M0*art and magnolias, they all sound psetty 

good, don t they.
You ayk about the Mississippi *ode. It sounds wonderful, 

but * don t know it. The first Law of the territoryf printed 
about 1800;.are exceedingly rare, - being a Collector’s item at 
about #1,500.00. It seems to me the item you mention is quite 
rare,..too, but does not compare with the other in purchaserfs price 
although i belieye it usually sells at a very fat pc ice, although
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for the Girl friend? •

I cannot say for certain, never having seen it listed, and never 
having known anyone who, has a copy. I think we would find many 
particulars of the greatest interest in it and it ought to 

be a handbook of the greatest assistance when we get to reoapturing 
the Mississippi scene of ante bellum times.

I think 1 have mentioned a volume called The Civil Code, which 
has to do with ^atchez, published along about 1850 or thereabouts.
It looks as dry as tinder, but when one breathes the life of inter
pretation into a paragraph or two it becomes as zestful as a 
Mexican jumping bean. I am under the impression that the same 
may be said of the 1848 volume which you mention. I wouldn't 
invest a collector's price in it, but it may be that it is 
just that, - a collector's item,' fox ^11 I know. It seems 
strange that, I shouldn t have ever, run ac oss it, but I 
never have. If it is reasonably priced, I think you should 
lay hold upon it with the greatest assurance that you are buying 
something worth while, based merely on the understanding that 
we shall eventually draw much from it. And of course there is 
always the chance that it may be rare. There seem to be so few 
books printed*in the 1840's and 1850 8 on Mississippi subjects 
that have survived.

1 learned today that there is another jaunt to Muptamala in 
the offing, scheduled for. about Feburary 9th, although that is 
very secret for the moment, with but three people on the 
plantation knowing of the plans, * and I am not supposed to be 
Uo. 3. 1 never cease to be astonished at the enormous aiaount of
energy*manifested by members of this f amily,. and particularly of 
one member. x think 1 have remarked to you in times gone- bye that 
I am always just a little suspicious of a personality that demonstrates 
too much energy on the physical side, always foreseeing the possibil 
ity that the extreme nervous physical energy may break out into 
a mental gyration that' is to be regretted.

It was characteristically, sweet of you to make such a kind 
assurance in regard to circumstances, in the event that things 
in this department should suddenly witness a change in the domestic 
set up. I reokon that is an eventuality that may not occur for 
years, * and yet it is so good of you to anticipate such a 
possibility and to allay worries by writing as you do. There are 
so many stars glittering in your crown already.

The weather continues wonderful, all sunshine and cool.
I was hoeing at ^xenbourg.well before the sun came over the horizon, 
and the frost gave a whiteness to the ground,and a clearness to 
the air that was delightful. Clarence ^ompton's barn,<on the 
far side of the river from our terrace was duplicated onthe river's 
surface, like a frosty gray etching on a gray blue surface,•« 
and as restrained and elegant as a Chinese print. I had to wait 
until 9 before the ground was soft enough to make setting out bulbs 
possible. You* see, I continue to plant....

Too often have we all played a game whioh we like to 
remember only when possessed of fear or threatened with bore
dom.

W i .-,fc .. - J. i X * ■ *  \ r - X  i  W ’ : : -  :* : i • v  v  1  v  .... •**

I reckon every individual invents it for himself when 
socially or physically, he finds himself sorely pressed.
For myself, 1 have indulged in it mostly when some kind but 
tiresome soul has insisted pn showing me the family album, 
going into endless detail over each photograph of some long* 
since departed ancestor* And sometimes while passing harrowing 
hours in the waiting room of a.physician, I have used the 
same rules of the game, turning over the pages of some 
old picture magazine, long ago bereft of interest, but 
as a last straw, offering the only medium I oould think of 
to keep my mind from dwelling upon the horrible possibilities 
that the physician might announce, once the consultation 
for which I was waiting, was effected.

In both situations, the escape game is based on the 
same lines. You look at the portrait of the unknown person 
and with some degree of imagination and great determination, 
you inject into the likeness the personality of someone 
you know who by a great stretch of the fancy, might 
possibly suit itself to the reproduction Thus, to your 
astonishment, you find under the ripple of curpis beneath 
a great grandmothers cap the contour of your bald headed 
cousin, or beneath of dimples in some 19th century 
baby you stumble over the cleft in the chin of the old blind 
nesmsn selling papers at the subway entrance.

And because the desperation induced by fear, the game
4waSh!Biil£JS you flip the paSe® of the magazinein the doctor s office. For you form in your mind
an indiviual s personality before turning the page, determined 
to set about ferreting out a pre-determined individual in 
the likeness that will turn up after you have gone on to 
the next page. wIfll find <*ueen Mary’s personality in 
the group picture on the next page , you say to yourself, 
before turning. To your surprise, the next page carries 
a close-up of a pelican* You make a grimace to yourself, 
tell yourself that that was a bad guess, recall that 
Lharles ebrun, as indicated by his murals in the Gallery of 
Glass, hhd a theory that everyone resembled a bird or 
an animal, and then go at the job of trying to turn 
vueen ^ary into a water fowl of great proportions

It's a poor game at best, but it does tend to fill in *  
?vhofril)le 7aouam of time, and eventually Fate knocks at

do??i you* ?<>ns*ltation with the physician is begun,
later y?2 leave the offio*» glancing a little sheepishly to yourself, as you pass out of the waiting room 

whore ton take but a fleeting glimpse at the messy ’
th^tooifi^i9?^ ma<?aaines, one of whioh as afforded you 
shSrt time beforl 7 g8mB ln Whi°h y°U haVe iBdulS*d s^oh a
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It has been so long, living away off here in the 
country, feeling as fit as a fiddle and seldom if ever 
finding myself in a doctors offioe, that I stumbled over 
Fedorovna's The Family, And it was The Family that 
br j ght back the sensations, long forgotten, touched upon 
on the foregoing page, For here, indeed, were all 
the people Ikonoe knew* some ladies masquerading as 
gentlemen, even as were some of the men. Granny stepped 
forth from the pages, as grand, mb noble and courageous 
as I imagine you to be, - without really knowing you*

The kindly, pedantic professor had something about 
him that distinctly brought Herri Beinrioh Breyer to 
mind, Peter recalled parts of this person and parts of 
that person whom I have known and almost forgotten, *Bear Mrs, 
Parrish" put me in mind of Agatha, Madame Plenova had 
something vile about her like a matron , one time assistant 
to the Art director in a internation bookshop in 48th 
Street, I could rattle off a flock of names, some known 
to you, some unknown, and I feel quite certain you could 
do the same for me.

The Family, whatever it may be styled by the publisher, 
is certainly not a novel. It could be more entertaining 
regardless of what it is termed by the aî thor. But I 
should have to look far and wide to find such a remarkable 
collection of characters in whose make up, who personalities, 
whose characters offered suoh rich soil in which my own 
memories of. other characters might spring into being again.

1 have heard lots of people say, when reading Gone With 
the Wind, that the character of Bhett Butler, • for them,* 
was the personification of Clark Gable, I thought so 
too, hut Scarlet put roe in mind of nobody in particular 
whom 1 hadUchanoed to bump into, either in-person or 
in shadow ̂ 6n the screen.

hut in the Family, it seemed to me nearly everyone 
I met was somebody, in part or in whole*, whom 1 had 
brushed against at least once before and in some cases 

; more than once. f
Some people say a book is good only if we find ourselves 

mirrored in its pages, I didn't recognize myself in its 
pages, * not among the people, although perhaps I oould 
detect myself in Bog, if 1 re»re&d the hook, . But 1 had 
lots of fun playing the half forgotten game of substituting 
know persons and personalities, for those whom the author 
paraded before me through the pages of her hook;

l think that The Family isn't very important, but 
some day when we have re*oaptured the 18th century and clocks 
are decorative objects of art,and not utilitarian task
masters, we might take time-out for just long enough to 
play the game once more with Nina Fedorovna....,

2198

January 23rd, 1947.

Memorandum* *
^0 nice of you to send the Air Mail, giving me particulars 

about Mr, Maokenaie*King and his present position and address,

1 shall write him immediately, keeping a copy of the 
letter, I think, which might eventually be sent to ^rs. Roosevelt,- 
when and if the* idea is carried out, - or when and if it isn t.

I*am delighted to learn that;you think the idea a good one, 
for that's all the fun in having ideas, - having someone to share them 
with.

f ■ ' r

A line from Rudolph this morning indicates that he is arriving 
in Batohitoohes tonight at midnight, someone may meet him, someone 
may not, and if not, someone will pick him up at the hotel 
tomorrow morning.-

It was knipmeyer day, and so 1 didn't effect so much ork 
as on other week days, - which seems odd, oome to think of i , since 
the morning visit is never much more than an hour or so.

But I did get some licks in at Arenbourg at Sun up, and 
some in the afternoon. I planted about a hundred daffodill bulbs 
in the little bulb garden. I'm going to scartter some more about 
the place is various sections a little later, but I wanted to get 
these particular ones .in immediately, thinking they might 
blossom this year if T hurried, for they are already beginning to 
put up their greenery a few inches above ground. It seems ourious to 
me that the narcissus always blooms so much ahead of the daffodills 
in this area,* for B used to think of them as going hand in hand, as it 
were.' But the narcissus usually begin blooming along in late november 
while the daffodills generally await February before starting in.

~  t * ■ «

Perhaps I have described the bulb garden to you. It is perhaps 
25 feet square. Two pathes, running from the extreme corners out 
the parterre into four pie shaped pieces, with the points of the 
pie;cut off by a oirole where the paths cross. Bach piece of pie 
is outlined in Guernsey lilies, which come up with a blossom in 
early September, * before any folliage appears. The folliage oomes 
up as soon as the flowers are finished and forms a nice green border 
for each piece of pie all winter* Just inside this determining line of 
border come the naroissues, running all around the respective pie 
pieces.,, .And then, inside the narcissus the daffodills. This 
arrangement, I figure, will provide plowers and greenery straight

♦
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through from September until April, afte which the flowers will have 
finished blooming and the greenery will begin to sag. This 
would leave a rather uninteresting looking plot during the summer, and 
so * am planting t^o bigf gobs of Milk and Wine lilies in each of 
the pieces of pie, rather oloser to the outer edge than the inner.,
£he lilies will bloom during much of the summer, and always when it 
rains. Then, for further summer consideration, I am planting 

a deciduous magnolia, - Soulangiana, - the tree variety, sax slap 
at the cent of the parterre where the paths cross. This ^inese 
magnolia will provide pretty flowers in the Spring and some rather 
indifferent folliage during the summer, and will in no way detract 
from the bed itself in winter when the bulbs are at their best. t _

^his certainly is a lot of talk about nothing, but like to 
keep you a.dvised as to how things turn in this department. une thing 
about the whole this is certain: - the bubl garden will not be 
too painfully geometric, for circumstances have impelled me to 
do most of the laying off of the thing by guess work and not by * 
measuring rod, and in cosequence x can see plainly enough, not that  ̂
the thing is about finished, that it is quite wayward in places, - 
even like its creator, and altogether dizzy in spots, alio like me. 
"ut be that as it may, I think it will look rather gay when another 
Spring breaks through, and whatever is out of line we can always 
attribute to the early mulatto influence of uncertainty.^ Don t you 
think so.

I'm ai one of those moments when the #ew Orleans Public isn t 
making me happy by its selections befing forwarded to me. At hand 
is "They Seek Cities" - or a city, or some buch, and one of the two 
authors of the piece is Bontemps, - x forget the initials, but 1 assume 
the name to be a nom de plume, sinoe the author was a resident of 
Melrose before my arrival. ^  is a mulatto, and lived where -tuny 
lives now, - between Arenbodrg and the bridge, on the river bank, I 
should so much have preferred Winds Of Pear, which, although depressing, 
is a very much better book, I think, and uarding Garter gave an exoellen 
aocount of hill-billy doings in the ^inds of Pear, which you are now 
reading. 1 think * told you that when “r. Hogan of S# u.f was here 
some time ago, he told me of having been with **r. Gutter on a little, 
round of the places the author mentions in the book. 1 know not 
if he uses real geographical names, but Hammond, Da., is the hill- 
billy town that barter was using as his setting.

And before closing x ant to thank you again for your kindness in 
getting off /“r. "aokenzie-Kingi status so promptly, and^thanks too 
for telling me about the spelling of £ Caqipobello, which 1 always 
seem to have envisioned a$ being divided like ^orto -^allq, although 
I should have thought of another analogy, Montebello, a name 1 must 
speak with you about at another sittings And so 1 close for the 
moment, to dash off a few letters, and thencetfor a few pages on 
the Aalking "ook and thenoe to sleep before my guest blows in......
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January 84th, 1947.

Memorandums
It has been a day whose routine has been different merely 

because ^udolph arrived this morning, and gardening haB been 
forsaken in favor of cultivating friendship.

There were two or three things 1 intended referring to in 
my last, letter, and most especially to thanking you for having 
acquainted ne with several particulars that transpired during 
the ice storm when we were cut off from the outside world.
I had not heard of the death of Ogden Reid Mills, and was of 
course very interested to learn of it. I have forgotten at 
the moment if he is some kin to Mrs* H0osevelt or merely an 
old friend, but I recall there was some connection or association 
Iionce visited his very lovely house in Manhattan, - the last 
word in luxury, and it seems to me I have lately noticed some 

reproductions of his gardens in his country estate, but I 
am not sure where 1 saw the latter% possibly in ILffe.

And while on the subject of magazines, did I mention to 
you, - and I think I did, that there were a couple of articles 
with pictures in the January ^adies Home Journal.

Rudolph seemed quite surprised at the appearance of some 
form taking place at ^renbourg. It was August when last he was 
here, and with the cooler weather, some things did begin to 
make .themselves manifest. More are in the offing.

Aside from the pear tress that Mr. Bachelier sent, ^ 
received five additional ones yesterday, - nice large one, - 
pexfhaps 5 or 6 feet in height, which I shall also plant to 
demark the drive. .1 am also begining to give thought to 
that long straight line, - the fence between Alphonse and us, 
running along the South boundary of Unit Ho. 3. I am 

going to stake out a curving line along that neighborhood today, 
with a view of planting in that neighborhood shortly. My 
idea is that if we plant a curving line, making some bulges out 
on to the terraoe , - perhaps two or thres, the effeot will be 
to give great width to the terraoe itself and at $he same 
time seem to widen the greeward as it approaches its point 
down by Unole D'Orfs house, .
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TSo especial news from any direction. There was no mail 
save a letter ftfom Bobina, indicating that she has never heard 
anything in response to any letters she has written, I 
could have told her that in advance, but I didn't. It is 
too bad.

Rudolph says that ^enneth will be in the hospital a long time 
yet, but is able to get out for ano automobile ride every day, which 
must be a’great boon to him, after all these months of* being 
a shut-in* * think he' still suffers a great deal from pains 
eminating from';the spinal chord, and has to have quite a 
bit of nursing to accomplish normal functioning of the 
main organs, *>ut he seems to be improving steading, and gaining 
unusual strength, it is said,

. *■ -■ «• V  u ♦ - * > 1 i ~ ■■ ■

On Sunday, Adolph’will return to "exas, for his 
scholl begins on Monday, But £at, who came this morning, 
will remain for a week, as L. S. u. has a holiday. I shall 
have Pat drive, me to some of the Uurseries in the Parish, bent on 
examining the magnolia situation.

forgive a poor letter. People have been here, talking the 
while as I have chatted with you, - bxl hence its unusual 
quality .....

2202
L, Conradj - Harriet Tubman

January E6th, 1947,

Memorandum: .
I jotted down the shove Conrad name, having r\m across 

it in "They Seek a City9. I am not sure of the spelling 
■ of la Tubman1 s name, • it merely sounded like that,

Aooording to "»hey Seek a City", "General" IMbman. aa 
she same to he known, was an energetic n!fr9®s 
who husied -herself conducting runs away ft 
Southward Journey, having piloted scores if hundreds 
them. The oity of Auhurn, ew York struck off a bronae 
tablet in her honor in 1943, which graoes the front of the 
‘i'ioea “ounty ''ourt house at Auhurn., it is said, rom the 
book, describing or styling the -onrad biography as an 
excellent one, ° thought that in your treasure hunts you 
might run up against one of the above names and you might 
find the work interesting.

DXW * • ”  • *• ' Vv-W4”-
‘ Perhaps I am more interested in accounts of the opera

tions of the so-called “Under Ground Bailroad", because I 
have in times gone by fallowed some of its uncertain routes, 
which were difficult to trace, for the "stations in ante helium 
times were always secret, since few if any neighborhors of 
towns people or farmers knew that during the day the*© *er® 
escaped slaves resting in this house or that, awaiting darkne 
to move on to their next station, ± followed three routes

different*times through sections of Pennsylvania and 
central **ew xork State. 1 think 1 have mentioned this 
before. - one farm house near a oity where such a station was 
located. Being built on the hillside, a room the house had 
a concealed door, opening into the side of the hill itsslf, 
with a tunnel beyond, leading to the other side of the hill, 
thus making it impossible for anyone who might have suspect 

, the house harboring a fugitive from ever seeking the
slave leave. I was fortunate enough to run across some oldsters 
who could remember people who, before the Givil war, were 
said to be sympathetic in la Tubman's work, and from these 
oldsters 1 learned of the residences of these people, and ao 
followed the trails along on my own hook. *t was lota of 
fun and in the oaae of the house on the side of the hill, 
which had not bong before my visit been purchased by some 
very kindly people from another section, (interruption; 
it was through my interest in inspecting the house that we 
discovered the seoret door and the tunnel, which, it goes 
without saying;* greatly enchanted the new owners.
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v enough of all this talk about a book that may not even
be of interest, but i mention it beoause it occurs to me that 
it might possibly be an item of value in any collection on the negro.

But before getting off the subject, I must say that I find, 
contrary to my original impression gleaned from the opening 
paragraph of 2hey Seek a ^ity”, that the book is really full 
of very interesting biographies about negroes from -Revolutionary times, and i like it lots. *

Rudolph took off for ^enton this morning at 11. He will 
arrive there tonight at ll. «e had a nice restful week end. 
doing some catching up on our conversation before my 
fireplace each nightt although it was almost too warm fox a fire#

t ■ k,,v ^  :,i v ■ ■; * { ** *

1*if, ou3 som® P?etty ourvas at Arenbourg, to eradicate thelong, dull straight line separating us from “ ;
Alphonse s line, and bright and early on the morrow x shall 
begin giging some thought to what 'can be planted there in 
the evergreen line that will block off that section permanently. 
The curve itself kust be several hundred feet, and will require 
* evergreens. ± thought perhaps we might have a few
T^2?lan^ narois?us for'the border, giving on the terrace, inside the narcissus, perhaps a few t ousand daffodills -

Wil1 disaPPQar in hot weather. Behind those lines, 
m8 ? ? r es* we might hava ****** iris, mostly J he* wil1 remain green most of the year. .Behind the iris might come some gardenias which will also remain
through, - perhaps two or three dozen. And then

A-pf? L Q? ifU0US-,mas?0lias E few m0?e grand!flora, some °f ,latt®r already being well started. I reckon 1 could 
eventually toss in a few nandinas for good measure, 
a gob or two of, switch cane as a final back-drop 
just as well didn t undertake much on gnit n 0 #1 
for this planting oh -«o. 3 will keep me husy enough.

i listened to what BUd0lph had to say about ^enneth, but 
&sked no pointed questions, a think Rudolph feels that the old 
association is forever^severed. i think ~enneth is still 
< on the payroll of the ompany with whom he was associated when 
injured. ± am under the impression, - aside from that income 
that a hundred tousand dollars was set aside for him, too. 
udolph is under the impression, too, that Kenneth is contriving 

from his hospital to put over some oil deals or some suoh - 
one manifestation«of which is the fact that one of ^ennetA’s 
bsether < s has been made agent for a big oil company for a section 
of lexas in the ^enton region, financially, at least, ^nneth 
seems to be doing swimmingly, which is something to be thankful 
for. i somehow got the impression that ^udoph feels it is 
a desire to know the 'right people rather than old friends that is 
motivating ^enneth at the moment, t o o  bad, and yet praises be that 
finances, at least,' aren t tormenting him. - -overything else 
is quifct. Roping into bed right now with my ^raleston book....

and possible it1 8
this year,

2 2 0 4

January 27th. 1947.

Memorandum:
From the enclosure, you will note that Natchitoches is 

on the brink of resuming its old time festival.
,

Before the wafc, I remember having been in town on 
an evening when barges came along Cane River at Front Street, 
gayly bedecked with the lilied banners of franco and 
the taliped standards of Spain, heavily laden with 
youths and maidens, all dressed in 17th century costumes, 
and lending a curiously incongurous note to the contemporary 
throngs of contemporary costumes of the audience.

I take it, from the enclosure, that the Madam has been 
made, an honory member of the lours Committee, only and solely 
In the hope that by so doing, the active Committee may get 
her to throw open the gardens and houses at **elrose for 
the tourists along about May. My guess is that their guess 
is wrong. And as 1 shall handle the correspondence on this 
point and receive the Committee when it calls to arrange 
matters, x feel even more persuaded,that their visit 
will be made in vain uan you imagine anything worse than 
the whole world flocking through a place which passes itself 
off as a residence.

The signer of this letter is quite prominent in local 
civic affairs. is of German descent, via Illinois. He 
is head of some department at Northwestern University, as 
the old "atohitoches Normal is now styled. He is really 
quite interested in geographical subjects, and has a 

genuine interest in the *ane Biver country, I think, i 
believe he once had a phttograph of Oane River from source to 
mouth, taken from the air, and I am always hoping to get hold 
of a complete set with a view of pasting them across a 
long wall at ^renbourg, for ± think it would be ever so inter
esting. But 1 reckon I’ll not get it through any coopera
tion on my part so far as opening ^elrose for all who run the 
road, ferhaps, 1 shall be able tor sell the Committee of 
substituting Sally for Miss Uammie and Magnolia for MQir0ss, 
and then everyone will be- enchanted, . in the Magnolia-Melrose 

set up, for M iss Sally likes orowds and never gets them, and 
U8—es'' don*t like orowds and never get away from them.
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This morning, along about 9:30, who should 
appear in these parts, but **r. Baohelier. He brought some 
nice little persimmon plants with him, and together we set out 
about 8 or ten of them, plus about ten pear tree®, in accordance 
with previous and long delayed plan®, I shall nurse these along 
this summer, giving them lots of hoeing and spading, and 
if we get half a break in the weather, they ought to grow very 
appreciably the first year,

£1 spent much time along the river bank this afternoon,- 
in cpmpany with ̂ r. -»aehelier and ^itehell, the axe. A lot 
of young trees had grown up along the bank during the summer, 
and 1 wanted to slash them down, before the new growth 

begins putting out, which is likely to be at almost any 
moment

I planted a few milk and wipe lilies, too, but 
didn’t even take a look at the new curving lines I had laid 
ou$ with Adolph s help over the week end.

A oard from Mobile indicates that the gardenias I 
ordered from that point will be coming shortly, and 1 shall 
be enchanted to start them on their ew life at Arenbourg.
If the plants are anything at all, 1 think 1 shall re-order, 
as ’* think but a dozen are on the way, and 1 think we 
should really have lots of them, don't you. think so.

i saw ^lemence just as 1 returned to "elrose this 
afternoon, and she said that at long last she was just 
"a*fixin to come and seem the* new place. 1 accordingly 
-sent Mr? ^aohelier on home, and,1 turned back with the lady, 
and together * pointed out the tiny things already planted, and 
indicated much that 1 hoped would be spotted for plants within 
the next tmalth month, ^lemenee seemed to like the whole thing, 
asking quite a few questions, including an inquiry as to 
what color we would paint the buildings after they have been 
built. I* told her 1 thought white was quite nice, but 
she thought pink for the solids and blue for the blinds 

'would be nice, "erhaps we shall compromise for cream.
Aime will tell, **.- f ,

At long last, 1 got ~orta‘s rose cuttings off this morning, 
and 1 must write and tell him as much forthwith. it 
is already past bed time, and as yet 1 haven*t taken 
off my long beard, - what with the presence until quite late 
of the little visitor who sticketh closer than a brother 
during his little visits. And so A think 1 shall fold 
at this point, I wanted to tell*you how enchan ed 
the ~adam was to receive the letter co ceming the 
dinner at the white *ouse, which came today. Dhe was 
delighted, and may 1 say you were ever so noble to make 
such an interesting transcript....

\
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January 88th, 1947,

Memorandum:
Th® enclosure from Madam lambdin is of no especial 

interest, as A recall, although it was gracious.**-he* 
to refer to me as haring had something to do about the 
restoration of Mistletoe.

I oan't reoall if there was or was not a clear
channel when that work was being undertaken. * think 
waa in'iQAi arid while staying a® a guest at Adgewood, I
covered quite a few different fellas# ^ S o ^ M i n ^ m v ^ r e t u r n  of me say if correspondence, immediately following my re 
to Melrose, and addressed to “adine, ever came to your true
hand.. •: < - : c •** •' r11-*'

1 had a rather unusual combination of endeavors in 
regard to Mistletoe about that time. Mary askedmyaidin 
undertaking the Job. That was a pleasure. And when the 
house was finished, she was _kind enough t ^ s k  for further 
advise regarding what should,go in it. I was also called 
in several times for suggestions as to treating the garden, 
and when —ary would be at *“elrose,  ̂would find flora that
could well be contributed for the restoration orn^t^i.aiuni of til anti uk at mistletoe when shf Would return to Mississippi.
It t“  lale time, my head was bussing with data that had come 
to hand through the diary of a lady Jlwiag d^tta 
who was on friendly term® with the mistress of istletoe 
in°those ante bellm times, and there vex* several ***®*®*°*8 
to prevailing flower favorite®. -*nd finallŷ when *8*18 00 
was finished and ready for Pilgrimage, Mrs. ?0*0*88^0*
so that it almost seems as though ? traveled along quite a stretch 
It road with that lovely little place, and while my association 
was more casual in some respects than would have been any 
expert’s attention, still I guess I must have been concerned 

with a longer train of details in the several developements 
than is often the case in the restoration of old mansions
of ~atohez.

x got through ipy busy day fairly weel, with my little 
friend from Little *iver sticking pretty close, but enlighten
ing !me at all times on lots of horticultural points of 
great interest and.value. Among other things, he told me



*■ #'.<•* 
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that he has hxx purchased a flame-thrower, to burn off weeds, 
and that he is going to bring it here for me to try out a 

little later. £he gaget works much like any sprayer, l believe, 
and burns kerosene or coal oil with an intensity of 8,000 
degrees. He thinks it will be of the greatest aid in keeping 
down the weeds, saving the hoes and possibly conserving some 
of the brawn now being expended rather lavishly in the 
battle to keep ahead of the grass. it will be nice 
to have the opportunity thus afforded to try the thing out, 
and if it turns out to be all that it is cracked up to be, 

we might eventually invest in one. I think they cost about 
|85.00, but if they work well, that would be less expensive 
than a lawn mower at the present figure that those things are 
listed. .

Yesterday in the store* the overseer told me that he 
would send me some men this morning, explaining that J. H, 
before leaving for ^alveston, had said that 1 was determined 
to beauty the river bank, - opposite ^elrose, by planting 
bamboo. The truth of the matter is that a week or two ago 
J. asked me if would supervise the digging of some bamboo 
in the Melrose garden, as he had a min<jjl to plant the bank 
opposite elrose. I told him * wouldn t mind supervising the 
job, but prayed him whatever else he •'might do, not to 
plant bamboo which would end up by taking half the Parish, 
i suggested a#itch °ane but he would have none of it, - 
bamboo was tan what he had in mind and only that would he 
use. I merely said: Well, don t ever say 1 didn t tell you.”

■ < 0  &  ^

But now that he sends me men to transplant the stuff, - that 
is another tune, especially as he announces that it is I 
would want to plant it, • and opposite Melrose, - off all places.

have all the planting x want to do on Arenbourg 
without going a mile in the opposite direction and ao oss the 
river to plant stuff that 1 abhor as a garden item. But 
with smboo thus thrust upon,me, 1 devoted myself to the job
and already i can heard .the man shedding tears about a 12th,month hence. .■ - .

Mr. ^aohelier left for home, just after x got back from 
across the river, and 1 had to stave off some *ilgrims while 

saying goodbye to him. *he Pilgrims were some Atlanta people 
and very lovely, but frankly i was glad when A could hand them 
to their car and get on to supper.

Mttle *lng s twin brother, Big *ix, returned from the 
wars today. t*e enlisted last April, went to *apan and ^anilla 
broke both arms, had them mended, and so discharged, having 
traveled half way around the globe and become a veteran in 
9 or 10 months, which is quite good, i think. He thinks

there s no place like home, and ± can appreciate that feeling, t oo.....

January 29th, 1947.

Memorandums
Another busy day in the garden department.
The wind has been high, the sky overcast, and it 

will probably rain tonight.
x staked the pears and persimmons and planted quite a few 

hills* of ^ilk and “ine lilies.
X was glad to get the side gate completed today, too.

* ^ast year oxll only the two gates on the Bermuda Hoad were 
completed, and so I welcomed this opportunity to finish the one 
half way down the *lphone line. tfrom now on , one can enter 
at either gate on the Bermuda,Hoad, and can drive slap 
around Ho. 1 Unit, and on completing the square, find 
himself where he started. t

There is somet ing strange about the Milt* and Wine 
lilies* Their blossom are about the size of the ordinary 
lily, the petals white, with a wine}colored streak running 
down the center of each. There isn t anything strange about that 
however, but it1 s the bulb,, which, from its size seemingly 
should produce a flower the dimensions of a dinner plate.
*or while bulb I planted today, - which will bring forth 
flowers this year, were the size of a beer bottle, there 
were a number x planted at the same time which were as big 
around as an otidnary family size tea pot. I never did notice 
if the big bulbs produce, more flowers that the little ones but 
I suppose they do. These orinums grow about a foot high, 
and blossom generously during the summer, and invariably following 
a shower, eventually, whep we get a water system, * think 
X shall try them out to see if a good sprinking by a hose will 

turn the trick as effectively as old "“other ature.
*■ In a recent letter you were so kind as to acquaint me with
further particulars regarding the Lincoln papers whioh are to
be Released in July of th,is year, - the 21st ,,i think. These
are letters to and from Mr. Lincoln, as I understand it, and
having nothing to do.with the investigation following his death
which were scheduled for release last year, but apprantly never were.
I think I out to write to oiaude ^owers about this point, don*t
you. '' ■ ‘ - ■ - ■fU: f
•  *  *  *  *
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The mail was mostly in the 2nd wlass section today,
"mong other things came the current issue of American 

Mercury, with the, first article by F'rof. Hinton, or some suoh 
name, At has to do with the -“egro, and sounds very interesting, 
so far as the first few pages I was able to get to. , Dr. Linton 

deducts that gradually the negro grows lighter with the passage 
of generations and concludes that within about 200 years 
the racial troubles will have pretty well evaporated since 
it is the color that makes the negro the object or persecution, 
and since a ,no one within a couple of hundred years will be 
able to detect a negro from a white so far as coloring goes, 
that tormdnt will be a thing of the past. I hadn't realized 
before reading the article that the white population increases 
more rapidly than the negro and that the life expeoteney of 
the white person is some 60 odd years as opposed to 48 and a 
fraction years for the negro.,

x haven11 yet finished with Bontomps: They Seek a ^ity# 
being ioo sleepy last night to do much reading. 1 did enjoy 
hie account of Ada Isaao ^enken a day or two agoi 1 believe 

Lyle did something about that lady in one of his books, - 
probably Fabulous "ew urleans, which 1 never read. You 
will recall fthat she was the actress who had great sucoess in 
this country and abroad, where ^winburne, Carles Dickens and 
other people of note acclaimed her extravagantly. I gather 
that few people sensed, - although they may have understood, that 
la belle Menken was a young lady of color, burn and raised in 
South Louisiana. "omewhere at “elrose we have quite an 
exraordinary picture of this famous‘American actress, sitting 
on Alexandre Furnas., Fere s, knee. From the present volume I 
am .led to believe that Ada was orazy about old ?ere, and 
that he, too, seemed quite Infatuated for a time at least.
As a thing of beauty, f never thought of Dumas, pere, as likely 
to take any prize, but of course there is no accounting for 
taste, and perhaps it was his mulatto hue that appealed to 
Ada's senses more than his contours.

A note from Shreveport indicates that on Friday Sister 
is having in 50 people for coffee, "own this way there seems to 
be quite a tendency to have "coffees" in the morning, after the 
manner of. "teas” in other places. x saw Madam Regard this morning. 
She told me ^eleste was in ^atchitodhes, - 9:30, for a copy, 
and was returning home hurriedly to go on to bridge this afternoon, 
and would return early to dress to go to a party tonight.
Poor creatures, • partying morning, noon and night, and 
fearful only of finding five minutes on their hands when 
they might have ap opportunity to think. It may nt sound like 
sour grapes, but 1 must say I'm glad 1 don t hage to khxnxgh throw 
myself into such a squirrel's wheel to keep the thing of life 
spinning from sheer fright of having a moment to myself.;...

January 30th, 1947.

Memorandum:
lour nice report of Monday arrived in this morning’s 

post, along with one from audo$ph.^ I enclose a o f  
latter, having inadvertently burned the first sheets as 
i touched/^re to your letter on reading*.

it was good of you to speak of the sevigne communication 
of which i had heard nothing. Over a period of years, 1 have 
know of the strangest requests for people in remote places 
do shopping, and as she always seems 'enchanted with the results, 
I feel quite sure that she will be in this instance,' too. I 
mtfst say, however, that i think a little more imagination might 
have been used, - 1 might start by using some myself, for I 
can well imagine that ycfu have plenty to do without going out 
into the market to make purchases on other people s account, - 
and a try to crawl out on my side by assuming that usually my 

« hflVA pomathinc a little more personal or at least of

For years, Grandma Drangier of that great ^outh Louisiana family 
used to do all the Madam's shopping for her in "ew rleans, 
and while the two ladies had very animated correspondence,
Grandma ^rangier lived and died before the two ladies ever did 
get around to see each other face to. face. More recently,* 
perhaps along about 1939 or 1940, I recall having a series of 
woblen trousers arriving from a city some 1,500 miles from 
here.' In'the south, in “‘inter, 1 wear nothing but Kaki, 
and when the first pair of trousers arrived, i reared and pitched 
at the thought of wearing them, Ahen oame a second pair, a third 
and so on, - hone of which I have never put on in my life, but 
trousers were the thing upper most on the docket at that moment, 
and so they continued to fly in. -But A always felt sorry for what
ever unknown purchaser in some far away city who was requested 
to make such purchases, - and especially'as i had no need whatso
ever for them. "

But one thing is always certain, and that is that whatever 
is ever purchased always enchants the lady, and you may rest 
assured that regardless of the re-action of the ultimate consumer 
of the merchandise, - and it will probably be favorable,- 
the one who asked for the purchase will always be enchanted and 
Withal grateful, ^he has been ordering underwear from ^shville,- 
stuff out of Besses, i think, and in sending them on to her daughter
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she has invariably expressed the greatest satisfaction with every
thing. *

1 continued hoeing and planting at ^renbourg, - before 
breakfast and after dinner. 1 did more hoeing that planting, 
but 1 got in perhaps 15 or 20 hills of lilies. I expect to 
continue tomorrow if the weather is fair, and i think it will be , 
for it is cool tonight and clear.

I saw ^r. and -̂ r. Horsley today for the first time.
They brought a young man, - to chat with the Madam about 
Kate ^hopin who used to live in the ^loutierville house, 
i'he youth was one Aves Aicque1accent on the e) of 412 mast 
$5th Street, Manhattan, ^e is down here doing some research on 
Mme. Ohopin, and making some sketches of her one time residence, 
etc.

I liked him and ± liked Dr. Mo*sley and her husband. Per
haps it was the high wind, but whatever, la worsley s perruque 

* was untidy, - black, bobbed and unbrushed. She truck me as being 
35-ish‘ and Vaguely 1 thought she might be a quarter Jewish, 
although A gained that impression merely from the texture of 

the skin Which x saw but indifferently. *he 8€femed quite pleasant 
and x must say x continue to admire her for having started with 
nothing, succeeded so well and no doubt filled with some 
secret satisfaction that she has actually cared for her patients 
and not tried to grind their last cent out of them, - a new sensatioh 
for the people of color in dealing with a Houtlerville physician.

xoday was Kriipmeyer ~ay, but I learned nothing of Hitt a or 
othefr favorite patients at ^elrose Clinic., for the *̂ r. and his 
Wife 'brother their son and new daughter in law, and dull young 
people they were, although extremely nice young people, 
but deadly so far as getting any further than letting the host 
and hostesess do the song and'dance acts. Distening is such a 
great social virtud, - and such a rare one, but? it, too, can 
be cafried to excess of your when the visitor kicks in nothing, 
to keep the ball rdlling.

w. a. is back from the uofton Council in Galveston and a Deeane 
meeting in ^hr veport, reporting a dull time in the former place. 
x think he probably enjoyed comparing ndtes with the Secretary of 
Agriculture, but probably was disappointed that ^alveston is closed 
down at this season, so there probably wasn*t much place or many 
people to frolic with. '

^rebsure is being put on the Madam and me, - of all thin s, 
froij the local whamber of wommerce, - through the ^enrys. - to 
let ^elrose be open for tourists, described in yesterday s en
closure. I assume, - 1 hope, - the Madam may b’e in ^shville 
by the first week in May, leaving me with'about 1,000 bags on my 
hands, should the ĥarrier of wo merce win. Misere....

January 31st, 1947,

Memorandum!
As you anticipated, 1 was surprised to receive your 

nice fat report in this morning*s post, immediately 
following yours which was written the day before wherein 

you expressed the probability that it would be the week
end before you got back to the-Desk ’ ork Department.

I enjoyed every line, - it goes without saying,- 
and your interesting account of Dinner ^t *he «hite House 
made me lick my chops to get into it. A think A shall 
rip off a line to old, X. Rieley, asking him to have 
the thing, put on to disks.

Today is Thursday and my ears are already getting warmed 
up, so r suppose you may be in touch with the girl friend.
I was touched by what you concluded regarding one reason 
why you hold her in such tender affection. You expressed 
the thought so perfectly that A found it especially moving.

I shall be interested to learn if her reaction to 
The Family was somewhat along lines of my own.

A cold mass of air, long hovering between Siberia 
and Alaska has at long started moving uouth, and it is 
said to be centered over Wyoming as of-yesterday, and making 
tracts in this direction.” Our balmy Spring days have 
suddenly*-be come a little less balmy, but as yet the frost 
hasn'^ arrived, and so x continue at Arenbourg, planting 
Milk and ^ine lilies with abandon.

I was.too sleepy last night to do much reading but 
I did make a page from,^ohn -burroughs. It Js delicious, 
reading, - and if Bgon has never read wohn urroughs, 
he has a world of enjoyment ahead of him, A' think, if 
he ever stumbles arooss the man^ writings, almost 
anything from about 1879 on down. Last night A remember 
reading something about some kind of a woodpecker, - a hig- 
hold or some such name, being, if I remember correctly, one 
or those types with a yellow throat. A was interested to 
learn that the bird never eats anything with its bill,- 
although he may, use it to put his food in proper condition. 
But so far as* actually taking anything into1 his mouth,

»
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this interesting bird sticks out its tongue, - about 
three inches in length, laying hold of the object with 
the same lightening speed that a toad uses. There was 
also something about a humming bird which ̂ r. burroughs 
mentions as having found, its bill stuck in as crevice of 
old wood in a barn, where the poor thing had died. That 
reminded me of a time when little -̂ lam was once helping me 
round up a big old armful of butterfly lilies, just before 
an impending storm, and there,#in a great cluster of these 
lovely butterfly-like blossoms', 131am discovered a 
humming bird whi h-had intereted its bill- into the cluster 
in such a way that it couldn t remove it, - and had died 
there. It seemed so tragic to me that such a lovely 
little thingr should have had to starve to death in the 

midst of such luscious huney and such heavenly fragrance,
I can only hope that in the butterfly lily, he found the 
transition from earth to heaven a little less distressing. 
But what with life being so sweet, I'm afraid all the 
perfumes of Araby wouldn'£ have eased the departure much,

I appreciate your aocount of "r. Bradford's appear
ance in the Tribune, Like ypu, I , too, have never read 
a line from him, I believe his John Benry, - or some 
such name, is said to be one of his best things. Be 
himself used to say that the short stories he used to do 
for the Saturday Evening Post, - or Colliers, - weren't 
worth anybody s time to read, but that he was getting 
$1,800.00 a week for them, and that grinding them off at 
such a great rate was of importance only to his pocket- 
book and not to the enlightenment of the reader, that's 
what he used to say at ^elrose, but 1 reckon, for obvious 
reasons, he wouldn t go' so far as to be so confidential 
in his’statements r'on the printed page,

I telephoned “rs. Band this morning, and quite 
unexpectedly heard Bd hand18 voice in response, I think 
I mentioned before that he gave up broadcasting on the 
1st of November to start a nursery out on the road to 
Paradise, some 7 or 8 miles Bast of Alexandria,
Having hold of his ear, x asked him if he could locate 
some grandiflora magnolias for me, “e said he could, 
and I asked him to buy them for ^renbourg. As for 
having the owner shipnai them, he said he would not ask 
for that but would deliver them himself one day next week. 
Perhaps he can locate some B0ulangianas for us, as every 
Uufsery in the country seems to be all sold out.

I have looked at the pictures which accompanied the 
report and find them delicious. Thanks a million for the 
pleasure, and on .this week end I shall read the article 
giving particulars. Again my thanks for a lovely day, and 

* may your week end be ever so pleasant,..,.

*  ■-'
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February End, 1947,

* v  • ’ • -* -• •>-» L-r"- •*- ■ ;  ' . *  ••» • '  *

Memorandum** V
As usual, a day at the end of the week has elapsed 

without conversation, and as usual, it seems like a 
million years. ; t .

4. have thought of you so often, you and your companion, 
. and hoped that you have had lots of,opportunity to frolic, 
and lots of vigor to enjoy it to the fullest.

As predicted, the cool mass of fdr from the north 
arrived and tended to slow up planting. But I kept 
pretty busy wi£h a spade, digging out Jphnson Grass roots 
from the path l have.l^id out for Uncle Lor s general 
direction. if you don t happen tp know Johnson Grass 
you are fortunate. Itnis hardy stuff, introduced, I 
thinkt from Africa or the Orient, by one MrjJ Johnson,

; He had an idea is would have great surviving propensities.
, It was a, wonderful idea. It reproduces wonderfully, too, 
and crowds out every living plant in comes in contact with.

Jts roots are about the thieknaess of a pencil.
It spreads masses of th.em from a few inches to a foot 
beneath t]le surface. And the pencils multiply and spread 
amazingly. There is one way to eradicate the grass, - 
and only one way, - and that is to dig it up by hand.
That's what I've been up to, f

I- did run over to see upline on Friday evening for 
a moment, a fact which I did not. mention in my last note,
I think. 1 wanted to thank her for the nice patch work 
quite she had sent me a week or two back. She was as 
kindly and running over with goodness as ever. She 
told me if I would get some white cloth, she could 
sew it over the lining of flour saoks which she had 
used for that purpose. I told her 1 loved the flour 
sacks with her handiwork better than all the white cloth 
in the wor!4. . *

t f ‘ . . ■ ' ■ ,•  ̂  ̂ ' r  \

Theonly difficulty about going to feline’s is 
getting away. Good old «>oer hqr husband, was-propping up 
their sagging picket fence when arrived. Be dropped
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Ahat labor and took as seat along side me in the house before 
the open fire, while ueline seadtely moved about as fast 
as her 98 years would permit, getting water in a little 
pot, heating it, and making coffee*

My Lora, Celine's three dongs, three cats and a 
half dozen little baby chicks were frolicking about around 
our chairs. As we chatted,  ̂notied an old-timey 
tintype on the wall, ueline said it was her Grandpapa,- 
August Badin. "Badin was really his mama's last name,- 
she was of color, but they wouldn't let August use his 
papa's name, - a white man, - August Robiaiu:.ki

That was interesting, So far as I know there was but a 
single Robiaux family in ^atchitoches •‘■arish in the old days, 
Francois Robiaux was<the founder of the family here His 
plantation house still stands, on the West bank of ^ane Hiver, 
between Melrose and Bermuda* He was an outrageious person, 
if one is any judge of old legal papers and ^ourt documents.

He had several sons, whose names 1 have almost forgotten, 
une son was struck by lightning. Another, l think, was 
August, *nd old Francois had several daughters, too, one 
of whom was Ausite, who married old ^r. ^oe ^enry, and they 
begot three sons* one of whom, - John, married a Garret from 
South -Louisiana* And so on and so forth, and it did 
appear, as ~r. xepy's might remark, that we were getting 
awfully cloBe to home, •

Well, so much for my call on good old Celine, and back 
home a started a long response to a very nice letter, in 
response to one addressed to "The Post ^aster, Melsose, La,", 

from Melrose, Boottland, The letter asked for particulars about, 
this melrose, and told something about the Melrose in Scotland, 
where air Walter Soctt is buried in ^elrose Abbey. It seems 
an Editor of a paper in Melrose, Scotland, is writing to 
all the “ielroses he knows about in this world. I think there 
are* 27 in the united Sfcfctes, and ^eaven alone, knows how many 
in Austrialia, Canada and south Africa, a haven't finished my 
response as yet, but 1 am going to include a suggestion to 
the Scottish Editor, expressing the hope that m e n all the 
letters are in, describing all the different far-flung Melroses, 
that he get out a special Melrose Edition, printing all the 
letters, - which, I should think, might make very interesting 
reading.

As for my literary eveings, i ha en't been doing much over 
the week end. By chance, thinking 1 had something by one of 
the Hinet 8, x began reading a 10 or l^th century Italian novel, 
translated byfold MOXaoe Walpole, whose letters from strawberry 
Hill, his country place in %igland in the 18th century, to 
the *uke de Choiseul at ^hateloupe in the Loire, used to fill 
me with so much delight, -v-At's been nice, resumig our little 
chats, after .this long absence-of a day....
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.February 3rd, 1947*

Memorandum:
To hand tv/o*letters, • one joint one of which 

I heard hat a part, - A reckon there mast have been 
reference in it to the dress, • and a personal letter 
which 1 haven't read as yet, - what with all the Ethoplans 
busy with spring endeavors on Red River today, ana 
possibly not back home as yet, although it is already 
past first dark. But it is nice to have the message tucked 
away in my pocket, and perhaps I shall get to it tonight 
or perhaps I shall content myself with the promise of a 
chat with you on the morrow* 1 win in either event.

A letter to the Madam from the General indicates that 
he is making preparations to head out in this general direction 
shortly, - sometime in February. &e enclosed two 
personal letters, written him by Henry htimson, before 
he quitted the cabinet,<and one from one of the prominent 
scientists, associated with the M-anhattan rojeot, a 
suppose, A Hidn t catch the name of the scientist, ihe 
General mentioned that his picture was on the cover of 
Time.about a year ago. There was nothing important in 
either letter, except the human side revealed in both 
cases, and an expression of gratitude from the scientist 
for all assistance given by the General., *

From ̂ obile came the dozen gardenias I had ordered some 
time back. They seemed to be nice bushes, - small, - 
perhaps 10 or 12 inches in height. I planted them in 
the afternoon, - all tenpin one of the bulges toward Uncle 
d;'0r's direction. * think I shall order another dozen, 
just to get some of them going, for I think it isn t likely 
we shall have too many, and they do have the virtue of 
making a pleasant massing effect all year round, - when 
grown, not to mention their very pleasant blossoms in 
May. The soil is inclined to be rich where these of today s 

, arrival are planted, and a think they should grow fairly fast 
in that situation, although there is perhaps too much sun 
which they scarcely need in great quantity, and yet, once 
established, they seem to go slap ahead, regardless of their 
situation.

I fell asleep on Fred Allen last night but awakened
4 +• Via owon4 no- on A -f rtT t.hft "Pi T st

i
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read •'ames Hilton’s Goodbye, mT. Chips.
It’s a pleasant bit of writing, but 1 cannot imagine bow 
the t ing was ever so widely read as * think it was a few 
years $go. 1 didn't’realize the public read suoh things,- 
stories or a biography in a way, without any particular 
plot, I found in the book a pleasant appreciation of 
the value of a teacher with one pitiful little college degree, 
whose superiority of achievement over other pedagogues 
with vast alphabetic accummulations lay in the fact that 
he gave humanity to human beings and not a lot of rules 
for effeciency and go-getting-ness, - and was an enormous 
sucoesss because he played out his life in sheer enjoyment 
of his work in such nobleness.

, I awoke again a little after ? this morning, and 
tried a few pages of f*dith Wharton s ^phram Frone, which,
I believe, most critics consider is.^iss Wharton s most 
accomplished work. It seems to be an excellent Study of 
a poor '“’onnfcotiout farmer, with some splendid character 
sketches of the wife and the house servant. I shall probably 
finish the book tonight, wondering the while, why I 
never seem to incline toward such studies that have 
their backdrop in misery and poverty when the tale would 
interest me so much more if the setting wer?, say, at laurel 
Hill, where a pleasant setting offers all the miseres that 
the other setting serves*up,- although not identical.
For in the ^aurel "ill case one finds Virginia, a strikingly 
beautiful young lady, possessed of the finest mind in the 
^outh perhaps, and married to a young physician, considerably 
beneath her in intellect and social attributes. Virginia’s 
father, an aristocrat, possessed of thousands of acres and 
the finest plantation home in Mississippi. 7 a heritage 
of everything that is best. And there is Virginia’s 
husband s family, • respectable, dull, always boringly 
middle class in manners, intellect and resentment of their 
betters* And irginia, keenest medical mind ever to grace 
a pre-med’. university where she instructed medical men 
of consid rable experience; the first, woman to be accorded the 
right to give final diagnoieis of rare diseases, possessed 
of social charm to melt a aphynx; heiress to everything; 
possessor of nothing', since she disdains the unsatisfacotry 
work of servants and insists'on scrubbing her own floors 
as they should be scrubbed, according to her ideas; 
contributing nothing but uneasiness to her husband’and 
disappointment to her father, apd so on and so forth. - if 
% s s  Wharton had only used her capvas to depiect people such as 
the ^utlers, she really would have pleased me more.

And did ever tel}, you of my friend, an inordinate 
admirer of ^dith “arton s work, was once pushed into telephon
ing the lady when finding himself on the Aivera where she 
has a chateau, , and how floored he was when the yoice said 
"this is ^iss "harton speaking'1, that he couldn t find words, 
apd just hung up, always declaring afterwards that he 
had realied his greatest ambition,- to say a word to A. wharton.

February 4th, 1947.

Memorandum i

It was so nice, having your Thursday's letter 
to read today. By now, 1. J.’s ordeal if over and done with,
I hope, and further let us hope she is well on the mend.
. I think she was wise to forgo the skating exhibition,

, for under such s circumstances, - or following them, there is
really no place like home. And besides, she had the good
fortune to have some one like is you to tell all on the 
following day, which was a heap better than making a visit to 
the exhibition in person. It's like that old problem 1 used 
to ponder on, - whether it were better to sit more or less 
uncomfortable at Lewishon Stadium to see and hear a Concert, 
or to drape myself on a comfortable couch at home and merely 
listen. The latter.alternative finally triumphed, foil wing 

too many trys with the first, and in A. J. »8 decision, I’m sure 
she found much more in your report than in anything she 

might have experienced first hand,

it is re-assuring that a letter came through, - at long 
last from ^nita. I shall be so interested to learn how things 
turn in her neighborhood, let's unite in holding the thought 
that she never again feels constrained to do another -Berlin 
jaunt under existing circumstances.

You express the hope in your let er that the Madam 
might not fall of her sofa on reading the financial statement. 
Let me hasten to assure you that she didn’t. In reading 
the eontens of your communication, she obviously created the 
impression in parts that she was loosing her place from 
time to time, and natura ly I acquiesed sufficiently to give 
her an opportunity to skip whatever she pleased, - up-setting 
a stack of papers on the table next to me, thus affording me 
an opportun ty to go crawling under ab-les and sofas in an 
effort to put them back in their original position. Her 
voice sounded forth quite clear on certain parts, - obviously 
in regard to less personal matters, and while 1 continued my 

attempt to rescue the confusion of papers, she glhnced over the 
enciosures in your letter, and terminated the mail by saying: 
"She s a treasure. Couldn't do without her. Can t see why 
she.can t save time by taking a plane and running^down to see
A?! -p h -trip woul<* take but a day‘s flying time.’4 s0 1 guess she found no occasion to bat an eyelash. „ guess

%
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I thin* i mentioned in yesterday's report that 
I set out the do?en gardenias - "Bortoni”, as they are styled, 
and the ten didn t seem to maie much of an impression on the 
section, - toward uncle d*Ors, where i placed them.

This morning i decided that we might as well invest in 
more of them right nqw, and so I sent in an order for £5 additional 
ones for immediate delivery. As they come from Mobile, 1 
reckon they ought to arrive within a week, or ten days. This 
v.i 11 give me an opportunity to get the half dozen magnolias 
that *L order from isd Rand well planted.

As there is much sun striking the places where the 
gardenias are "being and will be planted, prhaps not more 
than half of them will x* survive, but even so, that will 
be doing fairly well with this type of small plant.
My idea is to plant two each*of the ones just ordered between 
the laternating pear and persimmon plants along the drive.
Being small to start with, both the trees and the bushes, 
they will grow apace together, the trees not being too 
large to keep the gardenias from doing well, i think, and 
with two gardenias each between the severaltpears and persiomons, 
the drive will have a decided line of green all the year round,- 
and especially in “'inter then the trees themselves will be 
leafless. It is apparant that 1 am cutting myself a 
fine bit of hoeing for this summer, but by being able to 
borrow "*r, Bachelier's flame thrower, 1 think 1 shall be 
able to keep the. situation well in hand quite easily.

The cold that has the rest of the country in its grip 
is giving us a fair share of chilly wind from the Borth Bast, v
but the sun is bound to keep the thermomenter from going 
too low during the next oou|le of days, when Spring, l 
hope, will return. I am glad to .hear the leather ^an say 
that it will not freeze tonight, but even though it should, 
it will not hurt the gardenias or the Madame Airies, - now 
in full leaf.

I must remark upon a curious mental quirk which manifests 
itself here every once in a while, niring the past week, the 
Madam, who naturally believes the Voodoo is silly, has sent 
a dollar by Bam Brown to Miss Adele, the mulatto cutter of 
cards, to determine if she will ever get back some shears and 
other items, stolen, as the ^adam declares at ^am Brown 8 
inuendo, by wleraence, but in reality by Sam Brown himself 
and the former cook, ^thel. As so often in the past, the 
messenger pockets the money, and after absenting h mself for a 
couple of hours, during which he hasn’t seen a thing of 
Miss Adele, he returns to the big house to announce by vague 
suggestions that it is Giemenoe alright who has the things but 
that the Madam will get them all, back if she waits with patience. 
Isn't it amazing that one who find voodooism so ridiculous can 
be such a deceived devotee of the "black” Arts herself.

t : - * 1 ' *

February 5th,

Memorandum:
The parcel post package arrived in this morning's \ 

post in good order. The Madam was,pleased with your selection, 
and thinks Sister will be crazy about it. She was s
enchanted, too, with Dinner at the White House, and seemed 
as pleased as Puck to find some little paper markers, in
dicating pages of particular interest. What with 
other book lists and catalogues already to hand, she didn t 
get around to crack the Adamic book during the afternoon, 
but I reckon she will probably begin thexwx morrow on 
that note.

The unusual cold of yesterday's breeze brought the 
ground to a freeze this morningt but i think the cold hurt 
nothing at Arenbourg, I couldnrt do much hoeing in the 
morning., but i got holes dug. for the magnolias which .
I thought the Rands might possibly bring today, - but didn t. 
Probably they will come tomorrow, and 1 shall be rady for them, 
although the ground is a little too dry for ideal planting 
at the moment, so if the Aands will linger by the wayside 
a few days or the rains hurry along, either course will suit* 
our pupose to a T.

The enclosure from Dora seems to be quite uninteresting.
It is a little puzzling to me that he continues to push 
the Ulemence things with undiminished vigor,.but perhaps he 
is right. Bor my part, 1 think T would sit tight for a little 
spell, giving the dealers a chance to manifest an interest 
in this form of expression while concentrated on some 
other line, rerhaps he has extra time to devote,to this, 
however, and if so, it certainly is a fine kind of in
door sport, and can certainly do him little harm.

1 awoke at 3*80 this morning for the second or third 
day in a row, and so d^d a little reading before rising.
I dipped into General Wainright*s Story, - an account of 
his surrender and captivity in the Phillipines, and found 
it very readable. There is a newspaper style of writing 
which 1 cannot describe very well but which i feel certain 
you have encountered from time to time in your reading, too#
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i gather that some news man or men contrived this volume at 
the Generali suggestion or with his advice, -thing move 
along so smoothly, short sentences, terse expressions of 
eimtion, careful use of adjectives, - especially when referring 
to such important people as ttener 1 ^acArthur, etc. hut 
while it is as - entertaining and as enlightening as a 
40 or 50 minutes at the Diewsreel, you close the book without 
having come any closer to the so-called author. 1 imagine 
from what i hear that "r. ^ane's writing is along these lines,- 
with comparatively little of the author's personality gleaming 
through the lines which stand forth as models of construction 

those who run to read, but somehow lacking in individuality 
for those who would sense something by way of style or the 
human touch to the tale.

Because 1 want to have some understanding of the progression 
of Japanese culture in the Philipines during the war, i shall 
finish the book eventually, glad to have it afford such 
a factual picture of the situation. And when I have done read
ing it, i hope something by way of -Belles -Uettres will 
come along so that ± may really .moves from the cold Jrront 
.Fage to intimate living lines buried deep within, the covers 
of a more entrancingly entitled binding.

And speaking of books, don't you.think your friend, old 
X. P. alley moves mighty slow, his wonders to perform. It 
took him a month to respond to my first letter. It has been 
longer than that, 1 think, since a second and a third went 
forward. I don t know why 1 feel like pushing him but somehow
I do.

A letter from Shreveport indicates that the ^enks are 
going to honor us this week end. And a letter from vfashington 
indicates that the General and his -̂ ady expect to head this 

way within about ten days. February ought to be pretty good as 
it goes along. , i'm sorry the General is coming so early, for 
i had hoped he would make it in late Spring in order that he 
might push the madam into his car as he headed orth* again.
The best laid schemen of mice and men, as *t. Steinbeck might 
remark.....

Aside from the wainright ^emoire, am also studying 
a recent publication by the universit.y &f uklahoma £ress,- 
neserts wn Hie March by *ears.. China's scientific* i 
agritucultural methods in 2500 B, C, India s and jsgypt s 
problems and exerpts from a most excellent^Parmer s Almanac 
issued in ureses in 800 B. are a few of the fascinating 
historical points touched upon thus far in my reading ,, ,
Eventually i shall arrive at a chapter where the efforts of iheodre 
and Franklin noosevelt undertake some intell gent supervision 
of our agricultural propensities through forest and soil 
conservation programs, i suppose, and 1 shall enjoy tha ,

(too. ao much for the momentary “literary evenings , ana 
less of them on the morrow..#

/
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February 6th, 1947.

Memorandum:
So nice to have your most interesting letter of Saturday, 

together with the clipping about the neal street celebrity,
I'hanks much, and blessings on you for having denied t 
yourself the ^oncert to give me correspondence.

I am just as puzzled as you were by the sudden news 
of the young man who deserted Binghamton for Valley Forge.
The undisclosed hitting .of the ^aok *ot seems to be 
about the only explantion coming to mind. But-for the 
moment 1 c^n t imagine what an instructor of skiing .might 
do when the *^ly heat gets turned on. As 1 remember it,
Valley or rather Old Forge used to boast of quite a few 
professional guides, both for hunting and fishing in 
summer, and perhaps they were all professional ski masters 
in their summer disguise and x never recognized their true 
identity, Bo you reckon the youth in question if proficient 
in trailing a meandering moose or an elucive trout.
Let's hope he is possesssed of some hidden accomplishments 
in the.lore of the forest of which we know nothing. And 
more power tQ him when the snows of 1947 begin melting.

And thanks so much for. the news from abroad.
I am so glad that Frau rongs seems to be content with the 
prospects of contemplating better times. Who can tell, 
perhaps they are just, around the corner, and may that be 
so. ut from where i sit;, F can't imagine anything in 
Europe being too rosey within the next two or three decades, 
and while fortitude is altogether noble if one must bear 

adversity, and yet, for myself, were F living abroad and 
foreseeing the vaguest chanoe of life in America following 
such terrific disasters, * most certainly expend all my energies, 
I think, in figuring out a way to reach these shores rather 
than expending my hopes on such an uncertain dawning as those 
in Europe must contemplate when they envision the advent 
of a better economic day#

I nsSh' t at all surprised to learn that Frau ?Wede leaped 
on the scene-in slacks.' Surely that was to have been expected, 
but * was surprised that uerr Wede didn't recognize Frau Fongs,

r
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what with the strength of 'her personality and what x 
assume to be his powers of observation and remembrance.
Dumb luck seems to be cloak of some people, and 1 would 
say the Wedes must be in that category. When one thinks 
how poorly Nadine's friend fared and how unscathed both in 
person and business establishment the ^edes came through, 
it is bound to set one recalling that old adage that it 
is better to be born lucky than smart.

I know you will all have a nice evening at the Carnegie 
concert, and x do hope L. J. is feeling up to snuff, following 
her encounter with the dentist. Miss Sally*s daughter-in- 
law, "Dee , - ^rs. *“athew ^ertzog, - had a round with the 
dentist on Saturday;- In the morning she was at ^agnolia, 
busting a large rocking chair when somehow the thing slipped 
from her grip as sheheld it turned back, kneeling in front of 
it, and the darned thing struck her in the face, knocking 
out five teeth, - just like that. She is a great friend of 
Celeste, - and very much like her, - not to mention Frau 
Bgon, - but possessed of unusual self control, for she 
Simply picked up her hat, got into her car, drove to 
Natchitoches and had the five roots extracted, and thence 
returned home without telling a soul. I guess It must be 
about 50 or 60 miles round trip from Magnolia to town, and I 
certainly think Celeste was right in saying she thought Dee could 
have conferred a favor upon some member of her family or 
a friend by sharing the misfortune with them at the time, and 
at least let them do the driving.

ihe weather is much warmer but too dry. I thought 
the Hands would come with the magnolias this afternooon, but 
I rekon.they will probably make it tomorrow.

i ; ( - .
1 intended mentioning yesterday that the Madam yesterday 

sent an order to tthe store for a check to be forwarded to 
you, so 1 reckon you may have already received it, - or 
will shortly. Should it fail to a rive within a day or two, 
do let me know and 1 shall check up on the matter, ^he 
continues to speak of her ̂ pleasure with the new dress.

After supper, I got me a bucket and journeyed back to 
Arenbourg. With water from the slightly decrept cistern,
I watered all the newly set out gardenias and as many of the 
pears and persimmons as 1 could get to before night overtook 
me. If these will do half as well as the Mme. Curies seem 
to be, all of them ought to make a go od it.....

I
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February 7th, 194 7.

Memorandum:

Ihe enclosed card was an unexpected pleasure. Celeste 
was at the Rost Office when* I received it, and glancing 
at the stamps, asked for them when x was finished with them.
I was finished then, ^ence the mutilation.

if la Ramsey included an address, a would be glad if 
you would transcribe same, although there is no rush about 
doing so, since i shall not respond immediately,

Cold weather is ©gain blowing out of the "orth, 
and since the Rands didn t make 1 it today, I'm hoping 
they will not do so until things warm up a bit when it 
ould be more auspicious to plant the magnolias.

■before the thermometer started going down this 
afternoon, a set in two more pear trees and two grafted pecanes 
J. *. received some very special trees today, - pecanes styled 
Desireable,- and offered me a couple, along with the pears.

drive leading from the "ermuda Road to the Raggedy ouse, leaving a space between them and 
the ot er pears’already planted on that drive, so that 
I can set some persimmons in between whenever 1 run across
a couple of the latter. v
t

1 also set in a couple of diciduous - Chinese - 
magnolias, - one where the four pieces of "pie" formed bv 
the sections of the bulb garden cross, and, the other 
behind eter ettoyer s old house, whdre another is also 
growing from last year. It seems to me a should have 
done more gardening but what with the cold breeze blowing,-

t0 ? \ de«ree8’ t00» * I devoted a little more ime than usual to my patient and brushing up on some of 
her correspondence. e ^ 1

t ■ f

-itv, ?hI 4s?id!d 1bia morIline that she wanted to present me , ffw hundred young nandina plants which she said she 
?°U-Jd*haV6 i?*™ “r°wn set out all along the Bermuda *-oad,- 

thS J00ts of Switch Uane that 1 have planted 
there. *he explained that she would have somebody dig me a

th° fei30e 80 ^at we could run water in the Inch
S' X S ' t  r t f 8l% the nandina to grow more Luri^t- ^y. o all this ther are at least three draw-backs: -
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she hasn't enough nandina to plant the Bermuda Road; I don t 
want the^nandina in that place or Ssm Brown to plant anything 
and there isn t any water to run in any ditch that might be 
dug. wutsidS°of that, the idea is wonderful.

I continue to read Deserts un Ahe March, sandwiching 
in a very interesting book, - Atlantic Meeting by Morton. 
Morton seems to be a prominent -British publicist who in mid
summer of 1941 was asked in "ondon if he would care to absent 
himself from the city for three weeks to visit an unnamed 
place to witness an unnamed event,that would be consumated by 
unnamed important people. He would. *nd from there on 
he tells how preparations were made and how he left ^ondon 
on a special train along with scores of other people, - 

none of whom had any idea as to their destination. As 
there were sleeping cars going to make up a part of the train, 
they all assumed they were headed toward Scotland, since 
that is the only direction a train can go requiring sleepers., 
A couple of hours out from ^ondon and the train stopped,
Mr. Churchill got aboard, and on they sped, The next 
morning, in Scotland, they all boarded the ^rince of Wailes, 
and then follows a day to day account of the trip 
across the Atlantic to ^ewfoundland, and the three or 
four -days of conferences with *“r. Roosevelt. xt is really 
qui£e interesting for one who is interested in such details,
as am,

!* noticed a couple of minor errors of no especial 
importance although in view of my wanuary letter to 
the Canadaian rrime Minister, one of these I noticed 
particularly. Mr. Norton explained in one place, - referring 
to “‘r. *oosevelt remaining in his chair, that it is well 
known that ^r. in 19S1 whilp vacationing in Maine, 
was stricken with infantile paralysis* Hurammm......

if ^elrose published a newspaper for the majority of 
its inhabitants; it would today have carried the news of the 
death of Emile Serrillac at hi§ home on Little River,- 
a man survived by, - among others, named Pugabou. There 
would also be an aocoiuit of loss sustained by Gussie ^elson, 
sister of *aok, Ezra and Erna, when her house in Alexandria 
burned, consuming everything in it .belonging to her and 
her son, Prank, with the only item rescued being a 
little white dog. In the real estate transfers, there would
from0h fShi o ! Sre9§Srtt l i8 aW e  t f e * r i t t S H S " o « >  t & n ^ o s i t o
bank; Sam Peaoe moving into Pat ^at s house; Bud Williams,- 
Mattie's papa, moving into Sam Peace's house, and the 
Dark Duke moving with his wife and her three children from 
Puny*s to Mr. Budd's former house, • next down the road 

below the overseer's. So things turn, and x must turn
from this machine to my downy couch.....

Pebruary 9th,. 1947.

Memorandum:
To begin with, my apologies for sending you three 

separate envelopes in today's post, i hope such a number 
occasioned n o 'inconvenience.

That my original letter to the rrime Minister brought 
forth the response that the idea is found "novel and 
interesting" leads me to hope that the communication instead 
of being pigeion-holed, may actually begin germinating 
shortly. That it may tend to bring forth fruit, X 
have acknowledged receipt of the letter, making use of 
that excuse tb keep the matter to the fore at Government 
House in uttawa. ‘ \

As you have probably noted already, 1 have sent the 
correspondence along for you to glance over, • the duplicates,- 
and P included the envelope from Government House, thinking 
you would be as interested as x in seeing how the Canadian 
Government franks its letters, - so different from the 

American method.
After looking over these letters, P would be glad 

if you would post them to Mrs. Roosevelt, along with the 
letter addressed to her. I should be glad if you would 
sign my name to her letter, and I enclose a couple of sheets 
of Estate stationary in case the letter to Mrs. Roosevelt or 
the duplicates being sent to her should have so many 
spelling and typing errors in them that re-writing seems 
'adviseahle. There is certainly no rush in getting these 
off t o ’ rs. Roosevelt, and you will feel quite free to 
alter tEe .date on her letter to suit circumstances of mailing, 
for if the posting of them should not be convenient to you 
for a month or so, the time lapse would make no difference 
at all. Again 1 apologize, - and this time for imposing upon 
your good nature in this fashion. P did, however, want you 
tb know precisely what is stirring in this matter. It is 
really unusual for the united states to acquire foreign 
territory, - no matter how small, and. x think it is fun to 
share in effecting this matter with you. I would 
remark that there seems to be a suggestion in the letter
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from Government ^ouse that not only is the Roosevelt estate 
to be included in creating the l&nbassy status but the 
whole island of ^orto, - pardon me, - Campobello.
I'm beginning to feel like Mr. Jefferson must have felt 
when after thinking he was purchasing New Orleans, he 
discovered he had actually acquired a third of the whole 
United Spates#*

interruption:-

If you don not recall ~rs. Roosevelt's office 
address on Madison avenue, you might just send it to 
Hide (Y) Park, 1 reckon, use your own judgement, pleas, 
as to whether the envelope should be marked; Confidential.

t '

The week end here went fairly well, - if you overlook 
the usual tornado that keeps swirling from arrival to 
departure.

This visit she manifested a bit of avarice which, in the 
end I think, is likely to advance your credit somewhat.

On her arrival on Saturday afternoon, she stumbled over 
a $50.00 pitcher which she had long been eyeing as victim 
in one of the hauls she makes with every go-round. She 

usually can’t pry more than one object at a time out of 
the Madam., and sb she sometimes concentrates on something 
regardless 'of the fact that she would do better if she 
accepted what might be proffered and take what she has 
on her list for another time. Ttyisfime it was the pitcher, 
and anly the pitcher could she talk abjout. Accordingly 
when the ^adam presented the new frock,* telling her she had 
asked you to selects it in youi size,; since bister always wore 
your clothes, sent to ~elrose ffcr others than Sister,- 
the latter phrase, of course, being mine, - Sister, - 
her' one tract mind ofl the pitcher, and scarcely glancing at 
the frock, remarked that she is so much smaller than you,- 
which is a big lie, that she had always had to out down 
your clothes in order to wear them and that it would be a 
great pity to start cutting down a perfectly new dress, and 
'besides she wanted the pitcher and nothing else. i think 
the Madam, - never getting wise to her daughter's avarice 
as regards the pitcher, was a shade disappointed that Sister 
would talk of nothing but the pitcher, and when sister left 
the room, she, - the ^adam said she thought she would rather 
give you the dress than anyone else, since sister seemed to 
be determined'on the pitcher., And that set me to thinking 
that* if you do get it, wouldn t it be iteresting if it 
should eventually reach *nitanwho once had a.borwn one of 
something of tfre same'design, if recall correctly, and what 
a tale that gown could carry in its train, especially if 
^nita could trade it for something commensurate with her
trade of the shoes for a mattress- ^et the „ ,»

thd dress....  ne Madam tell __ —

February 10th, 1947.

Memor andum:
The Madam says that w. h. is so interested in 

the developing fight as between Cotton versus Synthetics 
that he has gone to Mexioo to seê  about it all.

To the supper table on Saturday night, ^  said 
he was going hunting in Mexico. Somebody asked; What .

As for myself, i say nothing, merely remarking that 
I noticed a folder on his desk the other day, reading ,
Airlines Direct to Guatemala.

So there you are, and may the best man win.
Prom your locality this morning the Weather Man spoke 

of the continued Winter weather, with heaps of snow piling up 
on Maw England and ’“‘ew *ork State. Ski-ing ought to be 
wofcer^ul at Old Forge, - if only the students can get through 
the drifts to oontact the instructor.

It continues cold-in these parts, too, but the sun 
continues.to shine and clouds are predicted for tomorrow.
I hope they will bring rain along with them, for we need it.

• What with a big wake for Fugabou's papa last night and 
his funeral being celebrated this morning, the plantation 
didn't go to work until noon. About 9 x» A. M., at the store,
I saw the Dark Duke, who hand8T been to the wake and who 
wasn’t going to the funeral. I mentioned the necessity of 
doing a littla disking at Arenbourg. Ha grinned and said;
Why not now. In spite of the chilly weather, I couldn t think 
of any good answer, and so he warmed up his tractor, end 
off we went to Arenbourg. There really wasn t so much to 
be done, - what with the bitter wind, but we accomplished  ̂
all i wanted to for this time, * the drive from the Bermuda noad 
around to the Alphonse gate, and the little drive*, separating 
Units 1 and 2, and especially the circular space that eventually 
will form the fore court to the maison de la reine. The 
Dark Duke is excellent in manipulating the disks, and the 
‘whole space was s nicely leveled in half an hour.

•> - -  9
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in lieu of licquor I slipped the Dark Duke the 
withal to acquire the same,-prov ding he could find it, and 
we "both drove back to Melrose on the same tractor, happy 
as clams at this unrehearsed rendition.

from the enclosure you will note the latest doings at 
Dovereux. I had wondered what in the world had happened to 
Miss Myra, but her letter explains all that clearly enough,- 
especially as she is not one who gives way to aching from 
human frailty, - for 1 think she is a devotee of ^ary Baker 
3ddy, - although not of the type that proselites, - in 
proof whereof I state that little Miss Alberta was a week’s 
guest of ^iss'Myra at Devereux two or three years ago and never 
did know until months later when visiting Melrose that her
hostess belonged to the same seot as she.

* * *

Remarking upon Miss Myra's tendecy to skip over her 
own lack of physical 'consideration, it occurs to me that 1 
should have re-read her line about Miss Maude, for coming back 
to it in memory, 1 believe she did say something about the belle 
of Windy ^ill complaining about her condition.

I ’m reading a book, - The Men Who Make The JPutura, by 
someone whose name shounds as thought it might be spelled 
Bruce Devin, - or some such. It’s a 194k publication, and there
fore astonishing for what *it has to say about the Atom, the 
importance of uranium in extracting atomic power, etc. 
for those intrested in Science, this book must hold an enormous 
fascination, for in so far as I can comprehend it, 1 am 
enormously entertained. I was impressed by the fact that 
Science seems to have arrived almost to the point, regarding 
personalities, which I speculated upon with considerable convic
tion ever so far back, - you may recall some comparison 1 made 
to the intention of Nature in keeping society in balance, as 
manifested in the'fields of our fur bearing and feathered friends, 
and how that ^ivine ■‘■ntention seems to apply in the birth and 
developement of human beings. There is but a thread separating 
the accumulated scientific data*and the facts I speculated upon 
’lb.* these many years back, ana I smiled to mys If as x realized 
how close the scientists have arrived, - but not quite, - as 
yet, - to the conclusions of the theory expounded ever so long 
ago, . *

l  **• t ■ . ■ 1 '% -

At the moment 1 am reading the very learned dissertation on the solar system in the chapter dealing the scientific advances 
made by astronomers. He, - the author,- refers to the great 
200 inch-eye being made ready,-"within a few years”,- for 
the Observatory at Palama ( alama),- where ever that may be.
I take it that this must be the big old eye that your friend,- 

Hr. Roistaater, - or however,- of Corning Glass, had a finger 
in pouring. wonder if in the interim between 1942 and 
1947 they ever got the thing rigged up to sweep the skies.
•— It's so nioe chatting with you, how much these daily con
tacts mean..., •
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February 11th, 1947.

Memorandum j ^
f

The enclosures aren't important but I like you to 
keep in touch with the unimportant things, too.

It is interesting that Sssae Mae made no reference to the 
letter I sent her from the Department of Interior, stating that 
they had no record of -yle having been with the Department making 
a Survey of w P A. Of -Ars. Brandon’s, I guess there isn't anything 
special, although it doeg illustrate a nice sense of humor.
As you know, the ”Jeanne to whom she refers is Duncan Minor's 
sister, ^rs. McDowell, of ^akland.

While you all continue to be blanketed with Winter, we 
are beginning to thaw out a little. The thermometer went up 
to the 40's today, and a little drizzle of rain, - with a promise 
of more for tonight, represented a step* in the right direction. 
*he promise of moisture impelled me to get after the- 
top soil in the neighborhood of all the pla*s, loosening it a 
bit so that whatever : ain should eventually decide to drop 
from on high might readily find its way to the roots.

L also made up my mind to use Giant’s Beard to edge 
the curving line in Uncle d'Or’s direction, accordingly 
I dug and hauled two truck loads from here to Arenbourfc, - 
pitching the stuff over the fence where it will be secure from 
meandering co s, and accessible when x get a trench dug to 
receive it. What with the dampness of the weather and the 
excessive excercis®, I think x shall be able to sieep without 
being rocked any tonight.

pAfcm 1/ttuj.u.u uiua u worx to a. ay. accordingly nearly every 
mother s son' took himself to little river where trees and bushes 
bearing berries mar.e a fine feeding place for birds. I reckon 
shot guns are blasting away back yonder, even at this late 
hour after dark, and before midnight, many a fine pot of robin 
gumbo will be simmering on many an open fire in cabins alon*? 
the river. Of course it’s a crime to shoot such birds, but
an empty stomaoh possible alliviates the crime a bit - or at least explains the ipulse in part. ’ r
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A mulatto up the road shot a bird today, - a robin, that 
had been banded in Wyoming, I am going to get the band and write 
to the address, for Ifm sure the individual who placed the 
tag on the bird will be interested in learning of the discovery . 
I am under the impressiori that robins go much further South in 
Winter, although 1 believe there is one now and then who re

mains in this region. I gather that the increase in numbers of 
them now indicate that the northern migration has begun, and I 
guess this is the first real harbinger of Spring in the migratory 
dep tment that I have noticed this year. It's good news, too, 
don’t you think so.

«hen I began this letter I had in mind to skip mention of the 
.receipt on the Madam’s part ofyour nice birthday gift, thinking 
that I might have an opportunity to go over the same with 
her early in the morning before mail time and so add a note.
But now 1 remember that Celeste and Madam Regard are supposed 
to come over in the morning before going to some party or Other, . 
and So I shall not await that opportunity which wil̂ . not present 
itself before mail time. The report was exactly what the ^adam 
had been talking about, - not the report, - but an article she had 
read in the National Geographic, and so was delighted to have 
this more extensive account of the subject. She found the slip 
you had inserted, having to do with lie de Prance and its escape 
from major devastations, but, - alas,- there was an interruption, 
and so we only but glance at the page. In fact, all x heard was 
something about slight loss in a gate house at Chantilly, - and 
that was all. I need not say how much I am hoping that within 
the next few days we may get on with her birthday gift. She'll 
be writing it xt to you shortly, X presume, although she doesn't 
seem to be sending out any mail at the moment.

^nd while 1 think of it, she asked me at supper tonight if
1 thought it would be possible to get
£ Old Louisiana
and

2 Pabulous ^ew Cleans.
^he says they are out of print; that she would like to 

pay not more' than #7*00, but hopes copies might be run across 
sometime at #5.00 or thereabouts, when some library is thrown on 
the market. She asks me to say that if you should run across 
a copy or two of each of these, she would be glad if you would 
buy them for her. Please, 1 beg you, don't make any special 
hunting trips for thesj. i suppose one is for Sister and one fo* 
^eieste. —  And aren t you and J. glad that we have the
g w d e n C^ d ei l b L r v 6Se ltSm 8 , 1%'S S° n io s  t0  th in Ji o f  f a u b o u r g  garden and library, - growing bit by bit....  6

February lsth, 1947.

Memorandum: ' • *
* Rice gentle rain last night, and. slightly warmer weather.

This morning X spaded about the roses and a line of 
nandinas, and found myself back here before it began 
raining gently again by 8:30. This afternoon I worked 
in the rain, digging a trench for the Giant's ^eard, got 
soaked withal, - and liked it, for a nice hot bath afterwards 
made me feel fit as a fiddle.

' f
I want to talk about termites, - of all things.

I learned something about them in the Blegin or Bliven book,- 
The Mean Who The Future. He says that termites who
spend their lives chewing wood, can't digest wood at all, 
and that they die if some kind of an organizm, in no way 
related to them, doesn't get into their insides and digest 
the.wood for the termites. And I think that is one of 
the strangest things 1 ever "heard of, and equally smarkable 
that the termite and the organizm should be lucky enough to 
contact each other, since they app ar to be in no way 
affiance by kinship. «•<

Some years ago X learned that termites have to touch 
the ground at least every £4 hours, and X never did know 
why, 1 am wondering-if they have to, perhaps, renew their 
acquired organism daily, - or if getting "both" feet on
the ground is due to some other necessity. *

A. ^iend told me a while back* that it is as easy as pie 
getting rid of termites from any building by merely putting 
a sheet of tin between the foundation of the building 
and the frame of the house. Termites can abide tin and simply 
will not. cross it barefooted, according, if they encounter 
a piece blocking their way, they all begin constructing & 
little tunnel of mud, not much bigger than a good sized 
string, and thus go to and fro from their dwelling through 
this tube, *nd so all one x has to do to discourage these 
destructive insects is meely to brush off these little tunnels 
across the ,tin for a couple of days. The urge of hunger, I 
suppose, * and the call of the organism from within, impells the
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termite to seek another feeding ground that is less obstructed, 
an4°so the building is saged from their ravages.

t mu°t apologize for devoting a whole letter to such business, 
but I was so en ranced by these strange doings in the insect 
world that 1 Just had to do a little talking about them.

She other day i learned that following his return from 
Guatemala, the merchant-planter plans to take ■aown the house
aeross the river - not -ad^e^ubin s, - both of ^  ^

one scheduled for demolition. 1 was glad i took a good look,
for it turned out to be not what A had expected but one of 
non-mulatto lines and of no especial architectural features._ Or 
Tflthar it was possessed of but a single feature of interest, 
a very plain but very nice ante bellum wooden fireplac •

AS a crew'of people will be e e n V t o ^ i s  s^eWhgt r^ot, 
trmtion to tear the place down, a little thing li&Q a4.xir» 

rlace will represent just so much kindling wood, as feature 
pi ntfnrfl ms«i no more to the SZBX wreckers than to him*
£ 0' i s t  have s ™ e n  to ^eter about the business,
and if the weather isn?t tob bad tomorrow and the plantation 
isn’t working, we shall gather up some hammers and orowbar ,
cross the river in a,boat, and, if X^cky, J?1! }hQ P 
which will be nice to store along with the doors ±rom the 
Jean Baptiste Mettoyer house for future reference at Arenbourg.
I r n  curious to get underneath the half dozen coats of paint 
which have obviously been applied to this fireplace during 
they years. The last coat, - put on some five or si* years 
aeo^ - was of black, which is pretty terrible,. But some 
paint remover will strip off the various coverings, revealing 
what the fashionable ante bellum fireplace sportea, and 1 ^ 
quite sure it will be white paj.nt, - 01 natural wood, ■- aepend 

ing upon the quality, of the latter. I suppose. X wish the 
light in the house were such that could get a picture of 
the piece before it is taken down, but that is impossible, and 
s o V s h ^ l  hfve to describe it to you after * have taken another 
good luck, - and pulled it down. I think the ceiling in the 
room is about 16 feet from the floor, so that there^ill be ^uite 
a bit of simple panel work above the fireplace opening, and may 
prove quite pleasant, once the curious Black covering has been 
removed, little by little, we accummulate our txesors....

Several times today 1 have found myself thinking of L.J.,
while digging on the trench, I’m sure I had something in mind 

^wanted to share with you and her by way of some though* or other, 
b u H t  eludes me now, so  ̂guess it couldn't have been very im- 
nortant oti.ll it was pleasant thinking about you all, - hoping 
the While that. Winter has abain moved away from your door.;...
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February 13th, 1947.

Memorandum:

It’s late, i am tired, and I feel good.
Spring returned to us in full vigor today, and 

X headed out by moonlight this morning to get in a few 
extra licks, what with the Knipmeyers scheduled to break 
.into the mid morning routine. But they never did come, 
having gone to Baton Bouge, according to the messenger they 
sent, but 4 got some of my work started early regardless,

„ . which gave me an opportunity to do more in the afternoon.
But the nicest break in the day came at noon time when 

Mr. Brew came by and X could chat with you through the 
medium of your nice note of Monday. *lease don t ever 
apologize fox not writing more frequently, for you know 
I appreciate fully how many different dyais work you do 
in the course of each 18 hours, and always be assured that 
I shall be the happier to think you are not trying to 
knock off a letter when other things, both business and 
domestic, are bearing down a little heavier than usual.

I’m glad the check came through promptly, and as 
you pointed out, the reason for the absence of a note from 
the ^adam was the method by which she forwards envelopes 
to the store, with the amount of check indicated on the 
inside flap of the envelope, and such envelopes usually 
do not carry personal notes, since they go through the 
store.

~nd speaking of checks being handled in that way, 
gave the clerk some money the other day to send a check 

to the Mobile nursery for the gardenias. At the same 
time the ^adam sent an evenope for her National Geographic 
dues to be paid. Today a letter from Mobile to me enclosed 
the National Geographic check, remarking that the enclosure 
wouldn t cover the gardenias.

And returning to the ^adam, she sent you a letter the 
other day, she mentioned this morning, saying she hoped 
you would wear the dress for love of her. X think at times 
she is really more fond of you than for the person for whom 
the dress was originally intended. Being ever so fond of 
solid colors, X hope you will do whatever you please with 
it, feeling fully assured that the ^adam sincerely appreciates 
your good offices in that matter and is a little resent
ful of wiSter for having acted ’so. like a Henry ^bout the
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pitcher, of which ± spoke in an earlier note.

between 1 and &s3Q this afternoon, 1 dug several holes 
for some things I an anticipating tomorrow for planting; 
movedji couple of pear trees whose situation I hadn't fanoied 
when r. Bachlier set them out for me; and hauld a heap of 
Giant's Leard, placing it on the edge of the trench I have been 
digging lately. As near as 1 can make out, the curving 
line down toward•uncel d'^r's is going to look quite nice, 
and will in fact, as hoped, give the impression of 

greater width to the terrace.

You were so kind as to inquire about the film covering 
the ice storm. I haven't done anything about it, think 
ing from day to day 1 might have another roll to add to 
it. perhaps 1 shall shortly and shall then send both of them 
along ; - especially if x can get some suggestion of the 
new curving line x am now working on.

• I1 had to drop my gardening to make a round to see how my patient was doing, as I paused for a moment to 
chat Aunt ôttie and Miss -̂ tte (Levy) from town came in*
They remained until supper time, and only after that 
was I able to push ahead of first dark to get me a 
big old sack full of gravel which 1 boated to ^renbourg to 
put in some .holes x’ had dug this afternoon. I have ordered 
a couple of camelias to hold down the corner of the bulb 
garden. There is nothing right about the place for 
camelias, except that ILthink they will look nice at ^hat 
spot, - if they will grow. ~s you know, camelias don t 
like to hage their feet in dampness, and. unfortunately 
that spot is low. ^ut 1 figure that if 1 put a couple of 

sack fulls of gravel in the holes and then set the camelias 
on top of the gravel, the latter will always form a 
dry cell for these plants to rest their feet on, and 
so may thrive well enough, - all other things considered, 
next year by this time we ought to know if I am right or not.
planted some for Celeste like that a couple of years ago and 

they are doing fine, “‘ay we be as lucky, » / /
I read something about old "Uncle" Joe Gannon I want 

to share with you. You will recall he was for years the 
itepublican Whip in the nouse of Representatives at a time 
when ptuiticand and big business were running the country 
to suit1themselves, - about the turn of the present century, 
someone of feeling for the public good approached "Uncle” 

spying that it would be a crime to lease virgin 
timber lands to great companies, permitting them to slaughter 

J?ees burn off the remains, thus inviting erosion 
and disaster to the section involved and posterity in 
general. In typical rugged individualist style "Uncle"Joe retorted: * -

Look here, you. Posterity aint never done nothin* 
for me, and I 11 be darned if I'll ever do anything for 
posterity. How typical, and even though absurb, how true. And so gooan ght....

%

February 14th, 1947.

Memorandum: . - .15 . ;
another busy day fair and just warm enough to give 

zest to all things growing, - and there seem to be plenty 
of them.

I just about finished planting'the Giant's Beard 
on the curves toward Uncle d* r s. They seemed enormous 
in proportions while * was thfis engaged, -̂ ut tonight, 
just before first dark, when 1 returned to Ar’enbourg 
after folding up my patient, they didn't look like anything 
at all, • which is as it should be, since they are merely 
to create an impression, - not of themselves, but to 
convey the impression by their lines that the terrace has 
greater width than the tape measure would indicate.

I saw and hea d an example of typical negro merriment 
today which 1 wish 1 could make clear in its contrast with 
humor of white trash whose economic level is so close to 
that of the negro but whose sense of hilarity is so 
frequently lacking, - or if present, is somehow more 
on the coarse side. I ppassed by the store this noon, 
half an hour before it was time for the plantation to be
gin its afternoon labors. Thejre were, 8 or 10 negroes sitting 
on a big old table on the gallery. 1 could hear them 
giggling §nd laughing long before I reaohed the gallery, 
and when * ariived, their peals of merriment struck a 

new high, * It was so infectuious that I began laughing 
too without the slightest idea of what had moved them 
so mightily. One of. them finally got himself sufficiently 
under control tp explain the whole thing. It seems 
that about one o clock this morning a bunch of the boys 
were returning from some frolic at the school, and 
between .^renbourg and Melrose,-by the light of the truck 
then passing them, they sighted Lora, the airdale, coming 
in this direction. There was old Lora, they explained, 
just a loapin' along, - them pawed the air to indicate 
bora's motions. The more "us-es looked at her, the more 
"us-es" began laughin . We figufed it out this way*- she 
always stay on your gallery and come up with you early** 
early in* the morning when you goes to work, so "us-es f gured 
old,Lora had looked at her clock wrong and had gone up 

to hoe at midnight thinking it was first day; and gettin' 
there, she scuffled around with her hoe a piece, and then 
figured she was wrong about sun-up, and so she was 
a-loapin' ^  back home. Aund us-es just sat down by the
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side of the road and us-es laughed and we'se still laughin' 
every time somebody says ^ora’s name*

And off they went again into gales of laughter.
oourse they love to tell the same story over and 

over againk never seeming to tire of telling it or listening 
to it, and 1 suppose much of the humor is really dependant 
upon the fact that in their imagination, they had attibuted 
human qualities bfi the dog, which somehow made bora 
as fully possessed of human attributes as the ijpression a 
Teniel illustration of -“-lice Au bays bes Merveilles might 
appear to a child.

But enough of all this which certainly must make pretty 
slow going and let's get on to whatever other news there 
may be. Oh, yea, a letter came from the General this morning, 
saying they were leaying Washington this last Wednesday, 
motoring to *ort banning to spend the week end with 
their son, and thence to somewhere in the Shreveport area 
jgor a day or two with Madame General's sister, and that 
the General himself would arrive here on Wednesday or 
-‘■husday of next week, w the 19th or 40th. Ho* one seems 
to know at this time if the* visit is to be of long or short 
duration, but 1 suppose they will leave too soon to think 
©f kidnapping my patient and dropping1 her off at Ashville 
on their way back to Washington.

interruption
If I indicated a single break in this letter 

immediately above, I should hav? been more correct 
to indicate two breaks. Sine o clock and **oe ^enry 
arrived from Beaumont, expecting to see the General 
this week end, which* of course, he will not.

And immediately after Joe's arrival, my old friend 
Boonie dropped by, announcing his intetion of being 
married on the morrow. It wasn't so much to tell 
me of that happy event as to inquire if I might have 
a cake he could offer the bride. I had two, and so 
Boonie has. again disappeared into the night, and I 
am on the verge of folding up my beard and letting 
"baserts On I'he ^arch read me to sleep.

brom where: A sit, this letter* seems to be inordinately 
incoherent, but perhaps I shall do-better at another sitting. 
I nearly forgot* to mention that two big fat robins 
assisted me today in loosening up the*soil at Arenbourg, 
a further indication, - and promise, 1 hope, that Spring 
may be definitely headed in your direction...,.

2238
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February 16th, 1947.

all sunshine, blue sky and marvelously
Memorandum:

Another fine dayk 
balmy weather.

Sian after dinner today, ^d. &and arrived, having driven 
from SlSa^dria with two of his boy friends who wanted to try 

their luck at^-ane “iver fishing.* *hey brought six ve y nios 
magnolias {^randiflora' and two gardenia bushes. he whole shipment
was grand.

faking them to -renbourg, we parked them in the shadow of the 
house and J’ returned to elrose with them to help d. and load 

hls +ruet with flower'pots which the J“adam had promised him 
for hie nurserv some time back. I insisted on buying the magnifies 
from him beofre^ had seen the gardenias, and although he demurred,
I insisted on paying for them, and was twice happy that had 
done so n o W  bfcause the gardenias were a lovely present 

themselves but also 1 learned later that -̂ d. ^ana baa 
failed to find “randifloras in Alexandria after piking with me 
on the telephone a week or so back, and had had to drive all 
wouth ~ouisiana to find some.

^nd so figured at that rate, we are still more or less in 
his debt for his kindness, - and especially: 
these half dozen to set out this year, since ** ® 47
a year's growth we might have otherwise not have had in 1947.

elrose, we laoded the flower pots, after which 
xiand called on the ^adam for a little Jihile, and^Bafk at

" h i s ^ o  friends0^ :  “  whenthey left, and after sitting with the “adam a while on m^ own
hook, * dashed to "renbourg and set out all ^tvlrB ha" truth in was all in all quite, a busy afternoon, and if there be truth intil Sid saying, - "2he better the day, the better the deed ,- 
today s SSw additions ought to thrige mightily. -nd may 1 tell 
you wfiere ftur magnolias are now located
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One on each side of the drive separating Units **o.
a and "o. 3; one in the corner of the fence at the gate nearest 
Alphonse; one in the circular space before the future open gallery 
between maison de la reine and maison du seigneur; one immediately 
before the spot 1 maison de la reine will occupy,- on the river 
side; one in the same position before la maison du seigneur; 
and ’six along the curves leading down towards Uncle d'Or's house.
Up to the present writing that is all we have, but we shall probably 
have more eventually, ^ost of these are three or four feet in 
height, and if cultivated heavily this summer,-as 1 think they 
will be, they ought to do quite a bit of growing.

On Saturday, 1 received four cork oaks, - a form of live oak, 
from the ^tate Nursery, and x set out two between* the Giant's ~eart 
and the river, - with a view'to eventual shade for the 
twin houses facing down the riter.' I also set out a couple on 
the Alphonse line in unit **0 . 1, so that they will eventually 
provide shade for that open space, in the event the Switch Oane 

doesn t do all that is expected of it. it is so easy to cut 
these^out if they actually grow and we find we have too many;- 
and, of course, if they don t grow, we wont have to do anything 
with "our little hatchet*. °

In reference to bora's letter, enclosed herewith, there 
was something at its beginning that I wanted to elaborate upon 
but I can’t recall wiiat it is nd so 1 shall let it slide along.

t '

1 reckon I may have mentioned the Madam l*ong;, mentioned 
in bora's letter. She is the lady of Natchez who journeyed 
to Texas early in the 18H0's where her husband was engaged in 
some enterprise to wrest some of political and military control 
of that,country from Spain in favor of the inhabitants of the 
region or of the united States, and was killed for his pains, 
while ^adam ^ong, alone save for one little colored slave girl 
and a baby, born to Madain *ong under such difficult times, 

maintained a fort all by herself over a priod of months.
I have long thought it a splendid subject for a movie bearing some 
such title as "Grandmother of -i-'exas", - of some such. I must 
get in touch with an. officer of the university of '̂exas to see 
if 1 can t track down a pamphlet about the lady which might 
provide the frame work or major particulars about Madam ^ong's
l i f e V

* It was pleasant to have Joe ^enry here for the week end.
He asked me for a confidential talk during which he confided -to 
me that he was thinking of marry Beaumont girl. " He wanted 
my opinion as to what his mother's reaction might be. I told 
him 1 thought much depended upon/the manner in which the prospect 
was presented and that would make such a presentation as 
skillfully as I could, - need of any man for a home, the 
advantages of domestic assistance in matters such as food, 
care of personal needs, eto. he seemed delighted and I am 
enchanted at the opportunity to get this attempt started off on 
a better prospect. But there is the question of ^t, of course....

2240
- ' -

‘

■

February 17th, 1947.

Memorandum:
s>0 nice to have your grand letters of Tednesday and 

Thursday, both of which arrived in Saturday s post-, .b̂ t 
both of^whioh had to be put aside for the advent of the 
•magnolias on Sunday, guaranteeing me an elegant mail oday.

I cannot tell you how mucfc I appreciate all the. 
things you had to say in your air mail letter. Best of all, 
rerhaps^is the spirit showing through each paragraph, that 
spirit of understanding and mutual enthusiasm which, as you 
suggest, really makes the journey through life so Peasant 

and so worth while. How fortunate we are to have this one 
ness of values, and * need not try to say to fcou how much 
it means to me to know how thoroughly you,su5so^ b®;An0t only tothe Gampobello matter, but the hundred and one 
lessser things that unfold from day to day in our 
exchange of views and sentiments.

Now that “*rs. Hoosevelt has the correspondence covering 
the Campobello~and F. D. H., Jr., suggestions, you may 
feel* quite free, * should imagine, to share the news with 
anvone that Canada is contemplating ceding one of her island 
to^the S X d ^ a t M .  And Mile I said "anyone" I really meant 
anyone, but to be perfectly frank, was only thinking 
Af i 3 m if you think she would De interested and if 
you haven’t shared the matter with her already. And if the 
latter be true,  ̂would heartily approve, too, for after all, 
she is one with us, - and I feel it instinptively for what 
reason 1 know not, save feeling it.

I am indebted to you for handling ail the details 
of adjusting whatever needed it, and sending the things on 
to Hyde raxk. I reckon we’ll be hearing from the lady 
shortly, although her many labors at the moment, - including 
the United "ations post, must keep her pretty busy,

&nd thanks, too, for telling me about Xenophon 
*mith. I must have confused Smith and riley, and it 
amused me to trace back how that happened. After some 
deliberation I recalled having known a man named *iley who 
was associated with an enterpirse bearing the strange name of 
Xenodocia, and I presume the Aenophon must have tangled itself 
up in my mind with Xenodocia, leading me to address Mr.
2mith as Mr, *iley,- which is but little better than 
having styled him Jones. It means muoh to me to have you 
set me straight on such matters, and you always, - this is
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first time, 1 guess, - handle the matter with such delicacy 
that x almost feel as though I really hadn't made an error 
when obviously 1 had.

I also thank you for telling me of the absence of 
an address on the Bamsey card. 1 gather from what you say t/hat 
the card may have been addressed to me at Natchitoches, and if 
so, perhaps 1 have done the lady wrong in assuming -that she 
really hand't written any letter at all. I shall drop her 
a line in care of ^elen Baldwin, and so thank her for the card.

^nd speaking of writing letters, 1 am really bound to 
write Nadine a line soon, - if not sooner. It is scandalous 
the way I have letter correspondence in that quarter drag, and 
I am really ashamed, even though I don't seem to have ever 
received much inspiration to pen a line, save when I assumed, as 
years back, what I was addressing to her was really going to 
be read by another.

That she .should wonder, - if she does, - at not hearing 
from ^unt °ammie indicates that she must have forgotten the 
strange letter she wrote a few years back, - the reading of 
which impelled' the Madam to strike her off her list forever. 
Possessed as you are with "larger other eyes to amke 
allowance for us all", you-could overlook her slip in wisdom 
and good manners, - and forgive, but the Madam never,-a 
circumstance which ■“‘adine hasn't probably discovered, - or 
perhaps, in matters effecting her impulses, - or an expression of 
them in times of strain. *

I’m so glad you enjoyed the concert at Carnegie, and 
I can imagine how Pinza, singing a negro spiritual, must 
have sounded, - and not too convincing. I think the last 
time I heard him sing was at the Metropolitan ever so far back 
in The Carriage of Figaro* which was the better for his presence. 
But Figaro is 18th century, and that impells me to hasten on 
to imquire how the ^oaart film turned out. Don’t you think 
it is about time Hollywood undertook a Life of ^oaart on 
a big scale, - a three or four hourfpicture, which would make 
no money but which could be shown, say, in churches on 
Sunday nights, . a film that would embrace all the best of 
his perfectly delicious masterpieces. For years I have been- 
worrying about what could be a one to fill up churches curing 
week nights and any old time on -unday aside rom the regular 
morning services, and perhaps special films, not calculated 
to be box office prizes, is the solution. Of course, in 
the end, the ~ife of Mozart, produced without an determination 
to make money, would probably turn out-to be more popular 
than a custard pie comedy, with the churches ending up by 
loosing Mozart for Western Thrillers and run-of-the-mill horse 
operas, -cut that would be much better than having them 
silent, - the c urches, - and empty. Ho-hum,- and I haven1t 
really started, and now must close. Again a million thanks 
for making me so happy.. .*.

2242

February 18th, 1947.

Memorandum:
If you will eventually give me a credit mark,

I shall appreciate the acknowledgement of my noble
ness in actually hitting off a letter, - albeit 
worthless, - to Nadine last ni&ht.

f

ihe enclosure came to hand from Shreveport, today, 
and while it is of no interest, there is something 
pathetic about the latter part'of it, referring to 
the vast silence now obtaining.

The weather continues fine, and I continue gardening. 
Thi s morning was marvelous before dawn had been brushed 
aside by a rising sun, and it was so pleasantly cool 
that x got a lot of digging done. I*al«o transplanted 
a couple of magnolias and set out some more Giant’s 
Beard, all of which combined to give me a fair 
apetite by the time 9 o’clock had rolled 'round.

* I suppose the day has been a busy one in 1,1 ew
* Orleans,'and I £ave no?doubt tonight is equally busy,- 
if everyone isn t completely warn out. I was interested 
to learn that quite a few people from here left for 
t e Crescent G^ty two or three days ago, - mulattoes,
I mean, including some of the Llorenaes, the Bill Gones 
and so on, This is inttine with the ante and post 
bellum custom which has always obtained in these 
parts, according to the oldsters who can tell you 
of their doings when young and what their fathers 

and grandfathers had to tell them about their bright 
Mardi Gras celebrations when going to Hew Orleans 
meant a trip of several days by Red iViver and Mississippi 
steamboats. I recall the same particulars from a 
negro diary of ■‘•’atchez, kept in the 1840's, and the 
seme customs obtained among the free people of color 
in those times as now.
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And speaking of Ratohez reminds me that the 
Madam had a letter from Edith Wyatt Moore -today, - 
from Clinton, Miss. , where she is taking a -Library 
lienee course', and apparantly enjoying it. There 
w&sn't fcuch news but lots of details aboutjpeople with 
whom she finds herself at the moment, the siutation 
of the school buildings, etc., etc. she seems to be doing 
alright, and only included one slightly perplexing 
line; "haven't heard a word of Mr. Kane in ever so long*.
And while I confess I asked myself why she ever should 

have heard from him in the first place and why she should 
be remarking that she hadn't-in some time, *- but there 
is no need to wonder how much she has rattled along to 
him about, because 1 am quite sure she told all when, 
she saw him last year in Natchez. I am equally 
sure that it was not her intention but that she just 

couldn't help it, if there were but a single soul to lend 
an ear.

February 19th, 1947.

Memorandum;

Chilly, low clouds, and a brisk North East wind whirl
ing particles of moisture that merely dampens but doesn't 
soak. *" r

* got to going with the aawn, undoing most of the 
work x had done y sterday, - not being satisfied with 
the Giant's Beard arrangement ± had fashioned the day before.

And also, while still on Matchez» let me tell you . 
t£at i have spoken to Mrs. Brandon and to Miss Myra 
( mith) about the Portobello business, - by letter, of 
course. I mentioned it to Mrs. Brandon because I think 
it is the kihd of thing which would interest her tremendously, 
just as it would have interested her grandfather, - old 
B. 1. C. ^ailes, - even though "rs, Brandon, I think, 
is not terfibly enthusiastic over the ^oosevelts. And 

I mentioned it to the lady of Davereux because she is 
100 per cent for all the Roosevelts and would therefore 
be interested from that circumstance, it was at Devereux 
that Miss Myra and i listened to the late ^resident's 
speech wherein he took the Republicans to task, - 
not for attacking him, his c ildren, his wife, - but 
his dog, - that speech which will always rank as one 
of the masterpieces of political Art. *n<i X remember 
how ^iss Myra winked at me and nodded her head in approval 
as he spoke, and how a rabid Republican in the same room 
concluded, after hearing the speech through, that it 
wasn't any good at all And that -Levfrey would most cer
tainly be elected. That all seems so far back, doesn't it.

One subject has been on the Maa.ara's mind all day,- 
the saving of Mme. ~ubin-*kockque's hous-e. She 
declares when he arrives tomorrow, - he telephoned from 
Monterey, Mexico last night sayirig he would arrive Wednesday, 
that she was going to*tell me he had to give her the 
house and she is going to give it to ^renbourg. Well,- 
that's a start in the right direction anyway, and * 
may the good work go on and on....

The Rands came in the afternoon, - Dr. and Mrs., and 
•their son, raul M n g  of *ew York, with his fiancee of Darien, 
Conn., and “‘r. and Mrs. Randolph who have a plantation 
near Alexandria. Mrs. Rand always brings loads of things 
with her and today she had dahlias for the ^adam, cakes, etc. 
and a tray, - perhaps three feet across, of the lovliest 
camelias you ever saw. Her gift on Sunday to Arenbourg of 
the gardenias that bloom in autumn as well as Spring, I 
liked better than what the Madam received, but I was 
not left out on this go-round either, for there was a cream 
pie for me and a jar of excellent cookies.

She asked me to ride over to "atchez with her and 
her guests on Monday. Bhey are goirg to call on -̂ iss Myra 
and Mary ^ambdin, but declined, a one day's trip in 
such a multitude wouldn t serve any purpose X have in mind 
save the pleasure of being with them, and i can be with them 
without going to "atchez, where, if 1 do go, I want to see 
and do things without a crowd. But, it certainly was nice of her.

They left around 4;45 and the General arrived five 
minutes later. It was good to see him and supper was 
pleasant. I shall see him for a chat quite frequently X 
hope, before he leaves, - which may be some time hence’

•rrs morning,, as I was returning from Arenbourg about
l i30\ i ?2Uoe<L a fi?u?! ®0Jing around in the pecanes that grow in the cotton field between this house and Arenbourg 
I assume it was a cow, for it was black and white, but for 
some reason ^ora, - always with me, - didn't ohase it, as
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is the airdale's custom. It is true he had & sore foot, hut 
still that usually is no deterrent. Getting a little 
nearer, I noticed that.it wasn't a Ncow that was wandering 
around among the trees, hut a figure in black and white, - 
the costume of a nun. As today is Ash Wednesday, I felt 
‘perfectly certain that all the local nuns would he in 
St. Augustin's *hruch where services were being held all 
morning. I didn't get very close to the figure, hut close 
enough to see her black robe and her white headgear. And that's 
all there is to the story, except that I continue to puzzle 
over what the nun could he milling about in the barren 
cotton field under the leafless pecanes at such an hour ^
on such a day, and what in the world could her Sistdrs across 
the rive in church have imagined as to the whereabouts of 
their partner. In a way, if touched up a little, it ought 
to lend itself for an opening of a thorough-going mystery story, 
don't you think.

But a mystery of equal puzzling quality came in the 
morning's mail, a1 he Madam received a small bottle of ;pills 
from Dr. "enk. The instructions on the bottle were not 
very illuminating: * "One pill to a quart of water. 12, a .
‘ Wenk,

• *

I asked the ^adam if she is supposed to take a quart 
of water, plus a pill, as a dose, - and if this is t<̂ he 
done three'times a day, before meals, - or how. Don t 
you think that is the height*of something or other in 
the medical ~rts.

Only one other point, and then I must fold:- 
i>am Brown, who apprantly doesn't sense that I dislike 
him enormously, confides mm in me quite frequently on 
personal probeleras, and during the past few days he has 
consulted with m e ‘more often than usual, ^very day the 
Madam does send, - and waen not effecting the thing, 
tries to send; - him to **lss ^dele's for cutting of 
the cards, along the same'lines mentioned in previous 
Memoranda. The card-cutting sessions are priced at one 
dollar a sitting. Usually ^am pockets the money and gives 
the^adam any kind of a message that he, - not ^ies Adele who 
isn't visited, conceives as most advgptageous to himself.
But now he is pent sq often with instructions that Miss 
Adele find the “ auam s lost shears via the card deck, that 
Bam is fearful that the ^nrys will hear about all this 
business and jump on him as instigator of this hocus-pocus 
pursuit of voodism. I must say that in the present instance 
I think this rogue, for once, is innocent, but x wish they 
would jipp on him regardless, to make up for lost time.
But don t you think this is strange business for a staid 
old rresbyteriaii.....

clipping returned for your file

February 20th, 1947.

Memorandum:
... . • • . t : ■' *  f : s •

Your nice letter to hand, and myy I congratulate 
you for the perfect timing of the letter to Mrs. Roosevelt, 
so that it undoubtedly reached her at Hyde *ark on the one 
week end she chanced to be there in six weeks.

hadn't realized she was leaving for Europe so soon, 
thinking that the unveiling of P. D. R. s statue was 
slated for “anuary of 1948, - and where I arrived at that 
fine point 6n the calendar, deaven alone knows, a must have 
jumbled up some news broadcast.

What with her secretarial staff cut, it is quite.possible 
) that she may not get around to respond to our letter, what

with all the demands on her time and a European jaunt, in the 
offing. The nice thing about the business is that you timed 
the correspondence so that it reached her at the right spot, and 
it will have served its purpose well if it provides her with 
some momentary pleasure, - both on reading and whenever the 
idea crosses her mind, as I presume it may, as she travels 
abroad.

. And thanks a heap for being so thoughtful as to send me 
the clipping about ^yde ^ark, the Vanderbilt house and all.
I'll bet you smiled to yourself, as did 1.., when Mrs. Roosevelt 
made the same unimportant historical error that millions 
of people in the past have done, -where, in speaking of the 
Vanderbilt house, she referred to it as a reproduction of 
the "Petit Trianon built by ~arie Antoinette", it must be because 
the world has always associated the ^ueen with Petit Trianon 
so often that they forget Madame de Pompadour was the 
builder. I suppose, too, that the fact ^arie Antoinette 
really did build the little farm, • Arenbourg, as you and I 
might style it/ and since her little 18th century village 
is so close to *etit Trianon and is actually in the park of 
the Petit ^rianon that people fuse the two projects in their 
minds and credit the Queen with having built both. I reckon 
a million people have probably written **rs. Roosevelt to -set 
her straight on t is historical point which, after all, is of no 
importance whatsoever

It is no wonder that "adame de Pompadour should have built 
Petit Trianon, for that most perfedt little palace of the 18tfc 
century was but the product of the mo§t cultivated feminine mind 
in France of that century. But that a little village
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although entirely different in architecture, should have 
been built so soon after the ^alace and one within sight of the 
other, is truly re.mark.able, I think. wf course at Potsdam 
and Tzarkoe-Selo lovely little places were built in close 
proximity, the othe one to the other, but no where in the 
world, I think, were two such entirely different but equally 
exquisite places were built by succeeding First ^adies, - except

ing la Lu^arry, - in such perfect harmony.
Well, ~ord, 1 guess I've run that subject into the ground, 

so let me sSe what x can say about our own -^renbourg* It
rained hard last night so in spite of blue skies this morning, 
it was a little damp for gardening, i’he rain will do the magnolias 
good, and the moisture made weed-pulling the easier From a,con
structive angle, however, I haven t much to report on today s 
accomplishments.

I chatted with n. for a few minutes. ue returned last 
night with quite a cold, but seems .̂ay as usual, he says the 
citrous furit business in Mexico has recently come into production, 
and thanks to the advantages of cheap labor in that Hepublic,
Mexico, is finding a ready market for oranges and grapefruit 
in Europe, - especially in England, and that the American orange 
frowers are likely to feel the competition shortly, - if not 
already. x spoke of the instant rise on citrous fruit prices 
all over the united states, immediately upon the freeze touching 
Florida, he says that he thinks that was quite unjustified, 
especially as Texas has such an enormous fruit crop this year,- 
especially grapefruit that they are feeding them to the hogs and 
the mules. Perhaps 1 have mentioned before that mules adore 
grapefruit, - rind and all. ~omehow chat seems odd, but 1 canft 
think why,

« ,A •

1 had a nice long after dinner chat with the General today, too. 
ne spoke quite a bit about his trans-continental trip, and told 
lots of interesting things. ,

in view of all the racket going on in Washington about 
to cut or not to cut the budget, 1 told him x was very anxious 
to have his opinion as to whether a cut in appropriations for 
the ^rmed Forces would jepordize the country’s military establish
ment. He was quite definite in his response. He thinks there 
should be a cut in the budget and that both branches should 
practice considerable economy, and could effect savings therebye 
without imparing theeffeciency of the forces. I had a feeling that 
he has the.same feeling that most people do, - that war is 
another word forshameful extravaganoe, and that if the necessity 
for maintaining a machine of war exists, - at best an evil necessity,- 
then there is no reason why that machine should be maintained 
extravagantly. It is interesting, I think, to hear what those on 
the inside think, especially when one is confused by all the 
braying that issues forth from Congress these days, - ^nd again 
my thanks for your nice, nice letter and enclosure....
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February 21st, 194 7$

Memorandum:
' - < • - 

Ho-hum. 1 think ** worte you about the medecine the 
Madam recevied from ^r. Wenk a day or so ago, and how I 
wrote for more explicit directions as to taking. It is 
just as well.

^e telephongd me this evening, saying he was greatly 
upset and that } should have known the medecine was fox 
chickens and was poison, - and had the **adam taken any yet.

When the Wenks were here a couple of weeks ago with 
125 chickens for the Ma >̂am to raise, she told them she had 
no medecine for the baby chicks and the Wenks said they 
would send some. vn Monday, however, we found some medecine 
in the store and accordingly x wrote the ^enks to that effeot.
♦ An the mean time the doctor told the ^adam to take no
more of the medecine he had supplied her with, some time back, 
and that he would send her a new type, "aturally we assumed 
the package^ - in ng wa* labmi* labeled for poultry, to 
be for the adam. guess it is lucky she didn t try 
any of it. ~I think*strichnine is a frequent basis for 
poultry medeoines and it certainly would have done the 
Madam no good.

A little later, following my conversation, - the *“adam 
hqving folded up, the General saw me on the back gallery 
and asked me to step in his room for a moment. . -̂e had 
brought me a nice sweat shirt as a gift and wanted to hand it 
to me. 1 told him the story, culminating in the telephone 
eonv rsation with ^hreveport. ~e shook his head and remarked 
dryly* "Just another fine story* that would go along neatly 
with so many others from that quarter."

He had taken a turn to Afenbourg with me this afternoon 
and expressed much enchantment and surprise at the amount 

of work x had accomplished. On our return, we called on 
the ~adam and she remarked to the General that she 
thought x ought to have the Madam Aubin Hooaque house.
He said he thought so too, and asked me if f would drive
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there one of these days to look, it over. I would.
j-t is nice to know he is on our side at least, blow tne 
next hurdle will he to get it away from the rest of the 
Henrys.

X am reading a very interesting hook* - Beethoven,- 
His PSpiritual Developement, hy Sullivan. For myself,
I have never been so interest in Beethoven as a man, since he 
always seemed theMichel Angelo type. I think you 
know X incline toward the da Vinci pe sonality, into whose 
class, among German musicians, X think, are to he found 
such personalities as *ozart, Bach and Hayden, who are certain
ly more sympatetic souls that the more self-centered group.

But there is sufficient of interest in -^eethoven to 
always make him a fascinating study, and, especially 
when in the hands of ~r. "ullivan who really is profound 
in his approach. {x've got the hook nicely started hut will 
come hack to it again, x reckon ere long.

For lack of anything better, ITve recently read a 
novel called The Bolinvars hy Baylyss, or some such name;
It's a curious type of thing, laid in i4ew Jersey and 
Virginia and London - in the 1620's. There appears to 
he some good research in the piece, but strangely enough, 
it must have been designed for fanciers of blooded 
race horses and pedigreed hounds, for the bo-and-sos out of 
So-and-so out of So-and-so seems to go on endlessly.
I doubt very much if fox hunters are much on reading
novels, - even novels having to do with fox hunting, tut
that is merely a guess. I liked the story part, - what there
was of it, hut the pedigrees almost got me down, and
had x had anything else to bridge me between sundown and sunup,
I*m surQ I wouldn't have spent my time on the Bolinvars.

The plantation was planting some of the crumbling 
ditches in the kittle hiver neighborhood with bamboo today, 
and no sooner had 1 returned from ^renbourg than men 
came to the garden behind this house to pick up likely 
young shoots for their efforts to stop erosion. The 
Dark Xuke was among them and x invited him in to have 
a cup of hot coffee befo.re my fine fire, for although 
the sun was doing good business outside, the thermometer was 
at 32, and 1 w.as twice that cold, having just heard the 
fantastic report on the radio that 10 inches of snow had 
dumped itself on ^  York and V/ashington last night. It 
goes without saying that my thoughts have been with you all_ 
day, hoping the ^ord that you were making it alright, in spite 
of the snow banks, May Bpring break through any moment and 
melt all the stuff away.....

I

i!
J
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February 24th, 1947.

Memorandum: t *
safely locked away in my armoir is a nice fat letter 

which arrived in this morning's post, ft is nice 
to think about it and await tomorrow's opportunity to 
explore its contents.

It is clear and chill outside. The plantation has 
been concentrating on projects several miles away, off in 
the Bed Hiver neighborhood, so that the return of the 
force tonight did not occur until the svelt little new 
moon was aglow and each potential member of the secretariat 
'half frozen, had gingerly tumbled from the open trucks and 
probably scurried home to their respective cabins. Hence 
the pleasure I shall have in* treasuring your letter until; 
the morrow.

A heavy frost last night caked the upper crust of the 
earth1s surface this morning and so I had to give a more 
vigorous push to my spade this morning before sun-up, as 
I drove the shovel deep into the ground surrounding the 
four mimosas, loosening the earth all about them so that 
when the thermometer starts climbing abruptly within a few 
days, these four numbers will have the fullest opportunity 
to leap skyward with the first impulse of spring.

f t

Before 7 o'clock this morning, three or four of the local 
mulatto men of standing passed along the road in front 
Arenbourg and called a greeting to me. They said it was 
too early to be gardening.* I said it -was too early to be 
going any place and they laughed. They explained that they 
were heading for the graveyard of St. Augustin's, for today 
they were to bury Honore Sarpi's son. I think it is 
a rather nice custom, - and pro ably obtains scarcely anywhere 
else in the country, - and certainly no place save in rural 
communi cies, - th*at the ante bellum custom lingers on,- 
members of the congregation of St. Augustin taking it upon 
themselves, - not a servant or hired man,-to dig the grave 
of a departed kinsman or neighbor. Off hand this may seem 
a little guresome to those not accustomed to this folk-way, 
but when one gets used to it," the practice somehow makes 
the deed appear something like one of ‘the final gestures 
of tenderness on the part of those who once knew and loved 
him whose funeral rites were about to be performed.
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■“ast nght, after hearing the i’red ^llen show, I 
finished the ^ullivan book on Beethoven. A very charming 
coincident occured shortly before I had completed the volume*
I had finished a section in which the author had had 
much to say about the 9th Symphony,.going into some detail 
as to the spiritual developement that had brought about 
this masterpieoe. Glancing at the clock, I realized it 
was about time for a news broadcast I wanted to hear and I 
switched off the heading "achine and turned on the.radio, 
at the same moment. You can imagine my delight when the 
announcer at that moment said; ~iid now, from Columbia 

Master Records, we shall play Beethoven’s 9th Symphony”, 
hon’t you think that was nice. Of cou se it goes without 
saying that 1 never did get around to hear any news.

Having asked the Hew Orleans Public never to send me 
anything but non fiction, except when expressly requested, 
today’s post brought me Hugh Walpole’s The Cathedral,
A,#wonan ^oyle’s Study in Scarlet andHemingwayfs 
for*Whom the HqH  Tolls* I don t think I need the two 
latter items but 1 may get som@whare with The Cathedral 

which I always wanted to read 10 years ago but never got 
around to* And speaking of The Cathedral, I ’m wondering 
if you have any idea what H©nry Adam’s The Cathedral of 
Chattres is like, I’ve never read it, and might not want 
to, should 1 have an opportunity to explore it a little.
I was enchanted with, his Education of ^enry *dams, but 
that doesn t indicate that the Chartres' thing would necessari
ly be as delightful. . ;

I am wondering, too, if you are acquainted with 
some section in The Header’s digest, called % e  American Beene, 
or some such I believe people are invited to send the 
Editor of that section true episodes with an amusing tinge 
that comes to the surface,. If you think this is 
different and up to standard, you might send it in, if 
you think It worth while, and have the address

Tony is one of my neighbors in the .Louisiana bayou 
country. A simple soul, he knows his alphabet and sometimes 
even boasts of his ability to read. I met him in the road 
the other day and having recently learned that some of 
his kin-folk, living in a cabin next to him, were 
suffering from measles, I asked if they wee quarantined,

”Ees, sir, they sure got measles and they sure is 
quarantined, with a pest flag hanging on their front gate 
and a big red sign and black letters, sayin* 'No Admirers”’.

And so to bed, - and to The Cathedral, - and thence
to sleep, - but through it all,-my mind's eye on my armoir and the morrow.....

2 2 5 2

Oergaos the direct quote from Tony should begin;

Whatevever they got, they .sure looks 
awful,” Tony ejaculated, "And tlley sure is 
quarantined, with a pest flag on the front gate 
and a big red sign......‘etc finish quote.
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February 25th, 1947.

Memorandum?
* Thirty million expiessions of appreciation could not half 

indicate the pleasures which your nice long letter with 
enclosures, brought to me. What with the magnolias, 
gardenias and came lias that have been rolling in of l<*te, a 
the swell items which o u mention as being added to 
prospective Arenbourg library, 1 must say that I am thrilled 
at the common lines of endeavor, - but you must admit that 
up to the present it all turns out to be a pretty much one sided 
affair, - and you are that 'one side. But grow things do, 
and grow they will, and 1 must confess that it is grand to 
be a party, - or should 1 say a partner, to such undertakings.

It makes me shiver whenever 1 think of the 
weather you have been having, fhe radio has given quite an 
indication of the metropolitan situation and x must say 
i'm sorry for you, especially, as 1 suppose you do not care 
for snow in the city any more than £ do. ■‘-'own here x don^t 
like it either, but primarily because the people are so 
poorly prepared to ward the cold and the slush that 
must inevitably accompany a storm. l'Kus far this winter, we 
bave had none, and x reckon we are not very likely to have 
any this late in the season, - £ hope.

And speaking of snow brings up the matter of uld Forge, 
and thanks for letting me know how things are turning in that 
direction. ‘Isn't it a pity that poor '*'• J. has that 
situation on her mind, surely things must be quite hay-wire 
to have induced the gentleman in the case to strike out on • 
such a strange tangent, •‘•‘hank heavens she has such a good heart 
as your own to comfort her in times like these.

And speaking of L. J., recalls her interest in reading, 
and I believe she would really enjoy Hugh Walpole's The Cathedral 
which I am now reading.1 It's a 1922 publication, i think, and 
deals with the inhabitants of a small English town that 
clusters around the dominating Cathedral. I find it an 
excellent story thus far, and if she is casting about 
for something to read, I think she might find this quite 
interesting, once she has made the hurdle of the first couple 
of chapters. I mention this vomue not because I want to 
recommend it especially for her consideration but merely because
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it might offer a satisfactory interlude if she is in a roind ^or 
reading and has not in particular she is looking orward to 
start in on at the moment.

I*m so glad you mentioned the Louisiana Scarpbook, I 
shall write .uora immediately and ask about its present 
where bouts, for 1 should love to have you look at it.
For ever so long, - years, in fact, I have hesitated about 
asking if you would car to look at the rough draft of '
the volume Madam “‘oore and I labored on for a while, i wanted 
you to see how some of it was done and yet i thought it 
rather lacking in consideration for you, since I realized how 
much' demand there must always be on your time. I do not have 
the manuscript to hand at the moment, *• it is here but put 
away with a heap of other tuff, - but should you care to 
examine the thing a little,  ̂ should be enchanted to get 
one of my little helpers to try and sort it out for us one of 
these days and send it along, if you should care to see it. .
In the event that one season is better than another and a later 
time in the year would be more convenient, just suggest when 
the time would be most appropriate, and x shall be guided 
accordingly.

•Last week i got me a new pair of shoes which I really 
didn’t need too badly but thought i might lay hold on them when 
available. This morning the thought flashed through my mind of 
something that profoundly shocked me a few years back when a 
friend of mine told me he had received a letter from a boy 
he had once known. The boy was a millionaire when he knew him, 
but the fortune had evaporated when the letter came through, 
and in the note the former acquaintance asked my friend to send 
him any old and frayed shirts he might have and not need, since 
the writer had none. What shocked me was the reponse my friend 
made when  ̂ asked him if he had sent the shirts, and he said 
"Yes, - for 1 needed some news ones anyway."

And all this came to mind tis morning when x encountered 
Bodney Payne, my colored barber, in the road, x asked him 
if he had seen the glow.in the sky last night, - off little 
river waĵ . ne said he had and he hadn't, - for the glow i had 
seen was his house which burned down with everything in it, 
save the night shirts he and his'wife were wearing when they 
leaped from the blazing building. Bow Rodney £ayne is 
no millionaire and he didn't ask me for any old shirts, - for 
anything. But  ̂must confess to you that I was altogether 
enchanted that A was possessed of no frayed shirts at all. I 
started, off one some other tale, but an interruption eradicates 
my memory, and so i'll let the darned thing go.

At Arenbourg today, I set out some Aed*Buds, some nice ones, 
about 3 feet high. xhe myster of these trees is their name, 
for they neither have buds, nor anything red ab ut them, but 
in .the spring their trunks are covered by cu ious purple 
fuss, looking like elegant moss and ar quite nice.
Again ray thanks for your nice, nice letter and for the 
pleasures we experience in building gardens and liberies....
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February 26 th, 1947.

Memorandum: '
The Weather Man says it is 20 degrees below normal,- 

and with the thermometer reading around 40, everyone seems 
ready for Spring, anytime that elusive element makes up its 
mind.

But there are signs that it isn't so far off, • wild 
ducks on the smooth surface of the river and this morning at 
Arepbourg, where I was spading around the young pears I noticed 
some of them had new leave, perhaps an inch across, so it 
wont be long now.

At dinner the General asked me if i would like to 
drive up and see the Madame Aubin-itocque house. I would.
And so we went, and x almost passed it by, whai with one 
of the front foundations having collapsed, so that the house 
appeared ever so much lower than formerly. 1 think you 
are ac uainted with its appearance from the Aamsey photograph.

We went over the place fairly thoroughly. The General 
was enchanted with the beaded beams and the old hardware* 
ne thought the mud walls could be knocked down quite easily, 
the timbers marked, and the whole thing moved to Arenbourg 
alright. If done, it will certainly be a heap of work, but 
1 think there is a good chance thŝ t it might be 
accomplished.

■ I took along a tape measure so that 1 might do some 
figuring at arenbourg tp see how it would fit in with the 
planting there which, of course, has all been done with 
merely an approximation and not a jprecission in mind.

The depth of the house, including the 10 foot gallery 
is 39 feet, while the width is 53 feet. X take it that the 
proportions of the house as show in photographs, gives an impression 
that ^he house is smaller than its actual dimensions indicate.
I don t know if you have an idea of what 51 feet might look 
like in extent but possibly you can picture it on your mental 
screen by contemplating the size of ,a room with which you are 
familiar

«
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The other day I i n t e n d e d * ^ e e k  response to something you mentioned relative to it last week.
Hunning across a reproduction of it in a magazine to ay. 
recalls the matter to my mind., I think it must have been in 
1940 that 1 worked with ^ary am&din on that project. If 
remember correctly, 1 was in Jiot too brisk communication with 
Nadine at the time and perhaps didn t mention t
in Natchez at the moment when Holland was being invaded, - a 
must hlve been about May of 1940, - although^ could have been 
later. In any event, 1 spent two or three different weeks ax; 
Edgewood, - at, different intervals, - during which time we 
mapped out the restoration of the house and planned out the
main items for the garden and where t^e^ h i n g s nrlf OY1 placed. Later 1 visited Mistletoe and *dgewood as t h e 1work on 
Pthe farmer was fc progressing, - it seems as though that might 
have been in 1941, and Mary brought me to ^elrose, and later 
we accummulated many things here for planting, there.

The thing in the house that turned out the prettiest was 
the drawing room to the left as one enters. It is entirely 
panelled in cypress. The seve al coats of paint, put on ^ i n g  
the past 1£5 years, were removed, and the natural wood, pleasantly 
waxed, is really Quite the nicest thing you can imagine.

A letter from Shreveport indicates that Caroline mormon s 
sister-in-law was half paralyzed by a stroke on Sunday 
night, ^he is as ppor as the ^ormons and lives just outside 
of “hreveport where she operates a little plant nursery.
It has always seemed as unbusiness like as-everything the 
lormons do that they should be* at Briarwood, - Caroline 
and "ole Virginie" fussing around with their iris and whatnot, 
with their poor widowed sister-in-law closer to town, working 
away at the same thing, maintaining speaparate separate) 
menages, duplicating each other's efforts, etc;, etc., 
while they could just as well have combined their efforts by 
a merger that would have made it easier all the way round 
for them. But that's the "ormons. ^ast tteek, Caroline 
took it upon herself to do some planting for “*rs. Edgar 
Steam of ^ew wrleans, - n-tive stuff., Mrs. steam, being 
the sister of Julius Bosenwald and the lady who sponored 
Garbline's "illd Flowers of -Houisiana book, and hence with 
ample means"at her. disposal. I learn now that both Caroline 
and Virginia have rushed off to uhreveport, where their sister in 
law is n in a nursing home not far from where her daughter lives. 
Of course at this season of the year in this area, planting can t 
wait very long and what waroline is up to in Shreveport, no
body knows. Strange, interesting and altogether dizzy, 
those are a few words for the poor but blessed ^ormons,
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February 27th, 1947.
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Memorandum! • “ *
*>o nice to have your Tuesday air mail in this morning.
It's nice to know what will be cooking when the ^auam 

receives her mail tomorrow when the regular post arrives.
She hasn*t taken pen in hand since last she wrote you, 

so I shall not be surprised if she doesn't answer .right■ * 
away. As she liked the dress ever so much and really wanted 
you to accept it as a,gift, I presume she will respond along 
that vein, if she gets to write. I think 1 have explained about 
the determination on Sister's part to weedle ^he pitcher °Ut 
of ^elrose, - at the expense of the dress, and the Madam 
hasn't forgotten her peformance yet. I really think she 
would like you to accept the,dress as a gift, and would 
most certainly do so, - which amounts to unsolicited advise 
, on my part, - but money for .such things seems to m© n nothing 
to her and x really think she would be pleased to think you 
were accepting the dress in her behalf, - especially in view 
of the racket that went on about the pitcher.

uf course the nicest thing about your letter to her is 
the expression of hope that you may eventually wing your way 
Southward. I know that will please her enormously, ana 
think 1 need scarcely enumerate my own sensations on that 
point.

As for the enclosure from “̂ rs. Roosevelt, don't you 
think it is rather gay. I shall respond that I, too, shall 
ne surprised if any nation starts passing out islands, - 
just like that,-but that I think that Gampobello is Quite a 
special one, uf course I'm hope more then ever now that 
she may get a real surprise by learning before long that 
Canada thinks so too.

Until her letter came to hand, I had forgotten that 
she was livin at 29 Washington B^tiare West. I suppose she gave 
up her 10th street apartment when the Washington square 
apartment was taken during the 1 resident's life time. I 
suppose she has r tained the same address if not the same 
apartment, *nd did I ever tel-1, you about the hilarious thing 
that happened in an apartment in that building when a 
friend of mine went there to pass an afternoon with 
a Catholic friend who was then lingering on her death bed,-
the business about receiving the clergy who were to administer 
extreme unction.
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i‘he weather is a little warmer and their is a slight 
sprinkle in the air, coming from a storm brewing in the Ciulf.
We can stand a little rain, for at ^renbourg where i was 
setting out big white lilies today, - just a few, but enough 
to pep up the bulb garden when the Spring and *utumn bulbs 
are flat, - and the ground seemed quite dry.

Dinners these days are very pleasant, what with the 
General, the ^adam and 1 lingering long over coffee.
Doday we somehow fell to talking about the proposed Army-Navy- - 
Air merger into a National ■uefense Cabinet post, -̂ he General 
says that in reality it is no merger at all, but the best the 
President can do with the present ^ongress. he says it is 
merely putting another layer on top, leaving the various 
departments quite sepaarate and merging nothing in.reality.
He says that his idea'of a merger, for example, would be to 
make it possible for all branches to use the same air fields,- 
which the present bill does not permit*- for each of the 
three branches must go along, - three fieldsrto a given locality,- 
where only ships of.the particular branch can land on the 
particular,field. ^e says, for another example, that he 
sees ho reason why a fine hospital t couldn t care for a man 
in need of hospitalization, whether the man, be of Army,
Navy or *dr force, but that the present bill requires that 
the soldier must,go to an Army hospital, the sailor to the 
Navy,hospital, and so on, - requiring three hospitals where one 
could just as well serve the needs. 1 suppose these con
siderations are samples of what he has in mind when he says 
that a little budget cutting would be a good thing,- 
and could be effective without jepardizing security,-were the 
brass hats and congressmen willing- to go along with the 
President. »

~And speaking of hospitals, we fell to talking about Walter 
Hej.d in Washington where General, rershing is housed^ The 
General says that the former wommander has a suite in the 
hospital which accommodates not only him, but his sister who 
lives with him, a nurse in constant attendance, an orderly and
so on. He says the old man hasn t been menally accountable for
ever so long, and that the annual birthday messages and 
other "interviews" attributed to him are the handiwork of 
his assistants, for £he old man hasn't any idea of what is
going on and no one is ever allowed to see him. It seems that
Congress maintains the finest office in the State Department 
building in Washington for General Hershing’s own use,- an 
office that is beautifully appointed and handsomely staffed 
with people who haven t,- under the circumstances, a thing 
to do. —  I was qui£e interested in this inside view of 
the situation as seen by a member of the General ^taff, and so 
want to share it with you....

• ■
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February £8th, 1947.

Memorandum:
This report is likely to be short, for l am writing it 

in the office, and nobody knows when business may get active, 
thus making Memoranda notations difficult.

Sour letter to the ^adsm arrived this morning in good order.
She was delighted with it in every respect. ‘ .

She read the clipping first and is enchanted to have it 
to add to gyle's scrapbook.

Her reaction to the crediting of the dress to her account 
was what I thought it would be;-*

"For ueaven‘s sake,u were her words,"tell her she is worth 
so much mote than anything we could ever give her that the 
matter of the dress fan t to enter into any consideration. If 
she will just make some-use of it, that will be all the recompense
anybody could ever want. "* *

'• ' ' '

As indicated in my Memorandum ot yesterday, she really 
has dismissed the matter of the money involved from her mind, if 
indeed, it ever entered into it. The truth of the matter is, of 
course, that with the ^aw providing her with the income of the 
plantation, she never uses a faction of that income, and of all 
times, during these past few years, when the income has 
large and her expenditures comparatively small, when contrasted 
with the amounts that have gone to certain other member of tne
family.

And so if you merely dispose of the item in question in any 
way you please, not including the 18 dollars in any future statements 
and not deducting that amount from any checks already sent, everything 
will be just fine, and she will be as happy as a clam, - the whole 
transaction having long since evaporated from her mind.

When she reached the part of your letter wherein you men
tioned the possibility of getting down this way eventually, she was 
quick to say that any old time you could make it would be 
grand. While that point is being discussed, I might say 
that in the event you should come by b air, it would always be 
as wise to figure on Alexandria as a terminal, i suppose, 
therebye avoiding whreveport and the local eintizenry, - if convenient
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It has been drizzling slowly all day, with the plantation 
not working and not much going on even at Arenbourg, • n# , ,
sent his office typewriter tb Alexandria for repairs, and asked 
?o borrow mine in the morning until his should 
time late to night. uf course I was enohatnedtocooperate 
but the presence of the machine here in the < °* 
make it i perative for me to grab off a line while i can ana 
under circumstances not conducive to confidences, - £hare
is some walking about in the place by first one and another, 
immediately behind my back.

I got off a little linp to “"rs. Roosevelt in the morning's post* 
but as * could find no carbon at that moment, I failed to pro
vide a transcript - for you, 1 merely thanked her for her letter, 
told* her she made me laugh at her expression of doubt as to the 
unlikelihood that Canada would start passing out islands with 
abandon, but suggested the present case might be quite special 
and that the nice thing about miracles is f.feat they soemtimes do 
happen. It was a letter calling for no response. 1 hope the 
Prime Minister will contrive to start something that will call forth 
correspondence in the next go-round.*. qkf i,;,.,, cri ■ w .* 1 3 •

I ’m reading, - or did I tell you, - a book called Ihe Hays 
Office, by, - the author's name eludes me, - the man who was so 
prominent in New Heal policies at the inception of ^r. Hoosevelt s 
first term/ Hays Office has tot do about the work of will Hayes 
in organizing the movie world, - producers, d^ptrubtors and 
operators into a self-regulatory body, - without the necessity of 
Governmental supervision* It is a very enlightening document if 
one is interested in ’such matters, but 1 can't imagine how it 
gets intb the fading Book department if what old Xenophon P .  , i
Smith sa^s is true, - that great care'has to be exercised in , 
making selections for the talking H0ok so that the wish oft the 
majority of uajaxs' will be best served. I'm still not satisfied, 
with the meager amount of knowledge I have as to how and by whom 
elections are made. Pbr myself, I should think ;a heap of c s
classics ought to take precedence over books such as the present one 
which obviously has but the slightest appal to the average reader 
of talking books, ;• % * ;<l »i a . 1 ion U  a-. hn~

' And this must tbe all for the moment, - all, did x* say, - which
means that'all isn t much. I'll be having this maphing back 
home again when'next 1 take pen in hand and that will be more 
pleasant, even*though the results may not be any more satisfactory. 
Again my congratulations on the exellence of your fine letter and for 
rthe pleasure it afforded both the Madam and me,.**

2261

March End, 1947,

Memorandum:
It's pleasant to have my machine back home again.

I've had a good fire on my h'nhili^ohh-aast wind® of the oceans of sunshine, there is a chill orth -̂ ast win
that keeps the thermometer down to near 3H, so it i y
pleasant outside. J t

Host of the talk at the tig house today is about plans 
for "doing-over" that edifice. Han wants to take down
towers, restoring the appsarance of the place more0°sultld //Hflnrv Aooearance, - say, as of 1800. He consuirea
his Mother on the point several times during the morning, 
asking her aporoval, and there was much talk at dinner .too.

Sided to me that she was perfectly indifferent to the 
whole thing - jSst so long as she could get the Madame Aubin 
house, nothing regarding the latter has been m®»tioned o . .
as yet, and 1 am under the impression that he owns it.
Timp eventually, will tell how that will pan out. If the 
grant is made, we shall probably be charged "tth the labor of 
dismantling it. One never knows how the «bbitwilljunp m  
such matters. Patience, accordingly, is s°‘?athing to be 
practiced while the "Gods" ponder upon a unit which, at 
best, is of little value to them.

* i *

Brosie Peace's boy, “ cKinley, was stabbed to death in 
Alexandria last night, X am told. The lady who did it has 
a sister but recently lodged in jail for murder, too. „
She impulse for excitement, I take it, must run in the -hmily 
to which those ladies belong. Twilight is rae*6dhg into moon
light as 1 pen thse lines and as yet the local population 
hasn't learned if the body is being brought here tonight 
fo a wake or not. The best time to die on *elrose, 
according to •*. h. , islate Friday night or early Saturday 
morning, the week end enabling one to experience a line 
wake with licquids on Saturday tight and a multitude at 
Sunday's funeral, - the success of the latter event being 
measured by the number of attendants.
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But

The weather being what it is, I have found a little 
mqre time for reading than usual, The week end saw me 
finish feayraond ^oley s acqount of The Hayes ffice, 
a volume on Fiction Writing by the university of Oklahoma 
Press and "The wdd Humber", being a collection of 
so-called short stories by Guy de Maupassant. Old Guy 
was certainly a master at story telling, Among others, The 
Hecklace was re-read with relish for its consumate artistry, 
in this &roup of a dozen stories, not more that two or 
three struck me as stories, -the balance being merely 
episodes, dished out under the more elaborate title of tale.

I cite the case of The Coward, wherein a youth challenges 
a man to a duel because the latter has glanced at a lady in 
a way the youth didn’t like. Thinking over the pending 
encounter, the youth commits suici'de, - and that’s all.
How it is a curious phenomenon I have observed that tube
roses multiply downward into the ground until they eventually 
reach a depth too great for tjieir lac.ves to reach the surfaoe 
of the,ground, -and so die. That might be the subject for 
a variety of horticultural articles, just as might be the 
case of the pe r tree which always, in these parts, overloads 
its limbs with fruit to such ah extent that it tears itself 
to pieces by lack of proper fore-sight. Articles might 
be written about the pear tree, too. For me "The Co qrd" is 
in the same group. An article about him by the French author 
might offer an interesting study, but in all fairness to 
classification, I thinkJ^r. de Maupassant must be counted 
as wrong in styling "The Coward" a s ort story.

The only other volume' I have to hand at the moment is 
Earnest ^emingway’s For Whom The Bell Tolls, read by my 
favorite, - Alexander ‘-'corvy, - about whom x should have 
congratulated you before on having discovered among the 
ether waves. For myself / 1 find Mr. Bkorvy's artistry so great 
that I would read lots of hi's things solely for his sake and 
not the subject matter with which he is dealing. But*
I shall have to araw the line on the Bell Tolling business,
I think, for Mr. Hemingway’s blood and thunder word canvases 
offer slight attraction for me. Bid 1 mention the fact 
that J. n. and Celeste returned-in the same plane with 
Mr. "emingway's sister, - from Havana to "ew Orleans, -‘•hey 
liked her ever so much, ^he had* been visiting her brother 
who lives in Havana, t believe her home is Memphis.

2 2 6 3

March 3rd, 1947.

Memorandums
Ho nice to have two reports, 

in this morning’s post.
Thursday\s and Friday's,-

It was good of you to tell me of the Mozart film, which 
much have been well worth seeing, -especially with the Salzburg 
Travelogue,- even though it showed an absence of the American 
touch which has so long given a flavor to films that seems to 
have enchanted audience the world over. In the Holey book, 
recently referred to, I must confess I was slightly taken a- 
back when x read that the primary and sole purpose of the 
great preponderance of American films waw solely for enter
tainment. I guess this fact should have been obvious, and 
yet it somehow struck me as astonishing to realize that ten 
million people every night flock to the theatre exclusively 
to be entertained.
‘ v A':' ’ ? X  • :'n J* x  V C ■, % t i X  t '•'iS ’JL  % ■ *\

It referred to a very popular film, released along 
about 1940 or 1941, entitled Land Of liberty, being a 
collection of historical films pasted together, with 
additional shorts from news reels, etc., tq bring the thing 
up to date. I suppose that film, along with some historical 
ones that have been made, may have stressed the entertainment 
angle, but I assume that some of us at least must get 
a little instruction in spite of ourselves when seeing some 
films -

t  . • • 4 •

In the field of religion, I have known some churches that 
gave parties in the basement or public gathering place 
attached to the edifice, where dances were held, suppers 
given and many a social evening offered not only to memebers 
of the church but to anyone caring to attend. Churches of 
this type always numbered as good Christians among their 
members as did the more straight-laced, denominations. I 
think a.little more instructions in the movies, a little 
more social life in the churches, a little more entertainment 
in the schools,-and humanity in general would be the happier.

I.was pleased that you found the Memorial for Anita 
alirght. If you don't mind, I shall toss off another note 
to her from time to time without waiting to see if she signi
fies approval with an April response. It is always pleasant 
to chat with her, and perhaps she would enjoy a word from 
afar as much now as ever in her life. I wish I knew a
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little more shout her problem with the child* I wish I 
didn t think her husband, wholly off the track on his re
action at his first meeting with me, were not "fwightened , 
but«if you think we are quite correct in establishing this 
communication, — it merely being a question of mail coming 
direct to your true hand from abraod, then let's drop her 
a line from time to time in hopes that that a relAization 
on her part that her old friend are firm and true may 
lend a gleam of sunshine in a setting which must often, under 
present circumstances, be too frequently and too heavily 
Curtained with clouds,

• ^
And may I congratulate you on the successful arrangement 

regarding the dress. *ny arrangement you make regarding the 
money involved will be entirely satisfacotry, although I 
wouldn't send back the money, diverting it either as a present, 
if you please, or as a credit if you feel you must* The 
matter has long* since been settled to the Madam's satisfaction, 
qnd I must say it is no more than fair that you should have 
some recompense for all your trouble in the transaction,- 
not to mention all the hundred and one other things you are 
constantly doing,

Distressing is the word for the Did -eorge business.
Perhaps a visit with his sister will help him get back on 
his feet, but 1 * * * * * * * doubt it. It is so rare, itseems to 

me, that more tthan a temporary halt in the downward spiral 
is effected. Poor L. J.,- and what a pity she should 
have this additional burden to bear. xhank the "-ord she 
has you...•. * * «

I appreciate your little gasp about the matter of 
the house, your confidence in sharing the gasp and your 
blind faith that it can be handled alright. You see it 
really isn't so difficult*- There stands the house across 
the river and up a ways. If it is gigen to me, I shall 
be able to pay for having it taken down, piece by piece,- 
and hauld to ^renbourg. Once there, the pieces can be 
stored in the old Raggedy House. When opportunity 
presents itself, and a surplus of materials, - concrete, etc. 
are available (is available, perhaps) the foundation can 
be laid. I shall number the individual pieces as they 
are taken down, so that when circumstances permit, the 
framework can be raised on the new foundation. Perhaps 
we shall at first leave the framework standing and merely
put on a tin roof, - the latter not costing much. Then 

as circumstances permit, the siding can be added, bit by bit,
and so the old house will radually take shape. It is
an undertaking that a heap of people wouldn t- even consider,
I suppose, find yet, since it can be done piece-meal, x find
the thing quite within the realm of polssibility, for pro
ceeding by leisurely degrees, we s'hall not stick out of
neck financially*, and since eventually we are going to
need a house, it is pleasant to think of what we eventually

- - .--  ̂ ana altogether
f w  th® s“ uation *nd the temperament of thoseror whom it will be re-created,. - T 9

2 2 6 5

ffer-.’ >

'March 4th, 1947.

Memorandum:
And I heard the news commentator state, - without 

correction:
"President TrUman arrived in Mexiao Oity on schedule, 

following his brief visit on Sunday to the bedside of 
his 49 year old Mother in Kansas."

'Y Q .! » v ; \

Ho-hum....
Well, the morning post brought a letter^from Caroline 

Dormon, saying that her sister-in-law couldn t last long, 
and wrote her in the ^adaii^s behalf and my own before 
dinner. Over coffee, the ‘General mentioned reading the 
Shreveport limes this morning and had-noticed the notice 
of an iris expert, a Mrs. Ruth -Dormon^ - and so I must 
drop Caroline another note tonight.

At long last Spring seemed to arrive with a vengence 
today. 1 pulled around at ^renbourg, setting out chandeliers 
lilies and mov ng roots of the bananas from where they 
flouished last year to a new setting for this season, - 
by the side .ate, midway between the road and Uncle d Or s.
The sun was so hot and the thermometer so high that I ^
tossed off my shirt and almost trickled away in pure D 
sweat, ,

I, also took a sw ng at the dozen gardenias, set out 
a week or a month back,' r and on returning here, dashed 
off a line forthwith to the Mobile house from whence I 
had ordered 50 more plants a month back. After all, 
gardenias are something that should be transplanted in 
Winter, and I’m almost afraid the new shipment, even if 
it should arrive promptly, will be almost too late.

More details regarding the murder of the youth on
last Sunday came to hand today. It seems the lady who 
did the stabbing didn t realize she had killed the youth, and 
on Monday noon she received permission from the Alexandria 
jail to telephone Melrose. * J. H. answered the call, and 
was asked by the lady:
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" I ’S8 e a l l in ^  to  fiim  ou t how Sugar Boy i s  a -d o ln ’ " .

Ju s t  f i n e ,  w. h . answered q u i te  s n a p i ly . "They

a t  a t ? 8l a t w £ ? " th e  S t0 rS  n °W ” i t h  t h ® body “

ta k e n ^ -b a c k " !* *  ^  sounded as thoue h she * e re  q u i te  

Ho-hum, -  a g a i n . . . .

as onehr i e h t ° « n f l ^ 0eS«0f th * muTder ha7a a c u rio u s  a rrangem en t, 
! SB!fi9i i g h t bu&a r  Boy (M cKinley Peace) l iv e d  in
? h r i a t t e r - s eh u ^ hudia  S£8 t« >  ^ i e t t a ^ e a c e  in d a rso n !  and hu®t f n d » '  b ro th e r  ^n d erso n , in  th e  
l  bou9 nex t door l iv e d  b ro th e r  - n d a r s o n 's  s i s t e r
n tg h !  t i l  s ^ t e r  L had ? ° ne t0  b9d 9 a r ly  S a tu rd ay  h i s  s i s t 0 r * ^ n r i e t t a ,  came home a t 5 a m
h«* ^ aL “ 2r !?in 8 * Sh9 to ld  her W tf th e r  to g ive  h e r h i s  

M d uth at  ha should f i n i s h  out h i s  s le e p  i n  th e  n ex t

tTT t n , e ZXLSQel th a t  fo llo w e d , ^ e s s ie  M«v drnvfl h*r 
b u tc h e r  k n ife  th rough  *ugar * o y 's  h e a r? , ^ 1 1  ^  which
I t m s  ?ar?e?y.'USt rt0at £S mUCh 8en89 aB most

t h o „ ^ Snl was som ething i n  your l a s t  r e p o r t  which i  have 
° f  ®0n tio n in g  at s e v e ra l  d if fe r e n t  tim es sin ce

" S ’ S ' i l ' l S . S  , l 0 '>£l, •■***•• “ • n

Madam,"- to Wh e r9e x h L s t i o n ^ ed o w n s tf i«  ' ‘- b i ^ f u l l ^ n t  
u s u a l .  The “ adam took  t h a t  o p p o r tu n i ty o f 1̂ o n t a o t ^ i t h ^ i m *  
to  say she wanted th e  -me. •“■ubin “ oocue j “ i t h
JoneaM n »- ^e l °ne to  the'_“ e n r y 's  b u t to  some of th e  * Said
Je rry  t h e 'o th s r ^ d H ^ tn V 1 b e l ie 7 9 - He sa id  he had to ld  je r r y  zhe  o th e r  day to  be su re  n o t to  l e t  i t  f a l l  down
5”  s v : : 1w T  " ° » f  i S «  s r i b . r .

b e lo n g  to  4 . i’h e re  i s  som ething c u rio u s  aboSt a l l
a * ? *  S K 4 s * « * i «

we s L a iC o n t in u e * to  ^ ^ t V v v f r om our c o u rse , 
d o m ic ile  comes in to  fo c u s , th e  s e t t  i n f  ̂ 1 1 1  be read y * 1* 11 *

■r'*rn
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March 5 th ,  1947.

Memorandum;

A nother pure  ”D" S p ring  day , to o  warm and too  m o is t, 
b u t th e  prom ise i s  fo r  a sudden sw itch  i n  th e  therm om eter 
about m idn igh t to  remind us t h a t  March H ist i s  s t i l l  a  
ways i n  th e  o f f in g .

The postman came an hour e a r l i e r  th an  u su a l t h i s  
m orning and so I  f in d  e lev en  unposted  l e t t e r s  h e re  on my 
desk b e fo re  me, in c lu d in g  one, d a ted  y e s te rd a y , ad d ressed  
to  you. I  th in k  I  s h a l l  g e t ahead o f th e  p o s t tomorrow.

When * went to  th e  o f f ic e  about 9 t h i s  m orning, D an 's  
oar was parked s la p  i n  f r o n t  o f th e  g a te .  * le a rn e d  l a t e r  
•that he had a r r iv e d  home much under th e  w eather about dawn 
t h i s  m orning . Ha rem ained i n  h is  room a l l  day , -  a s le e p , I  
suppose. I t  i s  w onderful how th e  Madam went th ro u g h  th e  
day , p a ss in g  h i$  door tw ice  on her way d o w n s ta irs , and never 
guessed  he wasn t  in  town, -  g iv in g  e x p l i c i t  d i r e c t io n s  a t  
t a b l e ,  fo llo w in g  su p p e r, as to  how h is  p l a t e  should  be fifced 
f o r  him, so he would f in d  i t  on<his r e tu r n  home. The s e rv a n ts  
never peeped , -- and tomorrow we s h a l l  hear about h is  s u f f e r in g  
from a n o th e r bad c o ld .

In  to d a y ’s post th e re  w a s n 't  ao much o f i n t e e e s t ,  
a lth o u g h  th e re  were q u ite  a few n o te s .  -L it t le  M iss A lb e rta  
w ro te , say ing  th a t  R obert T a l a n t 's  new book has been  found 
q u i te  good by th o se  who have read  i t .  I  know n o t i f  i t  has 
been p u b lish ed  as ye t by -Loubleday, -  o r i f  she r e f e r s  to  
th e  m an u sc rip t.

M iss L ouise  B u tle r  s e n t a long  a n o te , p ra t in g  me to  
drop he r a l in e  to  a c q u a in t h e r w ith  the  Madam s h e a l th .
Bolth l a d ie s  have had a couple of n o te s  from me s in c e  mid 
December, -  b u t must have f o r g o t t e n ‘to  resp o n d .

A n o te  from S i s t e r  ask s f o r  a l e t t e r .  I  d o n 't  w r i te  
her to o  o f te n ,  -  th e  Maftam alm ost n e v e r . The Madam opined 
th a t  S i s t e r  was too  busy h i t t i n g  th e  s o c ia l  s id e  of l i f e  
to  have muoh tim e to  th in k  of u s .  That shows th e  way 
th a t  wind i s  b low ing , -  m om entarily .

J
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The X&ew urleans Public Library sent me three items to- 
day, - none of which I have to read but all of which I 
probably shall, what with nothing else to hand, Anne Morrow 
lindburg* s tforth To fIhe Orient; Gilman's M f e  of Edward Me 
Powell, the American composer; and The Family Doctor by some 
body whose name 1 have forgotten, I

T 1To my enchantment, * heard Alexander Skorvy as narrator 
on the Hfcional hook up doing the United; Nations program 
last night. 1 hope he hasnTt been lost completely to radio.
His voice is excellent over the air, I think, but it is 
somehow superlative on xalking Books, I'm going to move 
Heaven and ^arth to get him to read Proust, even if X have 
to badger both the National -“oupdation For the Blind and 
N. B. G. as well. #

*nd speaking of the United Nations, I'm convinced 
that the International Police Pores should have been set 
to functioning long since for without some enforing power,
I can t see how the organaiation is going to have more than 

« aa advisory role. Something is a little out of joint that 
Greece should have to appeal to the United states for money, 
to supply food for Greece and soldiers from Great.Britain ’ 
to ,keep the lid from blowing off. Without knowing any 
thing about it., I have a feeling that the World Bank, - and 
Tnot an individual country, should supply Greece funds if 
she requires them and that the Internation Pol'ice Force 
should be created and set ,to work to earny out any 
enforcement which, at the moment, at least, England seems 
called upon to effect. Perhaps Mr. Roosevelt wouldn't 
have thought, so, too, but whenever things get out of Joint,- 
or beyond my comprehension, X find myself regretting his pre
mature passing.

“ * w -fr.-g v  '"** « £  v* y . U  '■*V  -  ■ X  } I «.:k. . i  s -£4 Ti  i:- ' r - » ■- ■■ f f  f

And how silly is the present proposed legislation to 
limit the ^residency to two terms. How fortunate it was 
for the world that Mr. Roosevelt could carry through his 
four elections, and what a loss when Ueath prevented him 
from not fulfilling the last term. How ridiculous it 
would be for any organziation to limit the tenure of office 
of its President to 8 years, - if that officer is carrying 
through to everyone's satisfaction the policies that few 
if .other individuals could consumate. How many of those 
Gongressional boys picture themselves as little Beros,- 
fiddling madly as the smoke clouds foretell the impending 
conflagration,

Was so interested in your reoent reference to the 
absence of any effect on certain things in the recent 
excitement in the racifio. Perhaps the absence of any 
lasting effect on the stuff will hold a solution of 
the problem that concrete and iron barracades can't resist.

2 2 6 9

Mar oh 6th, 1947.

Memorandum; »

To hand your perfectly elegant report of Monday evening.
I need not tell you that X relished every word. It was 
the next best thing to having a pleasant chat wherein ws 
might touch upon a while variety of subjects.

? ' ' . ; ]
W^at with yesterday’s drizzle holding on through today,

I didn-t do much at Arenbourg, although A did set in a 
couple^of evergreens, what with the advantageous thermometer 
readings and the .moisture.

• 1
Vhile X think of it. X will respond to your inquiry 

regarding Mrs. Roosevelt s letter, I don't want it back, 
so you keep it and dispose of it as you will. I, too, think
ing the franking rights, as displayed by her signature on 
the envelope, is interesting. X thought perhaps L, 
might be interested in seeing it, too, if not acquainted 
with this unique American custom fir^t hand.

And speaking of ~rs. Roosevelt recalls that you mentioned 
wanting to hear of the strange episode that transpired in 
the apartment house when % friend of mine went there one beauti- 
fuly bright summer's afternoon to spend a few hours with 
an older lady who was approaching death from fa malignant 
disease.

My friend's husband had been inclined to frown upon 
his wife's visit to the sick room in the Greenwich Village 
apartment, not, I think, that he was jealous of his wife, but 
probably because he somehow feared contageon from the disease 
from which he friend suffered. In any event, he stoutly ad
vised against her visiting her friend whose apartment as 
on the 3rd floor of the building.

But go she would and so one August afternoon she 
passed by, and on her arrival, suggested that the 
nurse in attendance take a couple of hours off, - it 
was then £ o'clock,-, during which time the nurse might 
enjoy the bright sunshine streaming in at the* windows by 
going into the park or w^ereever she pleased, while my 
friend would remain with the patient until 4 p.m.

Both the patient and nurse thought it a splendid opportunity, 
the patient to see her friend alone for a while, .nd the nurse

m
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to enjoy a couple of hours of freedom,
Just after the nurse had left, the patient recalled 

that earlier in the day, a message had been sent to a 
parrish priest to come that afternoon at 3 o'clock to receive 
the patient’s bonfession and to administer communion.
The patient asked my girlf friend to prepare for the visit, 
but as my friend was a Catholic, she was ignorant of the 
customs obtaining for such services in that ^arrish.
My friend told her that it was the custom to receive the priest, 
when on such a mission, with a lighted candle, and that she 
must have on her hat, as she held the candle and opened 
the door. ' ■ _ ' ..  __ .., ’ ....

My friend hadn't worn a hat, in coming to visit her 
friend,* and her friend, long a victim of the malady that was 
to carry her off eventually, chanced to have none of her 
own in the apartment. She did remember, however, that 
her granddaughter had worn in somekina of a hat several months 
before when com ng to visit, following a party. Mr. friend 
searched the closet for the headgear and finally found a 
most extraordinary "*ardi Gras outfit, - a kind of a witches’ 
hat that was perfectly outlandish. But "any port in a storm”, 
and as the doorbell sounded at that moment, she hurriedly 
put on the hat, quickly lighted the cand.le, - and with 
the sun streaming in the windows to her back, she opened 
wide'the door,

Well, to her uuter bewilderment, there stood, - not 
the expected priest, but a man, her husband ,

He, in his turn, was natrually more dumbfounded than 
his wife. His eyes widen to saucer proportions. He stammered, 
but words failed him. bright followed astonishment, and 
letting out a shreak, he suddenly turned and bolted down 
the hall, dashing past the elevator, and catapaulting himself 
down the stairs, tripping and landingin a heap, at the bottom.

Eiswife, in the mean time, floored at so unexpectedly being 
faced by her husband, who had never gone to theat apartment 
before, was so stunned by the man's scrtam aî d sudden flight, 
that she slammed the door closed, dropping the candle as she 

did so, and starting a fire in the paper hat, as she tried to 
rescue the burning candle, fortunately the fire was quickly 
put out a d a semblance of quiet re-established in the 
heart of her dying friend who by this time was on the point 
of collapse. In the midst of all this, the bell rang again, 
and in my friends’ excitement, she rushed to. open it, 
entirely forgetting the extingi ished candle and the 
slightly charred ~ardi Gras hat r cluttering up the 
entrance.

~nd that's all there is to the story, save that the 
priest Overlooked her failure to receive him properly, even 
thought her husband was might sore in body and touchy in mind 
for days afterward, and never was convinced that his wife 
hadn’t'been taking part in a charade without his knowledge.....

March 7th, 1947.

Memorandum;
It was so nice to have your Tuesday report in this 

morning’s post, and thus to heap up with all your doings.
.,8 for local doings, there isn't much to report, what 

with the drizzle continuing so as to give growing things 
a chance to grow without any interference from the hoe and
spade department.

Hay 1 congratulate you on the acquisions in the 
booh department. The two ite.ms you mention ought to be 
right in line for the ^renbourg lihaary. X have ne e 
read either, although the ^ing item 1 have heard spohen of
favorably and the one having t0. t h e * *  taihly to have a place on any shelf dealing with .e
lower Mississippi.

I was interested in what you mentioned about the aenneth 
itobert's volume on uaitii. I know nothing about that novel, 
although i do remember having read an article in he 

Saturday Evening io.st years ago that . Roberts «°te about 
the country of Ohristophe, and. I asaume that the .a*tiele 
may have been stirred up at the time he was doing re-earc
for his novel..

curing the Winter a hook of his came to hand which
I started to read but rejected when s°“8t“°» ^ f i f ?  ? h T
hand. A don't even recall the title of the book but
fiTct few oases had to do with an American, - or rather a
Hew England colonial youth in London during the
War. After the first few paragraphs a French lady, obviously
a spy, stepped into the picture, and * bowed out. I
seem to be awfully choosey about my fiction, wad perhaps
it is the surmise of impending turmoil in the
impelled me to reject its reading. I don t mind confessing
toPyou that I always seem to have shunned novels tha
tend toward too much excitement, and even in straight
history, 1 always had to foroe myself r® ^ tlUnpx ?l?kon things, for somehow they seemed to go too Jeep. 1 x«ok.on 
the fault has always been with me, taking to heart too | « i o u ^  
ly the doings of imaginary characters or tje factual 
Of places close to my heart. As an example of the latter.
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I remember never could read'an aocount of the destruction 
of a place like ^arly at a single sitting* I would 
force myself to read a paragraph, then close the book, coming 
back for another go at it the next day, - and so on, - all 
of which sounds about as silly, 1 expect, as the old woman 
who took her grandchild to see their first movie. It 
chanced to be an early thriller, • the train robbery sort of 
thing. The camera, shooting the scene, had been placed 
between the rails, to give the impression that the 
train was coming slap into the audiencefs face, The first 
shot of the approaching train alarmed the old lady, but 
she clung to her seat. But as a new angle of the thing 
seemed to be bearing down more heavily in her direction, 
she snatched the ol ild by the arm and flew out of the 
theatre, remarking that if the rest of the folks wanted to 
be run down, that was their hard luck, but she was travelin' 
fast while she could yet leg-it. So it was 
always with me on reading of destruction of places I loved, 
or of imaginary characters whom I -must have re-created as 

real in the novels i read. And the darnedest thing about 
it is that I can't seem to rid myself of this foolishness, no 
matter how hard 1 try.

I'm so glad you are heading out for the Theatre on the 
17th and the &7th. I shall be thinking about you, and I'm sure 
you are really going to enjoy both evenings. It's 
nice, too, that you are able to, read the ^ilde play before 
seeing it, for being acquainted with the lines will no doubt 
give double value to the piece as it comes to you from the 
stage.

I finished Berth to the Orient and found many a line 
of it good. That the Japanese, for example, should hold 
the plumfc tree in high regard because it has the courage 
to blossom in the snow is quite lovely, don't you think.

The volume on Edward McDowell is more informative than 
interesting, which is to say.it is no Johan ^.ebastien Baoh 
but the account of mc^owells life in the forest near 
Stuttgart, his opening of the School of ^usic at Columbia 
University and his country place at Peterborough, A*ew Hamp
shire are all details that I like to review.

* ;
Celeste returned from *̂ outh Louisiana yesterday, having 

taken her mother down yonder for a visit. Hast night 
Celeste said she talked with so ebody in Natchitoches who 
had just returned from the *atchez Pilgrimage, and that 

while there, the pilgrim had visited Cherokee and that 
Myrtie Byrnes had sent me as message, inquiring why 1 never 
come* to she her and Charles any more. xhat's a good qustion, 
too, and it’s nice to be remembered.

2 2 7 3

Maroh 9th,-194 7.

Memorandum!
lour nice report of Wednesday to hand, and my sincerest 

thanks for particulars touched upon and the quality of the whole 
thing. You asked my pardon for the use of a particular word 
in a former report butl need scarcely assure you that I 
never needed such a request. Prom those we love, we never find 
anything expressed or implied that strikes us as unfortunate in 
expression, and to be perfectly frank, I can't recall for the 
life of me in what manner the word, - was it implicate, - was 
used, so you can. readily judge that I in no way took it amiss, 
since 1 don t seem to have even noticed its use. *>o that takes 
care of that, - and all the chance thoughts along similar lines in 
the future, should you ever torment yourself by thinking that 
X might go into a panic over anything that obviously was not intended..

It was good of you to let me have so many particulars about 
various doings up and down the land. *o old Thresa Bonney is 
back agin from Europe. What next do you suppose she is going 
to stir up. The last 1 seem to recall of her doings was that 
collection of Daguerreotypes which must have been along about 
1937. If you announce that she is staging an exhibition of 
Third nQpUblic bustles, I shouldn t be at all amazed, - she is 
such a curious bag.

. . ’ • • ’ > A

I think the enclosure from Dora holds nothing of especial 
interest, -‘•he reference to the McKitterick (Elmscourt) leases, 
and to Bob'Graham, has to do with the fact that the late Mrs. , 
McKitterick used to spend half her time with Bob Graham 
at his Louisiana hideout across the river from Batches. Thank 
the Lord she has gone to her eternel reward. Prances-henry,
Paynie*s.wife, was here for dinner today and having just returned 
from Batohez, reported that Lave McKitt rick was prominent 
at Elmseourt during Pilgrim tims and that he played some part 
in the night P&gent at Community uall, with .rs. Barnum of 
Arlington, - so the old* charade spirit triumphs even over 
,the death of his late wife.

I have just read a book, • The Pamily Doctor,** or rather,
The Country Doctor, by Sarah Orne ^ewett, - copyright 1883, by 
that new england writer.* 'Viewed from the time ft was written,- 
in, .the. 1870's, I suppose, it is quite interesting'as an intelligent 
and sympathetic story of an orphan, ward of a country doctor of
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Hew -^gland, -a girl, and a plea for tolerance for women who 
want to take up a profession. ^t’s-a mild story hut very nice, 
and I liked it.

It set me thinking,,- naturally enough, of the Dr. Worsley 
of ^loutierville. Surely there is a story for Hollywood in itself,• 
merely up to this point, ^he seems to he making quite a 
financial success of her doctoring, - without charing more than 
very reasonable, and huraain, fees. She enjoys the phrase of 
white people of intellect and all the darkies, are caazy about 
"Dr. Eleanor" as they call her. I might say that she has long 
since redeemed (}iow that word is spoiled I donTt knowf her 
rings which the ‘’'enks took as security, including her wedding ring, 
has purchased a station wagon (the go-cart)r has paid,off 
the debt on the old Kate Chopin house, and in spite of a couple 
of mis-carriages, seems to be dpfng just fine, - rising steadily 
in the best kind of a way. Of course life should have done 
Cane Biver a long timp ago, but surely they ought to do Dr.
Eleapor, both as a remarkable success story already in the 
making and as a personality to demonstrate, if for no pther reason, 
that there still remain plenty of frontiers for youthful American^ 
to eMaquor. Do you think it would be worthwhile or worthless to 
call her case to the attention of -̂ ife. One astonishing thing 
about it, - were she to be spread over the pages of Life, is 
the fact that practically none of her-patients would ever see 
the publicity, - a rather unique circumstance in‘view of the 
wide spread circulation, of Mfe, don’t you think.

I haven’t heard any news except early early.this morning 
on my radio, but at that time it was said that Foreign Minister 
Molotov failed to greet Mr. ^evin, the British * oreign, Minister, 
on the{ latter's arrival at Moscow. I know not if the same thing 
happened to the French Foreign Minister and the American secretary 
of ^tate. x shall be interested to learn. Bad manners have too often 
characterized ^r. Molotov’s public activities. Save for illness,- 
which should have been mentioned if extant, could excuse the Russian* 
Foreign Minister’s failure togreet his fellow colegues.

.* 1 m beginning to wonder, too, if a pretty good world foroe,- 
with a workable.body for world peace, might not get well under way 
if the United states and who-so-ever cared to,join, would set forth 
a charter for policing the world, asking those,nations of good 
will who care to join in the effort do so. I wonder in the end if 
perhaps that method might not be even.more effective than the 
present method of trying to make a-society of nations function 
smoothly when bad mannered and aggressive members seem able, through 
their membership to short-circuit everything of c,ood that is 
propose^, aohow it’s beginning to seem as though one member

wonderful, - much gardening to be done on the. morrow.....
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March 10th, 1947.

Memorandum:

There are people standing behind my back, talking, 
for the most part, and not.glancing too mucfc in this 
direction, i hope, for the Estate typewriter is again 
at the hospital in Alexnadria, and this machine of 
mine, has been pressed into service temporarily at 
the office from whence i pen these few lines. If 
my message be brief, you will understand why.

In my armoir are several communications to which 
I will not refer, save to mention, - a nice fat report 
from you, a letter from >adine, one from Rudolph and 
a couple of "run-of-the-mill" communications, which 
from the looks of them and their points of cancellation 
all probably begin with the phrase: "Having just read 
about ^elrose in Plantation Parade".....,.

All the Dthopians have been laboring on broad 
Henry holdings along Red River today, and although it 
is dark, they have not returned the several miles between 
here and there as yet, so I presume 1 shall not get 
to my correspondence, - incoming, - until the morrow.

*he weather is elegant, pleasantly cool, with 
gorgeous sunshine and the promise of Spring in the 
offing from all the official Weather Bureaux. I have 
accordingly been able to get in quite a few licks at 
Arenbourg today, - some transplanting of daffodills, but 
mostly spading about the magnolias and what-not, to 
keep the soil nice and loose, view a view to cooperating 
all x can with the tender roots to eat and grow as much 
as the impulse from on high may impell.

The Mqw Orleans Public must be jacked up again 
before x relinquish this keyboard, for in yesterday’s or 
Saturday*s,post came a flock of mystery stories which I 
.really don t need. I did have one more or less non
fiction it§m to hand, and I accordingly pressed that
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into service. Its title is Anna And The King Of Siam 
by Langdon, or some such name, and it isn't very brisk 
reading. But not unlike the Harmon volume on little 
Miss Myra Glark Gains, it hass ^uite a bit of meat 
. in it if one wants to browse around the ice box, - and 
I do. ^

The opus seems to center around the extraordinary 
existence of one Mrs. *nna Owens, as revealed by two books 
she wrote of her life as Governness of the Royal 
Children of Siam, hex secretarial duties in assisting 
the King with his letters written in -English and her 
activities in keeping things down to a shout in the 
royal harem. Her life in Bangkok dated from 1861 to 
1867, I think, when Siam was still feudal, iSngland 
and France were on the, march to Empire and the 
United states was convulsed by the Givil War. When 
reading of any particular period, I like to have 
a fairly clear view of what is going on all around the 
world during the same period, and what 1 don*t 
know about Siam at the time of the American Givil 
War would fill volumes. And so this volume, aside 
from the subject it treats, is going to be enlighten
ing in brushing away the clouds,of my :astern horizon 
a bit, and my concept of the i orrors of American slavery 
will be the clearer in my mind after 1 have 
comprehended the wider world situation as regards 
slavery* as manifested by this extraordinary document.

I ran across a surprising letter from the M n g  
of Siam in 186* to Abraham .Lincoln on the subject of 
elephants. The *-ing wrote the President indicating 
that he would be enchanted to send Mr. Lincoln some 
young elephants which might, on their arrival in 
this hemisphere, be turned loose in the forests, where 

they could regain their strength, lost during the 
voyage, and later, after they had begotten offspring, 
the latter might be taken into captivity, tamed and 
trained as beasts of burden, for transportation purposes, 
means of travel, etc. With the guns booming on too 
many fronts in the Virginia area, - 186*,- Mr.
Lincoln kindly responded to the king's letter, thank
ing him for his generous offer, but declining the 
offer on the grounds that the climate in the United 
states scarcely seemed advantageous to the breeding 
of elephants in our wild lands, and confiding to 
His Majesty that steam rather than elephant, was the 
primary motive power in travel in this country. You 
don t suppose that a couple of "pink Elephants" got • 
loose in ohe Old ■‘■orge area, do you, thus accounting 
for a heap of strange doings of late.....  •

March 11th, *1947.

Memorandums ' * .
? ■ ’

And so, after one night in the armoir, your nice three 
page letter to hand to captivate my interest in every 
particular. It is good of you to share all the various 
doings, both at home and abroad* and by thus sharing them,
*we somehow keep the better in step along the pathway of life.

The Laldorff business, and especially thejprivate 
askpects, seems to be a sure enough hurly-burly, and some
how the gayer, as opposed to the Old Forge business, since the 
former seems to be based on an intoxication of joy while the 
other appears to be more on the intoxication side. How 
much patience we must practice as we find ourselves forced to 
await the outcome of such strange doings, even tough we 
seem to see clearly enough in advance that in one of 
the cases, at least, it will fizzle out like a wet fire
cracker or the end of uld ^an River.

From the enclosure you will note that Nadine really 
q,uite out-did herself in writing quite* a nice letter,- 

dven though it contains little or no news. I must pay her 
the oompl ment which is her due by not waiting so long 
to make this response or rather a response to this letter from 
her. Isn't it odd she never mentions*her boy friend. I'm 
wondering if it is because I don't stress the matter, or 
if he really is "sinkling slowly towards the West", - so 
far as her•enthusiasm is concerned.

I intended, mentioning the brief bit of Kate Smith's 
program which*I heard on Sunday night, but neglected to do so 
until now. There is much* to be written from various angles 
as to the effect that the little piece of song which 1 heard 
had on me. Art critics are forever saying that we must 
never consider the artist when we are contemplating his 
creation, but I think that istmerely their idea, for whoever 
looks at a van Gogh who doesn't automatically think o the 
artist. And when 1 heard the orchestra playing a bit of 
music on Sunday night, I reoognized it to be something taken 
from either a Brahms or a List Hungarian Rapeody, so many of
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which i liice. And at the same time, A recalled that the 
same strain of music had been used in that Marlene Dietrich 
picture of 10 or 15 years ago, - the Mata-^ari type of 
thing wherein she played the piano magnificiently and sent 
her code messages by that medium, - the musical compsitions 
which she would forward to her home government.

And to my surprise, I heard the announcer say that in 
response to many requests, *“ate Smith would again sing 
the anniversary ^ong once more, - so that is what it is 
called in its present rendition, Well, be that as it 
may, as soon as I heard Miss smith* 1s voice, 1 immediately 
envisioned her two ton figure, and accordingly blushed to 
the tips of my ears when A heard the opening words of
the chorus; "Oh, how we danced, on fhe night we were wed*.

How really, it*s none of my business just how Miss 
Smith may have spent her night when she was wed, but 
assuming that the bridegroom couldn’t possibly have been so 
titanic a figure as the bride, * should imagine that dancing 
might be the best way to spend the time. Automatically as 
I was thunderstruck by the absurdity of the words, realled 
a surprising old advertisement that used to appear on the 
back page of early movie magazines, - the picture of a 
scantily clad cave man, bulgeing with muscles, and partially 
draped in a wild animal skin, and above the picture were these 
startling words: "Make Your Honeymoon All You Hoped It 
Would Be."

■ -  *  « *.

And it’ocourred to me if two-ton ^ate got such a man, . _ 
perhaps she might well recall the Anniversary with satis
faction, and yet, on the other hand, as is a case in Natchi
toches, the Goddess of liberty drew a little pee-wee of a 
man who can easily get lost in the folds of her dress,
S the memory of what she was recalling might very well have 
been; n0h, how we danced on the night'we were wed," how 
you clung to my skirts *til we broke down the bed.......

And the upshot of all this is that 1 was wrong not to 
dis-assoeiate the artist from the work of art she was de- 
liverying over the aix, but what grieves me more is that I 
really am very fond of that music, - believe she has made 
a record of the piece, and now A shall have to struggle to 
erradicate ^iss Smith from my mind whenever 1 hear that 
music. ;

It was good of you to think of me. when running across 
the clipping, which 1 did not finish reading because the - 
imperfect secretary was whisked away by plan ation duties 
before we had completed it, but the fact that you thought of 
me in relation to it is very pleaaaing, and even more so it the 
thought, I feel, that eventually we both ought to take ad
vantage.f sharing a visit there eventually together...
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.arch 1a th, 1947.

Mem or andum:
From the enclosure, you will notice what the postman 

does when you mail two envelopes at the same time, thinking 
they will reach their destination simalt enously, ŝ -nce a
bear identical addresses. In one letter to Audolph I referred 
to an enclosure of a couple of dollars he had sent o ©
Madam rewquesting some Louisiana coffee of which he is ve y 
fond ^f course I sealed the letter without having m -  
tcludk the bills, and accordingly put them in another envelope 
without any message accompanying them, hence the panic when 
he received the money with no message whatsoever, - until 
the next go-round of mail.

From where I sit, it looks as t ough the week end now 
approaching might be quite a busy one. With Joe and his new 
wife coming over, Pat up from L. h. U., the and his
wife, a half dozen .Wenks, plus the J. H. s and the Paynie s 
it.ought to be fairly brisk without-adding a flock of 
people who undoubtedly will blow in from Alexandria, iox
I le^rn by radio that there is a Librarian s Convention in 
that latter city on Thursday,fFriday and Saturday morning, 
which ought to put Essae Mae and a flock of prominent authors 
in our midst about the time the Henry clan starts gathering. 
With the big Jiouse beginning to bulge, I suppose I 11 ah® 
over the literary section at this residence, hoping the while 
that the current rains may stave off the usual Pilgrims 
that automatically turn up about this season of the year.

"If we live until Monday" is a phrase the ^adam fiequently 
employs these days, as gayly, but a little feebly, She 
heads toward the v eek end. As usual, the frequent long 
faces made by her youngest son, makes her nervous inwardly, 
but she reveals such a state only by statement rather than 
by showing any physical nervousness.* A case in point 
happened tonight when we descended from the upper chamber to 
the dining room downstairs. I was dark and rainy outside, 
and everything seemed slightly out of joint. I smiled
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a single glance at the ^adam, when immediately upon seating 
ourselves at the board, and Just before the moment when 
s/.e asks.the blessing, the M ad am quite unexpectedly 
summoned the cook with a view to removing the food from the 
table, prior to anyone as yet having had an opportunity 
to take a pas? at a mouthful. as the servant appeared, 
and the clerk s startled gaze penetrated the Madam's line 
of vision, I laughed to releave the tension, and the 
Madam Joined me. ihe servant, of course, was sent away again 
and thus we began our evening meal. The incident isn't 
important except that it indicates the somewhat delicate 
state of nerves under which the Madam labors.

<■As we head into the Spring ploughing season, it is 
interesting to look back over the interim between now and 
the harvest time, when money vyas easiest for many of 
our local citizens. It is a fact that this year the 
pattern is a little different because of the additional 
funds pumped into the community by Uncle •dam's payment of 
a couple of hundred dollars to each discharged soldier, so 
that the exhaustion of crop funds has seemed less rapid, 
thank? to the supplimentary money coming into the community 

rQturning veterans. In November Puny used 
the ̂ 500.00 made on their crop to buy a second hand ford truck. 
In Jiebruary, the truck about played out, Puny expressed his 
regret that he hadn t spend the money to have the house wired 
for electircity, The .first week in March he traded the 
*ord truck for,a Pontiac touipg car. The weoond week in 
exarch, his fcppson, - Big Six, returning from Japan, 
brQught in his $800*00 discharge payment, and that sum has 
gone into buying a new engine for the Pontiac. Thus we 
arrive at ploughing time,,completely out of money, and practi 
cally nothing but an ambulating Junk heap, to show for 
our last year's concentration on raising a crop and being 
a soldier. : ...... d...... ...

Spirit^ the recently demilitarized son of Temite and 
Cousin Lug , has been allotted money by the Governeraent to 
learn a trade , - farming, - following his discharge. He 

has saved his money in part, - at least $500.00 of it, 
and?on Saturday afternoon,purchased.a fairly good second hand 
car along about 4,p.m. Three ;hours later, he loaded up his 
tamily and whisked them to Alexnadria, and thence to 
Natchitoches, bubbling over with enthusiasm^for his new toy, 
which, before midnight, he successfully engineered into 
a ditch, wrecking the darned t ing completely but harming 
not a soul of the nigger paqked omnibus. And so things turn * 
and the most striking feature of all this expenditure is 
this fact: - that 1 honestly believe that the "elrose darkies 
are really getting a heap more fun out of what they spend and 
the way they sling it than do the ^enrys for all the latter1a 
purported white s u p r e i o r i t y . ,

»
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March 13th, 1947.

Memorandum:

So nice to have your report covering the past week 
end in this morning's post. Sunday's program sounded 
like a hurly-burly, and I’m hoping that the* succeeding 
ones may be a little more impregnated with quiet, - or 

r at least some ability to do something other than mill
about in the crowd that is so deadly to radio programs, 
catching up on reading, and general opportunity to 
enjoy a few delicious moments alone.

' What with today 'being Thursday, 1 found Dr.
Ehipmeyer already at the big house this morning when 
I made my first rounds. Also I found the General and 
his wife, for it seems that they had arrived last 
night in the rain, after ^elrose had long<since folded up.

The morning's post, arriving about the same moment 
as a couple of other pilgrims, brought me the enclosed 
letter from the American Foundation for the blind. I 
think I should have read it twice, for it seems to have 
contained several points of interest to me. But 
I have already responded to the letter, and shall write 
another in due time if a satisfactory answer comes 
through. Perhaps Alice M. in ^ew ¥ork may be more 
satisfactory a correspondent that Xenephon B. Smith in 
Washington. I had asked for a list of the books which 
Alexander Scourvy has read, but it seems that this 
is imposs ble for Miss Smith to supply, - and I find 
the reason for her inability to do so quite interesting, - 
that not all the titles of books for the Heading Machine 
appear in lists issued by the library of congress.
And what 1 want to know is why don't they so appear.
After all, I take it as a matter of course that the Library 
of Jongress and its Talking Book section is designed for 
the use of the public, and wherefore cannot a list of 
Talking Aeoords already printed be forthcoming. Some 
two or three years ago in Natchez I noticed that ^r.. Gerard 
Brandon was reading Gone With The Wind, • a title

♦ * * * *
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which I never have seen on the Congressional 
covering Talking Books, and have wondered often times 
sinc$ ho* »any other books are in the same ^tagory.
Some day X want to read that paxticular book on e 

reading -aohin'e, but since X cannot guess what hooks are 
.available,, how am X going to learn what is and what is
not. For a long time 1 have though that the ibrary o 
Congress should issue a monthly Bulletin giving a li 
of what items have Been read during the month. I m 
wondering why this can’t be done tv-are could be for not including all title thus traiiscriDea.
I doubt if Miss omith realized she was losing the o*4 ™ t  
of the bag, so to speak, by passing along this bit of informa 
tion. I shall see if 1 can establish cordial relations 
withfher by correspondence, ahd perhaps through such
a connection x can get a s^®?Lf^rther, ° old*and more speedily, - than if 1 began badgering ol
Xenophon direotly.

I haven’t quite finished Anna and the King of Siam, 
but a vast bulk of records, * some hundreds, think, 
came to hand today, - Cervantes1 non ^uixhota and 

Benjamin Franklin's Autobiography. I don t need to 
renew my acquaintance with the uervantes number at this 
time*, even though a part of it, I notice, is fead by 
xlr. Beourvy, but I shall take a yuiok turn through the 
Franklin item w ich has always been a most delectable item
for me.

It appears to me that the Aubin-Rocque property 
is still in lit gation which may have a pronounced 
effect on the fate of the house, a l t  ough I s h a l l  continue 
to hope that the edifice may not fall completely aown 
before the law suit has terminated, in the mean time i 
shall go on planting as usual, keeping an eye o en xor 
any other likely item wrich mi^ht be used In 
place of the other, should the judgement be unfavorable to 
those from whom it might come to us..

t

It is good of you to share the note from Hadine with 
me. 1 feel precisely as you do about not sharing our 
correspondence with her. if she wants to that is fine,

• but surely we should never expect or want her to share any
thing direotly to her from, - shall we say, - *olph. And 
thanks, too, for telling me so many interesting t ings about 
Anita. How slowly the woVla gets civilized, aoesn t it,- 
I refer to the stupidity of those people regarding the 
ohild. And whatever she decides about the memorial is 
alright.' I am so happy that you will take care of the 
forwarding of them, - and I shall tyy to keep them 
arranged so that whe who runs may read •••••

March 14th, 1947,

Memorandum: t

If there migtit have been any doubt about the advent 
of Spring, the arrival of thousands of starlings last 
night at sundown should have settled the matter once and 
for all. While it is still full daylight, - about the time 
the sun touches the rim of the Western horizon, flocks of 
birds i n ‘groups of perhaps S6 to 100; begin coming home to roost, 
shopping iiz’st m  the big pecane trees before hooping down 
into the bamboo hedges, there to gossip endlessly about 
the events of the day until warn out, along about dark, 
the finally fold up and keep quiet until the first streaks 
of dawn on the morrow.

It seems to me that each year a few thousand arrive and 
remain for perhaps four or five days, and then depart, making 
room on the same day for a new swarm, - and so the business 
goes on for at least a month. And by the time the Northern 
migration has been completed, the bamboo hedges are nothing 
but shambles, and one can only hope that the birds, during 
tneir stay, have destroyed enough worms and bugs in the fields 
to recompense one for their nuisanae and devastation.

Today’s weather was perfect and I spent most of my day
n °?f 8?I0U??' from the pear trees, now coming

ixjco lull leaf, and attacking some of the larger weeds which 
have already grown mightily.

I think ■‘• didn’t mention last night that we had 
quite a ole*r'demonstration of the nenry lack of sensitivity 
ox absence of any psychological appreciation of the Madam*8 
present j.rame of mind. At supper, and in the gayest fashion, 
and certainly with no shade of anything but good will, - 
save the thoughtless desire to inject some form of mirth into
*5® 8tV^in8* remarked th»t tlie weather was a bit ohlll.Ihe Madam agreed, and to this H. said! "Mother, to you and
me it seems that w^y, and that’s because we’re getting old .• 
you and me, and we ve got to go away for the summer and 
escape the heat as soon as this cool spell evaporates. As a 
matter of fact, our letters show in what condition we are in, 
for I m always having to re-address your letters, because 
I use a machine and when either of us try to write long hand 
we make such scrawls and scratches that the iost office can’t 
make anything out of them and we even leave off half the address 
Desides. - ~nd of course all that is probably true, so far
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as the ^adam is concerned, hut u. would have done so much 
better not to have said it, ^nd then, seeing that his Mother 
resented the remark, he engaged in that hopless business of 
trying to smooth it aver by oontinuing on the same line, and 
succeeded only in making her more depressed and upset.

vf course she slept but fitfully last night, had a 
headache today and didn't come downstairs for dinner although 
the General and his wife and Paynies and his wife were 
here for the noon epast. tonight she ate but a piece of A 
milk toast, and the de ression continues.

1 never fail to marvel at the penetrating mind for money 
the ^enrys all display, - but unfailingly, - and yet how none 
of them ever had a notion of proceedure in human relations.

tonight £at came home for the week end. Ha says there 
was a heavy rain in Baton Rouge yesterday, - 8 inches, 1 believe, 
within a few hours. It was a 4 inch rain that put us into 
the flood situation a couple of years ago. i*m glad this 
downpour was South of here and over a more limited area.

The radio, in touching on local subjects, has much to say 
about the possibility of increasing school teachers’ 
salaries in -Louisiana. 1 may have mentioned before that ■ 
there is much hocus-pokus business in the pay of school 
teachers in this region. The budget may indicate several 
million dollars for teachers'- salaries, but where the trick 
lies is in the faot that certain heads of schools get 
enormous salaries while the majority of the teachers get 
shamefully low ones, ^nd somehow the system operates jfch so 
that no one except the big shots on the Board of Education 
knows just how much of the gravy the big boys get.

And I; think x mentioned that 2,000 people on the 
Relief rolls are being removed because the State is going to 
save <^200,000.00 by thus refusing to advance an amount which, 
matched by the .'edeal Government, totals this figure, while 
at the same time, the legislature votes 1265,000.00 
for an Agricultural survey, about which certain local memebers 
of the ~egislature are already laughing heartily about, since 
they say that they are using the money to take themselves and 
their wives on a glorious junket trip, a summer vacation on 
the 'State' s money, through "ew xork ^ity, xthaca, . Y,,
Chicago, and ^es Moines. The curse of the South, I think, 
is the hill-billy legislatures whose members, of course, are 
ignorant and unprin cipled to a large'degree, elected as they 
are by the hill billy constituents who are such a vast majority. 
— — — — Celeste gave me the enclosed clipping, - timely for my 
current reading. Was enchanted to learn from the volume itself 
that Anna eventually became acquainted with Sarah 0, Jewett, 
of The Country doctor fame, - after she took p residence in U.S.

2 2 8 5

March 16th, 194 7.

Memorandum:
.the first thing want to speak about has no mtrest 

to you except lor your kindness in manifesting interest 
in things that interet me. . .

1 have Just finished reading aT,erS -Autobiography, an edition which includestwo ®®ts of papers, 
one part written in England in the 1760’s, 1 think, covering 
his life up to about 1731, and the second part, usually 
not included in his Autobiography which was
about 1783, covering, the years ®pp^dlias1750 I had never read the latter part before, ana
pleased tolet caught up a bit through*! F. own pen.
But it was curious how I dozed a bi^.in ^_d BoQtor’s^pndirit Machine went into some detail about the good, doctor s
elfct?!oal experiments while all of a sudden I straightened 
bolt up^right as my subconscious mina heard a 17th centu y 
name that smehow clicked in spite of my apparant sieep.
I immediately set the machine back a ® * 1
involved in some of the electrical discussions an 
eyreriments that originated with America’s f .rst civilized 
man as Bernard *ay styled him, and was soon instructed through 
Dr. ’Franklin* s pen that his first assumption „
there was an affinity between electricity and lightning, 
a fact which although not demonstrated, was worked out on 
paper and by varipus circumstances, was first 

not in Bhiladelphia, $s ± had always supposed b^ ^.^ranklin 
himself, but by a French scientist, armed with £r. Frankiin 
conclusions, '•albeit theoretical, « before the King an
the Court. • of all places* .* Marly*....  yne
circumstances of which," says the Autobio gopher, *>eing too 
well known and too fully covered by scientific writers on 
that first exper ment, that 1 shall not *n° ^ sM d?anln£r this work," - which,-of course, is perfectly maddening.

So much for ux. Franklin and his Autobiogra h, but 
electric storms and electricity in general, - thants to 
th is  reading, ' will hence fo r th  mean a little more - 
to me as X marvel to my elf on how one may find rag-tag ends 
of almost anything in almost any old place, i  suppose, if 
one but sets h is  mina to f in d in g  them.

As for the week end, it witnessed all the n-enry s clan 
*n family conclave, and X think.they all had a wonderful
* _ _ x. n  t _ n  ,..1* ̂  j-v rM 4- A A a  nl or a h  • W T
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There wasn’t so much to report covering the day’s 
festivities. The General*s wife, finding herself alone with 
me for a moment, durin^ythe pre-dinner excitement, asked 
me if the matter, effected during the General s visit last 
year was functioning satisfactory. I told, her it was not.
She is the t pe which loves fixing things, and declared before 
she leaves later in the week she is going into that, - which 
is just fine. Within five minutes after Sister's arrival 
in her mother's room, an.hour before dinner, I started to 
leave to afford mother and daughter an opportunity to speak 
tOf ether without the presence of a third party. But I had 
no sooner closed the door that lister came flying out, asking 
me not to leave her alone with the Mother since the latter, as 
she explained, was always fussing at her and she didn’t want 
to be alone with her, and would 1 stay and keep things peaceful.
She complained about the dullness of business on the part of 
her husband's practice in Shreveport, said they .were thinking 
of paying #35,000,00 for a #55,000.00 house, and that she 
oouldn t understand how it was that their application for 
membership to the Shreveport country ^lub had been accepted but 
that they had been black-balled, so that they cannot join. Humm....

And I guess that is all the local gossip I know at the moment.

The weather continues beautifully bright but a cold 
Aorth wind keeps the thermometer down. But that ,wil'l afford 
me some opportunity to get in a bit of late-Winter transplant
ing, so -a-renbourg will be busy this week. What with some tearing 
up of pipes in the garden of this house, I shall move some 
nice narcissus bulbs to renbourg, even though the season 
is all wrong for such business, what with the plants having , 
had so little opportunity to put in a store of food since the 
leaves put up an appearance this year. And speaking of the 
plumbing .department suggests another instance of curious 
saving”. The drain from my bath room began functioning 

indifferently, and on investigation, - requiring the digging 
up of pipe some three or four feet underground, X discovered 
that the pipe had collapsed aha that a*new,one is re uired.
./hat surprised me was that the present pipe has lasted so 
long, for I find that instead of-using tile pipe for 
the waste,and sewage, the ordinary thin tin gutters usually 
used to conduct water from the eaves of,a house to the 
ground, had been employed, - and that buried under three 
or four feet of earth. The wonder is that such flimsey 
material wasn t crushed when the earth was put on top of it 
and not ohat the 100 or 2000 feet of it has lasted these last 
10 or 15 years. Strange example, I find, of the "penny wise, 
pound foolish adage. And so the.world turns 'round.

f

Mar Oh 17th, 1947.

Memorandum:
Saint Patrick's Bay, and I shall remember it because, 
for the first time in over a year and a half, i ran in 
to Aatohitoches. 4

The General sent me an invitation to drive in 
wkx with him and his wife this morning at 9, and 
I gladly accepted, not for the trip but for the 
opportunity it afforded us to chat a little*

We didn't go into anything important but it 
was a chance to give Sister a good going over, and we 
made the most of it. The General told me he was amaaed 
when calling on Sister in Shreveport when she solemnly 
declared before him to several guests present that not 
a thing in her house came from Melrose, all items present 
being things she and her husband had purchased since 
they were married. The General said he glanced around 
the room in vain to discover something that hadn t 
been hauled from home. For myself, i never thought 
Sister was much of an artist, and apparently the General 
doesn't think so either.

As our mission to town was merely to take the 
lady in to spend the day, i didn t even get out, and 
was enchanted to find myself back on Cane River within 
an hour from the time we left*

X spent the balance of the day spading about 
at Arenbourg, looking over some likely spots 
to set out some German iris tomorrow, and wondering 
the while if the places 1 had selected a month ago lor 
the gardenias would ever see them planted, since 
delivery hasn’t been made yet and the season is 
really getting pretty late.

X think  ̂ shall be up early in the morning and 
try to get some two or three crepe myrtles set in before 
sun-up, - and that will be a out all x can do for 
that variety of shrub for this season, what with
the middle of March being passed* -
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From the enclosure, you will note that Dora 
has again sent me a couple of records, and again, I gregret 
to report they have arrived in a million pieces. I 
reckon 1 shall have to give a hint as to the need for 
better packing on the next go round, for it appears that 
those lusty Texans through whose province the Oklahoma 
post comes, must be rougher than rough.

And your nice letter came to hand in the same post 
although 1 haven't quite finished reading it as yet, since 
the plantation belli called my ^r. Brew to his labors before 
he had finished his sitting with me.

f •* -V

It was good of you to tell me about the sale of the 
self portrait of Mme. Vigee*Lebrun, seated on a sofa, with 
the likeness of her daughter included on the same cnavas.
I don t recall this one, which apparently is quite different 
from the one with the same two figures, dressed in 
1st Empire costume, the mother embracing the daughter.
Twenty one thousand dollars was quite a price, I should 
think, for such a picture* I must say that Mme. Vigee seems 
to be getting up into the higher brackets, for x doubt 
if she ever sold one before this for anything like such 
a figure, I recall seeing a. Euebens sold, - a small one, 
it is true, for five hundred dollars, * which was equally 

unusual, - but quite in the opposite end of the Art scale 
for financial features. Sventurally we must again read 
her Memoires, don't you. think, I suppose she perhaps 
mentions the present portrait in her volume, • or volumes,- 
as there appear to have been two, each of which 
contains a major part jof what the other covers, but 
both of them embracing particulars left out in the 
individual editions, - which seems very odd indeed, - and
never made any senaa to me.  The old red bound It em  • 
is the one which 1 always thought best, - in English. Do 
portrait painter, to my notion, ev(er so exquisitely 
succeeded tin patching the refinement of the 18th 
century as did me. Vigee, - and yet it seems strange to 
me that although she painted hundreds of landscapes, I 
don0t seem to remember ever having seen one. As I recall, 
herjwiglass portrait of ^r. Franklin hangs in 
the etropolitan, and I find myself wondering if that 
Museum boasts of one of her landscapes. It seems to me 
she did qvite a number of the latter in Italy and in Austria, 
but x don t recall any mention of any having been made 
in lie de"■‘•ranee, - I almost said at Marly..

At the moment, I rm skimming through old ^on Quixote 
but mightily sketchily, merely brushing up on the 
battle with the sheep, the windmill business etc., and 
hoping the while something more to my likling will come to hand....

March 18th, 1947.

Memorandum}
It was so nice to have the balance of 

«waitin£ the return of my iSthopian secretary today and to
all the intere.tini things X « d n U  g e t around to d ig e s t

yesterday.
And it was good of you to tell me about J. S. Bache 

being in the news again. I'm glad something is Leing  ̂
about a suitable resting place for him, and I suppose the 
best olace will be selected when those having charge of the 
matter decide if £>t.' Thomas’s would be better than another 
resting spot or if where he now lies would afford a more 
fitting place to erect a ntument worthy of such an ornament 
to the history of world civilization.

You were so good as to inquire about sending the 
"IIo Admirers" thing to the Headers' Digest.^ Anyway r * 
handled would suit me just fine. And blessings on you xO 
bothering with such insignifeant matters.

It's’been cold and sprinkling here today, but * planted 
some German iris regardless, along either side of h 
drive separating “nits Ho. <s and 3. It is the white variety, 
and a little later, 1 shall flank it with some blue, which 
should be quite nice, I think.

Celeste invited the General’s wife to accompany her to 
Opalousas today, with a view at looking at antiques in that 
city, where a -rs. Lynch runs a very good, although fairly 
expensive Antique ^hop. xhe ladies took out 
this morning and will probably not return befortdarknass 
is heavily upon Cane -iver, for l think the round » P , .
run into A00 or 300 miles, and i presume they will be stopping 
along the route to call on friends, to dine, etc.

But for dinner we had a couple of Decane experts to join
us at the board, - along with uv / nda80n̂ 1 6na versation was mostly horticultural, it was good, and I liked 
it. vne of the men said he could get me a few more
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grandiflorar mganolias he thought, and if so, they ought to 
find a place at arenbourg, don t you think., I am always looking 
out for a couple of extra ones; just in case any of those 
now occupying key positions should wilt arid fold up during 
their first season. Once a maganolia makes a year of it, he 
can always be counted upon to be "sot".

A letter from Shreveport indicates that Sister is 
heading down this way again on Thursday of this week, - bringing 
a Mrs. Hillman whom she describes as "a professional book 
reviewer*, - whatever that is, and the children will be dragged 
along, too. Strange business, the latter being included 
sine© the children, - at the respective ages of 5 and 6 , 
are being sent to special tutor, outside their private school, 
to brush them up on their mathematics, etc., which fact 
would seem to indicate that both the boys might just as well 
get in all the school they can, and particularly in view 
of the fact that they were both here the beginning of the 
week anyway. But 6 f course 1 wouldn t understand anything 
about such arrangements or the reasons, behind them.

If the foregoing turns out to be a little more confused 
than usual, it is because I have been writing in complete 
darkness, what with the electricity having' failed about an 
hour ago. But It has just come back on, which is heartening, 
since it will afford me some opportunity to finish off the 
Cervantes opus tonight, and so clear my decks for whatever 
the Hew urleans Bublic sends forth on the morrow.

I'm glad you mentioned Victor Herbert's sojourn in the 
Stuttgart neighborhood, for 1 had forgotten about it, until 
you mentioned int, along with ^oDowell's residence on the 
edge of the forest near there. *nd I liked your question as 
to why they both happened to select that place, - and I 
wish 1 knew the answer, a s  for ^cBowell, he didn't seem to 
like ^aris where he began his European studies, which was per* 
haps one reason why he went to Germany, since ^ernraany or xtaly 
at that time, X suppose, must have b‘een about the only two 
countries where the musically inclined would have journeyed, 
if France didn't please, I sometimes think that the great rage 
for Germany which spept this country in the last quarter of 
the 19th centuty may ha^e been due to two primary factors,* 
one generally recognized, and undoubtedly the primary one:* 
the great advances made there in the scientific field. But 
the more subtle rcasoh, and one I never heard expressed, may 
have been that before she became so heavily industrialized, 
the various German states, and especially along the Rhine, 
somehow nurtured more tenderly the pleasant ways of life 
and the appreciation of values that had lingered on from the 
19th century, making that section and Bavaria a haven for 
those like us who find much at was good and much worthy of 
treasuring that was handed down to all who tempermentally

2 2 9 1

larch 19th, 1947,

Hemor andum:
Yesterday's sprinkle continued throughout the night 

and pretty well through today, but it was so light that 
one could pull a heap of weeds at A-renbourg without getting 
too soaked,

I was so glad you told me about Robert- Montgomery s 
scheduled making of .Lights Gut, for I haun t heard about 
it. I ca readily understand that the racial aspect of the 
story is to be, omitted from the screen, since that part 
wouldn't suit the hill billies at all. And yet, as X see it, 
the omission in a large way robs of tale of its most 
salient feature, reducing the story of a blind man who, after 
some difficulties in adjusting himself to a is world of darkness, 
eventually finds the right girl and marries her. And 
unless handled with consumate skill, that twist is going 
to shift the emphasis from the boy to the girl, for 
it is patent .that it takes a heap of gs courage for a girl 
to become the wife of a blind man, so that the hero s stuff 
may well slip into the lap of the heroine.

In the aotual story, of course, it is the racial thing 
on which much of the story hangs, - the re-valuation on the 
part of the blind man of his fellow citizens not of the 
same blood as himself. *nd aside from learning to re
adjust himself to the world through the medium of those 
of other races, the central figure in the end attains his 
contact with the one girl he really loves through the good 
offices of the very negro whom he has reviled. You can 
readily see that if such details are lifted from the story when 
the movie is made, the soreen version is going to be quite 
different from the printed one. It will be interesting 
to see what luck Mr. Montgomery has in making the transmission.

On the local front there doesn't seem to be much 
news except in the social department, - white folks, which
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makes pretty dull reading, I'm penning these lines about 
8 o'cloak, and half an hour ago J. h# and Celeste began 
welcoming a small coterie of friends in honor of the General 
and his wife, • people from Natchitoches mostly, * think.
The invitation for me was delivered jointly to the “-adam who 
refused for the both of us, which suits me just fine since 
I can t imagine anything worse that spending an endless eveing 
with a flock of people whom i know not and whose interests 
center about people whom ^ know not and subject of not the 
slightest interest. At the moment, I*m under the impression 
I shall knock off a few letters for the Madam and then either 
do a bit of reading or possibly take a little walk in spite of 
the extreme darkness, possibly calling on some of my friends in 
one cabin or another where there will not be so: much elegant 
food but where everyone present will alugh easily and good will 
will exude from every pore i

March 20th, 1947

Memorandum*

On the home front, there is a great deal of talk about 
spending twenty five thousand dollars to return, the big 
house at “‘elrose to its original appearance, • as of what 
particular era, x know not. architects have been summoned for 
suggestions and estimates while this feature and that are 
discussed as desireable or undesireable. If the work is carried 
out in part, the most striking altcation in the appearance of 
the house will be the elimination of the two towers which 
were built, - some two or three years apart, along about 
1894. At the back, the most striking removal will be 
the *L", with its rather pretty fan shaped window, - the 
section of the house where the kitchen is located on the ground 
floor and the Madam's room on the second. I don*t know 
where they .plan to install the kitchen, should the present one 
be removed. In ante bellum times, of course, the building 
some 50 feet behind the big house, currently called "The Shop", 
because, following the Civil War, it was used as a blacksmith 
shop, - was the kitchen, connected with the big house by a 
gallery. I don't think there is .any thought of restoring 
that building to its former place in the domestic situation.

Whenever talk starts on the project* 1 immediately find 
some excuse to leave the com any, for I want to have no 
part in any of the business, knowing full .well that 

in the end, the results will please nobody. This is not to 
say that 1 h^ven t some very pronounced ideas on how the thing 
should be done, but nobody present would understand what I 
might be driving at. I think you will agree with me that 
it would be elegant to hage. the towers removed and in their 
places, flanking pavillions, after the. roof lines of the 
big house, but less tall by a single story, and facing the 
big house at right angles, would be swell. But to suggest 
tha"f would be singing, songs to a dead mule, ana as for me, I 
ain t singin',.,.,..

Marvelous cool weather, all blue and gold, - 
perfect for gardening and bubbling over with pilgrims, 
which are no good for gardening at all.

I think I haven't had so much mail fn months as came to
day, - and none of it worth the paper, it was written on.
For example, a response from the Columbia Station in 
Shreveport, thanking me for my suggestion that, a detailed 
weather report be given. 7 days a week instead of five, and 
timed at such a time that one doesn't have to wade 
through oceans of hill-billy music, as at, present, when 
it is presented, Monday through Friday, at 6:21 a.m. 
Beingining this next week, it will go on the air 7 days 
a week at 6 a.m., - likely to suit lots of farmers, 1 
suppose, and certainly will be alright for me.

Our first batch of pilgrims were from whreveport and 
from Tennessee, and after a pretty good tour, another 
Louisiana batch drove up just as the fore-going were 
heading out. xt was pleasant all the way round, but it 
does take up time, - and especially as 1 had to throw in 
a bit of the social, since some of them wanted, to see the 
Madam and x knew she wanted to see no one.

It now appears that the General will head out 
next Wednesday, via "atchez, ^iss., and hints have been 
dropped that he and his wife would be enchanted if 1 
would accompany them that far, which I shall not, of 
course. In the mean time, the social whirl Loes on nightly, 
and bridge cards fly from first dark until one a.m., 

me to say again how enchanted 1 am that 
i skip such entanglements.
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I had to break off just before I was about to turn 
the page, what .with a visit from the twins, * Big Six and 
Lijfctle ±qing who today had to go to town to register for the 
draft, on reaching their 18th birthday. With the Draft Bill 
expiring on the 31st of the month, I take it that today*s 
registration is merely a formal doings without any practical 
significance, as seems to have happened in many others 
cases, we have in Big Six an example of a veteran, - with 
service during the past year in Japan, and subsequently 
discharged, having to register in compliance with the Law, 
which is somewhat paradoxical, don't you think.

AnpL in passing, 1 might remark upon the way the untutored 
in this region pronounce the word, Register, for there is 
something about the way they twist it that suggests they 
have in mind that little vegetable of no nutritive value, 
the radish. You here such sentences as; "I*se got 
to go to redish”, or 'Has you done redish yet", and so on. 
for those who know not their letters, it its really r markable 
that they get so many words correct, since they have no 
yisual concept of the spelling. And as probably often 
happens in other f ields^ of endeavor , instead of making some 
words easier, - as in "radish”, they somehow contrive to 
make, some; more difficult, a case in ppint is "burse”, for 
it seems perfectly natural for so many of those who do not 
know their alphabet, * and even some who do, to make "bus" 
just a little more difficult by inserting the, ”r". But 

the thing which has always puzzled me the most is how they 
turn a Davenport or a sofa into a "Dafoe", but nearly every 
mother's £on " and- daughter - of them always stjrie that 
perfectly good piece of furniture by that somewhat curious 
appelation. About cotton time, when money was easy, I really 
heard a youth use all three words in,a single sentence;
”I*se gwine to town on the burse tp redish and see if I 
can find “*am& a dafoe," which is alright.

Tonight at supper, the General s wife told him that 
tomorrow he is going,to take her, the Madam and me for a 
little turn in the big road, which is just dandy, - es
pecially as I am expecting 30 little gardenia plants in 
the morning's mail, and tose must of necessity be planted 
in, the afternoon, I *11 manage it alright but * could have 
wished the lady, without consulting anybody, might think 
of a more magical moment to drive up and down dane River,

It was Knipmayer day but the good Doctor and his wife 
had little news, ^e did skim through the Natchitoches paper 
while here, reading me the various fines in police court,- 
$5.00 for drunkness; #10.00 for "drunk and down”; and
i?15.00 fox "drunk, and breaking bottles", - surprising to roe.
as I didn* t know about

a U  these various varieties....

March 21st, 1947.

■ V

Memorandum;
It seems to me that on moonlight nights the song of 
the mocking bird would be a little sweeter °n .th® . . . 
terrace of Arenbourg, and don t you think that when taking 
breakfast on the gallery of Arenbourg we would discover 
an even more pleasing echo-from St. Augustin s church be 
as its notes spead flong the surface of ^ane niver, if 
we remembered that because of Mrs. Roosevel ts efforts, 
the tolling- of a bell in far off Tanganyka might be 
calling the faithful to worship.

These thoughts come,to mind because of the clipping 
you sent wherein Mrs. Roosevelt said she would handle the 
money if anyone cared to contribute toward providing a 
bell for the mission someplace off in East Africa, ana 
I enclose a bill on ray own behalf, and if there be others, 
it will be because Celeste has expressed a desireto add 
a counle. too. And for the life of me I can t think 
why lPburden you with this matter except that 
I like to share such thoughts and doings with you, - even 
if they do take up your time, - and also because you may 
have, a better idea as to where, precisely the 
contribution should be sent, - although 1 assume the 
Washington Square address would be perfect, no matter where 
the lady may chance to be at the moment,

I'm certainly appreciative of your thoughtfulness 
in sending this particular clipping, and i know i shall 
equally enjoy the others, - when they come to hand.
On their arrival 1 succeeded in .getting the first one 
read to me, but then came an interruption, and later 
we had some difficulty in locating the others, which 
will no doubt come to hand tomorrow.

The weather continues magnificient, and there is 
a promise of. rain on Sunday, which will be just perfect.
The 50 little gardenias came in today's impress, and 
while I had spent some time at arenbourg in the morning, 
preparing ground for them, - Attrice, by the way, passed by
to lend some aid* too - +>,0 ^* the gardenias did not arrive
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until too late for planting on this first day of spring.
In the afternoon the General's wife had decided that 

it would he a perfect day for taking the Madam for a ride.
It was. But as always happens in such cases, the Henrys 
demonstrate that they have little notion of the delicacy 
of their Mother’s strength, and very poor judgement on 
how much exercise she can take*

Ye drove hut 40 or 50 miles, and took it leisurely, 
using up about two hours to make the little trip. But 
in my opinion one hour would have been sufficient for the 
Madam who hasn’t been out since about last April, 1 think.
She was exceedingly tired on her return^ of course, and 
perhaps she is sleeping more soundly tonight than usual.
She had not come down to dinner today, - the first time 
since the General has been here, - and in speaking Ox 
her condition to me, he expressed genuine surprise when 
I told nim thought he strength was much less than a year 
ago. he asked me why 1 felt so, * a difficult question 
to answer, since everything in her outward manifestations 
make increased frailty obvious to people like Jeleste and 
me, but I know not how you can demonstrate proofs to 
one who has been in daily contact with the patient during 
the past three weeks.

What with recent activities both inside and outside 
the house, f seem to have done less reading than is my 
custom during the past week, but if we get rain over the 
week end, 1 may get caught up a bit. I’ve read ten or 
twelve chapeters of lourgenieff’s Fathers And Sons, 
and I like it ever so much In the literary field, 
fourgenieff, folsboy and Bostievski s§em to occupy 
a place that in a way parallels Lonsdale’s situation 
in the field of contemporary stage plays,-a fascinating 
unruffled picture- of people and manners that depends 
lees on story than a deliniation ofsociety. with that 
rare ability to rep oduce for us a dozen people exactly 
like those whom we know, with the latter beco ing to 
clearer in our understanding and appreciation because 
of the artistry the writers demonstrated in offering 
us so many fasoets of the personality of each indivdual 
he creates, - and therebye making our understanding of 
those like people whom we know to be the more understandable 
or at least comprehensible to us.

Before sun up today, - what with Madame Alphonse, our 
Arenbourg neighbor being a little under the weather, I 
picked 130 daffodills, - counting them just for fun as 
I taade the bouquet, and gave them to her. They are our 
first daffod 11s and a lovely bundle of ’’gold” it was, 
too. -o wish it might be gracing your desk right now,...

March '&3rd, 1947.

Memorandum! x t
r #

It was good to have your report on Saturday, and 
x was delighted to learn that you enjoyed your evening 
&t the theatre so thoroughly. It has been so long since 
I read The importance of Being Earnest that I welcomed 
your reference to. the plot. ' The shimmering glistening 
ripple of all of Wilde’s things glow with unique brilliance 
when a ’first rate cast is provided, and I imagine the 
selection was perfect for this play. If memory servoes,
I recall the chief actor, - John G., whom i think ! saw 
do Hamlet a number of years ago wherein he had the support 
of Judith AnderSon as the Mieen of Denmark and Lillian Gish 

e as Ophelia. The whole performance remains so vivid in
my mind as being excellent that it must have been superbly 
presented, since x don t seem to recall any of the 
slightly i ridiculous element that always be-clouds the 
final; scenes of Shakespeare’s tragedies when in accordance 
with the custom of the playright’s times, there was 
always such a great deal of thunder and lightning and 
slaughtering*off of half the cast before the final curtain.
< I smiled, to myself, on reading your report, too, that 

in accordance with your wish, a kindly Fate had already 
acquainted me with the article by Mrs. Moosevelt that 
you were especially anxious that I should read. I’m 
hoping to find the other clippings among the considerable 
aodummulation that ^eighfc down most of the tables end 
chairs in the ^adam s room.

Saturday was quite a busy day in these parts, and 
nothing’turned out as I had expected, * for instance,
I didn’t get a haircut, and I didn't get around to
set out the 50 gardenias and X did have to spend a heap
of time with pilgrims whose advent, somehow, 1 hadn t thought
about.

I had hoped to work on the gardenias between three and 
five p.m., but the sisters Ka*pt, * Bertha and Hope, 
telephoned from "ate itoches, that they were coming to 
call on the Madam at 3, and so I waited for them, knowing 
I would have to eventually pry them out of the place or 

* they never would leave, fhey are kindly maiden ladies in
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their 60's, ^rt teachers at Northwestern College, and 
very dull and prolonged sitters,

iVe waited from 3 until <t:30, and catching up with 
no one, - or rather laying sight of no one, the General 
took the ^adam for a little ride, and I remained at Melrose 
to receive. Pilgrims came immediately and after they pulled 
out, the -k-aupts arrived, just as the ^adam returned, - 
which was 5;30, The Haupts brought four young magnolia 
plan s with them, - with no dirt on their roots, and 1 
doubt if they will ever survive under the circumstances but 
they may.

In any event it was»dar^ and long past supper time 
when the ^aupts left, and it was cloudy, too,

~nd so I wasn't surprised on awakening this morning 
to notice a fine mist outside. It was a little after six 
and even thought it was the Sabbath, I concluded it was * 
a perfect time for gardening of the type on the docket, and 
so I hauled the 50 gardenias and the four magnolias to 
Arenbourg and worked until 11 o'clock getting them set 
out. It continued to be misty all day, and so the 
gardenias have a pretty good chance to survive, I think, 
and if the magnolias do or do not really doesn't matter as 
none were <plaoed in key positions, I planted the gardenias 

between the pears and persimmons on both sides of the drive . 
between the Raggedy House and the Alphonse gate, and the 
balance of them on the other side of theproperty, - 

, along the curving line down to Uncle d'Or's.^ We shall 
eventually have quite a pretty drive, » fruit trees and 

gardenias, don't you think, - and the curving line on 
Uncle*d'Or's side requires masses of greenery which in 
a couple of years or so these newly planted items* ought 
to provide.

It llooks as though we are heading into- a fairly 
busy few days for the early part of the week. Sister and 
.a couple of bags under her wing, are scheduled to suend the 
day here on Tuesday, On Wednesuay the General his wife 
are set to beging the Key West-Washington jaunt by laving 
here to spend the first day on the way at Hatches. Some 
othef people are coming here on Wednesday to get some 
Gian t s beard, and I think Bachelier is also 
planning to spend a couple of days here this week, « Monday 
and Tuesday being tentatively set for that'Vigit, - so 
we shall be fairly busy,* But no day will begin by getting 
ahead of gardening at Arenbourg, and somehow I never seem 
alone with ^ora while I spade and hoe In that department,• M

March 24th, 1947.

Memorandum:
Your nice report to hand in this morning's post.
‘'hat with the somewhat disordered routine of the 

present weak, 1 was later than usual let.vinf the bxg 
house and noon, and so the plantation heil in^errupt^
my secretary before we had ooncl^ e* orwardSo you see 1 shall have tomorrow s sitting to look tor.jar
to with additional anticipation,

” And how nice of you to look up such interesting 
material for me regarding Monsieur franklin s 
co-experimentor in the electrical field. I had never 
hea?dPof d u \ J  or is it spelled Dufay, - or some. such, - 
and his experiments. The year 1733 must have m^ked 
the beginnings of rudimentary i1*®*®®* ££ow not 
phenomenon both in furjpe a ^ f 1®^;®** ' :Series 
when Dr. franklin first was fh**?®*®* . ^ a sof the new science, but I think the mid 1740 s was
about the period, it seems to me 17*9 ™aS, tf ’ '*a*®t f 
Philadelphia kite flying business, although tan no 
certain. Did 1 remark in previous reference to that 
exoeriment that I have been given to understand in years 
past by those who were supposed to know about f"®hthing 
that it must have been sheer luck on the good : rap 
that a bolt of lightning didn't come slap the -ite
string and knock him into kingdom °®"»* “ing of the “ arly experiment before the ing and ourt, 
have considered in my imagination what a sensation i 
would have been to the world in general i f a ^ghtning 
bolt had struck that group, buraly the history ox 
France and the world, I suppose, would have been vastly
altered. f

And thanks, too, for telling me of the book on C™terapora 
ies which you have discovered. It sounds a
item, both for entertainment and for assistance in 
hundred aspects of research. At the mor.ent it 
occurs to me of what help it would have been at the time 
we were doing the Old iiississippi Scrapbook. Sell, *ho

.

im
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Qan tell, there may be other Scrapbooks to be made in 
days to come, and it's going to be nice knowing of the 
existence of that volume.

I notice at this moment that my secretary must have 
been fiddling with my machine before 1 arrived here at 
noon day, for it doesn't seem to y.uite scribble along as usual, 
but I hope you can make out a few lines alright*

I shall be so glad when the current two or three days 
have run their course and we can get back to some sort of 
oflsinHQX custom and order, for the present confusion 
cramps my somewhat limited personal contacts with the 
secretariat no end. .

I completed my reading of Tourgenieff1s Fathers and Sons 
and liked it ever so much. It isn't so monumental as lolstoi 
S d  has a simpler and better form. Especially do ^notice 
that the story comes to a definite end, which nas its vir u , 
for as you know, in Tolstoi’s case the stories always Keep 
jogging along even after all the primary figures have been 
finished off, "so that when the book comes to a final ba , 
one is a little surprised, not that the story has 
for it already had done so a long-time back,but rather that 
the author actually concluded he had gotten tired of writing 
and so just stopped regardless.

It seems to be a big Russian season, for next I’m going 
to explore Gogol. Something came to.hand which to me was 
a new title and one'that I had never heard of , and especially 
relating to Gogol’s pen. It is called Qhichiney's Journeys 
or Home M f e  in Old Bussia. It seemed strange to me that I 
had never heard of this title before and thought perhaps it 
might be some new discovery of a forgotten manuscript. But 
on reading the 1943 Foreword by Clifton ^adiman on the j-irst 
record,  ̂discovered that this book formerly appeared under 
another title: • head Souls, which Mr. Fadiman points out 
is about the "orld’s most discouraging title for any ^0' 
to struggle along under. I shall no doubt try your patience 
in the future by further references to this item.

Yesterday's drizzle gave way to blue skies and a 
spanking breeze today, and I was glad 1 had done most 
Monday’s planting on ^u day. I did set in a few additional 
gardenias, - about half a dozen little ®ne®* J or „
moment, at least, I guess we have enough of them at 
if indeed, one can have “enough of them. But within a lew 
years when the 60 or 70 odd bushes, - if they live, - are 
each pr ducing three or four hundred blossoms a piece, the 
air should be fairly heavy with their perfume, • and 
especially as they bloom at the same time the magnolias
do. life somehow seems the sweeter $ust t0 contemplate

P.3. Postman was too early this morning, so 1 held out yesterday’s
letter which will probably reach you with this. 1

their eventual blooming, don t you think. .. •

M March March &5th, 194 7,

Memorandum:
To hand the balance of your nice report, 

detailing so many particulars of interest, which 
because of the broken routine of yesterday, 
did not finish at the first sitting. «

It is good of you to give me such an excellent 
portrait and circumstances revolving about the 
gentleman of whom you spoke. These word pictures are 
of the foremost importance to me, since it affords 
me an opportunity to better my comprehnsion of what 
goesr on and about..

And thanks no end for telling me of what 
is new from abroad. I do so hope that FraujPongs 
can eventually find a place where she and just her 
own family can be by themselves, for almost any pi a e,- 
if one can have the world shut out for a little whil 
at the end of the day is not only essential but 
heavenly, I think.
- And it is good of you to let me know that 

cigarettes can be sent abroad. In pursuance thereof,
I am wondering if you would be so good as to send 
a carton along for me, - but not bother ng to 
indicate the sender, - which, after all, aoesn t 
matter, Under separate cover a little package goes 
forward to you by the same mail that caries this 
letter. - with the hope that it will reaoh you 
by your birthday, and what with the information 
your letter containsd, I have taken the liberty 
to include a carton of cigarette in the same 
p%Qkage, hoping that you might find it convenient 
at some future time to include the cigarettes, - but 
not the other item in the package, - when you are 
making up a package for abroad.

I appreciate your kindness in mentioning the several 
literary items that you included in your letter, too.
As for the Howard Fast item being rejected, i can
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imagine that the Board that xegetted the layne 
item aid so because of some reference to the slave 
sale fin Philadelphia in the early part of the hook,- 
possibly the p;- rt wherein the author (quotes the 
immaculate auctioneer as guaranteeing the beautiful 
negress as being a good buy, ana also guaranteeing 
chat she will bring forth a child in aue time, of 
which he assures the customers that he is the be* 
getter. I found the book quite good myself* but there 
is no telling what will happen when the censor s get 
to work on any list. ‘ 5

. , & surprise the lanterns un l‘he Levee was re
jected, for it is really an excellent book, I think.
But on second thought, L imagine the rejection may well 

have come from local negroes who incline to frown uuon 
references in literature, I understand, to negroes P

the same cultural and mental persuasion 
as themselves, Reeling, it is said, that these references 
tend to aiscredit the standing of the race generally,
T°f may be right,, I don't know, but
the w h i t i^fQG0 J0ad should be prohibited because 

in that "oriL BXQ not on the same standard as Nicholas Murray Butler or some such. After all
Hn?r.Lrp$e n0 d0^bt rQSrets and rejects the status and doings of some of its fellow members, but books about
thinkPe«nde<.nh?Uld rejectQd on that ground, 1<ind!so I can t subscribe to the rejection of 
Jill Percy s volume, - but that, I must admit, is 
but one man’s opinion.

I am happy to.relate the Sister did not get 
down today, but will probably make a aouble visit 
sometime next week. The- dpneral and wife were busy
herru^Aa%wpJhe m9rndn? &oXn& to tow*i to get their prru^ues fixed up, and in the afternoon packing for
their ta£e off tomorrow at 5 a,m,

a *ew m0mQn"ts{. today. Yesterday morning 
thill *f0V? ? shrevepprt, taking a plane from 6
matting ~labama tox a Cotton Council
q dXia °h6n llew bacic t0 Shreveport at 6 p.m. and By was here again ataOjOO p.m. What a P ’ whirly-gig existence.

thanks for your nice, nice report and
P t w  ? 2  t0 wr?-ta tbeSQ fine Spring days when otherwise you might be out getting a breath of sunshine... 
You always know I'll understand,.,.

23
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March &6th, 1̂ 47,
,, v. ^

[4 Si
Memorandum:

May X tell you that it’s your birthday, a n d t h o u g h  
Muroh Biles up its conclusion at the week end, I m still 
hopingPthat 4 message of good wishesmayreach you about 
if not precisely on the appropriate moment.

It seems like ever so long since I had in mind to speak 
to vou about your birthday because -it has been several weeks since t tumbled over what 1 wanted to send to you on your 
hirthdav and wanting the telling to coincide with the arrival^ofa?he “ ft,&i have ût with difficulty restrained
Si*,:

ShichSl invne9lyoux Ispecia^altenWon i f t h f l ^ i s h  
oblong box wherein 1 placed the cigarettes for anita, along 
with the object intended for you only.

Anumber of weeks ago, I think 1 ®!n^«™tav°iily* while on my hands and knees, setting out Guernsey lily 
bulbs the earth suddenly yawned before me, not a couple of 
feet from my knees, a short distance ±rom the old

At the time, the weather was ?o adverse to r tion 
that I covered the spot with bamboo polls, allowing a 
■Ppvu dfivs to rass for the return of fair weatner, an J!enoe of neighbors and the opportunity to ptuvide rayself 
with rope to descend intowhat seemed a natural terrestrial 
phenomenon,

Tj'vontnallv circumstances’ were perfect for my trip,
■ nd so with the rope tied to .the top of the old cistern and 
S .  fi’ tree I let myself down into what turned out to be 
aforglttenweUM Astern, apparently a few feet deeper 
than the one to which my rope was fastened.

It was obvious from a casual 6l«10e tha* in which x found myself had for some reason oeen iillea in 
with earth,' apparently a long time back, a probably the 
adjoining cistern had been dug to replace tne former,
I gather that a crack had developed in the newer one,
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permitting water to flow in  or out of i t ,  and th- t w ith the 
passage of time the earth, used to f i l l  in  the former c is te rn , 

and seeped gradually and gently in to  the newer one

I was disappointed that the bottom of the c is te rn  revealed 
no old implements or antiquated jim -orackeries, as 1 had hope i t  
might, fo r  old c isterns often do reveal lo s t  objets that ch ild ren , 
have " lo s t over-board' or that grown ups have inadvertently 
fa ile d  to re trieve , a fte r dropping them in  themselves. But 
you can p icture my cu r io s ity , as I was about to p u ll myself bach 
up to the surface when * noticed a ring  o f d iffe ren t colored cement, 
perhps 8 inches in  he igh t, running around th is  inner surface of 
the c is te rn , perhaps 12 feet fromabove ground. About two feet 
above th is  c ir c lu la r  band of cement, I then noticed fo r the f i r s t  
time that the wall of the c istern  at that point was broken back 
in to the surrounding side o f the supporting w a ll, - a r i  g dup lica t
ing the lower one, but in  the one above, there was no cement,- 
I la te r  found evidence of i t  in  the bottom of the c is te rn  i t s e l f ,  
and the earch had been gouged out, save fo r an occasional 
b rick  support to the depth of about 8 inches.

Speedily going fo r a hammer and en is le , I began hacking at the 
heretofore untouched lower ring of the c is te rn  and shortly  an 
object came to view as the covering of cement crumbled away.
Scooping out the rott-ed wood that had once protected^ it, I 
la id  hands on the cha lice  which is ,  1 hope, by now, in  your 
true'hand. Without stopping to examine i t  ca re fu lly , 1 broke 
o ff a l l  the cement around the c iro le .
Within about f iv e  minutes which seemed lik e  hours, I had completed 
the excavation, discovering several items of considerable in te re s t, 
but none of them that excelled in  beauty, 1 th ink, the rather 
simple object which has gone forward to you. * couple of the 
•items, although d iffe ren t in  shape, x h f were of the same 
m ateria l, and the're were a couple of gagets of in te resting  
workmanship, - in  iron , but of uncertain purpose.

ihere was also a gob of yellow ish wood-pulp, which apparantly 
had been le tte rs  or documents of some kind, but the years had 
congealed them into nothing.

Natura lly * have said .nothing to anyone , save you, of th is  
discovery. 1 suppose i t  is  old ^ettoyer treasures, hidden there, 
I suppose,, about"the time General ^anks and h is  Yankee army 
was heading down th is  way, eventually to pass r igh t by the place. 
But. disoovery of the fin d  would start a m illio n  possible 
claimants, and then, too, there is  always the chance that 
memebers of the lo ca l fam ily who truned the place over to me 
might have some ideas about the ownership.

, , - th tn p ’S in  the bottom of a cistern
I have heard °f exal pl e  ̂ at -evereux. hut th is  

in  war time, - they d id , for ex« p » d iffe ren t from anything 
contrivance shows an ingenuity “ Whinh of i t .
I have ever neard about th treasures in  the l i t t l e
i t  was a splendid idea - s e t t in g  ^ ^ “ V a t  even though 

c ircu la r  ga lle ry  in  the side o f the ^ t e r n ^  ^  ^  ^  
the thing had been emptied, or e pose the whole c is te rn  may•sr jstxssu‘s-srtt-“SrSo-i-K;-1

make the l i t t l e  c irc le s .

s fo r the complete disappearance, of the dn the
upper hand. * suppose g&oJJ&g*the® tm ?rB#" '^ c o n s t ru c t io n ,

made the attempt was sue , t  thQ time may have made i t
hut probably water in t h e c is t e r n  at s to be Supposed, 
d i f f i c u l t  or impossible to get at. credence of the lower
I imagine, that the Perso“ ^ ° vta!w0°f possib ly forgotten about 
t “ \ o ^ hC d !  vfhi=heacecounLyfc r  the traaure having remained 
in ta c t a l l  these years.

in t r in s ic a l ly ,  of oourse the monetary va lue^ f th .#
fin d  is n 't  m oh Pnt fo r persons like. you and  ̂ ^  ^

early8*renhourg^0* th iS t w H i U  both ho?d them in  greater esteem 
than the silversm ith  might.

i  should lik e  to know i f  the U?
w ith earth at the time the treasure io inhone but - suppose that 
was subsequently replaced oy . ®f °̂ |  X immediately set
w i l l  be impossible to determine, n any ĝ d taking down
to work, digging up the bottom of the p i • “ Ter l00ted.
i t s  e irou lar w a ll, jj° But^it has been aooomplishedThis was a slow and d i f f i c u l t  job. ^ut i w a
read ily  as circumstances permitted, an i 0ward the

r e f i l le d  the s ite  w ith  wheelbarr w £oad , 1“  some of the 
Inst uncle d* Or came to observe, and aSAea .. n 0 f  •Old bo ttle s  and 3ars - used to supplement the f i l l i n g  in  of
the plaoe.

. . otyi vss the c ite  of the yawning
. ^ dhbeen6r e s ? o h d t o i t s  former smoothness, and a carpet ohasm has been restored to i t e  the sp0t where the
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March 27th, 1947.

Memorandum:
To begin with an apology is always bad, of course, 

but I think I neglected to conclude my yesterday*8 
note with one and so I’ll start today’s in that vein.

It was my intention to put the goblet, referred to in 
yesterday's letter, in something like its original state 
of polish before forwarding it. I even began rubbing at the 
inside, ** both the top and bottom when 1 realized that 
without suitable materials, - save a soft cloth and 
"elbow grease”, I might give the object too vigorous a 
going over, and so I just left it in its partially 
refurbished state, knowing full well that more capable 
hands would be able to restore the piece with better 
discrimination than I. Hence my regrets.

These past few days have been so hurly-burly that 
I don t know if I’ve covered most of the comings and goings.
I pasied the General and his wife at 5:30 on Wednesday 
morning as they were preparing to head out for home, do 
far as 1 know, the lady who liked to do fixings did none and 
so 1 shall undertake a little fixing on my own hook.
There was one of those little mix-ups that so often come with 
people who love to fix things. As I suppose to have been 
the situation, she volonteered the fixing, and at the 
same time asked me if 1 could persuade the Madam to fcive 
them the beautiful old secretary in the library. I 
told her 1 would try. One day last week, Celeste took 
her to see some antiques in ^outh Louisiana, ^he cited a 
mirror she liked and shared her enthusiasm with her husband 
about it. In the mean time, during her absence, I did 
my part by working on the uadam, IJext day when I asked 
the ^adam to speak with the General and his wife about it, 
she said she wasn't going to mention it because the 
wife had just told her that the General had frowned on 
•the idea of the #125,00 mirror, saying that moving 
around the country the way they do, they had no need for 
any more furniture. You will agree that was a wonderful 
idea on her part to tell that to the ^adam, while a acting 
me to fish for the sec etary on her behalf. Wall, 1
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later told her how*and why the ^adam's mind had Suddenly 
done an about-face. Perhaps that’s why 1 heard nothing 
about the‘fixing on her part, which is all the same to me.
I only regret that the General himself didn't speak to me 
of the matter, but he was perhaps oonsumed with domestic 
problems that eliminated other considerations from his mind.

And Irm wondering if 1 mentioned the reoeipt from 
t e iimerioan foundation for the Blind of the record containing 

the Skourvy interview, The interview itself wasn*t so 
important, although the voice, strikingly like -Leslie Howard*s, 
but what was important for me was to learn that four times 
a year, * this record was dated 1942, the foundation has 
issued a book review of the things transcribed to Talking 
Books during the foregoing three inohths. On the record, a 
plea was made for users* of this Talking Book topics to get 
additional subscribers. It seems that in 1942 the subscription 
price was $1.00 a year, whi'ch seems very reasonable. But 
isn't it strange that t never heard of 'this item before.
Anyway, 1 ve written ^iss Smith to inquire if these items are 
still being turned out and if back numbers are available and 
for how much. It certainly will be a great convenience 
for me to be*able to consult thib medium, since I seem to 
have no other means, - save by "stabbing in the dark*, for 
what may or may not be available on records.

The ground is getting quite dry, due to lots of sun 
and brisk winds, and I accordingly did much spading and hoeing 
at arenbourg. On last Tuesd y evening. I left the s pper table 
to ‘respond to visitors at the gate. It was Dr. Worsley and 
her husband who had come bye to ask for some banana roots, 
and to invite me to Oloiltierville for dinner. I 

recommended roots by all means, and this afternoon they 
came to ^renbourg while * was engaged in my dirt-digging, 
and together ^r. Worsley and I loaded up some nice roots 
in "die go-carten". Dr. Sleanof was surprised and delighted 
with the view from the terrace, never having realized in 
driving on the Bermuda "̂ oad, that the river was so close and 
the situation so pleasant. * Both of them seem so very nice 
that it was a great pleasure to chat with them for half an hour. 
They again brought up the dinner invitation but I asked them 
to hold it until we see if ^orth Carolina will be calling 
our patient shortly, when I shall be glad to have dinner 
out for the first time in a couple of years. It is pleasant 
to think of them as 'neighbors, and come to think of it, I 
should have said that 1 was enchante’d to get rid of the 
particular banana roots with so little effort; since 
they «had to *be eliminated to make way for the gardenias 
in that particular line. Dora*s letter, referring to blaok 
locusts is co-incidental, sinoe the bank is mightily 
planted with the same. I*m still thinking of your birthday 
and hoping it may be ever so happy.... .
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*yar±l 28th, 1947.

Memor andum;
Thanks much-much for your nipe report, penned on 

Tuesday, which came today. Your account of the Hebrew 
wedding services and Mgon’s difficulties with his 
skull cap tickled me. I know it as grand to see him 
again, and I*m glad he is looking so well.

r  1 f  1 1 ■

I can appreciate how busy the balance of the week 
must have been and I shall understand perfectly if a 
thousand demands on your time prevent you from setting- 
pen to paper for ever so long. I wont go so far as to ask you 
not to give me a thought, but 1 pray you not to attempt jotting 
anything down uptil things are once more ship-shape*

I had hoped that lowering clouds last night would 
bring forth a rain before morning, but the skies cleared 
and thethermometer went down to the mid 40* s, and so 
1 busied myself at spading with renewed vigor in the morning 
and afternoon, since the loosening of the ground around 
the little gardenias and the magnolias will tend tp draw 
moisture up from the lower levels and so give the new 
items a drink until some real moisture comes from on high.'

I listened with particular attention to the news from 
abroad this morning when Cftibumbia reported bread riots 

in Dusseldorf. une can readily appreciate how and why 
such disorders should arise. I only hope that 
the disturbance will have no ill effects. On our friends.

r

It was good to have a day of comparative, quiet in these 
parts, - following <the busy weeks just, gone, and the 
threatened, advent of the Shreveport contingent on Saturday to 
spend the week end. Dan seems to have gone to ^ew Orleans 
until build ay, Celeste has gone to "ew xberia for her Mother 
and *?. n. is, - who can say, - for the mice do frolic, it 
is said. In any event, we were comparatively alone at sup er, 
and with the clerk having headed out for town about first 

dark, the ^adam and 1 are the only two "white folks^ on the 
plantation., which, I must confess, i like ever so much.
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What with one daytime activity or another, I'm behind 
in myliterary. explorations, although I do manage to read at 
least for half an hour before falling asleep each night.
Last night 1 lost out with the first sentence but I 

made up for lost time when 1 awakened at &:30 and decided 
it was a little too early to present Lora with a hoe and head 
up the Bermuda Road.

I'm about half through Gogol’s Lead Souls, or rather 
Ghichikov's Journeys, - which is the same thing, and I'm 
liking it ever so much for the successive chapters of
excellently drawn portraits of the different types of ...
landowners of old Russia. I remember reading some dispatches
of Walter Luranty in the Y. Times years ago in reference
to the cashiering of the ^olaks, - private operators, and 
I was interested to run into the same word again, Mr.
Scourvy pronounces the word with a.decided accent on the 
second syllable, which I presume may.be correct, since Mr.
Scourvy always seems to hit everything right.

. I think Gogol's pattern is excellent for presenting 
this series of individual pictures of the different types 
of landed gentry by the method he has employed, - having 
the man, whom the reader is given to understand somewhat 
vaguely, has some swindling scheme up his sleeve, in his 
visit to the various estates, offering to buy up the 
people, - serfs, who are subject to taxation by the Government, 
until the ten year interval between reports has expired and 
the owner of the former sefs. can report their death, and so 
be done with paying taxes on the departed souls. 1 assume ' 
that ^hichikov int nds to present this list of serfs, - whose 
names he has purchased from the one time owners, and so 
use them as collateral in obtaining a loan or something of the 
sort.

But wouldn't a similar pattern be good for writing a 
continuous story, - as opposed to individual and complete 
chapters, on the Lost Plantations, say, of "atohez. The 
setting would be modern, of course, with the central figure,- 
the string on which the beads might be hung, would be a 
slick oil man, ■‘-et us say that he learns from some 
source that Gayoso's original Governor’s desk in Natchez 
contained certain land grants, long missing# . If- the is grants 
could be located, the present ofl leases, » all of which must 
be traoed back to the Spanish grants, would be null and void, 
and the operator, armed with the original grants,, could 
amass a fortune by , threatening the, present owners of the land 
with revealing their false claims to title unless they would 
share oil rights and leases with him. This would be the 
motive for the story to describe this man's visits to a 
dozen or a hundred old plantations in the ^atchez region, 
searching' for the old piece of furniture, - and so on and so forth. 
Oh, hummmmGogol s idea was pretty gooa, wasn't it,...

March 30th, 1947.

Memorandum:
It's been lovely weather in these parts, and I'm 

hoping your day has been equally so,
JPor myself, I could have been alone to my greater satis

faction, but even though there has been a constant meeting and 
crossing of personalities, still, there hav# been Little 
moments in between when I could commune a bit with kindred 
spirits and a soul which seems so much a oneness with my own,
And, everything else taken into consideration, those are 
the moments that count and that matter, - and the long 
interims between evapora e from the memory and the mina.

■In spite of the greater demands on my time that come 
with each Saturday, - because of more people passing this 
way, 1 was able to get in a heap of concentrated spading 
at iirenbourg, and I was glad I did, for a tiny shower_  
passed this way during Saturday night, and while it didn t 
amount to much, every drop counted on the soil loosened around 
our little gardenias and maganolias and the foxir mimosas 
which look to me as though they are going to start making up 
their mind and put out leaves before the seasons goes much fur
ther,

£ t

The Wenks, - all of them, <and the children's nurse, - 
blew in on Saturday evening about 4 o clock. I made out 

that I was under the weather and didn't even go to the big 
house for supper until supper was nearly finished, l wasn 
111 at all, but the impression succeeded with'everybody but 
Sister who got one of the servants aside and inquired'it 
I could be drunk, which is pretty funny, 1 think.

• f

And this morning both the *Venks worked on me with some dill' 
gence, trying to persuade me to go back home to ^hreveport with 
them for a few days. Imagine. They tried every means of 

persuasion they could think up, even saying that if x would 
once go with them and spend a few days that would break the 
ice in the Madam's determination ont to go and so great good
ould come of my visit in more ways than one. Well, one way
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that will be good for me is that I shall not head out 
in any way they suggest, •

Celeste is away, I think I mentioned, and I heard nan 
tell his Mother he saw her in hew Orleans yesterday,
I never did see J. n# today, and long before a telephoned 
call this morning announced thete would be pilgrims this 
eveying, - some old, old friends of the Madam, everyone 
of the children present announced they were heading out 
long before the guests got here. "You're all leaving the 
bags for Francois to hold", the ^adam declared to both Sister 
and Ban, * which was quite true, but in-coming pilgrims 
delighted me more than departing members of the family, and 
so things turned out tsery nicely. By 5:30 the ^adam had had 
her supper and retired, affording me an opportunity to 
go to Arenbourg before sunset and just sit and gaze down the 
smoth surface of the river and think about no one X had seen 
during the past 24 hours but muoh of one I had not.

But momentarily, I must go buck to mid afternoon when 
the visitors from town arrived. Their number embrace seven people, 
six ladies and a youth. They were headed by Mrs. Camilla 
Braezele, - I'm not sure of the spelling, but the family 
is mentioned by “arriet Beecher Stowe in her hey To Uncle 
Xon's Cabin, ^  and X don’t recall what she has to say about 

, progenitor pecisely, - something about him arriving 
in the Vicksburg area as an overseer, marrying somebody of 
dubious social standing, - and, if membery serves, some* 
thing about a negroid strain cropping up somewhere along 
the way. iSventually the family moved to "atchitoches, and 
to ^elrose, • very often in times gone bye, came their 
descendants as passers bye, * but never very hea.tily 
welcomed. When the Madam at 14 entered school at Natchi
toches, Miss Camilla was already a widow with a number of 
children, uer husband had died, leaving her a newspaper, 
encumbered with debts, pis the aforesaid flock of children 
To her eternel credit, ^iss Camilla, born Lack of .Polish- 
Jewish ancestry,- paid off all the former and gave an 
education to the latter, at the same time taking off 
a slight bloom from her oV’ious virtues by fashioning 
perfectly harmless tales of slight or scant foundation.
I have heard her tell people, when not in the ^adam’s 
ear-shot, of how % as girls, she and the Ma^am were 
playthings” together, or or she played the wedding march at 

Magnolia when one of the proud daughters of that plantation 
was married, although a hired orchestra from ^ew urleans 
had actually performed that important function. Uow at 
85, after 4 years absence, ^iss Camilla found hertself face to 
face this afternoon with £he Madam,. And glory oozed from 
every one of ^iss *pilla s pours, for waving slightly 
from old age, - she s probably in her late 80*s,- she 
lorded it over the hostest, both in physical strength and 
determination to express ho^ marvelously she felt, how 
sorry she was for the ^adam s indifferent state, etc. , etc. 
vanity and 'Coq!uette-ishness'~live forever it seems, and you 
wuld have laughed with me at the whole thing, and before

she got out the front gate, the Madam, tottering on my 
arm as we moved back from the front gallery into the 
house remarked:

"Hummmmm, Imagine her saying she is feeling fine.
Why, she’s dying on her feet, ^ark my words, that's 
the last time, we'll ever see her. They* 11 be carrying her 
off in a box the next thing we hear........”

And so turns the world......
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VLaroh 3 1 s t , 194 7.

Memor andum:

A p er fect S p rin g  d a y ^ ^ e ^ d s o n ™ 1 !  have thought 
hoping i t  was the  seme ^ ° V f  *h ! u g£dS£oping th e  w hilefh H . ^ w f e h - e n f  h e ld  over p L a s ^ i l y  S h A n o t too  much th a t  th e  weeK. ena nex \  q t  AaV 0f  th e  month and

sr ,1 2 % .
s i ^ . r ^ » s « n s  “
l L h a °omehowSl " f e l t ° s l e p t g out long b e fo re  dawn, and 
so * 'd i d  a b i t  of re a d in g  b e fo re  day l i g h t  and then  
g o t in  some good licks a t  Arenbourg b e fo re  b r e a k f a s t .

Several of my colored fr ie n d s  from ^ i t t l e  liiver  
passed t h is  way before 1 had f in ish e d  my c o ffe a , a l  
Po fth e m  in  s e « c h  of f is h in g  p o le s  and by good fortu n e .

1 ^ u e r fe o t ly 1 s t r a i g h t t  s H h a t  having  d r i e d ’ th o ro u g h ly  d u rin g

" r ig  up" a l in e  “ ' i / ;  ■ P i  , “ r \ ^ p 00 n e v er seeroe' to  pass T h is i s  u s u a l ly  a r a r i t y ,  f o r  Darnooo ne coloXQd
f o l k f s e l d o r  th ink0 ah out needing a pole u n t i l  the day

g ' r / i r » « n i n - o . r .  ; » s x s .  ni\‘.x* s . «  » i » e =
h o p e less ly *  t * ?

pou ursr. as -ZJ2S$ » p . «  “  ?• \Lrst*;h ■.rsF H r‘M
S a « e  aga in st old  Xenophon P. S m ith , req u estin g  th a t
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has come from ^iss Alice Smith, have you any idea as to what 
post she holds in that organization. If there has ever been 
any indication on the letter head or in the text of her letters 
her position has thus far eluded me completely. It is sufficient 
of course, that she seems to be quite a nice- person. If 

you should ever find any exouse you might want" to trump up 
to chat with her, you will of course feel quite free to use 
ray name in any way you may care to. Personally, if one 
had the time, an individual might find a visit to the • 
recording studio quite interesting, I should imagine, 
bhpuld you ever find yourself in the neighborhood, - or 
a schedule that suggested you might be down that way * 
presume you might enjoy a look-see, and probably if you called 
la smith, she would be enchanted to swing the doors wide.
You understand, of course, that this is merely a suggestion and 
by no means a request, for 1 can't imagine anything in the 
place that I would want you to make a trip there on my behalf - 
only, if you ever should go, do please tell all.

In a way 1 am'glad to learn that Hudolph is not 
coming this way for faster, The past few week ends have 
been full enough so that 1 could really relish one without 
too much company. Probably Hssae “ae will be heading this 
way sooner or later, but x don t imagine for Easter.

’ ; ■ b i i ! .t *
In yesterday*s Memorandum, I think I referred to the 

somewhat pitiable situation of the two old ladies demonstrat
ing an absence of mellowness in their infrequent contacts.- 
an absence of mellowness which,- it seems to me especially 
regretable when one touches 75 or 85 when, I should think.
the futility of fulminations would have long since become 8 » P P v  •

^Another type of tendency to pitch and thrash about
“f?9 th? sur*aoe today, iliss Bally sent up her Walter Balok-

Is-,?11 that hie nama implies. Walter brought a note, - iss Bally asking the .iadam to give
her some butterfly lily roots, banana roots and
some vueen Anne’s -oaoe plants. The “exam's mood wasn't good
and she lied to Walter by saying: "Sally ought to know per-
f?eliyv1«r1h that bbls n° time *8 Plant °f those things. V?®!1 b”  m se«dJ-n6 her nothing." How it s perfectly true thatj so xar as know, the ..ueen Anne’s haCe, - if any -

Q?mQ up as but ** is ©anally true that this’isict®Q-a moment to fclant bananas and butterfly lilies - 
!r̂ 0J t.raUet fee further admitted that **iss bally has *

Plants which 1 have sent her and seen all over
asking1 for V , " 1" *  Whim* ' ah® ”• »  u I T
refusld before Ld befn:’ „ ' ha7in6 b9en
hut equally why^he S ^ ^ l d  to be so * 8U0hy tems herself, don t know 6 b 80 Stumpy abont it, X

" ’ 80 today, - later l „
dug many b.utterf

April 1st, 1947.

Memorandum}

To hand your nice letter of Friday, bringing me much 
delight in reading the cancellation mark, hut feeling somehow 
there was just the barest shade of depression in the context. 
Perhaps my reader wasn't up to par or perhaps you were 
ending up a busy week, and heading into a busier program for 
the week end so that what x took for a shadow was merely 
a little film of fatigue before complete relaxation.
However that may be, I need not tell you how happy I hope 
the week end turned out, and it was good of you to say that 
you would be thinking of me, for somehow I felt that way all 
week end, even though your letter had not, of course/ come to 
hand until the beginning of this new month.

It was good of you to tell me of the Lunt-Fontanne presenta
tion. I ’m glad you enjoyed It so much. They really are splendid 
artists. Although 1 never knew either of them, I have been 
given to understand by those who did that they really get 
along wonderfully, I believe they have a farm somewhere in the 
wilds of ‘Minnesota or Wisconsin where they spend their summers.
I used to know a boy, - George ^arvey, quite well who shared 
an apartment in the East 50's with Alfred Aunt just prior to 
his marriage. George' was ever so enthusiastic about both 
Alfred and ^ynn, whom he used to see often in their new apartment 
after their marriage, ^nd Mr. Woolcott had a couple of cute 
tales to tell about the hunts and how well they fared in their 
rural’retreat. Accord ng' to ^r. Woolcott, they practiced what 
I always felt was' a wonderfully smart proaeedure;- each 
had a scantuary in different parts of the house where or to which 
the gentleman or the lady might always feel free to withdraw at 
any old time, - but always on one or two particular evenings of 
the weSk, with the utter assurance that the respective sancutary 
was sacred for the sole use of its possessor, and ¥*. woolcott 
used to say that such an arrangement made the hunts the best 
friends to e;.ch other, being always assured t^at the other 
would always respect the retreat of the other. But if thi® and
?nhv L ® 8£h°dS th?y haVe* 0ne thlne 18 oertaia. their union seems
thought m^htn ooo™tn!or1?hhaPPy*0ne’ Whi0hl 1 haV9 sometimes
talenttand1attainmeiits/so Z t  6 °f theirbenefit lointlv in thal* na/ world, - and the Aunts. - jointly in their sensible and altogether satisfying

1$j£
i
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domestic arrangements.
friend of the ^adam's telephoned from town today, asking 

to' ohat with me, as she had some messages for the uadam, who 
doesn^t use the’telephone any more. The lady reports that 
she ha -5 lust returned from "atchez where David -iOi.itt.rick sent 
many kind greetings to the Madam and to me, saying how much he 
looks forward to seeing us after pilgrimage. I m afraid r. 
have to keep right on looking ior ever so long.

And ^rs. Balfour filler sent the most ext^ ^ af ^ +  the 
messages to the Madam, actually throwing her arms about the 
neck and kissing the lady from Natchitoches when mention of 
?he i ' r  name was made. Katherine Miller * SQ
wait until iilgrimage is over and she can head out for Melrose 
and occupy a cahin and spend ever so much time writing a took.
Ss. MUler is a great big riot, and hasn't the vaguest notion 
of coming to “elrose, but never misses an opportunity to do 
a big number in public, - none of which fact ^ course did 
I mention to my informant, but all ofwhiohireoognizedas 
great hunks of baloney when sallying forth from such a sour e.
Ihat - and only that , - is the news out of "atohez, and 1 must say
that*that isn't much. I must write to “iss Kellie Brandon, - you 
asked the other-day about her , 1 believe and her relations with 
or to Mr. Gerard Brandon, and 1 must mention them here.

Old Governor Gerard Brandon of Mississippi, - ab'out 1830, I 
sruess nerhans a little earlier or later, had a brother James, 
tos Hellie ',7alles Brandon's husband descended
Gerard Brandon, via Brandon fall, the plantation ho^® J ̂  *
still standing. Mr. Gerard Brandon, however, is a descendant of
James - Dr. James Brandon, father of Mr. Gerard Grandon, being 
a practicing physician in Washington, ^iss, living but a . 
little way down the ^atchez highway below tne ,/ailes home,* 
and the old family graveyard of waraes Brandon remains, - 
slap across the cement higway on a little trace, across frona 
the one time home of Dr. Affleck, also of Washington. 2h 
father of the present ^r. Gerard hrandon, - Dr. ames Brandon, 
married a daughter of Dr. Monette - and the ^nettes were all 
exceedingly brilliant or excessively balmy, continues to see
evidences even in the case of Gerard s granddaughter who married 
hhe Rains boy, a newphew of Eli and Frances Mahiers, and iranees 
Mahlers, you will recall, married Mr. Gerard Brandon s son,- 
wko is no great shakes* In other words, and at long last,
Miss Nellie's husband was a cousin of Mr. Gerard Brandon, • ana 
that is that.

And may f  tell you th at today a ddep blue and a white .
German iris came into flower at Arenbourg, and that two 
will bloom next year where one each'did this,.....

2317

April 2nd, 1947,

Memorandum:

I've knocked off so much mail in the last 48 f 
hours that it seems to me i have been writing 
April 2nd for days, and so it may be that I dated my - 
Tuesday letter as of the 2nd, whereas this Wednesdayfs 
should have been the only one with that notation.

Is to all men, Easter seems to have stolen up on 
the looal citizenry, and I he* r much talk among the 

ranks of color as to what one is going to do on this Holy 
Day or that, with everyone expressing surprise that 

the season has already arrived.
* * ■ * *

For <some reason that was never clear to me, the 
negroes, - that ds to say, the Protestants, seem to make 
almost as much to*do about Easter week as do their 
mulatto, - and therefore Catholio,^ neighbors, a case in 
point is an old custom in these bends of Cane River that 
one should fast on Good Friday. I don't know if that 
is a Catholic custom elsewhere, and I'm not sure that 
it is a Catholic custom in these parts, but I'm quite 
sure that it is the oustom among the Protestant negroes,• 
many old ones, many young ones, not to eat a morsel of 
food from mid-night Thursday 'til mid-night Friday,- 
and negro and multto alike always take the day off for a 
frolic, - a frolic without eats, which certainly does seem 
odd, doesn t it. Usually, as I havetprobably mentioned 
before, the ^elrose negroes go fishing, t not on Cane River, 
but along Bayou Brevelle, and usually they catch lots of 
fish and quite often a goodly number of turtles. I never 
did learn, - and 1 must make it a point to do so this year,- 
if, after the dya is done, they whip up a fish-fry and 
half a dozen different preparations of turtle, and 
all fall to about Friday at midnight, - using the urge of 
their stomachs more to determine the magnical hour than 
any other time piece. And-that brings up that old line 
which I always like to repeat: Said the negro?
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"White folks is the funniest people, - havin to 
look at a olook to see if they'se hungry.

I'm sorry to say that we didn't get a third of enough
rain to suit things at Axenbourg, but we got *, +odav
■Pnrm of bonus bv tha sky remaining overcast all day today,as 25 iss.r.ss sj&ns&.surw:.:" . as,a nysss: Esfiuss™ •< «•
p u «  white GermJ iris same into bloom during, the night 
while many of the milk and U U e a , , jCLf^ed last
month, seem to he showing signs of life

«tnoirn alright and will probably he putting up 
blossoms before Inother month or sir weeks have sped along.

On. the international front, 1 was surprised at myself 
th1 „ morning to find that for onoe in my life, - and I 
guess only onoe, I was inclined to agree with aen»tor Byrd 
of Virginia in his suggestion that It is as *®1f 1
Russia does withdraw from t)ie W t e d  ations if she i 
determined to persist in short-oirourting «  » ^ 8
move on the part of the other powers, and by thus using  ̂
h«r veto turn u. H. into a sterile instrument, eventually tlellli of the United States, as on one .side, or the will 
of Russia, m*st be imposed on the world, : b ring
s s & f *  j s r  '*
fiusaia ia fraught atth grare aeahwai. and one af (haaa 4 M *
when some of the present .dictators fold up,
fluenoe of "the Bear tha^ walks like a Man will he ever so
less potent and feared

I don t find the element of cleverness that some people 
seem,to diioern the many of ikussias current^policies._
If, as is said, she dreams of world domination, I think he 
would do ever so much hotter to allay JQar® J?
States and Britain, conoilliafe more than half way 9n 
European peacey and, - if her long range schemes are 
invidious, so clear her decks for an » all-out on 
India about the time Britain withdraws from there in a 
year from June. But the Kremlin didn t ask my  opinion, an 
it may he that she has a heap,more weighty plans in itind, ^  
on the face of it, it looks like India, followed hy °hina, might 
drop like ripe pluips into the Soviet lap, if,vhy coopera g
with the Best today, she might h a v e ^ L ^ o u n ^ t o ^ o  & begins slipping a year hence,- as slip she is bound to o.

. weli, so much for that, and Asia will have to take cars 
of herself momentarily, so far as i am concerned, since 
gardenias at ^renbourg hold first claim on my present 
scope of operations and enthusiasms....•

CTi«n.-i.Bafs-ar«srr. J.~ ;■ ■... ,.i -s. --
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. April 3rd, 1947.

Memorandum:
A nice gentle rain all afternoon and still drizzling,- 

much to my delight, what with the benefit it will bring 
to new things at Arenbourg.

It was nice to have the enclqsed letter from Miss 
Hellie in this morning's post, with its first hand news 
of the Pilgrimage and all. There are two or three things 
in M iss Bellied letter that interested me particularly, - 
not the least ot which is her reference to ^iss eanne as 
being a ^urget, ,which seems to be in the nature of a crack, 
and usually, - and never before, Miss "ellie has thought 
up good excuses for *“188 Jeanne when, as sister of Duncan 
Minor and his heir, * and therefore in possession of . 
a functioning oil well and one million dollars to boot, 
she tore down one of the two lovely wings at Oakland to 
sell the old brink for something like a hundred dollars.

*“188 Jeanne’s mother was Katherine ^urget, and 
Aunt of Garlotta Burget ilcKitterick.

The ^rq. Tyre referred to in Miss Dellie’s letter 
is the daugther in law, i guess, of the *“rs. Tyre who 
lives across the road from ^akland, - Greenwood, the 
place is called, and it once .belonged to Dr. M ercer s 
friend, Eliza J,oung, mother of »Vilmer ^hields. They 
do say that Mrs. ‘̂yre is Miss Jeanne’s daughter, but few 
people say so and only two or three seem.to suspect that 
Miss weanne ever had a child, even after she married r. 
McDowell. As Miss Jeanne is now pretty ageable, - she was 
born in 1853, she ought to have better sense than to 
bother with a t ousand pilgrims chasing through her house 
daily, but J‘,m convinced those gals love the charade, 
even when tottering on the brink of the grave. Strange 
business, 1 must say. v

I shall write Miss Dellie, inviting her to drive over 
here when her sister, ^usie Hailes and the latter s girl 
friend, arrive in ^atchez to take ^iss ^ellie back to 
Atlanta for the summer, ^ome to think of it, - what with



all the chasing around ^iss ^ellie does, she is rather more 
remarkable, perhaps, that Miss Jeanne, for Miss Kellie was 
born in 1864, which decidely puts her in the alass "Not of 
last .year*s hatching".

Awakening at 8 this morning, * did a little reading 
before sun up, - finishing Ghichikov's^ourneys, or the 
■̂ ead ^oul item of Gogol, of which I have spoken before.
Bart 1 reminded me somewhat of B0stievski, but fully 
as pungent and quite a bit more humorous. Patil is but 
a seotion from the original manuscript, much of which 
was lost, and part 111 is even less, it being thought that 
that seotion of the manuscript was possibly lost but probably 
never more than briefly outlined by the author. It's 
like a marvelous ruin, this Gogol thing, magnificient in 
what is left, depressing for what has been destroyed . 
Somehow, as * look back on Iol#toi, * think he must have 
been inspired to do his two major novels by this work 
of Gogol*s. It is rather ridiculous to compare the 
wiritngs of one genus with another, and yet I find cer
tain parallels between the two, .Gogol in a slightly lighter 
mode of presentation Tolstoi more.complete *n presentation. 
3ut if the manuscript of dead "ouls had been completed and 
preservedf I’m afraid •Lolfctoi would have had to take a 
baok seat for Gogol,

1 have a gob of ^hekov to read next, but to give 
myself a bit of perspective in between, x'm going to read 
Elizabeth the vueen by Anderson, I guess, and a couple 
of the Wilde J*airy ^tories, » Birthday of the infanta, etc., 
just to keep myself from being too steeped in Russian 
literary Hopi" at a single stretch.

* • ' •' f '■ 'hi

It was .Knipmeyer day but the Doctor didn't have 
much news to tell. He had been to call on Geiine between 
leaving the clinic and coming here, and-so was a little 
late in heading out for Magnolia, so that his visit was 
brief. He did speak of a negro, Levi Ueil, of Bayou 
Hatchez, who committed suicide and is buried near the 

8t. ^athew's church in a grave near Evalina Easily. It 
is quite rather to hear of a negro committing suicide, and 
I think this is the first one I hage ever heard about in 
all my stay in Louisiana, ,

ihe pre-Easter roadiunning business seems to be under 
way and we got our share of pilgrims in the afternoon, but 
l made short shift of them, since I had work to do in the 
rain at ^renbourg, and so.pleaded rain at ^elrose for a good 
excuse not to be out in it with would be visitor#,

I find myself thinking so often of you this busy-busy 
week, hoping that you are giving yourself every Opportunity 
to relax and to rest whenever, - and if ever, an opportunity 
presents itself, - I hope.

April' 4th, 1S4 7.

Memorandum: * - f .

^ evmost Qonfusing tit of news i have heard in the 
past ^4 hours is an-announcement out of Washington, reporting 
one person in fourty-five is feeble minded. g

Off hand, I would have said one out of four or five.
Bet that as it may, Good ^riday has come and is now

fiahinror^rtlinM8 9?!;e0nt9?; m0®t °f the-plantation went xisning or turtling, • the latter being a good- word, don’t
yon think.,, The oU  superstition about "blood folliwi™
voath^wbomio °“ ood Friday, still persists, a mulatto you h whom Miss eleste had helping her in the morning was
enchanted to lend a hand before holding out witS hls 6
M ! o M £ 0L f01\. Y 011 BreV9lle. willingly split some wood, 
ti 0hl0k-9n,°o°P and so on, but when she asked him
d Mrrafl06,® f °J. thistles with a hoe, he automaticallydemurred, saying that stirring the earth with anything would

sfot "It11 blooi before the year out. "One out of every fourty-five.... "

MPhe oloudy weather continues, with some humidity, but 
^ f h0 latter tending to dry the earth a bit

I’m hociA: the h ^ f n - Se8m M  1)9 lool£in6 UP ^renbourg, and r, Humidity continues over the week end so that
the little gardenias may get a good foot-hold. The season is 

wne. J* course, but it is6heartening to note that 
all oo of the latest plantings in the gardenia section still 

t0 thriving. W#t or dry, they'll be nursed along 
for the next few months, and once established, they ought to
S & l V u S  & £ ; ? “ • infant mortalitf,

' ^v^ntyially f got around to read some °hekov, and two 
orvthree oiroumstanoes conspired to make it slow eoine- 
In the first place I don't care much for short stories* - and 
as in the case of ^aupassant, many of these short stories aren
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stories at all, - even episodes being too Lraod a word for 
their classification. Another element against their enjoy- 
ment stems from the reader, - John Knight, - who is very good, 
b!t who isn't that -eelie Howard Alexander dcourvy person, 

accordingly, my'thoughts fresh with the ^courvy 
redition of §ogol, - Mr. Knight’s Ghefeov doesn t come off so 
fidvanta- eously. And then, too, there appears to be an absenoe 
of word artistry in Ghekov, so abundant in Tolstoi, Tourgenieff, 
Bostievski and ^ogol. Perhaps this seeming crudeness may be 
the translator's fault. 1 don t know. The edition Is 
Everyman s library, and I can't say much to recommend it.

The former.President of 1* S. U. died yesterday, and a 
new one will be selected before long, I suppose. 1 think.
I mentioned sometime back, that there was talk of the 
General being slated for that post. But knowing him as I 
do and realizing the sorry political mess that forms a 
scum over the surface of everything educational in 
Louisiana, 1 know perfectly well that the general would never 
consent to holding such a job. G^rtainly if should undertake 
such a job, it would be with the understanding that he 
would perform the task to the best of his.ability, - and 
not as the attendant of a slot machine, which every 
institution in Louisiana seems to be, • owned and opera ed 
bv the hill-blly politicians. In one of her more lucid mo
ments the other day, the ^adam remarked that the trouble with 
the world today is that at home and abroad we are in the 
hands offthe hill-billies, - and I'm inclined to think she is 
perfectly right. *

I*m floored when I see opportunity after opportunity 
slip through the fingers of the State of ,-Louisiana, golden 
opportunities which'those in control don t even seem to 
recognize as objects of inestimable value, - .while politicians 
fee her their nests while the public treasury goes bankrupt.

*11 the present fuss about not admitting a couple of 
negroes to study medecine in a Louisiana institution. Of̂  
course if prejudice among the whites is too great to permit 
negroes in the same classes, then here is a remarkable 
opportunity for a far seeing group of officials to build 
the finest School of ^edecine of Louisiana for the negro, 
and therebye, instead of sending its potential doctors 
and scientists into exile for their education, rather, 
by the merits of their university, amke it one that

* will draw in the better mindS from the world over I'd
’ hate to try to get any o£ itk but they say the legislature
* provides funds for scholarship for negroes to study in

out of state institutions when facilities for higher educa
tion in Louisiana are provided for whites only. That money 
could form the nucelus of the greatest colored university 
in the world, reflecting credit on -ouisiana - but 
none are so blind as those who will not see• • • *.

323

•pril 6th, 1947,

Memorandum:
f *

I have a lovely ^ast card, with exquisite reproductions 
of Had and bellow roses; a typed note of one page,, the 
^article about the African -̂ ell, plus another letter of greater 
length, - all come to gladden my heart at this particularly 
joyous season. May I say thanks you for all the happiness they 

have brought.

As 1 foresaw,, the relaxing of plantation routine sent 
my secretarial set up into a tail spin, this ^oly Week. Gome 
Good Friday and the call of the bayou for fisher folk who never 
fish a y other day of the year, and the balance of the week end 
is a shambles. But while it is with some self control that I 
must tone- down my patienoe to get to the written word, still 
the promise that I shall have all that to explore when a hew week 
begins, plus the joy that the yellow ’and red roses bring to 
my heart as they bloom gaily on the card here before me offers me 
enough happiness for a dozen Easters stood end to end.

It was glorious weather in these parts throughout, 
and the perfection seemed as though it were almost too much, what 
with all the news that came crackling over the radio of cold in 
lew Yorkl floods in Michigan and Indiana, snowstorms and 

rains in the ^ocky fountains and so on'.* The sky was cloudless 
at this bend of *ane ■“■iver and the thermometer during most of the 
day was in the mid 80's, I guess. What with last week's 
dampness, every blade of grass and every swelling bud is leaping 
'and bursting forth with all the fc abandon of a pent up water 
course that belatedly bursts its dam.

And using the latter word recalls an error in translation 
in the ^ogol book, wherein the text reads that something or 
other isn t worth a "tinker's curse". The old expression 
is really "Tinker*^ LamM, - with a small "d". But apparently 

t e translator didn t know that, thinking a tinker used a "cuss- 
word, as you probably know, the old expression, - "tinker's dam" 
was employed to indicate the infinitesimal value of an object.
As I understand it, peddlars used to go through the countryside- in 
Europe and ~merica, selling pots, pans and what not, and

#£??yiSe S0ld8r with them repair ntensile, whichneeded some Slight fixing. It was the custom of

»
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these pedlars or tinkers, - I suppose the latter sometimes nad 
little shops, to heat the lead used in soldering and 0 
confine it within the desired limited area on the spot th^ 
pot was to he repaired by making a little wall or dam around 
the place, usually employing bread crusts,..which would be 
chewed up uiftil mildly moist, and the latter mess so 
damming up the heated lead that the latter 
the desired point. Ihis munched up bread suggested & dike 
or a dam, and except for its momentary use, had no intrinsic 
value and could be cast aside when the job was completed, - with 
nothing wasted, hence the expression, not worth a tinker s 
dam” - and you can imagine how odd it shunded when the Gogol 
translator suddenly got over polite and called the think a 
"tinker* s curse". I suppose one could, - going o.ar afield, 
make some reference to the Great bouler curse or the Hoover 
curse, but just plain dam, I think, will continue to serve as 
™a11 os something: more fancy.

Except for an hour before and after dawn today, spent at 
Arenbourg, - just sitting, - I reamained at ^elrose all day.
We dined with weleste, - and 1 was glad there were but few people. 
"LQgi_]22iing with ^eleste at the head of the table, and following 
around to the right, - moi-meme, hme. Regard, ban, the ‘̂adam,
J. Frances, ^aynie, and Pat. I'he food, as always in that 
menage, was marvelous. But while speaking of that menage,
I must tell you how strange a sight L witnessed there on 
Saturday morning. Celeste had guests for ‘-'aturday, her sister 
from 60 miles below here, two nephews, - college youths, and 
two or three young ladies, - aparantly girl friends of the youths, 
'̂ hey arrived at A,ielrose at 8:30 a.m. , and i passed by the house 
on my way to the post office. Hone of these people could make a 
trip-up here but once a year, - and already were they playing 
cards full tilt, - not yet half an hour after arrival. It is my 
understanding the game went merrily along, - t me^out for 
dinner, until 4 plm., when they returned home until next year.

bid somebody say one out of 45 is feeble minded. kiell, I 
declare, and just to think* of all the Cane ->iver country going 
to the dogs, ^atchitoches to be explored a little or just 
plain relaxation and companionship in walking about the gardens 
or doing nothing at all. 1 reckon you appreciate the Mme. Egon 
parallel by the mere citation of this episode. Even at the 
risk of seeming repetitous, I must say that had 1 been a member 
of that party, - traveling into this region and nothing to 
show for my trip but ah unending uccession of hands of cards,
I should have’felt my day hadn’t been worth a ‘tinker’s curse", 
bo you remember the ^mericah girl who was so enchanted,when at 
long last"she reached Vencie because she found an American jazz band.

I hope your master was a happy one and even though the weather 
may not:have been so sunny*and warm as down this way, may the 
happiness within have helped out a'heap,...

■*?

April 7th, 1947.

Memorandums ■ s’ * cJit" 3-1
With Holy Week over and done with for this season, 

the secretariat is once more functioning a little more 
regularly, - and today I had the pleasantest of hours, 
catching up with over-due items ooming to hand over the 

week end.
Your nice letter concerning the receipt of second class 

material was a jewel, through whose prisms I caught so 
many delightful fires, and all so beautifully polished, 
that were it possible, 1 should be reading them over again 
right now instead of jotting down these lines.

And my thanks, too, for the second note, together with 
•the World-Telegram. I was always so interested in the 
possibility of that project, forever wondering if the 
tides could really be harnessed economically. Gp to the 
•present writing, 1 assume they oan’t, - or at least haven’t 
been up to now. And as entertaining as the artiole was the 
may which for the first time in my life afforded me an 
opportunity to understand the formation of the sea and 

islands at that point, and most particularly the relation 
of Oaropobello to its immediate surroundings. It cer
tainly was kind and thoughtful of you to share this 
written and pictorial account with me, and you can well 
guess that after having done so many maps of somewhat 
lesser graoe, I got twice as big a kick out of seeing this 
one which quite <surpasses any of the more florid designs 
I have ever attempted. ’ ,*i?

Let us hope that before too long'passes, we may again 
see a similar map, printed widely, having to do with 
Gampohello on another score.

There were several hits of mail coming to hand over 
the holidays, including an air mail which I enclose 
herewith, knowing of your interest in these communications, 
as am I. We must give the lady a credit mark for having 
written a letter far out-distancing anything she has 
accomplished in the past, i think. It is kind of her to 
express so much interest in a variety of subjects, and to 
promise a likeness, too, which I shall greatly enjoy 
having. But isn*t it odd that she never, never seoms to 
refer to Holf. It certainly is none of my business,
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but I must say I am curious to know if, - or if not, - that 
romance continues. Perhaps the proof that it does go on is 
to he found in which the phonographs are mentioned, since 
possibly they are being sent abroad. It is certainly nice of 
her to honor me by stating to the effect that there is 
a ’feeling of unique frienship to be found in the correspondence, 
and yet, 1 must confess, that if I wrote in that particular 
vein as infrequently as she does, but with as great 
satisfaction, I most certainly would set my acquaintance 
straight regarding the most important consideration of my 
life, • and, if I am correct in my deductions, - as from 
our past observations, ^olf must surely be the big 

thing in her existence, - and yet^ ne'er a word. Isn t 
it odd. If you have any ideas on the^subject, 1 most 
certainly would welcome them, since 1 appear too dumb to figure 
out what appears to be deliberate silence on that particular 
point.

And while on the subject'of the unexplainable, x must 
confess that 1 was somehow surprised to,learn of the*death of 
Frau August, for while that perhaps isn t at all surprising, 
still 1 had never thought much about her, but rather had 
assumed that it was nerr August whose health would be 
the matter of concern long 'befofe that of his wife. I have 
no doubt that the lady's passing will afford Hiraayalya, - I 
certainly spelled that'in a whizz, - to take overt* 
new pattern to operate in her inimitable fashion* I 
suppose she will find better sledding that in the other project 
which she tried to foist on the wife of her other brother.

I'm delighted to learn that you were able to include 
the cigarettes in preparing a package for Anita, Somehow 
I never seem to really help out in matters calling for 
actual sharing, and if you think that the cigarettes will 
be welcomed abroad, do let me know when you think* it 
would be well to include some more, and I should like to 
begin saving up in anticipation thereof, I have heard it 
reported over the air th^t cigarettes bring some fabulous 
price abroad, but l didn t realize that they could be imported 
without equally f bulous duties being required. But even 
in that eventuality, ■L suppose their trading value for 
other commodities might be such as to make the duty payments 
worth while. If I can only help a little in this way, - 
or in any other that my dull brain might not anticipate, wont 
you be so friendly as to telling me so that we can share together 
infurthering the business. It goes without unders ending, 
however, that should we find we can round up anothe shipment 
to include similar merchandise, you will always feel quite free 
in switching cig&rettes ffom one addressee to another,- 
in the event you feel some other person may at the moent 
have a greater need, how hice it is just knowing you....

April 8th, 1947,

memorandum: set *
Ihe weather is the thing at the moment.
Yesterday's downpour ranged from 50'to 75 

per cent of the big "dew" of two years ago, bane 
River is up & foot or two while thunder has been rolling 
for the last 6 or 8 hours, and the westher ^ansays 
it will rain'tonight and‘tomorrow. But there is 
nothing indicating anything like high water, - thank 
Heaven!, • and the ground in these parts is so dry 
that it is quite able to soak up a heap of moisture 
before it starts rejecting the rain,

t t

The temper ure remains in the 80's during 
the day and what with all the dampness, everything,- 
good or bad, is growing madly. Ifm holding the 
thought on mimosas, magnolias and gardenias which, 
with this aid from the elements, really ought to 
make great strides^fhis most excellent of growing ime,
- :i I send along the Foundation letter which came a 
day or two back, but which I withheld yesterday in 
favor of sending liadine's. I guess Jhsre was.n t any
thing of interest in this letter, liJs*
you to keep ubre'ast of items from'that souroe. Oh, yes,
I believe liss Smith advised she was sending an invoice 
covering the available book review records, which 
have been issued for some time back at a dollar a 
year. I Was vaguely surprised at her assumption that 
r was ordering them, since I had merely inquired the 
present subscription price and what of previous year s 
was to hand. I gather she must have thought I wanted 

* her to serid them. Well, 1 reckon there wont be many, and 
it will be awfully nice to have them, - although my 
mind runs to floral investments at this season and some
how I hadn't thought about actually the
reviews until* later in the season, - but it doesn t 
make the slightest difference; since they represent a 
good investment, I think.
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This morning A worked from 5;30 until 7:30, 
when the humidity, plus the rising sun, impelled me 
to t'rek bdck to ^elrose for a shower and some break
fast, plus a few letters I had to knock off prior 
to Mr, Baohelier's threatened visit. But as he 
never did arrive today, 1 assume that yesterday1s downpour 
must have bogged him down, and perhaps he will come 
later in the week or sometime next week.

-  ■
. - .

2 3 2 9

^ . i f  . if

April 9th, 1947.

Did 1 tell you that when the ^enks were here a 
week ago last Saturday, the doctor told the Madam she 
nedded some medecine that he would send her immediately. 
Well, it nevr has come, * nor has that medecine which 
he promised to send weeks ago at the time the chicken 
medicine, - unlabeled for poultry, was forwarded.
Among the other acquisitions of reoent purchase, the 
Wenks have a new $375,00 Jute box, and the Madam says 
they have no‘time or thought for anybody, now that the 
jute box is playing night and day. Wouldn*t it be 
remarkable if the Maaam should live to* see the day when 
she re?lized just how little she ever meant to them, save 
in a material sense. That, indeed, would be a 
composite picture of Justioe and Tragedy.

What with the weather and onef thing or another,
I feeem to have been so sleepy of late that T haven't 
read much. The Dew wrleans Public also continues to 
be dilatory aboilt sending stuff I have on order, and 
so I wade through some more Cheokov's short stories, 
but assuredly not so much for entertainment or pleasure 
as to acquaint myself the better with his style, 
subjects, etQ. There was one story that was almost 
interesting, - The Black Monk, Of which I may have 
spoken already, b^t most of the others are so hopelessly 
sketchy and so seemingly incomplete that I never 
se'em to know when * reach the end of one and am 
well started on another. Up to now, T can't imagine 
how he enjoys so much favor in some qhartiers, - 
suroly not for his short stories, 1 hope, most of 
which that 1 have read wouldn't even draw a rejection 
slip from an contemporary publisher, * imagine.

Post cards to the ^aaam from Florida, mailed 
Sunday, indicate the General and his wife will be back 
in Washington this Tuesday night, "ounds like whirlwind 
traveling to me. I'm wondering if and how they could 
have stoped off in the ^shville neighborhood for a onoe- 
over of the proposed * summer retreat for the Madam, 
which they by-passed on their way down. Hummmm....

Memorandum:
Another warm, cloudy, humid day, wonderful for 

plant growth and pre-dawn labors, but not much good 
for gardening, save pulling weeds.

The postman brought two letter for me, - one 
from the Oklahoma Tress, making inquiry as to what 
disposition is to be made of the Erwin diary, and if 
it should be turned over the ^r. Pipes or returned to me. 
Anything they do is alright, - to quote one famous old 
plantation mistress.

The other letter is from Carolyn Ramsey, posted 
down “‘■exioo way. Just exactly like Edith Wyatt ^oore, 
she waits a couple of years before answering any letters,- 

important or unimportant, - and then writes a book and 
send it along, I imagine the letter is interesting, but 
since it is four pages, single spaced, it offers considerable 
difficulties at this time in * particular, when Tican grab 
off a Mt opian for such ?xb brief periods, so that 
this one will probably require at least two or possibly 
three sittings. I'll send it along as soon a; I have 
run through it Venue is certainly a splendid planet, but 
if she can merely be fiewed from afar, she certainly isn't 
of much comfort, save as a remote inspiration, easily 
eclipsed by equally divine, albeit more human bodies, 
a little nearer our earthly range,

I was glad to learn tonight that the Senate today 
confirmed the entire Atomic Energy Commission, for 
while I do not know anything about the nature of this 
new post, I gather that it is an important one, and somehow 
the names of those selected to man the Board seemed so 
much like a Roosevelt selection than anything I have 
heard of in a long time, I had a feeling that whoever
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they might he and whatever their job, it would he ever 
so much better to have them than any once else, • es
pecially as old Senator MoKellar had stooped so low into 
the gutter to thwart their confirmation.

although, the weather during the past few days has 
gummed up the’activities of the field workers, there is 
one personality on the plantation that heats everyone 
else, - a little old wren who selected an old gourd, 
hanging not far from the window by my d sk on the hack gallery, 
in which she set up housekeeping some time hack and is 
currently employed unceasingly in feeding a find cradle- 
full of babies* I almost never glance out of the window in 
the day time that' 1 do not see hex flying past with a nice 
fat insect in her mouth. As near as 1 can figure, the 
children ought to start shifting for themselves in about 
a week, and then the industrious lady will immediately set 
her house to rights again and start in raising another 
batch. 1 reckon the wren must' raise about as many sets of 
children in a season as any bird 1 know, although she 
probably can t surpass in regularity the pigeons who 
beget a new set of off-spring every month but August.

I can remember when 1 used to suppose that birds worked 
hard ever^ summer, raising a family, and then flew away for 
a prolonged winter vacation, carefree and unencumbered by 
household affairs until another Spring broke through • 
again* It was indeed quite a shock to me, for I was quite 
mature before it ever occurred to me that the birds, 
after migrating southward, probably went right on with 
their accustomed business just as soon as they had o 
completed their seasonal journey. But x’m still not 
quite certain that all migratory birds paise a family 
at each terminus of their travels, for it seems to me 
we have migratory birds, journeying from Northern Canada 
to Louisiana in the Winter season, whofdo not set up 
housekeeping on any very lavish scale when spending their 
^inters in these parts. Perhaps Egon would know all about 
that point, but 1 wouldn t.

%  patient received the clippings in yesterday’s poet but 
has not read them yet. xoday I smiled to myself at another 
cur lous men al twist. x*here was hesitation this morning 
about having the weekly wash done. The regular wash-lady,- 
Aurellia's sister, ^essie, was ill, - and besides it was 
going to rain, ^ut finally it was decided two of the 
men servants would do the washl xhey did. It rained all 
late morning. -‘-n the afternoon the clothes were hung out,- 
and they dried in a brisk wind and bright sun. They were 
taken down, - ary-dry, - but the mistress ordered them hung 
back on the line. wbviously it was going to rain tonight, 
and the dew would further purify them....Alright....

I
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April 10th, 1947.

Memorandum:
Thirty million expressions of gratitude would not 

half cover the appreciation I feel for your lovely 
Easter day message in all its several forms* It is 
so nice to think of you as being able to enjoy that day 
so much when I, too, was enjoying it to the fullest, and 
was constantly hoping that you were having half so pleasant a 
day as was I* . *

And with ^renbourg playing such a prominent role in 
our mutual thoughts, it is co-incidental that in spite of 
the fact that I am expecting the foundation to come 
through with an invoice which 1 had not called for, I 
did at the same time stickaout ray neck by buying a couple 
Chinese magnolias which are quite difficult to tr̂  ok down 
these days and which I secured, at a very reasonable figure, 
planting them in the rear of Peter’s house, where every bpring 
in years to come, they ought to gladden our hearts with 
their February blossoms. They are about five feet high at 
present, and although it is a bit late to transplant them,
I believe I succeeded in acco plishing that process without 
any difficulty for the magnolias themselves, for their 
leaves never did turn up in the slightest and the 
late rains will confirm their healthy status and they 

. will probably grow madly from here on out, Everyully 
they ought to reach a height of 15 or SO feet, rowing 
perhaps 6 inches in a year.

Areribourg, you can readily see, has -a ̂ franohiae in 
Easter, too, - thanks to you.

It was good of you to tell me so many interesting 
things about what has been transpiring in and about 
your neighborhood. The Himalaya tale would be incredible, 
if not right -along the self same pattern we hags observed 
time and again in the past, - beginning, x always think, 
with you. There was something about the way Himalaya ransacked 
the house and her husaand tracked down the Notary that seemed 

, like t stealing money off a dead man’s eyes.* There always 
was so!iething about his hands that reminded me of paws, and 
I »m beginning .to think if x touched them again they
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would put me in mind of a chimpanzee’s paw which I
once pressed when the animal presented it to me to
shake hands. It was in a tent up by Sammy's on a
hot summer's ntoght, at a little tent show, and I
can still remember how shocked I was when the
paw was expended and A grasped it, thinking, - or rather
not thinking at all that it would be of a different temperature
from any hand. But, Lol it was as chill as the body of
a reptile, and P reckon 1 shuddered instinctively inside, even
though outwardly I preserved a degree of calm. I think the
same seasation would sweep back over me, were I ever to
encounter those two who seem to play out their picayune
roles like partners* in crime, albeit the crime is.jcurely — —
along .human and not legal grounds,

I was greatly interested in the resumption of 
inter-ocean telephone exchanges. 1 didn't know it had been 
resumed, and P am glad that the contact was established to 
everyone's satisfaction.

^nd that gets us .round to our telephone conversation 
with Egon. How nice of you to'bring up the matter of 
.the broadcast, - and what a neat way to engineer the whole 
project without seeming to drag in anything by the heels.
Surely you are to be congratulated# I really hope Agon 
does drop me a line, for 1 should love to hear from him. °ora«* 
how P have a feeling that some day he is going to grace the gal 
gallery at ^renbourg with us for pice long sunset suppers, 
and that will certainly be.a day to look forward to with 
relish. So far as I am concerned, P should think that 
Egon might always be trusted with any confidence that you 
might, care to share with him, but P leave that up to you 
entirely, of course.

I'm glad Nadine chatted with you beflore Easter, I 
-^really think she finds in you a well from which cool and 
refreshing water can be. drawn from at great intervals, al
though the infrequency with which she does so seems to in
dicate, - as t̂ he enclosed letter frtom Carolyn Ramsey to me, 
that the need or the mere desire isn t, sufficiently 
great to establish the contact except after prolonged 
intervals# But perhaps the mere realization on Eadine's 
part that she can call you readily is sufficient to give her 
the strength which your character and personality suplies her 
with during her long, trying periods.

Again ray thanks, - thirty million of them, for the 
inordinate happiness your lovely Easter messages have 
brought to me, and like so many others in the past, may 

find in them little seeds of promise that willl flower 
magnifioiently in the days to come......

-pril 11th, 1947.

r.Iemorandum:
< 1My< intensions were good, but they, came to

naught.
Yesterday, in pursuance of your letter regarding the 

raising of some ndnature & rian paxterres 
I accumulated some of the richest earth from ^-renbourg, 

with a view of parcel posting it to you in this morning s 
posl But Loi it seems that some sort of .̂ - ° ° f sro1 ’ 
lot, covering this section, prohibits such shipm<Aurusance 
at the moment. Accordingly my original plan, P 
of vour suggestion, went awry, w t  I haven t given up 
hope as yet, intending to telephone the Postal officials 
in Alexandria to inquire * if a speoial 

, acquired. At-the moment, of course, the “
prevents such long distance calls, hut perhaps the 
strike will be over on the morrow. In the mean time,
T shall see if it might not be possible to pack at least 
l little earth in a smaller container, so that even though 
not enough to raise anything might reach you, still, 
as a symbol, there might be enough to mix in .i 
other soil that might come to hand locally, * *

' get a measure of ^renbourg in each blossom that co,.e 
into flower under your very own green finders.

a letter from ^ssae -̂ ae in this morning’s P0SJ'* 
spoke of her wish to come to Melrose on Saturday, her 

.secretary being on her way to Shreveport for the week end. 
La Belle ->8tK.e “as would r main here until 
when the reutning secretary would pick, bar up on her ,-ay 
Lack to -“aton -ouge. I was deligated to send a wire, 
saving "Bbohanted to see you lor week, end, etc. , -nd 
then, half an hour later, --the .ladam trguring pô . ^  
the 'Units ra ght blow in, - delegated me to send ^ iss culver 
another wire, reading: '’Disregard first tafegram. 
iouse full of ‘eople. Better wait another week, end wnen
we shall be ? lone. ” •

,~s Bssae .*ae mentioned in her letter that she cs laavi
___  ^  4  rs
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view of all this, X might add that 1 think 
my patient grows very gradually hut very steadily^weaker 
and w e a k e r . I tcould be worng, and hope so. The General 
asked me on what X based my conclusion in that respect, 
uf cou. se I had nothing more than observation, such as he 
possessed, after being her a month, I think none of them 
realize how delicate her health is, burely it is unusually 
so or she wouldn’t try to stave off a visit from Sssae Mae 

who is always so welcome here. Gradually this one and that 
one, without even knowing it, knocks the pinnings out from 
under her, and ever, so slightly she sags, with all of 
them too concentrated on their own affairs to even notice the 
gradual collapse. If there isn’t some change in her 
general condition or a new locality wnere milder summer 
weather obtains and a better diet is offered, 1 shall 
be astonished if she survives the summer.

And while on such gloomy subjects, 1 mpst mention 
a death bed, - or rather funeral custom, that formerly 
Obtained in this neighborhood, which X think was quite 

lovely. '’hen a mature per sop died, it was sometimes the 
custom of their friends to surround, the corpse with 
evidences of whatever handiwork that departed soul had 
excelled in rdoing in hifs life tine. example, an
old woman who passed away was laid out in a cabin, all 
around the room being samples of the thread she had spun, 
the fringe she had made and some of the finer garments 
she had created, - mostly underclothes, -don’t you think 
that is a charming way to honor the departed at their final 
appearance on this earth, Through my mind flashes a 
perfectly extraordinary picture of what it might look like 
if one really got to work on displaying Glemence's attain- 
mepts# It would certainly take more than one room to 
give some hint of half the things she accomplished.
The idea would -lend- itself so readily for effective display 
for city dwellers, perhaps, but for our colored country folk 
1 think of millions of things that might be done.
Xhe tender of horses and cattle plight have the harnesses, 
whips, - and even a stuffed cow or horse head, grouped 
above the bier. ~nd the til.ler of the soil might 
have wonderful mural panels of vegetables, shocks of 
corn, bundles of hayr bowls of cotton, etc.t, and so on 
and so forth, ^urely the undertaking business has lost a 
big opportunity in not foisting such a custom on people 
generally and so jack ng up, their already exhorhitant 
charges. -

^m reading Three Times 1 bow by Glick, a story of 
contemporary Jhi,patown in Manhattan, - and quite a ways 
from ola Gheckov. s Russia....

I

I1

April 13th, 1947.

Memorandum: '
Such a nice week end, - what with your 

two nice letters, together with the enclosures of 
duplicates from abraod.' How nice of you to share these 
with me in order that we may both be kept abreast of 
trends from that sector, so that, in time to come, when 
eventually we shall all be exchanging thoughts face to 
face, these years between will be equally clear in our 
minds, as events, thoughts and aspirations during the 
period of separation will have formed the foundation on 
which our conversations will rest.

Eow much like -anita that she should be thus employed 
in using her own good offices for the welfare of others.
She is so identical in that respect to your own good self 
that the parallel, as between the Leip matter and 
those of another in which X- have b'een privileged to 
play the Leip role, - it's really wonderful,
* iSomehow, X know not how, X thought X glimpsed 
a vague notion that ^err rongs might not of quite 
sensed the identity of the Memorial of which you 
spoke. But as you suggest, we shall no doubt be hearing 
from ^nita shortly, and then we shall understand clearly 
if it is well to inaugurate more or less regular 
additional notes.

What with the little one being hospitalized and 
all the hundred and one things rJiita requiring day to 
day attention, it is wonderful theft the *ongs family finds 
time for correspondence, X think. I'm a little 
ahsamed of myself when x consider what a poor correspondent 
•I am, contrasting my time ana responstibilites olxth 
with those of -nita. I even haven't responded to Garolyn 
Ramsev's letter as yet, although, x must confess, that 
slothfulness on my part is not the only excuse in 
Ghat particular instahoe.
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-a.8 you may have surmised "before this late paragraph, 
i didn’t have any bad news So far as visitors were 
concerned over the week end# In fact, there were not 
even any pilgrims, although, on second thought, 
fou‘r people came down from town this afternoon, - 
the Presbyterian minister, his wife, and a couple officers 
of the church, in response to the iladam’s request that 
they hold a brief communion service here for her and me#
In times gone bye, the lenks haye always been here on such
0 casions, and I always declined in joining in the service, 
since lister’s presence at the word’s Table would somehow 
render me unfit to partake of the bread and wine#
But today's services? went off very nicely, and it was 
just as well, I reckon, for everybody's peace of mind, that 
aside from the -fhurch people, only the M adam and I 
assisted#

V  U . 1  t * 1 s . »  M X  t * • '  *'

I received a flock of books from the x*ew wrleas iublic 
on Saturday ana x*m currently engaged in'reading 
’’With ^alice Toward Bone by 'somebody'of other, possibly 
someone named '*ilson# It is a splendidly done work 
on a # nincolh's activities, - almost day to day, in 
1863, - and probably runs through to his death, - although
1 am not certain as to the extent. There is a breath of 
life in the composition, giving vitality to the more 
important actors on the *»"hite nouse stage set for that 
year of '63# -rs. Lincoln ives the impression of 
being in better balance than most historians have 
accorded her for those yeaPs, Vut even with that burden 
somewhat lightened on ***r. ‘‘■'incoln’s shoulders, things 
appear to have been s fficlently difficult# There is 
somet-The about the book th d  somewhat suggests Washington 
Eefeille of the same period and characters, and from 
the latter probably got more data but not more colorful 
impression of that man who for so many years up until
his death seemed to have received plenty of nothing save 
malice from all.

I ’m sorry 1 missed the broadcast and re-broadcast of 
th D. R. memorial services of Saturday.

Sq glad you mentioned the interesting items in the 
current -Life. I had, as you can well imagine, thoroughly 
enjoyed the pictures from Ghartres and the Roosevelt 
family, although I had missed the Jefferson violin.
As yet I haven’t had a'chance to read the aritcles, but 
hope to get to them soon# It was interesting that the 
Roosevelt article referred to the birth place of F.-̂ .R. ,Jr. 
And now nice of you to send the clipping about the 
Bell for Africa. I ’m glad that's been a successful cam
paign How nice for me to be a contemporary of you and 
Sfaie# R., at least two personifications of so much that 
is best in the written records of the ages..#.#
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April lath, 1947,

Memorandums .
Aoril half gone and with what speed the world seems to 

sweep through this florid season. A touch of neuralgia 
has slowed me down a little physically, but the 
opportunity given mental exertion keeps the hands thQ 
clock going ’round and ’round at its accustomed swiftness.

from Alice ^  Smith’s letter of last week, I gathered 
I would be receiving an invoice covering available book 
reviews from the foundation, but instead of the invoice 
arriving first, a splendid collection of records came in 
today’s mail, giving me a chance to dip into the particulars 
as to what is available, and thanks to heavy showers and 
momentary leisure, I have been making the most of that 
opportunity. in writing thus, 1 suddenly am aware that 
some of my consciousness of the flight of Time must have 
been self manufactured, since I should have dated this 
note the 14th, - Monday, - instead of Tuesday the 15th.
Perhaps, therefore, the statement covering the foundation s 
. shipment will arrive* on the morrow, but 1 must ccnf ess that 
I have already gleaned more in value from the few 
disks I have received and read than the* invoice can 
possible set forth.

-  - ^  *• ^  t

A letter to the ^adam from the General in today's post 
indicates the latter's return to Washington, the trip from 
Florida having been made with some sppeed in order that 
the Washington apartment might be put in apple-pie order prior 
to the week end visit of the only son from fort denning,
Georgia. Nothing was said about the much discussed and 
oftt’ mentioned situation at Pennland, near ushville, which 
tre General, either on his way here or on hie return trip, 

was supposed to give the once-over to satisfy everyone and in
fluence the Madam as to spending -the summer at that place.
I was astonished when he arrived here to learn that he had 
passed bye the* place so close on his >ay down, - without stopping, 
At the time, he explained that to have stopped off would have 
prevented him and his wife from covering the number of 
miles for a particular day, as determined prior to the 
beginning of the trip. 1 think 1 mentioned that in 
January x had provided him with full details regarding the 
place, the name of its director, etc., etc. i don t uiio.Gr- 
stand the handing of this business at all. Perhaps he 
plans to make a special trip of investigation.
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our continued rains, although delaying ploughing, and 
keeping Mr. Bachelier stuck on kittle River* are most 
Beneficial to growing things at Arenbourg where most of the 
magnolias and tiny gardenias appear to be getting firmly 
established before the full heat of the sun gets turned on 
for the season.

From the enclosure, you will notoe that Hastings uouse j
is bringing out a revised or corrected edition of the 
Louisiana State Guide. Off hand 1 think of two corrections that 
might be considered; » in one place the Guide puts ■ ;
Alexandria on the left ba k of Bed River, while it actually 
is on the right; and a;caption under the photograph of a 
woman spinning, the statement says that the woman is weaving.
But neither of'these are of much importance and surely 
Bddy Dryer can set the publishers st aight on those two points.

I finished "With ^alice Toward lone" and found it 
exceedingly well written. Differing from my understanding 
of the Lincoln menage, the impression was created that 
Mrs. Lincoln was less difficult to get along with than all 
other historians have felt her to be, Ho reference was made 
to her spending sprees in iJ‘ew fprk and the'blackmail
business that mix pp which certainlye must have been , |
very trying to the resident when extra-family matters
were sufficiently heavy to- bear without having domestic
problems piled on top the national ones. Two points I
^earned about for the first time': - that on the night following
fr. Lincoln's delivery of the Gettysburg Address, he fell
ill withtyphoid fever or small pox, and another episode, -
equally exciting, that *rs. Lincoln came within an inch of
being kidnapped. *Lerraps you know of the latter
but r shall run the risk of re-telling the story briefly.
In the summer of 1864, - a little before noon on a warm ]
day, the 10 year old f^d ^incoln, when asked by his father 
egarding Mrs. Lincoln s whereabouts at the moment, remarked 
that she had left the rose garden behind the $hite r.ouse where 
she had been working with her flowers, and accompanied by a 
lady in a long black veil, had gone on foot into the country, 
to an old rickety mansion. One of Tad's friends could 

point out the plaoe, The ^resident, on foot, accompanied by 
a secretary, followed the boy through the outskirts of the 
town, cutting through Due fields, andarrived at the house 
described by the boy. Ahe secretary, on insturctions, remained 
outside the deserted place. ±he ^resident pushed open the 
sagging. front door and discovered -*rs. Lincoln on the floor 
drugged by morophine, at that moment, the secretary saw a 
wag-on or ambulance, occupied by four men and a woman, drive 
from the back of the l ouse and disappear down the road.
^rs. ^fncoln was carried bac'k to the white ^ouse, where she 
was revived several nours later, She said the woman ad come 
to her, explaining that, *“rs. a ,'s half brother, a wonfed rate 
soldier, was’ dying in a house not far away and wanted to see 
his Vister secretly, “^nce her sudden departure with her 
would be ‘abductor. Isn t that a re arkable episode, - and 
the more amazing to think that it actually could ahppen.....
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April 16th, 194 7.

Memorandums
So nice to have youx nice report in today’s post, and 

thanks ever so much for all the details you passed along to me.
It was characteristically kind of you to go to the 

trouble to look up "r. Scourby s address in the telephone book, 
and equally thoughtful to let me know about the spelling of 
his name. The Madam had spelled the name for me from some 
catalogue or other, and*I reckon I must have misunderstood the 
"b” for a V ,  As he prounounces his name, in signing the 
-various books he transcribes, he says the name quite distinctly,
I suppose, but with the *v" already firmly in my mind, 1 suppose 
it quite natural that  ̂ heard him say it that way, too, - all 
of which just goes to show that the preconceived notion is certainl 
dominant and lasting, a s  always, 1 shall feel indebted to you 
for assisting me in such matters.

^nd so the gentleman lives at 15 Claremont Avenue, which, 
if memory serves me as well as Sacha Guitry, is that street, 

running Horth and South, from 116th to about l*0th Street, 
mid-way between Bro- dway and Riverside Brive. Columbia University 
used to own so many of those apartment houses, A,m surprise they 
haven’t all been gobbled up by said institution. At the 

‘ time Alice *. ^mith kindly offered to hand my letter to ^r.
Bcourby, 1 somehow glimpsed the idea that quite aside from 
tendering aid in my behalf, she had in mind "illing two 

birds with one stone" by thus finding a perfect excuse to con
tact the man in person, it was but a passing thought, but 
now that it turns out that *r, Scourby is listed in the telephone 
book, 1 can think of no reason why she didn't give me that 
address or merely advise me to write him in care of the Foundation 
itself, instead of suggesting that A send the letter through 
her true hand.. Isn’t Ht <odd what tremendous schenes we can 
build up out of a chance suggestion or proffered kindness,- ;u 
and, I'm ashamed to confess, - too often out of whole ’cloth'or 
thin air.

t f v_ j» J, ,
But now, what with your foresight and generosity, I may 

write dirdtly to Mr. Scourby without having the note go through 
la ^mith s hands, arid that will* suit me as well, i must say, 
and particularly so if, as suggested by my intuition, my note was
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employed more for an excuse for a direct personal contact on 
her part than as a medium for establisyng contact between 

writer and addressee.
It was indeed a coincidence that your contact with A,ladine 

and her letter to me, forwarded to you, should have gone through 
in such close proximity, the one to the other. I think 
you struck the nail slap on the head when you observed with such 

wisdom that if, as she explains, the confidence she enjoys with 
me stands for so much in her general scheme of life* it is 
strange beyond measure that she should withhold discussion of 
the very subject which, under ordinary circumstances, probably 
is the Closest to her heart, - i;olf. In my response to her letter, 

* I spoke quite frankly about the problems which I assume are 
confronting her in her mother’s case, feeling that her 
experiences in that field may be somewhat parallel to mine with 
my patient. In view of the 'details on which I touched, relative 
to such problems, it is quite possible that she may not forward the 
letter to you. Rut regardless o that, her letter was certainly 
quite different from so many that have gone before, and I do hope 
she is getting out from under the influence of rie’r mother, which, 
as 1 recall from what she usd to Say in the old days, was always 
domineering, autocratic and sometimes rather cockeyed. If 
I can influence her to break away from the controls, now that 
that influence appears to be entirely off balance in these latter 
days, then ± shall feel that ray attempt to get into her domestic 
business on that score will riot have been without some solace or 
perhaps some profit to her in retaining her own sense of values,
and not too dependent upon the "whimsies" of her mother.< - • «

^‘rom the enclosed note from Moane in this morning's post;; 
you will see that ‘she is threatening to come this way. I shall 
write her to do do whenever the circum; ances stem right to her.
I ’d give a heap to know if the Madam will ever be persuaded to 
head out for -shville, - and when, for in cases such as these, 
it would be spfcendid to suggest a date for gisiting so that it 
will fall after the ^adam s departure. You wouldn't say I'm a 
bag, wouid you.

Little news on the home front except that Alfred Horens's 
son, hoosie, is giving up the operation of the ^elrose garage 
in favor of a former Montgomery, ±a. , hill-billy,, - one 
Napoleon Bonaparte Garter, - no less. The Garters, - perhaps 
55 or 60, ran the garage for a while in the 1920's, until t 
it became more profitable to bootle'g, when they moved .to spots 
more dry in the State, luring their former stay, Maud*e, wife 
of "apoloen Bonaparte barter, killed one child by breaking its 
neck, and' treated the other children so badly, everyone was 
delighted when the Garters left, how, of course, the ohilaren 
are- grown up, but probably not the Garters themselves, I'm 
hoping their stay may be brief and that' mulattos8 may soo be 
back in the garage. "*h, this world in which we live.....

A small envelope being used. 2341

April 16 th, 1*47.

Memorandum; j  ̂i, t*.

nusually cool fo. this time of ^ear in these 
parts, - somewhere in the 50's this morning and the 
cool MaSt wind kept the thermometer down all day.

But it made good times for gardening, and I 
spaded mightily to stave off the grass and weeds, now a 
good foot high, from encroaching too close upon the 
newly planted things. Host of the pears and persimmons look 
fine. 1 believe we lost one persimmon, but I'm not going 
to disturb it for a while, for it may actually make up its 
mind eventually. I must, say a couple of the magnolias look 
unus ally pert and are already .beginning to unfold new 
leaves, while some of the Milk and ><ine lilies, planted 
witHin the curve towards Uncle ^'Or's are already starting 
to put out some good health^ looking green stalks, - which 
is fairly responsive on their part, what with just having 
been moved this year# Of course transplanting of such 
things always sets them back for a year or so, but 1 do 
believe this year’s waving of the magnical wand was un
usually fortunate for immediate growth.

I think there is nothing of especial interest in the 
enclosure from ^ora^ but I'm sending it along regardless, 
that you may the better keep in touch with that neck of the 
wood's. His reference to the American ^eroury was pursuant 
of an aritele I mentioned in that raagaaiene on .the Hegro.
’It is by Linton, - a name listed on the front page of the 

magaaiae, - a recent issue I think, perhaps a month or 
so back, - perhaps longer, The part about the negro 
gradually passing out of the consciousness of the public mind,- 
as his color gets lighter and lighter is sound enough. It 
has always seemed strange to me that a whole flock of people 
are always saying that children begotten by a mulatto and a 
white person may revert to a deeper, color than the parent who 
is the darker, and Hinton says that is perfectly impossible, 
and from observations in these parts, x believe Hinton is quite 

right.

A letter from Sister announces that she may come down 
this way on the 30th, - some doings in "atchitoches. I 
I'm glad that we shall therefore probably not have the Wenks
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this week end or next, which is always a great pleasure to 
know they are going to make somebody other than us 
disgruntled.

* t ' " 0
In the literary department, I have lately been 

skimming through Nathaniel uawthorne's Scarlet Letter.
Having read the novel a million years ago, I discovered on 
undertaking a re-reading that I had never before explored 
its preface, ^erhapa the edition I read had no preface.
However that may be, 1 was impressed by the similarity 
between what ^r. ^awthorne set forth as to how'he came to 
write the story and the preface I have thought of 
for a novel or series of letters or pages from a 
diary which I have been turning over in my mind for some 
timo. I must speak further on this point at another sitting.

t

The mention of Hawthorne's -name, however, suggests 
the andient scholar whom * once knew when studying International 
Law lol these many eons back. I may have mentioned the 
man to you in times gone bye. This man was a youth when 
Hawthorne, the writer, was approaching his end. To provide 
for the youth's finishing of a college education, the 
old ^ew -England writer stipulated in his will that the 
youth should receive twho thousand dollars a year until 
he had finished his unive sity,.studies, ..when the 
fund from which the two thousand came was to revert to 
some other beneficiary, things jogged along alright until 
the youth completed his four year course and graduated.

But having reached that point, the youth decided that 
since the income was his during his educational pursuit, 
he might matriculate for an extra year to secrue an extra 
degree for himself. This he did ,< but like so many apetites 
when fostered by one concession, craves for more, and 
so a third, a fourth a fifth year, devoted to additional 
study, was added to the initial pursuit of learning.
After a while the recipient of the fund, indicated by the will 
as next in line, following young Hawthorne'"1 & completion of 
his studies, went to the Courts to claim the money tied up 
by the fund, ^ut the ^ourts ruled that so long as the 
youth matriculated in any university, the annunity must be 
paid him, with the funds involved reverting to the 
next in line only after the uawthorne studies had been 
given up. ^nd so, when 1 knew the student, he was an old, 
old man, possessed of more degrees than any living soul, l 
presume, having gone to school for the la at 50 years, and 
then in his 70's or 80's, was undertaking a course in 
Motion Picture direction. So much for the ^awthornes, who 
certainly put a "scarlet" phrase in the last will and testament

■■1
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-“•pril 17th, 1^47,

Memorandum:
lour extremely long, - as you expressed it, - 

and your extremely decliousi, - although you said 
otherwise, - letter to hand in today's post, and 
I cannot tell you how much 1 drank it in, and how much 
good it has done me. having felt a little below par 
during the past few days, 1 needed just a touch of 
something very special to pull me out of the ditch,* 
when Lo.' you provided it slap off.

I reckon you have noticed many a time that due 
to no known scientific explantation, the 
human body can somehow suddenly be lifted up and set 
going on its accustmoed rounds by something quite 
beyond the realm of medeeine, - the pleasre of seeing 
someone quite close to one's heart, the sudden 
anticipation of realizing something equally close to 
one's heart, or, - as in the present instance, hearing 
from one quite close to one's heart. Be that mystery 
as it irfay without attempting to explain it, I'm feeling 
as good as new, - and all due to you,

I know not where to \egin to'thank you for 
the individual slabs of information you so neatly 
snadwiched in with the generous over-spread of good 

will. But since confession is'termed good for the 
Soul, perhaps I would'do well to begin by saying that 
I am indebted to you for setting me straight about old 
Pierre ^agxiol, * of'whom 1 first heard of through your 
own facile pen in your today's letter. Prom his 
Louis XIV dating, I'm wondering if his name was pinned 
to the grandiflora magnolia which, like the turkey, 
corn, tobacco, etc., first made their respective bows in 
Murope during the reign of si ad fourteenth ^ouis,
'Since never having found any reference to magnolias,* 
either the grandiflora or the ddcdduous, - Chinese, - 
I'm quite in the dark about the matter. x assume that 
the Chinese, * as described as currently in bloom in 
the botanical gardens, - they perhaps came from 
China originally. That variety is of course the type 
that 1 mentioned' a few days back as having been recent
ly planted at ^renbourg here they seem to be*do'ng 
alright. >*e must further explore old Pierre ^agnol.
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, i-vmi* ifi ^necht i s  at  Brentanos,  ^nd I  was g l a a  to hear chat a P® personality, I always 
i s  jusC the same as  ever .  An Ui?  I tru ok  me a s  being t r u e -  
admired her ever so much. con fess  chat i  always
blue a l l  the way through,  ̂ played her some so r t  of
f e l t  th a t  an* Ve r y t o n S r  maiden, for i t
a mean tr ick, when a child  or unusually  honest r e l a t i o n
seemed as  though, in ^pi e heing enmeshed by p e r s o n a l i t i e *
to humanity, she somehow was . 0;rev..r b and kindi i n e s s .
f a r  beneath hex in ^  the ulace in  the s c i e n t i f i c  nepart-
men^wnore sh e T o 'u o u b t  i s  well  adapted to  the r e t i r e m e n t s  of 
her p o s i t io n .  t .

I missed the Ta l  ter ^ in ch e l l  i  know I
a i r in g  of The Xmportan^ O lB e ih g  j « J £ t  Confess th a t  I r e a l l y
would have enjoyed trera®?a ° £ s i y ' - 0"  my heading Machine, n eg lec t  my radio too much in  favor  of ^  tQ ^ &t my d i s _
What with ^ * 1 ^ r ^ “ l988 true that  I  don’ t  seem to g e t  a s
p o s a l , i t  i s  n e v e r aS T ought t o ,  and so I
much time ^ n o S i ^ l y ,  - good rad io  programs for
often  s a c r i f i c e ,  I J , .mentioned the p o s s i b i l i t y  that  
the d i s k s .  I ’ m so g lad  you„“ f m a y  step up I n v i t a t io n  to the advent of Daylight Savings may ^  wa7es &g soon
^earn ing ,  and 1 s h e l l  g 2 ^ dQa^ i n g f  t a r t s .  I  should c e r t a in ly  
as  th a t  a l t e r a t i o n  of about o ld  - r .  C e l l i n i ,  f o r
have l ik e d  to a iways f a s c in a te d  me tremendously,
p a r t s  Of h i s  p e r s o n a l i t y  ha - tfhat ’he h i s  b e t t e r  known
X thought the p o i n t m t e r e t t u b .  s o u l c t u r a . of the l a t t e r ,
fo r  h i s  autobiogrpahy than hi | e I sau s  in  F lorence ,
about the' only thing remember i ^ n i s  where
which i s  ^ r t e  grand. Teu mayjemem during the re ign
stooa  h i s  ch ateau , t confused sentence,  - the
of F ran co i s  1 s t .  - b * I t  occupied the s i t e  of
chateau was veil him v * south bank of the Se ine ,
P a l a i s  de 1 ~ where - on the x*orth bank, the
ju s t  opposite  t h e . p l “  t neighborhood where a l l  the book 
Louvre s tands  - in  - which, 1 d i sc o v e r ,  W e  fox-
s t a l l s  are at tached  to  the s,uai ,  VVUJ; ^  »
gotten  how to ^spe l l .

« -4d.vt in  rpeard to c o n f id e n t ia l  m atters  to ^ r h a p s  you a re r i g h t ^ n ^ r e g a f  ^  sl}aI9 matt e r s  0f  th i s

t - c e ’ with - n i t a !  I o *  r e a l l y  fe w ’ people r e a l l y 'd o  r e t a i n  
c ^ B d e n c e s ? 1 rerhaps  he w i l l  he w r i t in g  me s h o r t l y ,  and 

-•X shai i  then be able to drop him a note.

,  ̂ T,nn t i vs me a word of ad v i se ,  fhe p e r f e c t l y  
“ Q „ „  Of Book Reviews from'the foundation  are here,

S l f n f  invo ice  h ° s  c o ® t o  Zl. -o u l  you think I would do 
^ e l l  to write and ask for the same', - -or a s  in  the case  of 
the " ,  Y. l im es ,  l e t  them r ide  for  a time, xf  ne^r the
jounu t i o n ,  do asK. lor  ivliss ^mith on my b e h a l f ,  sav in s

 ̂ b 1 asked

asked you to make in qu iry  regarding the time i t  makes 
or r a th e r  that  i t  takes  to  record a book of average l en g th ,  
i f  e x t r a  records  are made in some c a s e s ,  - such as fhe B i b l e ,  
which a b l ind  person my purchase with a view of a c c u m u la t in g  
a few books to  keep on hand so that he'might r e fe r  to them 
without having to wait fo r  days to ge t  them from the 
public  l i b r a r y ,  - and any other q uest ions  which you might 
think of th a t  you might care  to ask,

jj'rom time to time I  s h a l l  send you a $ blank sheet 
of E s t a te  s t a t io n a r y  which you may f in d  you may make use of 
in  one way or another,  - I r e g r e t  that  the l a rg e  envelopes 
are temporari ly  out ,  but I ’ l l  send a sheet or two from time 
to time even in  the smaller  envelopes,  I  have in mind, for 
example that  in  the event you should care t o  w rite  her a 
l e t t e r ,  s ig n in g  my name, - typed, - you might introduce 
y o u r se l f  as  wishing to e s t a b l i s h  t h i s  d i r e c t  contact  in  order 
to adv ise  me on s e v e r a l  p a r t i c u l a r s  -bout the se t  up of the 
foundation with which 1 do not care to bother the o f f i c e  d i r e c t .
I reckon a telephone c a l l  would do as w e l l ,  but you migyt 
make use  of e i th e r  medium a s  you might care to  at the moment.

To rev er t  to  the f a i l u r e  of  the invoice  covering the 
"oundation shipment, I 'm not too anxious to push the 
m atter ,  s in c e ,  in  r e a l i t y ,  x did not a c t u a l ly  order the 
i tem s ,  even though I 'm  p e r f e c t l y  enchanted to have them.
" in ce  they repre sen t  m ate r ia l  that  has  been manufactured over
a period of s e v e r a l  y a r s ,  i t  i s  p o s s i b l e ,  of course ,  that
they merely c leared  th e i r  sh e lv es  and were glad  to i i
be id of  the th ings ,  ^n the other hand, I f ind the
pr ice  of about t wenty-five cents  a record so very rea so n ab le ,
that  I must say  I find them a tremendou b arga in ,  a s  viewed from
the point of worth they are to me*

But as I w r ite  these l i n e s ,  i t  occurs to me that 
t h i s  f a i l u r e  on ray part  to rece ive  the invoice might supply 
ju s t  the proper medium for you to  e s t a b l i s h  contact with 
Miss iamith, telephoning her or dropping in oh her,  - un
announced, - to  determine the p r e c i s e  s i t u a t i o n  of the 
missing invoice .  In case an error  was made, - f o r g e t t i n g  
to forward the b i l l ,  - tha t  could be ca l led  to her a t t e n t i o n , - 
and in case these  came as  a g i f t ,  - which I doubt, you might 
say Amen in my b e h a l f .  I  s h a l l  not communicate • i t h  
the foundation  be fore  hearing from you or ,  should I h e a r , -  
not before  w r i t in g  you. and then there i s  the matter of 
a s u b sc r ip t io n ,  p r i c e d ,  1 suppose,  a t  f l . 0 0  fo r  the ensuring 
year ,  and that  might be touched upon, and a request  that  ^ i s s  
wmith send the b i l l  to  me.

xh i s  i s  c e r t a in ly  among the more en d le s s ly  wordy e p i s t l e s
ever writ ten ,  but x nu^t orm* ao >
thus with ju c t y o u ’ naS ''sen trand ch at t in g

* * • *
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•“■pril 18th, 1947,

*

.
Memorandum:

another nice letter from “ rs. Brandon, reflecting, as 
it does, the splendid flavor of the ante helium personality, so 
evidenced in so many of its finer aspects, in'this noble lady.

x - 1 • «
Often have * thought, - and probably too often remarked,* 

that a fusion of‘the best qualities of a particular age are 
often found, not in people of that particular age, but of the 
succeeding generation, who, like ^rs, Brandon, receive, not 
from one but from several members of the fore-going generation, 
the quintessence of one era, so that we find the finest ^evidences 
of the ante bellum culture coming into full flower in the 
person,, nurtured by those who lived in soil and climate that 
immediately proceeded the actual blossoming of the plant 
whose strength was drawn primarily from the strata of time 
and civilization just before.

^fter all, A suppose, the reason we both find the 18th 
century so delicious ds because it was the rarefied child 
of the 17th. Purely in Mime, de Bompa our's cultural pursuits 
we have a splendid example of the flowering of intellec ual 
and artistic dev elopements of the ^ge of ~ouis klVf with 

< the flowering itself, * in utter disregard of calendar
mile posts, continuing to flourish in Bavaria under Ludwig the knd, 
and in the ante bellum ^outh* under the disorganized patronage of 
the intellectual planters. Sometimes I find it difficult to 
make a complete survey of all the elements of a particular 
period and to catch them in a single canvas. But in people 
like *“rs, ^randon, it almost seems as though we discover a 
mirror, - a kind of composite picture of all the be t of 
an Age and a remarkable richness of culture and personalities.

Well, *ord, have mercy.' I'm certainly getting off 
on the wronL foot, if this is supposed to be letter and 
not some kind of a weird speculation on the hows and' wherefores 

« of historical de velopement. e •';

Everybody, - except the ^adam thus far, - andr *1* • pause 
to knock wood, - seems to have a cold, For the most 
part it seems to be of a variety that manifests itself not at 
all outwardly but merely enervates one completely inside.
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Mr. ^achelier is up and about, - but just about, - 
recording to a darkie who'rode up here from -Little .dver 
day before yesterday* **r* Baehelier, he says, is ’’scuffling 
around" by means of a distaff, so 1 take it he must be on 
the mend* Thanks to your nice letter the other day, I 
seemed to get a new lease on life, and am beginning to 
perk up, - albeit slowly. All of my friends of color seem 
as listless in this ,amp cool weather as they do when the 
thermometer hits unusual highs and the full tide of 
summer sits upon the sweltering country side, The weat er 
man promises "occasional rains and cooler weather", - which 
is no help.

;e had pil, rims today, - some from Ohio and some 
from Louisiana, but nothing of particular interest fell 
from their lips, - or, if it did, I was so dull to record 
it in ray mind. . f f •

A letter from the General to the Maciam says he hopes 
she is getting strong enough to make the trip to iennland soon, 
he sai'd nothing about having skipped the place on his way 
home, but he did make the all*revealing statement 
that his son came to Washington, 'arriving on a Tuesday 
morning at 7:15 and remained until Thursday at 6;35 p.tem.
I’m quoting indirection but the time element, - the numerical 
notations are substantiall correct. J. H. declares, as 
go other people who know the General’s family well, that 
he and his wife have an extraordinary fixation on their only 
offspring. The fact that 7:15 and 6:36 were carefully 
indicated in the letter shows, I reckon, just how precious 
was each split second of the youth’s visit.

I did a little work at ^renbourg today, in consequence of 
which * got a thistle or something or .other in my index finger, 
which makes writing a bit- difficult momentarily, and so I 
shall slough off alone about now.

I ’m reading 11 he Philsophy of William ‘'araes at the 
moment, and liking it much. It was on the basis of some of 
his ideas that Berkley Square was fashioned some ye ays ago 
for Leslie Ooward, you will recall, * did I write Coward, intend
ing to write Howard. Wall, any way, I reckon you eecall the 
gentleman.

/

AUd Mr. ‘'ames was an enthusiastic student of professor 
asize, -..uncertain of the spelling. - of £

01 
G.Survey
I hope.•• ••

April kOth, 1947.

'ZM i I

.

Memorandum:
. It’s been a good week end in these parts, and I’m

hoping you may say as much for your own immediate neighborhood,
Some newspaper accounts, giving out statistics on rain 

fall as excessive* in -Louisiana, should, l think, add a line of 
assurance to the average reader outside the ^elta country, that 
w, lie the rains have been heavy, they in no fashion fall within 
the possibility of flood, and both Red and Mississippi Rivers 
are about at normal levels, I believe.

f ‘ - 0  - >  w  ; t  « t  M--"- v f * * ‘ . ?

^nd with that assurance, 1 may say that everything is 
growing as though we were in the tropics, for the high humidity 
and generous rains, followed by brilliant sunshine, has made 
everything jump. At Arenbourg I ’m just letting the weeds grow, 
concentrating my efforts merely on the things we want to 
hasten along through cultivation, - letting grass and 

* cockleburs thrive where they, may, but constantly spading about 
our little trees and bushes, and therebye providing them with 
ample breathing space and adequate foot room, - and what jumps 
up in between really doesn’t count so much in the long run, 
although x must say for the casual observer, the plaee is obviously 

a mare’s nest,
, .Both Saturday and Sunday saw lots of visitors for me,* 

but few for the big house, and all mine were colored, and I 
liked them, ± was o^pecia^ly touched by a visit from Atrice’s 
papa, who came to ment4eirsomething o other that had been accomplis 
ed in his behalf, - x honestly can t recall what it was, and to 
further offer a gesture of,good will, he wanted to know if 
he’ might bring me a fine new gosling which his old goose has just 
hatched out, I said thank you, but declined for the moment, 
but visits like that are the type that always somehow make the 
course of life seem the happier.

As a breath of lighter air, following The Philosophy of 
William *ames, I ’m reading a book that delights me, - **Gne Man’s 
Meat”, by A. JS. White, - I’m .uncertain of the middle initial.
It is composed of jottings, al ost in biary form; - entries being 
months or years apart, being along about 1938, and set down by 
a man whom ■‘• take to be a columnist, possible, who folded up his 
Manhattan existence and took up his abode on a ew England seacoast 
farm. The casual observations are profuound and the

a.:,.
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wit is hilarious. P reckon it's a hook that might put one in 
mind of Lanterns On She -Evee, - although its form is ^uite 
different, hut like the latter, one might read any chapter probably 
without the necessity'of having read the foregoing one. A 
short chapter on the receipt of news that the 6th Av nue "L” was to 
he demolished brought forth a particularly amusing chapter, and 
there are parts of another section on Grover /halen’s World's 
air that are quite funny. I think the hook was published in 
194&, so that many of the subjects touched upon date from a 
period when we we e all more or less conversant with what had been 
going on in the Manhattan area during the preceeding decade.

Luring the latter part of last week I intended to remark 
that on the night of the same day .your letter, aated earlier in 
the week came to hand, - on that same night, * pardon me, - 
I intended throwing in t*he phrase that you expressed the regret 
of no't rearing ^r. scourby of late, - on that'self same night,- 
for the third time, - 1 chanced to hear him on a united "ations 
program, during which time he chatted with the spirits of 
Plato, Benjamin Franklin,* Tom Payne/ etc., respectively, and I 
m st say it eoundea odd to hear old Plato prefacing his remarks with: 
”In truth, ***r. Gcourby, etc.”

From th'e enclosed library of congress you will note that old 
Xenophon P. Smith definitely isn’t going to do all of a na v-echerche, 
but it is ^ratifying to know he concedes the chance of doing one, 
and inquires as to which. Naturally 1 shall respond by tonight's 
typewriter that l)u dote de Chez Swapn, being the first of the 
series, should bn the first to be read. °nce that is one, l 
think x shall star't layinL down another barrage for the cna volume, 
and os on, r\f r

» M v* X
Phis afternoon, the ^adam and 1 feeling alone, as usual, I 

arranged a literary evening for our mutual pleasure* The 
Talkih^ ^ook has an excellent recording of ^scar ilde's 
Birthday of the infanta and The ightingule and the Rose, and 
1 really think the ^adam ^uite enjoyed listening tothe reading,- 
done by va LeGallienne. I have to restrain-myself from using this 
form of Entertainment for my patient, for whenever I do, she 
can think of several people to vihorn she would like me to write to 
invite them to come\down for a prolonged sitting to.hear the 
same renditionVv^f/QQ.uently naming people of whose interest in the 
performance would not register in the slightest. - --

For myself, x didn't get around to run through but a single 
decord Review, but in that one x discovered that as early as 1941,
A. Scourby did the Thomas ^ann opus, * The :buddenbrooks, v.; i*ogo s 
Les «Miserables, - which I dodn't have to read and Anna kareaninaEvhich 
I must eventually read again. Isn't it nice to know we shall always
have the ^ann item in the Scourby manner.'

urt eventually fold to arise un$ head out for ^renbourg early- 
early on the morrow, i'll be thinkng....

e ̂  ;■ '' ’ ' v t ■ w ■v
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so nice to have your report in today's post. It 
sounds, as though the past week as well as the week end must 
have been frought with too much business and too many people. .

Promising, as I did, to advise you regarding any 
communication from the American foundation for the blind,
I want to say that an invoice, covering the back numbers of 
the Talking dook catalogue arrived in this morning's mail, and 
by the Tuesday's out-going, post, which will carry this letter, 
too, I am sending the amount, called for by the invoice, - but 
as the statement is merely from the Foundation and not ^iss 
Smith, I presume she may know nothing about the transaction.

As the invoice merely listed back nutoers othe 
Talking book catalogue, however, P assume that it did 
not cover the subscription for the current year. P asked 
Miss Smith to advise me in my original letter regarding all 
tis material to acquaint me with the present subscription 

price, bhe did not refer to it in her letter as 1 recall. 
Accordingly I enclose a dollar herewith, covering what I 
assume to be this year's cost, thinking you might find it 
a ready excuse for tracking down la ^mith, should you chance 
to be down near 15 West 16th Street, entering the subscription 
in my behalf, and availing y urself of the 'opportunity to 
lqok the place over, - tas a friend, - in order that you might 
give me some details for which I have asked. x reckon you 
might inquire while there if ,**x. Scourby chanced to be doing 
his stuff on that day. P reckon he performs in a glass cage, 
which might, - which is, qs i understand it, unveiled for 
the visiting public. As the next catalogue isn't out until 
sometime iq the summer, 1 believe, you need not feel rushed 
about chasing downtown on §uch an errand, and in the event 
circumstances should not cake you dowij that way anyhow, you 
will rest assured that I really am not trying to.push you into 
such a journey.

It is interesting that ypu, too, gained the same impression 
as P that nerr xongs* le tersuggested somehow thab the identity 
of the Memorialist was not quite certain to him, - and we can 
merely wonder about his wife's uncertainty, - or seeming.
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It's strange how the letter nL" so often hobs up in things,

I always liked the letter as a child, having gloated over so many 
pretty ”L”s in designs and printed matter having to do with the 
several Louis-s of the Bourbon line* And then, ever so long ago, 
and yet by mere calendar measurement not so very long ago, there 
came up another personality with whom I intimately associated 
the same letter, both in admiration, as formerly, and with the 
added emotion of affection*- my Lady of the Lamp, Miss Lydia 
Lee of Lyme, etc* Then, later, was inaugurated, I know not how, 
the Lora-*- Lottie correspondence; and finally we seems to haye 
arrived at another category, - Lady of Louisiana* .Tell, we might 
let the -̂ ady of -Louisiana stand* If IPrau "ongs understands the 
symbol, and if you and I do, then correspondence abroad might just 
as well come from the -ady of Louisiana as anyone else who would 
initiate the original Memorial with so many "L^'s in the opening 
phrase as might be noted in a reference, as there appeared, to 
P. Lorillard, eto*

!Ehe enclosure from Mr* Bachelier speaks for itself* Late ̂ 
this afternoon, the clerk ran down to ~*r. Bharleville1s store in 
Cloutierville for the seed, and whLle there saw'Mr* Bascoe who 
shares ^r. Bachelier's home with him. u e told "ugene that “T. 
Baohelier is in a ver y grave condition, I "nr going to try to get 
to -Little River to see him forthwith, «

What with the weeds completely out of hand at ^rsnboung, 1 
devoted myself so assiduously to a destruction of some of them 
that I have read but little in the last £4 hours, 1 did tear off 
a page during breakfast this morning, however, - from "One Man s 
Meant'* and was de*Iighted with one line I ran across, having 
deserted town for the country, the author is saying that if one 
is going to live in the country, he must be handy at repairing every
thing unaer the sun, and that after that is accomplished, -♦ 
although it is never r ally finished, he can devotest himself to 
planting or whatever. In fine, says the author, if you re going 
to be a farmer, all that is required is that you be a handy man 
with a sense of humus, - which I think is both comical and good.

According to a x‘ew wrleans newspaper, Miss ^aude whambers, 
aunt of the late Lyle saxon, has recently caused a headstone to 
be erected over the author*s grave, bearing this inscriptions
11 Lyle Laxon, Louisian's beloved writer.” * - *

1 • * • > ' :: - . ' • •• * •

Just as though he had read that news item to me, I can almost 
hear -Lyle denounce the whole business, probably with a "God 
damn that*old aunt of mine* That sounds just as task tacky as 
she looks, etc., etc....*1

i*m going to he looking for the photograph of someone I 
know in a botanical garden setting. How nice to have it to 
look forward to.....

Somerset ^aughn: The Razor’s Bdge. 2352

April ££nd, 1947,

Memorandum:
The Madam asks if I will drop you a post card, 

indicating that if you should run across the above title 
in a second hand edition, she would be glad if you would 
send it along, I believe she has had a copy.or two but seems 
to have lost them, ^oparantly there,has been some reference 
to this title on the radio programs of late, ana she thinks she 
would like to read it again. X suspect that it is rather 
too recent to run across on the bargain shelf, but it is 
an. item that might be kept in mind for future discovery. There 
is no rush about it.

In this same mail my letter, - * suspect of yesterday,- 
goes forward, too. I noticed it after the mail had gone, 
and it must have slipped from my desk on to the floor when 
I gathered up the out-going mail.

* ■ • < • *
I enclose the latest letter from ^elen Baldwin which 

I think you will find quite interesting, - especially her 
.account of President Truman's visit to Mac© last month.
A day or two before his visit, I started to write Lelen about 
something or other, but delayed writing, thinking she might 
rather have a line after the excitement was over, ^nd then, 
when things quieted down, I completely forgot what I was 
going to inquire abqut.

V i  ' H  J T '< ■ ■ f f *
It is certainly good to know that she is using the 

?faco new^pauers for all they are worth in her efforts 
to further the cause of our colored friends, Bometimes I 
wonder why there aren't more people with a sane view on such 
matters as racial relationship, etc. r and sometimes I 
come to the conclusion that people are either just born 
that way, - or aren't.

t ■

A letter from Bister indicates that tomorrow'Wed.) 
she is heading south to'invade the Louisiana Native Iris 
lands below -Lafayette. I reckon that must be about 
£50 miles at least from Shreveport, she threatens to stop 
off at nelrose on her. way home Wednesday night, and further 
threatens to bring herself and family back to ^elrose for 
the week end. I hope not. . According to the Times Picayune, 
cars from all over are converging on south -Louisiana, filled 
with iris lovers, garbed in overhauls (ov ralls( and 
hip boots, and armed with spades. It ee-ems* so odd that
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people who are mad about native iris invariably manifest 
what seems like equal madness to me by tramping through 
th§ bogs,and marshes, pulling up the native plants and 
killing Lord knows how many by their on-slaught. I 
think * have mentioned my pleas to incorporate those swamp 
lands into a State ^reserve, staffed by a few people under 
the * auspice of the Iris Society* The latter could 
easily support such a program by its dues, but could further 
develops the park by selling the various specimens left over from 
whatever was carefully selected and given away to members of 
the Society* It seems like such a simple plan that it 
must strike the society as simple minded, for nobody seems to 
think it worthy of consideration. And in the mean time, 
self-styled lovers of Louisiana iris go hell-bent for 
horticulture, orushing out the life of half the iris they can’t 
haul off. Of course, 1 really could be .wrong, but it does 
seem as though my plan isn t too weird if those who profess to 
love native iris really do^ . : *

In referring to Carolyn Ramsey's and her mention of 
ante bellum doors for her rural develops. ;ent in the marshall 
area, you were perfectly right in smiling- at her request for 
any originals that -‘v.m̂ gfyt discover. Je are as one, you and 
I, in laying hold of such items for ^renbourg and not for 
whatever she calls her place. I’m certainly glad we have 
the Jean Laptiste ~etoyer openings, and from time to 
time, others will come our way, - our way, not hers.

.. . ■ - . - • •

Contrary to the weather manf we are having sunshine and 
not showers today. Mvery mother s son is planting cotton, 
and if the rain holds off, fhey will be so engaged for the 
balance of the veek at least, as a result of all this 
agricultural activity-, the secretariat department functions 
with a little less regularity, ~t the moment x have two 
or three letters on the holding shalf, - -ssae Mae, Mary Rhodes, 
and so on, non of which, I trust, are too important.

I got Helen's road tuday, and another which, had 
I been in Manhattan, I should have saved until supper time.
I should have wanted but one person I know to read it to me,- 
a parfait secretaire* . **nd ,1 think I should have liked to 
have gone to the dining room of the St. George notel, with 
a table overlooking lower Manhattan and the bay. For the 
letter, as I have anticipated for some time, contained news 
that, comes to each of us but once in our lives, and at 
uch times, it is always nicest to have someone who means most 
to us read it for us. I said that each of us receives such 
a letter once, but in writing I realized that such was not 
the case of my L dy of the namp, for she as present when 
the event transpired, so that no letter was necessary, 
how, i.fter sealing this letter, /a. going to .sit for a 
little while on the te race at ^renbourg, - a tie of childhood 
broken, a tie of maturity a little stronger fur the other's 
having broken....... *• ,
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April k3rd, 1947.

Memorandum:
Again we escaped'the predicted showers and the day was 

full of,sunshine, blue sky, pilgrims, visitors and mail.
I shall speak of the latter first.

Under separate cover ^ am forwarding in this pame post a 
recent letter from *̂ ary Rhodes of no especial interest,,and 
one from ^iller that was something of a surprise, in e 
that it indicates she is thinking of making the Cane River 
country her home again* I have made a copy of my response to her, 
which * am also enclosing. I wish I might secure Alfred s acre 
for her. It would be e fine location for her, and eventually, I 
think, she might be willing to cede it to us, which would also 
be delightful, since it would give us an extra aorre that 
would fit ever so neatly into the ..renbpurg picture and 
at the same time eliminate any neighbor at all from our 
Northern exposure. Should she ever occupy the place, she 
would make a most excellent neighbor while the advantages to 
both her and us regarding a water system, etc. , are obvidus.
It goes without saying that I shall s keep you adyised as to 
any developements. - f •

With summer tempo atures oozing inx in on us through heavy 
scented chunks of humidity, green things in the plant world 
are growing astonishingly. This morning 1 discovered one of 
our fine new little gardenias completely overshadowed by two 
mighty stands of pig weed, and I have to keep my spade flying 
in all directions to give the magnolias, pears and persimmons a 
fair opportunity to get themselves pushed up well above the 
range of thirstles, etc. The couple of dozen young crepe 
myrtles, set out in January, axe now in full leave, and it 
looks'to me as though all save one is going to make a go of life.
A trespasser, - so;.:e hill-billy fisherman, stepped on the one, 
breaking it off near the ground,.but I think that even it will 
come through alright *

whenever x stopped to con template the luxuriance of growth 
'in this area, I invariably find myself wondering what ^enotre 
would have done with such a lush sitautiqn, and what would have 
become of his parterres in such a latitude, had they been neglected 
so long as some of hie i'anrus composition in ^uropb which some
times had to undergo such lont years of negieot.
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today's visitors include “Gr. and Mrs. Hichard, - Baton / 
Rouge people, and ^rs. ^and and -rs. Randolph from Alexandria, 
ihey brought mueh new, of doings in the native iris country, 
and reported seeing ^ister down that way, - possibly this 
morning, I*m not sure, A letter from Bister indicates that 
she now plans not to stop here on her way back to ^hrevejport, hut 
threatens to drag the family here for the week end of ^ay 3rd,- 
which, - if true, - gives us another break for the forth coming one.

I slept but indifferently last night, so got in quite a bit 
of one kind of reading- or another, I finished William ^ames’
Philo soph, - the chapter on ^eath and the valu@ of life, and 
thenexamined Steinbeck1 s Xhe Moon Is Down, a short item which 
has to do with the war years in Borway. Like everything he 
writes, this, too, is marvelous for its framework and artistry. 
Strange,fbut Steinbeck is one of the few writers whose stories I can 
read, letting myself get wholly absorbed by his fineness of form, 
and somehow not too torn up about what goes on in the lives of 
his characters. Of the latter, I must say I fm usually not too 
interested, since they so often embrace types of humanity on 
whom I expend little interest or thought,,- probably because I 
don’t know them very well and somehow don t seem very anxious to 
find out about them. I find myself wondeting if he could write 
on the plantation negro, and if a book from his pen on such 
characters, I’m wondering if X would be less conscious of his 
handicraft.and more taken up with his characters.

. I'm wondering if other people are as conscious of Steinbeck’s 
style as I am, and if it is the style they are praising when 
speaking- of his books, - or if they are talking about things 
beneath, - for me almost buried, - beneath the excellent fashion 
in which he dresses his stories. shall eventually have to hold
a prolonged "literary evening" on that sub jeat, don't you think.

A striking picture and commentary on current Louisiana 
politics ana the ways of the "anointed" hill-billy in public office 
may illustrate a contemporary scene in contemporary Louisiana 
politics. Baah year it is the custom of some important State 
official to come to the college at Batchitoches to select the • 
most at ractive graduating girls for the annual year book.
One day this ceremony was held in one of the large assembly 
halls before all the,assembled youths and maidens'in this 
institution of higher learning.« In the absence of Governor Jimmy 
Davis, the lieutenant Governor and the Attorney General took over 
first place in the ceremonies. But you can readily imagine the 
reaction of people like nope and "ertha naupt, as conservatives, 
and all the members of the faculty*and student body with any sense 
of a fitness of things, when the two distinguished guests 
appeared on the platform, so drunk they could stand up. It 
certainly isn't lustre they added to these halls of higher learning, 
and I hope they.don't have the effrontery to complain about young 
people being such wayward consumers of aisio alcohol. Such 
is politics in Louisiana and in education, isn t is wonderful....

I

April 84th, 1947,

Memorandum:
I want to talk about the majesty of the J-aw and 

education by example. » ,
In yesterday’s Memorandum, I think I referred to 

certain official doings at Northwestern College in f 
Natchitoches. I find I was wrong in the naming of 
the Attorney General, and lacking in one or two details,-
factors which I should like to correct and set straight herewith.

I think I mentioned the Attorney General as being present 
at the meeting in question. He was not. Ihe two 
leading officials of Louisiana participating in the 
ceremony were The Nieut. Governor and.the Secretary of 
State, whose names are ferret and Leblanc, although I know 
not which is which, - and does it matter.

And as for the missing detail, it seems that just 
before the meeting was scheduled to get under way, a 
telegram was received from the two gentlemen, stating 
that they would be late. But the student body was called 
into session regardless, and lOoi the distinguished visitors 
contrary to their message arrived right on time. f

On entering the hall, they did manifest some inability to 
mount the platform, facing the student body, but succeeded 
in making the grade through the assistance of members of 
the faculty, who, be it said in their behalf, apparently 
did realize the gentlemen were drunk.

As two large chairs had been placed on the platform to 
hold the officials, they were escorted to them, and the 
presiding college officer began his remarks in opining the 
melting. But to the aatonishment of the faculty and 
student body, first one distinguished guest and then the 
other, began slipping from, their respective chairs. ,nd 
then, before anyone on the platform could recover from 
the natrual astonishment and assit the gentlemen to 

their sitting posture, both men were on their hands and 
knees, whil.e, .tĥe several hundred students gasped in 
amazement as first the -̂ ieut. Governor and then the i 
Secretary of Btate began vomiting. Pretty picture, isn t 
It.

i Si
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Today, being nnipmayer ^ay, i asked the Doctor and his 
wife about, the above episode. They have a son and a 
daughter graduating from the college this Spring. I 
presume their details, direct from their children, is 
correct, and it certainly is in line with the general 
account which J. H. mentioned yesterday.

Thus we are presented with a spectacle of elegance and 
gentility, as reflected by the hill-billy officials of the 
hill-billy electorate. And Bill Jones, a college graduate 
and respected neighbor and tax payer, can t so much as cast a 
vote because he is colored. Ius Just all too wonderful, 
don’t you think*.•••

I'm reading a geographic and economic account of 
Bussia entitled Basis Of Soviet strength, by somebody or 
other, with no end of charts, tables and statistics, but 
I'm reading by Talking ^ook topics, too, and am altogether 
enchanted to discover that \ can get Louis Bertrand s LOUIS XIV, 
which, if memory serves me as well as S. Guitry, is the best 
item on the man whose soldiers used to ply up,and down the 
river past Melrose about 300 years ago.

Once in the 1920‘s, I remember taking a copy of 
the French edition under my arm ana starting off for 
Westchester for a lit le holiday. Sitting under an 
d o  apple-t-r-ee|-~L„Lad lots of tun during the outing,- translating 
some of the chapters, i remember how long I pondered over a 
pro er rendition,into English of one chapter heading;- 
La Vie ^elicieuse”. It seems to me tha£ 1 eventually hit 
on some phrase or other, but after all these years, I 
can’t seem to imagine what combination of words would have 
adequately turned the trick.

But 1 do remember on returning to Manhattan, I 
-saw an American edition of the booh, * Boubleday, 1 
think, as translated by Cleveland ^hase, and how speedily 
I ran through the thing to see how ^r. Chase had solved 
some of the problems that I had £0 lately been concerned with. 
And you will understand how dull I was, and how brilliant 

was Mr. Chase when 1 tell you that he mastered a 
heap of difficulties in the text by merely Jumping whole 
sentences and paragraphs Just like one, two three, and 
culminated his demonstration of erudition by setting 
down sentences in English which were precisely the 
opposite in meaning to those in the -trench from which he 
was translating, - all of which goes to show what 
rapidity a facile mind can attain. I hope the Talking ~ook 
translation isn’t mr. whase*sf but even so, V 11 enjoy having 
another, go at "*r. ^ertan's opus. «ifr

« v
Things are growing madly at ^reribourg, weeds and plants 

alike, and I continue to slaughter the former so that the 
latter may this season get a firm foothold.,...

> j, -k
2 3 5 8

April9 25th, 1947.

.•Memorandum:
I wij3h 1 might share with you now the beautiful 

bouquet of yellow roses gracing my desk. .Latter 
you will. They are the erfectly lovely Madame Juries 
that unfolded their blossoms on ^renbourg during the 
morning.. to form they aren't extraordinary, but
their color . oriole-like yellow, thfe opened ; 
flower perhaps two and a half to three inches across.
We have two bushes at Arenbourg, and when the^branenes are 
a little longer, - they c-re less than a foot in length now,
I shall make some layers, and We shall have more.

, I lB#iwondering if you ever tried making layers.
In this region it is .̂uite easy, if one isn t boo pressed 
for time. You merely scrape'the bark of a branch, 
band it down to the ground and place a triok or a stone 
on top. The branch, of course, is not disconnected from 
the main bush, and the fax end of the oranch is left 
above ground, "/here the_ scraped part of the limb 
touches the ground, the trick holding it secure 
the stem begins putting out roots no sink. :into une 
soil.- After 8 months or a year, the branch is out iroin 
the main stem of the plant, the brick mid severedy ranch 
• remaining undisturbed. The new formed roots along the 
branch continued to. feed the severed
a few months, - a year is oetter, one can mover the n 
formed plant as one moves or transplants any bush or 
tree, so that one's stook of individual items can be 
-multiplied as often as one finds branches th t will bono 
dOTn to touch the earth. And even in oases where the 
branches can not touch the ground, layers can likewise 
he'made. This is done in the same manner as ® 0 ’
exeeot that in bending the hfanch down to tne earth, o e 
bends the earth, so to speak to the branch, by pu . “(5 t h 
soil in a lax or pot, and hafiging the same from a higher branch 
in the tree so that the desired branch below may rest in 
tSe pot of 4arth where the developement of roots will
go along merrily.

Magnolias which are difficult to 
i„ River soil are readily duplicated m  this manner,
S d  “ 2 .sarrJ^maybe faid of X e t  any growing hush ox, res.
In the case of orepe myrtles, the making 01 layers isn

ai
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'sMaaaarv since by cutting a branch from the bush.
plaoiig It in the ground, it will almost invariably 

start growing slap off. andother thing about crepe 
myrtle^whicn 1b Interesting, - since «• are on the 
subject, - is the fact that a crepe myrtle almost never 
will grow true to its parent, Eor example, if yo
plant the seed from a white crepe “y*1?;®-J;d® "an/a * will nrobably blossom pink or red or whatever, and a 
seed froma red one will probably blossom pint or purple.
X suppose this is caused by the pollinati » .is no difficulty is ^eproducting the same color floor in a 

,, hfto-nttpn bush by using either the cutting 
a S k H f  S T l S S ;  ; S E | ,  Ofoo^se comesnnt true to the parent plant, So much xor our
horticulture go-round of the day, * ex0y ^  Juries at that I think we ought 'to have some more Mme. curies a.
Arenbourg. -̂ on you think so...

H  my mili surprise, my
the Bayou^afourche plantation homes with -rs. *and, who 
H i  f re°uenUy ashed her to m a k e ; t r i p  ' I 
gathered my patient must-be ^ ^ ^ “^ “ ig^dria on

the -elegant trea^ast for her ^ i t n j ^  of ^

m s s s £ 8* w
her hostess, merely bidding the latt j arrival.t r.  ̂ +• nTmmPrii fitalv upon the nadam s a r r i v a l , ,and head out mmodia y P b i l i t y  of any hostess to
I expressed aoubts as to J * ^ n l e  of day’s absence, 
jump at the drop of a She thought in fact

to find overnight ®0" da^ f S9uing "ner calendarShe recognized that point, ana getting^ ^  next
straightened out, she d d®dI;L1 s9a what next week.
: ? 1 1  bring.^but^among thiigs it won. bring, * imagine, 
is a trip to Bayou Lafourche.

The radio announces the ^th^of. «ila 
is some k-in to*st s moth ^  | lived for a number of 
station remarked that i- never heard of that
years at Hed W ..*f*f£* - Rad dloud. and thatplace before, but .in t c,a^ orlginate from the
oir/r^ch°for ioly /atL 1 must eventually think about it

• r i Hkt Vm  .'''.>1 ite®

O r ^ V * 11*’ author ° t  “New . . ^ o jn a n ,” |§ writing «
2 2  abOUt Natc«*ez. In n  he’li use 
•ome quotes from the book “ im 

Passions of k ,m -
by Ty powL  ’ a«thored
*». *"7‘,0r °' *«
tions....®f Natvhcx’a'^ 1'

jpZ
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Warner
1

April 27th, 1947.

Memorandum:
fjie enclosure is from Hedda topper's colume, I 

gather 4r. ^ane is writing a novel as well as a volme of 
non-fiction .type on Eatohez, Since 'he rifled my material 
on ■watahez, wherein I had quoted at length from the Power book, 
and included details of the cenetary giving on Under-tne-Hill,
I*m not surprised that he shoulrd now be making use of 
such particulars to be brought out under his own name.

It was a quiet week end in these parts, with but 
a couple of batches of callers, some literary exploration on 
my own hook, and a little time out to ache over my current 
neuralgia, none of the three segements listed being of 
primary importance.

My patient continues on her upper plane of houyancy, 
with no telling if and when she may dip to a depressing 
level, , and no guessing how soon she might move back to 
the crest of the wave again.

In almost everyting in which she ever interested herself, 
the movement from extreme barrenness to extreme opulence is 
the most striking factor. A good, case in poin*t and altogether 
typical hinges on an old coffees pot, lor ever so long 
the servants had to struggle along with an old worn out 
coffee pot, "for, such things are expensive and you can t 
be buying them every day”. And then one turns thê  
mental corner, and LoJ not one coffee pot i-s acquired, 
but six, - no less.

having frowned on a visit by Essae ^a© a couple of * 
weeks back, -ssae ~ae of whom she is extremely fond, s^e 
announced today that she thought we ought to bid to 
supper for next Bjinday night, the &r. and ^rs. James 
Muprhys,. - agents of the T. and P. Railraod, who live at 
uerrv Of'course the Wenks are scheduled to spend next 
week end at ^elrose. fhis will mean that by b&turday 
night the Madam will be exhausted, and by Sunday afternoon 
she will 'be in the bed, but anticipating events a week off is not 
in line for consideration seven days ahead, and so I 
shall have to ad what I can to think up some plausible reason 
why the Maxphys should be invited for the following week, 
when, hy that, time, probably, all aesire to see them will 
have evaporated and*the invitation cancelled.

kC\ §8

h |B | |i’
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on n re"readipS °±' a took is sometimes disappointing and
im!S-BU'rpriB1J°6 and .altogether pleasureable, what with 

2 t t S 2 - 12°?,, S e foes.thr^ h over a Period of years between 
othei^ -dr? ? £ Saturday night, when running out of ̂tieral, I picked up J3dgar Allen Poe's Short Stories
?2ifl8w t0d in..°!1, the first one that came to hand, - The
r^d y6SrS f 8 0 ' WhQn <iuite a Ghild. I hadthought t f  and remembered the simple story well enough, even thought the precise details had long since faded from memory.

climi 81JpP0Se» 1 33181 have been concerned ex-
r«r- rf1? t^  the stoJyi But 033 Saturday night, with the opening
brushin-^^on1^ 0761^ ^  waan,t S°inS to he concerned with P . ?! the aetails, but.iiuite unexpectedly I was going
r v, nGenhrate on the setting. On the first reading I suppose 
*adt£ T r h?lird ?f Charleston, oouth Carolina, but having

discover^hpt ^  P^aC® in4 tha intQrvening years, I was enchanted t 
T«o?VeXinha!l oh5rdesh°n is thQ scene of the story, so that0Und a diff0rent but more intimate t interest in aaother go at the piece, I suppose most readers find
^qtd«^v«re8J ln^& talQ 01 wil0Se SQttinS they know, something., hno£ nf on get a heaP more pleasure out of. reading a travel 6
never°knowru Pl&G8 '* haVe ViSited than of a reSion ^e have

t  ’M ’ ' \ hi 1  V; ■ v...' .7  . . . V

£??k a.dip il]t0 Che <t0 ^ays of ilousa Lagh, - or
wrTtt«n v!!eut?1?Sx1|.Srell0d* It* certainly is a beautifully 

b k bU  ̂ f*nd myself today as ignorant today of . ûrkish geography and ^rmenian nomenclature as, when a child. 
QJuadl^ in che aark about the lay-out of Charleston and 

-tvL Antarla»d* top, there i,s something aboutfne 40 i-ays and its presentation that puts me in mind of 
the superb artistry of ^ahli, - that painters beautiful sense 
of coloring and synthesis of light and shade, devoted to a
I C0Qkeyed or the lush color printing ofiiaSazine, with its full page reproduction of a pot 
f immering tomatoes for Campbell Soups, pr Jsq.uire*# full 

page cartoon in color of some 4utt and Jeff sketch. In 
fine, it seems to me the medium of beauty would be better 
employed on subjects of intrinsic beauty and not on calamities.
, i"ardK T 0n JhQ heels, of the Mme. Curies, the crinums and lilies are busting out here and .there at Arenbourg., 
wn oaturday, to give the bulbs an opportunity to concentrate 
their growing strength on the plant as opposed to the flower, 
i cut an elegant bouquet of red-red crinums and a big 
Old bunch of white lilies, their contrasting colors 
making a striking effect and the perfum of the lilies 
filling my boudoir with a heavenly aroma* It's good to 
know that these items are obviously determined to do business 
in their new home, and with the passing- of, time, their 
luxuriance, of pourse, will grow apace....

apxll 28th, 1847

Kipli
_ C> C l S3 ; . O ' .  ' .ft

Memorandum: _
k u ite  u n e x p e c te d ly  to d a y  tu rn ed  out to  be 

devoted  to  the b u s in e ss  of D. D. x . - i n g .

:. At dinner time. I decided on a reduced schedule to 
nurse along ray lingering neuralgia, hut the arrival 
at the Parish Health department induoed me to 
my plans*

Lf Ct b ° b i K a h ous: ana9rayefe s id a n o * r  t ^ e n Uthe‘'oiuiipaien

in and Bast and West direction, taxing in an 
cabins £on the triage to the spillway.

I npver cease to marvel at the wonderful effect 
this nrogram has on mors comfortable living conaition ,

majority' tof81194 
S M S T i S S S * ^ c o u f l e ° ^ f hyears1?ac^nevcr bailed to 
be ?orme til by members of the insect world.

today's operations will ast, -  that is to jay, will
rem ain e f f e c t i v e  u n t i l  'w e ll  i ^ o  Juiy^ „ a U
round w i l l  be made, ana th e  l a t t e r  i i  P Jnt0
s e a l  o f f  f l i e s ,  ® * ° ; i u  t a l e  oare of th eautumn when lower.temperatures wi i 
balance of the yeai automatically.

in the Heading
dhase translation of Ber •- contents-by running
I have refreshed ®J ?s “  “  s“ " ®Sectionthrough the enumeration of chapter. t0 bring
devoted to  th e  d e t a i l s  o f  ^  s(iUanCe r in g
^ “^ ^ t t L  of lvaUable materials, and so utilizing or deflecting 01 i%t9 fo* everyone in

- them to gain a status in the economic scale, -proportion to their stati ultimate in incorporatinghimself setting the pattern by the ultim .
trifsemhfed in9?heyoSginal manuscript under the title 
of ha Vie nelioieuse, which, .1 .^hich is.’•Vio»a translates as Life for Pi a 9
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«“Hvu wrr 14was, it didn't jog along with Mr. ohase 
conoept*

She sky remains overcast and the u^ | y ’with the thermometer rising a little, but unusually 
moderate for this season.

in consequence o f this eituation, everything is 
growing mightily at iurenbourg

* I devoted ’a few hours in the morning
was^oon'so sacked that ■what'^ith'abreeL briowing
fror the river, 1 thought it wiser to take the
afternoon off to try to eliminate the embryo cold
that is "hoovering" about. I m sure that
in the orning i shall have successfully eliminated
i L  nLued troublseome thing, - * hope, and so
^ 9aahfen0to’haveUanother>  at
for the most part seem to he looking, as g
pert, as yoi. 'can imagine.

„ SS
oeleste mus gefor °etting out* 1 reckon
5 “S S  l i ^ w e ^ a s i r a p f e d  my paU«t wil have 
changed her mind so probably^nat^ illdeflnltaiy

‘ wUhoufhambut never with a chance of realization.

sk you13t6°forgivetsichiia dull letter, tomorrow 
I h/ould be ut> and knocking on all _ cylinders, and,
I hope, hitting a happier eombination of keys x 
my poor,correspondent.••••

April • 29th, 1947,

Memorandum*.
another nice letter from ltiss Nellie, several of 

mh ‘ details vou will find informative, especially those 
detaUing the fivision of money taken in by the two 
Pilgrimage Clubs.

.these financial partioularseomeirom ihside^sources,
_o Kfl/ionRfl tVisv will not appear in print, ney . **??■ preserving l < think since they might be of con-sUerlble interest at’some future time. If it Is your 

custom to save Miss Kellie's letters, I think you will 
agree with me that this one should merit a place alon6

with the others.
" Thw identity of the two lilies whom she says are

t04 r a r e r 4 r t i n ^ f i S ^ h e V i L reeof ^  ola friend
^ d  Uiss Drake, a sister of W. Magruder Drake,

of^Church Hill^iiss. It is Magruder Drake who owns Mount of Chur oh mi » plantations near Church r4.ll, the 
Ararat and Aurunao settled by old Capt. Magruder whoformef plaoe having been „d yat th9 time the Covingtons
came to xississippl from y a d t0 th8 jsiat0hez country.

speculated in cotton and 
uo 1 quarter^ of ^SllionPdollar profit, which

he promptly lost by'further he wa8 going to
starting all over aSB^« " f minion, and if successful, try to make another quarter of^a^illio^ an^o a seQond
would never speculate in the marke at promise,
time he attained the J S 6 < n e v e r  bought 
puiiaa out of tha “® p 8% ? ? p hls tidy little sum, he purchased 
or s61d a share since • j£m  „h) propert , where he now
the old Cruder u i t o W  t ° ^ cted the v/ailes
K ‘ntaaBm V e e % l i .  in the Washington txaveyard 
and it is he, - and not much by way of lustre, who is the 
boy friend of th; t scandalous Caroline Merrill whom ard
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Morehouse quoted at such length in his article on Hatchez.
Returning to Miss Rellie's deductions regarding the 

reason fpr ot, Catherine’s Street's Eastern course, it 
seems very plausible to; me, based on the dates she offers.
But St, Catherine's Street was apparently an old established 
entity long before the early 18001s. One of the earliest 
map x b of hatohez of whose aate I am not certain, but 
probably coming down from the French occupation, - prior to 
17^3, indicates an avenue of trees along this highway,- 
it s bound to be a French map, since the double like 
of }ittle sketched-in trees is labeled Ste. Catherine, I 
don t kpow why 1 have always been so intrigued by the 
appearancp of this road on these early maps and why T 
have been so curious to find out where it was going and 
what its terminus might be. There is an element in it 
that approximates the -^atchez Trace, which seems to have 
had Mexico ^ity for its southern terminus and some indefintie 
wilderness section near the subsequent colonial town 
of :reenvillo, Tennessee, for its Northern point, That 
on earth impelled the Spanish to travel up and down such 
a road, and what in the world they used to do on reaching 
its farther most point, 1 can't conceive, Should 
antiquarians in Europe discover a famous road that in 
ancient times ran from Rome slap Up into the wilderness of 
Northern Sweden or Norway, I'm sure there rwould be many a 
pamphlet written on the subject, and it would probably 
end p by a calculation that T»ero had in mind to bring 
the Horth Pole and the •‘-and of the Tolar Beg£r under the 
” protect ion11 of Home,' It is obvi ous, 'that I've got to 
take time out eventually and* try i?o straighten out the 
ifatchez Trace and the reasons for the same, - but once and 
or a 1 in my own m nd,

I worked for a while at Arenbouxg today, but the 
strong breeze ttwrried" my neuralgia, and so I didn t do 
too much, another fine rose, - an old fashioned red-pink 
came into flower today and ^me. Curie unfolded three more 
of her lovely blossoms.

^bout an hour after the “*adam had retired tonight,* 
and just bout’first dark, some nice people; returning home 
to nalias from hatchez and the Tris country, stopped off. 
between asperin, T chatted‘with them for some time, and as 
one of the pilgrims is a member of the National Iris 
^ociety, we decided to pool our heavy artillery, training the 
same on common targets, with a viewfof creating a National 
Iris Park in South Louisiana, under' the auspice of the 
Federal Government, - ^ept. of Interion, thus removing 
the thing from the reach of local hill-billies....

*pril 30th, 194 7.

Memorandum:

I have a feeling the postman had a letter for me yesterday,- 
or would have had one, had he not*started out on his round of 
Cane*River before the train arrived, reoause of the lateness 
of the train, however, we didn't even get a Congressional 
Record or the Times Picayune, - two items that always grace 
the pouch. ,

The most striking event of the day was tfc arrival of 
Sister along aout 3 p.m. She will remain here Until'
Sunday, - that was her announced intention. But when 
the ^adam spoke of Bayou Lafourche, Sister immediately took 
pen in hand, writing her husband to come down to ^elrose 
on Sunday afternoonl The plan Is to take the Madam to South 
Louisiana early ^onday morning, returning here Wednesday.
I was immediately drafted to accompany the party, - i>r. and 
Mrs. »<enk, - the ^adam, and I, But I immediately demurred.
I reckon they may try to get ^ps. Rand to go. I doubt very 
much if the Madam will be able to naxigxx navigate by Monday, 
but we shall see.

* . .k. &■ \J. L

Clif Byrd, after several days in Baton Rouge, drove 
in one minute after Sister arrived, he whs here a year 
ago, having come with‘sister. I thought it a coincidence 
that he, traveling from the opposite direction and in 
complete ignorance of her whereabouts, should have arrived 

at'the same point at the same time. remained but a 
few minutes and thence homeward.

On the insect front, there's a story that follows 
logically after the Monday's application of M. L. T,
Early this morning, - Wednesday, following the Monday afternoon 
spraying of the place, the servants were called upon 
by D. ~enry to give his room a thorough cleaning. It is 
hd would always seems to be bothered more by insects than any 
other r sident. , and I had supposed he would have a three 
month period of relaxation, fallowing Monday s labors. But 

; Loi among the other'instructions the servants received was 
an admonition to wash down the walls with soap ahd water, to 
eradicate the presence of dust, etc. Of course the same 
soap and-Water removing the dust was bound to remove the 
D. D. T.j and so there we have the spectacle of the elimination 
of the fluid, designed to last thrdd’Adiiths, within the brief 
period of 36 hours, Wonderful, isn't it.

y
ft

2 3 6 5 f  1
2 3 6 6
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The weather continuing perfect, save for excessive 
humidity, - I did a little scuffling around at Arenbourg, 
hut not too much. It has been ten aays since we had 
a rain hut the continuous cloud cover, heavy dews and 
high humidity have contributed sufficient moisture to 
jog things along. The magnolias are "busting out" 
alover with a new crop of leaves, and all the pear trees appear 
to be growing steadily, I think all the persimmons have 
survived thus far and will probably make a go of it.
With one or two exceptions, the gardenias display a 
honest intention to take hold of life in thdir new seating 
while the roses are almost'choked with tender new green,
I have replaced my earlier ^ouquet with four more 
Mme. *uries, gather this afternoon, and very pretty they 
are, too. As soon as I have conquored the 
neuralgia mise.e, I shall be abld to give our 
little horticultural friends a hand that should remove them 
definitely from the encroachments of this or that ’weed, and 
so reach a degree of strength that will enable them to far 
out class their immediate neighbors,‘regardless of their 
‘character* *

P have thoroughly enibyed re-reading Bertiand's 
glorification of ^ouis Ml", the more so, I suppose, because 
I know of no other work of such quality that has ever 
sufficiently appreciated the true virtudS of the man.
I don't remember how the 'work in Brencfc treats the 
Fouquet affair, but in Mr. Chase's voCume'the name*of 
Bouquet isn't so much *as mentioned# I can imagine no 
life of Washington, passing "for being well rounded, th t 
would omit the name, say, of Alexander Hamilton.' ^nd while 
I infer no parallel or analogy in these two great men, 
although#there probably are many, I can't conceive a political, 
administrative or artistic consideration of the autocrat of 

Versailles and -̂ arly without lending an ear to the influences 
of thecreator of Vaux-le-Vicomte, <“>nd that's that.

While 1 think of it; let me recommend carbonated water 
to you in the event you should ever be confronted with 
problems of nerve endings. " number of ye rs ago '̂ r,

Hiller recommended ^oca-^ola to ;.e when I was having some 
trouble in that department. She said she’had discovered its 
soothing power years before in uhina, - uooa-wola in *hina,- 
imagine. But on trying it, I discovered its virtues,‘but 
'further x found that almo t any carbonnated water seems 
to play the same role as oil on troubled waters. If 
you will pardon me, I'm about to aesert this keyboard for 
a bottle od ooke«,»•««
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May 1st, 1947.

Memorandum: . he.
^ -v‘ ♦ don

~nd so the postman did more than was expected of 
him today, bringing me two letters instead of the one 
which x had felt might have arrived yesterday, had he not 
been,so early.

tI read your Air ^ail first, and one of the two pages 
of the other., - the plantation bell cutting in on the 
last .half to guarantee me- additional pleasure on the morrow.

It is sweet to have your Air Mail, You expressed the 
wish that you might have found word, hut you did, and with 
what perfection: ""So long as we love, one never really 
dies........"

. With those inspired words, you accomplished everything, 
and from here on out, thanks y to your unders ending 

heart, everything will retain its true proportion and 
Heaven and Marth will be alright.

A'ever shall x cease blessing you for wh$t you have 
thus accomplished. To say I .thank you doesn t express 
anything. I feel .how deep my gratitude to you goes, and 
in sq feeling, x feel that you, too, fully appreciate 
that self same feeling, since souls so .closely akin scarcely 
need words to encompass the sentiments that well up from 
within the heart of a kindred spirit.

, \ was glad to learn you didn't have to go through a 
long account of something you might have alrady run across, 
in plunging through my account of Mary Todd Lincoln's 
knidnapping* ^nd I'm 6lad you mentioned the volume,- 
Abraham Lincoln's Wife, - a volume of which I have 
not heard. I shall skim through my Heading Machine Reviews 
to see if it is listed, for x think I should enjoy it, 
close on thefheels of the other slants L have recently taken 
of that lady s personality Jealousy bordering on in
sanity extravagance and refinement seem to have been 
h! L G^ inal att*ibutas. Poor ^r. Lincoln, - what
make h i ^ h / T * 1^  1° & ,,<3ivil wari‘ how tragic of Fate to 
the fHiuJ circle^ ° ±ight another concurrently outside

‘mm- ' - H
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On the home front, I was a little surprised 
this, morning at 9 when, on calling on the ^adam, I 
discovered that long since she and Sister had departed 
for Oloutierville# -"They would be right back".

At dinner time they arrived, having called on 
Mr. Bachelier on .Little River, and wandered through 
the Red River country beyond, with a call on Dr.
Eleanor Horsley, etc. The day being hot, the ^adam seemed 
duice tired on her return, and signified her wish to eat 
without delay. I should have stalled* the thing, had I 
been doing things, but  ̂wasn't. We shall see what 
tonight brings forth.

Dr. and “4;s. *nipmayer :came as usual, and I 
entertained them for an hour or -sq., Dr. knipmayer gave 
me £ some Barbatol, - or some such stuff, - to induce 
sleep, should I have difficulty in that line, - which I 
never do., unless the neuralgia prods me into wakefulness.
It is a comfort to know the sleeping ills are in the 
armoir, however, a*1*1 that knowledge will no doubt 
make sleep overtake me the soonerf . . ......

X asked ^ r t o  call on Aunt ^aline, oam Peace's 
mother, ae discovered stye has cataracks, but says 
the Charity ^ospital doesn't like to remQve them from 
the eyes of people over 80. I had nevor realized 
their was (there) was a magical age for such 
operations, xerhaps that is why they are delaying Miss 
Kellie's removals, ^unt iialine told nr. *■. that 
she didn't want an operation, all she wanted was to 
get back oî  relief. I got her there once, but oam got 
her off, and so I suppose I shall do well to try to 
engineer her back on again. "Patience on a Sombstone, 
smiling at ^rief..... w

In literature, I'm having a go at H. Hudson's 
"Par nway and -"ong Ago’1, - an account of the English 
naturalist's childhood on the south American pampas.

I think it's going to be <iiiite nice.
■ - V  t

It was sweet of you to refer in -your letter to 
"Madame Mere", ^ecause ,of that phrasing, and the 
wholly -chance arrangement of words in the communication 
imparting details regarding the event, my reader has 
ijQver suspected the poignant news he was tanscribin^ for 
me iron. M e  ritten page, ^ow much better, thanks to 
you, and how much deeper shall I sleep tonight.....

.

Is Stf?

May <snd, 1947.

• Hot so much-news.
1 ; U ’w U . .  . ;

J|ie postman brought a letter from Dr* Miller, 
but my secretary failed to appear, and so I know 
not of the contents, since I want but a single person 
to read it to me, and while I can't count on the services 
of my assistant, I do know that he never utters a peep 
about what he does read, and so he is worth waiting for.

The Madam has spent the day on her sofa. Sister 
• has spent the day up and down the road. She is now 
at 9 p.m. in the neighborhood of Derry, where she will 
pick up Dr. ’tank who arrives by train from Shreveport, 
with a"view to the three of them, - the Madam, Sister and 
the docot r, heading out for Bayou Lafourche tomorrow 
morning. The whole trip seems cockeyed to me, but 
there isn't anything one can do about it. J. H. 
conculted me on the matter yesterday. I opined that 
the best that could be said“about it was that it 
might fbe considered as a trial trip, that.if the Madam 
survived, she ought to be able to stand:anything, including 
• a Jaunt to Ilorth Carolina. He concurred.

Yesterday,* while in the big road, the Madam and 
hister stopped at Dr. Rleanor's, and mut have told her 
of my* present rnisere, for today she very kindly sent me 

• two kinds of medecine, some drops for my ear which I do 
not need, and some pain killers for fay jaw, which I 
need very badly, and which seems to, have greatly eased 
my torments; I shall write her a note tonight in 
appreciation.

Since I'm forever talkinb about magnolias, I think 
1* should add to the record by remarking that at long 
last - the old <tree on Melrose, - one of the ante bellum ones 
put outfits first two blossoms of the year yesterday.
Thus we‘have another indication of the lateness of 
this year’s season, for April lfcth is the magnical 
day for the first ones to open in these parts,.

v  •.» <

.

Memorandum;
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,A letter from little Miss Alberta in today’s post 
incicates that,she will head out in this general direction 
on or about May 9th or May ILth,- Friday or a week, 

from Monday,.1 guess. She says her New Orleans courtyard 
has been in an uproar since Fiesta started. What 
with the extraordinary hats she always effects, alwyys 
making her look like the Spirit of Mardi Oras, I can t 
imagine her appearance when she really makes up her 
mind to undertake a real costume.

All day I neglected Arenbourg, but tonight, 
as soon as the moon was up, 1 passed that way where I 
found three lovely full blown Mme. Curie's in full 
radiance, 1 have them in a little white vase 
here on the desk before me, and as I strike off a 
line to you, they nod their heads with modest grace 
as though placing their own approval to what I 
write.

I. have read a little more in "Far Away and Long Ago, 
and find it nice. In speaking of some of the trees, 
planted on the Pampas, Mr. Hudson remarks upon 
"the Paradise or Pride of China tree". A n d  whenever 
I hear the "Pride (of China", 1 always find myself wondering 
what the author is talking about.

Old 4. n. Ingraham, In "A Yaankee in t*he South West, 
speaks about the Pride of China trees that line both 
sides of A*ain Street. - I might add that they don’t 
any more. But,I know what those threes were, and 
they weren't "Pride of China" whatever that is.
What they.really were is ̂ popularly styledf"China berry trees" 
although the horticultural dictionaries give them the 
botanical name of "Pride of India", and it would seem 
as though writers pf the South axe forever mixing up 
China and India when speakinD of these items. But 
since Mr. Hudson is a naturalist of first rate merit, I 
reckon he isn't like to be in error about the South 
American flora, and so 1 assume there must really 
be a tree bearing the name he mentions. And although 
this has nothing to do with the subject, I would remark 
in passing that I have always thought the Botanical name 
for those peppermint perfumed little flowers, usually 
called Jour O’Qlocks, because they open at 4 p.m., has 
a fine name in the botanical world, - The 

Marvel of Peru.
iihd at this po'nt I shall fold, putting the 

Mme.. Curies on my night table w'here their perfume will 
carry me ever so far in my dreams....••

■
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May 4th, 1947,

Memorandum: - M
It was nice to be able to finsh the second part of 

your letter on Saturday and to thus become acquainted with 
all the interesting' details you had for me*

V. t -' ' . . . .  •

I ’m glad Anita was happy to be remembered and 
I shall be sending along another note to her shqrtly, - when 
I’m completely back to normalcy. .

*
' I ’m sure you will be having some pertinent details re

garding your little jaunt to Himalaya’s, which I shall be 
all ears to attend. .How smart of you to have a companion 
go along with you and to plan such a brief "courtesy call".
I hope you were able to keep the skechdule, or approximate it.
Those long drawn out affairs that last until midnight are certainly 
to be avoided.

As for my patient, she is still in the big poa&.
She got off Saturday morning about 8 o ’clock, along with
Sister and -̂ r. ^enk. I assume they will be home sometime
tonight, but I ’m not sitting up for them, fhe whole
affair was so out of reason and so typical that I attempt
no diagnosis of the matter. If she survives it, however
the weat er is in the upper 80*s, then I{can think of
nothing on earth to supply her with an excuse not to head out
for some mountain peak in $orth Carolina for the impending summer.

I must confess to you that I wasn't feeling any above 
par on Saturday, but the day went off very nicely. Marly 
in the morning  ̂ decorated my house with white lilies and 
scarlet crinums, using big bunches of the lilies to explode 
in the fireplaces, - their snowy whiteness appearing striking 
enough against the background of brick and soot. I 
used the crinuits for table bouquets, with the Mme. Juries 
reserved for ray desk. The house really looked quite 
festive in a rural, rustic, somewhat down-at-the-heel 
sort of way, while the perfume was incredible.

as always happens, my two anticipated visitors, - Miss 
Drake and- Miss ^artin, turned out to be five people, - with 
three ladies from Columbus, Mississippi, rounding out the 
party. They arrived along about H:30 and remained until
about 5, which would have been just about right, had

:|
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not «*. H. , during that time, invited another set pf pilgrims 
whom he didn't know but whose acquaintance had been recommended 
by one of his friends through corre«pondenoe.

• f •
The latter batch blew in about a half or three quarters of 

an hour following the Drake-Martin departure. We were supposed 
to have grabbed off supper during the interim.

In the second batch was a Miss Moon from some place in 
Texas who had earlier in the day addressed the assembled multitude 
of educators in Northwestern State College. She seemed nice, 
and told me she was fixing to write a play-pagent on Louisiana, 
covering its history from the beginning down to the present.

Miss ûlvec: has several times spoken to me of the ^rs^t 
success a similar pagent enjoys inGSlifornia, and has been 
hoping for years that she could get someone to do it for 
Louisiana, under the auspices of the Library or the 
Department of Mudcation. Someone interrupted la ^oon and me along 
about the time she was telling me of her hopes, and so I 
sha 1 drop her a line today, and one to ^iss Culver, - and 
perhaps the two ladies can get together for their mutual 
advantage in their common enthusiasm. ,

I honestly didn't do any pushing, but I frankly did 
take a step now and than in the general direction of the 
front gate whenever opportunity afforded me aa chance, as 
the second tour ran the clock around and around and the big 
old moon, - not the guest, began pasting shadows through 
the great live oak. I think by no urging at all I, could 
readily have detained the half dozen pilgrims until 10 
or lk o'clock, for I suppose they had time on their hands and 
apparently didn't mind being entertained so lon& as it 
would last. Eventually, however, £ got them into 
their conveyance, waved goddbye, and dashed madly in the 
direction of, ̂ r, Eleanor s anti-pain medecine, - long over
due. ^nd so Saturday played out, and it was all pleasant 
enough, - what without anybody around, and I sincerely hope 
both sets of pilgrims returned to their respective States with 
a pleasant memory or two of this lost. Louisiana countryside.

dinner and supper at Celeste's, with marvelous food.
The travelers blew in about 6 night. Sister and -dr. Wenk 
said the ^adam was ever so much weaker than they htid realized, 
and that it was unthinkable for her .to think of going to 
l̂ orth Carolina, - probably beqause sister can't go. They 
departed for home immediately, and I called Orelia who gave 
the Madam a bath, and by now, I expect, she is sleeping.
So turns the world, and the moon îs maivelous and I shall 
sit for a little while at Arenbourg, thinking,...

m
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May 5th, 1947.

Memorandumi .

So nice, your letter of Thursday, which came to 
hand in today's post. ,

X certainly would have enjoyed the Merle Oberon- 
Leslie Howard portrayal of The Scarlet Pimpernell all over 
again, particularly so if £ might have shared it with some 
one like you. I'm so glad you recalled some of the scenes, 
and I was therebye able to recall the ball, and especially 
the elegant usher or Swiss, thundering out the names of 
the great and near-great as they entered. It certainly 
was an elegantly done piece, and I|m so glad you got to 
see it again and to tell me about it. * ;*

*nd then to suddenly, so soon afterward, trip over 
Alexander Scourby among the kilocycles on your arrival 
back home. That was really too much. Surely every 
once in a .while the day cooks up a specialty, f and that 
that is on^ of them.

f And I'm glad.you asked me if it would not have 
been possible for me to haye visited ^adame ere of late.
It would. And yet I didn t. And £ feel it but fair 
to confide with, you the reason. Immediately before l̂ kiJi0 
off for Louisiana L visited hê r. £n doing so, realized 
it would be for the l^st time, but was careful to avoid 
letting her know it. You see 'she always loved to have 
me read to her. *nd during my last visit it was by the 
most difficult arrangements that I managed to avoid 
reading from a book she handed to me, and even more diifioult 
to contrive so that certain papers in long hand were 
temnorarilv put aside for subsequent rading to her until 
a little later date, - which never transpired. «hat with 
all the physical cares she had to bear, it seemed to me 
that their weight would have been vastly increased had 
•she ever suspected that I had lost my ability to rea.
She wouldn't have said as touch at the time, but I know 
full well that it would have depressed her enormously after 
I had gone. And so she never did learn of my secret and 
so was"saved the sorrow which would have been hers, had 1 
revealed it to her. It seemed to me it was the least 
'i could do to contribute a little, or rather to add 
nothing more to her cares. I think £ told you that

J
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i .pnr the h o s p ita l  when the clouds
the day before leftf  X \  wrote sev era l l e t t e r s ,  dated
were l e t t in g  downabout t0  an acquaintance to
sev era l days apart in Qr ? a la , so that there would he no 
he - a i le d  a t s ta ted  rnee |  & aooora in g ly  never knew 
break, in  my correspondsXi~ r _rnoved f XOnl th a t worry, 
o f that in ter im , end thus was there w ls
And when 1 saw her l ^ t e r ,  o p t ic a l  department, and
anything out o f fu n c tio n  in  y P rece ived  mail
accordingly during *a lan  la she was to  type w r itten
from me r e g u la r ly , ■- accusro in  the thought
n o te s  over a period o f y e a rs , ana w thaB^ in g  h e l 
th a t I had no cares in  t  . • j<m la 4  y011
own ex is ten ce  the h ap p ier, 1 b e l ie v e .  ^1
asked me shout t h i s  pou , x _la n a ti.on m atters not at 
you, fo r  w h ile  &n absence f  e P ^the other hand, one:ss ;ar.v
$  s i 1/ s s s r .

as  for my p a t ie n t ,  she remained u p sta ir s  tpday,
£ • ot  a l l  But even though t ir e d ,  I not coming aown at a l l ,  t t i x i t s  and I must say

found her in  q u ite  4 ; good s p l i t s , , av out
I think.' she ate  q u ite  w e ll ,  than most of la s t
5 :3 0 , o n ly a h o u th n lf  an h o *  t(j 9goap0 pronounced
week, and 1 th ink  she jS  & e se v e r a l tim es today she

S*sS ESn?3sswsi*sks ss.ti’&vi:«
the proper p itc h  on the su b ject d a i ly .

And as I wrote the foregoing  paragraph, 3 ®
4--u -piccsVipd through my mind th a t an item  ô  »thought fla sh ed  . & hodv fir u r e d  among mytwo b ird s and a h p a v er ly ^ o d y ^ fi ch ooo la te( uesdames
weekend p i lg r im ,  ,r! M00n -  an odd comb in at ion  for  Drake and. ^ a r tin  and h is s  uuu» • ~
a s in g le  s i t t i n g ,1 y e s , no.

In the l i t e r a r y  departm ent, I l i f ^ a n d 1” 0 
t + . 1  Tio wIt iindson s account of ea r iy  n

aviary^ asp ects on the *oflth American pampas in  the  
early  18001s , hut I can sc a r c e ly  r e s tr a in  m yself 
begin  another book ju st come o  ̂ a ^*d Eugene
o l " e i f “ r n ml  i s  m a d f 4 ° o f  t i e  concepts of prominent 
c a th o lic  1P ro testan t and Jewish le a d e r s , togeth er  
w ith an°equal sp ace, -  com rrising about and hour and a 
halif to  two s o lid  hours of read in g , and in G lu e in g  
a se c t io n  by Archibald LlcLeesh for th ose  p eop le , 
b e liv e r s  in  God but unable to be b-ound down by the 
hard and f a s t  r u le s  o f any p a r ticu la r  s e c t .  Old 
Embry of the Bosenwald o u t f i t  has a number on r e l ig io n  
as applied  t'o the r a c ia l  problem, and so on. You’ l l  probal:

hear p len ty  about a l l  t h i s  in .  subsequent s i t t i n g s .  
my thanks for  your n i c e ,  n ic e  l e t t e r  and always mow

... i f c S ja iL .- iL mcL -« AA—  . . . l i -  ,fckk -* ...............................................  -  — -  
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'Memorandum: * ^
’’Wars I have Seen” by Gertrude S te in  arrived  today, 

ju s t  as I was f in is h in g  the South American opus, and 
I know p e r fe c t ly  w e ll th a t i  sh a ll  forego the book on 

r e l ig io n  u n t i l  1 have explored t h is  unexpected a r r iv a l.

r ' W-h:  ̂ ?

e '

. - . . , • •-1 • i  •••* « - * • •
The book i s  read by one Dorma Chambers who has 

an e x c e lle n t  v o ic e , U sually  the female v o ice  does not 
record w e ll for  some reason or o th er , but I think i  m 
going to l ik e  la  Chambers. L have read the in tro d u ctio n , 
apparantly w r itte n  by the reader, which i s  unusual, since  
most p refaces or in tro d u ctio n s are by the author or 
some other l i t e r a r y  l i g h t .  Miss Chambers, however,^ 
oeems to  "be an a c tr e s s  and one who, w h ile  en ter ta in in g  
the American Army in  France, freq u en tly  v is i t e d  Miss 
S te in  in  her £ a r is  apartment, •  rue C h ristin e , where 
ever that s t r e e t  may be* •

But 1 may read a l i t t l e  more slow ly for the balance  
of the week for my h ea lth  seems on the mend and I 
accord in g ly  am expending a conmensurate amount o f  
p h y sica l labor on Arenbrough. This morning I 
was soaked w e ll before sun up, what with the carryin gs-  
on* The very favorab le dampness of la te  March and 
e a r ly  March has g iven  way to  a decided drought, and 
th in g s  are te r r ib ly  dry at Axenbourg, -  e s p e c ia l ly  
the gardenias and the magnolias* X water them as bes X 
can, but a r ea l ra in  i s  what ^renbourg req u ires and I 
hope the absence of r a in  sin ce  two weeks ago la s t  
Sunday may be a lter ed  forthw ith*

# > * » •

T l / -

For obvious reason s, no referen ce might be made 
to  t h i s  paragraph, but X share the d a ily  news v;ith you,  
and th is  i s  a part o f remote country l i f e *  The return  
of some of the youths from the Army brought more money 
in  i t s  wake, -  the monthly check th at comes to the d isch arg
ed. so ld ie r  for  a year. And in  consequence of t h i s  
money la s t  years au tom ob ilies have bpen refurb ished  
and the gay young b lad es have <gone to neighboring towns 
more fre q u en tly , which i s  natu ra l and d ep ressin g .
And, o f course, what w ith  Spring in  the a ir  and warm 
blood coursing through th e ir  v e in s ,  -  p lus th e ir  lack

-i H '.1. . €•
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of experience in the ways of the big city, many of them,- 
veterans and their, youthful companions from around here, 
have developed several cases of the less troublesome of 
the social diseases. I have hurried off a number of 
these youths to i)r. Eleanor whose fine sulphur drugs 
cbb effect a ready cure, but the cure is secondary, - what 
I regret is the necessity for it. Accordingly, - and I 
suppose I'm singing Psalms to a Dead Mule, I avail my
self of the opportunity when one of the other of my 
effected or uneffected, - or should I say infected friends, 
pass this way, giving them what little observations I 
think may assist them in their difficulties or help them 
in getting thus bogged down. In Europe I used to feel 
that one of the greatest pities in the world was the fact 
that millions of people apparently xfcsx went through the 
horrors of war, - which were so horrible at the time and 
so horrible afterward, - and I should be telling you, - and 
yet somehow those people so often failed to grasp how 
regrettable the war really was and what a dreadful price 
came in its wake, perhaps everyone felt so helpless he 
felt he musttaccept conflict as one accepts the tornado.
I ,m wondering to this day if people, in spite of all they have 
been through really .do sense some of the more obvious causes, 
and if they would, - if they could, - resist another 
go-round, and alf this comes to ray mind, as this 
.little, insignificant,, far away,, unimportant factor 
makes itself felt in this remote land, - the faintest 
ripple of such a big splash that happened so long ago 
and so far away. Of course the same epidemic could 
and probably has br oken out during lots of peaceful 
Springs down this way, and yet, in this particular 
instance, the presence of the extra war money and the 
extra moveable poming from war‘s inflation brings the 
thing so definitely into being that 1 cannot help remark
ing upon it as another of t;ose r grettable aftermaths 
that makes itself felt so long and in such strange 
way so long after all the shouting of battle has died 
away.A moment ago an unexpected crash of lightning 
heralded a promise, and at this moment I hear drops of 
rain striking the big flat leaves of the banana plants 
along the front gallery. I certainly hope I shall 
continue to hear it L̂ong after I have folded and 
that it may even out-do whatever reading l shall do 
from the Stein handiwork.

There's nothiing of interest in the enclosure, but 
I send it alone, regardless so you' may follow the trends.
I must explain in my response that Cane River real estate 
is rarely sold, transfers being almost 'exclusively made 
either by inheritence or an unusual act of friendship.....

■ ■  V : v . - -  •
; - .1 ;
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May 7th, 194 7,

j “

Memorandums
Everything about today was Aright^ - :®°htly,. for 

T have a report and a letter from ^rs. ^oore s daughter 
in mv armoir awaiting tomorrow's assistance from my 
*hnretary° -' andunless I watch myself, I shall readily 
Sfall intyo*therein method,, and you may conclude with some 
degree of correctness that my brain is be fog&e .

Last ni-ght's shower was wonderful, - Sen tie nd 
dronein down without violent or accompanied by gales, and 
so it did a mar.imum of good, and while we coulo have used 

, wiVest rfinii? was allotted us has permeated xuxtnex
t h S  S ,  what wit/clouds to veil the sun today and no 
breeze at all. , j

.4. cvirmor tonlfeh J. n. asked me how I thought the
a a d a m ^ r S W  out ' I told him I ^ f T c l ^ d *  thaf ° 
vias not so much physical as mental. He V £ p i ieve
he had come to exactly the same conclusion And 
him not because he actually grasped such a thought from 

m on ant arv visit to her daily since ’Sunday, but
l e ^ i n ^ t ^ e  feeling^within taken
time to diagnose, 

h.. no,

sv«5? ss» .Jss.-sfrat*’and sense of darection. 1 drop ed in to ohe likes
nn Vinr qnfa -norhans a dozen times uuxixi0 w f v f s i t s  -very time i entered she ashed me the some hort visits. VCA*', ~ tx-v,; nil pp t want to see
oSe3hnday,"ihit was BottSiy. &nrshe Has J^t°®ecaU

d ro-n̂ ed in for one minute, perhaps tv-o, ait ex bUPP *• 
rresent He chatted ki.A-ly with his mother, - about her 
new cats, the weather, etc., ana when h e £ &Q |°2?’ueh
I S ? *  t U ’h ^ e ^ v e  L S r t d
taken place earlier in the day. hosens of txmes before
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have concluded ®he ° ° u l^“ ' t g^ e n l y 5'»oomi upwardyagain  
:eak down, only to £ave he ^ B a t u r a l ly  I'm  hoping she

l A r ’ i j f S f e  tS . -m e  thing t E t “ E * *

j u s t  a s  s h ep p e a r f  to be headed fo r  an in e v ita b le  c ra sh .

And now 1 want to ^alh a litt lay a b o u t the thing,
are 1 , Have oaan . Her Be^ ° 'b e g in n in g  I f  the w ritte n  v o rd , 
or the th in g  is ' t h a t  f r o m u n d i v i d e d l y  have in s is t e d  
r i t e r s  in  p a r t i c u l ^ r -  ^ r th a t wn i  present the

s e tt in g  up the type in  a ^anne .  p la r i t v .  coherence,.uthor’ s thoughts* w ith a m axim a o f  ̂ c l a ty ^  ^  ^  j  think 
.ogic v a r ie ty  of e x p re ss io  ^  p u b l is h e r 's
;hat p a ttern  i s  so firm ly  - J q u a l i t i e s  would be red -
lind th at a * * W * < * * W thrown t u t  com pletely . And perhaps 
)§nciled  in to  l in e  or * a t t a in  such v i r t u e s ,  or perhaps 
>ecause ^ orJ eScon sciou s ,of the impending p en c il in  the 
D e fu se  they are wrtYk:s n re tty  much f a l l  Into-oackgroUnd, a l l  P a n te d  works pre y card ir ia l p o in ts  
yery d e s ire a b le  l in e s  p a r a l le l in g  
in  the w ritten  word*

t in  on ^ is s  S te in 's  cu rre n t book, *
And so , .hen *«A«tft * L a t y i t s  method, ju s t  as 

we are in c lin e d  to be dumbfoun In d ia n  in  h is  lu x n a n t
I  was once dumbfounded when I  saw a x iu h  ^ s m o o t h  surfaced 
aools-H oyce break, out from the p a tt r  , ou^ hed f i e xd, -  h is  
cement highw ay, and te a r a °  route to  a d e s ire d  end by
course Representing the s h o r t e ^ t ^  taken him  by a
which the e s ta b lis h e d  h ^  ?  xtant perhaps, i s  
longer ro u te , and 8<l ^ 1L i  L .  people th in k  or act w ith  
t h is  c o n s id e r a t io n :- few 1 1 al t hough the c re a t io n s  of 
c l a r i t y ,  coherence lo g ic  f  imes in  the m aking, are
w r it e r s ,  trimmed and m a ste rp ie ce s, seem ingly
set fo rth  on the p u b lic  s h e lf  as > N a tio n a lism , ™hioh
s t ir r e d  up in  a p e rfe c t io n  o iio g i ^ g u& rr.iet beeoher stowe 
probably none of them were i  • *Jhat she had w ritte n  to 
c u lle d  out a few ^ ^ 9Q1^ | “tngf three b ig  sacks -of im anuscript 
make 'uncle corn's ^ b i n .  le a v in g  & absence of coherence and 
oQ nnrfli ftted or contaminated wi m VhiiAhe*. M iss b te in
f 0 on before o ffe r in g  the im p ressio n

.may .have done the S8m® t ? and’ and tossed o ff 'h e r  book, adding 
of having taken pen in  ha ta k in g  nothing away. And

nothing to i t  *hen “ g .p e a rs  at f i r s t  g lance to be
the r e s u lt  i s  th ..t wni ® . e ra in  you detect on
b u sh e ls  of ch a ff t0 , £ “ d* £ f  ' ofS h e  grainby' the co n tra st 
second thought anadded ohaf. w h ile  the presence of
before you oi what a t f i r -  ,and more human, per, a p s, than 
the com bination appears m QT,e r f e o t ly  p o lis h  k e rn e l of 
the inhuman p e r f e c t io n 1° J. ", £ H9Xs i s  the hand wrought 
thought found elsewhere in  t o o t s .^ c| r t l 0l c ,, and both have 
ve rsu s the m anufactured, stamped out,
v i r t u e s . • • • • • •

mm:

, :
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*Aay 8 th , 1947,

Memorandums
As M iss B e a tr ic e  m i l e  might ex p re ss  i t :  "Would 

you kindly, g iv e  me a c r e d it  mark, - p i 1 1 1 1 e .

For my b irth day  package^ came if f  dwP° S t
I  hsivp noblv w ithstood opening i t  u n t i l  tomorrow.

At l e a s t  i  th ink  I  have succeeded, in  r e s i s t i n g  i t  .a lth o u g h  
t le r e  are  s t i l l  three or four hours between now ana m idnight, 

and I sh a l l  probably weaken b efo re  the new day s t r id e s .

And how n ice to  have your n ic e , nRoe lon g  newsy l e t t e r ,  and 
vour lo v e ly  c a rd , -  the former com ng y e ste rd ay , tne la t te ^  
to d ly . H u re ll t h i s  i s  a happy b irth d ay  time fo r  me, thanks 
to nobody on earth  but you.

I t  was so noble o f you to t r y  to  make a round a t 
thp r-erican fou n dation  on Satu rd ay , even though you f e l t  
f t  m ^h t b“ fo?ded  up fox the week end, - a s  ^ .p r o v e d  to  be. 
-D̂ -r-uô Q vrm w il l  have b e t te r  luck  next tim e* buu ± ur^e 
vou^not to  wear y o u r se lf ' out chasing th ere  in  my b eh a lf u n t i l  
such time a s  time and circum stan ces reduce the r ig o r s  o , such 
a fa r  jump from 810.

' And so your re tu rn  from H im alaya's w asn 't so ear ly  a s  
you had o r ig in a l ly  intended. G etting away about 6 , a s

have been a p re tty  d u ll  s i t t i n g .  M  *  &t d e s t in a t io n .
Wbft p a p H n d ta m a  S V g o k  4  r e a l ly  isnM = worth cooking, 
and to th ink  th a t they never so much a s  h inted a t ex, rin g
a reo ip e .t • .r;

Somewhere here on my . desk  i s  a note J ho °tv r d a °? s ^
«n ev en tu a lly  e n c lo se . i t  i s  from one o . Saturday a 

rirrs of whom I have a lre ad y  spoken, - <and o f th e ir

a  u x e  ..D n

i ssss* assist
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jver so much what 1 assume an te  he lium  young l a d i e s  oi th e  
aore c u l t i v a t e d  r e g io n s ,  -  such as the  Maryland s e t t le m e n t  
m the Church H i l l  neighborhood , where the  Magrudgers l i v e d ,  
ind the  W ashington» M i s s . , s e t t le m e n t  of M ary landers ,  t o o , -  
jhe W ailes dnd th e  Covingtons, -  and now 1 have f o r g o t te n  how 
E began t h i s  se n te n c e ,  and so I ' l l  s t a r t  a g a in .  J b a  p o in t  
Ls t h a t  I consider  t h i s  type of l e t t e r  to  be a f i r s t  r a t e  
axamnle of th e  c u l t u r a l  tone t h a t  a s e d a te  maiden la d y ,
Dorn a f t e r  the  d i v i l  War, of p a re n t s  who had l iv e d  p r io r  to  i t ,  
sould be l i k e l y  to  pen a  l e t t e r .  I t  I s  v e r y n i c e ,  “ ld f  
L i t t l e  l i k e  H is s  N e l l i e  would w r i t e ,  a l th o u g h  " e l l i e
somehow s t r i k e s  o f f  h e r  pages w ith  more ,f * t 0 * to fo re
in  i n v i t i n g  me to  Mount A ra ra t  i s v ^ r y  k in d ,  fo r  h e re to f o re  ,
I have always been on he r  b o r th e r  s in v i ta t io n . ,  But
s j ia l l  sometime go on h e r s ,  wondering th e  w h ile  j u s t  what
i t  w.ould be l i k e  i f  Miss brake  should  ever f d? d
m arried  and th u s  h e r s e l f  p o ssessed  o f  such a hawdy s i s t e r - i n
law as t h a t  ou trageous o ld  C aro line  M e r r i l l ,  ban you p i
two p e r s o n a l i t i e s  more p o le s  a p a r t .

' My p a t ie n t*  s ’mina seems a l i t t l e  more norami today , and 
wljat w ith  a couple days of cool w e a th e r ,  perhaps she w i l l  
g ra d u a l ly  p ick  up, 1 hope,

as f o r  my own f in e  h e a l t h ,  L sernm to  be p r a c t i c a l l y  
a i r  gh t  a g a in ,  and 1 worked madly a t  th e  weed departm ent 

today . I t  was kihd o f  ^ r .  iSleanor to  come to  see me t h i s  
a f te rn o o n , ^nci no t f in d in g  me i n  t h i s  house , she drove 
Arenbourg where she found me n o t ,  f o r  1 had r e tu r n e d  
h e re  a t  3 to  look  in  on my p a t i e n t ,  and was i n  the  b ig
house a t  th e  time she c a l le d  h e re .  I ’m s o r ry  'to * h e r
fo r  I should have l ik e d  to  thank  h e r ,  a s i a e  from a n o te  to  h e r ,  
fo r  the medecine she so k in d ly  se n t  me l a s t  week. But i  
t r y  to be home n ex t  t im e .

*nd tomor ow morning s h a l l  a r i s e  e a r l y ,  and s h a l l  
g e t  the  day g o in t a t  - r e n b o u rg ,  from whence !  s h a l l  b r in g

back some f in e  p ink r o s e s  and an arm ful o f -re d  “I  ? h l a ’house -  
which I s h a l l  d i s t r i b u t e  w i th  g r e a t  abandon about t h i s  hou^e, 
^  n o t  i o r  c e le b r a t in g  my own n a t a l  day , h u t  because  i n  th e  , 
_f t „rnoon the  people of co lo r  from the  c o lo re d  u n i v e r s i t y ,  
w i l l  be my g u e s t s ? a S d  I  want to  g iv e  them a good t o u r ,  and 
th e  p ro g re s s  w i l l  te rm in a te  in  t h i s  h o u se , ,  and I  x* r a
tr> look pver «o p r e t t y  on t h e i r  accoun t. And I  m g lad  th e r e  
a re  p le n ty  o f ' r e d  orinums because  I  th in k  most co lo red  people  
l i k e n e d ,  and I ’m going to  see. to  i t  t h a t  t h e r e  a r ® ^  
f lo w ers  about the house so t h a t  when they  l^eave, everyone 
may have a l i t t l e  bouque t, -  a s in g le  f low er  or e 
negro men and a l i t t l e  bouquet h f o r  th e  l a d i e s  Ox c o lo r ,

d o n ' t  you th in k  so,
And bo i ' l l  fo ld  a t  t h i s  p o i n t ,  hopping i n to  a hot_ 

b a th  f i r s t ,  and i f  too  s le ep y , U l l  pass  o u t ,  aud ix n^ ,
I th in k  x mu t  c o n fe ss  th a t  1 s h a l l  p robably  p ry  in to  t h a t  
n ice  package t h a t  i s  a w a i t in g  f a e . . . .

■ *
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May 96$, 1947,

Memorandum; • ,

What a b i r th d a y ,  •  I  mean; r e a l l y  what a b i r th d a y ,  and 
th a n k s ,  th a n k s ,  th an k s  to  you.

in  a roW I  have th e  two pho tog raphs q# you and you 1311:11

rarSiXoSS'.!”?**: xa “«
S S d p a " .  ? M «  « , « » •  . l o w .

l i k e  my o ld ,  o ld  f r i e n d  and.fo o t  warmer t h a t  i t  m ight have 
been a posed p o r t r a i t  on h i s , p a r t ,  ^na I m a e l ig h t  •

AS fo r  Sod’s C h ild re n ,  1 need not a t te m p t  to  t e l l  you how 
much “ in go ing  to  t r e a s u r e  i t .  1 have on ly  read a page, - the  
one you“ mfrked w herein  my o le  f r i e n d  f i ^ e s s o p l e a s a n t l y .  hu t 
I  have gone over th e  i l l u s t r a t i o n s  one by one, and 0T8Ver
and everyone of them hold something, s p e c i a l ,  even the  ones 
w ith o u t1 th e  human f i g u r e s ,  and i f  what ^ e  A i n c e  de Llgne 
s ia d  i s  t r u e ,  " t h a t  the  m  t  p i c t u r e  w i t h o ' ; 1:su€es  
^  l i k e  th e  end of th e  world,"., .then the  one of nampton,- 
j u s t  by i t s  own- c l a s s i c  s e l f ,  and w ith o u t  f i g u r e s  i b  c e r 
t a i n l y  l i k e  th e  end of th e  w o rld , -  the p o r t a l s  of ne^v n 
s la p  i n  f r o n t .

as fo r  the  news of M is s i s s ip p i  from 1798 to  1848,
X am w ith o u t 'w o rd s  to e x p re ss  my d e l i g h t .  ^ow p lea sa n  
i t :  i s  J u s t  to  ho ld  an unopened book in  one s j ^ 5 8 *hf 0v 
t h a t  one knows i s  cramed w ith  page and paragraph  which, 
when ex p lo red  to g e th e r  w i th  a sym pathe tic  s o u l ,  
r e v e a l  and un fo ld  comedy, drama, r.omanoe and t m e i y  in  
averv l i n e  e x p lo re d ,  P r im a r i ly  i t  would seem to  be th  
dusty  baokdrop of a d e s e r te d  s t a g e , and y e t  whien t h e :b 
l i g h t s  a re  th row n 'on  i t  p r o p e r ly ,  how c o lo r f u l  th e  s e t t i  a 
becomes, how v iv id  each p e rio d  how v i t a l  e9Ch !  ’
s te e p in g  f o r t h  from the shadows a s  tn e  mind conte. 
th e Pre a so n s  fo r  t h e - w r i t i n g s  and th e  in d iv id u a l  oases 
t h a t  were execu ted  th rough  i t s  word.

Am i ' writing my name along s id e  of Mr. Buchanan s ,  and 
4yi i 1o, -hnifi and w h ile  th e  volume i s  goin& to  Lrace
tS e  'holding she lf* from  tim e to  time u n t i l  we can eventually  
flxulore i t t  c o n te n ts  t o g e t h e r ,  s t i l l ,  from tim e to  t im e ,  I  

muot take  i t  i n to  my hai^ds and tu r n  i t s  pages, and 
have one of my i i thop ian  a s s i s t a n t s  struggle with a paragrap:

' or two! j u s t  to  keep me in , fo rm  i n  my i n c l i n a t i o n  t o  
• ’ SWeep hack th e  l e ^ a l  s ta g e  on so many f a s c i n a t i n g  th in g ,  whi
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ave held the promise of so
.nd of joy, hinging around th is  co llec tio n  of. i e 0a i 
oouemtns in ante helium times.

I t * s  certain ly  been the grandest hind of a birthday, thanhs 
,o you, and again and again my thanks. ,

I diew up the curtain  at 4:45 on .irenbourg th is  morning, 
md belabored weeds with a passipn u n til y. (

i?hen 1 gathered some rather nice pinh ro se s , - i »
shrae o f  four shades, and armfuls of orinums and so hack here
to a hot bath and a belated b reak fast. p  ™ SH e
nice because I was t ire d  and fe e lin g  good and the perfume 
of the ro ses, supplinented by that of magnolias "  
l i l i f  rfhieh I had gathered .here, somehow lent a sweetness 
to the nice photographs and birthday remembrances I had 
about me. *

Cpla^te and ^ae. regard who are always very hind, sent 
07er f d e l f o i S s  o” c k e fsa la d e  for lunch and |  p erfectly  
elegant chocolate- pudding, which i  thoufcht was sweet
them, ' f - • i; -

ilnd between then and 3 p.m ., 1 devoted mysalf to » i  r .m  
oatient whd seems rather on the ,bet ,er sid e , - having 
fin ished*the day by going downstairs to supper, - the . i r e t
time in a weoh.

aid  at three o 'clock  came the people of color from the 
un iversity . 1 don’ t know why 1 was su rp n se a , bu *
X n  discovered that a l l  of them appeared to he negroes.
I su’d hose 1 should have realized  that a l l  the ^ f t p e s ,
'.hethex from Cane - iv er  of »outh r e ^ D - f e l r o  " *
Uorth to College, -nd so , having the pure D negr 
pleased me much, and they a r r : "  'a-the:rj>tJrong *  mnJ[<
force than 1 had an tic ipa , b lack-black negro named*nd their Professor of H istory, - a biacK oiaojs. u b
Smith, made the presentations, and we mad e ^ a U  1 
the gardens, and completed the tour by o fQund three
house, which i s  la rg e s*  enough f  . l i t t l e
or four People whom I ^ ^ ^ h f t ^ t  some ofthem  who
w oul'dfike to come back w ill " ^ e r  fin a  the means but even

? ! -  S T £ h , “ dthat vjas that, and now I m communing wi J  in“ i  im happy, 
he day i f  done, ! J g i f e l V a m to you f o f  th is  day..
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May 11th* 1947,

Memorandum: , .

And i t ’ s s t i l l  my birthday, what with my p̂ ° * ° ^ ? g Suhlldrar. 
before me along side the likeness of Grandpa, and nod s uhilare 
o/my l e f t  hand and-, the Mississippi Code on W  right^ And 
■ ft™ ^pT-ine' nfivsicallv well and emotionally gay, ana i m 
f i l l e f w i t h  wonder a/how happy one. person can make another 
and withal I'm grateful to (*od about the whole thing.

The enclosed lette r  from “ r s .  Brandon is  as sweet as 
pvfl-r Her armament for me to v i s i t  atones i s  al y 
sound, but “ S of course not thinking of making such a
trip very soon.

- -oturallv  1 can't  explain a l l  the l i t t l e  good reasons
M f d o i n r y =o to  h er , but 1 th in k  you understand them — --

f  1 ^ “.  the w ish to  g iv e  everyth in g growing at S i
q u ite  e l , _ , _i-uie ohance during t h i s  d e lic a teArenbourg tn e ir  b e s t  p o s s ib le  cnan b ^r e nbo r c whatever

?e r i f  a n t f a r e  f o °Tmi bfw ay  of adlftionl?  p C h ts  aSd labor.
to be in ^ s id e n o e ^ in  th is  house u n til  things get 

the desire to be JnJ®®1^ I'0® ndeilcy 0n the part of the Madam, 
more settled, what with t/e , n, flL nBiv g ive  away things 

Should A not be her., to very S“ ?e?tv or that of ^r. B?ile,  
that might ju t  as well which would be a l i t t l e  too in-
and so on ana so forth, -  aJ-J ox words, i t  would
volved to write to re. Brandon. In other u<irds., ^
be useless to say that I feel  «  - „
moment, but that is. precisely the situation.

i n , ,  wn-rirpH hard to track. down Slade at ion This morning A te ally  worked n«r discussion of
to l i n i n g ,  for what you wrote r ^ r  b j. Oouldn’ t
Hilton made me more anxious than ever to see ^
gat that program back. “  7  ”  „o1. davlieht hours
evety station in this  area that I can get^xn ^ y l i o h ^  _ ^
was carfying church service.. ‘ steady'stream of the
most of them o f ‘ doubtful merit, -  a » ' ' * * * *  , . t »m
ra. - . • from 8*30  slap on through until  11 • ,, tvipv
writing to the'°Columbia Shreveport station to ask them i f  they 

‘ t skin at least one half hour of Bible slapping for 
H i l t l f b i t  of Learning, don^t you think so.
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Joe and his new wife, Juanita, caine for the week end, 
and everything went along very pleasantly, Juanita is 
very nice, perhaps 35is, and kind and sensible. She teaches 
school in Beaumont;, - 3rd grade, I think. She said the 
place was rocked by the iexas ^ity explosion, but no one 
was hurt.

Ihe tf’enks were too busy to get down for ^other’s bay.
And here is another example of how news travels. Somebody 

living just above fbatchitoches dropped in the. other day, 
remarking that a couple of friends had driven up to Kentucky 
for the -̂ erby, and they were impressed, on arriving at Lexington, 
to notice? a picture of the General in the loal press, reporting 
his presence for the Churchill Downs business. Surely one needs 
a fal*se beard if ie wants to.go anywhere incognito.

Mv old friend chilli us came to see me the other day,
asking me if i knew where F r i d a y  might be. I did know, having 
always gone through th; t town"-just before reaching v ad alia and 
Hatchez. ^rchillius finall got r. nrew and another boy to 
drive him there. nis son, Julius, who used to help me some 
when'  ̂was making my little sunken garden at this nouse,4was 
workin for an oil company near Ferriday and was doing quite 
well. ^But be as in some kind-of'a sand pit the other day when 
the earth caved in on top of him.- He was eventually dug out 
before expiring, but is so badly crushed that his survival is 
doubtful, dood. old Julius, he was'such a uood boy, too.

And here’s something hich a colored Beverend from 
a neixfcfesx neighboring church had to say to the 
congregation at St. ^ary1s~on-t e-^ayou this week, during , 
the course of a sermon, devotedI assume, to modesty and 
humility.

His account of things might be a little over-simplified, 
but it was interesting and worth of old Aesop, 1 think.
It seems, according to them, that colored folks and 
white folks are as much alike as hens, but colored folks is 
like hen chickens and white folks is like hen ducks.
And the colored folks should strife to be more like the 
white folks because when the chicjken hen lays an egg, she 
Jumps slap up, starts a-hollerin and a cacklin , rnakin a 
big old noise about all ^he’s done done, but white folks4 
is^like* the hen duck who Just lay her an egg, and when she s 
done done, she Just gets up quiet like, a-sayin’ nuthin’, 
and lust walks slap off, which is the way colored folks sure 
ought to do* if they’d Just show; ■ little mo e wit.

So that’s that, and before 1 start" laying another egg and 
cackling, let me get to folding forthwith.....

S~
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Uay l£th, 1947,

Memorandum:
Mya I tell you that two reports arrived in this 

morninp’s post, and while circumstances permitted me to 
-read but the first, * am altogether delighted with its 
contents and am filled with sufficient glee to hold me 0 er 
with patience until tomorrow’s sitting, when the next one^ 
will be undertaken.

.. .1 make the above line to draw especial' attention tothis 
paragraph, wherein 1 foant to say how characteristically sweet it 
wa° of you to undertake such a generous outlay in my behalf, 
regarding the merchandise in question. Since I have been 
fa little woozie during the past month, 1 must have neglected 0 
tell you, following my original letter regarding tne missing 
invoice, n that it came to fhand. On the day B forwarded the 
one item for this year’s subscription, it was myintentionto 
tell you that the delayed invoice had come to hand, and that 
as it apparently,did not cover this year-f ^tb-ooming 
issues the one item was being forwarded in the letter to 
you and that a cheat, signed by b  H., had gone forward direct 
to the American Foundation to the amount 0i ?hout #7.45, 
think. remember it spoiled a ten dollar bill which 1 gave for
the Qhecfc. •

And so you see you hate a perfect reason for telephoning 
S L th reauesting the Foundation's accounting department ^  the inro^wh^tever, already paid for Dy check on

the Estate of’Joh>n ^enry, in payment of the invoice addressed 
to me. 1 suppose the transaction took place i*1 lat®
T»m so sorry that 1 failed to make the point clear tttiat* the 
o r ig in a l  invoice had at long- last come to hand ant been ^ t id ,  but
that the one item was Being enclosed in my l0Jt05 : t  * 
it mipht be used as an excuse for contacting la *Jmith and 
♦ entering the Inscription of the 1947 bp0k Beview. I received 
a receipt for the* payment of the invoice , but aid not save it, 

f as the Estate check, of course, is sufficient receipt, but 1 
shall* no.t ask for it unless the foundation accounting department 
Should not locate its payment in April immediately. I hope all 
this will not cause you too .much trouble, but trouble oi not,
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rvou exquisite kindness in taking oare of the matter in my 
lehalf is another noble monument of such an endless 
;hem already greeted in my heart to your nobility.

And hovJLice to know all . bout Mias iSmith, and how :̂modol**
3he ^ ° f i^on n taefo?merUlener;&-at^e one looking like^a little is explained in a 1 “  ‘ ^  “ ’ first rate item. And wasn’t
5 it* ° S a^ ltt a T . W h i L aJ  tem *
ion't you agree that his “  4 „lth ever so much pleasure
r0° L  maSy a s!tting when we shall share him together.

1 was very m u c h i n t e r e s - o f ^ o f l a f e a c h !  T d i ^ n o t
S 5 W S S 5 . V  And J t h i n k ^ i s n ’̂ s o  - p e n s i v e . ^ n ^
one considers that each 0 . ~ n ordinary musical recordment, - about three times that of an ordinary j reot,on that
which certainly costs at . ht find a few titles that oneafter mature reflection one might * in a while, and 
would care to read and r ■ them by books from theto have them handy, supplementing th oy pleasure. «*e shall have
ing library, and I shall keep an
to think about tins in t anuear on such a list,ear open for items which might appear

,_ * i avnii send in this same mail ain another envelope,, i shall sena 1& c&rQ t0 post it,
letter addressed to Miss ^ith, * yaS you may not c^re to 
but please read it be*0*® d°|5-gif you used the Mile.- or the time, forward it, as I m not ■ 7patt9r for me to writeand I'm not certain if it Boofc I’opiois invoice
concerning the payment vour noble act. I leave tne
which was already . ^ / ^ e r s t a n d  if it is more con-matter up to you, for ypv- , with her directly by
venieht for you to take the _ h|ndie it' through the mediumtelephone, or if you would rather hanai
of my note. A .cYon ^hrevport this morning, s ^The ^aa&m received a 0ard t ST3Qnd the day on Wednesday,^other, I'll "be driving: down nY6i think Francois would 
bringing nuckham Kristian wi me^ „as signed ” a*K *'J* ’
enjoy him ever so much, et“'- ®!°*eadf  t , and oouldn’t for the 
Well, the **adp read qQnt it at first l
life of her figure ou w ^he continued to puz-lev, _

. HCs :h»r —a 8mental exhaustion that still obtains.
^nd in closing, may t ^ ^ i . ^ f e t t e r ^ - ^ i a  franoaise, and

unusually kind l f i t f u t  a seal on’the happiness thamay A' say how completely it \ eginnlng of the week end when,has been mine eV—  since tn g pleasantly.....
thanks to you, everything turner

iff*. 2388

May 13th, 1947.

Memorandum:
How nice to have your second letter from yesterday*s 

post to read today, and so keep up with your several undertakings, 
as of'last week end. i hope they all turned out delightfully, 
and somehow T always feel they are likely to if the girl friend 
has a share in them.

' And it was nice to learn that you had a letter from 
Frau £ongs. X hope she is getting along nicely. I Havene'h't 
heard from her as yet, hut reckon a note will bs winging along 
Southward ere long. I must take,pen in hand for another 
Memorial shortly on my own hook.

1 >*' *  v ‘ ' ' >

And what with magnolias bursting into bloom, little 
Miss Alberta is here. Yesterday afternoon J. il. received a 
telegram from ^ew Orleans reading: “Leaving for A<telrose 
today on̂  bus. Alberta.” ‘ 1

And so with that illuminating hit of information, J. R. 
contacted Batchitoohes and learned fthat seven buses leave the 
Orescent Oity on Monday afternoon for parts Rortfc, 3he might 
arrive at ^atQhitoches on either side of Red River paralleling 
lines at any time between three nad 11. Geleste drove to town 
about 4 and awaited her coming until 7, - hut no little 
Miss A. This morning she telephoned from the hotel, saying 
'she had arrived at 11 p.m., yesterday, and so that was that.

She came down before dinner this morning, and had a few 
things to tell, hut not many of especialy interest. I guess 
you would cite Ayie's Aunt ^aude Chambers as a olassio ex
ample of trying to squeeze out a drop of glory to her own name 
by having it moulded on gyle’s tombestone, whereon in marble 
one reads: “Lyle Chambers Saxon, Louisiana’s tBeloved Author, 
and so on.* ” Lyle Chambers Saxon, and Lyle probably turned over 
in his grave when that was inscribed on the stone, muttering 
as so often in the past: PThose God damned aunts..... •

t

And while on the subject of Saxon, I must refer to the 
Autombiography of William Allen White, which I am currently
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reading* Of the 60 records* I have read about 20, and am 
still in his youthful period. It is very good, especially as 
a picture of Kansas in the 1860 - 1880 period. Some 
words Mr. White uses 1 don’t see much use for when others could 
as well have been û sed, - for instance: "while stretched out 
on my belly", and so oh. uf course there is no objection to 
anybody s belly, but it doesn't really take the prize as 
a first-class word when another could be as readily employed.
But that is merely the flecks of shadow which might have been 
eliminated. And most of the piece is excellent. And many 
of the lines are so impregnated with thought .and so original 
in expression that I find myself constantly wanting to 
read them over again.

in speaking of one character in.liis home town, he stresses 
the point that while the person was one of real merit, the life
of th individual never seemed to be njanaged in a fashion that 
reflected the good mental qualities of the person in question.
By substituting Lyle s name, the line Mr. White employed would 
read thus: ' ~ •..*■ il e ■ ■ 1

"Ho fool was 8axon, yet his life,was a folly".••• 

and 1 think that is original and to the point.
And sneaking of another Kansas,character, who was 

want to squander money; lavishly, often borrowing sums to give 
to charity, without ever thinking,of resitution, Mr. «hite 
says of the man, as well he might of Saxon: that he 
•was charitable to the point of larceny, - which is 
likewise to th point, I must say. And I ’ll probably be 
quoting more before i’m done reading, ; »

I learned this morning that my old friend, Julius Brown, 
died in Perriday ior11owing the accident £ spoke of the 
othea: day, - earth caving in on..him. 1 am grieved be- 
cause 1 liked Julius and wh,ile. I never saw him any more, - it 
must have been 4 or 5 yeais, still it was always nice to 
think of him as being somewhere in the world.

And also I regret to report that the* prolonged dry 
spell is becoming serious, especially in the Little Kiver 
neighborhood. In that section the soil is what is called 
Stiff land, and when no^ moistened by an occasional ra^ »  becomes 
more like cement tha# anything I can think of. f’he cotton 
plants are up an inch or so in that section, but they are 
about.looked for want of rain, f* a. says they can’t 
possible get half a crop there at best, and that will be hard on 
Attrice and *kobeft **nthony and a lot of my other friends yonder, 
here along wane iver we need some rain, too, for the magnolias 
are certainly beginning to look a little weak in the knees, 
but per aps they 11 stage a come-back, - we hope, for once 
established this year, they always ought to make

2 3 9 0

May 14th, 1947.

out.... it from here on

Memorandum:
It’s been a long, hot, tiresome day, with the 

Weather Man predicting the same atmospheric section of it 
for the rest of the week. Poor magnolias and gardenias.

*

Sister belw in about noon, arriving as Miss Alberta _ 
and x were at the dinner table, - the ^adam eating up stairs. 
Sister presented me with a daxhund puppy which is a darling, 
and was'crawling with fleas. Ban ^enry came in a few 
minutest later and she made a gift to him of the same dog, 
Plying upstairs, she presented the same gift Jo her 
Mother, - and nobody wants the poor thing, and Man enry 
wont bo the with it, and the ~adam said she would have to 
raise it if it ever was raised all of which means that 
aside from Mora sleeping nightly on my front gallery, snail 
now have the daxhund, for obviously it wili seiect mQ 
as its master, since no one else will care for it, bister 
is always so generous and so thoughtful.

t

bjie brought a man v/ith her who looked so much 
like ^yle, ^is name is Bicham Christian, and lives 
in ‘"hreveport, - retired, apparently. He was alright, 
but there must be something wrong with his head to ever 
con? t'en to go anywhere with Sister,

Sister, following dinner, said j£he would chat 
with her Mother, but no sooner than r. Christian and 
I arrived at this house than'she blew in. ahe wanted 
a French clock that is in thife house and Vwouldn t giv* 
it up. I’m not sure that I shall he able to hang to it 
without a rumpus that would he too much for the value of 
the thing, but I think I shall make a go of it. he next 
time “harles passes this way, - and I ho'-e he sets here 
before she does, - I >  going to have him take the clock, 
to baton ^ouge to have it repaired,for a while at least Whatever she want? to haul from t„e 
big house is of no i terest to me but when she starts 
invading this one, I propose to block hex depredations to 
the best of my ability. Vfriat a bag.

1 was glad of one speech she “made before ^r. Christian 
and me, wherein, in speaking of her mother’s health, she 
explained that the "adara’s blood pressure was at *60 
when they left ~elrose for »©uth Louisiana .a couple of #
weeks back. "And in view of such an alarming condition,
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. Christian inquires, "you didn’t hesitate about dragging 
>r about the country," ~

1 A-iH-n't want to take her at all, but mother 
>roedQme to 'call up the -ocOor and simply made us take
ir av»ay for the v,eei'- end• 8hs li9 d *

"And the doctor permits the patient to lay <*own^
J1?8 RS dr" S ^ ln“ edhon tTsomf Tdeclare,
iaJll errress^ma^ement at the number of people I know 
hfare rSning around outside the mad house.

Well, let me see what else 1 know that isn't quite

^ess1 it isn't" more than two 0 * ^ ® ®  ^m^l^arrish
* a t  does nsks Gazette, today. I t  is
lewspaper, -  the ±,*1L e  s t .  *̂ ohn where he
published in ^errid y, +  contained an incredible account 
Lived while writing Siba, anj youth in that
3f the electrocution of^a M l l ^ l l l ^  other things
Parrish who had slam an oil ‘ “ «a reai nice
the t™0.00l"I“ ®“ff“selected b fore the execution,casket the s h e r i f f  se « a0VLiX Kouse and decorated
placed in the front o condemned man who

i S . ' S S S s  K - I C S 1f % 8 & 5 ? E S ?

before making use of> them. ,
J „ tell you about “urellia. Yesterday

morningt afong about 10:30, she felt the urg^to ^
visit the littlewooden ^  ^  ^  the Sast
of the servants, simnle little out house is
of the «art6"!V-n!one6allov,r -merica where ever precisely like the ones alolder 0f> the day. Svery
"outside plumbing d according to Hoyle, as shething seemed to be^oing ‘regerded for personal solitude,
was accomplishing an » ft r â ove bar head, 
something”dropped l o S  hitting ^  precisely on the 
hiP,l'tedaiithe such’ prompt dispatch, as did aurelliars r.«;* «.*ys.*ss
rL'^oot reptiL a^d she "cleared the building, 
skirts a-flying and voice raised to high heaven, a
number of servants came a-jumpin, and o* °°ur ®e ,,n vefdid catch the snake,-but they Just about busted 
with hilarity, terminating the hilarity by procuring 
a big old umbrella from some place and presenting it 
to the startled house girl, '.'/hat a business... • • •

^ay 15th, 1947.

Memorandum;
i’hei weather, continues hot and dry, and I urin and 

try to bear tit as x contemplate the maganolias and 
gardenias. Most of them are going to make it, I 
think, but some Qf them are already cooked. The nandinas 
could stand more water, but they are going to make it, 
even though they aren't going to grow much. The 
crepe myrtles are getting fat on the'drough., - which 
only goes to prov$ that one man's meat is another man's 
poison.

And the latter word recalls Dr. Knipmeyer's visit 
»this m rning. He reported something new by way of 
popular afflictions. *t seems that there is* a wave of 
young people in the Parish suffering from some kind of 
poisoning which has been traced to one particular brand 
of bubble gum. I'm sorry he didn't recall the brand, 
else 1 might be able to advise you against* it. Alright....

Dr. was somewhat troubled as to what steps should 
be taken to protect the'immediate neighborhood, - and 
the surrounding Parishes. I suggested he immediately 
telephone the new r$dio station in ^atchitoches, -just 
opened a week or so a^ain, - and "ask them to transmit 
the same to affliated stations, - and if there be none, 
to telephone the Columbia, Mutual and National stations 
in Shreveport and Alexandria to air the warning nationally, 
and he thought the idea original, -'which it most certainly 
was not, and good, which it certainly is. So If you 
hear any admonitions on the' subject, it will just go 
to show.. ...what, I do not know.

It certainly was pleasant to have yesterday 
behind us, and things were rather calm about the place.
I had lunch or dinner alone with ^iss .alberta, - the Madam 
not coming down at noon. Miss Alberta spoke of Boark 
Bradford, who is currently giving some lectures once a 
week on writing, - at Tulane, I believe, - or some other 
university in or near the Crescent wity. *

She says Brad isn't writing anything, - says he 
can't. *nd she thinks he is suffering from, - could it 
anoebia, - or some such malady which is so prevelant in 
the tropics. 1 beli ve ^rad was in Africa where he
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was first afflicted with it. I am under the impier-sion 
that it-is some virus that gets into the Ays intestines 
and is or ht least used to be incuieable. 1 remember Sam 
Putnam used to have it, and how hard he struggled to 
grind out the translations of the Pirandello plays, 
on which he had the exclusive translation rights._ 
having *no money at all, * what with a wife and child, he 
labored mightily, - albeit he was never able to aevote more 
than an hour a day because of his serious condition, - 
and the only place in the world that was equipped to 
treat the disease but not cure it, was a hospital for 
tronical diseases in Hamburg,- Germany, to which, about 
evefy six months or a year he would journey, i-Olaowing 
the close of hostilities in 1918. I know not ix science 
has developed anythin forfthis particular^tning in 
recent’years, - and so far as the namburg institution is 
concefned, i suppose it would be a myrical 'Strange 
I should spell that with a T’y ), - if that institution, 
withstood the bombings of the 2nd world W$r.

I can't imagine what the Bradford household will be 
like, ^t seems they have ht a single servant now, and 
in suite'of that, ^ary Hose continues to entertain 
nightly, - although i know not if she does so on such 
a lavish scale as formerly. Brand, according to little 
Siss M ,  has found it difficult to .convince his wife that 
they are re chin the bottom of the barrel. I -  ̂
always seemed remarkable that he enjoyed such a huge 
income from his writings, - I suppose .royalties tor 
bis part in the production of Green Pastures must have 
been quite an element figuring in his annual income 
'in the old days. And h n, too, he used to get a 
thousand dollars a piece for his short stories m  the 
Saturday Evening Host and Colliers, ^n the other 
side of the ledger, however, I recall that along about 
1940 or 1941, when Mary Hose insisted on supervising 
the musical comedy or whatever it was that was based on 
the John Henry story, -Brad sank a hundred thousand # 
dollars in that venture, which played but a single m g n t , 
as 1 remember. Everyone feels sorry, fpjr. "rad but 
as no one ever seemed to like Mary AVose, no one, oi cours , 
sheds any te*rs over whatever come down she may have ahead.

i'he enclosures speak for themselves. I'm so 
sled **r. -Bachelier is up and threatening to pass around 
this way. "s for ^r. Miller, I m getting a little con
fused, being uncertain as to the localities ©he is 
mentioning, etc. i had t ought she wanted something 
on the river, as cistern, water was inadequate for her 
needs*, but x could be wrong* Perhaps i shall recommend 
she compare the nttle “ock neighborhood with the ^ane 
Hiver region on a little vacation someone said she plans 
for this summer. I411 wait a day or two before responding 
to her letter...I'm still likin^ my photos et al....

May 16th, 1947.

Memorandum;
Hq hand your elegant report of four pages, every word 

of which .1 have relished in reading, and re-relished 
in contemplating over and over again.

And may 1 say thank you a tousand times for the 
extended list which you went to so much labor to glean and 
transmit to me. fhe plantation bell rang before 1 had 
completed the entire bibliography, and so 1 have that to 
look forward to on the morrow.

I hadn‘t learned of the Herald f’ribune 'article of May 
4th, so was-doubly inquisitive to learn of Mr, ^ane s latest 
wrinkles. Ho he is going to do Varina Howell. Well, in 
my manuscript which he ransacked from its locked security,- 
as 1 thought security, - in my arraoir, he probably copied 
particulars from a chapter **rs. *“oore arid 1 did, having to do 
with Miss Howell's early life, and the burning down of her 
grandfather’s mansion when she “was a little girl, She 
was at the latter’s home, - I located the ruins in my article,- 
with her parents one day for dinner. She was admonished not 

• to sweep the hearth with a little broom with which she was 
playing. when other dinner guests arrived, and she was momen- 

* tarily alone, she just had to take one swish at tip.© ashes in 
the fireplace, and being startled by someone coming bpek into 

the room, she threto the broom into a little closet, formed by 
one side of the mantle, ihen everyone went in to dinner, 
toward the end of which, a servant startled ever one by 
shouting for the guests to leap from the windows into the 
garden, as the house was about to fall in. xhe broom, re
taining a live bit of ashes, had ignited in the closet, ana the 
flames sweeping, upward, had burned s'teadily on the upper 
floors as the dinner .progressed.

X assume his cemetary business may have also been lifted 
from a Chapter on fhe Gorral, for that was also original 
research, of which there is no printed account. think 
may have told you that.about 75,000 negroes, following the 
occupation of A ate he z in 1863, converged on ^atchez from the 
surrounding plantation country, and were herded below the 
GUlfs on the shelf of land freyofid which or rather where was 
located the re9ently destroyed Magnolia vale. Henned in at 
that place and. Having nothing but ^issis&ippi Hiver water to 
drink, and swamped by millions of mosquitoes, about all of 
the 75,000 negroes perished there, as ^guests of wnele ^am", 
and were buried within the Crral. As parts of that shelf
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break off and slide into the Kiver, dozens, - sometimes hundreds of 
bodies, or skeletons, slide off into the muddy waters, grim 
reminders of one of the most outrageous and nost unknown crimes 
of the Civil War.* * have seen this hideous spectacle on occasion 
myself, and 1 dug out the particulars by much labor. I suppose 
Kane is using that data, and I imagine may corrupt the historical 
facts to make the cemetery an ante bellum affiar, so that the 
Natchez Under the hill and steamboats, ^ambling, etc, , can be 
fitted into the scene. What a bag.

I was certainly interested in your accou t of Yale’s 
difficulties with -is8 Stein’s manuscripts. It certainly 
was a coincidence that we both went to town on the btein bandwagon 
at the same time without knowing of the other's interest in the 
matter. ;

I'm''glad to know that ^nita is at home and that the 
little one is doing so nicely. It was certainly thoughtful 
of you to send me her address. At the present writing I 
think i should prefer to transmit Memorials through your 
good offices, but it is nice to have the address in case I 
wanted to send something like a mere card or such like some
time. * t

t . ■ ' . . 0 f
. y * ; .  , ■ ;.(,h  ' *  a .;..r,gi. g 1  ;

nnd so Egon is threatening to write. It will be nice 
to hear from him, and 1 shall of"course let you know immediately,
I supposd 1 may bo expecting to hear from ^nita, too, before 
long." I'm so glad for her^that she has the pleasure of con- 
teimplating the possibility of a New Cleans trip with you 
at sbme future time. It must"mean ever so much to her at 
times such as these’to have this figment of ^eaven to 
consider and thus make the day to clay existence the- easier.

t ■ ; i  - v d   ̂ &  ■ ‘X ♦
I’m sorry to report that our hot dry spell continues.

I ’m counting heavily'on the heavy dews to, lend a hand in keeping 
thing is going to a great extent, and I'm trying 5to keep the weeds 

f away from the things that are still manifesting signs of life.
I just heard something the other day aiout Gape Jassamines 
that interested me. It seems it was the custom in the 18th 
century for English sea captains to bring back odfd plants 
from their voyages, and from: one voyage to Capetown, ^outh 
Africa, one captain brought back a plant, originally a native 
of *hina, which entranced everyone. Because of it's perfume, 
it suggested jessamine, and having come from the Gape, the 
popular name was obvious. But when the •uoyal Society got around 
to name it, they thought of honoring J>r. Gardner of Couth 
Carolina *where the plant bloomed luxuiantly acqorind to 
report, ^r: Gardner had frequently been so kind as to send 
members of the ^oyal Society various plants from America which 
were unknown in Europe, and so it was, - to honor Dr.
Gardner of Charleston, that the family name of a variety of 
types of plats, - all of the same specie, stemming from 
Capetown, was botanically ohristened Gardenia. And I think 
that is nice....  ,
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May 18th, 1947.

Memorandum:
How pleasant it- is to report a fine shower on 

Saturday and another'today, with a gentle drizzle sliding 
down from on high at this first hour after dark.

l * m  sure our flowering friends at Arenbourg have 
been singing psalms*of -Thanksgiving all during the week 
end, and everything that survived these four lon(_ weeks 
of drought ought to be firmly established, thanks to 
this latest blessing.

ihere were a couple of things-ip ^iss liellie's^ 
letter that went forward to you on Saturday that intende 
remarking upon, but they all elude me momentarily, save the 
rumor in ^atchez that Caroline Dormon is dead. A card 
from her on Saturday indicates that she is much s-live _ 
and kicking, che has recently been doing some planting 
for ^rs. Edgar B. Gtearn in ew rleans, Mrs. btearn 
being the sister of the iate Julius *osenwaid. I 
reckon the rumor is based*on the fact that aroliie 
sister-in-law, Euth Mormon, also a flower enthusiast,
died in ^arch. "

fhis week-end's dampness will accomplish mfcracles in 
bringing forth blossoms from many a plant and bush tnat 
is far behind its or their schedule. The gardenias 
u l n %  bloom about -ay 8th, or 9th, but up to this siting 
not one has made up its mind. I have known a bush, thanKS 
to a rain, to suddenly burst into fXovser over ~
not one flower but hundreds of them. And I like it Metier 
when the moisture is more normal, for then first one and 
then another blossom unfolds, so that the flowering 
season is longer and one isn’t so embarrassed by a 
multitude of'riches all in one fell swoop.

And I must remark upou the grandiflora mangolia ex- 
eogensis. Two of them were planted behind this nouse, 
in the “hite ^arden, about fiften years ago. At that 
time cetain c talogues spoke of the exeogensis grandiflora 
u r  uni one. having liaves like the regular grandiflora,
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size of its flowers, the latter being more suggestive of 
a teacup in diameter than a dinner plate, as are the 
ordinary gr&ndiflora. And so the two exeogensis magnolias were 
planted, and during the past 7 or 8 years, 1 have nursed them 
along with great care, always hoping tney would put forth 
a blossom, but«always looking in vain. But today one 
of these so-called "dwarf*", - now about 20 feet high, 
brought forth its "great globe of folded ivory , -  and 
loj the blossom was bigger than these on the big old 
giant magnolias of ordinary lineage. But it was 
fun waiting all these years for the exeogensis to maie up 
its mind, and now that it has done so, it reveals a 
breadth and fragrance that tops anything else in the
 ̂ fhe week end was comparative! Quiet in these parts, 
with only little Miss Alberta here, and the Billy ninton s 
child, with its mama and papa, - papa having been the former 
clerk! Paynie and J. n. both flew from Shreveport last 
night in a northerly direction, - Paynie going to Chicago 
and J. Ji. to Washington, before leaving %  h. told me he 
honed to get to rennland, G. to look over the situation
there before he returns here on Tuesday, - which seems 
like Quite a large order. J. says that the^General and 
his wife are too wrapped..up in the life of their soldier 
son to give much thought to investigating a summering place 
for the ^adam, - and f nU;t say it looks as though his 
statement has some measure of truth in it.

.I • r, v f - %*•r.. ■ . : -• w: V." - —~ ■ -    I
»  r -?g, v ■ 4 ; r ,  . ;•

I continue with the "utobio^raph of William 41en 
White and find it an excellent volume, His intimate 
friendship for x'heodore ikoosevelt impells him to devote quite 
a slab of snace to that energetic personality. W. A. W 
apuarantly ioved T, B. , even though he was not; blinded 
by" the latter1 s short comings, for W. Av «*, although 
a Republican at times and a Progressive in 1912, was 
still able to admire certain aspects of Woodwrod Wilson  ̂
Dualities, but fheordore ^oosvelt hated Mr. «ilso with 
a wrath that seems to have been most regrettable in a 
man, possessed of so many other sterling qualities.

At the moment i’a in the midst of the Versatile Peace 
Conference, which Ur. White attended in a semi-official 
and a r porter's capacity, and while his interpretation 
of the doings of the doings doesn t seem to oo-incide 

with some things 1 ^v e  been led to suppose were tne facts, 
still it is possible that Ur, White had the trutn whil up 
to now I have merely had the facts, which, indeed, are 

horses of different hues at times.
And now I must fold. uut of the downpour,as come 

a dripping "bird", asking me to pen a line for him 
on some momentous matter or other, and thus the night 
closes down and a new week begins. #

2398
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May 19th, 1947,

,3 3 ut m

Memorand m:
H0 nice to have your letter of Saturday which 1 held 

until today, what with my Bthopian confidant being busy 
over* the week end.

It is -kind of you to offer to share the Geneological 
Table with me but 1 should be happier if you would keep 
it for the moment*, as I do not have anyone to explore it 
with me, what with seasonal demands, on those who assist me 
in the mail department, and my patient never hold her attea 
t'ion'long enough in one direction to make examination 01 
such items possible.

* t  *  *  » - \ i  ' j ; d  ,1

It certainly is interesting that the '/ettins and the 
Roosevelts should have stemmed from the same ancestors. 
Although perfect for the position they occupy in England, 
the royal Wettins, -;let me see, they changed the family 
* name to Windsor, didn't they, - they never sturck me as 
quite so intellectual as their remote kinsmen, the, American 
Roosevelts;.... <

And it was kind of you to give me the particulars about 
the habitation of ^ontague Smith, recipient of tne letter 
from “is,1 Roosevelt. His residence, being near strawberry 
Hill '"of course, imrae'disrtely switched me back to old norace 
Walpole and his 18th century correspondents, which is
always a pleasure. • -

• < t .
Prom the enclosure you will note that bora seems to 

be alright , - I almost added, - "again", for it did seem 
as though he must have been in eclipse for a while. I 
always lau^h when he refers to "Gousin oammie , for it 
ieoalls that’somehow somebody once traced some connections 
between the ^ipes and the ^rwins, or some such, and for 
a while we got into the hab t, - albeit sufrosa, - of 
making use of the Gousin business, in line with the old 
Southern style which still*persists in such represents 1 e 
as little ^iss brake and the like.

 ̂ One adjective for the South that mo• t always might 
be apt is the word "excessive", -for following last night s 
shower, it is a^ain drizzling tonight, - three days of 
rain, following four weeks of drought. The temperature 
remains high, so that with moisture and heat we practically 
have the tropics all over the place. And that is gooa

i ' J§§
m i
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fo r  th e  t i n g s  a t  ^ renbourg  which w i l l  t h r iv e  on such a 
s e t  up# At the  moment t h e r e  a re  p a tc h e s  of 
th an  my head , hu t 1 pay no a t t e n t i o n  to  them, ho ld ing  ^ aS , » 
as I  d o t to  my c o n c e n tr a t io n  on keeping open spaces aroun 
the th in g s  t h a t  m a t t e r ,  which i s  enough to  keep me busy.

I suppose - r .  B a c h e l ie r  d i d n ’t  make i t  today  because 
th e  r a i n s  l a y  have hogged him down on k i t t l e p e r h a p s  
he w i l l  be ' along i n  a day or two, b r in g in g  the flame thrower 
w i th  him, and th en  I  s h a l l  go a f t e r  th e  t a l l e r  weeds w i th
a vengenoe.

I f in i s h e d  th e  ■“■utobiograph^ of Y/illiam A llen  v/hite,
and fouEd i t  good. The sp le n d id
h i s  17 year  old daugh te r  s d e a th  i s  g iven  in
w i th  c ircu m stan ces  su rround ing  t h a t  t r a g e d y ,  he mention
the  f a c t  t h a t  J .  P. -  p r in te d  t h e ' e d i t o r i a l  i n  p  enning
Tower, and t h a t  Alexander ,«oolcott in c lu d e d  i t  i n  h i s  i i
H eader, -  where you may have seen  i t .  I t  s an e x o e l le
p iec e  of w rit in g #

A l i t t l e  f u r t h e r  a long i n ' t h e  A n to h io g r a ^ y  a t .  White 
or>aak= of the  r i s e  of th e  Klu Klux Z lan  and how the

l l l l e a of th e  l.A. B . ,  i n  mistake-n p a t r io t i s m  fo llow ed
a l t o t  .  p . r . 1 1 .1  U »  k J  J - J S J J .yawsss ssss «•
l a d i e s  b u t  i t  i s  t o  t h i s  e f f e c t : .  Hobody has c a l l e d  i t  
t o  t h e ’a t t e n t i o n  of the  dear  l a d y ,  P r e s id e n t  Ox th e  D. a .
E a , bu t, s e v e r a l  ya rds  of th e  IClu £ lux  s i r
hanging  below h e r  r e d ,  w h ite  and b l u e ............

A s i d e l i g h t  on f i n a n c i a l  d i f f i c u l t i e s  t h a t  o e se t  
l o c a l  n e g ro e s"a s  a r e s u l t  of t h e i r  mania fo r  buying c a rs

a°1935 t o u r i n g c a r ^  p u t t in g  $150.00 in to  r e p a i r s  fo r  the 
L t L 3f .  “ e old th iE g  played out a weak ago. and so 
t>4 s i x  now a v e te r a n ,  borrow &50Cf.00 forom a l o c a l
finance*Company, p u t t in g  ar^ s ° c ro u  ^com e*ac aix ist th e  h a r v e s t m t  oi t h i s  year s c rop , co

sss r&s.’fc JrJsupz
th u s ia sm s . - , ... .nd :p ..

Back onoe more to  Wm. - l i e n  w h ite :  he was i n  th e  
Cologne a re a  d u r in g  the  American oc“" ^ t ion  around 1920,
r : . i r f o \ s i . r n r » “ ^ : ° “ h r ” = s  s u s u r .  i , s

8ffZ££20?2tX:& SW  “*"m erioan  so ld i,er  and the  german Bion
l a t t e r  m is ta k in g  th e  f r i e n d l y  f e e l i n g  as “  ®'; 
o f weakness on th e  p a r t  o f th e  -m er ica n .  no you 
t i e  occupied  a re a  g e n e ra l ly  m is took  the  absence of m i l i t a r y  
i i S o S X  th e  occupying fo rc e  a s  weakness. T oday 's  h i s to r y  
seems to  be such a r e p e t i t i o n ,  I*m wondering about i t  a ll#*

2 4 0 0

May 20 th , 1947.

Memorandum* ? ' ' ‘ . ; -- • .. —
And l i d  I  say y e s te rd a y  t h a t  Sqath  i s  synonoraous w ith  

excessive*! W ell,  i t ’ s p o u r in g  o u t s id e ,  and we are   ̂
oozing a t  a l l  the  seams, b u t  i t  i s n  t  h u r t in g  anything- 
a ren b o u rg , and as fo r  th e  c o t to n ,  t h a t  doesn t  m a t t e r ,  s in ce  
J ,  Jd, h a s n ’t  r e tu rn e d  from Washington as ,yet#

- J t  was c e r t a i n l y  good to  g e t  to  y?u r  i e t | ef  
I  hone, you and L. J .  were ab le  to  g e t  to  th e  b o ta n ic a l  
Garden which r a a l l y  ought to  be doing  b ig  t h in g s ,  now 
t h a t  summer seems to  have a r r iv e d  i n  your a r e a .

I t  i s  good to  know, t o o ,  t h a t  c i-rojtnstanoes may make 
i t  p o s s ib le  f o r  ano ther  v i s i t  to  the  f o u n d a t i o n , a n d  nope 
the  c o a s t  rem ains c le a r  i n  your tneiahborhooa to i a c i l  c* 
the  i a u n t • ~s fo r  the  inconvenience  caused by the  in v o ic e ,

I must t e l l  you a^a in  how much x a p p re c ia te  your k indness  
i n  th in k in g  of me in  the  m a t te r ,  and 1 s in c e r e ly  hope
you may use the  m a t te r  of e n te r in g  th i s ^ y e a r  s f ^ t o  l a ^  
as a p e r f e c t l y  good excuse fo r  th e  o r i g in a l  v i s i t  to  l a  
Smith, -  i f ,  indeed , an excuse be req u ired #

I  in tended  to  say- in  ano ther l e t t e r  t h a t  in  the even t th a t  
i t  would be e a s i e r  to  have the  refiund made c t l v
a d d re ss  t h a t  th rough  your own, ^ t w o u l d  rded  d i r e c t l y  
f i l r i e h t  and th e  e a u iv e la n t  could be forw arded a i r e c u iy  

tS y «  a f t e r  i t  had been converted  from one check to
cu rrency  or money o rd e r ,  bu t the  s a t i s -
m a tte r  can probably  be ta k e n  care  o f to  your e n t i r e  sa 
f e t i o n  on th e  s p o t ,  a lthough  i  s i n c e r e ly  hope i t  u  a &
to  cause  you no b o th e r  a t  a l l ,  -  I, hope, I  i ,

And thanks f o r  t e l l i n g  me about June 22nd. which I 
s h a l l ,  remember and _do something- bou t, -  th rough  the
medium of your own t ra n s m is s io n ,  i f  you d o n ' t  mind. About 
when should you have a n o te  in  your t ru e  hana fo r  senain*

’ abroad so t h a t  i t  w i l l  a r r i v e  on or b e fo re  June A<*na. g  
s h a l l  see to  i t  t h a t  i t  reaches  you p r io r  .to w hatever d a te
i s  r e q u i r e d .

The en c lo su re  from Miss M artin  i s  of p a r t i c u l a r
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_ , t i t  a lone  r e g a r d le s s ,  a f t e r  p e e r in g  down
i t e r e s t ,  b u t I  sen m  in to  one of th ese
ie n e a t fea rg in , so th a t  I t  wi 1 S when we ge t
3s ty  l i t t l e  en v e lo p es . I  U  oerraxnxy &
Dine more o f th e  b ig  ones,

. * 4. - u ' +  'Tv,0 Democrat must have c a r r ie d
I s n ' t  i t  amusing tn a  i4a tch e z  l a s t  week end. I

he announcement t h a t  I  ^a ^ somehow s lip p e d
h in t  - W .  Brandon t K t  peop le  l i h e  h r .  B u tle r
y mind, My only r e g r e t  JU as*  ctoimty and think, i t  odd 
i l l  r?ad  of my p resen ce  i n  M M  and M iss and

didn  t  make a bow in  h x . _ ^  p l0 ta b ly  th e  news w i l l

« £  « ' ■ «  “  * » « •  ,t of th e  f in e  candy I presented
iind I  sm ile  every  tira ® B d v e r \ a K e s  a m istake  on a n y o n e 's  

;o th e  l a d i e s .  C e le s te , wh i n ' t h a t  departm en t t h i s
b ir th d a y , somehow * ° h ! h ? a t i o n  o A y  9 th  on May 3 rd  -  
v ear, and made h e r o e le t r .  =oneudled to  come, -  h u t
on th e  morning th e  l a d ie s  . e re  -  th 0 . r e s id e n c e ,  C e le s te  vvas 
in  th e  a fte rn o o n . And on le a v in g  , t  le a v e  and on
c a l le d  hack to  th e  te lep h o n e  as I  r t a r t e d  to  ^  ’ te d

th e  f r o n t  g a l l e r y ,  I  n e i th e r  lad y  knew th a t  th e
me w ith  a g i f t ,  -  tim e , 1 was p r e t ty  unhappy
o th e r  -had surprised me. ^  h ona ^  thg  paofcag0S was “ o a t ly  
in  the  jaw departm en t . a n d  a thQy gave the appear nee of
t ie d  up and the  o th e r  b u t , 1°°f,® H :iriQS p rake  .and m artin  v e in , d i f f e r e n t ,  and so ŵ en  llasdam'e •b ra  done up
t i e p i n ,  I  th o u g h t it w o ^ e  ^ f ^ ^ h e  o th e r  to  them 
uackage hy them to  i s s  £ 1 1  home th ro u g h  th e  m p o n li |h t .
fo r  p ro p er use on -h e ir  way i e d o u t alright, and ox
And a p p ra n tly  th e  whole schem Q °f t  the  mat;te r  t 0 ( C e le s te  and 
course  1 never b re a th e d  a ^ le a s e d , a p p a ra n tly ,
Uadam R egard , so generous a t  a l l  Because
a l l  th e  way 'ro u n d , and 1 wasn * t h a t  tim e when X was 
I  could  e a t  th e  sood ^ l n g s  a n y ^  a i0 an O r' s o f f e r in g s ,  
d ev o tin g  m yself e x c lu s iv  y

, + r a l o s t  ^ar World
X 'ye done some rea d in g  In  a  good a r t i c l e  by

finding some of i t  ve y ^ x f s t i W S  one h y .o ld  Bmhry,
Archibald Mclkeesh, and a -Religion fend th e  r a c i a l
o f°Sosenw ald . Embry w r i te s  on H e l i | i  ^  th a r0  l s  n o th in g
Problem , M e l l o n  i f  p eop le  wi 1 ? ^ h e  h a lwrong with Christian “ e i i g i u  know, I  th in k  ae »»

b e in g  to  p r a c t ic e  i t  8 "  you t h a t  onoe l a s t  y ear
,D6ii% i Varfl I«raust co n fe ss  uu  ̂ Anrad bv ^anetsom ething w e r e ,  i  t0 s n  vaguely  f lo o re d  DS “
and once l a s t  week. I - <ie s  ^ t t e  bevy l a s t  week., when

‘ m e d m a n , -  l a s t  y e a r , ana ~  w ith  much alarm  over
f i r s t  ono andJ h®nria;®0Ss in  th e  Pullm an oar on which each 
th e  p resen ce  of a negr „ t t e  l8  alw ays much in te r e s te d
^ I h e 9 p l i ! h f o ^ t h e yJew ish  p e rs e c u te d , and y e t ,  ''What 
do you th in k ,  th e re  was a c tu a l ly  a n e g re ss  r i g h t  in  th e  
Pullm an w ith  th e  r e s t  of th e  p e o p l e , . . , . . , ” Alright
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2 1 s t ,  1947.

Memorandum: v i  ; : , , '

I  f e e l  good and t i r e d ' , , so brace  y o u r s e l f  fo r  an 
u n u s u a l ly  d u l l  n o t e .  And w hi le  I ’m r e a l l y  n o t  good,
I f e e l  good, which i s  almost the  same t h i n g ,  and I probably  
wont have to be rocked to s l e e p  in  about f i v e  m in u te s .

I t  has  been a p e r f e c t  day for  weed e x te r m in a t io n ,  b lue  
ky and much su n sh in e ,  w i th  t h in g s  oozing under f o o t .  I 
a cc o rd in g ly  rounded up ^ i t t l e  King and Andy and th e  th re e  of 
u s  pu t  i n  a f u l l  day,  succeeding in  e l i m in a t i n g  most of 
the  co m p e t i to r s  from the g a rd e n ia  and magnolia  s e c t i o n  
i n  the  curve- tow ard  Uncde B’ O r ' s .

Re turn ing  h e re  along about 10 a . m . , to  post  
y e s t e r d a y ' s  m a i l ,  I  disQOverd I  had missed th e  postman, 
and so-you w i l l  have two l e t t e r s  b e a r in g  the  same c a n c e l l a 
t i o n  d a t e .  While i n  the  b i g  road on my way to  the 
s t o r e ,  I saw "d ie  damen mit der  g o -c a r t e n "  with her  husband.

They s topped the  " g o - c a r t ” t o  say Howdy fo r  a few 
m inutes  and ask me to  O l o u t i e r v i l l e  f o r  d in n e r .  I 
a cc e p te d ,  bu t  con t inued  to l ea v e  th e  da te  open. Ar*.
Eleanor  seems to  be ge t t ing ,  a long f i n e .  She says they  
o c c a s i o n a l l y  s l i p  out  t o  so u th  Aouisana on an a f t e rn o o n  to  
t*ack down a n te  bellum f u r n i t u r e  fo r  t h i e r  house . T m 

so g lad  they a re  g e t t i n g  .along n i c e l y  In  ten  days ,  
th ey  a re  expecting- some d i s t i n g u i s h e d  gues t  from Boston 

or %  wr l e a n s ,  -  I d o n ' t  f e c a l l  which, -  and asked me 
e s p e c i a l l y  to  t r y  and make i t  f o r  d inner  a t  t h a t  t im e .
We'^l  s ee .

J .  H; r e tu r n e d  from W^shi g ton  about noon. I h a v e n ' t  
seen him alone as  y e t ,  so kno\? n o t  i f  he v i s i t e d  l e n n la n d ,  
bu t  x assume he probably  didn t ,  h i s  absence from here  be ing

so s h o r t .  » ~

He was q u i t e  funny a t  supper ,  e x p la in in g  what t e r r o r  he 
b rough t  to  the  h e a r t  of th e  G e n e r a l ' s  wife by saying t h a t  
i n  a l e t t e r  to  P a y n ie ,  l i t t l e  Stephen had remarked t h a t  
w h e n ’he s a i l s  f o r  Au r0 pe i n  ^u ly ,  ,he may have a p a r tn e r  
accompanying him. , L i t t l e  Stephen s motner ,  - and p o s s ib ly  
the G enera l ,  t o o ,  a re  so comple te ly  bogged down by a f i x a t i o n
on t h e i r  only o f f - s p r i n g ,  and i t  i s  d o u b t fu l  i f  any g i r l  i n  the•»* • .

-v.
'V,

»
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will be worthy of him. His mother, - according to 3 . M. has 
nade her son promise that he will not marry without consulting 
his oarents, Explaining that an Engagement is alright if 
it goes no further than that". Dorothy Dix always is hammer
ing on the fact that it is far better for a child to be 
under-mothered than over-mothered, and it is interesting 
that the ^adam should have two grandsons who so surixingly 
illustrate old Dorothy’s theory, - little Stephen and rat, and 
I must say that both youths seem to be fine boys, %  sa .t is 
obviouslythe luckier, - if a little more lonley, for having 
escaped the entanglement that ’’the silver cord always seems 
to succeed in shackling' its victim, once a mother s fixation 
gets a strong hold on her, victim,*

* 1 ' -r

In my reading department I continue with Religion and 
the ro*st ar Erld. I'm now reading a chapter by somebody who 
points out that there is and has been for some time a decide 
tendency of people to approach religion less y**J*ual
than an 'intellectual p0int of view. And tne POi^ is made 
that while Christian Science is primarily an mterllectuax 
approSS it seems odd that Uary B a k e r y ' s  concept has not 
embraced millions more of converts than It has, sine® 
seems to be made up of the -main elements that constantly 
appear stronger and stronger in the general re in ^ink once the spiritual Approach but is nowintelleotual. I t 1 
.that is an interesting observation* *

X shall next undertake to read The Toung ^ffeison by 
j.«r.. -I’m wondering if that means cnat . Z Z * pup hookmth US, 19^5 seems to be t,e copyright date. the too

is said to ber^ ;?er“ed primarilyQwithe 'around.
ftlffi too, that his years a? Master to the Court 
Versailles figure prominently 1 i<5 gaid to COntain much
it terrain; ted with tjie year l?89™.,-! in the forest of Fontaine- about personal doings in aris '’ul * -arly of course,blean and St. Cermdin, - whichwill put U *  at ariy, r oxt
the latter being next aoor, ana 1 snail enjoy 
on the same*

wii-nJo latter I rather she is having c±uite aFrom files hellie s friend. Since theround with her sister and thp letter s -rie . re:,aI^s 0n Natchez,
burden of f 1 oend'thf clipping alon alas voiced by the "unleith iaay, sentence, wherein
thought I had an.or^twaity to^read^but^e ^  & peg or t 
the lady ap eared incli- about “atchez, - i
Frankly, anything “r. ane t f whloh you have
think the clipping -e^ld 'Irlbune!Ar* L  might
b^perfectly^ight so fafas truth feoes, - but. i  of o^fae. he 
W M  f  fool to sly it. I shall have more, to say no .Ar. *.
and ^atchez shortly. And so to bed....

._.■ - ~

, ♦ v*‘

1 ' May 22nd, 1947.

‘    ' ' ‘ ' l ; f t
i

• w  k % XX  v  "  ? •• J -'‘ r; ti ' k  ■

: a U  X  • U  r; - - t  : ' ~  cMemoraandurn:
. ‘There are so many things to, be thankful for, not 

the least of which is the arrival of these large envelopes
which, certainly, facilitates the sending of enclosures.

There isn’t so much news today, which means every
thing must be rocking along alright. The weather is 
certainly in that category, warm and damp, so 
things are growing mightily at, Arenbourg.

I think 1 ended up talking about Mr. ^ane last 
night, 1 want to return to hpjn momentarily tonight.
When he first visited Elrose he swore to -the ^adam and 
me he was never going to write anything on Natchez, arid . 
seemingly was very kind about offering to assist In the 
Bosenwald business, pointing out that since he had. had 
much success, - two awards, - from that institution, he 
would gladly give a once over to my prospectus on that 
subject, with a view of suggesting any changes that 
from his knowledge of the institution might further 
tend to guarantee the award. After 1 had made a duplicate 
Of my piece, 4 re ember that % intentionally withdrew 
pages 10 and 11, 1 think it was, from the article I 
sent him in compliance with his request. -»nd now 1 
recall that he wrote me, sayi% whatM had done was 
alright, but suggesting that 4 tsend him the two missing 
pages* *>ince they were in the middle of the thing, 
of course 1 .can see clearly enough now why he even 
wanted those. As the thing turned out, of course, it 
didn’t matter if he had them or not, since a year or 
so later, when 1 was in Etchez, and the .-̂ adam let him 
stay in my house, he had every .opportunity to ransack my 
stuff, which he did, but of course he never dreamed he 
would have such a chance when he asked me originally 
for my survey. And that's that.  ̂ «

Well, at supper tonight, we fell to talking about 
the impending eiectipn in DQuisinna, -  ̂guess it is 
next January, but the candidates for Gove, nor are already

_

.
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beginning to tune up their pipes, - Earle Long Jimmy ^orrison 
and some of the other hill-billies. And that recalled to 

little Miss "1 erta’s mind that Earle ^ong not only has a sister 
who heads the Art -Lepartment at the Batchitoch.es college, but 
there is also another sister who teaches somewhere in Arizona.

Miss Alberta says that once the Arizona number was brought 
to her house in Lew wr eans, and on being present to ^iss 
Alberta, Miss ^ong announced with firmness; "I’m Huey Long's 
sister. Give me one of your paintings", - just like that.
And Miss Alberta, - G0d bless her, - did not. Can you imagine 
the nerve of the ^ongs.

Today was Knipmayer day, but I didn't heir much news.
I asked about the Bubble Gum and learned that three popular 
brands have been taken off the market locally, - Yankee, 
Chick-Mime and some other brand. It seems each of these three 
brands contain some kind tOf acid that induces immediate nausea 
and has some lingering effect, the details of which I am 
ignorant. I don t know if they sojunded off on the radio or not.
I should hope that they have acquainted people beyond the con
fines of this arish, but one never knows.

I was so sleepy last night, I didn't get very far with 
Young “efferson, - perhaps two or three hours, but find it 
good. - 41 d<i so ofe-red that M had forgotten Mr. Jefferson married 
a Randolph, although there has been much talk of the 
Randolphs in the big house since the Mac^am's return from 
South -Louisiana. There is a bi^ House not far Irom Bellegrove, 
called Nottaway, having been built in the opulent 1850's 
by the Randolphs, - descendants from the Virginia family.
The house is an elegant one and for some unknown reason is 
pr a tty, well preserved, while Belogrove is tumbling down.
But how we get around to all this is the fact that the 
last generation of Randolphs ,to occupy Boitaway, « i guess 
it was after the Jivil “ar, embraced 13 daughters and two 
sons. And the two sons quarrelled over possession of the 
affection of a woman of color, - and one of the boys tkilled 

. c his brother And it was by the Randolph boy and the woman 
W i U hW/of color that Sally Johnson of Bat0hez was begot. You will

"recall perhaps that it was *»ally Johnson who through ^rs. Moore 
sold most of the famous Begro Diary of the ante bellum 
Hatches barber to L. S. U. a number of years ago. fAn& 
isn't that a long ways around. <

Lid i mention to you that about a month or six weeks ago 
I wrote ^rs. ^oore asking her if she would be .interested on 
graduating to head the archives Section of the Louisiana State 
Library, and if I should begin turnip wheels in that direction, 
starting in onx Essae t̂ae, etc, "ell, anyhow I did, and 
explained that if she would not be interested I .would under
stand and say nothing. I just thought she ra ght be interested, 
and realized it would do ijo harm to ask. And no harm it 
did, I guess, for i haven t heard a pee- from her yet, - but 
before the year has run out, she will und ubtedly write me 
a book at a single sitting. Alright, ^attie,.....
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Memorandum;
Thirty million words would begin to express the 

pleasures for me and for ^renbourg which came to hand in today's
post, '

As for Arenbourg and me, I know not which will benefit 
the more, but I think we both shall bless you for the impetus 
your message brings with it Eventually you will have a look 
at the results and thus be able to judge for your own good 
self, and what with some additional fertilizer that will 
be 'brought to bear on the growing things, the steps in the 
right direction ought<to become appqrant all the sooner, 
thanks to my Lady of the Lamp.

And may M say thank you, too, for all the interesting 
things you had to tell me about what'you are currently 
up to, how things rock along in Europe, and all the details 
about St, Gloud, - the latter being not quite finished when 
the plantation bell rang, so that 1 have it to turn to on 
the morrow. I gather, from first glance, however, that my 
assumption that it might have had its 'inception with the 
nails from Christ's cross was without foundation,

•“•nd isn't it n ce to know that ^nita and her little 
family have a mansard of their own, for I !.m sure that 
means they have all the ingredients for happiness, being once 
in possession of a place they can .feel is thei‘r own, X 
was-so‘interested in what she reported about the food situation, 

v which seems to harmonize so nicely with the adverse reports 
carried by the radio these days. It is heartening to know 
from the last report over ^olu bia that the allotments are 
being increased with the end of ^ay, and let us hope they 
will be getting their full share.

Although it is raining again tonight, - and I'm glad,- 
the day was without showers, and accordingly M bestirred my
self at 4;30, and put in a few hours weeding the bulb 
garden where everything had jumped sky high following 
last week's rain, many of the weeds being actually taller 

.... than my head. With the ground soft, it.made the job fairly 
easy, although there were so many it did take some time.
I was so busily engaged in my labors that I forgot to pay 
very close attention to my precise situation when all of 
a sudden 1 felt that the ground beneath my feet was a bit
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i , . tOO tfr&f  ̂ W8.S
le s s  firm , and gianoing^up^ t*®e t ie a 4ure erne to l i | h* or9 
exactly  over the spo j  sh a ll have to o a downpours
la s t  . in t e r .  1 * f £ £ Ce, for probably the recent
f i l l in g  n o t Cgg ttle  the ground a l i t t l e .
have tende _ , t  before leaving arenhourg

And may i t  e l l  you " . a r ^ ^  at & gardenia J m s h , ^ ^
1 f e l t  impell®4  ̂or e&would*he none t ^ s (â ! ! lhiished ones evenof course that th e re to  ^  old f ^ T i s c o v e r e d  the
i t  i!:' f 0°e a pieture my delight «h e n ^  re a lly  oours9, and
at ^ e lro se . son# I was enonaiivou, heading for
f i r s t  one of the s s nice long s tem waS awaitingimmediately cut i t  on .  your nice message Qen th e

sss-sfes&ras « *  ?“• k:s5.“»*gardenia and th l  was more than a as j  type
S^ t h e  flP^er nods gently on myg *  » Q time andas the t io  j_ lanoe Up at i t  from _ and i « m as
these li-*e-* ^ op.rat>h.s ju st  behind 1 * « oerfumethe birthday ^otograp^ ^ b r e a t h ^  g * l a a . 
happy as a intervening one for ~ome
201 myS ’ • ■ nV9 up fton Alexandria this afternoon. ^

^ 8- / l i s t e r  who i s  a widow, - ^ XSpet tl e ,  and Mrs. 
'bringing her w anothex lady , - a *  • ana Mrs,also  with them va seem tQ d o in g  a ir ig h  ^ g had
uond^hrough^the^adam f b e f o r e  fo ld ing

up my heard ton » - ^ w  nothin^ about
Tn view of the fa c t  that e in teresting that

hr Miller's plans 1 think, i ■ % QX huBband who ashedbrought me a “ e s e g s e ^ r ^  ^  la t te r  w ould^ ^
me i f  t  T' ° " h d an acre of land somewhere on uan ret.reat
le ase  i„ht huild him self a house 83candr.ia .ordsr that he_mign porfession al l i f e  in^ m& i
from the burly ldyniak.e B concession in  t ^  people,
I'm sure 0. • J 11*  the ^ands are such 1 « " l  thinkcertain ly  hope he does, th t hem &g neighbors.

h i f i l l e r  a U t t l . .  n o t e * *  1 ^  & t
k f s  reiues? i - ° - f ^ ' d ^ s i o n ^  consider th is  region,
i n f l ahQCis°veryTf ond, of the Bands, too.

- ' M  i  should have said  * »  * J {  San8
^ h o r " 1'nd Vnat you are enjoying i t .  « u  foreV9*  te6
author And in * Q those Lincoln pa

0 4
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And l m su a--- « en joying
author u n d ^h at y o u ^ ^  ln  pap ers again  fo r
reference in  i t —  And ma? i  say thanks “ d' u89 y o u 're  y o u . . . .  
harping ®bour. COmes to  me ju s t
’a l l  the h appin ess on

May &5th, 1947,

Memorandum:

How n ice  to  rece iv e  your l e t t e r  in  ^atn rd ay ’ s 
no s t • I know not why, hut somehow 1 h a d n t  a n t ic i
pated hearing from a so u l on Sa tu rd ay , when Lo. , the 
b e s te s t  and l e a s t  expected one came to  hand.

H  roes w ithout say in g  th a t i  was enchanted to  
have so many in te r e s t in g  p ie c e s  of i n t e l l  gen ce, and 
i f i s  n ice  to  have Monday^ d ate  in  mind, fo r 1  sh a ll  

he th inking o f you and your v i s i t  to  the b ijo d o a s t  
von mention I laughed when x read what L# • had to  ̂
su ggest by way of ammunition with which you might provide 
y o u r se lf ,  ^y only recpmmendation i s  th a t he sure 
vou provide y o u r se lf  with shoes th a t are  com fortable 
fo r  running, for 1 suppose a skunk migW w ell o ccas10 
speedy f l i g h t ,  i f  annoyed, when_struck, h y i3b ^ b t ly  
over r ip e  v e g e ta b le s , X s h a l l  he a l l  
the program came o f f .

. I  d o n 't know what happened to “H as Aate re rk in s  who 
had th reaten ed  to  p a s s  t h i s  way on the 44th . erhaps 

she p lan s to a tten d  commencement e x e rc ise  a t  tne lo c a l  
c o lle g e  u n t i l  “ onday and then come down here fo r  a 
few d ays.

I continue with “ r ;  Pow er's account o f fhe foung 
J e f f e r s o n ,  and in  doing so I fin d  much d e l i c t  in  running 
a c ro ss  old  acq u ain tan ces I had somehow fo rg o tte n . I 
r e fe r  e s p e c ia l ly  to the Baron and B aren ess H eadersel - 
and e sn e o ia lly . the l a t t e r ,  who seems to have been ever 
“ much l ik e  io u i s  Z lV 's  s i s t e r - in - la w , the P rin ce ss
P a la t in e .

You may r e c a l l  th a t fo llow in g  the d e fea t of th e
B r i t i s h  a t  S a r a to g a , a number ' ° *  0f F ° ^ | 9W®f
captured  by the Americans, - sub jects of the uke or 
Brunschwig, who had bean h ired  out by the nuke to  
George 111, to help out the -“ r i t i s h  r e g u la r s  in 
p u ttin g  down the “ m erican revolution . And General _ 

H ead erse l, -  I have no id ea  how the name i s  -p e l le d , 
but i  w rite  i t  merely a s  i t  sounds by the American re. der 
of the book, - was among th ese  o f f i c e r s ,  ana tnat h is  
w ife  had fo llow ed  him to  America to t r a v e l  , - alout with 
her three ch ild ren , as companion to her husband in  h is
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American campaigns, Following the Saratoga debacle, the 
German prisonners had been sent , - eventually, - to Virginia 
where they were encamped near ~r. Jefferson's home, and where 
the General and the Braoness set up a fine menage, and together 
with many of the other German prisoners were constant guests 
at Monti cello,

p \ • - « -
It is so pleasant and so 18th century, to contemplate 

"r. ‘'efferson's exquisite hospitality to these risoners during 
the most disastrous years of the Revolution, and from Mr, Bowers I 
gather that “hr. ^efferson was really as enchanted with his 

guests as his courtesy seemed to imply. There is a reference 
to the letters of the Braoness*s letters dating from that period,- 
around 1777 or 1778, I think., which were published subsequently,- 
I imagine in English, and I fm wondering if this little volume,- 
should we ever learn her name precisely, mi ht not be an interesting 
item to put on our Vxagain list of desirarata, - I sure spell ed 
that remarkably. »

• • • 1' ' r i - v U  h t 1 - m h j  . i i~:  * v j u

Well, anyway, 1 thought 4 would mention these extraordinary 
people, thinking you mi ht be glad to have them recalled to 
mind. How pleasant it is and how remarkable, too, that 
America should.have produced two contemporaries like Jefferson 
and ^ranklin, e ch such atdent admirers of the other, *nd 

how equally nice it is to think that Mr. ^efferson was of the 
type that could dispense hospitality in equal charm and good 
will for people like the General, his wife and,the other German 
prisonners of war, - and in the midst of the conflict, while 
entertaining old, - although then youn^, Lafayette, Chastellrux, 
and so on. t ,

* 1 * ° J” ’v' ^  ’ "v \ • ' ’' V ' 1 ht
*  a  ■ i ,  O  O  i  *■ - V r ' , ! '■

This afternoon littl Miss alberta sought my aid in 
designing some elegant signs for the Vieux Uuartier. The 
Commission* having that section of *uew KLreans under its 
wing proposes to erect decorative post and wall signs suggestive 
of the 18th century feeling that held over into the 19th in 
that neighborhood. Miss A. seemed quite pleased with the 
dozen or so I made for her in charcoal, and she rendered them 
into something that really looked what was in my imagination but 
I'm afraid did not come out very clear on the, designing board.
I fashioned several based on the type one sees in remoter parts 
of. Rurope, - the metal rod at right angles to the pole, - the 
straight rod ending in a scroll of’ metal, not unlike the 
spring of a watch, *nd from the main spring the various 
lantern shaped signs were suspended, w/thers had rods that terminated 
not in a downward scroll but in an up-turn, on the end of which, 
stamped out in copper, will appear such delights as a gigantic 

magnolia, a baby pelican, lutes and, guitars, etc., - whatever 
may be in harmony with the -type of place is being advertised.
It was quite a lot of fun doing, es ecially fas little ^iss *■. 
is so dizzy, and perhaps eventually we shall Have the fun of 
tracking them down in real life as we explore the Orescent City...
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1 pen these lines a little later than is my custom, 
f Mr. Bachelier arrived this morning. He looksa bit "o-alder" 
than when last 1 saw him. His heart forces him to slow up 
in his movements. But he pleasure in human contacts remain 

as ffrm as ever, in proof whereof he^spent the day with 
me, di sussing-everything under the sun, and returned to my 
house with me after supper, remaining until nearly 10.

He thought the pear trees at Arenbourg looked especially 
fine and of course was pleased that all the little persimmons 
were thriving. «e concluded that one or two magnolias were 
definitely dead,, but thotee surviving impressed him with 
their new it growth. It is too late in the season to replace 
the. dead ones, but 1 shall cast about to find 'a couple to 

_JBet in when Spring comes this way again.
f ■ ii1 "I ^

The length of my Memorandum of yesterday cut me off from 
making reference to .one or tiao things I had. in mind, and so I 
want to thank you now for your kindness in giving me the 
very interesting particulars about the Gustave Lore illustrations 
which have recently come to light in the Ixjhattan Warehouse.
And at the same time I thank you for your kindness in passing 
along' these particulars, I must lay hold on the same opportunity 
to express my unending amazement that you never forget the 
thousand and one matters which we have touched upon in years 

t gone bye, always recognizing points of interest that no one 
else would have remembered two seconds.

« It is a.fact.that as a.child, I somehow felt that the 
Lore illustrations in the Lible,were a part of the sacred Word, 
so close were the pictures associate with the text in my mind.
I suppose that lon^ before I was able to read at all, i waS 
well acquainted with the pictures in the big old Bible I 
used to love to look at, -and I lemember how struck I was one 
day when a little older, 1 discovered the same artist's 
art in some secular volume, and how I wondered ifl the 
new book, - it was one of Tennyson's, I think, could somehow 
be a second volume to the Bible, since the illustrations 
therein appeareg to embrace the same feeling and character as 
twose in tne big; old Bible that used to entertain me on rainy days. * *
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v ic + or -in the lovely drawing room in the Avenue 
Henri “artin, I had the good fortune to find myseli cnatting 
with an elderly man to whose mind the appointments of * 
t 7 » ^ v  «lon recalled teas he had attended in the home
s ° s  r« : r S f . o t h « .  ,i . - . f r  i”
was when the man told me of lore's ± of the
pr esence^” of ̂countless ̂ friends’who* q ^ h e  artist's imitation

’ »ss•£? h  to me as mv mind wept hack, over the illustrations so 
7 frniliar that-any one could have turned these out, - 
frequently1 so Y^quisite in detail, when groups of peoplesajr 
«?out in the same rooom, chatting with each other ana their 
host and hostess, - the host seemingly/Ult® u^ 8̂ £“ety 
by the conversations in which he joined, - “ y var y

in no wav related to the time or place that his pen was 
that moment re-creating, frankly, I haven ££
lore in months, possibly years, and yet, thanks to y.ou 
kindness, all this has come baoit to, me to afford a i  
pleasures that co ie down to us from a pleasant pas .

1 have finished Jefferson ihe

£j>-3&3?5 <»?< wattgftrr"1
inclined over-much to the bottle.

Mi. Baohelier tells me that Jtews Week cites Hatchitoches 
Parrish as typical of inadequate medically in “
naeds of the local inhabitants. According to, 
tv-ere are 14 doetors in the Parrish which embraces 40,000 
inhibiting, fen of these doctors live in -atohitochee 
the town, which is about 9,000 souls, »x. Jileanor, of co.. se, 
lives in Jloutierville, ana i suppose tnere must be one 
or two other doctors in some other small communities.
In Dr. Eleanor’s case, however, she serves all the poop10 
within a radius of 35 miles. One can only marvel at the 
faot that so many people who must need a physician s attenti n, 
actuilly survive without adequate care.

i reported Puny1s recent investments in his automobile.
Last night six or seven hoys in the car crashed into another, 
folding the thing up like an Accordian. $1,250.00 is thus 
converted into a junk pile, and it is said that big Six nd 
Little ^ing are ho ing in the cotton, and crying whenever they
think of their defunct joy wagon....

r :---- ----------------------------------------------------
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May 27th, 1947.

Memorandum:

Ihe weather touches perfection and from a Hew York 
broadcast at noon today, I ’gather the same condition obtains 
in your neighborhood, ^ow nice, and’hoW nice if the weather 
was fine last night when you and L; J, journeyed’to - , .
or is that Ohica o, and is it W<?Z where you attended the 
broadcast.

* [ * e
^t will be interesting to hear your full report.

Mr. Baohelier returned home during the afternoon. It 
was certainly pleasant to see him a^ain, even though he 
doesn*t look very well and his hair has turned considerably

gray since last 1 saw him. he was unable to bring the 
flame burner with him on this trip but plans to return with 
it within a couple of weeks. As usual we did much 
talking during his visit, covering a wide variety of subjects 
and places His old home near Halites, at the mouth of 
the -^oire and the province of Manatoba or Saskatchewan in 
Western Canada where he once owned a farm fjgured pretty 
heavily in our sittings. The man astonishes me by^the 
vast variety of his intore ts and his trsivels, and best 
of all, he somehow always presents them in such an en
tertaining fashion.

Lid I mention last week that the ^adam asked me 
to write a letter for her to ^aude .v/hambers, to see if 
the traveling desk might be secured from her at long last,- 
the one lister gave'Lyle ^135.00 for a couple of years be
fore he died. *»ellf anyhoo, i wrote the letter, and" * 
it seems to have 'produced the desired results, since Miss 
Maude writes from Baton Rouge that we may expect the desk 
tomorrow or next day, and 1 suppose Sister will pick it up 
when she blows in here along about June 8th, - if not 
before. * -

I reckon you have already noticed the review o f ,
Mr. and -Yrs. ^enneth Roberts book on the American travels,
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revealed in the Moreau Diary in the last years of the 18th 
century, appearing in review in the Herald Tribune's 
issue of May 25th* All x know about the review is the fact 
that it appears in that issue# I have made three unsuccess
ful attempts'to get someone to read me the sub-title of the 
article;* but haven't arrived at that modest base as yet. 
Perhaps i shall do better before the week plays out, pe haps 
not. 1 thought you might enjoy seeing it/although 1 have 
no idea if it is any good*

-attal Herzog Holde, Miss Sally's daughter, dropped by 
this morning' for a little call. She is in the Veteran's 
Bureau in Washington. I suppose it may be generally known 

.. . .that Mrs. Truman, mere, wds offered a suite at Walter Held 
Hospital where she might be nearer her son but the offer was 
declined on the grounds that she felt More comfortable at her 
home in Grand View, ^ispouri. I can readily imagint that 
might be true although i imagine the President might be 
more‘comfortable at the White House, what with all the 
Governmental paraphanalia he must of necessity drag with 

- - _ him »ad maintain at his Kansas ^ity Hotel where he has decided 
to remain during His mother's critical illness.

I think 1 mentioned last night that I was concluding the 
Bower's book on Jefferson, Ihe lounger, but think I neglected 
to say that he was altogether delighted with the pencil of 
David whom he considered as the outstandin artist in raris 
in 1789. I have no doubt you are well acquainted with the 
David canvasses in the Metropolitan, - and especially the 
Death of Socrates which, if. 1 remeber correctly is in the 
same room wherein hangs mme• Vigee-Lebrun1s protrait of 
Hr. Franklin. I reckon David didn't date his picturesso one 
wouldn't be able to say if ^r. Jefferson ever saw that particu
lar masterpiece.

I am about to undertake American Chronicle with the 
sub-title, Autobiograph of Hay Stannard Baker, whom, you 

- will recall, was Mr. Wilson's official b ographer. He also 
wrote under the name of David Grayson, if I remember correct* 
l y , and may continue to do so, for all G know, for 1 believe 
he is still doing business. As I recall, B, *8, Baker began 
as a reporter on some Chicago paper along about 1892 or 1893, 
and i assume he may cover a part of the same period in 
politics that-William *11en ^hite did. I don't seem to 
remember hi& name in connection with the F. D. R. administra
tion, although he may have been. We shall eventually see, 
and P shall report accordingly.

p’he MacLam is appreciating of Phe Razonr 1 s Mdge which 
came to hand in the last post aud has already begun re
reading it, 1 believe. Phis is the third copy she has had, 
and I hope she completes it before it joins the others in 
the limbo of lost books, papers and letters, which appears 
centered in her room.
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, May 28th, 1947

Memorandum: m  ai t
*nd so the Header's Digest says Ho, l?ut I don't 

want the opportunity slip by without thanking you for 
your good efforts in handling the matter, and perhaps 
we may try again some other time*

»The full heat of summer is beginning to make itself 
felt and accordingly  ̂ arise a little earlier these mornings 
to get in a few licks of labor before the sun g$ts too 
high. Ifm clearing off a little space of weeds and 
digging about in the earth, preparing a p&ce to plant 
some especially nice daffodill bulbs. I reckon I've 
been abie to round up a couple of hundred of a very 
pretty variety, very light yellow, and the flower so 
full that it looks almost like a ball of gold, flecked 
with white. 1 reckon 1 shall be a couple of more 
days as preparing the ground before getting around to 
plant, but this will provide ample time for the 
bulbs to rest a while before being put in the ground, 
and at the same time be more than ample for them to 

get well established* before coming up along next ^arch 
and bursting into a few hundred little nebular constella
tions.

Pat came in from D. S. U. this afternoon, but 
I haven't had an opportunity to chat much with him, I 
believe he plans to run over to Beaumont shortly, and 
his father has offered him his car to{ drive on down into 
the Rio Grande valley to visit ^ e n i a  for a couple 
of weeks. After that, i suppose, he will return here,- 
and as Joe and Juanita, - the second wife, are scheduled 
to pass this way oh the 22nd orf June, perhaps will re
turn with them. By this late date, l suppose we may 
assume that all the "orth Garolipa plans may be considered 
as definitely shelved so far as anybody giving me much 
asistance in getting the ^adara headed out in “that 

* direction. I'm not sorry I made the effort I did to 
enlist the interest of those who should be more con
cerned than I, although for everybody s sake, it does
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seem too bad the matter couldn t have been effected,
*ittle ^iss alberta has decided to return to 

Hew Qrleans on Monday, after which, within ten days, she 
will go to Dayton, uhio, to visit her brother. She 
olans to come back here later in the summer, I hope 
she may, uhe planned the same thing last year but 
didn't make it,

l1 he R. 3, Baker American Chronicle jogs along 
alright, but without great gusto. In the mean time,* 
since beginning the thing and reading but two or 
three hours, \ sampled ^rs. Raymond W.a per s Washington 
Taperstry, I put on the first record merely to 
determine the identity of the book, but found it so 
excellent that I shall finish it before going back 
to the Baker book. Mrs, Clapper begins her account 
of the Washington scene with the Hoover election, ana 
I imagine she will bear down heavily on the Roosevelt 
reign,̂  £ gather from the first couple of pages that 
she is an admirer of the Roosevelts, and i oelieve 
her ook may contain many Tptight bits of mosaic that 
will prettily illurain the picture we had of the scene 
before we ran across some of her gems.o a X ; 7

She draws her material from the extensive files 
her husband maintained during the years he#was Bead, of 
United *ress in Washingtcpn, and these embrace a lot of 
particulars which couldn t be reported at the time.

She mentions how unsocial -r. ^oover always appeared, 
and how obviously he was timid, - almost frightened Oj. 
people. A few days before his inauguration, while on 
a train headed for Washington, he was having dinner on 
the train en route to the capitol, A la&y who sat with 
him at table remarked that, in, California a man who 
graduated in the same class with Ar. ^oover had been 
incapacitated a number of years before and during his 
long"i validism, had kept some remarkable scrapbook, 
devoted to the public life of "r. uoover whose career his 

, old olassmate had fallowed fromt his sick bed,. 1he lady 
remarked to, ̂ r. hoover that she thought it would give 

“ this man a big Uft if, after becoming ^resident, r. 
Hoover would drop him a little line frpm the Thite house, 
Mr. ^oover, however, remarked curtly that lots of people 
like to claim former acquaintance with other people wnen 
the latter move on to higher posts. And adds Mrs.
Clapper, *̂ r. ^oover never did send a letter^ to the man.

’•‘•'hat kind of iutinate pioutre makes interesting read
ing, and I’m sure i'll he quoting the hook lots within the 
next day or two. — I’ll do better next time, too,

hone

t f ̂  j. -v v e

May 29th, 1947.

Memorandum:
Your nice note in today's post, giving such a pretty 

picture of your surroundings, as of Monday, and your 
plans to fly down town with ■*«*. J. for the "literary evening".
- X hope everything went off so nicely, - and that your aim 
proved good in the ripe tomato department.

About 7 o'clock last night, that is to say, about 
an hour after the Madam had folded up and I had gone to 
Arenbourg, non§ other than Caroline Aormon blew in to 
spend the night. I reckon she and the Madam must have 
covered lots of ground from then until their rising hour 
of 8 this moaning. Caroline is her usual animated and 
interesting self but looks rather thin and drawn.

She confessed to Miss Alberta .that she wasn't feeling 
very well and little Miss A., in turn, confessed to Caroline 
that constipation worries her a great deal, what with 
no elimination for a week at a stretch. All I can say for 
little Miss is that she had better fall back on her 
diet of prune juice and telegrams w ich worked such 
wonders for her last year.

Caroline spoke of some of the beds of native plants 
that she has been arranging for *urs, Mdgar B. St earn, born 
Rosenwald. wrs, Ctearn and her husband are quite pleasant 
and it would appear that they have somethin^, of a sense of 
humor, as illustrated by this tale she told Caroline:

“̂ rs. ^tearn said that one day she and ^r. stearn were 
driving through a particularly delicious section of 
Bayou Teche, and so entranced was Mrs. Stearn with the 
beauty of the neighborhood, the old plantation entrances, 
etc., that she sighed and observed to Hr. Stearn how wonderful 
it would be if they could s but set the calendar back a hundred 
years and witness the beauty of these old decaying' places, 
then so fresh and lovely, the beautiful costumes of the 
an^e bellum plantation people, etc., etc., —  to all 
of which Mx. stearn smiled and obsered: . o .

"But perhaps it is just as well that we can't. For
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setting the clock back a hundred years would find us in 
the picture, poor Jewish pedlars, toating packs on our backs, 
and it's so much more comfortable in this modern automobile 
fchan it would be on foot.”

I read some more of The Washington Tapestry, which 
is rather well done and sufficiently gossipy to be fast 
moving.

gome of it 1 pass oyer with some dispatch but it is all 
entertaining. There was an observation made as to how 
curious are * the ways of the translator at times, and a 
case in point v/as cited, * I had to do about translation 
the announcement * of some musical program into iolish, - and 
I guess back*into "nglish. The audience was quite taken a- 
back when he point was reached for a rendition of "Garry 
Me Back To 01e‘Virginia", and the translator announced that 
t e next number would be an American folk song, entitled:
"Garry Me on the Back of an Old Virgin". At, that point I fell out 
of bed.

Of the recent accident to Puny’s car, there is still 
some talk and aftermath, 1 believe Big Six had the mulatto 
boy who ran into him arrested on ti.e carge of drunkenness and 
careless driving, - and 1 should imagine either charge would 
have been sufficient. But5that isn't going to collect any 
money on the smashed automobile, and nothing, 1 feel sure, 
will ever be collected, although the finny family plan or 
hope to plan to find another frame on which the engine of 
the damaged car can be placed, and So enable them to "get 
us-es footsies" in the big road. An old friend of mine, - 
Buddy Aed, a youth of some 19 summers, who was with Big Six,- 
and the driver of the ^uny car was Clyde Claude ^nmett Bavis,- 
well, Buddy iked*s jap was so smashed that it appears he 
is having all the teeth on his lower jaw extracted, and, 
according to his brother, he'll be gettin his self a new 
rack soon-soon," So the week runs its course, and Heaven 
alone can guess what the next Saturday ni&ht will bright forth.

An unusual coolness settled down on us long about 
first dark tonight, T assume it must be from the same 
cold mass of air that spilled snow on Iowa last night, and 
12 inches of the same stuff on Beb aska. I still like 
the Bes ^oines radio station but I don't ha ve to live in 
a place w ere it snows a couple of days before -Decoration,

{

I can11 refrain from going back to a matter already 
touched upon. Is it any wonder European people, knowing 
nothing of America, think we are a strange "outfit" when 
they are dished up what is reputed to be a folk tune en
titled; "Garry Me" on the ^aca of an uid Urgin'*.....

.

J fc :  *

May 30 th, 1947,

Memorandum:
To hand your grand letter of‘Tuesay, and may 

I congratulate'you upon'the most excellent account of 
the Monday broadcast. fIt was even better, - the reading of 
it, - than having been actually present, since through 
the medium of your sentences, I had not only the advantage 
of knowing precisely what wksuax went on, how the bayou 
behaved, etc,, but also the hilarity of the comments which 
you and *. J. had to make on the whole performance.

I must confess to you that I'was altogether pleased 
that the Bayou came off so poorly, and by the time he 
gets around to issue his Batchez book, may he stub his 
toe and fall flat on his face.

x thought the sausage comparison both pert and apt, 
for his physical appearance in a way mirrors the fatness 
of his head and heart, especiallyin his human and social 
relations And yet, in spite of my repulsion for his 
coarseness of manners', his rifling of my papers and his 
stinginessfx toward people with ample funds like the 
Madam to the humblest negro on the placewhom he cheated 
of just recompense unmercifully, - these are not the 
things I disdain most in him. But of those details I 
shall perhaps never speak, - and perhaps I shall, but 
not for the present at least.

Chapter 12 of American ^hronicle by B. s. Baker 
embraces thoughts and impressions, - getting away to 
another subejct, which are important to me because they 
or it sets forth in the author’s words the recognition 
of a dividing line in his concept of the Germany of 1900 
which is of supreme value, I think, if one wishes to 
comprehend the confusion that permeated the minds of 
people all over the woTld in the half century following 
the dawn of the 20th century. The remarkable flowering 
of Art and Science in Germany during the 18th and 19th 
centuries thrilled civilized people abroad during those 
years and echoed down through the decades in a large measure 
I think, even after the ^rts* •and* Sciences had been cornered 
by the aggressive group who laid such a withering hand of
militarism on all the G WQople about the timeerman PQ
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US kaiser William 11 took: over.
Those were the years where every place in the world 

was feeline the impact of corruption and consolidation, 
with the people 'sitting in hgh places assuming little interest 
and no responsibility for their fellow man* Everything and 
everybody yiqb or were bent to the whim or will of 
those who were smart enough and brassy enough to appropriate 
power and wealth for themselves, quite content to It the 
Devil take the hindmost. The great trusts in the united 
States were part and parcel of this plague then sweeping 
the world. In England it manifested itself in colonial and 
commercial expansion- to the disregard of all others 
concerned. The French pattern, 1 think, embraced both 
the American and English brands, while under William 
the military f6rfobbed all that was *best in the State and 
forced it to do serve the ends of a very limited clique.

One of the great stupidities of the post bellum period 
in the ^outh was the honest belief and attempt'on the 
part of many a Southerner to justify the Civil War, un
mindful as they were, it would seem, that the best minds 
in the south deplored the withdrawal of any individual States 
from the Union. It \̂ as obvious to many of the best minds 
before the war that only disaster could result from such 
a separation, and even though the Confederacy might have 
had a chance to win, it was equally ptent to honest 
thinkers that both the Eorth and South and the wold would 
suffer irameasureably, were the country actually to be 
broken in two. But as soon as the war was over and 
the South brought badk into line, many a Southerner 
blinded by sectional dislike following the miseries of 
the long war, somehow felt it incumbent upon them to 
try to justify the sr through which they and their families 
had suffered so much, *

Somehow * feel that Germany was robbed by the Kaiser 
in the late 1890fs and eaily 1900's of the best in 

• hey, just as the United states was robbed by those hill
billy politicians pf the old wouth who put over 
the onfederaoy, ^nd after the last war, 1 fear that 
just^as in the *outh, so in Germany, people somehow felt 
that because they had suffered for a cause, It must have 
been right, which, in neither the one instance or the other 
could it possibly jhdged as ‘anything but a crime which 
had been put over on the people, but so heavily dressed up 
in sectional trappings as to convince those who had been 
sinned against most that ’the crime somehow was really noble.
I express myself so badly tonight, you must fogive me. -^ehaps 
you will sometime read caapter lk and my own viewpoint 
will be the clearer. n

// %
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* June 1st, 1947,

Memorandum: v

May I congratulate youon the dual results of 
your contact with Miss Smith, as revealed by the promises 
in the enclosed letter from that lady. I trust the 
financial matter, mentioned in the note, has been 
settled satisfactorily, - and may i thank you again 
or your kindness in this matter, - and I hope at the 
same time that circumstances in your immediate neighbor
hood may be so shaped as to makd it possible for you 
to lbserve ^r. EGourby at his labors without too much 
harrassment from secondary thoughts oii demands from
your own'Office during 'the interim you will be absent.... o •

And may i tell you that we are scheduled to have 
deslreable new neighbors on Cane River. Dr, Rand and 
his two sons, Ed and uorace, drove up from Alexandria 
on Saturday'afternoon. I presented them to H, t and 
a site was selected for a Rand campe. They selected 
a place at the East end of the ^ane Elver bridge,- 
to the E0rth of the junction of the road and the river.
As you have already noted from the sketch above, that 
site will place the ~’ands not to far from us.
Beginning at the river’s edge at Arenbourg and moving 
Southwest, tie have Arenbourg* Uncle D ?Or, a cotton field, 
Puny's house, the Rand camp, and' the bridge, - and 
I enumerate all this so that you may have a clear 
picture of their situation, and may, with me, rejoice, 
in our good fortune. Ang not the least of these possible 
?> blessings* is the fact' that the Rands will no doubt 
be going back and forth to Alexandria often during' each 
week, and it will always be nice to have such delightful 
transporation as their cars will afford, should one 
want to connect ^elrose with the Alexandria air port and 
all. Eon’t you think so.

« «
The last letter posted td you was the second I 

had written at a single sitting. After having sealed the 
envelope of the first, i realized that I must have 
failed utterly in an attempt ■£ wAs making to point out 
the sadness of events resulting froxA the developement of 
autocratic introduction of force into the fields of 
•culture and learning . signs which R. S. Baker noted 
as becoming evident in his European visit in 1900.
And after penning the, second letter, having torn up the 
first, i couldn’t remember what points 1 touched on in

„ , i, < v
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my second letter, and so I shall run the risk of repetition 
Dy referring to the name of Andrew ■u. White, the 
American Ambassador at Berlin, as mentioned in Chapter 12 of the American Bhxonic1qs# long have x &dmired 
Andrew •u. White, and i only regret I appeared too late 
on the calendar to contact him. But I did have the 
next best luck, - of knowing his wife who was certainly 
a lovely lady. In view of all that ^r. Baker has written 
one understands the better how depressed was Mrs. White bv 
the horrors of the 1st "orld War wherein she recognized 
tne stifling of so many manifestations of ^ropean 
culture which She*had known and loved so much. In 
the midst of the war, i remember, » although it may neverhave 
been reported in the press, Mrs. White wanted to do 
something that would serve the BUXOpean people rather 
than the military cliques, and she accordingly took 
all her jewels, - she had some very handsome diamonds, 
asking the Bed kross to put them up at public auction, which 
was done, and with when the money was counted it 
totaled an imposing sum, all of which, ^rs. White gave 
to the hed <-ross. What with all the excitement going 
on in the world at that time very, v ry few people 
knew about ~rs. White's gift] I think, and if^i ever 
have oeeasion^ to write H. *. Baker, I think I- shall 
pass alon^ this bit? of news to hird, for surely his 
admiration for the husbanU would guarantee his interest 
him in thi-s expression on the part of Mr. White's wife.

And if, in my letter of yesterday, I related all this 
please just charge it to old age and senility and for
getfulness on my part I did want to pass it along to 
ynu,thowever, thinking it might add a little echo to 
t e hate name, should you ever chance to run across it 
in your reading, « *

• 1 have responded to uiss Smiths letter -
a mere acknowledgement, asking her, however, if one may 
t*1 hook Mr. ^courby is now transcribing.
I think x shall take another whack at old Zenophon P. Smith 
again shortly 0n the assumption that my prodding may 
serve as nuisance value for some of my pet authors.‘ 7

Along about first'dark tonight, i’hresa, the cook, 
tapped on my door. er husband, ^itchell, "the Axe", had 
fallen off a horse ahd broke-Jiis arm. Prom his condition 
about two hours ‘earlier, he might well have fallen 
from his chair, had he be&n sitting. And so I summoned 
Kr. Eleanor, and thus another week end comes to a close 
last week Puny s bust up, this week Mitchell's, and neaven 
knows what will turn up as of ^une 7th and 8th....

s*' 2 4 2 2

June 2nd, 1947.

Memorandum: . . .
poor you. -Your- nice letter, telling of4 the great bi g 

venzuela week end to hand, and somehow I felt tiredfor 
you, what with the tought of all the goings and comings and 
the* devotion to the social aspect of things rather 
than the more individual endeavors you would probably 
have wished for* : ■. ■ '

I appreciate especially your thoughtfulness in 
t-el̂ ling me of your-impending visit to the clinic for a 
check up. I need not tell you how much I hope every
thing is found in perfect order, although fatigue is 
poison and after such a hurly-burly time, I can well 
imagine you will not show up quite to par. Bo be an ainol 
and let me know â s soon as convenient how the report 
of the clinic reads. In the mean time 1 shall sit with 
fingers crossed.

Bo you received your share of the cool spell that 
permeated as far south as ”us-esu. I !m quite sympathetic 
to vour observation that none oi need any Oi -’‘ebraska s 
12 inches of snow* Here the weather has turned hob 
again, with thermometer readings over 100 this after
noon. "hat with considerable humidity, it made me set 
a languid pace, both at Arenbourg this morning and at 
Melrose this evening, - the latter place having some 
Ban •“•ntonio pilgrims who were pleasant tenough, i 
think, but I was too much a-drip to give much thought 
to anyone' s situation other than my own.

Phis is the day I should have had the birthday 
greeting- for ^nita in your true hand, but somehow I 
just didn't do it, and I have no excuse for not 
having; one so. I shall gat one off within a few 
however, and whileta belated greeting isn t nice, still 
I shall perhaps supply a little after-wave cm sentimeiit 
which will be as whole hearted even though in effective.

JL continue to read from ,the Baker opus. I’m in
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the midst of the *aris ^eace Conference at the moment, 
and the great and near-great do not come off so well. 
According* to ^r. Baker, Mr. Wilson was about the only one 
who cared anyth', ng about establishing a Leagure of 
nations and Idealism certainly has hard sledding when 
bucking the barren ground of power politics. The 
present attempt to establish a United Nations, too, seems 
to have floundered by the wayside. It seems to me that 
the torch Mr. Roosevelt carried went out when it fell into 
Mr. Truman's confused hands. Let's hope a successor 
will come along: by another year, - someone strong enough 
to exert the leadership which both Mr, "ilson and wir. 
Roosevelt exerted in such a reim rkable fashion.

It interests me exceedingly to read from one so 
intimately associated with Mr. v/ilson that he quotes the 
President in Laris, following the presentation of the 
Treaty to CGrmany, that if he, - the President, - were the 
Germans, he wouldn't sign the pact. But the President's 
position was that no matter how bad the treaty was, it 
was worth everything, since by embracing the League as 
an i lit regal part of it, the machinery of the -̂ eage, if 
subscribed to by all tne nations, would provide the 
instrument whereby the harsh and condradiotory terms 
could be eliminated and corrected . I doubt if that point 
was ever recognized at all or in a very slight measure, 
either in ^*urope or the United States. It certainly 
is a stunning parallel that here we find ourselves, a 
generation later., slap up against a similar situation, 
with the leader of the second war dead, and succeeded 
by an hoest but weak Larding unbar the name of 'Truman, 
a man bereft of leadership and vision at just the time 
the whole world has such need of both.

Well, ^ord! I certainly «got off the track in this 
Memorandum, and you must forLive the digression.

I found a poor old LinL snake this noon, oaught in a 
crack by a swinging door of the old tool house. I 
thought of the remark of an American naturalist who once 
remarked to a friend, on seeing a snake: -"Poor creature 
who has no one but his Creator to love HimH, By gently 
opening the half closed door, I was able to ease the 
old fellow out into the bushes, and T hope he likes the 
place, for, *as you know, ^ing snakes are all on the 
friBndly side to everything on earth same the moccasin and 
the rattler, whom they squeeze to death on ei^ht, invariably 
winning "hands down". Must fold at this point so as to 
pull little Liss out of bed along about 4 a.m.

I

' c/ "  t *

» V  • * ■ «-

June 3rd, 1947.

Memorandum: , *ft
Another day like yesterday, - hot-hot and humid.

My patient ate practically nothing, has a fever jl tonight 
and is obviously wilting. Within a day or two she ought 
to be sufficiently weak to resist efforts to get her 
transported to some cooler place. ’What a pity no one 
would cooperate in engineering her to Ashville until 
she is about prostrated.

* _  - .... *

' Today's dawn was lovely, and I "scuffled" around a 
bit at Lrenbourg before awakening little Miss Alberta.
Her train left Derry about 6 a.m., and Pat and I went
with her. As - êrry is not a regular stop, one flags
the train while it is still a mile or two up the track.

f " ’ '

being as worrisome'about dire possibilities, little 
Miss a . fussed constantly as she awaited train time.
"Perhaps the train has already gone, she observed, as 
we sat at the station. "Perhaps T sfiould have taken a 
bus...of, that's so, the'bus isn't running because of 
the strike," and so on and so forth, finally we took 
her bags out of -.the oar and walked up on the tracks when
the train was sighted way up the track. Little ^iss a .
continued to worry: "Bven though you are flagging it,
maybe it wont see you, — may be it wont stop for me anyhow,"

' '" ~ ' v ’ "" ' '' ' J v" ' -5 ' '/ ' ' ‘ ( '1 ' '

faring “which latter obsei*v^tion the engineer tooted the 
giant whistle twice, - his signal that the train is 
going to stop. At the signal, and in response to little 
Miss 4,'s worries, I soothed her: - "The man in the engine 
jus now say he done seed ycm, little Miss *.f and he done 
say^he s a-gwoin' to stop."

She looked at me, - trustingly, but astonished, and 
in all innocence and sincerity, she bese^ched me: "Did 
he really just now say that". - Alright..... .

<*nd so little* ̂ i‘ss \  climbed on to the train and is 
off for «°aton -ouge where she will call on ^yle s "unt ^aude 
and thence suorry on to Lew Cleans, forever the same little* 
panic she was born and will eventually die.
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Mrs, iiand surprised us by an unexpected visit this 
afternoon, b inging a couple of pilgrims with her, and 
a couple of old friends, too, - one of the latter being 
Miss ^ate ^avis, my old friend of ^atchez. I can't 
remember for sure if ^iss **ate was born in 1847 or 1851, but 
I guess *it may have been the latter ^nyhoo, she is as 
young and gay as ever I declare those ^atchez people do 
live forever and seem sprightly enough about whirling about,
even in their 90fs* I didnjt learn much ^atchez news from----
her. She said ^ary -^ambdin s two aunts, ^s. "ellie Ayres and 
"Aunt” ^orrine uenderson were doing airight, "Aunt" oorrine, 
the gay one whom 1 have mentioned often before, is now 
in her 90rs# ^t'is interesting that this spring did
she have to*go through the horrors of having her teeth 
extracted and replaced by a "wrack" Those A'*atchez
people are certainly extraordinary,*

* . .
Of the wine which Stephen had given me before he 

left, there was a little remaining in the bottle, I 
poured what was left into three wine glasses, only 
three of the ladies'carrying for any, and I declining,- 
ostensibly because of slight indisposition^ but in reality 
because there Wasn't any more, I mention the wine because 
old MiSS ^ate had a wine glass full one* lady, who wanted 
but a drop had about three quarters’of a glass, about a 
third ofjvhich she drank, - and the other lady the same,
'As "hiss  ̂ate had visited me hei.e before, 1 invited the other 
ladies td come into my b droom for see some of the inter
esting old pieces of furntirue, suggesting ^iss ^ate might 
wish to sit on the sofa, while we rattled about the place,
Mies ^ate continued to sit fdr a couple'of moments, but 
then joined us in the next room V/e did not return to the 
living: rb<3m be'fofe **rs• ^dnd ‘ cSm’C'bjr and took the ladies 
to call or! the ik*adam, I smiled to myself when I returned 
to my living room noting at a glance that while linger
ing behind, ^iss £ate had emptied the two remaining glasses 
left by the others. What a number, - and in hr 90*8,

And here's how good news travels, xhe ^adam asked me 
at supper how 1 .supposed lister's s'cheduled arrival this 
week end was known tu:Mr|, Hand, I couldil't i :agine of course. 
Although when talking with Aand on Saturday last 1 
recommended that if he ’planned to come this week, he might 
be glad to mi s the wenks whom he despises, by not being 
here on Saturday and Sunday, ^nd so he must have confided 
:it to la “•and, and so the thing made the rounds. Well, so 
t>hin&s *go, and 1 “hope everything rocks alright in your 
own individual neighborhood.. .

i

i

li
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June 5th, 1947.

Memorandum; ’ ~ .
* To hand your nice letter, and somehow I wasn't expecting 

to hear from you so soon, knowing, ?as I did, what a heavy 
shcedule you had ahead of you. Ana now to learn that you 
have both Venzuela and a heavy cold on your neck, l really 
urge you not to take pen in hand until both have evaporated,* 
which, please Heaven, may be ever so soon.

It was kind of you to tell me of *fr. Baker'siv e —  - - --- -fchat
hadn t

U  V¥ X V -M A X V C  V J i  j f  W W .  v w  ------- -------------  -  ^

obituary, Frankly 1 was surprised in two ways 
he had dibd and that you had the notice, for 1 1 
realized before that you kept a scrapbook on obituaries, 
although I should have’supposed you might, they are such 
splendid records, so often from both a biographical and a 
geneological angle, . . '■ - ■
i Today being Knipmayer hay, I made it a point to be 

in the big house around about 10 a.m., for(somehow 1 had 
missed him ’last week, Frau Knipmayer didn t accompany her 
husband, as she had a new grandson at homer Somehow seems 
so strange that the father of the child should have started 
back for school, - U. ,' a few days after his cild
was born, ^erhaps it has always been the same ifoay in 
all wars, but somehow this one has impressed me more than 
any others by the yduth moment in the direction of 

mdrriage in the midst of hostilities and child be-getting 
shortly afterwards. I think the Knipmayer boy as several 
years yet before completing his medical studies, and yet, 
although without money, there s’eems to be no hesitation 
at all about taking: on a wife and stirring up children, . _

I was always willing to accept the old adage about Love being 
blind, but when the big guns start booming, it sems it 
is slightly *on the foolish side, too, especially with four or 
five years of schooling still in the offing when old man 
stork begins his rounds of visits, , !

As for the health of the larrish, it seems to be much as 
usual, with the seasonal summer diseases of back ache, - induced

t. , jgS®i ■ 11; i WMMiM

a |
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somewhat by hoeing 1 suppose, and the lingering social diseases 
which follow in the wake of Spring, Dr. Knipmayer told me 
today that the new miracle drugs are now being widely used 
to effect remarkably speedy cures, even in this far removed 
countryside, I told him I had several friends who were 
being- tormented«by gonnerhea, - I know not how that word 
is spelled, and he told me that each Monday and Saturday 
morning his office in Natchitoches devotes itself particularly 
to that malady, and that if the patient will call st the 
office around 8 a.ra., he may leave said office within a couple 
of hours completely cured, but completely. I am ee glad-to - —  
know that the *arrish, - thanks to F. D. H.:,s health program, 
is able to effect these cures to all who need them, for it 
will so vastly improve the health of this generation and 
doubly so.the next, 'there are said to be so many underprivileged 
children, afflicted from birth, as a result of the presence of 
the infection in the parent.

Dr, Knipmayer also spoke of<a,fine new cure for Aed Bugs.
I pass it along, even though I don t imagine you are likely to 
run into them in your clime. Merely mix equal gobs of salt 
and cold cream, - I use a little more cream, *and apply it 
to the spot where the ^ed ~ug has taken up quarters, and 
prestoj the fellow drops 'dead. I wish 1 had known this simple 
remedy in 1938 when the darn things drove me "kkkaaaaraasy for 
months at a stretch. I guess I had better write a line to 
little ^iss and to la Dormon, both of whom seem greatly 
afflicted by them. or the past couple of years I was 
apparantly immune, but'this year i wasn't, and so I'm about 
to annoint myself and so be done with them.

; t-  0  •' • •  ' '•* - ■ ■' - - '■ ' ‘ ■ ■ 1

From the enclosure perhaps you can determine if the 
MxxxuSax the ***r. Greiger, - or however, - is sympathetic 
to ^r. ^ane. * read the thing so hurriedly, .1 couldn't 
tell afterward if he was supposed to be or not. Mr. Greiger 
is some friend of Dittle *., - he and his wife, - and
it is he who is now publishing Fabulous A‘ew wrleans, in a 
new edition. tar. Greiger is currently on the ^ew -rleans Item, 
but is quitting it to publish and his wife to open a book 
store .on ^oyal Street.

<
I was ever so much interest in what you reported on the 

doings of the Academy, Wm. Rose Binet and all, and thanks, 
too, for letting me know about the 2:30 p.m. Sunday broadcast.
I ought to be able to 'Contrive to get that if it is o some 
local station. You mentioned your local station but X 
don't recall which system carries the program. I can get 
some mutual programs from Alexandria during daylight hours, and 
a few ational out of Shreveport, although the Columbia 
cShreveport station is the most satisfactory during daylight 
hours. 1 shall be enchanted to give the dials a twist or 
two this coming Sunday, - -*nd in the mean time, please, 
please go slow and don t try to write until youJre all well...

2 4 2 8

June 5th, 1947.

•p

Memorandum; .
Mope heat, more pilgrims, and?so the days run along.
-nd the ^adam received several pieces of mail, which 

I shall eventually have to attend to for her. ihere was one 
letter from Irma Somperyac Milliard. Perhaps you remember 
the lady, * who used to call on Derr Bitner, as I recall, 
regarding the Dark Avenue Review, or some such publics, ion,** 
the same lady who owns the original of ̂ the Lestan Prudhomme 
diary Miss Irma wrote a characteristically curious letter, 
enclosing a statement for the ^adam to sign regarding 
stran, e doings of ~r. filliard when they were married 
and came to “‘elrose on their honeymoon* As the lady explains 
her present case, she merely wants a canon divorce, - a 
Church rather than a Civil, since she will never feel really 
free as she explains, until she gets the cannon divorpe.
And yet ^ gather that she will feel no constraint at all 
if v the legal civil marriage continues on the books.
"You don't have to be but it helps out a lot if you are....
crazy,

Alright, I shall be writing that, lady, ana perhaps 
I had better sepd condolences to little ^iss Alberta, too, 
for the morning radio announced flood waters on the 
Miami Diver near Dayton, • and it is 7 miles from Dayton 
where Fizzleville is situated and w.uere little ^iss a . 
is planning to head out to visit her brother, - and a drop 
of water any place in Dhio would be sufficient to set the 
lady to working up a lather of dire possibilities. . Poor 
little Miss a ., and how firmly I am persuaded that there 
is a special Nod ^or people ;like her when 1 think of_ 
her European jaunts, routed in such strange places, landing 
at some forgotten port in Spain or Portugal, and little 
Miss a . knowing not a word of any language save ^hio English.

I finished the Baker book last night, reading a 
little longer than 1 usually do since x wanted to be done 
with it at that sitting. xt remains a valuable book in my 
mind but not so interesting and well balance as the W. A. 
White autobiography, although my sympathies are all with Baker
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in his political "beliefs, - much more sympathetic than with 
% •  A. White* The last part of the hook,"- as was Baker’s 
life, is devoted to Wilson and the league, and very valuable 
is that section, hut not very entertaining for the average 
reader, -*nd what a pity every American doesn’t know of its 
contents, for surely we would have had ever so much better 
a chance to escape the &nd *«orld «ar if Wilson and hi.s 
League had triumphed after the 1st World' ««'ar. «nd worse 
still, aren’t we getting g dnagerously close to heading 
down the self same street to destruction in the present 
aftermath. Oh, Lord, pray raise us up a, leader,

And later today the particulars regarding the withdrawl 
of England from India were to be announced, i reckon I shall 
catch up with that on the 10:30 newsbraodcast from WHO, les 
Moines. I quake at the thought of the creation of another 
Balkans problem in Southern Asia with the breakup Of the 
Empire, ^eaven knows one Rlakans in Europe is too= much.

Up until Britain took over India, that vast Empire never 
did demonstrate that it could rule itself so well as 
has England, but one philosopher whom I" have quoted before 
once remarked that ”it is better for people to have what 
they want than what is good for them”, * which certainly 
has its exceptions, as we have all seen within our times,

• ' E. v!,'U -O h h.hi 1.1 h \V\. 0 I T ■ ^ V . 0 L - v h ■ V * j ; X •

* After reading a few things on conservasion and geography 
during the past season, I realize how terribly important it 
is that vast conteniental areas seemingly must be treated as 
an-economic whole, * and-the economic unit can scarcely be 
envisioned without a political one-ness. Deforestation 
on the upper reaches of rivers will bring disaster to countires 
lower down the streams, and only by war, I f ar, will a 
lew country nindu persuade and up country Moslem to have a 
care about, his tree cutting and the welfare of his neighbor. 
Lord, Lord, ^ord, - shal 1 say, - and be done.... .

* ♦  e  « v ’.

Our thermo enters in tis area seem to register about 
10 degrees higher than readings of the radio in Shreveport, 
with. 91 todays temperature for Shreveport and 101 for us. 
Accordingly, I try to do whatever gardening i have to do in the 
open before the dew has fled, and whenever after, that I 
take a whack at anything, f look for shade before undertaking 
anything. We. have certainly lost a number of the gardenia 
bushes, but, as of today, we still have about a half dozen, 
that is of those large enough to bloom, and perhaps 25 or 
30 of the small tiny plants. I brought back with this morning 
quite a fine bunch of gardenias from our very own bushes, and 
somehow they seen especially sweet to me right now as 
1 tap out this line o: goodnight,,...*

a#

JtWU

June 6th, 1947.

Memorandum; i
Hot-hot, dry-dry.

But the daily routine moves along in its accustomed pattern.
Arenbourg was lovely and cool a little after 4 this 

morning, the surface of ^ne River its usual placid silver 
and a few gardenias freighting the air astonishingly.

Back home and a hot bath and a cold breakfast, 
including a pint of ice cream which someone had put 
in the ice box last evening without saying anything 
about it. *Lce or-am for breakfast is not on the normal 
schedule but by 9 o'clock I could have eaten a ton.
; •

~nd then some mail, and then some pilgrims, and so e 
very nice ones, too, - a doctor and his wife from 
Barth Western diversity of ^vanston, Illinois. I 
imagine they were of German or possibly Slavic-Germanic 
extraction. At seems they had time to visit either one or 
the other but not both, _ the Gane ^iver country or Batchez, 
and so they passed by *“alrose. I*would most certainly 

have advised ^atchez, but their decision was made before 
they came here. »*e really had a nice time and i»m under 
the ̂ impression we may hear from them again.

And in the afternoon came the former Betty Regard - 
celeste s sister-in-law. The two Regard children are visiting 
Celeste and during the children's stay here, their mama took 
the opportunity to re-marry, which occasioned her visit up 
this way, - she lives in Hew Iberia, - bringing the children’s 
new papa to see them. They are charming people and as they 
will probably always live in Louisiana, we are bound to know 
them and enjoy them together e ventually.

t

"• Last nght I took Lost Horizon to bed with me, and
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finished it, • and liked it all over again. There was one 
error in the reading that stonished me, - what with the perfection 
(ion) that always characterizes the recorded voice of the 

Talking Book*. The text was speaking of a man wearing a wig, 
hut the reader, making the first syllable rhyme with the 
"ow" in cow, spoke of the man's toupee, saying it as 
though spelled""towpea", which certainly knocked me out of 
bed. From toupee to towpea doesn't seem so far, yet of 
such a difference did it sound that I still; find myself 
mumbling it over half aloud to myself,

* t v

I look forward with but indifferent enthusiasm to 
the week end, *  card from ^hreve ort indicates that we 
are to have the whole family here for Saturday and Sunday, 
and 1 reckon need say no more. ■, ;:f ,

'The sounding off of my enthusiasm for the rapid cures 
guaranteed by the ^arrigh ^ealth department has brought 
me Several interested inquirers so that on the morrow,
Dr. Knipmayer’s clinic will receive several local patients, 
discharging them shortly afterward, - x suppose within an 
hour or two, happy as clams, no doubt, since they will 
walk out entirely cured. I found it heartening today, when 
reporting the prospective clients to nr. ^nipmayer today, 
that h& believes the particular malady is just about 
eliminated from this large xarrish, and that fills me with 
much more satisfaction than‘“does the news that fifty million 
dollars more has just been expended to experiment with a 
newer and deadlier rocket that will blow hell out of I know 
not how many people.

I’ve been following this year's growth of the 
banana plants at Arenbourg and ^elrose this season, and 
rying to determine how much watering will do to induce 
extraordinary speed in growth. *t Arenbourg where we have no 
'water system but w ere the groqnd is fully as rich as at Melrose, 
our banana plants are, as of this date, about 4 or 5 feet 
tall while at ~elrose where 1 have watered them considerably, 
they are about"8 ..or 9 feet in height, from which I gather 
that rapid growth does result from giving them an extra 
drink from time to time.

Hearing me mention -̂ ost horizon, the ^adsm t ought 
she would like to read it, if you should find a copy,- 
inex Je:isive, and it is by James Hilton, 1 think. She 
says also if you should ever run acooss an inexpensive 
copy of an old story by ^ohnson, possibly Johnston, called 
Rasselas, t at would entertain her, too. Hut please don’t 
bother thinking of these until the autumn, - it s too hot 
to think of shopping now. ^nd please« take Qare Q f you### t

June 7th, 1947.

Memorandum:

Please, God»...,.,••••••••• •

and brief Memoranda will be set down daily, 
and sent forward just as soon just as soon as 

word to do so is received.,••••••••

Please, God.............. .

feaSf
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^nday, ^une 8th.
Please, — God,.,,,. - . .Religion In the Post War World. I read a lot from it.
So many thoughts today, most of them revolving around the Biblical 
line: "He will not suffer thy foot to be moved; He who keepth 
Isreal shall neither slumber nor sleep." I cling fast to the 
thought, it holds so mucfc promise of sunshinein gray days.....

Monday, June 9th: - 
Please, - God.,...Yesterday is done, the Wenks gone back, home, all save a 
couple of the children whom they left. The Madam is tired out, 
and says she wants to go to A<orth Carolina, J. H. sought my 
adivse as to where to try to telephone both in -ashville and 

Penland, Wires all down due to a storm in that area. Here it 
is hot-hot. After folding up my patient, xat drove me to Cloutier- 
viile where 1 dined with ^r. and Mrs. Worsley and their guest, Miss 
Eleanor Ott, sister of General Ott who graduated from L. a. U. in 
same class with General Stephen. Gonvexsation wasgood. Dr.
Eleanor spoke of odd remedies she has to contend with wh$n 
her patients are brought to her following home treatement, dhe 
snoke of a child suffering from worms, which had been treated for 
same at home by paretns who had insert garlic in child's rectum to 
eradicate t ie worms,. Coversation after dinner followed by some 
good music on their new super roller radio victrola. They 
brought me home at 10. I sat for an hour before going to bed, 
thinking long-ish thoughts.....

Tuesday, June 1 0 th ;-  

rlease, — od.
Dr. filler writes of her enchantment that the ^ands plan a camp 
at "elrose. Says she is coming for two weeks in October.

Find old uncle Hsthan Garpenter who lives remotely between M.ttle 
and Aed divers worked as a boy on Dr. J. F. ^enkin's plantation 
on the Mississippi near "oodville, when uncle "athan was a boy, in 

the 1870's. ae told me -̂ r. Genkins owned a plantation near Hatchez, 
too. ^f course it was Elgin, from whose diary we shall eventually 
read someseveral years of entry. In that diary, Dr. J. is always 
speaking of visiting the River xlace, which is where uncle ^athan 
orl&ed. Thought it odd anyone from here should have traveled that 

far in those disordered times. The ^adam declares she wants to 
start for x'orth Garol'ina within a day or two, taking -“urellia with 
her. I didn't tell her 1 drove with Pat to Montgomery, ^a. , yesterday 
at noon to inquire is %inie uibson could make the trip with her. 
but Annie's husband is ill with asthma, and she cannot get sway. I 
reckon either ^shville or Deniand would be alright, although I 
should think the pure mountain air would be better than the town, but 
it probably doesn't make a pirticule of difference. Then, too, 
there is the presence of other thoughts running through my heart, and 
it strange howdegrees of importance can vary with circumstances....

f

Wed. June 11th, *47.
Please, - God.......
Talking goes on as to where the ^adsm will pass the 
summer, and if continued long enough, autumn will find her 
still here. I favor "orth Garolina on 3 counts, altitude, food 
and companionship with friends; the boys^have "sold her 
Eureka Springs, Mr]rangagt "ndar enough for Sister to visit her", 
and possessed of the virtue of altitude, where MUreiiia Gan 
be with her to prepare food, - which scuttles the hopes for 
physical up-building', and whdre there would be no com; anion ship.
finished reading "David Uarum"^andj3egan "John “‘arshall and the 

. < Constitution , impressed by “r.' arshall s statement that 
he read very little, and if h<§ die? read as much as some 
people, he would have no more sense than they, - which ought 
to cover me with amplechagrin.

Thursday, June 12th: -
Sd^sTnice^long* e" page report today somehow touched the spark of 
smouldering Faith in our tomorrows. Everyone has always said the 
'"element of time is so important in current considerations, and by 
having seized/Time by the foreloqk, I know that yoii are way out ^iead 
I*m so happy. Poor Anita, - I m glad you sent ^our^message withoutyov. roor rnuu, -  i  m ----- -
mine. I 'thought 1 would pen her a l^ne on the a 2nd, or at least 
have it started off pn that date.-dpn t you think so. . n „
John Marshall study I'm engaged in. He was of the same ^andolihe f * 
as Jefferson, but Marshall hated ^efferson, - political enemies, I 
concentrating on the Burr trial, Marshall presiding. Author speaks 
of Burr's step-son, - and I didnjt know he had one, or the name of urrls 
1st wife, - •‘■'heodosia's mama, who mu?t have been a widow 
also says Burr was in Hatches on a visit a year p r io r  to tne <3nd, when 
he was arrested, Uever heard.of it. Must investigate, ^ore^things 
to do, eventually. But for the moment it is enough, my happiness, to

■ n l  o q s a  God .

Friday, June 13th*
Please, - God,,*,#
Thermo eter tumbled 30 degrees. The Madam says the backbone of 
summer's heat has been broken,and from he re onswe shall have cooler 
' weather. Htunmm... .A fine excuse fqr not go ng to the mountains,

even though summer doesn‘t even arrive officially for a week hence, 
•uonarld Horsley cane by in the afternoon, saying the wife wasn't 
up and about, save in her office, ^e brought me a bottle of im

ported Port which we opened and found good. B, and -u-ope Maupt 
drove Miss ^ate Perkins down before supper time. Teh cook elaborately 
.instructed not to ring plantation supper bell before guests departed 

* so young '‘enk blew in, proclaiming to guests that supper'was ready 
already.. r...

(over)
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Saturday, June 14th,
Please, - God,...,.

Head a good portion of Passage to India by Forrest, or some such 
between darkness and dawn, Entertaining study of ^oselm, ^indu and 
British relations in India, xattern could be applied to -American 
reacial aspects. Burden of theme is that kll three racial entities 

in India have their virtues and vices, constantly mingling, clashing 
an&mixing and separating, with no concl sions being drawn and no 

recommendations being'made. J;. H sent me half a dozen sport 
shirts by a youth who obviously was eyeing one or two of them 

vvith profound yearning. Hummmmmmm, Later thanked the original donor wh 
explained they had been laundered once or twice'but the neck 

band had shrunk a little, making them,.too tight for him. Thought 
I might use x them when gardening. * I didn't po nt out that one 

* usu^lly <JoesJ3 t but ten the neck band of a* sport shirt, ilow is the 
line xor the shirts to be put to use without regard to origin or 

destination of merchandise,, Buce Letter :frin ^lice ‘-'mith 
speaking of contact by telephone regarding visitor and asking if

woui( °are for a sample impression of Du ^ote de -hez W i n  orign

* * • # » *

Sund ay, June 15th.
1*1 ea se, — God, *••• * v «'Fair 'weather, Miss -̂ate returned home, uneventful,
•thought much about passage to J-ndta, and. its .character,
"Essuiss Ess Ho ore , the Hindu corruption ,o± “ rs. j&oore, - and 
how rauoh X should like to try it out on our *£•»• .
Head a book, possibly by '-easier, -.Assays entitled Ine Yogi 
and the Commissar", read by one Alexander ^courby, finding a 
heap'of good things in it.of which i shall speak at another time. 
■,7hile in my bath-tonight, was called,to the big house by tn 
buzzer. bought it might be urgent, but it turned out to be 
the advent of tons of ice cream. Sid my noblest by it, return 
ins1her to make this notation, after undressing, but have 
been interrupted by three Hthopians * , two arriving.at about same 
moment, and one’s second later, needing my advise <?n invoked 
matters, to which i noto* • turn, *

Monday, June 16th:-
To h*and, - Please, God,.,..- & letter.

How noble of you to write such a wonderful acqount of 
vour Foundation visit. I treasure every word qo^t Ox all 
the words touching- upon your doings and seconaarily regardii& 
your reception, which, after all, seem somehow all tied up 
with you and me and us—os. How much more ,wtll tha . - 
Headint -a hine always mean to both of us in the years to come 
when we snare it together, i haven't raceivea my alking 
Book xOT3ics. Uaturally the reading of that will,be twice 
as close to my-heart. Letter from ^ennland welcomes the 
possbility of a visit from the ^adam, - letter to me 
j .  H. , which v,e withheld. x‘he ^ a d a m  has decidea noV to^got.

Tuesday, June 17th; - 
Please, - God....
i'o hand a splendid letter, covering additional Foundation 
particulars of the greatest interest, quotations from I. M« P 
concerning bongwood, etc., but including*the£nformation that 
somebody along the route between clinic and specialist had 
fumbled a report, again forcing‘the individual to pass 
through a week-end of darkness as to adtualities, something 

« worse than the original conspiracy'of' silence, since the 
original was not known, but 'the latter is announced to 
exist but the particulars withheld. 'The wonders of Science 
are close to Divine but the carelessness with which they 
are^ handled as related to and thoughtlessly withheld from the 
individual 'approach the Hellish. To recogniz'e the doings 
of the atom is marvelous but it is* criminel negli ence 
for the scientist to ignore the throb of the braincell and 
*the beat of the heart. What a weeK end for poor you, forced 
thus to be forced to* spend it in the intellectual dark.
The .curse of life under ^er ^choenei and Uncle Joe is the 

complete disregard for the individual human being; the same 
curse we must strive to escape under the scientist.
Wednesday, June.18th
Please, God..,. *

"The dry hot weather continues, the pears at Arenbourg 
surviving apparantly but a few of the magnolias and several 
of the gardenias dying, and nothin^ save weeds growing, for 
want of water. Dr. Postal of Tulane and Mrs. ^all, his siter 
^n“Iaw Game to see me. Dr, Hall'has searched for x the town 
of Kingston in Adams °ounty but couldn't find it. He 
was seeking my aid, I drew him one of my inimitable maps and 
he was enchanted, for he was searching for a slave hospital 
there to photographs, and intends photographing the one on 
Et, Catherine's Street whose existence I acquainted him with. 
I told him x had another book for him to write, -Drug 
•Addicts and the ^rug xrade in Heconstruct!on Days'in the 
South, 11 e was thrilled at the idea but wanted to know 
where to seek-material, I suggested examination of first 
efforts in legislation to control thd same, - speeches by 
politicians, physicians, etc,, — the medical journals and 
legislative records relating to same being handy for him 
to explore at iulane, I promised to give him some striking 
individual cases known to tie. He had never heard of the 
problem or wondered about the matter before. It was 
heartening to contemplate his enthusiasm before he left.
Every night this week . fter supper, H. has taken the 
Madam and me for a little ride along the river, - Bermuda 
to JJerry. J. H. and' I figured the daily outing would build 
up the patient s strength ill anticipation ofs a longer jaunt, 
although the patient has no thought of going* anywhere...
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ects

Thursday, June 19th:
Please, - God..,., * ’ * ’ *

The drought was broken b£ a good shower this morning and another 
in the evening. It's coming is a little late and will not 
restore life to things already passed out at ^renbourg but will 
make the survivors jump, *ome of the little crepe myrtles, - 
3 or 4 feet high, are beginning to blodm, - white ones, pink 
and red. A silly little gardenia, perhaps 5 inches high, unfolded 
three blossoms this morning, amking no sense at all. Some of 
the larger bushes, 2 or 3 feet hi'gh, have but definitely passed out. 
unce established, a gardenia bush will survive almost anything 
but the trick is getting them firmly established.

^oday, being the local people’s holiday, they are celebrating 
in various directions. The gay young blades appropriated an old truck 
_ and drove to Grand ^core on Bed &iver above 4tchitoches, whifce 
the old married men", - being in their late 20’s and mid 30’s,- 

liks Szra, ^ack, Log, Fugabour, etc., g; ve up the idea of an outing 
m  the open on little river, - what with the rain, and took 

the beef J. *. gave them for the picnic, retiring to cover at 
|uny’s: where the celebration still continues, it now being 9 p.m.
I assume the wet Parrish of Bapides (Alexandria) has no doubt 
contributed appropriate "wet groceries" to lend zest to the 
frolic.

lister drove down for the day to make a haul* - denied her 
by the "adam,_but applauded in her desire to take the two 
children staying here back to Shreveport, She brought one 
Bicham Christian and ■“illian ^richell with her. The latter, and 
old friend o± the ihadam, has recently been elected President of 
the Iris Society, and I had a*long‘conference with her about 
creating a otate or National Park out of the marshes in South 
Louisiana where the Louisiana Iris flourish. I shall write 
to Miss Myra &mith, - member of the bodrd, to further the plan
Friday, June 20th:
Please,~Gad....

Got in some good weed pulling at Arenbourg until 10 a.m. 
a good shower keep ng me cool from about 7:30 on, and filling* 
my boots with water tricking dowl my back. Finished the Kessler 
assays ana be6&n *arkman’s uregon xrail, - an 1846 account 
of life among the Crow Indians ih what was later to become 
Morth and *outh ^akota Ox drawn prairie schooners are already 
making the long trek to the Oregon country under most difficult 
circumstances. I m wondering why these trains of prioneers seem 
to oe as apprehensive of encountering similar trains of 
mormons traveling Westward as they are of the murderous 
awnee and bnake Indians that prey on these immigrants. Celeste’s 

bird doe a most unfriendly neighbor, killed half a dozen chickens 
last night and two of my cats. I drove him ’from my front gallery
^nfe l AX 0B ,  ̂ ° Ut n0°f t0daj'* after 1 explained my
taokfirin^ e r? ® 00UP1? nuffled reports, as of a oar ?

of* in outh Louisiana for a day or two wille urn l^te tonight, and a traffio accident to the bird dop- n m  
'0 reported, it is said. Joe ^enry, scheduled to cone on >  , mnri4.

a°weekf°hODin "drv ^ ^ P ^ o M d  he would d e L y ^ v i s i t " *
easier* supervise the re-rooming o P ^ 8 i Ql,,l8aSfl4t fifeSt?Sft hiethe big house. r> ®
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June 21st, 194 7.
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Memorandums 9 9 9 9 9 9 9

Thanks be to God...«*. - * *'. -,D1-
What a wonderful thing'is p r a y w , and hovir 

fervently'have so many people, I f sure, felt moved 
pray during these jbsst many days.

And now to hand your note assuring me that al^ the

to give way before the sunshine of reality.

My own emotions on receiving the good n^ s 
and ponderous with thanksgiving, fhere ^ “odesire t 
shout and olap my-hands. I merely wanted to he alone and 
quiet, - to return thanks sincerely and to experi«noe the
depths Of a desire, welling up within me,M^thalfto 

* wanted to find expression by doing something tnat 
’some poor soul would in an infinite measure reflect a 
tiny segment to him that would somehow parallel the 
immea sure able Joy that God, - and your letter,^ - broug
to me.<

I don’t recall* ever having spent a day wherein I 
contacted so few human beings, for I <somehow just wanted 

‘ to be alone and so contemplate undistrubsd the gratitude to 
God that all was well, ?

, v; ;  ■' ' y \  f  X &  9  - v .H  X  J r - M  ' ' -  V  - j ***' v  v  w

Hever before have I so fully understood the human 
' ofSa-monu^nl: o r ^ S r o s s B r S m o S f e 0^  event of ^traord^naxy

week end has'gone, some poor soul will need some money for
something or other, need it badly,'and n0tTQ^ a l l Siavehold 
realizing half "&f the necessity, rerhaps I -nail Taj 
of that medium. Dr' perhaps I shall think of some hi ng 
especial that will afford rest or relaxation or comfort or 
something to someone in days to come, - something that 
requires a heap of endeavor to effect, but which can 
be effected through sheer effort supplied by the substance 
that flows from an investment in purchasing power and heart
beat. For your sake, for God’s sake, the emotion swells
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within me. These are some of the impulses that surge 
through me today, «* thanks to the blessings that radiate 
from your ‘message of today, - and how much more appreciative 
of life am I going to be on the morrow, and the next day and 
the next#•••••••••

Thanks be to God.......
On the local front, the situation remains much as usual# 

From day to day, thermometer*rdddings fluctuate from 
hot to not so hot to hotter, and with the variations changes 
t*e Madam*s determination to remain at Meir0se, not to remain 
at Melrose and t6 go to thb mountains. I look for the 
same situation to obtain throughout the ensuing summer#

In my own abode 1 have a new all white kitten, presented 
by one of ray all black friends. Peter and ^og have a sister 
whose name alv^ays delighted me# As Peter ohce explained it to 
me: "Her real*name is ^ane, but us-es calls her Say-rah for 
short."

*nd so 1 think the hew kitten will be styled Say-rah for 
short. * _

She has no' claim to distinction,' save for her color, - 
and perhaps for the fact that while her name is Say-rah, I 
believe she is actually a tom cat. Prom the first moment of 
her arrival on my front.gallery, however, something unusual 
developed.' a pure white half grown chicken for no known reason, 
made a bee line from the iris garden beyond the fence, running 
full tilt in the direction of Sayrah. Prom then until now, 
this white chicken spends her days and nights in closest 
contact with Say-rah, - arid while Sayrah seems rather in
different about the whole thing, the chicken seems quite 
determined about the whole business. The bird seems to have 
practically given up foraging about the gardens for worms and 
bugs, apparently quite satisfied with the corn bread and the 
bowel of milk that started out as fare for ^ay-rah. Say-rah 
frolkcs up and down the banana stalks and generally scampers 
about in the day timet feafc much to the chicken’s distress, but 
when exhausted, or at first dark, when ^ay-rah feels like 
folding up her beard, she curls up on'a little table 
just outside my door,'and much, to thd relief of the chicken,- 
whom  ̂guess we ought to style Jane, - Say-rah lets Jane 
snuggle up to her, the pair of them making a blob of white 
in the semi-darkness, ane a white globe and Sayrah an attached 
crescent. '

Once Grandpa' and Ynoca, the duck, were equally good 
friends, and now ^ayrah and Jane are apprantly going to 
repeat the strange business I can explain none of it, and much 
less the exquisite happiness that' this night prevades me for
the good tidings your letter has brought....

, June 23rd, 1947.

Memorandum:
How nice, at the close of the day, to be able to write 

that word again. . . ~ -
< "

How precious is the soul with whom one can share the 
little daily doings , - how barren life seems, in spite of all 
other acquaintances, if one is suddenly cut off from contact 
with the single solitary soul who, by really sharing, gives 
all the breath there is to life# I ’m sure happy to thus 
write Memorandum again.

The rains for which we had to wait too long have really 
arrived at long last. We aren’t getting £oq much for ^renbourg 
but the cotton is getting ample. I didn’t realize until i 
lived in the South that there is another excellent reason why 
dry .weather is best for cotton, for while cotton requires 
little or no rain, it is really harmful to the plant if 
it ets too muck, •* not because of the over abundance of moisture, 
but because dampness somehow causes the boll weevil to flourish 
mightily, thus ruining the cotton when it begins putting out 
its bolls, or is it spelled with a w, o:

Well, anyway, it’s raining tonight, and has been most ___ _
of the day, affording me a fine opportunity to do some weed 
pulling at arenbourg, which I enjoyed ever so much, l'he 
pear trees seem to be flourishing, -. all of them, and 
a new round of blossoms exploed in the gardenia department 
again last night, calling for me to pluck them clean again 
so that the full strength, otherwise diverted to the flower, will 
concentrate in the root. If they bloom half as much proportionate
ly within a few years, we .shall have mountains of them 

^ between every pear tree and along the curve toward Uncle d’or’s.
■uurellia, who honors me with her confidence, had some

thing strange to relate to me today. I think I have mentioned 
the Uapoleon -Bonaparte Garters who at present operate the 
Melrose garage, and possibly explained that Madam ^apoleon is 
a pure D hill-billy. I have accordingly been rather sur
prised of late to lef rn that ^urellia has been going by the 
barter house every few days, for while ^urellia is much 
lighter than the average mulatto, she is obviously possessed of 
pretty dark 'Indian if not negro blood.
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I still don't understand how Madam Garter doesn't object 
to Aurellia coming to her house and consorting with her 
daughters, but I was even more puzzled to learn today that 
on sunday afternoon Mrs. barter loaded Aurellia and 
&elma (Mrs, Puny) into her car, and drove slap to 
Hot Wells, - the rival spa of Hot Springs, which, however, 
is located not in Arkansas but here in Louisiana, not 30 miles 
down the road between "*elrose and Alexandria. / ^n arriving at 
Hot "ells, la Garter asked Mine. Puny to remain in the car, 
as there are no x facilities at the Springs for colored 
people, while Aurellia was told to accompany Mme. Garter to 
the baths. On entering she explained the ^urellia is white, and 
accordingly had her h as guest and com anion, aurellia taking 
a bath in company with her hostess. On Tuesday Aurellia heads 
out again for another go-round with la Garter, - and Aurellia 
doesn't know it, but all such baths require the bather to take 
21 in a rov(,

, I giggled in my berard as Aurellia told me the tale, think
ing what a fury the Hot Wells crowd would be in if they knew 
they had a "nigger” in their midst* I suppose la barter 
wants Aurellia for the company she provides, but it is doubly 
hilarious, it seems to me, that a hill billy, either knowing 
or unknowing, - it doesn't matter which, is putting over such 
a deal on c aok-pots of her own persuasion.

In the end, there will be some kind of a rumpus, - no one 
can guess what, of course, but it will :be time enough to pick * 
up the pieces when that hour strikes* ,

une or two ladles of late haye invited the ^adam to 
accompany them to Hot ^ells where the journey qould readily 
be made daily from Melrose without the necessity of remaining 

over night, but ig all instances the Madam has declined, 
v/hat a surprise if by error, she should accept?, and opening 
one eye in the steam room, catch sight of ,tturellia as a patron 
of the establishments , .. ,

I advised ■“urellia against telling,the ^adam of her sudden 
flight into a new social realm, for news of it might cause 
the ^adam to die laughing or pass out in a rage, » and it's 
too hot for,either eventuality, f

Mr. -̂ rew knows of the doings so, should i hap,© occasion 
to ask your opinion on such performances, you might refer to 
it withqut ny reticence.

Hows is gett ng around the plantation as to the strange 
courtship of Say-rah and Jane, and in consequence several 
of my colored friends dropped by today to view with astonish
ment and hilarity. But ‘“'ay-rah. and ane like it and that's all 
that .atters, and -t must say ,it is odder than anything I've 
run across in tne animal kingdom of late....

June 24th, 1947.

Memorandum:
The weather continues hot and humid, - which is all to the 

good for our side..,.,
•  t  n

Hut 1 would touch upon other points than Arenbourg tonight, 
things not exactly humid, but which are just as hot as the 
weather, - the things of which lynchings are fashioned,

I apologize for boring you again with those uninteresting 
hill illies, - the Hapoleon ^onaparte Garters. But they 
are important in comprehending the present Melrose scene, - b cause 
*in their dumbness, they can release suoh potential power for 
good , - or rather, for evil.

; " ■’ - ■ °  ( t • >•' •’ v  * --

In a«way,<they oannot be classed as wilfully evil, but 
more correctly, perhaps, as the automatons of an evil force,- 
if there be such a thing. Perhaps they have something in common 
with the absent minded professor, mentioned in today's news 
dispatches. xerhaps you notice father Hubbard's report that 
a huge blast had recently destroyed an atomic energy plant 
some 45 miles from Moscow, the cause, as attirfeutet by the Alaskan 
explorer ana priest, as stemming from the fact that in 
his labors with the atom, the poor professor probably forgot 
a decimel.

* * ?

Well, any, way, here is the set up locally. The barters have 
two daughters, - perhaps 15 and 17, and very pretty they are, 
too. And beauty, sometimes, almost seems to be an evil agency 
in itself, and perhaps the first step in the evil train following 
their daughters' beauty is the fact that neither the father 
nor mother keep them out of the garage where the young ladies, 
for lack of releiving their boredom otherwise, assist 
in selling coca-cola, etc, to any and all comers and hangers on, 
for in a way, the garage is about the only club the poor negroes 
can call a common meeting ground, .

**” ^  *  “4 r •• 1 • • t

* How quite~frequestly *“r,t Garter is out of the garage on 
business or possibly flies home on occasion*for supper or whatnot, 
and the girls, - sometimes one and sometimes two, are in the tarage 
alonew Take into account, too, that being pert‘as well as 
pretty, and full of normal adolescent inclinations, they really
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succeed in afording quite a slice of entertainment to the gay 
young blades of color who loll about the place* During the past 
few days, it has been noticeable to me that the tempo of 
garage doings has definitely increased tas soon as Hr* apoleon 
steps out of the garage* There is ever so much giggling on the part 
Of the negroes, and a heap of sks satisfaction sticking out all 
over the young females as they sense their entertaining efforts 
are on the ascendency* Already X notice a certain '’eyes of 
yearning*1 expression on the faces of some of the youths, and 
X be£ in to quake as to what is likely to be the next step in tnis 
slow but definite drift toward disaster*

The barters would be outraged if anyone suggested the presence 
of the young women i$ the garage alqne was not in order, and 
na urally one couldn t point out that they jajre cavorting about 
like young and fractious colts, which they are. But 
.these little atoms of circling dust hage all the potential 
power of destruction one may find in a flour mi^l where sweeping 
must be kept constantly carried out if one is to avoid^the 
whole establishment being blown sky high, - no one suspecting 
from whence or by what agency. ? .

-The young ladies shouldn’t be there, of course, and their 
parents should see to that. But if permitting them to oe there, 
they should advise them against wilfully exciting the youths would 
frequent the place. There, obviously, is one place where responsi
bility resides, - or should. I wonder sometimes,ftoo, if all 
of* us at ~elrose being so lacking in racial antiphp,-we have 
failed to provide the negroes with the.necessary care they should 
exercise in their contacts with hill billies. It’s all a big 
old tangle, ^nd'the only way I could think of to ea?e the 
strain a little was to chat a bit casually with some of my friends 
who figure in the negro seption, hinting that hill billies are 
worthy of much extra space, as between sai^ hill billy, - lady 
or gentleman, and the negro, even though the latter be the innocent 
by stander* There is no use giving these matters too.much 
thought, but because there isn't much one can do about it.
But it is certainly a fascinating sight to wpteh, - everybody 
knpwingly or and and unknowingly contributing jusf a little to 
the imperceptible growth of that horrible thing which in otfcer 
places has burst into a lynching. 1 think such a thipg will 
neve: eventuate here, but just for the sake of more peace of mind, 

lt wish old ‘“apoleon and his awful family would head out for some 
*^lba or ^t. &elenp. and forget to come back, xv:

The enclosed copy of the ^eck of' wards was tajLen from 
a like sheet coming to hand in. a neg.o’s mail today from a 
Hadio station in *an ~ntonio, from which source 1 had ordered it 
or him, "ith a little song book,, worth perhaps a quarter, it 

was priced at $1.59, - just the plain sheet of paper. "hat 
with r03?a having sent ine fabulous 5& to Carl ^ertzog for 
possible making into book form, - ^ertzog living in j-'exas, this 
item is certainly most interesting, ah cl i shall send one{ to- -^ora, *.

■
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Blaring the Dorth Afrioan oam aign, a bunch of soldier boys 

had been on a long hike, they arrived in GAasco. The next morning, 
being Sunday, several of the boy went to Church. A Sergeant 
commanded the soldiers in Ghurdh. After thê  Chaplain had read 
the prayer, the Text was taken up next. Those of the boys who 
had a prayer book, took them out. But this one boy had only 
ft pack of cards, so he spread them out, T2*e Sergeant saw the cards 
and said, "Bichard, put away those cards." After the service was 
over the soldier was taken prisonner and brought before the 
ProvQst Marshal* The Marshall said: "Sergeant, why have you brought 
this soldier here."

"for playing cards in Ghurch, sir".
"And what have you to say for yourself, "

"Much, sir, " replied .the soldier. t
The Marshal .said, "1 hope so, for it not, I shall punish 

you more than any man was ever punished."
*  t  v  r . '■  *  ■'* .

The soldier said: "Sir, I have been on the march for about six 
days. I have neither Bible nor Prayer Book, but X hope to satisfy 
you, $ir, with the .purity of my intentions,"

With that,' the boy started his story: .
"You see, sir, when X look at the Ace, it reminds me that 

there is but one God.

"and the Dueoe reminds me that the Bible is divided into two parts,- 
the Old and lew Testament, , :

"When I see the Trey, X think of the Father, Son and the Holy 
Ghost...

"When 1 see the four, X think of the four .Evangelists who 
preached the Gospel, - Mathew, ^ark, Duke and John.

When X see the five, it reminds me of the 'Wise Virgins who trimmed 
their lamps, there were ten of them but only five were wise., and 
were saved and five were foolish and shut out.

When I see the Six, it reminds me that in 6 days God made this 
great neaven and Earth.

"When X see the Seven, it reminds me that on the 7th day,
God rested from his great work.

""hen X see the Eight, I think of the 8 righteous persons 
God saved when he destroyed this earth. There was Eorah, their three
sons and their wifeft*

"And when 1 see the Uine, 1 think of the 
and line our of Ten , didn’t even thank him. lepers our Savior cleansed

(over)
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"When I see the ten* I think o£ the Ten Commandments God 
handed down to Hoses on a tabXet of stone. ,

X  • •  • -  «

*»When 1 see the king, it reminds me there is one King 
of Heaven* God Almighty. . < <

"When 1 see the Queen, I think of the Blessed Virgin, ^ary, 
who is Queen of Heaven.

"And the Jack or Knave, is the Devil."
"When 1 count the number s of spots on the pck of cards*

I find 365* the number of days .in the year. There arq 5H QaWds, 
the number of weeks in a year. There are four suites, the number 
of weeks in a month. Tljere are twelve picture qards, the number 
of months in a year, There & cq 13 tricks, the number of weeks in 
a quarter* So you see , sir, my pack of cards serves me as a Bible 
Almanaoh and a Prayer Hgoki Co , . \

"Count the spots , one to ten, the Jack as 11, Queen astlk, < 
King as 13 and the Joker as one. This is a true story, * I know, 
I was a soldier. ; <

copyright applied for, 
Grandpapy Cross and Tex Tyler.

t

Del Hio Hales Company, 
National City, California.

« *

The weather continues hot. and humid, - almost too 
hot for things to grow, almost too humid for them not to.
Surely vegetation must feel confused by such compelling 
paradox. ~ < -

, At arenbourg today I was enchanted to discover that 
some of the Louisiana Switch *ane, planted in Larch, has 
definitely taken hold and will probably make a go of life 
if the season developes nothing- more extreme than up to the 
present. . Switch Jane is exceedingly difficult to persuade 
to grow. Save for the great feathery festoons that bloom 
at ~elros,e, I know of none in -Louisiana where once it thrived 
with such abandon We are still quite a ways from getting the 
entire line along the Bermuda ^oad to start making up its 
mind, but it is encouraging to notice that some of it, at least, 
has actually taken root.

The moon was so pretty last night, and the air so warm, 
x decided on a little 'turn alone the cotton rows before folding 
tp. As I passed Puny’s house, I heard vpices on the gallery. 
Puny saw me and asked me to chat with them rfor a while, - 
Puny, Aelma, Little ^int; and Jy, - Zelma's brother., Both 
Mr, and lira. Puny were bare footed, and 1 liked that, - they 
looked so cool somehow, and then, too, there is always the 
pleasant sensation that goes along when * realize that Puny 
who can neither read noi write is married to *elma who is 
a college graduate, - their bare feet somehow acting as a 
common denominator in this land of lush natures and 
strangely contrasting combinations.

I was interested, to learn from xuny that' the Hand's were 
at “ilrose last Sunday. H0 one, either at the big house or 
at the store, knew'of their presence. It soems ^d ^and brought 
a boat and went fishing, 1 certainly hope he caught some.
Dr.. Hand asked Luny to clear off the weeds and little bushes 
from a space pfhere he proposed building his qarap. Puny 
says Lr. Land said he is at present having the lumbert cut by 
some saw mill between .hane and Alexandria. That sounds like 
good news, even though the lease hasn't as yet been signed.
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And tonight there is another pretty moon and while 
I should like to stroll to the bridge before going to bed,
I think X shall not. *'or in reality, the only reason 
w uld care about adding to the day’s fatigue would be the 
opportunity it would offer to talk, and since there is no 
one about with whom X should care to, - or at least who would 
be interested, it is as well that I stay put*

J*or no reason on earth, I.nha-e been thinking a great 
aeal today about people I have heard described as ’"great 
teachers" or ’’good, teachers’ . ~nd as i thought about the matter, 
it.struck me that all such teachers t invariably had good” or 
"great” pupils ^nd that set me to speculating as I hoed as to 
the possibility of having one without the other, - and it 
is along such lines X should like to chat, were there someone 
with whom X might swing my legs over the bridge railing, watch^ 
the moon dancing on the calm surface of ^ane diver, and listening 
hnow and then to the faint parade of rooster calls that are 
forever marching through the night through the twists and 
turns of the river roads that pass along this way, *

^  k j - .. i  x' ' v  •- 9

**y domestic problems are of mounting concern, what 
with 3ay-rah and J&ne to feed at the same time that my little 
yellow cat and good old Dora think they ought to have their share 
rt the board, Dora is really remarkable in that if 1 /tell 
her to stay put at one spot on the gallery, there she will 
sit while the cats eat their food with maddening leisure, - but 
I always feel con testable for thus putting ^ora through such 
tortures. ~nd then there is Janie, - who, like ^ora and ^ay-rah, 
turns out to be a male, in spite of the name, ^nd Janie., 
being a rooster, has no sense at all, save his fixation on 
Say-rah,. and X can never teach the bird to lay .off thq feline 
food nntil his four legged friends are finished,. I have, 
fed Dora at 8 this evte;dng and given the cats a little something,- 
most of which uane gobbled up. but X*m holding' back a fine 
dinner pl<te of chicken bones which .1 shall slide out to 
3ay-*rah and the yellow cat along about 1,0:30, ho ing that 
Dora will continue her slumbers on the far end of the gallery.
You can readily s e how complicated life can get..when one is 
possessed of such a heterogeneous assortment of children”.
* i - { ,.v ... , , ■ % .  i . ■

X £uess there is nothing of especial interest in the 
enclosed letter from "xarr Hostel, but x,ll send it along, 
feeling you may entfoy following the -“atchez scene from this 
correspondent. 1 nearly fell out at the mention of drs.
Oliver's name, for 1 had actually forgotten that bag ever lived. 
Poor, poor Postal, * appealing to Lola ^ance for historical 
particulars. Uuuhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh. •••••••

ewu
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Ju»a 27th, 1947.

Memorandum: *
Hot and busy, are the two words best describing today.

The weather was the firsts I have been both first and last.
During the. night my patient was sea sick. She spent 

today in bed. Her habit of eating by fits and starts accounts 
for her difficulty in part, - going without food for too long
and eating too much when she starts in, * .

? ; •

And X can't 'seem to convince her that while codine may 
be justified in some ailments, it is not particularly good 
for stomach ache. In fairness to the lady, I must 
concede her one point of consistency: - she apparantly 
is as indifferent to what drugs she puts in he stomach as 
in what food preceeds it. «

Today being knipmeyer ■‘'ay, I tried to sandwich in 
a little time for him, but I cheated -a little because 
"Dee-dee Boy", who is Atric "nthony s father, came to 
seek my influence in aiding our friends on Little Rivejr 
to get eleotricty wired from Bed Biver to St. Augustine School 
and St. Augustine Church. Up to now we have progressed pretty 
well, having secured approval by the ^arrish Board ol education 
to appropriatethe money required for wiring and instalation 
of electricityin the school, and an acceptance of charges 
each month for Current used. The only other major hurdle 
is to secure the right of way for the three or four miles 
over which the wires must be strung* a s  this route will 
’fall across property owned by ^elrose and by , our
friends on "ittle Kiver thought X might exert persuasion 
in their b e h a l f - and they were perfectly right. ,

And before Dee-dee £oy left, his son-in-law, Log, came 
to'see me. His discharge payments are now running out, and 
the necessity of trimming his living expenses to his 
daily toil suggests to him that he might do better to 
foresake agriculture for some other line of endeavor,- 
either factory work in some place like Detroit, or che 
Navy, - and what would X recommend for him to ao.
And so things went from one thing to another, ana the uay 
has really been busy enough to keep warm without going

mm

,
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in for setting up exercises.

And then there is the bamboo problem at ^elrose, 
where the roots of that engulfing plant are ^st about 
strangling everything else on the gardens. A M  the strange 
part about it is that Mr. Baohelier can pmake the stuff 
grow on his place and no one in town who has carted off a 
truck load of roots from here has succeeded in making it 
take hold.- And how lucky they are, even though they don t
know it.

I even regret the success 1 seemed to have with the 
roots 1 olanted across -ana ^iver in the -pring,-- painted 
at J. n.'s request but. against my Expressed opposition, - for 
it is leaping about with abandon, and will be taking the 
cotton patch adjoining ithin another year, irreckon.

As we move in, the directioh of July, we can Begin 
to expect white clusters; to appear before lohg in the 
butterfly lily department* At Arenbourg the stalks are 
about 5 feet high, is a little better than average.
A few years back I nursed a few along on the e*ge of the 
white garden just beyond the open door on ray back gallery 
where * pen these lines. tfea' of the stalks in that group . 
at present measure 9 feet and will probably grow another foot 
or two. I propose to accomplish something similar at 
Arenbourg before so very long, alt ough I see no point in 
iackinp- plants up to such height as to require a step- 
ladder every time one wants to pick’ himself a harmless bouquet.

English, as spoken by the Ideal darkies, turned out a 
couple distinctive phrases during the day. ^ e  negro, 
in o-npakinp- of giving his pigs a bucket of slops each 
morning actually remarked: "Whilst I was a-sloppin1 my pigs... 
which is quite good, if n°t especially elegant,* _And 
another, making some reference to the Bible, pointed 
out that according to the Bood Book, they was altogether 
ten Versions, and five had good sense and the other 
five yersions was always a»scufflin around, foolish-like...

I believe the enclosure is from Bssae ^ae, and is of 
no esnepial interest. 1 want to start work on her in 
regard to the, Moon project for a bigger and Better 
Louisiana Historical r agent, and on the auestio^ of _rs.
Moore to head tjie uld and Hare section of the state « 
Library. So things turn and for many town people we remain 
the object of pity, "sitting down there in the country with 
nothing to do....."

X o i

»
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t U , ,
- , June 27th, 1947.

Memorandum:-
*** ? '<' * _

Heat continued; ;humidity .discontinued. t
t . ’ <

Your nice letter in this morning’s post, together with 
the clipping- regarding the ~rican bell. I have thoroughly en
joyed the first, and have reserved enjoyment of the second until 
the morrow when I shall read it with relish.

* '• ' ' -v- ~ • «
* How .nice of you to tell me all the inteiesting things
you covered in your letter. %il© I think of it, - the matter 
of the letters by Mr. *eff erson'f8 friend, the German baronness, - 
let me say-that , think 1 remember reading somewhere that * 
the iStiglish version ,of these letters were translated and 
abridged, while the -German edition retained the full text.
I cannot swear to this- somewhat vague idea on ray part, but since
it does come to mind, I presume you would find the German
edition rather more satisfactory and the English. I know not
if more than two volume - or rather*, if more than one volume
of thet lady’s letters ever appeared in print. From what you
say regarding the notation on the card in the library, I got
the impression that thp volume in question covered correspondence
only up to the Battle of Saratoga when she was automatically permitted
to associate herself and her children wtaheja* with her husand.
This is prob^oly not the case, however, as 1 presume her most 
interesting epistles must have been written in the year or 
two following Saratoga when they took up their residence 
within the shadow of ^onticello It will be interesting to learn 
H  ^etter< Prove interesting. I imagine they are racey to say
the least. Like * the Prince Palatine., -.Duchess drOrlehns, I think 
the lady wap in the habit of calling a sps.de a spade, and giving 
not a damn if anyone eared for her choice of expression.

A letter from Dora recahed me in the same mailA/vith yours, 
and 1 enclose it herewith. The Frances Brandon he mentions, 
you will recall, is Hli ^ahier's sister, married to old 
Gerard Brandon’s son, and lives in Natchez,

c /

. 1 seem to be somewhat behind in ray literary explorations, what
with other matters claiming my attention these last few days, plus
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the fact that I don’t seem to have a ything at hand that 
especially appeals to me. ihere seems to he a volume, entitled; 
”60,000,000 Jobs*, - which I hesitate to explore on grounds that 
I find myself aire dy possessed of 5,999, 9999 (a zero 
should appear after the 5), - and so fear that 1 might learn 
of the sixtieth million or the sixty millionth one on reading 
volume, and so he disconsolate for having exhausted he roster.

There seems to he a copy of The ^rahian Nights to hand, also, 
hut I dan t h; e to go into that again during the ©resent 
heat wave, besides, I'm re-reading the ^ollins hook on John 
Marshall, making sqme notations, etc. , and that will keep me 
occupied, 1 think, until something I really want to read comes 
to hand. . i i ■• •,

■ ■ • » ’•The mnetion #of hook reading gets me around to speaking 
of the Foundation, and I want to remark again how splendid 
I found your account of your visit to ^iss Smith, Mr. Barber,
Mr Bcourby... The. printed copy of diking Book Topics is 
the same as the recorded one, and I must say that I found myself 
enchanted with the b'iography of one Scourhy, enchanted not only 
for the particulars included, in the piece, hut equally so for 
what it left out, - the latter stimulating my desire fto have more 
information. I cite a case in point; • the review says that 
Mr, ScouYby attended public and private schools in Brooklyn 
until college^ time arrived when, for one semestre, he attended 
a college in West Virginia. Bow one -semestre isnot much more 
than xou or five months, and with this truth before us, and 
the extraordinary facility “r. ^courby demonstrates constantly 
in handling a whole variety of tongues, we must eithn conclude 
that the West Virginia semestre accomplished marvels with this 
gifted student, or, as the review suggest, Mr, Bcourby acquired 
an unusual training w when, aftejr suiting college, he 
joined the Givic Repertoire group in 14th street. Still, neither 
Oa. these agencies, it seems to me, could have produced the 
smoothness akin to oil that drips from the Soucrby lips • 
when he undertakes a torrent pf '“nglish, German, French,

Russian, Spanish, Italian^ etc, * The only conclusion to which 
I can come is this: - old xapa ^erlitz or who ever, had better 
oegin ate looking* to his laurels or a certificate from the 
Rva Le^allienne "odern language School will he doing old 
Papa ■a. out of business*

In clsoing, just one remark: - how hanpy £ am this 
week, as opposed to last week end, what with the cloud of un- 
cei a^nty ^eing lifted , let ing in the stream of sunshine, re< assuring me that all is well with youl
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June 29th, 1947^ • 9

Memorandum;
Bo nice of you to send me the noe, acknowledgeing receipt 

of the two air mail messages, sent to Indicate a resumption 
of the normal exchange'oi thoughts. My week end is the happier 
for your thoughtfulness. "" t ..

Regardless of what 1 had to say about not having to read 
Sixty'million Jobs by &enry Wallace, I did in fact decide other
wise, and once having started, found myself forced to read it 
straight through. It is the program of a Boosevelt, redolent 
with aspirations and magnificient as a pattern toward which all 
men should strive* 1 see hut one thing to prevent us from 
realizing it; • a Roosevelt0to carry it to the people, and 
through them force the Congress to enact legislative plank, one 
after another, into Law. May we find another leader before too 
long to help engineef such a program on its way. Mr. Wallace 
lacks the proper personality, I think, - straight and inspiring 
as are his ideas, ^r. Truman, P believe, would have no idea 
at all about most of it, and would lack every concept as to how 
the whip of the Executive might be cracked to foroe Congress to 
jump through the succeeding whoops.

The enclosed letter from Miss Drake isn!t of much interest, 
but I send it along as illustrative of those types of minds 
which forever explain to one that he doesn't understand 
some local question but, hy refusing to explain wherein the 
falacy lie6, never convinces one that he is wrong, and ends up by 
leaving him convinced that a close mind more than any other 
factor refuses to comprehend anything other than,the'age old 
misconceptions that have thwarted any and all attempts of others 
to get this problem or that one straight.

As for Miss Drake's remarks concerning* Gunther's "Inside 
fU. 3, I gather what she may call "vicious” is what is 
related in the accompanying clipping which oame not from ^iss 
Iifake, but which probably demonstrates how right Gunther is and 
how sensitive **iss ^rake is* to any critism, albeit honest and 
apt, when dealing with anything abdut her native heath It is . 
somehow along the Mne of reasoning laid down by the ^rincess 
Palatine, - she seems to be getting into our correspondence all 
t e time, - to the effect that it was alright for her to say
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perfectly outrageous things about herself but was furious if 
anyone else said the same thing.

Under separate cover, I*m sending a few articles by Dr.
Postell which.have just come to‘hand, I should like to explore them, 
but that is impossible at the present time, and so I should like to 
have you see for yourself if they are interesting or not. Do 
not bother to return them, as I shall never have an opportunity 
to have anyone read them to me, For convenience at our local 
office, i shall mail them as coming from C. G, H,, but please do 
not acknoweldge them to her, as she knows nothing of their existence.

After supper;tonight, B. took the ^adam and me up Cane Biver 
for a few miles and thence East to Bed‘Biver, opposite Montgomery.
It is pleasant to be able to report that Bed Biver seems <±uite - 
low, - being fed, I suppose, by tributaries'immediately to the 
North of us where there has been such ax severe drought these past 
two months. Sven as expressed in *your letter of last week, I, 
too, am beginning to wonder what is going to happen when all the 
water being spilled from the Iowa skies reaches the lower 
Mississippi, Everyone in this area seems to think*it isn't' 
going to be sufficient height by the time it & gets to 
Louisiana to force Bed Biver to b?.ck up, ^nd so let us hope,- 
for it is in the backing up of ^ed Biver at his mouth that 
causes, * or at least did once, - 1945,- all the wet feet in 
this area. Up to the present writing, at least, I'm rs. her on 
the optomistic *side,* * it0 • ;• •

« »
In the visitor's roster appears Ffct's papa and step mama, who 

arrived Saturday afternoon, •‘•hey seem fine* and I like them 
both. xhey will remain for two weeks.

On Sunday morning, - today, - Charles and Ida ran up 
for *dinner, uharles having spent Saturday in Alexnadria on 
business. It was certainly good to see them, and 1 only regret 
so much time elapses between their visits. Charles brought the 
Madam the new Sinclair Lewis Book, - I forget the title,- 
but I think the words Boyal and Blood are among those present.
Only last week, uousin Josephine, - Mrs. fheodore Crunwald, 
wrote the ^adam a most unfavorable account of the book, but 
Cousin Josephine always sees red when anyone says mulatto, and 
so 1 have no opinion from that source. Charles says the newspaper 
reviews say it is a poorly contrive bit of fiction but that the 
subjeot matter is sufficiently pertinent to make the book important, 
as indeed might have been said in all truth about old Harriet • 
Beecher Stowe's ditty on poor old uncle Tom and his famous "saca".

The weather remains*hot-hot, and I'm tempted to fold up 
my beard at this point without reading a line. But on glancing* 
out onto the moon-silvered bananas, I reckon I'll not fold but 
rat v  take a quite turn to Arenbourg and back to see how’ our 
bananas are holding up-in that quarter...,.., “ •

VM

v
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June 30th, 1947. ,

Memorandum;
Hot - hot. ;

• 1 ’ ' l” ■ f
I'm just back from Arenbourg* unable to make up my 

mind if ray pathway had been lighted by dying day or dawning night. 
For this date, I suppose,* marks about the longest twilight 
of the year, what with a big red sun, sinking behind, the Montrose 
hills, somehow clasping hands with the equally big golden disk of 
a fattening-moon, already up, - the tw© heavenly bodies con
triving to stretch and fuse the after-glow that has a way of 
lingering so long in this delta country* <

t' t

The enclosed letter from %s. Moore's daughter is 
of no especial interest, but I send it along regardless. At 
the time she invited me to %tchez for ^ay 9th, I declined, 
saying that posibly my patient would be in North Carolina by 
the 4th of July and that 1 might,then hazard a journey to the 
Bluff City. Now I must acknowledge,this second letter, scouting 
the idea that possibly Labor Day may afford the same opportunity 
that July <tth promised but failed to produce.

Shortly after sun-up this morning, the carpenters were busy 
tearing the roof off the “Wam's wing of the big house, and 
tonight the Madam sleeps under a ceiling above which there is 
nothing: save the stars. Naturally everyone is hoping for dry 
weather for the next couple of<days when the new, roof and rafters 
will have been installed and a new attic fan will provide 
greater coolness for, the lady.

She1 retired about 6^00 o'clock this evening, remarking 
that she didn't see how she could possibly make it “through 
the rest of the summer, what with the excessive heat now obtaining. 
I sy$pathize with her, as I sympathize with a child, warned against 
eating green apples, who seeks aid and comfort following ,too 
great a feast on a co jnodity of whose nature he had been 
constantly* warned.

After folding up my patient, I headed out for arenbourg to 
Acontinue the*work I had dropped when early this morning, the sun

* *
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got too hot. -‘•'hanks to last week’s rains, everything is 
growing madly, and I shall have to keep on the jump to eradicate 
some of the weeds, crowding the gardenias, before more rains 
aescend, I hQpe. I was pleased to find that a couple of 
the white crepe myrtles are blooming merrily, and two 
gardenias were in bloom. * let the blossoms of the crep myrtle 
remain, but plucked the gardenias, Ihe milk and wine lilies are 
also starting to bloom, and by the time it rains again, there 
will be scores of flowers. .

I learned today that Celeste and Madam Regard, together with 
Miss Sally’s daughter-in-law, axe heading out for Colorado 
shortly to spend a few weeks, It * s int resting that nobody 
ever seems to think about people from each side of the 
fence, seeking high altitudes jointly, ^n this side of 
the fence, we have talked endlessly-atiout the Gre--.t Smokies 
and the Ozarks, but nothing about the Rockies, while on the 
other.side of the fence, it's the^other way around, and 
while relations are most cordial at the moment between the 
respective camps, not §o much as a t ought ever s flits across 
the mind of either pa ty, - or any of their relations, that 
all the ladies might join together in making a common jaunt 
to the.hills. Surely no place ever demonstrated the plain 
fact that •‘•'ruth, ip-. str nger than ^iction, and a volume, 
entitled Melrose actualities would make no sense whatsoever.

^nd speaking of books, *'m currently reading one called 
Peace oi Mind by ^abbi -^iebman, - or some such name.* It 
seems to be pretty good at the start, and, if not too sleepy,
I shall explore it a little further tonight I gather 
the author agrees with ^arry person i’osdick that 
psycho-analysis can well be employed n by men of religion 
to assist in saving souls, - especially from themselves,
^nd I am impressed by Diebman's opinion^that 3t, xault 
Martin "uther, old Galvin, etc., perhaps did more harm than 
good by forever downing their "victims” with the idea that 
they were miserable sinners to start with, - a premise that 
headed a heap of poor creatures down a pathway of 
mental mix-ups from which many of them g never could get them
selves dis-entnagled.

Fatigue has a way of tra smitting itself to the typed 
word, and I'm sure this letter isn't worth the paper on which 
it is typed, * shall accordingly fold herewith, and • 
give Bayrah and the little yellow kitten their milk. I 
wait until Jane has tucked hi; head under his wing before 
dishiih, out supper to the kittens, since Jane will 
otherwise gobble up most of it. From where I sit, 1 
can see the moonbeams spilling all over the dewy surface 
of the banana leaves, and it certainly does look pretty...,.

O f
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July. 1st, 1947.

Memorandum; « : ; '
M u  u u l u u ' -  | M * b *  - * 'J  *' *  ’ s*' :  ' ’ v' U t H  U  -A

Hot -hot.
A vast racket of hammering goes on from morning until 

night at the big house, as the new roof begins to take shape.
Up to now, — the second day of the undertaking, Iher chas 
been no shower, and «it appears they will complete tjie task 
before the Madam will find need to elevate an umbrella over 
her four post bed. *

•
I send Charles’ letter, together with the clipping. t 

I did not read the latter, as he told me about it on Sunday, 
but thinking you might have missed it, - from the u. ^ews,
I believe* * pass it along*

»•••* ’ t •
You will notice that Charles also speaks of the death 

of Mrs, Gerard Brandon, - Daisy Patterson Brandon, wife of 
the distinguished *lawyer for whom the Heading achine was 
secured some years back, ^iss-Nellie will be greatly upset 
by the news, as Miss Daisy was lovely and “4:s* Brand on was very 
fond of her. Bhe is, the mother-in-law of Frances ^ahiers,- 
Eli's sister.

I continue to read the lei or liebman volume, - Peace 
Of Mind, and find it interesting* I may have remarked this 
thought in my last letter, - 1 don't recall, but I sh%ll remark 
again that since the burden of the book is based on the 
fact that religious leaders can be greatly aided.by efficient 
labors of the psycho-analist, there results a certain lac* 
of satisfaction in the volume for me, 1 continue to remain 
so old fashioned as to have great doubts as to the value 
of psycho-ananlis, having long since taken the position 
that it is impossible for anyone worth being thus.treated would 
automatically render the treatment futile, since no one who 
really matters would tell anyone everything that passes 
through his mind. ^nd, aS; 1 understand it, such confessions 
are the crux of the whole treatment. I alway felt if anyone was 
silly enough to tell a physician everything' passing through his 
mind wouldn't have enough gray matter to start with that would •

k i.
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justify any attempt to save him* Purely i must be wrong 
in this position, and probably I ’m one who needs the treatment 
more than any one pise* But feeling as I do, you can readily 
understand how a premise that takes successful psycho-anali A sis 
as a prime requisite, is bound to leave the balanoe of the 
discourse with something to be desired.

But on the good side of the volume, one finds many a gem 
of wisdom. For example, in making a pleas for tolerance, the 
author writes thus: -paraphrasing, - "And let us keep forever 
in mind that no two stars are the same, and each individual 
snowflake reveals a pattern, distinctively and individually its 
own.... n

With today marking the bgginning of the Federal fiscal 
new year, so, 1*0o, does it mark a new year in the .fostal 
Department, During the past twelth month, our postman has oeen 
one Teddy Baronowski, a resident of the Bronx until the^ 
war brought him to Alexandria, where he met .and wed a girl 
from Bayou "atchez. But today Teddy headed Doth with his 
wife, »to resume his labors with the Otis Elevator W>r.pany of 
Hew ^ork, his postal rounds being' taken over by “r, ^elly who 
,occupied .the same post ,the year before Teddy*s advent. It 
was ^r. “elly who once procured a haby skunk for me and today 
at the shore, he promised to obtain another for me. I’m 
wondering how I shall harmonize the prsence of such a furred 
friend so as to harmonize its presence successfully with 
the personalities of Dora, Say-rah and Jane, I guess I d  better 
start reading "Beace Of Mind to the letter three forthwith, just 
to get them in a proper frame of mind. t

And another problem presents itself at Arenbourg. 1 j.
I find an army of*ants have built themselves a citadel near the 
base of a Chinese magnolia, and I fear they have just about 
killed the roots of the bush, for the leaves are beginning to 
shrivel. Goal oil or kerosene might; eradicate the ants but 
it would guarantee death for the bush, if, indeed, it hasn t 
alread died. And the other problem is how to eradicate a big 
old hive of wasps or hornets whiph have set up a huge household 
in one of the fine yew or boxwoods on the terrace. Fire, of 
course would eliminate the wasps but certainly wouldn’t 
help the boxwood which 1 have coddled with care, loj these 
many months. Perhaps I can find some netting someplace and 
bedeck my form with, the same, making a frontal assault with 
a stick that will stir these squatters into retreat. But 
don't want them to, go too far away, for they.may be^of the same 
family of dirt daubers that are really man s friend in these 
parts, since they are in tha habit of spreading death an 
destruction in the ranks of the ^lack ' idow department. Ypu 
can readily gra.p how mighty are my present problems.

and so I fold for ton ght, and carge the dullness of 
yhis letter to a dull penman and a scorched imagination.

eei 2 4 5 8

July and, 1947.

Memorandum:
, Hot - het.*£i,.; 'Oi

It's been a fairly busy day up uritil now, - 9 p.m., ana 
I shall fold up my beard, following our nightly . ’
shall probably read but little tonight.

This afternoon J. H. asked me if 1 would drive over to

W A T  Fftfif!
U » t J o m e r y r S kwould Xamind S & p i n g  of? dt°the Sibeba hone
an£ try to sell ^nnie the idea of making Che trip.

And °o on arriving. 1 descended frdm the caf and J, ... 
drove^n U e  i chat with -nnle and I think I sold
her "a bill of goods". I set July SOth as’a tentative aate to 
hit at. J. H. came back in about half an hour S^d 'arSught 
LI*., Gibson with him, having picked him up along the street 
soewhere or other. He chatted with dayI examined trees and plants. Annie will write us within a day 
or so to give her final answer. I f affirmative, she will be 
brought over here the day before the time *£r uepar 
the Madam will be pushed in the direction of th® ** 
before she has time to think of one million reason,, why -he
shouldn’t go.

The trip to Montgomery was interesting for other reasons that 
the pleasant conversation along the route. stoppe °
for a few minutes at a plantation J. h. owns alou '
Melrose and the Montgomery ferry. On a tract of c<otton tnare, 
we watched the operation of a tractor ^ ^  Xs equippsS 
four gas burners attaohed to the back ofvtna.m^ch^ a* 
burn'ers pass along four rows at a time, burnin& ul , ,,
and grass in thei5 wake but for some reason the cotton doesn t 
seemed to be harmed by the flames. X assume this fact is 
based on the circumstance that weeds and grate tend to put out 
roots that spreajd close to the top of the ground, while the 
cotton sends a tap root straight downward,> and must therefore,
I take it, excape the effects of the heat as it is thrown along 

the surface of the land. If this invention proves to be 
practicable, - and so?it now appears, one tractor will accomplish
mor.e work in a day than a hundred hand hoeri

it..i.'.. *

’S, - which brings

»

. 
, . ,
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up another question as to what may be provided for unskilled 
workers to do, should this method of cultivation be adopted.

In crossing and re-crossing Red -̂ iver , it was pleasant 
to note that that current swept water course was about at 
normal in volume, indicating that most of the rains to the 
Uorth of us must have drained further to the ^ast toward the 
Mississippi River.

nack home at 5:30, we found the family already at supper, 
immediately after which, J. H., the ^adam and 1 took a short 
ride, !dov?n the West hank of Cane xiiver as far as Magnolia and 
b&ck home. In passing the deserted old 24 Mills Ferry store, 
we noticed the old billiard table, minus one leg, still sitting 
exposed to the weather, on the store gallery. J. H. told me 
that Hyman Oohen, whom we had thought to be possessed of the 
property, in reality had no interest in it, Eventually tne 
billiard table, - or what remains of it, wvill move in this 
direction, 1 think. l'

.. v:,*. l --r • ' <

Mr. and hr. Horsley were having a small party tonight,- 
the uertzogs, Celeste, etc and I was invited. But it was 
dark by the time 1 returned from a quick go-round at Arenbourg, 
and although *j. H,, whbm 1 chanced to pass in turning in to 
Melrose, offered to drive me to ^loutierville, I declined 
with thanks, - feeling 1 should rather avail myself of.- 
this opportunity to chat a bit with you before folding up,- so
here we are. \

•

The bang and clatter of alterations sound forth from the 
big house from sun up to sun down. As the rafters are being 
elevated into place on the roof, great oblongs are being 
cut from the ceiling of the ^adam s room to accommodate the 
installation of a birgger and better attic fan, a*-d at the same 
time, in the kitchen below, a big old wood burning cook s^ove 
is giving place to an equally big gas range, with negroes on 
all three levels falling over each other as composition 
shingles, electric fans and cook stoves collide, tangle up and 

untangle in a he at that is unusually high, even.for July.
The' enclosure from la hormon isn’t of much interest, but 

I send it along regardless. >
Of local gossip, this is the most juicey item coming 

to hand today. J. h. asked an 11 year old negro why he trated 
his 70 year old papa so badly the-t the latter had to complain 

« to «*. *. about him,' The boy in all candor replied that 
his papa complained that the boy was paying court .to the local 
harlot" - **ay belle, a fact which papa didn’t like because 
papa was paying court to the same lady, and therefore ..was trying 
to keep his son from running in com etition to the father.

2460

July 3rd, 194 7.

Memorandum;
Continued hot and dry, but tempered by grace saving 

dews of intensity.
One flower catalogue was the sum and substance of 

today's post, - even the Congressional Record and The Times 
Picayune"fc iling: to come through. Perhaps the 4th of July 
spirit is already abroad.

In these Barts, however, 1 think. June 19th s j.rolic 
will stand for"the mid summer holiday,and tractors will 
turn and hoe fly on the morrow as on every other work-a-day 
unit during this busy time. At Magnolia, i4iiss Sally 
is giving a big picnic on her island in Cane ^iver.
Our invitations to the same have been arriving off and 
on for a week, but none of us'will go except Celeste and 
Madam Regard and possibly' Joe’s wife, Juanita, The Knipmayers 
will attend as peual, a few members of the Cat .olic clergy, 
a flock of people from Alexandria and so on. The 
parties are"always very well arranged, with a large accent 
on elegant food, much swimming, much card playing and 
lots of talk, I think, - talk of not too exciting a 
nature, - kindly throughout, but rather on the dull^ 
side, I imagine, although 1 never did accept an invitation. 
'That * with “*1 ss Sally’s heart playing tricks on her, I 
reckon she will drive from her house to the water’s edge,
8Jici thoncQ by "bo&ti to the isQ-̂ xi&i which isn b too f w  xiom 
the big house, perhaps a mile. I’ve been turning' over in 
my mind if some special conveyance couldn’t be created 
for the iourneV. *t first I had thought a sedan chair wouldit w i L i S & w S S t .IU*x.X..aane to the conclusion that
a litter on which Miss &ally could recline behind silken 
curtains would be perfect. Sonehow I never before pictured 
fcither the sedan chair or the litter in use on a plantation, 
but it is never too late to introduce such ideas, and 
especially while there are still ample supplies of 
strong black arms to transport plantation mistresses about.

Signs and results of hot weather assume their
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seasonal shapes on the home front. Yesterday 
Pat tfent with *j. H. to the Pecane Grower's association 
meeting somewhere in the Shreveport•area, and on their return 
at supp&r time, s' Pat remarked the J. *. had presented 
him with a fine new Palm hQ^.ch suit, purchased in 
Shreveport during the day# The Madam casually remarked 
that it was nice of *. to buy the suit for Pat but 
that she had no doubt the plantation rather than J. H. 
p*-,id for it. Another evidence of tighter nerves 
was visi ,le in the fact that during the five days ^oe has 
been here, ^an has not been home t four nights in a row, 
for it is said ^an doesn't like °oe. And after some 
dissatisfaction with wam -^rown during the afternoon,
Joe came to me tonight to inquire what brim brown did the 
year round when ostensibly working about the big house.
I refused to be dragged into any discussion on the matter, 
merely remarking that ^dm -^rown appears entirely .satis
factory to the ^adam and to ^an so that whatever Joe might 
think didn't matter'at all. 'Pat, I remarked, has had as 
^ooq an opportunity to come to conclusions as to Yarn's 
efforts, and Joe might consult his own son on the matter, 
and that anything * at* might set forth I would .subscribe to,- 
knowing full well that *at and l see eye to eye on the 
matter in Question# Joe will probably be here at 
least another ten days, and if a few streaks of fire don't 
burst through in places where so mncjji smoke is accummulating, 
I shall be surprised,

P *  • b &

But things are less tense at Arenbourg, not the least 
reason being, perhaps, that never in the past ye: r and a half 
has a Henry set foot there' save the' General. -*nd may 
it ever so continue.* Both* this morning' arid this 
afternoon, 1 spent quite a bit of time there, loosening 
the soil in various places and eradicating weeds where 
things are planted, thus enabling the heavy dews we 
are currently tenjoying to give a maximum of moisture 
to everythin^ that' has thus far survived the summer heat.
All four mimosas are looking fine, with three of them 
growing in a normal fashion and one of them starting 
to "kick up" slightly. The growth 'of this latter has been 
normal, except that it suddenly decided to shoot out 
a branch some five or ‘six feet at right angles to the 
youn^ tree itself, and as the height of the item is 

* only about six feet, the sudden deterrainatiori on its part 
to put out a branch of equal length, - just for no 
apparant reason, give the whole thing a somewhat 
curious appearance. Mventurally t3|e tree will auto- 
mtically develope other out-croppings that will bring 
the wi ole thing into harmony no doubt, but in the urowing 
stage, it certainly appears eratic enough, - and i like it.

* hope your weak end isn't too strenuous# • • t •

2462

,July 4ih, 194 7.

Memorandum:
fh rty million expressions of pleasure would not half 

cover my pleasure in receiving your perfectly elegant 
communication in this morning's post. How nice that by 
coincidence, you, too, should have thought along similar 
lines of thanksgiving with.me, and how niceto be^able to 
pool our efforts in some especial undertaking. Being 

«nearer ^renbourgjit will perhaps fall to me to figure out 
.what4would work out mo:t advantageously, and so I shall match 
as best I can the memorial to hand, and after pondering 
on the needs and possibilities for a time, I shall write you 
again regarding suggestions.

What with all the entertaining you have been doing,
I'm astonished you were able, to find time out to write so 
fully on, so many points, everyone of which, interested me 
no end. - -

I know you will not pe sorry when old Vgnzuela a£ain 
claims its own, even though there has been pleasure and 
much to learn from your fre uent contacts. i’he news from 
Sweden interested me much, too, coming from such a direct 
source, although 1 hear little or nothing from that 
quarter on the air, still I had always been led to believe 
from GoiumMe, newscasts that Sweden was the one 'island oi 
plenty", in an otherwise impoverished Europe, - and yet 
from yeur account of these direct observations, the 
place can’t exactly said to be afloat with ’milk and honey .

I'm glad y?our little girl friend is going away for the 
summer., and surely the outing of a week or so for your big 
girl friend will do her ever so much good, I recall so 
distinctly your account of Durham last year, and 1 remember 
too how. interestingly you wrote of the old farm house your 
friends in another direction were workinL on. How nice to 
know they have made such strides within the year, in view 
of current material shortages, .1 can't imagine how they 
contrived the thing. I'm wondering if Garolyn Bamsey is 
engaged in doing her place over, too. It seems as though 
we should be hearing from them shortly. Hope the letter
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doesn't come through, however, until after the week of 
the ECTth of July, when, - I hope, - my patient will have 
headed out for,*shville. On the latter point, however,
I continue to keep my fingers crossed uiitil actual departure.
A letter from the General today says the hoy is at home until 
he sails for Germany on the 17th of the month, and that the 
General will do everything in his power to assist in whatever 
way he can in giving aid and comfort to the M adam in getting 
her established, 7oul<̂  I seem ungaatious if i remarked that 
up to the present, his*power doesn’t seem.to have ceen too great. 
But with the :youth off his mind, perhaps another object of his 
affection may assume great concern for his attention.

It is so nice of you to give me the particulars regard
ing the first urs. Aaron Burr, of whop I Jqiow nothing, and 
there was nothing much about Burr in the book on Marshall, 
except the trial, I had always supposed that Aaron Burr was 
in some way connected with the Jonathan Edwards family, - 
formerly of Hew England, and latter of Princeton, H. J., but 
possibly that was on his mother rather than his wife’s side.
But now I unders and about the judgeship in Louisiana, and that 
helps me much. .

Yes, it is oing to be elegant when we can eventually 
share in research jointly. In the mean time I try to play 
at patience, hoping the •‘-ord that your friend, **arnett ^ane, 
doesn't use up all the original matieral that he stole from 
me. It was good of you to copy the latest blurb from 
the herald tribune about him. I quaked wheap I learned he 
is in Texas, for f ’m always fearful he will use my material 
on Jane long before I ever have anyone to work with me on 
it, and that is really a wonderful story, - The Grandmother 
of Texas.

It was surprisingly cool last night, - a storm in 
Arkansas must have sent us a drift of cool air. ^t 4:30 
when M arose this morning, a heavy fog was spread so thick 
over the cotton patche that I couldn’t see one row ahead of 
me as I journeyed to ^renbourg. Although ^ wore boots, I 
was soaked before reaching the highway, what with the hec.vy 
dew from the cotton plants through which I trod. But 
the coolness, gave me added vigor, and 1 really accomplished 
quite a lot before the sun was sufficiently high to 
bannish-the fog and send me scurryinghto cover.
-' * ' -V ■ - ■■■• i . ‘ l U  M V' w >• l 1 •. |  ̂h. i; ,1 -j\ .0 .i . ....

.1 do hope your week end has a few moments of relaxation 
and rest for you in it. t The day passed very quietly^here, 
with the plantation working- as usual, and only the picnic at 
Magnolia for white folks to indicate Gane ^iver was con
scious of the holiday. I hope to catch a re-broadcast of 
LIr. Truman’s speech at ontecello tonight, just to see 
if they say anything about the place. Again ray thanks for 
a appy, happy day....  - M

,

Memorandum! ' x ; .
9 ■ ■ ■ l ’■ ; y - ■ ' b.-u , ’ 1 AA "A

What a pleasant week end, 
lovelt message, as acknowledged in my last memorandum.

It has been fairly quiet in these parts, - somewhat to 
my surprise, for usually prolonged week ends mean more
thean the usual number of pilgrims.

c

Dr. and? Mrs. Band, together with their son, Baul King, 
cairfe by on ’Saturday afternoon, P. M. Band who studies^ 

medecine in some Manhattan hospital, flew down to see his 
parent's for a couple of days. I was interested. , He says 
one come most directly to Alexandria, by flying to a0V3 .
Orleans or Shreveport, and thence by another plane to Alexandria. 
In the foregoing sentence, before the last, I should have said 
one flies either to Shreveport or Hew Orleans direct,, and 
I believe the jaunt requires about 8 or 10 hours frorn^ew 
Hork to Hdw Cleans, and a little over one hour from ew Orleans 
to Alexandria. The Bands were taking their‘son to Shreveport, 
where Frances Band wack, - ^aul HLng’s sister, lives, and he
flies back*to "ew fork today.» ̂ -- ^

Mrs. Band had something interesting,to say, <knowing nothing 
of my recent efforts with Annie Gipson to get the ^adam off to 
Bennland along about July fcOth. ^rs. Band remarked that she 
had just had a telephone* call from Mary "ambdin, asking her 
to drive with her to ^enland to spend the month of August.
How the ^adam*used to like A,Ars, "ambetin ever ‘so much until 
a little fear on her part that 1 might desert Louisiana for Miss, , 
when the friendship cooled a bit, - chilled by the ^adam. 
Fortunately she didn’t comprehend what Mrs. Band said, and 
if she does go to ^enland, will have an opportunity to see 
Mine. Mambdin daily*,, and will re-oement the old friendship,
I think*.

Dr. Band said he has just secured electricity for his 
'location of the campy and is bringing an electric saw to .

July 6th, 1947.

thanks to you and your
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Cane River on Wednesday with a view to getting the cutting 
started for the new camp* Isnft it nice that that project 
is definitely under way*

Uf other local news, 1 know hut little. I did^ 
learn that •^ittle JU-ing takes off for a medical examination 
tomorrow, with a view of joining the Davy. Ix he succeeds as 
well as his twin hro^ht, Big ■Six, h will have to get going.
You“Will~vee&ll that..the later joined the *.rmy„ was trained
in this country, sent to Japan, and returned home and was 

discharged, » just an old veteran at 17, having done the whole 
rounds of his military career in less than 10 months. At 
present he is working on the plantation, helping Puny with 
the latter’s share crop;, and drawing $40,00 a month 
unemployment funds from the Government as' an unemployed veteran. 
All of whic^i is just wonderful, - the way money can he Kept 
in circulation. f

Ily old friend, Uncle Nathan Carpenter who worked for 
-apt, Jqnkins in the .Voodville area in 1879, is burying 
one of his sons to.day. on kittle River, - *n. Gary’s. I 
should have liked to go, but the moon rises rather late these 
nights, .and what with a Sunday School meeting scheduled 
for the fourch. in the afternoon, the burial couldn’t 
possibly get under way until after dark. A night burial 
in such a remote, moss draped situation should really have 
been wonderful.

I’m sorry to say that I ’m really having trouble 
in the color department. The white'chicken squanders all 
sorts of,affection on the white kitten, - the cicken being 

Jane, you may recall, and the kitten Say-rah. But Jane s 
enthusiasm for white, • I dub it prejudice, impells her 
or him,fr ther, to go out of his way to take a peck at 
the little yellow kitten, always Say^rahfs companion until 
Jane came into the picture. How the poor yellow kitten 
is realty being made to suffer, not only from himiliation because 
he isx’t white, but also because his eyes are getting sore 
from Say-rah*s constant stabbing at them. I guess 1 shall 
have to give the little yellow kitten to Celeste, for 
I have tried to reason with fone, and he will pay no more 
mind to my moral sermons than will Say-rah, whom, 1 suspect, 
just eggs him on. And just to think these furred and fe< thered 
friends were,so aristocratic looking, - and lo’ they turn out 
to have all the heart and soul of hill-billies.

For lack of anything better, I am currently reading 
an historical novel, - Belshazzar, - or some such name, by 
one Davis, and it doesn't amount 'to much, although it does 

given some idea of life in old Babylonia of hich I know nothing, 
Again my thanks for a happy, happy week end, and may yours have 
had s one hap pi n ss ana r e1ax at i on, too...

2466

July 7th, 1947.

Memorandum:
;t > a

foe heat continues, but a marvelous electrical 
f .cannonade has been rolling on high ever since noon, and 
there have been a numbe r of excellent showers that will 
greatly quicken life at Arenbourg among the magnolias 
and gardenias.

for haps it was the carsh of the thunder, particularly 
severe just after dinner when I sat down with my -fohopian 
scribe, - I wouldn't know really what it was, but somehow 
the enclosure leaned more on one sid'e and much less on the 
other than 1 had expected, forhaps tpat' is some times the 
reason why one letter or another seems so different from 
what we anticipate, - the fault beinb our own in that 
we sweep through the epistle in our own mind between 
tearing open the envelope and beginning to read, - 
covering oceans of words in 'a twinkling, just as we 
seemingly struggle through .endless dreams or nightmares, 
which, according to. experts on that .subject, rather seldom 
last more than a second in time.

And {so it was in the present instance, perhaps.
I probably actually created in my own mind what I thought 
the letter would cover, which was certainly unfair on my 
part. But any way t slice it, I must declare that 
I thiqk it is awfully kind of her to have written such 
a nice fetter, and I shall be looking for another 

. before too long, following a response 1 shall make shortly.
I shall not need the enclosed one back, and so A leave it to 
you to dispose of or not as you think best I Suppose 
it will be as well to skip mention of it when you are 
writing direct, but on making my response, I shall be 
glad to send you a carbon, so that you may bq kept conversant 
with the general drift.

^nd may I tell you that the package to the Madam 
and the 'letter have both reached her, and that she has 
asked me to respond in her behalf, saying how pleased she
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is with all, the letter, the -host horizon and the dress.
She thought the latter ever so pretty and asked me to 
hav« the «poS't office get it off to Sister in tomorrow s 
post. Bhe says ^ister is hound to he proud of it, 
and whether she is or isn t doesn’t matter, for the Madam 
is and that’s all that counts.

An unexpected visitor paid the Madam a visit on 
July 4th, spending an hour or so with her recalling, 
old days, hut carefully avoiding, i suspect, the occasion 
for the one and only previous call. ¥ou may have heard 

< me mention before that when Sister was in L. B, U#, she 
contrived to get herself into a hopelessly awkward 
situation hy running around with any old Tom, Pick or 
Harry, slipping out of her dormitory* at all hours of tne 
night for dates of dubious virtue, heavy drinking, etc.
B y 'University rules, a room mate was hound to report the 
absence of a room mate, failure to do so carrying a penalty
0 suspension, thus putting not only Sister in threat of 
dismissal, but her co-occupant of their common room, and 
accordingly, to save her-self and Sister, too,- the girl 
asked her mother to journey to ~elrose to ae uaint the 
Madam with some of the milder* circumstances that were 
leading to disaster both to the one girl and the other, 
-d'his journey was made, making the first visit of Mrs. Joe
3vans, whose second visit was made about 15 years later,- 
on Friday of last week. But Mrs. Mvans was never thanked 
for her pains, Lyle gisited X, U., learning that 
Sister h? d already, gotten drunk at a party she had been 
forbidden to attend, and had ended up by vomitting all 

. over the desk of the ^ean of Women. But, - and this 
is where the boys and ^yle always took the wrong course,
1 think, they told the Madam, in order to save her from 
worry, - that jealousy on the. part of this g»irl or that 
was the -sole cause of Sister’s unpopularity, advising 
the Madam to withdraw Bister from n* *4. U, and send her 
to Carolina to school, - or perhaps it was to Miss, 
fha "Warn accepted the suggestion, and thought she was 
withdrawing Bister, but the truth of the matter was 
that Sister had already been fired from *u. U.
Haturally, with he. source of information coming only irom 
Lyle, the Madam in her own mind has always accused
Mrs. 3vans of being a bag1 and a teller of untruths.
And yet, in characteristic turn-about, Mrs. ISvans was 
politely received on tne 4th, , the Madam, of course, 
having partially forgotten her one time rancor, while 
Mrs, Mvans, undoubtedly, remains in complete ignorance 
that she was cursed for years for having tried to save 
the **adam and her daughter from humiliation. Isn’t 
life wannerful.

I labored at ^renbour* at the refreshed appea r anci
enchanted
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July 8th, 1347.

Memorandum:
< 'J?o hand your nice letter of Saturday in today’s post, 

and I must hasten to express my disagreement with your closing^ 
paragraph as to the value of the report. Perhaps, in penning it, 
you failed to appreciate the individual interest arouse by each 
phrase, wherein I have thef advantage over you in being able to 
read it slap off and so enjoy a more perfect perspective, - and 
all of it is grand.8 t

ITm so glad you told me about Lucy Monroe whom 1 have not 
heard In ever so long I think the instances cited of differing « 
emotions experienced in the multitudinous places she has sung 
the Star Bpangled Lanner of particular interest. I think 1 
heard her sing it over the air some time back, but 1 can’t for the 
life of me recall on-what occasion.

I had forgotten that it was under the hoover reign that the 
hymn was officially adopted as the National anthem. I suppose 
the controversy over which piece should bear the official stamp ‘has 
been going on for a hundred years. Personally I never cared too 
much for the final choice. I recall that .̂t one time I thought 
My Country* ’T*is of i’hee might suit best all round*, since it is 
the same tune by which the British call on Bed to save their king and 
the Bermans or Austrians used to employ for a like purpose. By 
all countries using the same tune, although the words varied in 
each country, there might be a similarity in feeling that might 
eventually be expanded into something that would cover all the 
nations. ~*nd come to'think of it, I’m wondering if anyone yet has 
stirred up a tune for the United Nations/ and if not, how come. .

Somewhere, perhaps in the volume on Oliver Wendell Holmes,
I recall there was a great to*do between someone and Francis Scott •“ 
Key about the meaning of the last night in My ^oun ry ’Tis of fhee,- 
the line r ading, as 1 recall, -

i d o  • *’ - V.M v&T‘i*r ” ' L r * - -*■ U ^  .

"My heart with rapture fills, like that above.”
What was brought up for iacussion was what the author had 

in mind when he wrote "like that abvoe" What in the world "abvoe” 
was filling with rapture, - God’s heart, or the heart of the constella* 
tions, or what, - ’and who could say what was filling or not filling 
wiith ’’rapture above”.
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following yesterday's rains, today has been sunny and humid 
from sun up to sun down, and that, of course, helps our side. j
The weeds, of course, are entirely out of hand at Arenbourg, but 
I seem to be pretty much' able to keep them clear of most of our j
cultivated things, so that they are likely go get a good foot
hold long before the autumn frosts put the weeds back in their 
plaoes,

A great deal of tearing’ up of floors and te-ring down of cas
ings went on all day at the big house. In putting in new rafters,
Joe Henry found plenty of termites, and he accordingly is ripping 
up everything that is of pine origin. Fortunately most of the 
big 'bouse and my domicile at ^elrose are constructed of 
cypress, and it seems that termites can't , - or at least appear 
unable, - .to get to first base with that type of lumber. I smiled 
to myself wh'en Joe complained that Puny wouldn' t be able to join w 
the rest of the carpenters on Wednesday, "having to go to a funeral •
Of course the funeral is none other that -hr. hand's advent on Wednesday, 
when, I'm sure, t'uny i^ends giving him a hand at the new camp, g.....
Natrually I never batted an eyelash, muttering only to myself: f
"“ore power to runy",% . c

The Hew Orleans niblic today sent me a rather longish ; -  |
book, - 42 records, I think, entitled Capt. Grant, by Seifert, or 
some such name. On learning the title, it put me in mind of 
those old red bound volumes that figured in the Jules *erne series, 
etc., one of which’ was entitled Capt. Grant, as 1 recall. But 
this item seems to be a rather exhaustive and entertainin study 
on U. S. Grant, covering the period, 1 suppose, up to the time 
of the late 1850's. It was during his captaincy that U. .S. Grant 
was stationed at ^atchitoches for a time, and not so long ago 
a lady in that place died, - one who in her youth^had been 
courted by! old .•% while he was stationed in this xa:rish.
If this book turns out to be what x think it is likely to, it 
will compare, I suppose, with the famous study of ^enerHl Bee by 
Freeman or some such name, - a marvelous book , they say, but 
one which 1 .have never read. * 1 V

I regret to announce that, in last week's Times Picayune . •
appealed an advertisement* of the property formerly housing \ ■ ..
1qhe printing house of Andrew ^arsohalk in Natchez. It is 
remarkable, I suppose, that it should, have escaped destruction, 
even until now, and yet its long survival in no fashion lessens 
the pang that strikes th$ heart when one realizes that once having 
gone on the block, it i’s assuredly doomdd. Why the country has 
been so indifferent to this historic establishment wherein the 
first printing press brought into the great South <70 st was housed, |
I cannot imagine. ~s soon as it ha s (been .wrecked, people will be- ;" 
moan its loss, - alas, too iHte. Hisere, mi*sere.,....

< w *

July 9th, 1947.

/

Memorandum:
<

Marvelous weather, much sun and a cool breezes, following 
the coolest night of July 8th in 68 years, and i'm ready
to accept the Statement. ' ' - -

I don*t mind busy days when the atmospher is on its good
behavior, and today was really bustling and beautiful,
: ■■■■■ ■ . » ‘

I wrizz" uo the curtain of dawn at Arenbourg, getting back 
here before seven, where I found three negroes awaiting my 
return, needing some letters written, and do li&e writing 
for them, *

And then, before breakfast arrived, Joe nanry came to 
see me. He asked me if would take over supervision of the 
Melrose gardens and gardeners. I would not,  ̂ ^i^h ' ©-Ham
pulling in one direction, Ban in another a third BeNotre would 
most certainly be superfluous. Of course the Madam can See 
to nothing at the present time, but she t oinks sue can. .̂ nd 
ban doesn t give a damn and will lift not' a finger except to d-min, 
and until the Henrys have made up their minds that they 
want someone to take over actually, I shall assume no 
responsibility except when the Madam is out of commission and 
Ban is out of the Parrish when, as in the past, 1 am willing 
to take up the reins momentarily, - and to cast them aside as 
quickly. And then, too, there is that old line'from 
"Gentlemen Prefer Blondes", - "A kiss on your hsiid &akes you 
feel real good but a diamond bracelet last forever ,, - and so,

The out-going mail was rather heavy, following ; # 
bath and breakfast, — several letters saying '̂ But definitely 
»No" to sever; 1 would be visitors,- - at least No until after 
the week of July 20th".

Ana then the incoming mail, several items for the 
Madam requiring answers, including a request from tne general 
that I write him covering several points on possibilities of 
flood in this area, local alterations being made to the 
house, what is stirring on the plantation, etc. I got out 
all save three letters before the postman made his second round, 
with half an hour or so to entertain some parsing pilgrims before 
dinner.* And I felt wonderful, the air'was so grand.
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Dr, Rand came this af ernoon, bringing .ass >villi White and 
Horace ishite, - sistei and brother of mrs. Hand, who could not 
come. We toent over' to the site of the new camp, and, of .course, 
the ideas hr. Hand has in mind are quite different from what 
I had ex acted

■oe had Puny trimming trees along the bank, and he 
pointed out to me how he intends sinking pilings into the 
water so' that a portion of the camp, - or at least the gallery, 
will e out over the water, all of which sounds quite nice but 
not at.all tne way "I'should want such an establishment. I think 
the bank is perhaps 6 feet above the surface of the water 
at this point, while further up the river at ^renbourg, I reckon 
it muct be ten or twelve feet, hr. Band confided tb me that 
he was a little worried because J, H. would give him but a ten 
year lease' on the property. I assured him that the lease would 
be renewed at the same figure without question. But he 
wonder.,d what would say', say, if J. m , died, to which'. I responded 
that in the event the lease should not be renewed for another 
ten year stretch, I would gladly allot him twice as much 
space at ^renbourg, ' _ '

I \ as Llad to make a little round of inspection with Dr. Maud, 
too, because it enabled me to point'out to him how- he would be 
able to incorpor te about twicl as much property within his 
sphere of interest, outside that stipulated in the1lease, and 
when another Spring; breads through I shall suggest to my friends 
who will be ploughing wit tr.ctors in the adjacent field that 
if they will plough parallel i stead of at right angles to the 
cedar trees that seem to make a natural limit to the 
cultivated section, everything will work out to everyone’s 
satisfaction. Thus we contrive to enlarge little havens of 
Paradise, while the Henrys go on their mad money making way,- 
and no one looses and everyone g&iris, - which is all too wonder
ful, ~ * *

Back to’̂ elrose and dug some4butterfly liles for Joe and 
Juanita to take with them tomorrow when they return to Texas,
Pat will accompany them, and on reaching Beaumont, Pat will 
drive on to the &io Brando to visit his m6ther for two weeks,
and then return to Beaumont; where his father and step mother 
will drive him back to ^elrose

After supper J. H. diov<§ the Had am and Juanita and me to 
Uogniac to see the tractor burning wbeds in the cotton rows, and 
so back home by first dark, where two negroes were waiting 
for letters to be written, and now that that is out of the 
way, l have been able to have this little dull memorandum to 
palm off on you, after which i shall rig up my re-ding machine, 
and fold up my beard, re ding for about half an hour, then 
get the*10 o'clock news, and then pass out in anticipation 
of tomorrow's cool dawn....

July 10th, 1347.

Memorandum:
Another cool, beautiful, bustling day.

? h  hr: -h'h- -h y ;.; a y  ;  h h ,;:h ;g h v : ■■h;..;--.;. h

The dawn was actually chilly, the more so, k I suppose, 
because I got soaked in searching out a couple of magnolias, 
<aprarantly lost in the weeds, and in freeing a few gardenias along 

, the curve toward Uncle Bor’s, from -tfte encroaching plants of 
lusty but unwanted nature.

It being Knipmayer Bay, both the doctor and his wife came 
by later in the morning. They told the Madam too many details 
of doings at ^iss Sally's picnic on the island in Jane Hiver 
last Hriday, - the 4th. it seems that Miss Sally’s newphew and 
his wife arrived at Magnolia at 6 a.m, that day, •? but drunk. 
Efforts were made to sober them up with much eggs, coffee, etc., 
but sobriety returned only to give .place to new on-fslaughts 
of licquor, and the whole day took:on a unpleasant atmopsher 
for all the guests on the island, I think Miss aally must have 
been especially shocked when la drunken bag steppeed forth 
at the island and harang ed the priests as to the charms of 
the shocking bathing suit in which she had just,draped herself.
It seems the suit consisted of an alarmingly short pair of shorts, 
slit up each side, and no shirt at all, - merely a couple of 
meager breast plates that wouldn't stay in place. Why 
somebody at Magnolia didn’t step on the drunks so thoroughly 
before the day started or any time during the day that they 
wouldn't be in a position to ruin everyone's pleasure, 1 can't 
imagine. J suppose ^ise Sally labovred under the illusion 
she should be * considerate to everyone, and by doing just that 
to the inebriated, she was most inconsiderate«to all(the nice 
people. So much for social life at Magnolia, - and it will 
supply the Madam with much to go over,,time and again, for the 
two people in question are the same two who passed by nelrose 
sometime during the 12th month, when I put them out.

And speaking of unsocial things, I think i have solved 
my problem,, of Jane's curelty to the little yellow kitten.
Jane continues to perch on my front gallery, and to frolic there 
with Barah for a part,of each day. But the balance of the 
24 hours, I put the two kittens on the back gallery, where 
rhe little one's eyes seem to be improving and where everyone 
seems happy enough. *̂ ane in the mean time, can busy herself 
mor assiduously in rounding- up bugs and wormstlfe the earden.

»
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C eleste  in v ite d  the Wax s la y s  for  tea  t h i s  a fternoon ,
Hr Woralov h is  mother from C a lifo rn ia , and ^leano .u r . lOrsxey,. n v  , c e le s te  and I planned that
f ^ u U r! l v e 1 U  a t o «  b efore  they c a lled
onUthe case ,° so  th a ^ th c y  were a lM s t  an h ou r^ late^ in ^ arriv ing .
I was accord ingly  at supper w itn  yiy  ̂ t
a turn along the r iv e r  a fte r  supper. ■- •  a id  j u a t ,
succeeded in  g e tt in g  the lady fo  a - . , te a  g0. 4. T nmiia vA ok. uu the ^ors3.eys a fte r  trie ir  te a , an a & th&t I coulu P*°* “P f t  R l! worked out ever so n ic e ly ,do a round r eg a rd less , and i t  a n  woxneu

hr. ilea n o r  in  learn ing  f: xomfi e s t a ' t i n a t   ̂ an again  
worried a l i t t l e  b n eu ra lg ia , -  th a ik e  to a s i - e h  
i s  sending medeeine, -  p a i n k i l l e r ,  I gu ess on . t n e  n .n o w ,  
arid says she « i l l  g iv e  me eome shots^ of^ om e tJ.e
days0"'Tom eV h^n our’' l i t t l e  ,4 ^ River so c ie ty  w i l l  fin d  them 
f ig u r in g  in the neueuluB*

Iii the morning pOSt  ̂ 1 4-V\ 'ef ol 4 **<*1 o 12 ̂  X 116* S S S • k̂XIQ
G ibson, iu .th e r  confusing the for  ten

* d a v s -h u t  not lo it  er. Deducting tne tr a v e l time from
L ouisiana to - s h v i l l e  , ana adding J g ^ i n 1 tb e ^ r ^ h t  d i r e c t io n , 
g e t the p a tien t wrapped ,up and headed in  the XJ-? WOuld 
one c e r ta in ly  comes to the conclusion that the^am e would 
not be worth the candle, and w ith s u ±0r 
the v i s i t ,  the whole th ing would be p o in t le s s ,  how 1 
s h a ll1 have to cast about and s ta r t  a l l  over a g a i ^ o n ^
morrow,, -  and I must say i t  i s  0Gf £1 f f i o u l t i e 0 to  s ta ^ i a p roject so fiau gn t w ith o i l  1 1  c u lt  IBS.

In an about the big house a l l  day, negroes were 
sanding the w a lls  and f lo o r s ,  and applying new p a in t.
Everyone expresses p leasure that ^oe henry has ^ e  ba ‘ 
t o  Texas. W eryb9dy l ik e s  ^ e .  but a l o h g w ^  
the Henrys, h is  d r iv in g  energy i s  too  for everyo ^
in c lu d in g  -h im self. But when he becomes f ^ u s t e d  in  _ n 
middle o f the d ay ,,h e  can c o lla p se  on a downy couch for a 
hour's r e s t ,  w h ile  h is  hard driven  fo rc e  are expected  to  
k eep ,th in gs f ly in g .  I th^nk we have
gone by on the dangers of a body possessed  o f e x cess iv e
energy, e s p e c ia l ly  the mental seams l ik e ly  to l iv e  * ay
under the pressure of too much p h ysica l steam. I maddening
th ink  th e  pattern  i s  pat in  the presence 111 _t f n l
are the s lo th fu l ways qf the negro, and y et how r e s t fu l
th e ir  presence; and how few of them require spape i
n a t io n 's  mental h o s p ita ls .

A lors, 1 f o l d . . • • •

‘mmsmgmm
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July 11th, 1947.

Memorandum*.
*'* ^nd so, Friday, being Gorham Day for Dr. Eleanor,, she 

drove to that hill billy hold' out, 7 miles in the uplands behind 
Derry, held'her clinic, and then came back to the river bottoms, 
driving the go-cart slap to ^elrose to bring me the medeeine 
she had promised last evening, -̂ nd I thought it very kind 
of her, and I must cast about for some sort of a ,1thank 
You Gift" between now, and Christmas to make up for thepe 
uncharged services. t

On her arrival, 1 took her to chat with the Madam for 
five minutes. She mentioned' that a lady hill hilly had recently- 
given hirth to her nineth chjld, a beautiful girl baby, and 
that nr# Eleanor, always wishing for a child, but ap|arantly 
denied one by physical difficulties, asked her husband what 
he thought about adopting the 9th child. But the husband, 
in wisdom frowned upon the idea, pointing out that the child, 
being brought up in one kind of civilization, v/ould be forever 
alienated from its blood kin, and that the adopted father and 
mother* must think of the feelings of a child in such a situation, 
as for example, when the adopted parents were entertaiping 
friends of their own and of their adopted child, the old 
rattle-trap family ford from the hills might unexpectedly 
chug up to the' Uloutierville residence, disgorge a raft of 

hill billy mamas, papas, brothers and sisters of the 
favored child, and thus throw the poor creature ir̂ to 
embarrassment and chagrin, what with the all too obvious^ 
clash of civilizations thus coming head-on. And £0 the idea 
was abandoned, - and i think with wisdom.

And tne lady doctor told but onet other ̂ thing- that is worth 
recording. She said that there was an American branch, i^ is 
believed, of the Snglish family, somewhat, celebrated in 
humanitarian circles the world over. She said her family 
descends from the American branch, arriving early at 
Plymouth colon^, but she herself knows nothing about the 
link, if any, with the English branch/ But the name of this 
ancestor always delighted her, and 1 must admit it is nice;
Love Nightengale.

C!v \ 5 * . ;  . ' , » ;  a  ; S t+t 3  X  - O  a I V  > »v • t k' 4 . ^  fyf'

And the day* fia*s*been hot, the painting and carpentry work 
in the big house still going strong, and passing pilgrims in
terested but a little too wilted to take in much historical lore.

_
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I read a little from Captain Grant last night and got him 
as far as Natchitoches. It is interesting that the reader of 
the Talking n0Qk« ran across the word twice befor bringing his 
hero to the plaoe. In the two earlier chapters, Natchitoches was 
pronounced "Nack-ee-tochessez”, whereas, when the reader actually 
arrived on the spot, tand the Chapter heading read Natchitoches, 
he pronouced the name ae it is pronounced locally, - just going 
to show, I suppose, what travel will do for one.

Gautain arant apparently came by boat from St. houis,** 
down the Mississippi, I suppose, and up Hed Niver* I was 
interested to notice that the author had him land, not at 
Grande i£core but at Grand Cove, Seriously, is that the. 
way you would translate Score, were you writing the book and 
felt it better to use a new rendition in English rather than 
employing the original name by which the place is locally 
styled, I have sometimes contemplated such things, but 
immediately got into hot water, for instead of writing 
Opelousas one would write Spotted Horse, instead of Natchitoches 
one would write Chincopin Haters, and gbit:g on at that rate, 
one you eventual get to Galifornia and for los Angeles write 
The Angels, which would seem odd, \

t

X have recnetly been, experiencing more front gallery difficul 
ties. I suppose the find hand outs which Jane has been 
receiving at my hand has induced other chickens to take up 
stations not far. from Jane's usual haunts, and in consequence 
I soon had a full flowered "basse-cour' on my door step.
Seasoning with the birds did next.to nothing in driving them 
thence, and even chasing them off led to nothing more than 
their immediate return as soon as my back was turned. And 
so this afternoon I hit upon a very effective, if not Very 
original idea. I just laid hold of a big old fat rooster, 
secured him to the leg of a chair in the garden until" 
first dark, then putting him under my arm, headed out to 
present him to the Punys who would relish him along about Sunday,
I felt sure, % t  going along the turn row, I was startled by the 
sudden appearance of*automobile lights coming in the 
opposite direction. Fortunately the cotton is getting hig, 
and so I ducked into it, bird well secured under my arm.
In a minute or two the car had passed, the bird and*I arose,
and went on our way. It was nice, sitting on tuny's* gallery,
talkie with him and Selma and slapping mosquitoes, and
the bird, in a coop, somewhere off in the yard, felt
good at being released, I’m sure, and tomorrow morning
Jane can undertake her breakfast without quite so much
pushing and sqawking on the part of the former uninvited guest.
I suppose I ought to feel ashamed, having descended to low as 
to steal chickens, and yet I comfort myself by saying that 
at least I lefted them from my own roost..,..

July 13th, 1947.

Memorandum: »
’’You can’t do business with Hitler, spelled 

S I S T E K.n
In response to the enclosed letter, a letter goes 

forward today to that individual, saying, that as the dress 
was a gift, - the giver not mentioned, there is no cost 
involved, and that whatever Sister may sell the garment for, 
the net gain will be all hers.

I*m sure the Madam would be distressed if she ever 
dreamed you might learn of Sister's reaction, but I 
send along the original communication to you, felling' that 
you would prefer to have this example of anybody’s inability 
to maintain pleasant and normal relations with her. The 
crux of the whole matter is that when last here, bister tried 
to weedle fifty dollars out of the Madam to buy herself a 
summer dress, - at least that was her excuse, and the Madam 
put her foot down. The present letter is merely Sister's 
way of'taking a slap back at the M̂ daxrt, and at the same 
time preparing a base from which, on her next 'visit, she 
can again try to dig'fifty or A hundred dollars‘from the 
same source, *

Even the Madam manifested the presence of lies in Sister's 
letter by remarking; ’"’Sister ain't got good 
sense. She used to wear Srna's things, and neither of them 
have changed sizes that much. Sister's just lost her 
head, trying to keep up with society in Shreveport.”

It goes vvithout saying that all the above Is confidential 
and may well be skipped in correspondence. I think the 
Madam will not tell Sister from whence came the garment, 
although she may. In any event, the Madam was delighted 
with the dress, both afe to oolor and design, not to 
mention the material, and being so pleased, was naturally 
vet$‘Appreciative of your kindness and accordingly the more 
resentful at Sister's ungracious letter..

It was good to have your nice letter in Saturday's
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post. I’m glad you are able to get over to the 
Botanical Gardens now and then, and your reference to 
them always enables me to take a little mental stroll with 
you through those paths where I used to love to stroll, too, 
when my soul craved something beyond the lifelessness of 
asphalt and brick. I could readily appreciate your 
decision to pass up t'he Palypuss Department until after the 
four legged ones, now clogging the Zoo to get a peak at them,- 
did I say 4 legged and really intended saying two legged 
ones.

I continue to read Seifert’s Captain Grant and learn 
lots of things I didn’t know before about his early life.
I think it interesting, in view of his activities in the * 
Civil Gar, that his wife, Julia ^ent, was the daughter of 
a wealthy slave holding planter of Missouri, and that his 
wife herself, owned at least three slaves at .the time of 
her marriage, - along-about 1847. Bight after their 
marriage, the Grants lived for about a year at Sackett’s 
Harbor, 10 miles 'from Hater town, hew York, to which place, 
of course, Mrs. Grant could not bring her sl-aves, since 
having brought them thus far North,..they might well have 
been considered free in the eyes of the ~aw until after 
definite legislation covering such human” chattels was 
settled.

1 I

mm m

I
g ' v , ' v ; , : ■ II

interruption, - ^t'orice to have a couple of letters written.
According to J. H., bids have been'called for, as of 

August 17th, with A view to building the Melrose^iontrose ^ 
black 'top^road. J?rom t I  - gather, tne pr o j e i ^ l l ’kaly 
to go through, and, you may rec 11, that will bring aoout tne 
construction of a new bridge over wane Hiver some 500 to 1,000 
feet further to the South of the present structure, I think 
we should be enchanted with this developement, for it will 
take off quite a M t  of traffic from the Bermuda road, since 
Uorth and South triicics and automobiles m i l  naturally head 
slap across to "ontrose to the oement highway, and so leave our 
river foad less cluttered up, I think r. Hand will 
be enchanted, too, since the removal of thebridge from its 
present location will automatically place his camp in greater 
seclusion.
■ t v

ihe weather continues hot-hot, hut heavy dews at night con
tinue to brin£ refreshment to our growing things at -renbourg, so 
that they are £olng to maKe a go ox t/iings i-lri^nt.. *.#

July 14th, 1947.

Memorandum: - t - «
So many things to talk about, how I wish we might 

jointly set forth on an old fashioned ’’dish’1,
lour nice letter to hand, and my sincere thanks for all 

the pleasure it afforded me. I was not at all surprised to 
learn that we were as one on the. general tenor of my recent 
enclosure from abroad. And it was characteristically generous 
and ttoughtful of you to assure me I need npt feel I must 
^end along a carbpn .copy, when 1 make my response abroad.
I* feel, hov^ever, that our, - your and mine, - correspondence is 
so much of. a one-ness in this instance, - not identical in 
any particular respect, but so much of .common interest, - that 
I shall be glad to pass along whatever I write just so you may 
be kept informed, and thus the better comprehend any in
coming letters that might chance to flow in my direction,- 
to be passed along tp you. t

The enclosures you will find interesting, as do I.
I have not as yet received the items referred to as being sent 
in the same mail. I tsuppose 2nd class lingers longer by the 
way side. ,

I am curious to know how the marketing of this item is 
going to be h ndled. I assume those concerned wi,th the publi
cation do. not have'a national sales force. 1 have a few ideas 
as to one’ method or another that might be pursued under such 
circumstances, but of course you and I know nothin^ about 
the particulars, since you and I have learned what we have 
only from Dora’s letters, ^rom "ora’s letter stating that 
he has received ’’but a few”* copies, - or' some such phrase, I 
take it that he may have in mind sending copies to one reviewer 
or another who did kindly by 2iba. I am writing him ftoni;ght, 
expressing the hope that no copies, either from him or the 
publishers, go forward to reviewers until opportunity has been 
made for a stock of the book to be offered to booksellers 
generally. I think it well to have merchandise of this 
type to hand , if and when, reviewers express approval. I 
hope he has sent yoî  a copy at the same time he set one to the 
iiadam and me.

I'm a little .startled to learn that Eli did some illustra
tions-fotr the volume. I’m not to crazy about her type of 
decoration ten .this kind of book. - I should have been
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more pleased, naturally, if my original suggestion as to 
straight reproduction of playing cards had been used, but possi
bly this introduction of the Ilahier touch will have improved 
the original idea somewhat. It does seem strange we never heard 
about her introduction into the business, - or did Dora write j
about it tana could I have skipped a line in reading- his letter.

There lias "been a new President of L. U. selected, - |
from Lew Hampshire, as you know. On Sunday the' limes Picayune and 
this morning the hew -rleans, Alexandria and Shreveport radios |
quoted one Fontleroy, - hr some such, - a member of the 1, S, U, j
Board, complaining that the Chairman of the Board and the majority j
of said Boarid were all wrong in going outside the State to 
get a man for* the post, I spoke with J* R, about it. He said: 
r,I know Pontleroy well, - but he*s dead wrong in this in; . ance, 
for if the man came from 0 in a and was good for the job, then 
he should have it, Fontleroy -is a former Collector of Revenue 
and currently member of U.P, A, firm in ^ew rleans."

♦

I asked a # about the ^resident of the Board of a # S# U. ,- 
one IlcLemore, - or some such name. said that Mack, as he
calls him, was ta small farmer -somewhere round Monrae or Shreve
port, but got tangled up in a scrape of some kind, - practicing 
peonage, I believe, fie came down here and the Henrys gave him 
a job in Ilatchitoches for a while at B125.00 a month, later 
Hack found an opportunity to supply mul&s and horses to the 
-Government, and made a heap of money, How he runs a cattle 
auction house in Alexandria, bub J, M, says he understands he \
is in financial difficulties again. The peonage part is 
certainly a < shining star for the President of the Board of L. S. U., 
to wear on his chest. Surely Louisiana should be .proud of 
its politicians, university big wigs, etc, I,m surprised 
1. 5, U, doesn't persuade the President of its Beard to give 
a course in peonage, for surely there are plenty of agricultural
ists who, although still practicing it., might be able to get a 
few helpful pointers from a man of such standing,

I know how happy are you and the girl friend to be able to 
commune again together. It is too bad the outing in the Catskills 
turned out so badly for Herr J,, for surely it roust have been 
?a disappointment to him, and couldn't by the wildest stretch of 
the a imagination have helped the girl friend to enjoy her 
trip, what with a patient on her ahnds. But perhaps the outing 
did them good in some other ways, - if not more than a change 
of scenery, and it is good to know that the little one has 
caught on to the job with a degree of satisfaction to herself.

. It goes without saying that I read with striciest attention 
your reference to the August calendar, pending air trips, eto.
^t the moment P suppose we all of necessity hold everything in 
abeyance. As yet I have no idea if I'm ever going to succeed 
in getting my patient to ^orth waroliha, - I hope. Just 
learned tonight the uenexal heads out, for "etroit, - Pord, I think, 
shortly. Hurly-burly, - and more shortly.;,,.

Jultf 15th, 1947.

Memorandum:
Frankly, I was floored by my first glance at 

the copy of The Fabulous 52 which reached me in today's 
post.

I assume you may have* received a copy, - and no doubt 
find yourself equally floored. But if one has not reached 
you, do let me know, and I shall be g’lad to send along mine.

Playing cards dplashed all over the front and 
through the text of the book was my idea that the 
little story would have an enormous appeal to card- 
conscious Americans who seldom if ever crack a book and 
'never purchase any from the run-of-the-millturn_out.
It was the presence of the playing cards, - so 1 thought,- 
that was going to create the demand, Y6u can readily 
picture my surprise, fes therefore, when rfty first glance 
revealed that in design and commercial appeal,
The Fabulous 52 had been so modified as to be just another 
Siba. ' ' .

I shall drop Lora a letter, sending ^long a copy to 
you in order that subsequent correspondence from Lora 
may be the clearer when they reach your true hand.

It is possible that those having the decision in 
publishing this item insisted upon the book following 
the same deisgn h that a million other books illustrate, 
and," if so, -̂ ora, of course, probably decided it was 
better to let the thing be published the way I didn't 
want it published than not to have it published at all.
And for that reasoxi T shall try to be 4-en^le iL ex

pressing my disapproval. But scf far as having any un
usual commercial value,  ̂ think the item that turned up 
in this morning's post to be practically Worthless from 
the point of view of royalties, ;

Yesterday, before seeing.the item, I wrote Lora asking 
for particulars, with a view of stirring publicity pots, etcA4 
but now that my idea was scrapped and Bli's ideas substituted, 
I find rayselfwith no faith whatsoever in thesales value 
of |he publication, and Lora oan let Bli interest herself 
in propaganda” to the same extent as she interested herself 
in making the illustr tions.
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Out of Washington comes an exclusive dispatch that 
within the current week, the -^resident will send a special 
message to Jongress, requesting that body to appropriate 
funds fcrr river control of the entire Mississippi watershed, 
with particular emphasis on the Missouri River and "the 
Red River of Arkansas". I take it "the Red River of 
^kransas" must be "our Red River", and whatever the up
shot of all tpis business may be, I certainly hope the 
engineers don t gum up our terrace at ^renbourg, You 
may recall that the War Department plans originally called 
for Red River to be channeled in part through Qane River 
and in part through canals, - one of which was deisgned to 
parallel the cement highway in the Montrose area,* - between 
Montrose and Melrose* J. H, is re-assuring in declaring 
that we shall never see such undertakings in our life time, 
and may it be so. "

In the bracket, marked Color, two items floated vaguely 
my way without details coming distinctly to my understanding. 
i1he local one had to do with some sort of a little brush off 
at "the "gourage” on *»unday. 'That with the obtaining hot 
weather and week end fire water running neck and neck, itff 
is said the Dog had some sort of an argument with "cousin Puny, 
and that Ezra, in the role of peacemaker somehow entered into 
the business, all*of which started over the question as 
to whether Selma (lime. Puny) had consumed.'more than her 
share»of the dwindling-supply of communal "wet groceries".
-By some miracle, Mzra, as peacemaker, did not get the worst of 
it, but Melina somehow got cut on the hand, - either with 
a knife or broken bottle, I delivered up another bird to 
the Puny’s on Monday night but saw or noticed nothing 
of an injury. it is said that Peter, although not quite 
so nstout as his brother, finally subdued the same, and 
next day Everyone'was happy a§ a clam all the way around.

The other item of color stemmed from ^orth Carolina,- 
something about a colored boy winning a lottery, - a $3,200.00 
car, only to have his ticket cancelled on the grounds that 
negroes were supposed to participate in buying tickets,- 

• or if, indeed, that was permitted, they weren't supposed
to win. All of which, of course, is vsry wonderful.... .
'I shall have someone consult tomorrow’s Picayune for the 
latter item, and consult with my agents to clarify the former.

•That with the present heat wave, my patient continues to 
wilt, while I continue to cast about in hopes of effecting 
the Carolina jaunt. It’s ashtonishing,< - the apparent, and 
I believe, genuine concern the children have for their Mother, 
stacked against the disregard and neglect of effective 
means to conserve her dwindling energies, equalled only 
by her own amazing v.bility to come nip for air time and again 
when others far stronger than she would never have been able 
to rise to the surface.,..*...

- :
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July'16th, 194 7,

Memorandum:
t - 4.

J  * [ I

Today was Rand d ay, since Tednesday seem to be taking 
on as definite a stamp of Dr. Rand’s appearance as Thursdays 
do of Dr. Enipmayer.

* * '
In view of the enclosure I received a day or two back 

from Rr. ^iller, I was just a'little surprised when Dr.
Rand read me a letter Mrs. Rand had- recently received from 
Dr. Miller, too. In her letter to ^rs, Rand, Dr* Miller 
asked her if Dr. Rand thought it would be adviseable at 
this time for him to speak with h. about -leasing 
a camp to Dr. Mipier. I shall not tell Dr. filler that 
Dr. Rand, feeling that w$s better prepared to give such 
an opinion, wanted to consult me on the point first.
I didn’t tell Dr. Rand I thought 4 had been carrying 
negotiations.for Dr. 'Miller on non-Melrosd parcels. I 
did advise him,' however, to recommend to r̂.. Milder that 
nothing be done about contacting J. R, regarding a lease 
until she herself arrives at elrose, derhaps ten weeks hencd. *' -~ f

’̂he 'leases for camps on the margin of the river 
stipulate 100 feet or less, and from Dr. Miller’s some
what brief letters, I had somehow gained the impression 
she wanted something more extensive, - say a few acres 

at least, I am also uncertain in my mind as to these 
two points:

Is the'lady prepared, - financially, - to build and 
maintain a camp, and, if not,

does she intend to practice medeoine here.

If she hasn’t sufficient feserve to retire from 
practide*,*’then she must have in mind to undertake some 

means of priming a source of income, - and in times past,
I have heard her discuss other means of interesting h-rself 
in or to such dn end, * not in the medical line. But, 
if she dods intend practicing medecine, then tfteat factor 
would be terribly important in selecting a site for 
a residence. But being in the dark, as we are, - so far 
as any correspondence has revelaed up to now, I find 
it would be ever so much better to let the whole matter 
drag until she arrives in uctober. Don you think so.

J- .........- -a
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Jith Dr# Hand in his car, came his brother in law, 
Horace ^hite, and in a pick-up truck, came Rd Hand and 
a ’servant, together with many instruments for digging at 
foundation spots, etc,, etc,, and the latter was 
immediately undertaken,

I was impressed when preparations were made to 
remove some dirt along the hank, where Hands plans 
to have a room below the main floor of the camp house.
I inquired about the chance 'that water might not rise 
from the present low level of the river to flood this 
lower room, but -Ur. ^and said that «*. H. told him the 
surface of the river never rizes more than 18 inches.
In reality, of course, J, H, Henry doesn't know any more 
about the* fluctuation of the river surface than Jane or 
Say-rah, but I contented myself by merely suggesting a 
slightly more elevated level, leaving it?to the builders 
to determine in the end who much credence should be 
pieced in such ‘off hand statements.

And another thing, - and if this Memorandum doesn't 
‘sound like nagging’ complaints of a sour faced 
pessimist, then a ^hinaman, - Wednesday is the 
magnical point in the week when ‘most, - for all 1 know, 
all veterans journey to town to file ̂ notice that due to 
unemployment, ‘they are in line for the weekly federal 
unemployment compensation. And from this area, so far 
as I know, all of them did so travel today, and, being 
industrious as well as unemployed, all of them were 
back on the ’plantation by noon in order to mount their 
tractors and thus go ahead with'their daily work. 
Oabviously there is a flaw in the administration of 
this Veteran's Unemployment Compensation. *1 should 
imagine the employer, knowing his men are drawing it, 
should file protest, but then, I assume, much of the 
extaia money thus obtained'by the men, would not be spent 
in the"local store to swell the profits of the owner, 
further demonstration the truth of the old line;

♦
"Hast falls the land, to hastening ills a prey,
,/here wealth accumulates and men decay...,,"* v

In the literary department, having finished with 
Captain Grant, which is good, I turn, for lack of anything 
else, to the opening pages of lorna Uoone, which seemerto 
be pretty slow" going in its opening pages. I'm hoping 
the*Seifert book may be but the first part of a study 
of Vi 8. Grant,; for it ends in 1861, when that 
important figure of the following war and reconstruction 
period is just turning the corner on his life of 
•complete failure.* I think the first part of the study 
was copyrighted in 1945 or 194?, so it is progably 
premature to look for a succeeding volume, should one

be contemplated by the author, ^houia you cance
1

July 17th, 1947. *

Memorandum:
Obviously, the most heartening bit of news in 

yfrc the past 48 hours swirls around the'case of
Harvey Jones. In it lies the proff of the tneory,

so often emphasized by the late P. », ^  J ^ eo*nomben
Chief Executive: - We probably have our full snare of 
intoleranoe and rotten* sportsmanship in the United states as 
anywhere else in the world, but these sorry features ar 
Sot cart of the polity of the country, and we shall ever strive 
to eradicate such blemishes where ever they appear.

In Louisiana, weather continue* the topic of primary 
interest, this morning along about 8:30 we got a Vague 
sprinkle that last perhaps a half minute. Hew -rleans 
along about the same time had a little sprinkle, too, _ 
the latter gets public attention because there hadn t been 
a drop of rain down yonder in three straight weeks, which 
is bad-bad for the,sugar growing area, "e were lucW  * 
this section where,just on “"elrose fell a nice shower ax \ eek 
ago, carrying us over, I hope, until the next one. . ?

In the literary field, a couple of events impend;-  ̂
for example, the ^adam declared this evening that °n tne 
morrow she will write to Mr. ^ipes to thank him for h
Fabulous 52 and to congratulate him ®n “°r®e|5iy"
sight than she in recognizing what a bag carnett ane xeaiiy 
was. A'he truth of the matter is, of course, tnat she 
contrived with *r. ^ane to discredit r. Pipes, but she 
has forgotten all about that since her resentment of his abil.ity 
.to hit it off with me alright has evaporated.f Hut the sta 
ment will please, undoubtedly. .

u And another and more formal literary ^  ,
announcement by a pm Orleans bookship that Robert ^alahts 
new novel., - "Mrs. Gandy and Saturday ^lght, appear
shortly. I'm not sure about the title, - but it begins 
with either Miss Gandy or Mrs., - and close enough for 
me to paraphrase it to the Madam;"Miss Gammie and Almost Any 
afternoon’. «c

another literary note is the Madam's inability to

:

11
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read Sinclair ^ewis* novel, Blood *oyal, or J^atever it is 
called. I know not the precise reason, - if the writing be . 
dull, the weather too warm or lethargy on the part of the reader,- 
or all three,'but however, the Madam says she just can t seem 
to make any headway.

And this recalls to mind that 1 reaently read somewhere 
about a family, used to reading aloud in a group each evening,
and how, along about 1854, they were all so f ; n a < * a  Uncle Tom’s ^abin. I have no reason to doubt the truthfulness 
of such a statement, since people at that period could certainly 
gets tangled up in some mighty dull books and seem o 
enjoy themselves, but recalling my own unsuccessful efforts 
tb wade through the Stowe opus, I really can’t picture how 
any ’’family droop” could discover enchantment in that item.

A card from *at, poasted somewhere in the ^io Grande 
valley, indicates he made the tri«p down nicely and is 
enjoying his stay with his mother. I think he drove Joe s 
car, after the latter and wife and Pat reached neaumont from 
Melrose, They are scheduled to return here a week from
tonight, I think. ' *

♦ *'

Today, being knipmayer -̂ ay, we enjoyed a sitting this 
morning' with the Doctor and covered the health of the arrish, 
but without much interest. The Doctor says he had many patients 
today at'the clinic, but none of them co plaining of anything 
more than that they can’t ”res-at-ngihtM, - the latter 
hyphonated word being- spoken, in reality, as a single 
sord, -’’resatnight", and I think the good Doctor, - without too 
much imagination, uses Mary Baker Mddy on them, wnereas, I 
thinki he should toss them some»candy pills thereby® 
making their ’’resatnight" ever so ;much more effective.

Of doings at Magnolia, Dr, K. had particulars regarding 
the crumbling of an old Bertzog custom that came as 
a surprise. -Tor the last* 50 years, Melrose and ..xoganolia h^ve 
followed different theories regarding the*operation of the 
kitchen and pantry departments, but beginning with the 
present month,* Magnolia has come around to the ^elrose idea.
At ^agnolia, the panty was always kept definitely under locn 
and key, - the latter always in the hands of ^iss Sally or 
Djee, Probably not much was ever carried of^by the colored 
servants, because of such an arrangement, but the wear and tear 
on the toater of the keys must have been tiresome* imagine 
the nuisance when ■*iu*nt Jemima lacked one spoonful of flour to 
give proper consistency ter the bi cuits, and so on and so forth. 
At ^elrose it was always assumed that servants might be 
trusted, and probably they would carry off some -staples, but 
w however much they did-lift should be fingured in as opera
tional costs and freedom for the mistress. iSxtremes are always 
to be : voided of course, but it is interesting that after 50 
years, ^agnolia has at long last come around to the ^elrose idea

2 4 8 6

July 18 th, 1947,

—

Memorandum;
.To bqgin witty, the Madqm will not go to Dorth 

Carolina. . ' n t -■ ’ ■
• * I forced the issue today, what with Annie Gibson sitting 

in Montgomery, awaiting a call to take off, and Lucy Morgan, 
head of Penland, waiting from week to week for news as to 

when the two ladies would arrive. Local interest in the 
matter had somehow,sagged, becoming obvious we would 
eventually drift into October, never knowing from day to 
day if any start would be mad^, and it seemed to rje the time 
had arrived for us to make up our minds.

J. H..contacted a local physician in town, - a good one, 
and the latter opined that it would be adviseable for the 
Madam to make such a trip by slow degrees, - a altitude 
variation between tyere and there being, it is said, somet 
5,000 feet. The doctor felt too sudden a removal would 
possibly cause the bursting of a blood vessel, and that 
a week at least, should be used up in make the change more 
gradual. It appears that we haven't anyone to make 
a trip with the Madam encompassing more than two weeks in all, 
and a week spent on the road and another in the 
mountains doesn’t seem to make the effort worth while. 
Accordingly, so far as this year is concerned, the 
Madam will remain at Melrose. And thdt is that.

And another thing: - if only a recording machine had 
been installed in the privacy of my chamber this morning,
I should have greatly anticipated the sensations you would 
have experience, had you eventually had an opportunity 

* to listen to the conversation*
Aurellia came to me with a problem, - because she^felt 

I was the only one who would guard her sister’s secret. Bessie, 
the sister, is* a ’’little low girl , I guess not much more than 
^  feet in height. She, with her Brother Andy, does the 
‘lielose washing. Bessie, it seems, has been consorting at 
dalliance with Blue, a mulatto, possessed of a wife and 
five children, living hard by the spillway. Blue, Bccording 
to Aurellia, is "real bright , meaning he is a light chocolate 
colored mulatto.- But he isn't so bright as Bessie, and 
there is to be a baby along about December, and misere..,.. -
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Being four months with child, Bessie ought to go to 
a doctor, ^urellia thought. But Aurellia knew not which 
way to turn, fearing that if she took Bessie to the Lady 
hoctor, the latter would tell the Madam about it, and then 
"Miss Henry «would ffuss and fuss" and so on and so forth, and 
could I do something about it. I could. And I will see 
Hr. HJleanor on Saturday and the Madam will know nothing from 
that quarter, although expanding curves on poor Bessie will 
soon speak for themselves, and especially to *̂ am Brown who 
lives next door, * and he will hot foot it to the Madam at 
great speed* But that will come a little later.

What s ould hav*e been recorded was the naive fashion poor, 
ignorant -“-urellia recited, » causes, warnings, alrams, etc.
Ability to keep one’s perruque in place and one’s facial ex
pressions in control really requires the greatest fortitude.
How curious are the concepts of these benighted folk may be illustra* 
ted *in a thousand ways, and here is one for example:

«

Aurellia explained that when it became evident that Blue 
had succeeded in^begetting Bessie with child, ^urellia spoke to 
him about it and said he would have to help with paying the 
doctorfs bill. But Blue demurred, wholly on the grounds that 
his own wife is pregnant; and "everybody knows that if a 
man’s wife is pregnant, he is entirely incapable of reproducing 
a child by another lady during his wife’s pregnancy"..

Poor Aurellia,- Just having managed t associate a bit with 
whites, - albeit hilly bilies, - the Garters, is now faced with 
ostracism from that quarter, what with the possibility that <
Bessie may beget a rather too golden hued offspring, And 
aside from the social aspect of the t ing, there is Aurellia’s 
humiliation at her Sister's lack of care and all. Su ely God 
made "urellia's shoulders broad and capable for carrying the 
problems of. a physically and morally weak family, and apparantly 
she is heading- in toward using these shoulders for all they
are worth * \ «* * - ■ ■ 4 •

After supper tonight, •*, &. drove the Madam and me 
to see the weed burner at work on the cotton again. The dryness 
of the' ground is such that even V ,  who never wants rain, 
says a little shower would do no harm, Fortunately, says the 

master planter, we have had no heat waves this year, for a heat 
wave would be devastating to cotton, which, he says, cannot 
stand a sudden blast above the normal seasonal high thermometer 
readings. 1 had the temerity to inquire if constant application 
'Of blow torches to the base of the cotton plants, as issuing from 
the tractor-weed burner, might not be in the nature ef a heat 
wave, but he explained that there was not parallel, Alright....,

e ■ t *

At.this moment there seems to be a gre.t electrical bombard
ment in the skies, censtant flashing of lightning*, but no reports 
of thunder, and so X guess we shall rain.,,,*
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July HOth, 1947.

1 Memorandum:

it 8 Pt°S1: Gsme your nice letter» bringing withit, as inevitably,an ocean of pleasureable things in it for me
to cast about in mind and memory in a thousand different ways.

MQItiiaS a J?iet ;v’?ek end in these-parts, and the weather, be n& sunshine albeit cool, I liked it ever so much, -but 
?^V?r ®at^sfied» found myself scanning the heavns every once 
aveilWhile* h0pin£ to looate a little rain cloud, - and to"no

f

Saturday morning lc>g and X had a little adventure. I 
borrowed a tractor from the plantation and employed Log to 
put tne disks on the thing, and together we headed out for
attack^* *" t0 g° after thQ tjL§£er weeds in a brisker sort of
* - . \

°rd!5 direQt ~°6 away from the little trees
“i.the-t rraoe.but hi,d£en by the weeds, I rode behind 

him, stahaiiij on the disks, iSverything- went fine on the 
first round trip, but as we were about to eomnlete the second

we4reaeh0d point where eventually the gallery 
tnil °°nneot tne maisons de la reine et du seganeur, the tractor y 
took a sudden spurt in spped, with Log calling out for me to

• andSM £  ti ^ tgr,‘,% ra?i80 °r 30 feet> and out off the switch,Jf £hing, in £ls9, remayked that "us-es is sure i luck", it seems that fte had run over a bees’ next, - big old black
th?ml9k = t S’ &nd 1?okih£ hack the air was alive with thousands of
are teirifio'if^nn^tf10 arbu^zi“ • ^eryone agrees that they°n09 th®y start stinging, and from their
beFper?utded.1Q ^  raGk9t they were mai::irib. 1 °°uld readily

, frankly, 1 never knew before that, any bee made his home 
1 tought .they all sought a hollow tree trunk, 

d i?oaSe- or 301110 su°h. But it seems there is a. , Teri ^ttnlent type of bee in these parts who goes to .great
H b ! l °  dl?„ hi; self a flne sud~ surface dwelling - usually
settlait?ufi thar® ll riss in Sromto where rain will not’H  t??re they carry on their industrious lives in ore- 
eisely the well organized fashion that the race in general is famous for doing. t'arjeT;-1 18

Bluff came bye, as *L'og and  ̂watched them swarm, and

1 ‘

11 f t* ‘ AS V ,r ! v 2

m
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■tfluff and Log agreed that for the rest of the day, until 
first dark, the b^es would continue to swarm about the 
spot over their disturbed domicile,

~nd so our Saturday sort! at wrieking weeds got us • 
about no where. But we shall tr„ it again latex this week. Log 
will come bye one .evening this week about first dark, and 
together we shall advance on the enemy, one pouring kerosene 
in the^entrance, the other in the exist vwithouthte "s”), and 
so eradicate these undesireable "squatters" at one fell swing.

As Congress draws to a close, I hear some talk about the 
proposed military training bill which, I am glad to note, is 
not likely to be put through at this session.

hot believing in such a measure, I*m naturally wondering what 
pressure, - if any, - the brass hats, amog others, favoring 
the bill are bringing to be$r upon its passage, sooner or later. 
And I m wondering if x find something along that line.in the 
fact that several boys from this nei.thborhood who during the 
past week or two have tried to enlist in the Davy, h&ve been 
turned down, They are stalwart youths, and possessed of some 
schooling, - boys like Little king, for example. In each case 
I have neard about, their failure to get into the % v y  has been 
solely on grounds that their rating on the I. Q, test have been 
too low, - at one time an over-worked means of keeping anybody 
^ o m  any office where brass had & laid down such a hurdle.
And I shall not be surprised to hear before long that.
»  fv-Q some kind of a draft or military training program
because the volonteer systep^ in spite of wide advertising 
campaigns, has failed, ioid I wondering if brass isn’t keeping 
youths who would enter from doing so in order to put across
something bigger and better , - but exclusively for the' benefit or tne brass.

'■ t ’ W j .. 5, ; ;  . . .. ;

w„,«.„Th? Sands oaj-ne Saturday in foroa, - nr. and Mrs., and 3d. and 
Horace -and and some guests, - the itandolphs, living on a olantatio 
between nere aad^oyce or Alexandria, i think. I was impressed 
to see the loads of lumber already delivered at'the camp'site 

= reckon the construction will get under way withii a week 
or so. I shall write mr. Hand again in the present out-

him me are exPeeting him to come and stay at 
taking8 Whlle ae 13 engaged in supervising the ‘present under-

,v ^  j.. t

,« his morning before breakfast, the Madam Indulged herself 
in tne pleasure of raking the cook over the coals, - but 
thoroughly. Surely the cook deserved the going-over. but.
I m equally certain, the Madam could scarcely afford the

!e?0re n00?’ she developped a fine headache, aiid manifested no apetite for food. 'At this writing/ -
rr P.m., I have Just returned from the fourth triu to the 
big house, applying ice packs, etc.

July £lst, 1947.

Memorandum: t
• . h V v / " f

Recently, I think, I mentioned that the Parrish boasted 
of but one doctor to every four or five thousand ppople.
Today the ratio is temporarily reduced by the absence, - 
temporarily, - of two of these medical lights.

Dr. Roy and Dr. iie-rson are perhaps the most, prominent 
and financially successful of these local guardians of 
the public health. Dr. iVoy owns vasts blocks of real 
estate in <the booming town of Baton Rouge, while. Dr,
Pierson owns the Natchitoches Radio station,, many parcels 
of business blocks in town, a cement block business, etc.

e v * ‘ L

The story has it that the wife, of a patient of Dr.
Roy called the latter's office hurriedly, requiring the 
.doctor’s attendance immea n.tely, but was distressed t(p 
learn the doctor was o ie rating at the hospital and could 
no.t respond. Accordingly Dr, Pierson was summon^, end 
the latter had the patient removed to the hospital 
immediately. An hour or so later, it is said, the two, 
doctors collided in the room of the patient, and fol-lqwing 
some misunderstanding, betook themselves outside, where 
a knock-down and drag-out .encounter ensued. The net 
result of this ”get-together" is that Dr. -̂ oy has retired 
for recuperation to Daton ^ouge ana that D m —lierson is _  i--
temporarily out of circulation, ,7/hat Glory is thus reflected 
on the individuals as r en and on medecine, as a profession, 
as practiced in these parts. . And another effect, qf course, 
is ..the fact that the remaining medicos who continue to function, 
have the added burden of several hundred people on their 
respective shoulders. Edifying, isn’t it.

On Bund ay night, Little ^ing passed ,by about ten, his 
jaw badly swollen with neuralgia, I shared some of my 

. medecine with him, and this noon, 1 passed by his cabin to
see how he was doing, ^he medecine, - really Eleanor’sf- 

. Jiad been effective in kiiliry the pain, ^o he was alrfght*
But Augabou wasn’t, r I Rad been a ELittle surprised to 
see a tractor wirth mowing machine attachment, p rked 
in the shade of a M g  old ^hinaberry tree in Puny’s yard.



'
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JfWaljou, a little drunk, was resting in the shade, having' 
avoided going in the neighborhood of the store at the noon ho r, 
where his situation might have been noted by the merchant- 
planter, ifhen the noon plantation belli surnmond the workers 
to their tasks, Aigabou asked me if ± would like to ride as 
far as is the Bgimuda Road, on the back of the tractor- 
mowing machine, 1 would. Poor ^uga ou, with his hold-over 
of •-’unday licquor, couldn t keep the tractor going straight 
but could keep it going alright* It was a somewnat exciting 
ride. On leaving him, I noticed he was heading bac^ toward 
the hav field, but I kept my fingers crossed all overnoon,- 
a tractor With hay cutting.knives" attached, held such a heap 
of potentialities, should it ever get out of hand, -"long 
about 5:30, when the « tfadsm and I headed out for a little drive 
with *J, .a,, the latter paused for a moment at the "goorage , 
asking pne of the .men wjM£kiia.g. on a: machine what ,was wrong wi h 
it, j-li© man said that it "was broken l>ut that ne tconld re
pair it, to which J. merely responded ”0, K.'’ It is 
one of d• ■u, 1 s remarkable virtues,,-. his .ability to r.e.tain 
his self control wren .drunken drivers smash up e: pensive 
machinery. If he employed an efficien.t overseer, of course^ 
the d o ssibilities for such smashups wouldn t exist, — out that 
is another story.,

uur ride took us to Bermuda on this side of the river, 
and back home on the other side, The sun was still high 
as we were about halji way between the Bermuda ridge and 
Melrose, and we were surprised to see a large fire roaring 
in a cotton field we were passing. It was the ancient 
Grimier home, - so called for comparatively late .occupants,
I think it was an ancient Prudhomme, - a house of great 
length, - giant, cypress sills and uprights, - witji the walls 
of mud - one of fthe few remaining classic examples of 
early ante helium times on Gane River. , £rankly, 1 had often 
cast eyes of yearning at the place, hoe.ng perhaps one day
it m'ght be removed to -renbourg:.

Bill Jones was present, -. ti.e dwelling being on his 
prCDertv. He said he had recently filled it with newly, 
baled hay, -< the old, old story, ^ n d  so passes another of 
the ever fading mile-stones of local ante bellum culture, - 
and 1 was sorry about the whole thing.I • .

i'he weather is cooler but the skies cloudless and the 
ground .awfully hard, * put in some pretty good licks at 
Arenbourg concentrating on yseeds and carefully ^voiding the 
bee department, which ~og â id I shall raid, one of the, e evenings, 

. a little weaker, ray pat-lent for the most, part was much as usual 
tod. ay f and so we rock .along until we run into the next rut...

ill

2 4 9 2

July 22nd, 1947.,

Memorandum:

The :eather.remains wonderfully cool, ip spite of the 
cle, r skies and brilliant sun. According to account,si 
the mass of cold air coming down through Iowa to halt the 
growth of corn has stopped at the Arkansas border. But a 
little of it seems to have spilled over into raid Louisiana, 
and while it isn’t holding back cotton much,, it is 
sufficient to..make work at ^renbourgh less oppressive.

Taking acvantage*of the dew' at dawning, £ had in mind to 
burn away the big old elm stump on the terrace, and to 
effect this idea, b had a good fire going alonc about 
4:45 a.m., but a ground wind arose, and what with its drying 
power, L soon d seovere$ that whatever dew had existed was 
shortly evaporated, and that I had better put out the fire in 
the stump to avoid setting fire to the dry grasses, intermingled 
with the green weeds on the terrace. And so I began 
shuvelling dirt on to the stump madly,,and with no difficulty 
developed qui t e a flow of per operation, albeit the thermometer 
had nothing about it to ai indicate any atmospheric justifi
cation for such a liberal flow of just plain sweat,

I labored until 10,,and then devoted mys If to doing 
.mail for my patient, etc., determined to spend a couple 
of hours i ' the afternoon following up the morning’s 
activities. At dinner, however, I learned that the men 
with'L, d # T. would make a round at 1 p.m., and so I 
awaited their.arrival -at my house* By three o'clock, however,
1 had seen nothing of them, and after visiting my patient, 
discovered she had sent them w<prd that since the big house 
'was being repainted inside and out, there .was no need 
for the house to be sprayed, I think her point was 
well taken, - but it.must be admitted thattmy house 
isn’t being touched up, which is something else .again. But 
I haven't had an insect all .summer, and so I reckon the May 
or April going over of the place must still be sufficiently 
effective to carry me though the season.

In pursuance of my interest as to why the armed forces 
are rejecting youths of tcolor when they apply for enlistment 
in the army or navy, I a s k e d H .  what he thought of it.

This afternoon, off in the direction of the R&nd

.
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camp, therre came the unmistateable sound of lumber 
being stacked. Several loads of it have been hauled from 
a mill some kQ miles down the road toward Alexandria, and 

on the morrow., he Farids will be here a^ain, I suppose, 
to continue the work on the foundations.

It just occurs to me that I did not finish the paragraph j
before the one just above, * an interruption having caused j
me to break off. I was speaking, I think, of the reason for 
the ajnmpd forces rejecting the* applications of the youths 
of color for service. J. H. says pressure groups force " ^  :
the military to accept a proportion of youths of color, even 
though that branch of Government finds them, unsuited for 
such employment., Accordingly the number of negroes on the 
rolls is kept down to the minimum percentage, - something 
like 10 per cent, I believe, with an I. Q. test being used 
as a basis for rejection rather than the actual one. I 
think it interesting that the advantages of military life have 
been made sufficiently attractive to a totally unmilitary minded 
section of society that the latter are glad to foresake 
civilian employment for the military. And such a situation, 
of course, leads to the question, - the several answers of which 
eve yone gnows, as to why this is true, and what is there 
about the somewhat rigid.rules of military employment that 
in spite of that fact,<still makes it more attractive to the 
negro than civilian employment I take it as obvious that 

-it is not so mue the virtue of the military as the flaw in 
the civilian employment, -■ •* ’ :

I have another item about bees. Isn’t it odd how 
one doesn’t see a man with a broken.leg fox years, but after 
breaking' one’s own leg, one suddenly encounters dozens of 
people in the same perdic&ment. *md so it is with bees, 
for no sooner did^og and I have our little adventure “than 
word came to me that my former prize scholar, - Glemence *s 
grandson, had on the same day climbed up in a fig tree, hard” 
by his home near the spillway* encountering in said fig tree, 
a fine wasp's nest, and that the inhabitants of said, nest 
did sting and buzz about the child at such a great rate that 
becoming confused, he lost all power of taking himself out 
of said tree, and the wasps did continue to sting him 
mightily about the head and neck, I asked his papa about 
his son's condition this afternoon, and he told me that 
his offspring was getting- along alright now, although he 
had suffered greatly from Saturday until Monday, 1 inquired 
what medicaments had been applied â 'd was told that 
nothing save fortitude and endurance, those being the only 
two .things the family knew .about for treatment of such 
afflicitions, And so I continue to puzzle, not as to 
why so raahy people die, but how so many continue to live..,.

July k3rd, 1947,

Memorandum;
To hand your nice letter of the week end, bringing with 

it the never failing fulsomeness of happiness.
I’m sorry you didn't get the little breathing space 

in the rural regions of Greenwood Lake, for an opportunity 
to get close to mother Harth for a few hours of respite sfirom 
the city's hurly-burly, - and especially in companionship with 
good companions, always means much. Perhaps you will ;make a go 
of it this week end, - only I’m hoping you may not find the lake 
clogged with tice, for if it is proportionately chilly in 
that latitude as compared with Louisiana, it certainly must be 
chill. t

*

My interest was avid concerning the doings of 
Alberta and ^artha. Up to the present writing, they seem 
bent on demonstration^ the truth of that old say: "Can’t 
live with, and can’t live without”. Here's hoping the interim 
between their first and second marriage to each other may have 
helped settle their minds and hearts ,as to what it really 
is they both want. Although rare, such divorces and re-marriages 
do happen once in a while. I know of but two oases, - and 
both ended in a second divorce, - Annie .Gibson’s niece, who 
at long last has eventually tried a third g-e-round, - this time 
to another man, - and your friend, Uola %nce Oliver, whose 
second marriage to the ;second man she married, ended either 
in divorce or separation. - f
' ‘ In the present Instance, as I understand it, Martha 
was the one to actually kick over the traces, and if th-e pair 
do not remain happily harnessed together, she, it will be, I 
suppose, who again another westward flight toward Mevada.
It woula seem like poetic justice if the aoffmans were 
invited to act as witnesses for the re-marriage ceremony, 
don’t you think so.

I am glad to say, I got in a oouple of solid hours at ‘ ̂  
Arenbourg thits morning, for the balance of the day was cluttered 
up with other considerations, at Melrose, <so that 1 never did 
get back to make the most pf physical efforts during a day so 
unusually cool for mid July,
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Knowing that Dr, Rand was planning to spend the 
.afternon at his camp,. I expected to pass t at way to see him, 
'but 1 never did get away, - what with friends and pilgrims' 
descending upon us right after noon,

little Mr. Bachelier arrived first, - which meant 
the visit on the Rands had to be passed up. And Miss Stte 
and ^unt Lottie ^evy drove down from town, while, in the 
midst of all tr̂ is, some people'from Dre^on and anothef^set 
from Indiana passed this way and prayed to see the place, 
and as they were obviously genuinely interested, I could not 
refuse them.

nr. %ohlie?e brought the flame thrower with him, and says 
I may keep it, but I’m not. sure it will turn out to be all 
I had envisioned it. It is a mfetal cylinder, shaped like a fire 
extinguisher, and contains three gallons of ,oil, the whole 
weighing 75 pounds, fwhich, when slung over ones back, may 
start off easily enough, but 1 suspect may get quite heavy after 
a while, when the heat of the sun plus the heat from the flame, 
is added to the huraan frailty of him who toats said object,- 
but \>e shall see,

f . . • .  ; g  * v * , ■ £  , ' . . . O

Mr. Bachelier says he. saw Dr, Eleanor and her husband who 
have just returned from several days in Dew Orleans where they 
ran into a book auction, purchasing many books, .They report 
trying' to purchase a copy of Lyle’s Bafittje, discovering that 
that item is currently bringing twepty dollars in the Orescent 
Oity, . On that* basis, it would, be interesting to know what 
the author’s own-copy would fetch, yes, no,

, * «After supper, Dan took us riding, - through the peeane
orchards and along -Little River, - the country being lovely in 
the twilight. On our eturn the Madam folded forth with, 
and after l had finished feeding; my cats, dogs and pet chicken, 
Mr. B. cane over, here to spend the evening with him, - and 
so the day comes to a close with the best of it nestled in 
thJLs little pre-folding moment when we can chat a moment or 
two before sleep descends on the close of a fairly busy day.

What with "the soa cat" in Colorado Spring, the 
"mouse" is playing in the Orescent Oity, Mr. B. will return 
to -Little River tomorrow, and by the, weak end, - the Joe 
Iienrys will be here, psad I shall, I hope, be able to get baciL 
into the bee department, etc. Oh, for an old fashioned routine...

y Cel <!M

t July b4th, 1U47.

Memorandum:
Was that man’s name Friedman whose baggish wife up 

on Riverside -̂ rive used to do a big number in French lessons, 
and was the title of the man’s book of poems:
"Green Roses - Black Roses".

■ ■ <

Well, anyway, 1 thought of that title today as I Lave 
the flame thrower a trial, for when I had done with 
attaching the greenweeds,  ̂ still had weeds, - only they 
had been transformed from green to black, and after taking a 
good look at the transformation, 1 decided I liked green 
weeds better.

Bomehow I had supposed that the flame thrower would 
cook the weeds and flatten them out on the ground, but 
although 1 succeeded in putting them out of business so far 
as future develo pment is concerned, they continued to stand 
upright, albeit awfully negroid in apprearance, and so, what 
with the cumbersome nature of the outfit, plus the decidedly 
unpleasant appearance of the greensward following a thorough 
going over, 1 have decided to use the machine tut rarely.

Mr, Bachelier returned home in the middle of the afternoon, 
and wit kindness of heart, left the flame thrower for whatever 
purpose I cared to put it, Frankly, it will become an 
object of decoration for the most part, but I couldn't dis
appoints® him by saying so straight out. And so he will 
be^happy in the thought that it is serving a gooa purpose 
at AVenbourg, and I shall rest content to let it stand right 
where it is on my back gallery. So much for 
"Green Roses - Black Roses",

Perhaps it is the high thermometer readiliga-^“,“̂ whioh in 
reality have been unseasonably low'o? late, perhaps it was 
the noble example set by the Ratchitoches medical lights,- 
in any event, two men in Montgomery, - across ?.ed River 
from Melrose, got "all het up night before last,- 
discussing pliities, and on their way home from a local
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bar, they stopped in the street to intensify their 
argument, setting the matter in a most perfect pistol duel,- 
perfect because these two hill billies by-passed b the 
Court House for the cemetary, - one shooting the other 
twice and ’the other returning the fire with five bullits,- 
and the net result was two dead contestants, - finishing 
the matter, - if not solving the disucssion, - but 
completely. Dyson, of 65 summers, was one of the men, 
and"when Annie Gibson arrived from Montgomery tomorrow, 1 
reckon she will be able to present the name of the other 
corps and additional details.

I must not fail to remark how perfectly a recent 
remark in your last report reflected a matter -which long has 
puzzled me: - namely, what in the world it was about the career 
of General ^rant that merited such a fine tomb on Riverside 
Drive. Purely, as a President, he was more like Warren G. 
Harding than anyone I can summon to mind,- with the most 
charitable appraisal being that he was a kindly man, taken 
for a terrible ride by those whom he supposed to be his 
friends. A superficial study' of the military aspects of 
the Civil V/ar would seem to indicate that until Grant took 
over control, the whole business was becoming hopelessly 
stalemated and in all probability have ended in Din,coins . 
failure to be re-elected in 1864, and a separation of the 
Horth and the Houth, By his ability to tip the scales 
of victory for the Northern forces, Grant, therefore, 
oerhaps'more resensible than any other single man for the 
ultimate preservation'of the union, Surely that single factor 
was sufficient to merit him a noble mausoleum. But.I doubt 
if those who built the monument had such a thought in mind’1, 
and surely the mismanagement and fraud that sullied the Grant 

' presidential administrations cast n<? glory on the reputation 
of the man who failed so miserably in peace but succeeded so 
doggedly in war. His extreme courtesy to -Gee at Appomatax 
was certainly wonderful, refusing to accept the Confederate 
General’s sword, and, in possisition to the war mongers, 
insisting that the Confederates retain their horses, etc., 
for their return to private life. And no General ever said 
a better sentence than *̂rant, - and thank the Lord it is 
cut in stone above the portal of his tomb: ’̂Let Us Have 
Peace”. ... L,

CJne more note on Arenbourg: - Mr. Bachelier visited 
it this noon .with me. He tilings the persimmons and pears 
are lookin, a'bit wistful but believes a good shower might 
pull them through, .1 scan the sky for clouds and hope the 
"scattered showers” promised by the radio, may scatter in this 
direction....

July 25th, 1947.

emor&ndum;
I think you received a copy, - carbon, -*

etter to Dora in-reference t0
erformed by the publisher on The Sabulous 5<d.

- from the enclosure, you will “ RSn^his^child"*
,een almost as sur rised as. I when rmblicationot off the press. The lady who .engineered the publication

fhP nrinter seem to have taken excessive liberties, md the printer h nQra is almost as much in themd it would seem as (though nor a is aimwa
lark as we are as to the whole business.

The weather remains hot and cioudless, but 
constantly on the alert for f ”® £int of *ain ^  
crabbed at a statement over a localnromised "occasional scattered showers in the Northern

srsiawasSO I ’m scanning the skies, praying 1 may »
suggestion of hlze among the brilliant constellation, 
that are at present beaming from every, quarter of 
heavens.

mvr hfitoh of oili rims today were snaj.1, but 
individually unusually dumb, which ra&g®nce8no0one8was

: ^ PL « : i h r ! o o I ? n | V n 1h ^ r ,Jor so by 
s f o p p k  S l r o s e .  - a fa c t  which saved great wear and 
tear on my larnyx.

On the house guest list, the names of
C J s , -  including Pat, turned from visiting
ffight add^an^amusing" co m S k S y  regarding the advent 
ofilfjofMSrys. M n  took the^adam and -nie and 
me for a short spin right after tsupper. -x0 *!r , .
marked to the ^adam that sl“oeR°® ^ shf^ould 4 arrive within a few hours, he tnoughthewould 
pull out to spend the night and the balance of
the week end somewhere other than a .. e ’ , t. - snnh a lot of noise . I t  would oe
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so wonderful if we could only get Joe, Dan and Sister 
altogether in one place just onoe, for I'm convince nothing 
hut three smallish grease spots would eventually he 
left.

In speaking of U. 3. Grant in yesterday's 
Mmmorandum, the mention of that name began un- 
ravelling a memory or two which I had-apparantly for
gotten, lo.' these many years, actually, the train
of thought on the General-President brought back to mind 
an elegant personality of whom I hadn't thought in 
years, - the Countess Speranski, Princess Cantacuzene.
In the geneology of the Grant family, she figides either as 
.the daughter or granddaughter of the President, ̂ and 
a lovely lady she was. Knowing nothing of the Grants 
when I knew her, I was quite satisfied with the^ charm 
of her personality without caring much her precise 
relationship to the General, - and some now I never did 
take trouble to inquire from her directly or look up the 
matter in the days that followed.

, ‘one ting I do recall, - the somewhat curious fact 
that she was so frequently referred to with the two 
titles, since no matter how many appendages one may 
be entitled to, usually a single one is usually-eon- v
sidered sufficient to establish one’s identity* _ ..
year, -when .oing over f foistoy * s v/ar ^nd Peace, I* ran.. ̂
a Speransky, - confident and administrator of fzar _ _
Alexander, but at the time connected it not at all with 
the Gyani family* L now wonder if both titles were 
used to indicate a prticular branch of the Ganatcuzene 
family, — since Barbara button used to laugh at newspaper  ̂
articles, stating shp wanted a title, for, as #he *
marked aboutt the Udvannis: "^ftef* all, if I had to f .—
buy a title, I could probably have purchased an English
ĵ uke or some such, since anyone in Russia, possessed of
a oow, enjoys the right to sty^e himself Prince". ~nd
so, perhaps, the Speransky-Gantaeuzone combination was
a parrellel (one i )t to something like the one time
Bishop of ^ut(un, who so often, together with his descendants,
is referred to sometimes a(s £ Talleyrand-Perigord.

* »

Well, anyhoo, the lady in question of as 
lovely & person as one might encounter among the 
Russian emigres, and vaguely it seems to me that someone 
once mentioned that she had written or was writing a 
book about her life in old Russia and her experiences 
durinc t;e Revolution. I have no idea if the book ever 
appeared or what its title may have been, but in 
ease you should stumble over an author by such a name, on 
the Odds and Ends section, it might prove interesting to 
turn through a couple of opening chapters to determine 
the lady's relationship with the General, for! think it 
was said she was married in the White Rouse wili U. S. 
was domiciled in that plaae. ^orgive this long k e t c h # ^

July 27th, 1947.

memorandum: -
How nice, How A*ice, HOW HI OR...... to have your

perfectly elegant letter in Saturday's post. To me, it 
ranks away up in the higher brackets of excellent 
epistles come to hand in the past twelth month.

And &oMartha and Albert have done it all over 
again. The emotional instability producing such cir
cumstances j - marriage, divorce andcre-marriage, can but 
naturally impel one to speculate.upon the next twist 
that the same emotional instability will start function
ing. All I hope is that both of them eventually 
get what they want, but up until after their second 
marriage, I suspect that one of them, at least, and 
possibly both' of them, may be mighty uncertain on that 
point, have thus far only attained the knowledge of what
they don1t want, - andthat.apparantly, is each.other,-
shouldsome onemore to their individual taste come to 
the surface, which, up to now-, I gather, has not been 
the case, so that this second go-round at best must be 
styled “ersatz”.

•<*» ■ ■ m l # . v  \ ' P-m" ■ ' .--I./.: ,. . 'hri'-h

It was so kind of you to give me some particulars 
regarding the contents of the Hostel papers. I had 
never heard the man’s middle name before, and its oddity 
struck me considerably.

« •

.̂nd 1 should also M ke to say'how much 1 appreciate 
your reference to particular items and personalities 
appearing in the papers.* example, there is the — ---
matter of Samuel Adolph Gartright's theory as to 
the treatment or cure of lung troubles. I know not 
what the contemporary medical world thinks of such 
theories, and i must say that off hand those concepts 
seem to run contrary to modern ideas. But you will 
be interested to know that* even down to the present year 
of grace, the Cartwright concept, - although most cer
tainly unknown to the present believers as his, still 
function in Louisiana, where, in slightly varied form, 
many a person feels that there ds some property in 
syrup made from native sugar cane that is helpful 
in overcoming lung weakness. Cane syrup, popular as a 
food* in Louisiana, is eaten in quantities by many a soul 
troubled with pulmi,.ary problems.
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And your mention of Dr. Hattas, - I ’m uncertain of the 
=t>elling - interested me much. I didn t remember tnat he 
was on the list of the Uomsopolitan Booh ^hop. He is 
the family physician of "Cousin Josephine', - ars.
Theodore Grunwald, and onoe in a while I write him a 
latter in reference to some historical point in me 
Louisiana medical field. Only a week or so ago, #
"Cousin Josephine”‘wrote that the good doctor haa just 
flown up to Manhattan and hack, and that he leaves 
shortly by air for a brief visit to -London. ̂ how tnat 
a hew urleans physician should thus be noppin^ about 
from cloud' to .cloud isn't so very extraordinary, but that 
this particular one should be doing so ijs rather remarkable, 
and for this reason: - ‘ ’ "

Une Sarah Dor say, one time of uunleitn, you recall, 
and patron saint of "efferson navis, had to undergo a ■ i 
sever operation, - that proved fatal, in Dew Orleans, in 
the 1870's, - possibly 1874 ox 1879, and looking oack- > 
ward from 1947, when Dr l %ttas is flying to toMon, .it 
is almost incredible, but nevertheless true, that the 
same physician should have been one o_l those assisting 
at Madam Dor say's final operation. Assuming him to 
have been somewhere between ^0 and 30 years of age at tne 
time, it certainly places.him along about the top of

.gray beards whose' travel trends are abreast with
the times, - f '

I believe he has written 8 or 10 volumes of a 
medical' history or. louisiana”which they say .is endless 
and probably never will be finished orhublished, - which is
a Lre. t pity.

• V- • 1 i* '

* • Aind thank :you much for- ’telling mo of the 3inol«-. ir 
Iewis ‘h ook. The t.hiil̂ -hiLS.nl̂ $xpliiX£.d-,.1 -

^ X am .doubly interested momentarily ih *
such "purity ox blood”’ problems because of .uirellia’C * 
sister, Aur ellia took my advise and had Dr, B1 eanor -t, 
ive Bessie a check up#> But in Decemoer when the child is born in the Alexandria hospital, there is this to 

be considered, last "year when <**urelli&'s and Bessie &  “ 
mama was’ in the same hospital, she occupied a bed in > 
the white section of the institution.  ̂It- would seem u 
that Bessie might do the same,- nnd yet tne child wil,i 
be a mulatto. ITow, — should a person passing for 
white, be put in the colored ward -to have h,r colored' 
b a b y o r  should she be entered in the white ward, - 
Preferably, perhaps, next to the aoor *ivius on the colored 
whrd, and there/ within the confines of'the sanctities 
while 'Holy of Holies, beget her colored .off-spring. 
Dr.'Heanor will have to put on Sol onion e crown, I recnon, 
and Heaven help the’ out cone, so to speak,.,.

July 28th, 1947,

]

Memorandum:
’ 1 1 ~ ‘ "

- ' y ' ' ^  ‘

how nice to have your letter in today's post, - 
your letter of Friday, which, somehow, I scarcely looked 
fox.,during .these seasons of such hot weather and such 
busy week ends in your department. * *

t ’

* I «thankyou, too, for sharing, particulars from nnita 
with me. Somehow i feel she must be filled with the greatest 
courage to be journeying to -Berlin in such, b e  unsettled 
times, although 1 probably imagine t ings to be wore in 
that city than they are, - -Berlin, - since the radio 
somehow * gives me the impression that anyone traveling from 
Western Germany to the former capitol might well expect 
to get entangled in all kinds of Russian fly paper, and 
hopelessly gummed up, thus taking themselves wilfully into 
such a sitatuion. The Hamburg trip, crossing the 
British occupation zone, would not be so bad, I imagine,
Taut apparantly my understanding of'the situation in 
general must be people>with more hob-goblins of my 
own mental creation than any existing by actuality.

And thank you much for telling me of the other 
circumstances obtaining in the ranks of those who by 
former condition and age ought not to be forced ifcto 
such trying times as they are now going through. Gutting 
fire wood for December in a July heat wave is certainly 
a cruel jest, -It's communications such as these 
that make the words over the portal of ^rant's maus leum 
burn so brightly in such a war be-clouded world, yes, no.

* #
I think 1 failed to mention Sautrday's program in 

Sunday's Memorandum, it was hot-hot, - the weather, 
and our usual routine, although maintained, was altogether 
too lop-sided, What with the Joe Henrys here, there 
is always much activity, and added to that circumstance, 
the faot that too many pilgrims came this way, - and too 
.late .in *the day, put everything in a hurly-burly. One batch 
came just as I was sitting down to supper, I relieved 
J. H, of the tour, Iknowing him to have pressing business' 
on hand, but before * had finished the tour, H.
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re-joined us, saying that î r. Hand was at the big- 
house, wanting to see me for a moment, and so he took 
over in my r,lace. I chatted with b>r. Hand and his son, 
Horace, for"a few moments, - in the library where 
the Madam'was sitting, and where 9. arrived shortly 
with the-pilgrims to chat with his mother, - some of them 
being friends of long ago. 1 then accom anied the Rands 
to their car, and h . took the pilgrims upstairs and 
sent the *adam riding with Joe ^enry. I frowned at the 
last move, knowing that by that hour, - and after such 
et d&y, the ^adam would be euffirei-ently worn out to — • 
require to ride to put her to sfceep that night.

It was first dr.rk before I eventually got rid of 
J. H.*s pilgrims, - he having deserted them in my favor 
before 1 had waved*au rrevoir to the Hands, and it 
was olum dark before the ^adam was hometagain, - so 
exhausted she staggered in getting upstairs gn my arim.

In consequence of all this doings, I didn’t tr?ck down 
my bees* although Log waited{long for me to undertake that 
job* Finally ^ got my supper, and so to bed. ^nd it 
goes without saying that Sunday was a wash out, io far as 
the Hadam*s vigor was concerned, s nee Saturday’s 
adtiyities had worn her out, (

Of course the Renrys are inordinately strange in 
a variety of ways, not the least of which is that once 
a custom has* been established, it so mehow .must never 
be altered, and since it is good for the ^adam to go 
for a spin at the close of a quiet day, so it must be just 
»s good for her to take to the big road, even following 
a "day in which she has been flattenedout by too much 

—com-i-and;'-goling on t ho pa|t -ef ether Sr - : --r——  ; •

On the home front, what with many a radio in 
remote little (iane River cabins, you will be interested 
to note the application of local custom to the announce
ment 'of news from afar, Early this morning, a darkie 
came to see me:
* ' "The radid pronouncement early-early this morning 
say they’re a-buryin1 the President’s ijama.‘this evenin' 
at 3, 'Don’t you know that this mqrnin , they’se jus’ 
a he&p o* fried fish and a wliole flood-of coffee jus* 
a-roilin’..toward off yonder at Grand View. .

« «
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Memorandum:
All the Rose of Sharon bushes.
Six of the larger Gardenia bushes, 
i'hr ee Magnoli as,• * • •

sillSo re&ds the preliminary casuallty list at Arenbourg,-
thanks to the uninterrupted, heat and drought.

Alexandria to the South and Shreveport to> the horth 
both had showers during the day, hut at iielrô e the 
ski as remain a leaden blue and the rea fluid in tne looal 
thermometers continue to touch 100 or over.

It looks as though I shall have a heap of planting - 
not new, hut merely replacements, all laid oat for me when 
winter rolls ’round. f

At first ylanoe, there would seem toUe.no relation 
between the'above list ana the enclosure, which, in itself, 
if of no interest at all. But the li'st and the letter 
somehdw leads me to wonder if it might not ge »ell t  ̂
urge the writer of the letter to build on ^renuon g, 
on unit A0. 2., since a residdnoe in that garter woula 
require the construction of a water tan*. aha the m^tallati 
of "a 'pump. The introduction of water , ̂ through the meaicum 
of an electric pump, would make water available *
'helping our growing plants through such dry periods, - 
although it must be conceded that sometimes water alone wi 
not S'-ve plants that are beinfc paked by continued heat.
There is time between July and October to contemplate the 
wisdom of such a pro]Jostion, and if you have any iueas 
on the matter, I should weloome them.

And turning to something olse again, I f?ile 
frequently the excuse for being pressed for time, “®°“ sa
one is on duty, is offered for penning such already in la Kormon usually uses the exouse that Sis ^  Tirana/in . 
the oar, waiting to head out for town, so J .^“t olo88 . 
even wheA the car is reported to be completely cut 
nrrifir I *uprx>se I must have some standard excuse, uoo, l 
U k so L ^ T f  my'weaknesses, ImQre readily if someone#else would point tnem out oo . .

wmm

a j
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Our local merchant-planter seems to be making the 
most t>f the' Colorado situation, for after a week-end
absence, he again took off for ^ew Orleans this noon, |
and will probably be*away for another couple of 

days. ?
He was quoted much oil the r; dio of late, as 

Chairman of the Louisiana Contton Council. From two r j
A B C  broadcasting stations, a. Henry, "large
cotton producer of Louisiana" is quoted as calling a  ̂ j
meeting" at Baton ^ouge for august 12.th to consider various j
phases of the ’cotton problem, and 1 must say 1 was I j
surprised to learn from the gentleman himself the other j
day that only about 12 per cent of cotton produced is |
used in the manufacturing of clothing. 1 would have j
guessed “about 90 per cent. I believe the biggest f
percen age of the staple is used in road building and j
plastics. . ’ I I

t ' “ ' I  l

Being always delighted in running across what 
I suppose “to be Cane River expressions, I was denchanted 
the other day to hear Long say to Auxellia1s brother, Andy, 
that the latter had better take something or other to 
Andy’s "'lah-Wah-Wrong"• Andy didn’t seen to like the 
name, a&d so when opportunity afforded me a chance to 
make inquiry from ^Qg about the expression, he ' I
made it clear by asking me if I didn't know what a |
Wah-\Yah-Wro.ng was. I confessed 'I didn t. He said it 
■is a'Bull Jrong, and then he further explained that 
I hadn*t heard the complete *phrsse he had used, for he 
had said ^ndy should £ake whatever it was t‘o his 
’̂ Female Wah-«ah-*<rong , and while it was obvious that 
bsxg Bog, - like all^the rest of the'residents, had no 
conception of the meaning of zhe word "female , he 
pointed out to'me that "female” meant "Lady1 , so that 
a "Female T/ah-V/hah-Wrong” is really a Lady Bull Frog, 
and everybody on ^elrose knows that while Andy’s papa passes 
off his children as white, Andy favors a black-black 

* Female Hah-wah-"rong, - and that is that. But L
should add that by some miracle, most of the n groes have 
the unique ability of rolling the "Wrong" part in 
precisely the same manner that a certainly lady I know 
has in rolling off "rural”, etc.

% ■  '  5 . j
< Gossip from the "goursge" has it that Hadam Carter j

got drunk on Sunday afternoon in that'place. Fugabou 
told me he hated that because AiAr. Hapoleon ^onaparte would 
think Fugabou had procured the wine for her,'- and j
Aurellia, present at the ourage" tells me that 
^rs, ^apoleon was high "sure’nuf", and while she was 

■ present, Fugabou purchased two quarts for the lady, - and 
so things spin at ^elrose......
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July 30th, 1947.

Memorandum i «

Hot - hot,
% worked until 6:30 only, this morning. I find 

it odd that I can uersuade myself to Knock off early i 
T U 7 h ? V e  some visible results before me, and since 
I didn't do half as much as I usually do, the swath o wee 
cut was so impressive that i just called ‘-S'
before most of my neighbors nad really begun.

It was kind of you to mention in your recent letter 
that ^rs. Roosevelt was taking time off at Campobello 
for a few weeks. I so seldom hear anything about her, 
except over the radio, and b reckon the summer outing 
had not been broadcast., I'm wondering if the administration,- 
if approached by the Canadian Government, plans t 
create the Roosevelt 'Memorial there next summer instead 
of on the recent trip, * what with a Presidential 
campaign scheduled for next summer, and some credit might 
be attempted on the part .of the Democrats to focus public 
attention«on the late President by such means.

t *

You will find the enclosed letter from ^rs. Brandon 
ouite newsy, even as did I. I reckon you know most
of the people referred to, - Jeanne being Mrs. HcPowe!1 
of Uakland, Dave LloKitteriok S'elder daughter being
Gr&ee of ^rinceton, I. J., QtG* 1 n°t ^now ima'ine —  
Pritchard and who Robert Dixon may be, b can t 
possibly some kin to Virginia Butler’s husband I take^ 
it thaAirs. Brandon feels that Mary Rhodes has something 
on her side regarding some resentment a a m s  some of
the Episcopal powers, and this is Ilians" andMrs, Brandon sets enormous store on Bspioopalians, a 
I think has always had more entusias for -^manda Phi p 
because the latter was an Episcopalian than for an In it,mate 
^ o0nr. Tt was Amanda, you may recall, who in l^BB
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for riding- b y c i, pardon me, -  b icyc les, - prim arily 
because Amanda wanted to ride one and eouldnft do so 
because people of color sometimes rode the same type 
of vehiale, $hat was one lin e  I never got over.

I passed around by the Hand camp this morning, 
taking a picture of the foundation which i s  being 
la id , and to or row I shall pass that way again and 
snap a picture of the frame work of the cabin i t s e l f ,  
say ng nothinL about i t  to the Hands, so that they may 
be eventually presented with the two or three pictures 
of progress when the building i s  completed. 1 learned 
from *06 ^hevalier, the mulatto carpenter who is  building 
i t ;  that ^r. Hand was here on Monday and Tuesday in  the 
late  ’afternoon

What with that big old bright round moon we are 
experiencing- these nigh s , I re a lly  am ashamed of myself 
for not goin back on k it t le  ^iver to dt. Augustine's 
“hurch where they are holding nightly revival serv ices, 
in anticipation of wSo-say-shun" which w ill be ro llin g  
around about th is  time in august. The energy of the 
negro never impresses rae more thai} at such times as these, 
when the thermometer for days stands at 100, and 
although he works a l l  day, ,he somehow finds the stamina 
and desire to head out at sun down to travel several miles 
a-foot, to participate  in such fr o lie s  or se rv ic e s ,- 
or as often happens, both,  ̂ and getting home at any 
old time a fte r  midnight, s t i l l  able to be up at 
day break, - days on end, - and nights on nights, - 
following the same routine. T’or m yself, I can but 
marvel and envy, - and eventually content myself with 
a walk of not more than a mile before folding up my 
beard in anticipation of an impending?dawn. The trick , 
of course, i s  that he.knows how to relax and I don’ t ,  
and try as I may, I sh all never learn it  to the extent 
these a r t is t  can, - without so much a s 'try in g .

I lis te n  with the greatest attention to a l l  
accounts of particu lars regarding the release of the 
Lincoln papers, but I continue to hear nothing regarding 
those, scheduled for release a year or so ago, concerning 
in inquiry following h is murder. I t  seems to.me 
it  was in  the Power’ s book you are currently reading that 
mention was made of tnese papers, - so in case you should 
run across any reference to them in The Tragic Mra> g0 
pass along'the good word. '1 continue to struggle  through 
Lorna noon, - for lack of-anything e lse , - momentarily.
I would do better to go to ^hurch on -^ittle ^ iver, and perh 
I s h a l l , . . . . . . .

A

ps
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Ju ly  31s t , 1947,

Memorandums

Hot - hot.

And so Ju ly  play's out, with cotton looking wonderful 
and everything else drooping like  a t a i l  Of ?a rooster, la te ly  
dragged out 9! a rain b arre l. I reckon I  do, too, but 
X re a lly  don t mind the heat ph ysically , and as usual, I 
got my lioke^in at *irehbourg th is morning before sun up, and 

. a fter that 1  kept pretty much in the shade.

I think the enclosure of no especia lly  in terest, but 
thought youlmight like  to keep up with trends. You can 
note from i t s  statement that I have been a very poor 
correspondent in  that d irection. nkly, I was surprised
that so much time had elapsed since writing in that 
d irection , I reckon 1  have put o ff lo ts  of letters,-hoping 

, I  might have news of the Madam’ s plans for Ju ly and August, 
and so le t  too much time s lip  along, even a fter discovering 

’she had no plans, anyway, i t  w ill be nice seeing the gentleman 
before September r o lls  round,

t
I learned from J . , that Celeste and'Madam Regard 

have 1 f t  Colorado .Springs, taking themselves on a 
sort, of jiinket about the States of Arizona and Hew 
Mexico. I f  I  liv e  to be a hundred, i ’ l l  never understand 

-the traveling impulses of those la d ies , -'which, more correctly, 
would be to say Celeste, X imagine. Certainly th is is  

the hottest season of the year in  the Arizona country.
And surely any months of the year are equally free 
to them for travelin g , - and so they select the hottest 
to make their .tours, - and especially  a fte r  having gone 
to the Rockies to escape the summer heat of Louisiana.
I t ’ s just lik e  I always say: "You don't have to be, but 
i t  sure helps out a l o t . * . . . . . . ®

ih I h h h h h hHh h BI
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Signs of State politics are becoming evident,
-although there appear-to be lots of candidates for Governor 
it would seem from this, point that the fight will,boil down 
to a conte t between Sam ô-nes and Earle long, f’rom where 
I sit, it looks as thought, if-elected, Sam Jones will 

-• favor the large—eorporations, - especially oil, and 
Joes*s opponent, Earle Long, will undoubtedly, if 
elected, favor the hi 1-billy and try to pattern his 
course as much as possible after the doings of his late 
brother, Huey P,

James ^swell has beguq activities in behalf of 
Sam Jones, for if the latter is elected, James will get 
a job in the public relations department, which means 
it will be his business, primarily, to write Mr. Jones* 
speeches, - ait about five or six thousand dollars a year,
I think,* Except for their few hundred acres, between 
Batchitoehes*and ^rande -̂ core, where or on which they 
hav their residence, i think the Aswells have no money, 
altough he does occasionally sell a short story, and has 
been successful in selling off a few building lots from 
f his property. But a chance to get on the *>tate payroll 
would really mean .a...great deal to. the ^swells, 1 think and 
here's hoping they may,

t •
I made another round to the Rand Camp today and 

snapped another pfcdtuire of the progress being made there,
I am astonished, as the tning takes shape, to notioe 

how close to the-margin of the water the building is.
It rises almost perpendicular from the water's edge and 
some large frames, containing many small glass nanes 
have just arrived, these to occupy the Best end of the 
building, just over the water, »/hat with the *<est sun 
being- what it is, by way oi-heat, plus the reflection of 
che sun on the smooth surface of the water, and somethin* 
tells me that the camp is Loing to be hotter than a biscuit 
most of the time, < Joe whevalier paused in his carpentry work 
for,a few minutes to chat with me. He said he figues the 

rands are building the camp-in its present location, so that 
uhey can admire it from the. shade of a cedar tree back in 
the ad joining cotton patch. Anything they do is 
alrignt, but it does seem too bad that they will find 
themselves cooking, after traveling from Alexandria to 
Melrose to get a breath of so-called cool country air.

One final weather.notei- .according to the record this 
is the most dry July in 57. years. I think that 
is heartening, because if everything dies at -^renbourg 
I shall.re-plant this winter with the assuance that things 
are bound to do better next year- fhe mimosas, I must sav 
however, seem to be thtivingv.X,
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August 1st, 194.7,

'Memorandum: *
? *

Hot - hot, « ,
* ,

But the pre-dawn hour was lovely, and as the airdale and 
I marched from here to Arenbourg when the first suggestion 

= of silver touched the Eastern sky, my thoughts were all with 
someone, wishing D might share the beautiful and strange 
spectacle of a tight-wrapped, endless ribbon of fog that 
hung over the bayou off across the fields to the hast, all 
the surface of the countryside was crystal clear in the semi- 

• darkness, save for that beautifully rounded covering, seemingly 
suspended but a foot or two above the ground, giving the 

< impression that the hand of tne almighty had contrived a 
marvelous wrapping of silken white to encase a sleeping landsacape 
in advance of the on-coming day. By the time I was whaling away
at the weeds,.the smoothness of the cloud bank Ir-d broken and
its long attenuated body was dispering without n.a.turr.1 
controur across the fields and thence into think air. But 
the original concept of its nicety of form and purity of ^  
content lingered ©n, so that •tonight, as I glance backward -- -t  ̂
over the day, it rerains distinct in my mind, - as distinefct 
as my wish at the'time that * might have shared it with one 
single soul9 - for obviously it didnrt mean a-thing to ^ora, , 
who', as always, just trotted<along, nosing at bushes aLeng-%he 
roadside and occasionally jumping up and nipping my elbow for 
the sheer joy of living*

Back home, and a fairly busy monring, and a little after 
•11, Dr; Eleanor came't© see me and inquire if the medecme oi 
a couple of weeks back had been effective. She brought a 
couple of -New Orleans people with her, and as they 
were inter ested in books, 1 let them range through^the 
stacks in this house while ^r. Eleanor and her husband, Lon, 
and I chatted, Ihey asked me to* have dinner with them one 
night this coming week, I shall telephone them on the 
morrow, declining- supper but accepting their hospitality 
to spend a- couple of hours with them afterward, after the 
big house at ^elrose has folded up. Dr. Eleanor tola me that 
when Aurellia and Bessie had arrived at her office last weex,
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Bessie, who speaks nothing hut French, remained silent for the 
most mart. Aurellia, she said, opened the consultation hy 
saying that she had brought Bessie on the*recommendation of 
Tlx. Prapcois, catt&ing hr. Eleanor to raise , - ever so gently,- 
the extreme tip of one eybrow, - elevanted still further when 
it was explained to her that it was expected the baby 
would probably be colored, - causing much confusion temporarily 
in the physician1s mind, until Aurellia furtherexplained that 
my interest in the case was one of a friend and not that of 
an actual participant in the business at hand, naturally,
Dr. Eleanor, Don and X all rolled on the floor in merriment 
in contemplating the possibilities which, up to .that 
moment, I hadn’t considered. Dr. Dieanor suggests that if 
the three of us can chat for a while together over a late 
supper table, we may'be able to figure out just where, - at 
what precise spot in which particular ward in the hospital, 
poor Bessie can eventually have her child.

# The Postell letter of inquiry interests me because it 
indicates that even as any time during the past 80 
yearse, people are prone to believe the story of the Corral,
I shall respond to the Postel letter on the morrow, telling 
him of the printed memories of the whife of the Co mandant,- 
Yankee, - at ^atchez, describing the place, conversations 
I have had with ancient ne.gores who went through its horrors, 
plus scores of skeletons I myself have seen sluff 'slough) off 
into the Mississippi. I shall also suggest'that the federal 
Army, wouldn’t report their bungling of the business and that 
local residents couldn’t get the thing printed in post-^ 
bellum, reconstruction years. But more, I shall tell him of 
the two pillars of tne Presbyterian Church at Pine Kidge 
who, after vising Datchea in the 1840’s, regaled their 
fellow church wt£ men with an. account of a.machine in — ----- 
Hatchez that would make ice., and how.__the heafers decided 
that their two associates must have gotten'drunk and so 
required them on the following Saturday to bring home the proof 
of- the ice cakes. As I may have mentioned before, the two 
men went to town, purchased a cake, - it was July, - and 
started back to'xine Midge with it, - 6 miles away. The 
congregation had assembled at the-church in force, and'when 
the men arrived,’ came out to the road to inspect the evidenee,- 
which, to the men’s consternation, had melted away on the journey. 
They were accordingly removed from membership for lying and 
frolio-some propensities, and only after years were they re
instated, when the truth of their account of an ice making 
machine was confirmed as the truth. Purely the one statement 
covering ipe makinu was no more incredible to the members of 
that congregation.that,is the tale of the Corral to contemporary 
citizens of this Delta country, and if they want to read me out 
of their tight little circle, J- shall not mind. What 
eli^iits me is that ~ir. Postell is sufficiently interested 

to consider the matter worthy of worry,....
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; b ■. August 3rd, 1947.

Memorandum:
Hot - hot.
If memory serves you as well as 8&cha Guitry, you will 

remember having told me.at the time of your visit to the 
American foundation that Alexnader hcourby was<engaged at that 
time in reading Gentleman's Agreement, - or perhaps it is 
Gentlemen ‘ s Agreement, -̂n any event, x re-lived the pleasures 
I experienced in reading your splendid report at the time when, 
over the air today, 1 hpard the book mentioned as being 
one of great popularity at the,moment, along with Sinclair 
Lewis’s Kings'^iood h0yai# as I understand it, Gentlemen's 
Agreement has to- dp with a Study of anti semitism, even as 
the lewis book deals with the negro question. Thanks to 
the advance information about the Bcourby 1 bors, X shall ask 
Dew Orleans £o send me that item, and today i shall pen 
(interruption) - X shall pen,old Xenophon P. ^mith a 

line, asking that the Dewis book be put into production,- 
if, indeed, it hasn't been already.

In reply to Dora's letter, -,enclosed herewith, I 
am writing to request that he ask Dorrence and Co pany to 
return the Jallon ijinanscript immediately. It would seem 
that ^orrence is a Vanity Publishing house * expecting the 
’author to spend his life not only writing a book but paying 
for its publication, too, with Dorrenoe reserving for itself 
the rights to the profits without assuming any risks whotsoever 
I suggestthat the manuscript be sent to the -̂iss Giaussen or 
whoever of Doubleday, and rejected there, be sent to 
Chr i s topher House, <

Today's batch of pilgrims included some from Michigan. 
There is a ban against receiving pilgrims on Sunday, but 
I made an exception, what with the sympathy 1 have for people 
who travel so far only to face disappointment, although 
I am obviously wrong oft times in assuming their interest 
in old plantations parallels my own. • One of the ladies
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had somethin to do about education in Michigan. The 
race problem came up for discussion. I opined that within 
a few generations it would automatically solve itself so far 
as the negro in the united states went, since the white and 
colored bipod would probably mingle and so remove the matter 
completely. The lady was obviously shocked, - as I hoped.
She told me that in her place of residence, the matter had 
b»*dt been settled, - ana better, for both colored and 
white teachers are on the staff of the same school, "although 
we keep strictly to the business of teaching'and of course do 
notx not believe in social equality". She explained that
shortly people would recognize the desireability of actuality 
of opportunity but strict segregation socially. "You wait 
and see”, she re arked, "and eventually you1!! have to 
admit'our way is the right one". "X can't wait 200 years,"
I moaned, "but if you can, I grant you the right to visit - 
my grave to shout;*! dold you'so1".

in the literary department, I finished Lorna boon, and 
found it quaint, lengthy, somewhat preposterous in spots, and 
sprinkled with some very sage.observations. I was struck 
by the le; ding char: cter, - a farmer, - remarking how 
contented ^eemed the chickens when the farmer's sister 
felt of the birds' craws and how much the birds seemed to 
respond with contentment. Once in a while, to aetermine how 
empty Jan}.e really is, I, too, feel of the little pouch 
just at the base of her neck, and as I gently stroke it, 
’Janie invariably murmurs a few contented sounds and begins 
relaxing her leg joints and nestling down on the ground. 
Frankly 1 was impressed to discover the same phenomon both in 
print and in feathers,-sp to speak.

I have begun a 1925 publication,.- This Believing World 
by one Brown, - a study of the development of religion.
What with^the heat being what it is and everything dying of 
drought, x could the more readily appreciate the author's 
surmise that one of the earliest manifestations of 
religion came on the heels of early man moving from the 
tender of flocks stage to the tiller of soil bracket. In 
tho former stage, he could ignore atmospheric conditions 
swirling around the question of moisture by merely moving 
his flocks to a source of water when the latter was needed. 
But when his interests in agriculture prevented him from 
moving his vegetables to water, he began to feel the impulse 
to appeal to some Spirit or God to bring the moisture 
to him and his stationary line of endeavor. Under 
present conditions, ,1*m beginning to feel awfully primitif 
and sympathetic toward the first appealer to t e Bain God,.,.
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August 4th, 1947,

Memorandum:
Hot - hot.

' And how nice of you to write me the kind, note of 
' Thursday. Blease, please don’t try to undertake

correspondence when the demands of the office, the social 
department and the weather'are so pressing. You know I 
would ever s6 much prefer that you employ the time consuiiea 
in writing to sheer rest or relaxation, - or apportioning 
such moments to spreading the "must1’ parts of the daily 
program. After all, the human machine will bear but a 

' • certain load, and when circumstances require all effortin 
one direction, let's forego the satisfction of communing 
with each other until the temporary demands have lessened, 
being always assured that either communicant will appreciate 
the circumstances and ^alue the evenutal contact when 
our desired approtionment of time comes back into its 

. accustomed balance.
It has always seemed to me, - knd I have probably 

remarked upon it b_efbre, - that the difference between 
Hew York and every other place in the World is the 
fact that in Hew *ork we wonder not what we shall do next, 
but what w© can get out of doing, in order that every once 
in a tvhile we can grab off a couple of secbnds to under
take what we really want to do; Realizing as I do, that 
the wish for frequent conversation via correspondence is one 
of the things we both hold as mo6t pleasureable, I fully_ 
believe that such conversations will bring us greater satis
faction if we do not consider them as Something that 
must be squeezed into stated periods'but rathei allowed 
to well up to the surface of expression when other swirling 
cyclones have gone bye, leaving our conversations surfaces 
calm and unharried. So please don't try to write at 
the moment, beint assured, as always, that I will full]y 
appreciate the circumstances and so switch my dials from 
the typed word to the telepathetic, nnd your program

is coming in fin®. '
<

I was pleased to receive the' enclosure from Lindsay 
Lomax Wood, and while it contains nothing of especial 
interest, I pass it along for you to glance through.
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I am responding to the lady by this mail, explaining 
my ignore nod as to the current value of a Lincoln autograph, 
but suggesting proper sources from which such information 
might be obtained.' In view of her wish to convert such 
a ‘cre&sure into cash, i shall take the liberty to in
quire if she would consider parting with the Lomax Diayy, 
pointing out that since it has served its purpose in furnishing 
fche data for the Washington Diary book, she may perhaps not 
ca e to keep it longer, what with its research value having been 
exhausted by the book on which it was based. The lady
was "so" generous in giving me the Mercer letters, of whose 
very existence I knew not, when they were mailed to me, it 
seems to me that she might not set too much store on the 
Lomax'Diary which for us; on the other hand, would be a 
pearl of 'great price in our evaluation, were it eventually 
to grace the shelves of Arenbourg.

Frankly, 1 can’t imagine other members of the -Lomax family 
permitting the disposal of such*a wonderful‘manuscript, and 
yet, - if the members of that family are much like the 
members of other families holding such treasures, and caring 
nothing for "such old trash", they might be perfectly in
different to the whole thing,

A note on the crop situation: - for the first time in
..his life, J, • » who has always maintained he doesn’t need
a drop of rain to raise cotton, is beginning to hope 
for'a s ower. The prolonged heat seems to have reduced prospects 
for this year’s crop about aO percent. The excessive dryness 
is impelling the cotton plants to open their bowls pre
maturely, before the staple is well developed, and the 
smaller bowls, which, with moisture would have come into _ .
•full-prudutftl'vity, are now starting to shrivel up and will 
never open at all. The records show that in 1896 the 
entire South had practically no rain at all from *pril 
to December,- This year’s stretch isn’t going to be so 
long, * I hope, - but the constancy of the intense heat 
m y  well prove.almost as devastating. The nice thing about 
it is; that a drought sledom if ever repeats itself in a 
successive 12th month, and so what we plant and re-plant 
at -*renbourg this 'Pinter ought to have wood prospects for 
next year. And so we grin and bear the present "misere".

From "This*Believing “orldy I am struck by the 
account of four different religions, far flung prior to 
the -hxietian.era, whose primary gods experienced death 
ahu resurrection holing out the hope to ordinary men that 
their- present and future experience might follow the 
• same- v t - 1tern# **nd ^nnie has read me from the last 
fines ~ook ~keview the consninger aritcie on the front 
page about diaries and memoires, u,%, Adams, eto,, and 
the whole article fascinating,,,,.’,.
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Akgust 5th, 1947,

Memorandum:
I pen these lines a little later than usual, - the 

• clock pointing to a half after 11.
I sr.ent the evening with the horsleys, and a very 

pleasant eveing it was, too. I wish vpu had been present. 
Conversation was good, ranging from gossip to psycho-analysis, 
and withal so effervescent that ords sparkled with zest, and 
thoughts, - and eveh an original idea or two, - winged its or 
their way on the breaths of exhilaration*

LADY DUCTOH OF LOUISIANA
DAY BOOK Oh a L^DY DOQTOH.

- hiiDY DUUfuk L lih ig S  fh h  L a .a? Ifl PO U I^ I^ a .

Those are some of the title for a book for someone to write,- 
titles 'swirlint Jfch ough my brain as we ch. tted and Dr. JSleanor 
recounted some of her extraordinary experiences in 
her day to day (interruption)

Now, let me see where we were at.,...Oh,f yes, - some titles 
for & book, ^nd these titles raced through my mind as 
the Doctor and Don (Mrs. and Mrs.) spoke of how glad they would 
be if someone, interested in the local set up, would come to 
live with them, having a room in the house where a manuscript 
might be-prepared, and sharing life with them at no expense 
to the guest, who could accompany Dr, Dleanor on her professional 

, calls, contemplate the human- and economic peculiarities and 
problems of the region, weigh the two distinctly different 
problems involved in attending the needs of (1) the people of
color, and (2) the white trash in the hills.

• « < ■-

And as they talked, 1 naturally thought of Dora, thinking 
his sympathetic feelings for the under-privileged ’and his 
acquaintance with this region might especially qualify him 
for such an undertaking,

* ?

**nd so *1'spoke of him'to* them, and today I think I
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shall write him on the morrow, suggesting that this opportunity 
would afford him ever so pleasant an outing from Oklahoma for- 
a while, and providing us both with a ehanoe to compare 
notes on a variety of literary considerations, executed in the 
past, and fruitful of promises for the whipping up of a 
manuscript or two, centering about the atkings of the lady 
doctor.

As I see it, the life of hr. Eleanor itself is pretty much 
the stuff of which movies are made. A study of her own career 
should offer a unique opportunity for something Hollywood might 
seriously consider. And quite aside from her personality, 
one is bound to admit that- a rem. rkably entertaining series of 
volumes spread out in every direction, followed by her responses 
to daily calls* from such a remrkable assortment of human beings 
requiring her services, - the tale of* any one of whom might 
well figure as the main theme of a story, and a collection of 
such tales offer marvelous entertainment, and a composite 
account of a month's activities might well provid‘0 a study in 
faot and study that, if popularly presented, would do much 
for the benefit of the depressed rural areas in the matter of 
health insurance, - at the same time offering a measure of 
reward for the person setting forth the oddities discovered 
in this strange segement of geography and humanity.

If unsuccessful in making such a try, ¥r. -ipes would at 
least have had a pleasant outing which his host and hostess would 
have enjoyed as much as he, I think. And successful, all of 
us might find, by attempting this path, we have overcome another 
mile-stone on the road to a realization of our dreams centering 
about -renbourg.

I'm tired,< but how much I wish 1 might turn ov<er some of 
.these thoughts with an understanding soul like yourself right 
now.

And so 1 shall use my judgement in whipping this 
possibility into some kind of an offer, and*here's hoping 
good may accrue Co everyone all the way 'round,*

Dr. MLeanor says that the most unexpected event of the week 
for her was the delivery of a baby in the back of the "Go-cart*, 
as her‘husband, at the wheel, speeded Dr, $. and per patient 
through the night in the general direction of tho Aatohitoohes 
Hospital, s

August 6th, 1947.

And learn from the same source that the people *•
Hew Orleans, brought here the other .day, paid £ellhe
for some old napers and books, uncovered in her autic, - one
being the Log of a Slave whip,---Hiimmmrarammmm.....

My patient is petulant with heat. 
*olorado Spring and Santa ^e tonight.

Celeste returned from 
And now I fold.,..

Memorandum: c *
* •• V  *■*' ‘ r • V \ ’ yJ' •

Hot - hot, : ' “ < ■
So many things depend from and hinge on current ' 

thermometer readings, that a glance in the direction of the 
weather seems but natural and logical at the beginning of 
any letter these days. * « *

Tonight we took aur daily little ride right after supper.
^he atmosnhere was curious, seemingly clouded, - but not by
clouds. -BjLg old trucks have all day been hauling gravel
from Derry to Bermuda along the ^ast bank of Cane Biver. The
dust, already thick, has crown thicker, as these big old
vehicles thunder along, the fine-fine soil that rises with each
passing, seeming to hang lifeless*on the air that remains
unmoved by even the vaguest suggestion of a breeze, Me
were uncertain as to the nature of the blankets of haze that
clouded the landsaape, for our - little ride took us to .uerty and
across the cement highway to fbllow along ^ayou Derbanne, which
parallels the highway, and in several places along these 1
Montrose-Gorham foot hills, fires were burning with abandon in
the woods all along the seven mile route. I suppose it is
the smoke from th^se forest fires, mixed with the excessive dust
from the unpaved highways, that unite to hang a pall over everything,

^rankly, i was a little worried when I saw‘the several 
forest fires, but wasn't. I asked them if they weren't
likely to spr.ead, but he said they weren’t. He says only pine 
forests burn, - which was news to me. 1 suspect it might 
be news to other people, too, but 1 could bfc wrong. In 
any event, the firest didn't seem extensive, and the’y certainly 
aren't like to spread the seve al miles between their present 
locality and the Jane Aiver neighborhood, xoid yet, what f 
with tne ^enrys owning hundreds of acres of wood land in 
that hill section, I still think they would be* likely to 
give pause in contemplating the situation. But* they don't.
And why should I.

» * * - t . .

I suppose it is the heat that makes' my patient disagreeable 
to the servants, - I use the word disagreeable in lieu of 
something stronger. But ^ can't feel for her as one feels -

' - -
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for a cross child, worn out with fatigue. Obviously the 
heat enervates her, and a natrual reaction for her is to 
take out her feelings on those who can 8t talk back.

And, of course, there is the painting of the bi house that 
goes along from day to day, and the constant commotion shat 
accompanies it naturally adds to the i ggrivation of those 
who dwell there. A typical and wholly mad system of 
painting in no way contributes to a lessening of a strain on 

the aerves. First a room is selected to be painted, ;and 
all the furniture is moved out, T̂hen the walls and ceilings 
are given a going over, - after which the furniture is moved back 
in. Then another room is selected at random, and its furniture 
moved out, the room painted and then the furntiure moved back.
Then one returns to the first room deciding ,to paint the floor. 

All the furniture, accordingly is moved out again, and the 
floor painted, and eventually, - but before it is quite dry, the 
furniture is moved back. Then the furniture from the second 
room is all moved out again, and the painting of that floor 
undertaken, and so. on and so forth, and( the resulting 
pulling and hauling 'and racket and uproar is incredible, - as 
is the system, - or lack of it, - that permits such a hodge
podge of lhbor and duplication of work/ lo wapder my patient^ 
gets cross, - and yet the proceedure, further nrovoking her 
enervation, is of her own doings.

The enclosed letter from Mr. Postal is of no especial 
interest, and what with a flock of pilgrims arriving at the 
time it wdfe being re d to me, I can't recall if it required a 
response.' If you find any is required, you ipiLht refer to it 
if you will be so kind. f ,'fjs. ^  - *

I saw Madam Meg: rd and Celeste for a moment, the latter 
having quite a cold. 1hey seem to have had a delightful trip 
through Colorado and Hew Mexico, although I haven*t learned 
any of the details.

Annie Jibson returns to Montgomery on the morrow, i 
regret her going, especially as she has helped fill in the 
hours when otherwise i should have to ,have been lDoking in 
on my patient. * Put tomorrow night, i reckon she will°be sleeping 

more soundly in her owii bed, for while here she has slept with 
the madam, but as the latter cruises about much of the ni- ht 
poor ~nnie hasn't slept too soundly I imagine. This afternoon 

about 3 or 4 o clock, the painters decided to Paint the floor 
of the Madam's room. The, latter deicded she and ^nnie would 
apprpiiate Pat's room for the night. Pat accordingly removed his 
personal effects at 6 p.m. , but by 8 p.m., the Madam decided 
to sleepin her own room, - regardless of the paint and 
preparations on Pat's part, ^nd so, in her room she retired but 
/  siie sleeping much there at this moment, i doubt - but* 

Psttern^0 i proceedure is different from elsewhere, and if 
difference is the spice of life, then their reose will be ever so spicy

August 7th, 1A47.

Memorandum;
How nice to have your grand report of Monday in this 

Thursday morning's post.
Your account of the social aspects of the foregoing 

week end indicate a program which, added to the regular routine, 
should by normal measurements have floored even the most viril. 
I'm so glad to know that the present week offers *sOme respite 
from both the social and business angles, and perhaps the 
thermometer in your neighborhood isn't so violent either, for 
the General wr tes from V/ashington that in the capitol the 
apartment houses have been, turning on the radiators in view of- 
the cold, damp atmospher thereabouts which may possibly be 
obtaining in your locality, too. ,

In these parts the heat continues unabated, as the 
enclosure from little ^iss Pormon will indicate. One trouble 
be-deviling little ***iss pormon is her inability to grin and 
bear the heat disaster over which neither she nor any of us 
have any control, as for myself, I can see no advantage in 
muiling over the withered corpses of departed plants, for 
not enough moistures in all the tears I might shed would 
bring back to lj.fe those thajt have already sizzled and died.
I sometimes laugh at myself as I catch myself casting ever 
so light a side-glance in the direction of some departed 
gardenia or magnolia, for even though curiosity gets the* 
better of me, impelling me toturn my head just a little, still 
the weeds and plants still alive must find my antics slightly 
goofy, since I continue to make believe that in reality 
I have noticed the disaster spreading from plant to flower to 
tree about me. But well * know-that some will eventually 
survive, and with them as a nuoelus, I shall have something 
to begin with, as I undertake replacing what is lost, while 
u£ at Briarwood, little Miss Mormon will have worn herself out, 
enjoying emotional fits as she wails over not what remains 
but what is dying inch by inch.

On the home front, things continue to rock along much 
as usual, -*nnie returned to Montgomery, J. *. and Pfct drove 
to Monroe, peijiaps ICO miles, to drive home a ney/ car.
J. Xi. returned first, arriving* just after supper. cold me
he ha'4 /e.en impressed by the sight of many forest fi-re{st along 
the way. * He asked me if I didn't .think it would be alright 
for the ..ladam to get up, dress, and take a little spin.
I did not. He accordingly sent for ice cream as some kind of

Sf
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a substitute. The mania for whizzing her up and down the 
road each sundown springs from a guilty feeling, I think, 
that the trip should have been engineered for her to 

Sorth Carolina. X must say he did more to that end than 
any one. But when the time element grew short and 
one doctor who hadn't seen her in a couple of years remarked 
upon the need for a leisurely progression to a higher altitude, 
he laid a strong hold on that straw, - secretly a little 
dubious, I suspect, as to the purity of the ethetics, but 
sufficiently buttressed morally to substitute another cure,- 
that of whizzing the lady up and down the river for half an 
hour or so nightly. And once a custom is established 
at Melrose heat or high water cannot alter it, and the mere 
fact that the enervated patient at the close of a sizzling 
day has already folded up for the night doesnTt mean a thing, 
just so long as the daily record of the daily haul remains 
unaltered, regardless of how much exhaustion is added to 
the patient for whom the nightly rides were conceived as a
benefit* It1 all so wonderful...... and Annie was
perfectly right when, after learning that I write a 
daily Memorandum of local doings, she remarked that 
the more faithfully I set down the day-to-day doing's, the 
less likely anyone would, either, now or in future year#, be
lieve what was written.

I sentfBoraa telegram today, saying that within a week 
or so he might expect to receive an invitation to spend a 
little vacation in ^loutierville. I shall write him a 
letter of explanation to gp forward in the*morrow1s post,
I thought some inkling as to the possibility of such* 
an invitation might be useful to him, what with the 
,possibility that he might thus, fore-warned, arrange to 
have his manuscripts either called in or* sent forward in 
anticipation of his absence from h'orman fox a month or so.  ̂ — -- —

Surely in the activities of Br, ^leanor lies the, 
material for a splendid book, and her intimate contacts 
with the local population, - river bootom negroes and 
hill country white trasfy, embrace all the elements fox 
two or three other studies which offer rare opportunities, 
I believe, for someone like Bora who already knows the 

neighhornood and so sympathetically appreciates the human 
problems involved. Of course I haven’t any idea of what 
kind of prose Bora writes, but regardless of that point,

1

,• v :.-
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~ c August 8th, 1947.

Memorandum:
We continue to sizzle and fry.
On^the plantation there is the seasonal shifting"of gears 

that marks the annual change in daily routine. Cultivation 
of the cotton crop is definitely finished; - cotton from 
here on out being permitted to march by itself. Painting on

* £he big house is temporarily halted to give the painters a 
rest. Most of the people, if-working at all, are working but 
half a day. Lots of them are conserving their energies in

» preparation for 7so-say-shun” which gets under way about next 
’Wednesday, the 13th, and will continue through Sunday at

• St, Paulfs Church near Bermuda. The gin is being cleaned, 
the leather belts tightened, the machinery tinkered with and

• started up to guarantee its efficient operation when cotton 
starts rolling in when another couple of weeks have past,

* Elvexyone seems relaxed, inclined toward much giggling about 
superficial things, and nobody moving much above a snail’s 
pace, which is wise in this weather. A thick cloud of fine- 
fine dust hangs over everything, caused by the enoless 
rumbling of gravel trucks in the general direction of
La Cote Joyeuse, Somehow one senses the meaning of the 
lines from Porgy and Bess: "Summer time, and the living is 
easy* summer time, and the cotton is high...... "

t * ? -

3efore swinging away to another subject, I should like 
to remark upon a phenomenon, perhaps a paradox, while still 
in the, plantation field. What with excessive dampness in

« South Carolina this year, the ootton crop in that State has been 
reduced by some 36 percent. In Texas, Louisiana and* Alabama,

", however, because of the excessive dryness, the boll Weevil,- 
the cause of the Carolina inroads on the crop, has been 
practically, harmless. There were a few boll weevils early 
in the season but it is almost impossible to find one since 
the drought got to. going, full tilt. For heat without 

• moisture is devastating to the boll weevil which almost seems 
to indicate some slip in the Bivine plan, if such plans 
embrace the welfare of the weevil,. Somehow it seems to me 
almost paradoxical, as thought, for instance, a oolar bear 
so conceived as to require ice, would at the same' time
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die if the weather should turn cold. Don't you think it 
odd that the self same heat required to grow the £ basic food 
of the boll tfeevil, constitutes an agency of destruction for 
the insect when moisture, not requried by the cotton, is with
drawn. although there must have been plenty of rainy seasons 
in the .United States prior to 1904 or 1905, - whenever the 
boll weevil made his first bow, still the mystery of his 
belated appearance may in part be solved by the presence of 
unusual dryness over the century preceeding that discourage his 
advent.

(Phis afternoon Donal Horsley came by to see me, 
saying that hr. Eleanor is temporarily laid on the shelf from 
exhaustion, -they received the carbon copy of my letter j
to -̂ ora in the morning mail, and found it good, and are 
hoping hq will come to be with them. „

he .brought a bottle^ of Sherry which I opened immediately 
for mutual sampling, and although I am a devotee of port,
I found 1̂ he Sherry good. [ t

■ i e'l i‘ 11 - O',4He could stop but for SO minutes, but at my request, he 
related the i high lights of his war experiences as an 
officer in the air foreq. He was shot down over lorient, 
on the breach coast, hidden for a short time by peasants, 
although wounds^ obviously would require expert attention. I |
He was discovered by tide ^azis, however, and after-and . - I |
after extensive questioning, sent to a hospitzl in Haris.
Hr on there he was taken to a concentration camp in Hilesia, I
where he remained.until the approach of the Russians caused j j
the prisonners to be sent to the Munich area He said many :
American piisonars felt sorry for the poor old guards, I
accompanying them on the trip, - 100 m^les of which was . ' I
made on foot ip rhie snow, and that these Hermans of the old 
school, soorjidd amazed when now and thpn their prisonners would 
feel sorry for these oldsters and would assist them to 
carry their ammunition, etc., in order that these old men 
might nott drop and freeze in the snow, \ I

Liberated by a thrust froiji Hatton's forces, D. V/orsley's 
group was flown to decamp, above Leriavre, and from there,
D, got leave to visit London. On the street he and a 
friend were tapped on the shoulder by a energetic woman,- 
one nancy ^stor, who invited them to Olive den. They went for 
a week end, r ;turnin to London thereafter. But the Lady I
:came up to town on iuesday, ana returned them to Cliveden for j
several weeks. A Californian, »*, , was altogether delighted
with the former ^anghorn girl from Virginia, even as much I
as I was delighted with Hady **stor's sister, -rs. carles ^ano. 1
Gibson whom Tf know ever so long ago. tfrom England, •u. W. j
came back to American on-the 4ueen ^lizabeth, nd his war was |
over, and* I'm Llad he is in Louisiana where f can see him now 
and then and we can contend over the virtues of the -^anghorn ; I
sisters, - so unlike and yet so appealing respectively to each j I
of u s , |
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August 10th, 1947.

Memorandum:
To hand your niqe newsy letter in the last post, and a 

million thanks* It is nice to know what you are doing and what 
you have on the calendar, - tentatively.

Regarding the vacation period, I trust you will advise me 
sufficiently in advance so that I may turn off the faucet in 
good time. I take the liberty to sutgest that you might indicate
the same by saying: "Don’t write after such and such a date, 
so th.-t I shall be able to keep Cnicely to your schedule.

I'm glad you got to see The Yeanling, even though the 
failure of the sound track led to hilarious reactions from the 
audience. I have heard the film mentioned on the air but as I have 
not read the book, - although it is on the disks, - I should 
imagine the scenic feature, would be the paramount point in the whole 
thing.

It's wonderful that in spite .of all the activity of the 
Dast few weeks, you still feel up to galloping down to lower 
4th Avenue at the end of a busy day. I hope, it was a pleasureable 
trip, but 1 conjure you to take a little .time out now and then just 
to do nothing. <

Such proeeedure pays a big dividend, too......and the most
important one of all..

f

The heat, of course, continues uninterrupted. f I reckon the 
past couple of days haven't really been any hotter than any in the 
past couple of weeks. But on both Saturday and Sunday afternoons 
the electricity was cut off, - the lines being too heavily .drawn 
upon, it is said, and the hours when1all the electrical devises 
played out s emed doubly hot, o:f course. Either actually or 
imaginatively, my patient felt the interim almost insupportable, 
and like a small child, .er reaction seemed centered in the 
digestive tract. She vomited some and felt generally enervated, 
but nothing serious resulted, - and what with .a small gain to be 
chalked up against such a great loss, - we were thus provided with 
a wonderfully effective excuse for not getting into the big 
road to whizz up and down in the clouds of dust and smoke that 
hang over the countryside. ,

lou were so kind as, to inquiry about Sarah and Jan&.* -They 
both are carrying on as usual, in spite of their fur and feather
coverings and the high thermometer readings. Of the two,
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Jnaie is the earlier to rize. lots of times before a screak of 
silver foretells another dawn, that rooster is pecking away 
at-.-ity scrsehdoor, indicating his readiness for a harmless bit of 
c o m  bread let ore, starting out in search oi the- proverbial early 
worm. It is noticeable that all during this long hot spell, 
all the chickens are abroad much earlier than in normal weather.
Almost every morning ^ notice them moving about on the greensward 
1 on, before daylight, moving like ghosts along the borders of 
Giant's neard. I believe they fold up no earlier at night 
than usual, but during the day, they do take prolonged naps,* 
preferably in the shade of the banana plants, * and whenever possible, 
at a damp spot where I have been running the hose where shade 
protects the tender roots nf the plants t*bat may come to che surface 
or a drink. I haven11 noticed any change in routine on the 

part of bar ah ana the yellow kitten, but I assume they adjust 
themselves to the situation alright, since both 0 1 tuem appear 
full of vim and vigor n spite of tuo ex e gen ices or t i.o, weacnex,

In the pilgrimage den rtment, a paraphrase of Benjamin Franklin’s 
famous line about the unfailing postman, might be contrived; neither 
heat nor drought nor du$t.,,,,can stay them from their appointed 
rounds”, Today’s assortment came from as far away as northern 
Nebraska, as far east as hew Hampshire sndwestward from Oregon. But 
although we drippea from Or with perspiration,- vje got along alright, 
and apparently everyone enjoyed himself.

*

On another front, a thought occurs to me,, making the proposed 
visit of Dora to the home of .or. Hie an or seem almost as paradoxical 
as the cases of the boll weevil dying of heat and phe polar bear 
passing out with cold. As I .penned the above paragraph, - and 
apparently for no reason, the thought flahsed through my mind that 
Dora for years on end as a youth, su;fared physically at the hands 
of doctors who never did seem able to effect much of a cure 
on his leg that, jms. .possessed 0 1 some such malady that likewise 
tormented the youthful years of *-enneth Hunt,, In view of these 
trying experiences, - getting little or no satisfaction from—  
the physicians, Hora naturally sought sorne other avenue of 
progression, finally, I believe, putting1 some store in the 
theories of Hary baker Bddy. naturally Dora has none of the 
stupid, all-embracing resentment against the medical profession 
the little Hiss Alberta flares up'about whenever the word "doctor* 

is whispered. But, neve r.-.the-lass, ft does strike me as a little 
odd that I should contrive to engineer him into the tbed and board of 
a'physician with a view to accumulating no .end of data and particulars 
for a series of stories and books revolving about ,the_ -̂ a&y 
Doctor of Louisiana. - ,

*As though a "emon, saying Hass, the Sacred wafer ate..... "
*nd to conclude on a gay note, tod^/’s Picayune reports 67 

forest fires in Louisiana, 8 of them in Natchitoches Parish. Hot 
stuff.. •
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August 11th, 1947.

Memorandum; '
To- hand your nioe letter of Friday brimming over with 

interesting particulars.
And may I thank you for setting me straight as to the 

parentage of M$e. Speranski-Cantaceuzene. I have no idea how 
the name is spelled, and I ’m under the impression that 
Russian ladies usually changed the final ”i” in their husband’s 
name to an "a”, - Speranska, - although I wouldn’t know about 
t that. But i do know that you afe to be congratulated in having- 
discovered a volume by the lady so speedily, and it is 
pleasant to think of it being withdrawn from the shelves at 
Arenbourg from time to time to explore its pages, - but jointly.

!  n . ' ! ' ; ■

You ask about The Fabulous 5&, and pardon me'for not 
having mentioned that 1 would be enchanted if you would 
keep it, if you would care to. I intended saying as much but 
as it went forward at a time L did not have pen in hand, I 
reckon I must have forgotten to mention it. I agree with you,- 
t ;e item’s format is a little too skimpy to look as though it 
were more than a child's verse, or some such. Rven though 
it be brief, this piece of Louisiana legend merits sometithing 

• a little more imposing, I think, - and it occurs ̂ to me that 
a brief page in the book, indicating that it is^a 
piece of Louisiana folk lore, - a page signed by b0ro, and 
indicating the circumstances by which it came to' hand would 
considerably add to the interest of the book, don’t you 
think. And if you do think, think 1 shall suggest it to 
Doro, if an when another eidtion is contemplated, - and assuming, 

. of course, that la McM'uxray, -or whoever, may let him know of 
 ̂the contemplated new edition, should that be taken under advise
ment.

I think you are wonderful to have deciphered the 
Lindsay Lomax Yood letter so readily, for her letters always 
seem to present gre t difficulties here. I gave the 
one you have to the Hadam to read, but she couldn’t make much 
out of it for quite a time. She has a bad habit of 
starting to rsad any letter she receives at whatever page 
chances to open as she removes the epistle from the 
envelope. Naturally, as often is thfe case, the page 
starts, in the middle of a sentence and refers'to something 
foregoing, and so proceeding, she reads whatever page comes 
to hand at the next turn of the manuscript, so that when she 
is through, she seldom has a v. ry cle:r picture of what 
the letter covers, - what wit all the forward and backward
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"business is involved,

I may have mentioned that in reploying to ^me. wood, I 
asked hfer if ’she was inclined to dispose of the original 
Diary, for what with the original letters she presented me from 
Dr. Career's pen, I think this would he a lovely set of volumes 
for Arenbourg. She once told me that the books covered ever so 
many details, from which was lifted the few lines from one page 
or another to makeup her book, - The Washington Diary, Details, 
to my way of thinking, are what make diaries fascinating, and 
wouldn t it be nice if we might xoiind .up. this on®, frankly, I 
think it sho Id remain in the city or the State wherein most 
of its entries were made. But so often descendants ’’clean up” 
with a big bonfire when such items coi.e to them by inheritance, 
and with a view of avoiding s.uch a unfortunate circumstance, I 
shall do a bit of angling for this remarkable manuscript.
Just keep yoar. ±in, ors crossed, pie&sfc.

The enclosure from u r. Bachelier is of no importance, but 
I send it merely to keep you advised as to how to thing 
ripple on •‘-ittle Biver. Tonight hr. Bachelier ought to be 
as full of hope as his philosophical soul usually inclines him, 
for actually I notice a small, - albeit promising, cloud in
the sky, - and I'm just hoping that before morning i may
awaken to he. r torrents of rain cascading from ray eaves.

A maddening letter to t*he &adam from Sister today stated
that she is sending Lloyd here until school opens, with the
rest of the children remaining- in Shreveport with their nurse
and their father while she goes to Hew Orleans for three 
weeks .where her address, if she is needed, will be at such and 
such a number Canal Street. Of course the Madam resented such 
a letter. If there is sortie thing v; Tong with the bag’s health, 
why doesn't she say so, were the'substance of the -iadam's remarks. 
After all, she further observed, if she didn't want me to know, 
she didn't have to tell me she was going to be out of Shreveport, 
for I wouldn't have known it, and if she did want me, to t ow,
wfesdfe why didn't she tell me,’ - and not push me out ,on a
limb of worry to imagine things of importance wi\en there 
probably isn't anything to ity To all of w ich I added my 
own and sincere amen.

--I ■ ■ * v

’’Black Sucar" is certainly a striking title for the proposed 
tneatrical impending for the Winter season. I hadn't heard of 
it, nor had I learned' of the death of Leo Stein, and thank 
y°i\niucji fox keeping me informed of what goes on in the 

outside world, 1 have mhde a mental note of the Lincolniana 
broadcast, which ought to drift4in here at 9 *00 or 8;30, 
on the psecified date, I shall set my radio for the earlier 
nour, just in case,, •. .It1s been such a happy day, thanks 
to your nice, nice letter, and a^ain 'thank you much.,...

m m

August 12th, 1947. sffKCf'ts

m  k

k
Memorandum;

There's a promise, - only a promise, - but 
nevertheless a promise that the drought is likely to be 
suspended, even though not broken.

- • ' f  •' '" k .  ’.y- ' 'H  • k  k v k ’ • • „ . V '.- ; •

About 3 o'clock t h i s  morning , just the suggestion of 
a prickle passed t h i s  way. In the Bermuda area and along 
the Cote Joyeuse dawn to within a mile from 4elros® 
torrents of rain cascaded from on high, but we didn't 
get a single full sized drap*

Bub I'm counting on this suggestion as to what the 
heavens pan do to give a new lease on life to those of 
our surviving things at Arenbourg, and although the 
sky Is studded with stars at the moment, I'm going to 
fold up shortly, holding the thought as I doze off to 

s^een, - holding the t ought for whatever it may be 
worth, and confidently expecting at least "a little 
trickle before another 24 hours have passed.

the heat continues, although reduced from around 
106 to 96,:but the humidity is high, - in the S0‘s, 
and until some real water comes this way, perhaps the 
moisture in the $ir will encourage the plants to hang on 
& little longer. After all, earthly~life is based on the 
promise of a ̂ heavenly hereafter,' and every wisp of 
cloud must hold as good an excuse for our botanical associates 
who confidently await "showers of blessings”.

Of 1jhe enclosure there isn't much to be said, save 
that it looks as tought we might have a General in our 
midst along about .thi s week end. I *m wondering if the 
Jefferson College element isn't merely bein^ used as 
an excuse for heading home for a little round between 
General Motors and ^thyl. After all, the present 
spread of pupils' ages in Jefferson College at Washington, 
Hiss., is from 8 to 13, and I can't imagine the General 
balancing General motors against a kindergarten, - seriously.

Although weffer*eon* College has boasted some splendid 
names on its Board, - pople-.like a . eto 1
while it is s true that i + q H q* a * 1’ eGQ* » and8 its list of distinguished students

» »
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does include Jefferson  Davis, *  s t i l l ,  the in stitu tio n  
i s  no longer an in stitu tio n  of higher learning, and by the
widest stretch  of the im agination, I cannot picture the 
General ge ttin g  tangled up in  such a set u p / -  un less, 
perchance, some "educational angel" may be o fferin g  to re 
vive the old piece to i t s  former position , - and I can’ t 
quice picture th a t , e ith er, since M ississip p i already 
seems to have more colleges of th is type than can 
be supported from anything- but public funds, and public 
funds means p o lit ic s  and B ilb o , and I*m quite sure the 
General wouldn’ t stick  out h is neck for such a crew to
clop at i t ,* f

I had h a lf expected a lin e from :Sora today in  reference 
to the G ioutierv ille  in v ita tio n , but X guess i t  i s  s t i l l  
a l i t t l e  early , i’he two items in the morning post, 
aside from Hardy’ s Bet urn of the Dative, on records, was 
the U, Y. Times Book Meview. The Madam read me a b it  
£rom the front page, having to do with a biography of 
Gilliam  a lien  Whit.a, The autobiography i s  so revealing 
that o ff hand i t  would almost seem as though a biography, 
coming so f a s t  on the heels of the man’ s own account of 
h im self, As to be close to extraeneous. I must say, 
however, that a future edtion of the Autobiography might 
well, include some foot notes by an Editor who mi^ht fe e l 
constrained to round out a few, points that were l e f t  a b it  
in the rough by U.A.W him self. To my mind, W.A.W. was 
f i r s t  and foremost most wonderfully middle c la s s ,  
bourgeois at i t s  b e st. Unquestionably he was a g ifte d  
e d ito r ia l w riter, - perhaps of books, too, although I have 
read out the autobiography, which re a lly  i s  excellen t.
But on the seamy side of the bourgeois side might be cited  
his^ tendency to ta lk  too much about some of h is short
comings in personal appearance, - and X must say that any 
man ia .to o -to o  bourgeois, in my,opinion, i f ,  a f te r  years of 
longing to v i s i t  Uurope, he can’ t do better than to drag 
a w ife, two children and a mother with him. How could 
anybody get what they should out of a f i r s t  v i s i t  to any 
continent, new to the trav e le r , with such a heap of 
human baggage encumbering h is  progress. The Madam i s  
quite right in declaring, as she i s  forever doing;'* "Qnlv 
Two "eople Jan Talk", - and by the Same token not more than 
two souls in any family could be moved with p a ra lle l 

enthusiasms to gain a f i r s t  impression of Ifarope,

-^hen/too, the Autobiography should have a no e in . i t  
Yn.ere Mr. white le t s  himself get tangled up with T. Roosevelt 
in the l a t t e r ' s  Bull Moose campaign, and somebody ou£ht to 
.disagree in a foot note with Mr. White that Mr. G ilson’ s 
reason for not le ttin g  T. R, head a private Army in 
-'urope was based on personal animosity.

* • » *1 *' *
i t©ink  ̂ hi>VQ made a l l  these remarks before and

so i  bag your pardon for mulling tham a l l  o“ r aga in !!.’ .
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August 13th, 1947,

Memorandum:
„ t  th is  particu lar spot on the map, the sun continues to 

(teep i t s  heat turned on fu l l  b la s t .
ttp r  =unoer we toot a l i t t l e  r id e , westward to 

Montrose, north*to Cypress, Eastward to "ermutta and., on o 
•Red River and thence Southward c&ck to ^ e lro se . 
butt 1 a Y h a lf a toot thick in a l l  roads rad ia tin g  from 
t !L o s e  and yet one had to trav e l but perhaps h a lf a mxle 

or a mile in  any .direction, and the dust U Y v e f ^ t e
into the so il  by r^ins that came so oloseM TM d miid“ruddles reached up. M l  along the cote Joyeuse, -hig odd mud urd 1
lined the road, while in  a v a st  perimi-er from ,.er .
aroundto Bed Hiver, and further along T ^M dBn’ the 
water from showers of the day before ^lis-ened in
cotton rows* <

’ But the weather man says a good storm i s  brewing in the 
ifttlf. Prom that d irection  the elouas usually “r in s. 
plenty of water, and so we continue to nope.

Today being ^ n | s d a y ,  the * 3o - S a y - ^ - a r r a n g e d
to bopin i t s  annual se ssio n , - o aays ui x * 9 * «
year at S t . P au l's Church ioua
I t  i s ,  of couise, an a l l  nec.ro a f f a i r ,  tne vari 
fa stio n s of B a p t is ts , fo rgettin g  their se c ts  for
in te rv a l, making,a holiday with a vengence*

Before 7 a .m ., eight fr ie n g s , arriv in g  separately  
from various sections on ^elrosQ ana m t t le  *av e r, naa 
Sonnld  hv to see me I t  was l e s s  a n ecessity  on their part 
in ra ilin g  tmeto c a l l , tu t for the most p art, I imagine, 
«nr’o™ rtun ity  to in jerSect a h a lf hour of re la x a tio n ,- 
tocether with *  oup of coffee an& a c i .a r e t te  as between 
th lirM tartin , uoint from home and their destination  at 

1 « ! U a r a “ , some 8 m iles or so up O l i v e r .  Ihere were 
])QQ«ji©e Boy and Peter and iit tr ice  and Butch and Buck an 
Roberta and Ezra and Heaven knows who a l l .  Of course the 
one thing that i s  not i,n their mind i s  re lig io n  or any 
aspect thereof, for "Bo-say-shun", while providing some 
attendants, with an opportunity to sing and pray, i s  designed 
primar^JLy, £or a mid-seasonal f r o l ic .  The meeting, in fe e t , 
a ffo rd s a focal point around which everyone for m iles around

* «  i  '  , %
*

• M............ ..... -M'1-
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can run t into friends and acquaintance, swap stories, 
discuss the propsects for a good or poor cotton crop, 
purchase fried fish and fried chicken, not to mention 
large draghts of "coolie*1, some remarkable soft drink, 
don si st in • of 9 parts cold water and one part sweetned 
uowder that, together with its pretty coloring, makes 
a most popular item during the current heat wave.

My clock noints to 10 p.m., and at 3t, haul’s at this 
moment, I fm sure the moonless sky is lighted hy improvised 
flares around the church itself, Hrom within the church comes 
the shouts, of the faithful, incessant out subdued, as -contrasted 
with the shouting of the children, darting about outside, 
and the fulsome laughter of grown-ups who prefer to 
base their religon on intimate human contacts in the open as 
oouosed to the more formal proceedure going on inside,. 
Wednesday, llhursday, Friday, Saturday^ and Sunday, I must 
say* the negro really carves out a holiday, for himself, once 
”So-sah-shun" time rolls 'round.

Of local news closer to home, the bee situation 
continues to make the front page, Dora, the airdale,  ̂
accompanied me to ^renbourg this noon. . X enjoy toras 
comuaaionship, but sometimes the swing of my weed cutter is 
slowed up by Dorans inclination <to "stick Gloser than a 
brother*1, Buch was the situation this afternoon wnen all 
of a sudden, close at my heels, Lora he^an jumping about, 
snapping at the air, and rubbing both front paws on her 
f ace"-at~the same time. She had stirred up a bee s nesu,- 
a sub-surface one, and X can11 understand why .some of the 
annoyed residents didn't take a sting at me. .. But they 
didn't, Eventually I dragged -̂ ora down to the margin of 
the river and pushed her in, »̂ he seemed a little puzzled 
at first, but bn crawling out, appeared equally entranced 
that the bees had disappeared,

i 1 * ~ < - v g

~bout an hour later, Uncle Bor, on his side of the fence, 
was cutting some weeds with a hoe, when a( bunch of bees 
descended upon him. He did some last gymnastic exercises 
for a man over. 80, and ended up< by loosing his hoe ̂ his 
hat and his "specks", as he styles his 0lasses,  ̂ the bees 
stung him in seveal places on the hands and on his face 
and ne'ck. It seemed better to withdraw from the battle
field temporarily, leading the bees to enjoy their 
triumph unmolested, I hope bncle Bor may find all^his 
effects in the morning, and especially his "specks , since 
he has. but a single eye that functions,, and really needs 
all the aid to vision the glasses will afford/

On the literary front, the active Baker you will run 
across in the last chapters of i!he tragic Sra, was uncle, 
or, some close kin to -̂ ay Etannard Baker, a fact of no import
an Ace, but possibly of slight -interest..

J
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August 14 th, 1947,

Memorandum; _ * , 4-/'

The calendar-indicated it* as Knipmayer Bay;, but in 
reality it saw now Knipmayer, Last week the doctor told me 
that he wouldn't pass by Melrose on his way to Magnolia 
for dinner with Miss Sally because the gravel being spread 
on the highway would impell him to keep to the cement" and 
so bye-pass us.

But if one doctor failed, another did not. About 
4;30 this afternoon, as I was tugging at my lonb beard,
Doctor Eleanor and D, Worsley, husband, appeared on my 
gallery, I hurried up my shave, and*the three of us had 
a pleasant half hour chat, fhey had no especial-news, but 
merely wanted to drop in and say Howdy, when finding them
selves in this neighborhood.< 11 hey invited me for dinner 
one night next week, I declined the dinner but promised 
to drop in for a little chat afterward, - probably about 
Wednesday. They invited me to spend a Sunday"in Natchez 
with them before the end of the month, but I declined that 
invitation, too. as time goes along, I'm convinced’more and 
more that if possible, I shall share Hatches as little as 
possible with anyone save one, -«eventually. Bon*t you 
think .so......  .

I suppose the Torlseys were interested, too, in 
learning if I had heard anything from D0ra, which I had 
not. I reckon word will come from that direction almost 
any d ay h ow ever,

.The Worsleys said that Sammy Balthazar's sister, Hay, 
brought a perfectly extraordinary woman to see them yester
day. It was in the nature of "carrying coals to Newcastle" 
since the colored woman,• ancient as a chrorie,*introduced * 
herself as a lady doctor, too, - a Voo-doo doctor. I 
shall be interested in learning more about this cnversation 
since what one lady doctor had to say, - what she had to confide 
the one to the other, should really have been quite cood. it / * 
is too bad Bora couldn't hage been present to*have caught the 
highlights for "The ^ady-Doctor's Bay ^ook.\

Wm
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Reports to hand from yesterday’s and last night's 
doings * at "36-sah-shun reveal nothin, °i especial i^er 
est. I really outfit to try to go one night, but I rechon 
I will not get around to it. The only news item that 
struck, me with force was the fact t h a t  there are !7 ho n , 
selling lots of things to eat and drink, - 17 of .
running from that big old pecane along side St. Paul s 
Ghurh house slap up into the-graveyard , _ and X think 
fried chickdn and coolie, slap#in the graveyard ought to 
be doubly delicious.

At sundown this evening 1 thought of northern 
which*we never see in Louisiana. Tonight s sunset .a^ested 
that phenomenon, in a way, however, altnough Instead
ver .icle fingers of multi-colored lights, the sky w a s .
aglow with great splotches of! thin cloud ban-s,* everything 
from* pale pink through vilent purple, ska greens ananalx. 
dozen"tints of scarlet. Somehow the whole as®°r̂ 10̂  f 0 lights, - and the center of'brightness appeared to come from 
all * uarters, was a deep rich peach, which made everyone 
and everything- look Odd enough, and quite pr®^y., P.rr7inPg. hoping, of course, that all tnese strange^celestlal carrying 
on"may indicate that the storm in the Gulf is really making up 
its mind to toss half an ocean in our direction But there 
are no si,..ns of that blessing aside from the curioiu tint^ at
sundown. , «

In the literary field,..! have been reading "Pominent leaders 
of the 2nd World "Tar, by some*military man out of Washington.
It was compiled in 1945, before the end of hostilities, and is 
too technical in many respects. But it does give an explanation 
on broad lines 6f all the major campaigns Hrom the accounts 
&iven, the book diakes clear why things around nurope went 
folding up at such a great rate during the 19.3̂ -194k peno , 
and if x understand that a little better than up to the 
present, the book was worth reading. I m reading aardy s 
Return* of the ITative, but don’t seem to get lery intciostea in 
it. I find in the ba^k of my mind a desire to re-readtPoole s 
« The Cathedral, - not for the story, but ratne.r because 
the characters* m . r c h.. n g across the bags s seemed so i pi liar to 
me when I'first sighted them between the covers of that aook,- 
1peoule I had known casually down through the years but whose 
portraits I had never* glanced at before , - all witmn such a
limltlmoni;aour feathered friends, the absence of food seems 
to Jiave impelled* them toward greater domesticity in association 
with human beings. A family of wrens are thriving In an 
old basket on ray back gallery, and a flock of la or 0̂ quail 
breeze in now and then to share Daniels corn bread with her...

f f »v
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#1
.st 15th, 1947.

Memorandum: hh^p*
And so the postman brought me letters today, several of 

them, - flew York, Aorman, etc. But he might as well 
have retained them until tomorrow's go-round, since every 
mother's son has flown up to St. Paul’s, as it should be, 
while I busy myself playing patience, as I must.

At supper, J, ri, said he had been alking with 
the General on the telephone, - from hew York or Vfaehi .gton, 
I assumed. « He said thd General would make a round "next 
week-end”, but was uncertain if "next week-end" meant

, tomorrow, a week from tomorrow or labor ây.
He said the General reported a very satisfactory 

conference 'in Hew York, which means, I suppose, that 
he took a job with ^thyl, - although I 'nj not sure. There < 
was something a out an offer at sixteen thousand a year in 
Brazil, but‘the General had chosen a situation in this 
country, - I imagine in the Washington or hew York area.
So that is that. ,

J. h. flies to Bt, Louis tomorrow on business
There was talk at supper, too, about buying a house 

somewhere, - either in California or Horfh Carolina, to be 
used by anybody, but especially'the pa&sm when bent on 
escaping the seasonal heat of Louisiana.. I was asked 
if X would like to accompany the Madam for such seasonal 
outings. The ^adam broke in before the question was 
completed, saying that she knew I wasn’t stirring away from 
Cane River. I commended her on her insight.

Sister writes from $ew Orleans that she is having a gay 
time but not so gay as when byie lived, ohe says she is 
returning to Shreveport 'this coming week, ana th n will 
come to -lelvrose "for a nice long visit”. H u m m  m m....

i f j*i & X ^  *• * "* * '

^rom another quarter comes news that Bickan Christian 
is on the Gulf Coast, assisting in the restoration of 
an old mansion, once occupied by Yoodrow ./ilso'n, in that 
area. I know not if Sister's presence in the Jrescent City
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has anything to do with this latter social news item.
At 10.:30 last night I stumbled over the air waves onto j

a musical broadcast from an A# B, C. station in Chicago, 
broadcast frig the.. orchestra of Freddie Nagle, "That enchanted me 1
'was a marvelous arrangement of that old tune, Nola, - with 
the piano majoring’, a metal fly swisher over the ; nare drum :
heads as filler, and muffled trumpets at rare intervals to 1
punctuate the varying movements. It was as fine a performance, j
and as excellent arrangement of the piece as any I ever heard. j

X knp’v not if Freddie Nagle makes recordings, but if so, 1
you would enjoy his rendition of Nolb, L feel certain. I

« ' I
A restrained and*constant rumble issed forth from the j

direction of the*cotton gin this afternoon where the first 
bales of the season were being turned out. Go-incidentally, I
they belonged to Millie ^achel, a mulatto owning a small farm 
in the Kenryville neighborhood, near Berry, where the General 
was born. The co-incident remains slightly ’sub-surface, however, 
for few people, I suppose, have heard the Madam remark, as have I
I, that Falk -Lore declares the white pigmentation of the 
Rachels stems from henry blood. There is a generation of 
Rachels in the same bracket with the Madam, so I assume the 
projen^tor of this sepia section must have been begotten by 
old Joe ~enry, the Madam's father-in-law, since he was the 
first and only Henry to come to these parts.

ILyle used to have a hilarious story about' one of these 
Rachels who, before electric refrigerators, used to bring 
ice to Relrose, lo play a trick on the Mar am, Lyle always 
used to refer to the man as "Cousin Dave", -’or’whatever his 
name was. What Lyle was trying to do shortly transpired.
The Madam, having become.so used to the phrase or words,
"Cousin ^ave , one day, before several servahts and house guests, 
addressed the man, as he aop.ared with'his ice as "Cousin 
Dave , whereupon everyone yelled and screamed with.delight.

Tonight1s weather repot indicates the country is cooling 
off and that tomorrow this area will have thermometer readings 
down from ,106 to a low 98, with sunny skie§ and gentle breezes.
The tropical hurricane which I had hoped would blow some water 
in this diioction has taxon itself to the Sierra A!*adr8 mountains 
in lor them Mexico, it is said, spilling the last of its 
moisture a thqusand miles to the South West. As in the 

. GaS9 of Sister \s threatened visit, all I say is nh u m m m m"

;

• • •
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Memor andp.ni: «
"Well, I do declare," as the Madam would say if she 

only knew, but most certainly does not of your Mshville plants,—
"you are a sight.1”

Naturally I fell slap out of my chair when your unexpected 
announcement came to hand. And may I tell you how delighted
I am about the whole thing. t

^nd will yoh forgive my bluntness in barging’ stright into 
something which is none of my business, being assured at the same 
time, as^I hope you will.be, that any recommendations I ma*ie are 
merely random thoughts running through my mind, and are in no 
'fashion to considered as-patterns or plans.

First off, it seems to me it would be an excellent 
idea to contact Lucy Morgan, by telephone, on arrival. I ,
?/as in Natchez when she was at Melrose three or four years ago, and 
so I do not kpow her by sight, although we have had considerable 
correspondence. I think she is a good number. Business declines 
at Penland,as of September 1st. 1 think it would be pleasureable 
at least and possihlly profitable, viewed at long range, if 
you were to skip out to see her. On the telephone she will be 
able to make recommendations as to transportation of course.
That's one suggestion.

And ^rs, Gertrude Roberts c^ith is another. I think she 
is in her 8Q's, and may be much of a "jay bird" for talk, but 
she might prove worth while as a contact, - either through^ 
her own person, o?--people with whom contacts might be established. 
She taught Art, i believe, at Sophie newcomb in ^ew Orleans until 
pensioned a number of years ago. i'he oldest cabin on ^elrose,- 
subsequently occupied by Lr. filler, was originally occupied 
by %s, Smith. She, with Miss Robina dn the Madame, in tow, 
drove to A*arth Carolina from Melrose once. She may not want 
to be reminded to one episode on the road, for half way between 
here and Natchez, - Madam Smith driving, she drove the car and 
herself and two passengers straight through a big old sign- 
board, indicating a right turn at the dead end of a cement road. 
Nobody was hurt, but never do we pass the plaoe at Trout, 
Louisiana, that we all don't recount the tale amid gales of 
laughter. I think 81 Charlotte street is a boarding house for 
genteel ladies. Perhaps you will find better things to do 
than to get tangled up with G, R. S., and perhaps not. I don t 
know her, save by desultory correspondence, and although i 
usually write her in the Madam's behalf, she usually responds 
directly to her old friend. Personally, I would concentrate on 
Lucy Morgan as the best bet, but G.m .S. might be a good second.
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*nd while on the Ashville subject, might 1 suggest 

that,you <4ght drop the Madam a card, expressing your intention 
to visit the Ashville area shortly. She will he delighted, and 
that will cover everything in the event the lucy Morgan or 
1. A. S. contacts prove sufficiently delightful to occasion either 
lady remarking upon said contact in subsequent correspondence.

On receipt of word from you, expressing approval, I shall 
be glad to nen Lucy Morgan a line, remarking that she may 
hear from a'good friend of the ^adam'p, who contemplates being 
in Ashville shortly, so that she will be "all sot" when she 
hears your voice. The early contact with i enland is recommended 
merely because there might be & chance that you would 
discover you would care to divide your tine between Ashville and 
Penland, although that is merely a thought. Curiously e ough,
I have never been in Ashville, save,by moonlight, and so have 
a very hazy concent of what the place xs like, — and X know 
nothing at all about inland. Accordingly, I’m going to enjoy 
your re-actions and adventures just as much as though I were 
making them for the first time myself. The main thing about 
this vacation is that you ought to see to it, - first and last,- 
that you get a lot of glorious rest and relaxation, and however 
this may be accomplished, only the undertaking of it will 
reveal the best means.

I cannot tell you how much I apprec ate your generous 
'industry to acquaint me with so many particulars, appearing 
in your letter of P-uesday. The Burr geneology is at last strighten- 
ed out in my mind. And it certainly is inter:-sting. I’m so 
glad ypu have the volume Covering these facts so that we can 
eventually consult it from time to time. I had not heard 
of,the Francis aarkman business and so am glad to hear all about 
it.* The fact that maps are going to be included in the new 
edition. * think 1 expressed an interest in such a detail when 
I was reading % ©  Oregon Trail. I think Tarkman was inclined - 
to reflect some of the granite of his native heath in his 
writings, but it must,be said that much of his history and 
travel accounts reflected the authenticity t:rat,goes along 
with having been on the spot. ,
* I hear so much talk about King’s Blood Royal, and so 
many varying opinions that I am especiallyfiru ebted to you for 
having given me a reQl foundation as to its qualities as well 
as a re ume of its sfory. I must prod old Senophon 1. smith 
to get the thing transcribed on to records so.that 1 may 
go into the item from beginning to end.

t

The enclosure speaks for itself. I am replying 
sympathetically, feeling that it would be nice to knpw this 
man better, what with his Mississippi enthus hasms. I shall
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mention, too, that I hav had my finger in a few manuscripts,- 
both ante bellum and contemporary, of which I should like to 
speak at length with him one of these days# I think I mentioned
the fact that the Horsleys bought him here one day a week or so 
ago. Bhey like him and buy things from him, I believe.
Possibly he might provide the means by which one manuscript 
or another might eventually be tossed into the presses of 
some equally enthusiastic publisher of Southern wtttings.

and do you notice he refers to the possibility that 
somebody or other, - 1 take it to be the man who was with him on 
his brief visit here, might eventually undertake a Cane River 
novel. I conclude from that unguarded remark that possibly 
the man in question may be aspiring to an invitation to 
Cloutierville.

Chic, - of course, brings us slap up to Bora.
I have forwarded the latter to the korsleys, but will 

acquaint you with its eontents;-
Bora is enchanted at the invitation and foresees a swell 

heap of matieral for books and articles, as suggested by. my 
letter to him on the subject, - BUT, - and it’s a bic one, he 
is a little embarrassed at the moment and thinks he may head out 
from Borman for Balias or Shreveport for a job, unless some 
miracle may produce a moseyed rabbit from a seemingly empty 
hat.

I have responded with a suggestion that he jump over 
Balias and Shreveport, on leav ng Norman, landing at Cloutierville 
for a few day’s visit, so that he can judge the Torsleys and they 
judge him, as to the likelyhood that they could hit it off 
well together, - if and when circumstances permit, in the 
mean time, there is a slight chance that either through the 
7orsleys or through old friends of his in Oklahoma or -‘•exas 
might turn the "rabbit and hat" trick. If that should not come 
to nass, he could head out from moutierville in any old direction 
he mi ht choose. The "orlseys are forever flying up and down 
the big road, - and especially toward hew Orleans, and possibly 
through them or others, he might find a stop-gap job. I 
think the above is the burden of his letter and my response, so 
you will be kept informed. **nd may the thing pay off in 
benefit for the development of Arenboiirg sooner or later.

•̂ ora also said that he has just learned The fabulous 5Z 
will retail at a dollar, - 'which is enough, I think, but 
I shall be able to sell some at that price locally He says *0
or 30 are being forwarded me from la IIcLlurry.

This is about the sum and substance up to.the present 
writing, hut I have a hundred different things 1 would like to 
talk about, but refrain from doing to spare you. I’m so glad about 
the ^shville potential. I ’m hoOdin^ fingers crossed..,...#
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August 18th, 1947.

Memorandum:
• • - ■

And so you might he going to kshville. I'm still 
thunderstruck, - and delighted withal, at the very 
thought of it. •

You„have undoubtedly already given proper thought 
as to what you will forward to ybur Hotel by Parcel Post, 
to avoid toating all, - perhaps some ankle high shoes or 
over-shoes, and probably a sweater, too. I don't recall 
the situation in the Great Smokies in September, although 
I have been there at that season, although a memory of 
forgy, moonlit and somewhat dampish nights seems to linger 
in"my memory. * as for some kind of foot-covering' that 
is'ankle high', I think that is invariably an item of 
habilament that a lady may always well consider in journeying 
in the United States, and especially South of the ^ason- 
Dixon line. Ssp cially is this true if the lady anticipates 
getting out into the woods much, - not to insulate one's self 
from the moisture so much as to eradicate the necessity as to 
where one's foot may-trbd, fbr reptiles if ever take a 
bite at one above the ankle, so that being thus shod in < 
woodsie places, o e can be quite indifferent to whether or 
not the ola snake gets a mouthful of rubber.

You will'forgive these odd remarks which are certainly 
strictly out of my sphere, so far as another's business is 
concerned, and yet i mention them regardless, feeling that 
among the various demands on your time such items, - and reasons 
might get lost in the shuffle* ...

t

I suppose other extraeneous oddities will cross my 
mind betyjeen now and the time of your departure, and x 
suppose  ̂ shall be so foolish as to mention them, too,

I saw the Hands momentarily thi& week end, and talked 
for five minutes with Hd Aand, He wants me eventually 
to go treasure hunting with him in ^Mississippi.
Perhaps 1 shall, - but ever so much later,.- but before some 
of the things  ̂ know about that are balancing precariously 
on the edge of one engulfing bayou or another have swallowed 

* some of these treasures upjc, but completely and forever. It 
would be so much ncier to think of them rescued and given a 
new Ida^d *6ti life on the terrace at Arenbourg,
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Both M  -i&nd and I, as we talked, surveyed the 
Heavens, hoping one cloud or another might bring us 
rain, I think I mentioned some time back that last 
November 3d<. Band left the radio to establish a nursery in 
the hills to the Most of Alexandria, He told me he had 

planted about 10,000 items of various types, - camelias, 
etc,, during- the Winter and Spring, when with summerf lo l 
came the drought, and ev.aything he planted has died.
And just to think that Y was feeling sorry for us at Arenbourg,

In view’of the devastation that has swept not only 
the private gardens but has probably ruined many a 

nursery, I think it will be a good move on our part to 
make all the purchases for replacements at Arenbourg as early 
as possible this year, - before prices go sky-high, and 
"Merchandise exhausted” slips begin being returned with un
filled, order blanks. Usually the first frosts come to 
the Gulf area along'about the middle of Novemberand as soon 
as they do, one may readily plant with a good chance of 
success almost anything that inclines to loose its leaves 
in autumn, - all except Chines magnolias. And so I think 
I shall begin with persimmons, gardenias,‘magnolias, - oh, 
no, noc magnolias of either variety, - but everything else 
that must be replaced at urenbourg./^hnd so get" the' jump.
on a fisiilg and evaporating stock from nurseries throughout 
the drought singed area.

I have about decided, too, that we ought to plant some 
"Pride of India”, - China-berry tfees, at arenbourg. They , 
are a pretty tree, and have nice flowers in the early summer, 
and ©re wonderful in their ability to grow with great speed. 
The chief drawback with the China-berry is the trash it 
spreads about in Winter when its brittle, leafless twigs ,and 
branches start strewing the crown. But that will give me 
employment, and in the summer, the trees will give shade 
to"some of the more delicate shrubs that require some 
maturity to resist prolonged intensity of the sun. And of 
course, we shall always be able to chop them down, once the 
shurbs are well established and other evergreen trees are 
re dy to replace them, I have a somewhat sentimental 
attachment for Pride of India because they are so ante
bellum, - both sites of ^ain street in ^atchez having been 
adorned with them, according to ”A Yankee in the Couth .test", 
who, bŷ ti.e way, confuses their name by styling them:
"Pride of China", •

• • » -:© ■ ' ‘ " ■' - ?©" 'v - ■' / ©p ■ V ^  ■ ■ ■

With **, in ^t. -Couis for a couple o f days, Celeste 
is having: a little house party for girl friends here e nd 
about, and- I'm suppose to drop in for 10 o'clock supper,- 
which I may or may not do, 'depending upon how much I get 
tangled up in my reading for the next hour..,....

August 19th, 1S47.

Memorandum;
I write a little luter than usual. It is 11:30, mi. I an

just back from an evening with the hrsleys.

ox % ** illustrate
the momentary men! operations, f

• « . . « » »  S p ' i S ‘ S '

mounting she stairs ’© M r e  etting tired of theto his grandson, saying: llof * iloyd allow as how hecountry. You want to .o-home, oon t gu. here of his
did, - tolot is quite natural^ -1 surprise, his Grandmother

h°im°?rc ;° * * *  ■**>**> neean,t ever
come back to see rcie.̂ ;.

„ , ;v ; lsa thunder sc ruck., fortunately, the folding
auurally * didn't require much ,time, and. 1 was able

up pr cess ° f S « c h i l d t o  spend an hour' or so with him before to get baci. to tne child i lajt he as in bed andI went down the road, and before -^ldi.ne 
had aoprantly had forgotten tne brickbat.

and another commentary: - On Holiday, August lttth, v.el̂ ste
Q a counle of dressed chickens, with a repeat thatwas given a coupie ,oi “ » u„t>s biithday, - .August 13th.

she make a ohio^en salaae^ “ tone on the morning ofShe did the job with pleasure, . e m a r ^  £ evex s0 many
the loth t.iat sue no salade, Just before
people, dame toe l o t h , ^  ^  chatted with his Aether until
supper tim®* ®n y a©he and I started down stairs, tnetne supper bell rang, as sr on the chicken salade,
°w-cM£d f een resell in the Adam's ice box on the upstairs 
"ana r)."Of course not", was.,the very definite response, we
have to s-:*ve that for ux.f ^an, ̂ . _ ;

"Oh is it Ban's birthday," X hazarded, "I thought it was lat's" 
but that cut no ice, and she seemed to forget that, uan was present.

K  „ ,.
h \
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On Sunday evening, while fiddling in the ^adam's iee box,
I gazed with some repulsion on the bi^ dish of chicuen salad®,
I had a strange greenish fungus spread over it. Tonight, august 
19th, the Madam said to ^urellia: how t Ice that chiclcen salade home 
to youf hother, and tell her to be sure and eat it while it is 
cold, otherwise it wont be good for her, * Later I spolce with 
Aurellia about the natter, $he assured me she had already tossed 
the stuff into the . arbage can. — all of which, I suppose, might 
be styled: Happy birthday in the Garbage Hail .

As for my evening with the Worsleys, - and I use the 
preposition "with" rather than "at" advisedly, - was altogether 
pleasant. *
'• * -y b A v -:'

In the first hour, our conversational triangle was 
broken five times by patients arriving for various fcre< tments 
at the little office next door to the residence. Once more, or 
finally, we launched into conversation, only to receive a hurry 
call some distance away. Ge accordingly all mounted the "go- 

*carten", and headed out into the night. The patient was a 
colored girl, - a cook for somebody in the town. Her 
malady was an advanced stage of syphilis. As D. Worse-ley and 
I waited in the car for the doctor, a man on horseback came gallop
ing in our direction. He announced his little boy had just 
swallowed a glassful of lye. We rushed in that direction, 
guided by the b&ackman on horseback; Just as we started back'home, 
a frantic old colored woman flagged us down. She was so excited, 
she didn't recognize* either the "go-carten" or the Lady bootor, 
merely praying us to stop at "the Lootor-Lady*sn and*ask her 
to come"quick as she felt sure her husband, just fallen from 
the gallery, had broken his neck. We accordingly whirled 
around and drove according to the woman's direction. It 
turned out the man had* dislocated his, colar bone, which was 
napped back into* plaoe, and the patient treated for bruises.

-»nd so it turned out* that what we had a itiepated as a 
quiet evening at the home of the local phi sician turned out 
to be a fairly busy whirly-gig in the big road.

But the enforced waits in the car gave I>, Worsley and me an 
opp^rtmu ty to chat on many sub jects," He told me his wife wasn't 
charging enough for her services in too many instances, sometimes 
asking two dollars for a call, which has included, say, '51.75 
worth of medecine*. He says if they lived in a large city,* he 
could relieve his wife of all financial details by contacting 
patients before they reached.the consulting room, but that in 
the country, it is impossible to effect such arrangements.

He asked me if 1 thought Dora had ample funds for hi*s 
personal needs at the moment, 1 hedged,* pleading ignorance.
He said that.in the event bora was enba rassed, temporarily, 
the “orsleys would be <glad to include spending money as a part 
of their hospitality, should ^ora come to thought that exceedingly kind of t] ‘ hav many outstanding bills, i ti
«ould . refer to t«to> . !0 M  W idycash, prior to acce 
m  5 i P h t  " h a  i X — * - - - - -

t ing

2543

August 20th, 1CJ47,

memorandum: >
e f t

Locally the extraordinary heat wave continues, but a 
hurricane i‘s stirring over the Gulf, it is said, heading in 
a north Westerly direction, so perhaps it will eventually 
bring us what the one* last week failed to deliver.

Little Lloyd was bundled off to Shreveport this morning.
J, H, flew back from St. Louis this afternoon. I believe he 

had talked by telephone with the General, scheduled to 
arrive here* the week of the A5th, - according to **. a. f for 
a few days. Business, it Seems, is «fcakirg. the General to ^
Baton Hqu?e , regarding the Ethyl job. It seems that Ethyl is
a huPont commodity. Hrom Melrose, the General will fly to 
Deti’oi’t to'sample another duBont «̂ ob, - General Motors, ohould 
he eventually decide in favor of Ethyl, he will probably spend 
some time in the Baton ^ouge- area.*

The Hands came to Melrose about A, - the doctor to work 
on his camp, Mrs. Hand to take the Had am fox a ride. e 
went as far as Bermuda on one side of the river and returned
on the‘other bank. On reaching home, the Madam folded up
immediately, the exertion, - plus the heat, having been over
taxing. I am forever shaking my head when Henrys or others 
propose trips of too great length for her* - or at times when 
her state of mind or the thermometer pushing the higher readixigs. 
And; inv riably, I suspect, those makia. the proposals find me 
over cautious or too imaginative as to unpleasant results. 
Sometimes, before they carry out their*jaunts to a conclusion, 
they find out*for themselves, - which is too late, - and some 
times they do not find out or ignore the results, leaving 
the patient for someone else to struggle with, - they going on 
gaily in -ourusuance of whatever inclination beckons. And so 
today, when the invitation to head out between, 2 and 3 p.m., 
in the full heat of an August day, - in the upper 90*s,
I abstained from frowning on the invitation-, - but 1 wish I 
had,

Mrs. Hand goes to now York on the 3rd of September, - 
four and a half hours from new gleans to Hew York, - non-stop,
I believe. She is hoping the camp will be finished by
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Ootobeii 1st, so that she may spend, ranch of the 
here. She lights are already installed ana 1 believe an 
electric force pump will c-e sat up cythis ween ei . y
the doctor, realizing hie present builaifln is rather small, 
is planning to build another, - a aormitory, slou„ hide .he 
present building. _

in the literary department, X continue to read: fhe 
Admiral of the Ocean-Sea. Shxs exhaustive study 
life and doin s of Columbus was compiled by Prpi. f  fBfofmda- 0f harvard, and, I believe, had the hacking of several .ounc.a
tlons ^ d  the approval and influence P*
i-ionf other things in preparation oi the work, the several 
voyages of Columbus were re-sailed by the author and h s 
associates, - between 1939 and 1941, 1 i e * -TJer the 
from this extraordinary physical Journeying. to c 
voyages, years must have been spent in examining aocu^e. 
in the lattn countries of Europe and the islanas and^ 
nations in Central “me ica. Much of the text is in  ̂
origin,al batin and Spanish of these documents,
English translations. All the names °x all^the mem } eric
crews are given, and, whole chapters on the aay to aay atmospheric 
and other element conditions of one voyage «iM another.
Off hand, I can think of but one other person. -J. 1. • ''h0
might have read the'book in its entirety. Like me, M  would 
h^ve enioved the tning, I reckon, but unlike him, I under 
stand practically nothing of all the nautical terms an 
references to , endless sailing, ship paraphanlia,

■ Of all the interesting particulars comiAg to ̂ ight through 
these pa„es, x mention but a single one at random. - altho » 
curiously enough, no portraits exist of either olumbus or 
Isabella or Ferdinand, from detailsa descriptions left by 
contemuoraries, it appears the tne 4ueen of bpain stnkii g y 
resembled the Italian explorer from Genoa, both beir^ 
characterized by unusual height, long' face, red nair, exceed
ingly light complexion Their inclination toward religion 
wasn’t too unlike, either, for Olumbus was ultra religion 
while Isabella was dogmatic if not bigoted, as demonstrated by 
her expulsion of all Jews from the kingdom There was also 
a similarity to be noted in their behavior, inasmuch as 
both of them apparantly proceeded more on intuition, tnan 
on reason, and while both were guided by faulty information,
’the1 net results of their major undertakings often turned out 
successfully. 4 case in point in Golumbus mis-calculation
of the circumference of the globe, believing he would 
strike ^apan by sailing Westward for two or three thousand 
miles. He would have of course perfished for lack of food 
and..water before reaching Japan had ne not been so lucky as 
to stumble over the Western Hemisphere of whos$ existence 
he never dreamed

so I
"tell» I see I’m getting as dry as the book itself, and
II XOld -P nvn_.

August Elst, ^947.

Memorandum: - . i ■■ '
Two items in the rfiorning.post, - the enclosure from 

Rudolph and a note from Dora which I have passed alon& to 
t e Y/orsleys.

The latter was a single paragraph in length, remarking 
that he was ’’studying" things, and would write definite regard
ing his plans immediately upon his return, - four days hence,- 
from some place in Missouri, where he was diving to meet 
the people of 7El Hoxth Peters, who are returning from 
Chicago, or some such place,

* « * •Today, being Mnipmayer ■‘"ay, the doctor dropped bye for 
a brief half hour, as oetween the clinic and Magnolia.
There wasn’t much news in the medical field, - something 
about the Matteo baby in tchitoches, whose foot was chewed 
by a big rat which attacked the baby’s mother when she 
tried to drive it off with a stick. A 16 year, old boy 
on Bill Jones plantation, between here and Bermuda died during 
the night of tuberculosis, which shouldn’t have been, I imagine 
and the fact that doctors are charging too much for penicillin 
shots, - what with penicillin being very inexpensive, according 
to the good doctor.

I know not what a fiar price for a penicillin shot 
should be. I think Dr. Eleanor charges ten dollars, with 
one shot curing young ladies and gentleman who have the mis
fortune to contract the most prevelant of the social diseases. 
Eventually, I hope, the charge for such treatment will be made 
standard. Sooner or later, \ feel certain, the patient may 
be able to purchase penicillin as he now purchases asperin, 
and that will have some good points about it, too., - if 
the patient can successfully self administer the same.

'* And speaking of ,patients,« mine continues much as usual,- 
a little more frail each day as the heat wave persists.
'That with J. E. back home, possessed with the idea that
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a whizz about the countryside must he maintained regardless 
of all considerations, we made our accustomed go-round after 
supoer. As usual, I piloted the Iladam to the side gate, where 
the car awaits her. J. H. joins us, puts on the pilgrimage 
with the utmost consideration, depositing us finally at the 
same gate, where he leave us to return to the office while we 
stagger h a d  to the house and upstairs to bed, I suppos© 
the°fact that he never sees how slowly she creaps to the car and 
how she falters in getting back to home base may account for 
his failure to appreciate what a toll these outing take.Any attempt on my part to clarify the missing sections from̂  
his observation are kindly brushed aside, I guess his point 

must be that if a drive does the -adam good on a fine, cool day 
when she is rather above pax, then a drive will be twice as 
-cod on a sweltering day when she is on the verge : of passing 
out, The best coverage of the situation might be found in 
a certain combination of \?ords, but I’m not sure if the 
phrase should read: "Hell bent for heaven”, - or- "Heaven 
bent for Hell.” . '

Of other points in the news, it is said that the 
Aldrich instruction Company of Baton Houge has been awarded 
tthe contract to construct the new Melrose-Ilontrose highway and 
Cane Hiver bridge, the work to be started within about 
30 days. The catch in some cpntracts of this type is that 
no limit seems to be put on the amount of time required to 
complete the work, so that a project, once started, can 
somehow be shelved for monthp or years without anyone being 
able to do a ything about it. ,

The radio reports, the passing of Senator Bilbo, which 
filled me with c,reat relief, for his ability to stir up 
racial hatred, not only ip his home sstate but even beyond 
the borders of Mississippi is a tragedy which only his^ 
elimination from earthly life may bring to an end, so fax as 
he is concerned. Perriday Byrnes was the Bilbo political 
leader jin Adams County, and I suppose it was through-that 
connection that Mrs. Perriday was so successful in 
obtaining millions for the dev elopement of The Hatches 
Trace. I certainly hooe the Bilbo machine in Mississippi 
goes to .smash just as the Huey P. bong machine cracked up 
■on the passing of the late ^ing Fish. I suppose 
a million newspapers and magazines will draw parallels between 
the activities' of the two political leaders. In jny- opinion, 
both were perf ct^y outrageous, expert at fishing ip troubled 
political waters and making the most out of the sins and short
comings -of more respectable but equally selfish representatives 
of the, electorate whose lack of vision and whose selfishness made 
wonderful foundations for the Bilbo-long type to build up a 
tremendous machine. Both men,t I think, were equally clever,- 
I nevpr did kno so much about long, but I think Bilbo 
had less vision than long, and probably Bilbo was more 
interested in diverting public funds to his own pocket whifce 
long, although a terrible financial burden to the tax payer, 
was basically more interested in power than money. But both 
men we are well rid of, if you ask me....

area 2547

August 12nd, 1947.

Memorandum:
And so, around 2 o * clock this afternoon, all 

the enrys went to Alexandria, - J. H., Paynie, Ban and 
Pat, and a oouple of hours later, the General telephoned 
from latchez, saying he was riding with someone as far as 
Jena, la#, and would someone come and get him. Jena 
is about-half way between Melrose and Hatches, and someboey
would*

At 6 p.m., all the henrys were back home a&ain, and 
J. n. ana Pat headed forth for Jena and the General. I 
pen these lines at 10 p,m. , and in looking toward the biS house, 
I see no lights therefrom, trickling through the leaves.

It was but a few days ago that i learned something about
the General’s visit here along in Februrary. Celeste tells .
me that at that time wheels were set in motion to elevate 
the General to'the Presidency of L. S. U., although at the 
tine it was the greatest secret, imparted to her by the 
General’s wife. I should love to know how the Board o± 
Trustees got out of hand and selected the President of 
the University of Hew Hampshire instead. However tnat may 
have been, this secret seems to throw some li^ht on the 
racket'that echoed in the newspapers a few weeks bacn 
when some members of the Board protested that the,Hew 
Hampshire selection was made,without giving the absent 
members an opportunity to express themselves, and that 
they definitely favored "a man from Louisiana • n u m m....

Wiiat with the uninterrupted heat and, pth.er oirci.i.stances, 
my oatient continues to grow a little more fraiL from day 
to day. ..round 4 p.m. , this afternoon she renamed that she 

.certainly didn’t feel up to taking a ride after supper, but 
she was sure A, would never take -̂o for an answer, should 
she once go down stairs for supper. ~nd so to^circumvent 
him, she decided to go to bed before supper, wnich she 
did, eating practically nothing after having retired.
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I think there isn't the slightest chance that the 
General would consider engineering her to ijorth Carolina 
at this late date in the season. But the thought crosses 
my minds wouldn’t it he odd-in the end if you and she should 
arrive in the same neighborhood at about the same time,
I feel certain, however, that an eventual cooling off in 
this area, - supposing September will ease things a trifle, 
so that all thought of Ilorth Carolina will be shelved until 
next year, ..... “

In the historical field, I continue my reading of n 
the horrisen opus on Columbus, "Admiral of the ocean-uea • 
knowin- nothin about woXuinbus, I find this book providing 
me w U h  a whol^ flock of interesting details. I had. 
always known that before peddling his wares.in Spain, 
the great Navigator had tried to sell his idea.of a.
Western trip to Japan to the ■u-ing of Portugal, - only 
to be turned down by that monarch. But until today, I 
didn't know that on returning from his remarkable 
explorations, Columbus' ship took a dreadful.beating 
lust -before arriving on the European coast where ̂ he .
Was blown with dx riddled sails,* slap into the face 
of Lisbon, and that he docked at Lisbon and journeyed 
30 miles into the back country where he was guest of 
the Portugese King for several days before he took to 
his ship again to proceed to Spain to make his report 
to Ferdinand and Isabella, - a fact which, I suppose I 
shall learn, greatly upset them, especially as Columbus 
apparently told all to the King of Portugal, some of whose 
courtiers wrote the details to the Spanish Court which thus 
had plenty of particulars before the explorer himself 
turned up. That a storm on the Atlantic might -
blow anyone anywhere is easy enough to understand, but 
it does seem odd that an explorer with such important 
data should have spilled all to the rival of the sovereign 
under whose flag he labored.

«
In the realm of feathered s folk, a friendly mocking 

bird, apparently entranced with the nice new moon, has 
been singing at intervals ever since dark. Perhaps 
the sounds from the heading Machine inspires him to put 
in his opinion as to historical dissertations, ‘Whatever 
the cause, the effects are perfectly lovely. I must re
mark, too, that a friendly flock of some 2G or 30 quail 
are making the White harden their present home. Frequently 
during the day one hears the call; "Bob White,f from the 
sweltering hedge rows, and this morning a fine fat quail 
joined Cay-rah and Janie on the back gallery to share their 
banquet of milk and corn bread. All three individually 
seemed to take the presence of the other as a matter of 
course and only I visibly registered surprise and delight....

L. ^, Friday --emo probably arrived day late# Think it failed to 
leave on ^aturday..,.

2549

August &4th, 1947.

Memorandums . * ! S
It*'s so nice to have your letter, together with the 

clipping, the latter being saved until tomorrow's 
sitting.

I find it wonderful that in view of demands at 
the office and the fireside, plus atmospheric conditions, 
yOu ar̂  able to maintain such an elaborate-social program, 
which, please Heaven, may not get you down. Perhaps 
the promise of a nice cool Carolina vacation may give 
the requried added strength to keep all cylinders 
functioning until you can collapse in a car seat at 
Pennsylvania Station, - of happy memory, - and oome to in
Ashville. ' * *; » • r'

I*n looking forward to further prticulars on that 
score,'and I'm so glad you decided to maintain your 
original intention as to the ^shville objective, regardless 
of the somewhat startling rate lists coming to hand from 
that place. «Complete "getting away" and ability to do 
precisely what you please, including doing nothing, is 
more precious than anything, and I conjure you to maintain 
an unswerving course,

• t » • a «

The local week end has been pleasant enough.
I have enjoyed chatting with the General, who says his 
visit to ^efferson College was merely a courtesy call.
Just before leaving Natchez, he says, ^oane telephoned him 
at the hotel, asking him to be her guest during his Natchez 
stay, and asking* him to tell the ^adan and me thaft she 
was planning to run over here with Stewart Henry, just as 
soon* as the weather cooled off a bit.

I was interested in learning the General's opinion 
regarding the Present critiem of General Lee, whose 
command in the' Italian area seems, to be getting a pretty 
thorough going over. The General has this to say: General 
Lee will be forced to step down shortly since ,the criticism 
leveled at him reflects on the Army and the Army can emerge 
from the cloud, effecting proposed military training etc., 
only if the General goes. He feels that a General is 
expected to maintain ( interruption) to maintain a

m m m m  i gst
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egree of eclat and he believes the average 0. I. Joe is 
>retty well housed, although the contrast bet.jeen 
the General ’ s menage and the barracks °°™°Arthur
soldier is easily contrastable. He saysLs certainly maintaining a household and front that makes
general ^ee's set up look puny enough. He feels that
for a variety of reasons, however, - pe sonality and
oolitical included, that McArthur demonstrates the

of one individual to get away with enormous doings ability ox one imiviuuax ™ ® Ta a io 0ftn»t p-qt away withwhile another p rsonaiity, like Lee s, t a y
even what is almost essential ^In L  £as been
lie Arthur is doinL a swell 111 af'?. d alldoiiir, alright in Italy, but personality and all. lus
the fact that the public instruments of r̂it.i _ . ,
the press, commentators, etc., realize ^ .. . aQ -thevsuccessfully shatter Il^thur’s s t a n ^ t o d ^ ,  and so ,
go gunning' for Lee who undoubtedly can pretty easily 
toppled over.

On -aturclay evening whan the General started to
tak.S the ;ia“a!g a“tt m0Is°j4irest9* Earlier in“ the day, J. Hi 
fad r e t "  t*, a  S  tU%!k had told the coo.

<f she so chose. Oiir saint in storing at 
the store Sao toboeak »ith Supreme*
of the Louisiana dourt, vrhpm the -aa.-m naa ®s°*In response to,-. H,.»s presentation, tne uaam.a:L U J to *
ao you do", and turning to J. S. h.e-rated him for^ha a
retained the cook. We didn’t linger 3'®?s{i). Justice to directly on our drive, leaving J* H* and the Justice to
settle the local do; estic problem a s ’they.:rai*Ht. ^  d 
afterupon when momentarily alone with . n., t 
the Judge reception, and he laughingly said As @
Qoon fis vou all were headed down Mie road, X told ue &
ttU he may well feel pretty lipportant when he ^unts hi
■hJnrh hut if he has been uncLe.f the illusion t&e wnoia ;UI-LUSSlhSl , cer ----
. right on that,, points • ••••

Chaxles came by this noon and had, dinner with us.
I drovetith S tte to the hand: camp to intorduce M m  
fcn thp doctor dd and-Horace, .whom he dla not know.

Z A  1 « i a f&B con k  up for a sunset supper the 
' wm v* and wouldn’t i.please join them*, BUt 01 course the
■inferji.el nightly.rides cut off the a^g rdI never did get an opportunity, to Lrace the ^ard.

I thought of the Vforsleys at 5 a.m. * when the radio

W&tffSSSSBfo
out-of t-he place alouL with toe rest of tjae inr.a 3 
with the. mpending hurricane, r.ostxul wee,.

2551

August £5th, 1947.

Memorandum:
Mav I congratulate you on the perfection of your 

letter to the Madam which reached her true hand in this morning s
post, ~ ‘

Hex first remark was this: “Well, I declare! If she 
can get started in the right direction and make it as 
far as Ashville, maybe she can take time out for another hop 
that will land her slap at Melrose.”

And her second remark:"Above all things, she ought to 
get in touch with Lucy Morgan just as soon as she gets to 
Horth Carolina, and Gertrude Robert Smith, too. They all 
would mean a lot to each other”.

At the moment the name of your proposed hotel escapes 
my memory, but when it comes to mind again, I shall pen 
letters to both ladies, mailing them so that tney will be 
received about a day before your Ashville arrival, so that 
your telephone call or note, - 1, suggest the former, may 
arrive or be put through when the Melrose letter is xresn 
in their minds. And, thanks to your perfect note all letters 
from either of the two ladies’ to this point will be digested 
with unusual eagerness and satisfaction, especially as  ̂e 
Madam will be able to congratulate herself on having brought 
so much pleasure, - through your own good self, - to these two 
North Carolina ladies.

On Quite - another tack, I must write ***rs. Brandon a 
letter before folding up my beard, detailing her some of Ghe 
particulars,I learned from the General concerning his 
visit to Jefferson College.' Co-incidental with the efforts of 
the Board of that institution to secure the services of someone 
like the General to step up the rythme of the’place, the 
Board proposes stretching out a hand to some firm in ^ew York 
to employ the go-getting qualities of the Manhattan organiza
tion to canvas the nation to find a person or persons, with 
ample personal fortunes, to make a substantial contribution 
to Jefferson College to refurbish its present holdings and 
pump new financial blood into its treasury. On going into 
some detail regarding this phase of his contact with the Board, 
the General., rMad me the names of the members of the Board, 
beginning with'Gerard Brandon, President, and enumerating
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such individuals as Mr. Learned(Magnolia Vale), Messrs. Brown, 
Breen, Ratliff, etc.,- a collection of men, paradoxically 
enough, whose individual fortunes are imposing, and several 
of whose assets run into the millions. Millionaire Uatchez 
citizens and Members of the Board of Jefferson College, going 
to Sew York to get a company in that place to try and get 
ni*ckles out of somebody living outside the State of Mississippi.

I pointed this paradox out to the General. He grinned, 
and remarked, that any thought of associating himself with 
Jefferson '-’oliege would be ruled out by the spirit of . its 
Board, - and one word describes the.hopelessness of the cases- 
"Inertia", ‘ ....

I would have thanked the General if he had not grataously 
offered this suggestion to the Board: - that the small, but 
very precious Library of ^efferson College be sold forthwith, 
the,money used to Jack up the sagging treasury. I shall have to 
laydown a barrage imftediately to counter-act this suggestion, 
for money is all that counts with the Board, and such a 
suggestion would be the first thing ■fchey would lay hold of,- 
especially as it vJouldnrt cost them a penny, -after all, as I 
see it, one of the great distinctions of Jefferson Allege, is 
its claim to distriction iii this re- double literary collection. 
The General says the books, - many accumulated by B, ■L0 G, are 
of lit»tle or no service to the modern 'student, and they 
should be converted into money the could buy contemporary 
text books, • especially scientific school books, that would 
be of better, service, to the contemporary students, He fails 
to sense ttiat through the attraction of the' present rare items, 
interest in securing contemporary books .without sacrificing 
these treasures would be the easier and the better for the 
quality of Jefferson*s pl&oe in the public mind. Or could 
the General, the Board and Uatchez be right and Miss Aellie and 
you* and I be wrong......

,;ell, I shall write “Mss He H i e  a l.î e., .acquainting- her 
with these carryings-on, and at thje same,time suggest to her 
.that"when the Hew York firm is selected to.make propaganda for 
Jefferson College, she .submit her little unpublished History of 
Washington to said firm for publication, /.• -

' 'XUrOli • “■ t

. 80 '̂ae ^e'jQral left aft r dinner, .driving. to Hqw Orleans
in tue bstatc car which J. a, wijjl pick up.in a day.:or two, t. e
orenef.1 flying back, to b'asiiington or Detroit, I know not which 
following a round of inspection of DuPont interests'in Baton Rouge.

. course my thoughts were with.you instantly when l learned
by - radio of the ̂ shipping strike in Hew York. 'That can be 
.worse straining everj effort to maintain an enervating
cro Team with a certain -de. dline in view, and .then la-vc the" 
point fade 'out and the guests linger on for continued entertainment 
I uo none &y ship or some other means you may eee the last of 
your guestsv affording -you yin opportunity to. catch your death 
a little before- you - need for -shville.,..,

2 5 5 3

august 26th, 1947,

Memorandum;
Believe it or not, it rained for about 15 minutes this 

after'noon, tag end clouds, I suppose, from Saturday’s 
trooical storm in the ^ulf. If there be leaves left at 
Araiib rough, all the plants must now be busy, under a beautiful 
moon lit sky, clapping their hands that the 1947 drought is 
broken.' , *

Your nice letter, advising-me of the one addressed to the 
Madam, came in today's post. It*'s wonderful hov* you keep 
going in spite of all the social whirl, - the /aldork dinner, 
and all. I do hope you can . rah off a little breathing spell 
before it's time to, start for the train.

I laughed when I read your admonition-, ?re commending that 
I refrain from giving y°u too big- a> build up to Lucy Morgan et 
I'd like to see somebody uaajn could give you too big a 
build ut). To be perfectly frank, I sincerely belive that 
your mere contact with *ucy M,or£an will be quite sufficient to 
make perfectly clear to “her a dozen of those virtues .which 
are 'so evident to anyone who has the good fortune to en
counter them. Hor my part, I'm merely going to .ell her 
that you are ^oing to contact her, thus Reserving for her all 
the pleasures end inspirations that are bound to be he;rs when 
the orbit of the major ulanet move.s into her range of vision. 
The same may be said for Gertrude Roberts Smith. Don't worry 
about too bi^ a build up. I couldn't in the present instance.

And now I want to mention two manifestations t 
of Cane River life, coming to 'the fore in fthe past couple 
of days. -S’irst, the marriage of Clarence ^ompton's step - - 
daughter to a mulatto youth ibf California. The gi*.l is 
a daughter of* the late Lewis ‘'ones, mulatto, and part owner 
of the plantation just below St. Augustin’s Church. It 
is the plantation which' ^ames Gerard tried to buy for 
one huhdied thousand dollars, - and couldn't, fell, to get 
on with the episode, - the Jones girl was married here at 

* St. augustin's on Monday. Some 300 invitations, beautifully 
engraved, were put, in the mail, *■ each beautifully engraved 
invitu tion bearing postage of a cent and a half* To me it 
seemed as though such elegance within the envelope merited the 
sealing of the same ana accordxuglj an <* ciditional cent anc a. 
half. " .... - •

On the folk lore side, Aurellia announced the other

al •
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day that “if yourd kill & snake and turn his b lly up in 
the air”,-it would rain. Naturally, I asked her why 
she hadn't been busy kill ng snakes, lo.r these many weeks.
•The next day she turned up, saying that she and Bessie had been 
all alon- the bayou, bent on rain making but no where was 
a snake to be found. From this afternoon sprinkle I reckon 
somebody or other must have at least found an angle orm.

And in the literary department, I want to speak for 
a moment about a very interesting chapter on syphilis that 
anne rs in Morrison1s Admiral of the Doean-Sea.  ̂xhe author 
discusses at some length the prevailing believe in the 
medical world that that malady was introduced into Europe 
by the Indians Ufclumbus took baok«to Spain with M m ,  or 
through the members tof his exploring party who 'contracted ti.e 
disease through their contact <with the Indians during the 
exploring jaunt. What interested me especially in this 
chapter was a discussion of epidemics in general, o:: which, it 
seems, the medical world knows but little. As^I understand 
it from ^orrison, there are certain spots on the globe where 
various diseases thrive, - but latently. ISverys once in 
a while, - and for some' reas-on or other, as yet unknown to 

man, these centers are stirred up by some agency or other , 
with the result that an epidemic gets to swirling through 
the world with considerable virulence. As a case in 
point, u orrison says that there are at least two centers of 
typhus fever, one in the Balkans and one in Uexico, 
smallpox - look out, - in the Carolinas, and some disease 
whose name I couldn't make out, in the Scandinavian countries. 
Years come and go and ..Qthing seems to stir the ‘latent evils 
in these several localities. Then, for no known reason as 
yet, considerable activity begins making itself felt, - and 
far and wide, an epidemic, starting at the inception region, 
sur ads itself about, - sometimes a short distance, sometimes 
around the world, transmitted by various agencies, of course, 
s, in the case of typhus, by lice which often travel on 

rats and other rodents, :
•

■ Somehow people, in thinking*of typhus, think of 
lice as causing the disease, or mosquitoes as causing yellow 
fever, whereas, in reality, those insects are merely the 
carrying agent, and actually what as really been the real source 
of the malady and what has started it from its latent state to 
the rushing about of the insects is unknown,

' » * ■ ; t • .
I. find that very interesting, and it reminds me that 

we scoff at healt measures in the ante bellum era, for example, 
when people were forbidden digging cellars for fear the 
yellow fever might originate in the ground thus disturbed.
If what ikprrison says is true, it seems to me quite possible 
that the oldsters might haye had an element of right on 
their side, accepting the fact that in reality the mosquito 
merely carried the fever from its native habitat to human 
beings. Ye must eventually investigate this point further, don t 
you think so.....•

2555
f M # (

4U£USt 27th, 1947

Itemor&ndum: 4 _
x am indebted to you, f°* '"thV’leth”State".abouf the medical situation in , i s s i s s i ^ . ^  lQOting forward 

X haVen't finished tn̂  a £ i ° l g f g g l e  thin, appearb so 
to doing po with impatience, 
informative. •

a on rp^'dinF that many section naturally I was impressed on r ^ v  four 0r five hundred
of the country have on5 * °  “H o m e  time hack that iripeople. X think I mentioned some^ti^ ^  or
Hat chitoches lari shoe £  th|t 1 conclude that if
five thousana people. , mav iustly be styled TMississippi, ,through hack|a,rdflesa, . Qlj*m the dubious
48th State, ktohitoohe- H o O t h c o u n t y  of, the nation,
distinction of being the s.uw*

, ' k h, -for establishing the dead line covering.nd thanks, too for estahlishiaL ation> You st
mail from me to you, prior to yo down one day,
4-v,̂  anri nt deuteuber. but x sndii  ̂ timber 1st,
mail from me to you, ^rior to j  ̂ down one aay,
the 2nd of September, but V s h a i i ^ ^  ^  Septenbar 1st 
sending my final pro h i S- reoexvinc my last r^hort 
SO that you may be h^ina ,* l b ri£ht in assuming that
well before you take off. H H i a a b o u t  the 5 or 6th - and 
I might address a note ^ “HHejrtion the name of the if so-, would you be -b sooc all i can recall at
hotel once more, as ^rove w e t , -  - 
the moment.

-Uth  r e f e r e n c e  to your intention to
.warm fox toe “̂ f ^ ^ s o  sAmer-ish, but there iswise. Of course it may , rr. Q-pf Quite cool, and
Sso a good chance tnat it ^ f g ^ f o u l d  be in order, 
damp, when a wool dres effects by puroel post tn
'I mentioned sending some inconvenience of getting suchother day on the theory oha' ^nooi ^  ^  the fieedoB 
things into the post is Or ten 9 * *ils n I0Ute. ■"one
from too mi}eh m.-gage to look w Lut f0I mysexf,
people Hon t agree ritn me on t ; ‘ ^ le ana X find parcel 
I always like to travel as 00 f  «Vptvthiiw 1 need
v>ost a wonderful m$ans oi supplying • to" haul allwhile away, - without the necessity of Having to haul all
the paraphaualia under my own wing. It certainly made

»
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junk
The

i n d e l i b l e  in-ores s i  on on roe ye^rs  ago -when my aunt a r r i v e d  
S  r w i s  on the  boat  t r a i n  on Hay Day. w i th  c o u n t l e s s  hand 
luggage and th ree  f u r  c o a t s ,  determined to ha* l ° " L ! 0t h gh 
B iv ie r a o n  the  same day* t h a t  was tn e  ..xme I  * -*. 
b a le r ' s  t r i c y c l e ,  -  what w i th  n ’er a t a x i  running xn a l l  x a rx s ,  
and t o a t e d  the  impedimenta s lap  ac ro ss  the  c i t y ,  r ? ^ q i ?*emed th e  
too many t r i p s  to  e f f e c t  the  t r a n s f e r .  To me i t  th e
h e ig h t  of something or o th e r  to  be ' ^ r c e l
to  the  Kiverfe on the  f i r s t  of may, -  ™ith or w i thou t  P a r c e l  
P o s t .  I  -doubt i f  the  episode made much-im press ion  m on 
mv a u n t ,  bu t  the  whole business* s tood  out c l e a r  eno%n i n  

my own mind to  induce me ever  a f t e r  to  keep my own t o a t - a b l e s
down to  a minimum.

Before fo ld in g  up t o n i g h t ,  I am w r i t in g  a f l o c k  of  l e t t e r s  
•uo v a r i o u s  f l o r i s t s  s c a t t e r e d  about the  Gulf r e g i o n ,  a sk ing  
f o r  f r u i t  and f lower  c a t a lo g u e s ,  w i th  a view to  p l a c in g  o r d e r s  
i u s t  as  soon as the  f i r s t  f r o n t  comes t h i s  way, -  a lo n t about 
the  1 s t  .or  knd week i n  November• I  t h i n k  I . sha l l  p lace
o rders  now fo r  d e l i v e r y  in  e a r l y  ovember i n  th e ..hope tn&t
F may ,.et aheau of the  ru sh  which i s  bound to  develop®, I 
su re ,  fo l low ing  t h i s  year § d rough t .

' .p - v  h  ' ? b  ... .k b  . . *

fo l low ing  our l i t t l e  shower of yearday ,  I had hoped 
p u l l i n t. weeds a t  ^renbourg would be* easy ,  bu t  I d i sc o v e re d  
t,  i s  morning t h a t  th e  tground, be ing  so d ry ,  ta l l  the  a t e r  had 
been absorbed end evapora ted  on touching the  eground, which i s  
s t a l l  d ry -d ry .  I t  looks  to  me as though the pe; r  t r e e s  fo r  
th e  most paiS have weathered the  h e a t ,  and even though a l l  th e  
l a r g e  g a r d e n r a s l a r e  d e f i n i t e l y  d e fu n c t ,  number of sm a l l - sm a l l  
ones have survived^ a c i rcum stance ,  tl take  i t ,  t h a t  should 
gua ran tee  t h e i r  s u r v i v a l  fo r  ever more, The l i t t l e  shower 
brought  out the  :j£Lk and “'ine l i l i e s  to o .  The one time dark  

p g r '-the magnolias  look as though a f i n e  spray 
of  s a f ^ r o r r n a d  uassed over them even ly ,  b u t  h e re  and t h e r e  
I  n o t i c e  a s t r a y  l e a f  t h a t  r e t a i n s  i t s  o r i g i n a l  deep c o lo r i n g ,  
o f f e r i n g  the  hope t h a t  th e  p re sen t  h igh  hum id i ty ,  «- and 
the  e v e n tu a l  chance of r a i n  may ease the  p l a n t s  oack 
from th e  edge of the  g rave .

I  have f i n i s h e d  the  ^ o r r i s o n  book on ^olumbus and am 
th a n k f u l  fo r  having had the  o p p o r tu n i ty  of d i g e s t i n g  i t .

Of course  I unders tood  no th ing  of the  n a u t i c a l  s e c t i o n s ,  
b u t  th e  s t r  i g h t  h i s t o r y  was p a l a t a b l y  p rese i i ted  and the  humor 
was pungent.  Somewhere n e a r  " L i t t l e  YenicefC e n z u e l a ) ,
Columbus stopped h i s  sh ips  a long shore in  hopes o; t i a d i n g  
fo r  gold t r i n k e t s  of the  I n d i a n s ,  assembled on the oeach,
In d ia n s  seemed c a u t io u s .  Hoping to  i n t r i g u e  them,
Columbus a t t ac h ed  l i n e s  to  se v e ra l  chamber-pots  which he 
see-sawed up a$d down over the s ide  of the  s h ip .  Apparen t ly

the  I n d i a n s  m isunders tood the  Adm ira l’s i n t e n t i o n s  or had 
no knowledge or use  f o r  chamber-pots ,  which immedia te ly  became 
t a r g e t s  fo r  a shower of a rrow s.  Sure ly  volumbus ;;as smart 
i n  some r e s p e c t s ,  b u t  t h a t  p a r t i c u l a r  i d e a  seems c ra c k -p o t  to m e . . .

a u g u st £ 8 th , 1947 .

Memorandum;

Today, be ing  hnipmayer Day, V1 * *® S? n b t n o i t b e ! 4 r a i i i £  t h i s  viay, but  had n o th in g  f o r e s t i n g  to  r e p o r t  r e g a r d x ^
th e  h e a l t h  of the  •‘■arxsh. *8 ha cnarxea ,  
he t u rn e d ,  through whatever  magazines were „ S e 2 3 8  
_ • n oa rpfid a Whiskey a d v e r t i s e m e n t ,  -  p̂ -S® smiled as he r ead  a “ Mfl-,rose  .  unchanging i nof the  c u r re n t  f o r t u n e ;  "Lxink x ie i ro se ,  mu^ ix̂  &
a changing w o r ld " . _ ■

rnhA ^ t t l e  sw r in k le  of r a i n  the  o th e r  day was so

b a le s °  a.t°a g r e l t  r a t S .  never 

S i n f l f l a U t y  ?h°atep e rm ra ta s  | e % o ! o r S d

ba lance  many of the f a m i l i e s  w i l l  d i sc o v e r  t h a t  tn e i  
1947 l a b o r s  , w i l l  have gone fo r  the  payment of 
d e fu n c t  and d i s c a r d e d  "Joy-wagons of  1946, hu t  while  
many of th o se  au tom obi les  a r e  & headaohe xn r e t r o s p e c t ,  
thev  th e  former owners, w i l l  smile  as  ^ y  ̂ . j.
l a s t * v j i n t e r ° s  f ro lk .0 ,  which, l i k e  any o ld  Saturday  n x g h t , 
was good w hile  i t  l a s t e d .

X te lephoned  the  " o r s l e y s  t h i s  n,°?,"i n f  Ysorae
of t h e  impending v i s i t  ox the  enks.  »e o '
of t h e i r  f u r n i t u r e  i n  the  c i o u t x e r v x l l e  a t t i o  when the.,
sold the  house and « h e n e v e r Y f  C k l e y ' s m i l s t  o r f  t i n g  they  leap  .unannounced i n t o  tne  o r s i e y  s uu. *,

tan u p ro a r  of exc i tem en t  about n o tn i i  &• ^+ur e a +elTed 
the  p re s e n t  owners of the house know of  x * 
annroach,  i t  a f f o r d s  them an o p p o r tu n i ty  to  c lose  the
house and ^ade out  of the  p i c t u r e ,

4„ M b ' . s lu t/ K * rK * ’» :? .? w x 0s s i  7t h e i r  e x p e r i e n o ,8  d « i ng t ^ aG a v e s t o n  h u r r i c a n e
l a s t  Saturday n i g h t .  y and 14 th  of September, which

. . . t o  La tchez  w i th  them on the  l h t n  ana xaun

1
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shall not do, of course. Berhaps they will have 
maid from W  hy that time, although, should he 
je Clout ierville at the time I m sure ,+ „e9m to 
inH not he; d out for Hatches, as he doesn t seem to 
Tave much inclination to visit there at the moment.

I saw Uncle d'Or today for the first time since
lie encounter with the tees. I t % h eis had found his "specks lost at tne time o_tne 
attack He explained that as he is blind in on y

noi't qee much out of the other, he was delightedand can t see muon out vx * . behind his
to find them, even though tne leg , n qone
ear was broken, .He had rigged the leg up in sons
tvpird fashion with a piece of string, passing tne sameTut TXTThib*head to hold the glasses in place.
I telepiioned the Old Age tension office.asiin^ that
an extra allowanoe for repair or replacement of t
item he allowed which wili: save him from getting
all tingled up in his improvised head gear which ouj.ht^
to make life a little less complicated, 1 imagine .

It is said that usually a normal amount of
kfiQ-ns down the number of these earth-dwelling hels, hufthis yea *s drough has upset the normal balance 

in the insect world, - with a shoroa^e of boll 
and an over amplitude of bumble bees, ror the sake
of Uncle d 'or, - at least,- let there be rain.

*

On the gallery of the store, there is a 
mild flurry over the stealing Ox ^olrose ca 1 
in the kittle River-Bed River area, in tne case
of the pecane stealing of, a couple of years Ago, the 
same pattern is followed. Ifc-acco nt white trash 
ore the master-minds who get trashy negroes 
the dirty work, - a maximum of profit going to the 
v ^ t e  trash! a minimum to the colored trash. I have 
sensed that this kind of business has been going °n." 
and have even discussed it in broad terms with colored 
friends living in that area. But naturally no one 
would ever talk about it to the Henrys, since in the 
n«tre of the thing,' confidence is a prerequisite, arid 
of course everyone knows that confluence on :'i“'U fr. °n 
affairs is something that just doesn t Qper^te in th 
Henry mind. The fact that the henrys, at long last, 
are beginning to sense the situation, - and that ley 
circulate their recognition on tne store gallery, will 
have a momentary restraining effect on the culprits, 
but temponry at best, for everyone concerned will 
conclude, - and rightly, that the owners will be too busy 
makin big money to bother much about a iew cows....

OiM>y 2559

August 29th, 1947,

Memorandum; 1 ' I-.; .
•  . - o H  !-•: i  ' y l -  .• - . t \  'ctT T  r

Tonight the Joe Henrys arrive while the radio 
promises thermometer readings of over 100 degrees, so one 
might conclude the labor Day week end might well be characterized 
"by a sign reading "Business As Usual, - unpleasant business, 
since the -fenks will blow in on the morrow, . ,v " '

But there are pleasant aspects that coun dr-balance 
thd unpleasant, not"'the least being the humming of the 
gin which toils along at full tilt t. ese days, bringing 
money into the pockets of the darkies, to purchase, hilarity 
for Saturday and Sunday, - no one knowfe about Tabor Day holidays,- 
and Saturday ni> ht will see most of the money pass across the 
board, Sunday to et over Saturday »ig$t,, and Monday up 
to noon with thingsgoing*at'reduced speed in the cotton
picking department, as everyone gently attempts to get over 
Sunday’s attempt t6 get over Saturday night.

What with a bi£ old full moon over the river tonight,
I journeyed dotfn to visit Clemence. I found her the same as 
ever,'and it was pleasant, sitting on her little gallery, 
some of her grandchildren, - Brother and Junior,-rolling about 
on the floor,“Yank stretch out on the same place, following 
& lon^ day in the fields, Jackie payin0 us.a little visit, and 
one darkier or another passing in the moon drenched road,
Stopping for a moment to say Howdy And saunter along.
Clemence, as:always, looked spick and span, and although 
undoubtedly burdened with afe many problems as the average, was - 
much more ready to laugh at the world and herself than most 
people.

■ » ,r ... .x ... n  r> I  a .  j # / ;  : ‘k

Clyde Claud6 %jfiett Davis no longer lives with Jackie but 
has taken unto himself a new wife on Little River by whom a 
child was begotten lfest week. There seems to be some sort of 
a scuffle to get C, C, 3, D. to contribute to the support of 
his children by Jackie.- But thus far nothin^ seems to have 
been effected to anyone’s satisfaction. Clemence thought 
I might effect'' some assistance from the Welfare 
Department. I didn’t tell V1 ernen.ee what one of my colored
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friends had confided to me, - thaatO. 0, S. f&vis 10
mover to 3hre”veport shortly with his new family. ihat
will make it easier to get ^ackie inscribed on the Welfare roles,
and so 1 shall undertake that move as soon as 0. u. IS.
fades ffom the local scene.

And so back hone, and it was pleasant to approach my __ 
front /allery where two little snow-white lumps indicated 
where ^ay-rah and ^anie were huddled up on the brick pavement, 
beneath the moon-silvered banana plants, all a-drip with 
dew, - bringing us slap up to now,

Perhaps I-mentioned in yesterday*s report how pleased 
was'the Had am with your clipping covering^. V/assel. I don t 
suppose anyone will ever write a sequel to the^ Hilton 
volume on the strange career of this medical missionary 
whose heroism has been so highly acclaimed in print and 
movies, I never did hear anyone mention having seen the 
de :.lille rendition on the screen, which, I suppose, employed 
the Mil ton book as scenerio, I suppose lots of people 
have from time to time been fascinated with the idea of 
writing a book,'every other page of which would constitute 
a continuous story of a single beings’ life, fne introduction 
should call upon the reader to concentrate in the first 
going over on pages 1, 3, 5, 7, etc, ihe second reading 
should be devoted exclusively to pages £,4,6,8 and so on.
And then for the final undertaking; the odd and even 
pagesT^so ‘neatly contrived as to make the two joint 
accounts fit into a perfect fetory, b too, the final t 
account being, of course, a kind of -̂ r. -Jaeckle and ur. Hyde 
affair* S'or"high-lights in sunshine and shadow* br,
Hassle's biography ought to'ofexr offer a wonderful 
medium for such a difficult'undertaking,

I ‘ -

Perhaps some daring author and publisher will one day 
attempt a trilogy, a kind of borian Gray in three segments, 
and I wonder which of the three volumes, assuming each 
was done with-equal skill, would receive the'greatest popular 
enthusiasm.

»

In today’s Natchitoches newspaper, there appeared a 
picture of the first cotton picker to appear on *ane Biver,- 
•he plantation of ^ W i l l i a m s ,  between here and town.
It’s cost is said to be $7,500.00 Perhaps this mechanical 
contrivance will further scatter the colored people through 
out the country, since it will*perhaps eliminate their 
primary source*of income from the farm, but the machine 
has not as yet reached the state of perfection that will 
induce Melrose to invest in it, - and I'm glad for the 
associations that will accordingly linger longer in our midst...

• -
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August 31st,. 1947,

Hemorandum:
*

Tnhnr Bav week end two-thirds spent and everything
as anticipated. "

i06 in the shade today and Sister s evxl doings, hit 1 g 
about the same level.

Ban was annoyed by - W s  presence 
join the family at. Saturday s dinner table. y -* 
tine the Wanks had arrived and within few hours Sister, 
striking out at •’oe, had contrived to ting han not around 
to Joe's side, but definitely training his ^uns m  
the same direction Joe had his pointeo, and at mi d m  ̂ h ^ 
S i s l e r C s  invading J. H.'s bedroom to 
about the meanness of all the ooys, - which must ha e 
been restful, to say .the least. The
•knows not one tenth of all the a carryings-on, but even 
so shows unmietakesble signs ot sagging.

One delightful thing about pilgrims is. their ability 
to forrauli te questions the answers to.which I a  rt s loss to make. A oas In.point was this afternoon wh.n 
eight Shreveport acquaintances of Sister, *_®|4froa mere women invaded the place. Mentally fh® y p “fed, from mere 
average to dumb. I was-glW to ohat with them on 
my front gallery, but wouldn't Invite them insiae tne h . .
Passing the bath room door, j ‘
gallery, one woman paused and peaked in, Hertn  -
question was stunning;

"Why do you have a bath tub in this house.
• ' y  f  Vi- ... . ■ ■ v.)

t * . t \

Hy response was equally dumb:
"You wont believe it, ^aaam* but away off here in the 

country, we follow the same weekly calendar that you 
people In town at de bye. hnd by paying close
P«e! too, c m  tell when Saturday night r o l l s d o e s ^ h e r e  
since Saturday actually arrives here, even aspt does there, 
we keep a bath tub in this house to take a datura ay ni&ht 
bath-whether we need one or not."

Her response was eloquent; - ”0hJ"
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Alright,(let!s get on to more pleasant things, 
for tomorrow September begins, and it’s going to be 
a mo th holding a heap of happiness for yon and therefore
for me,

I assume you may be using a train to get to a.shville.
If so, you will orobably not pass through Wilmington, North 
Jarolina. But if you should, by some unseen circumstance, 
find yourself in that city, you will find it a pleasant 
place. You will, recall Hr, Sprunt's plantation, - 
Orton, is Situated some 15 or 20 miles from «'ilrairigton, - 
on Gape near. It would certainly be well worth visitng,- 
altho.-gh I realize, of course, that you are not likely to 
find yourself in that, region, Kitty Hawk -field and Kitty 
Beach is in the opposite direction, but I do not 
recommend them for one primarily interested in the Gld bouth.

And v>hile on the subject of unlikelihoods, I mention 
Williamsburg^ and Uonticello, Should you cut short your 
ASiiVille vacation by a chance ride back AVrthward, and 
you should have-an opportunity ‘to make a roundabout swing 
into the Charlottesville region, I recommend the Jefferson 
home to Williamsburg, should a choice present itself.
The Little llQimain is but a mile or two from Gharlottesville, 
and in the event you should not find automobile txansporation, 
■ I think you would enjoy the walk, - if taken leisurely* So 
far as I know, there is no restaurant at mont cello, and 
so a sandwich under your arm, •* or a loaf of bre d "a la 
ran hi in in( Philadlphia, mi,:ht core in Handy, for I 
think, once arrived at t/.e place, you would enjoy 
spending t,.e whole day-there. , . a..~.

Closer to ^spville, there is tlie Vanderbilt estate, of 
course, although to visit*it, - in former times, at least, - 
one needs a ear. The house is* Nranoois.Premier, - and 
anaearontostie enou- h for north Carolina, but it is 
elegant withal, and the drives are very fine, although 
wealth of Spring flowers, - dogwood rhoddendra, etc,, are 
the glory of the neighborhood, although I suppose there 
are undoubtedly some beautiful autumn features, too,

^nd so we head into September and you head into 
vacation, I need not mention the hopes flowing through 
;qy heart that everything will turnout delightfully, and 
above all other things, that you may get loads and loads 
of sleep and rest, with just enough relaxation to make 
the succeeding periods of rest the sweeter.......

sss 2563

September 4th, 1947.

Memoranda - 1st to 4thj- 
. And so you are come to ^shville.

t

Whenever I go a-journeying, I notice that it usually 
takes several miles and as many hours for me to shake off personalit 
ies and scenes left behind before I can break through the film 

of new people and different surroundings for example, when 
traveling from ^elrose to ^atchez, it.ordinarily requires about 
two hours of time and 75 miles of travel before I can completely 
shuffle off.the one and orientate myself to the new.
By tfce tine this note has come to hand may the mists of 
Manhattan evaporated that place from your mind and the 
atompshper of the Great Smokies completely enveloped you, closing 
the door terapor rily on the North as it suggests the gateway 
that will eventually swing wide on the ^outh.

In these parts, it has been delightfully quiet after 
all the hubbub of the Labor Day week end. Pilgrims have 
come and gon$, the heat and dron- t continue its course, 
the cotton gin maintining its continuous output of baled staple, 
and the darkies keeping up their leisurely industry and broadening 
grins to the tune of harvest money jingling, - momentarily,- 
in their pockets.

Ihe greatest strain put upon me during the past couple of 
days came unwittingly from Aurellia. No matter how unexpected 
my local friends make use of some phrase or other of whose 
precise meaning or of whose common usage they may have no 
idea, I always try to keep my sur rise from registering out
wardly, Especially in Aurellia1s ,case would ic be unthink
able that she would ever use a word or phrase that in the 
sli htest way would suggestthe unrefined. You can therefore 
imagine my effort at control -when she concluded a few 
expressions of hope and aspiration the other 'day, when - 
speaking of the impending birth of besSiQ »s baby.

Gaid aurellia:

\ m
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"Bessie’s so small, her. I reckon her baby is going to 
be a boy. And I sure hope so, Bessie being small and 
all, do you reckon her baby will be a little son of a bitch, 
too."

Well, f thought maybe it might*

I had intended sending along copies of the notes to Penland 
and 81 Charlotte Street, but failed to do so, what with a 
communication coming to hand from Gertrude Roberts Smith, re- 

iring a so ewhac lengthy r .spouse. ^nd when I got'- to the '
Lucy lor an,, note, the time was running late, and what with no 
carbon paper to h§nd, I just sent it along reC:,urdless. In 

both cases, I mentioned the fact that "an excellent friend 
of Melrose is - spe.-id. ng a-t wa<.-k or so-at the ^ark-Grove Inn, - as 
from the 7th or 8th of September", and that Aunt dammie and I 
realized there was a . eap of pleasure, mutual to the lady from 
hew York and my correspo dent, should contact be made, the 

one with the other. Your name, of course, was given, and
now I reckon you will ^eel quite free to telephone either or 
both#or to receive calls from either of them. I assume that 
lucy Morgan may get into, .tshville from time to time, and 
supposing you might reach her prior to her departure from 
penland, I should imagine it might be convenient to telephone 
'her f irly early with a view to possibly planning a little 
trip out into -the - country, possibly making it fit in to the end 
of yowr first week s visit at the lark .fuve,

There has been but a single report to hand, since my last 
report went(we t ) forward as of August 318$, but what a 
|rand report. Thirty five million expressions of grat tude on the 
spirit that so ge .erously shares the pleasure of Ashville with 
prep, rations for planting on -»renbourg fill me with too much 
■motion to attempt setting them down herewith. I sincerely hope 
that doings in iJorth Carolina, however, have not as a consequence 
been fore-shortened by lon^ range investments on the local terrace. 
How nobleand thoughtful pn your part,- and how nobly will the 
Prides of India spread their shade in logical sequence before too 
many more vacation times have come and gone,

. .W ;'Ye: ‘Y : w ,-: ..h -Y ' h 'Y '; ;g.: .Y w .; ■■ ;..Y t '

Uo mail from Bora, ana I have avoided seeing .the Worsleys 
until a letter either to me or them micht have some to hand.

Little Miss Alberta will arrive in Melrose as yoii arrive 
in ashville, while Mudolph will arrive on the 9th, and so 
things will turn in these parts.

But local visitors will get but soant concentration on my 
rt, for I think you know where my Lood mind ill really be....

dept ember 5th, 1947$

Memorandum I
It was so nice and so un xpected to receive your

Air ^ail in this morning’s post. , ’ .
' How ^ood of. you, in spite of all the carryings-on to

take time out to chat with me.
And how much I appreciate your kindness in giving me 

"your schedule of de-arture. I am *persuaded that on reading 
these'lines you will already have sensed, when back on 
the lower level of Penn Sation that you weren't alone in 
spirit.

Your recent accounts of the inhabitnats of^Venzuela 
have impelled me to cast aoout for a ooek touching upon 
that section of the world, I believe I have found such an 
item in "Young1 Man of'Caracas" by Ybara, - who used to,- 
and oossibly still does, write for the new /ora ximes, 
Accordingfto my Talking Look Topics, this book gives a very 
entertaining account of ur. Ybara’s native heath, and I 
kno I ’m . o^ing to enjoy it doubly, thanks no the 
'interesting things you have to tell me about the people 
from down yonder, *• .>

• t
On the home front there seems to be little news 

of moment. Ban Henry announces that he has taken an 
apartment in town so as to avoid driving back and 
forth when the dark damp days of Winter arrive. The 
Hadam says she is so glad for him,‘but in reality, of 
* course, she is enchanted for her own self, since his _ 
absence here from time to time will automatically eliminate 
a personality problem that frequently irkes her Paynie 
scouts the idea of a possible marriage in the offing, but 
t at would be too much, * * :

Miss Hate Perkins drove in from Monroe, La., with 
a friend, - Mrs.' tftahl, about supper time. I believe 
they will take *o f a* ain on the morrow. Miss ^ate is 
ever so active in trying to put pressure on the State

1

1

I
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p o l i t i c a n s  to  do something p o s i t i v e  i n  Lt h a l f  of 
schools  and teache rs*  *© d iscu ssed  the  s u b je c t  of 
p o l i t i c s  g e n e r a l l y  t h i s  evening ,  coning to  the  conc lu s io n  
t h a t  fo r  everyone i t  i s  b e t t e r  to keep p o l i t i c s  and 
r e l i ,  ion  as  something l i k e  an i d e a l  in  the back of^ one s 
mind, never a t tem p t in g  to analyze  or r a t i o n a l i z e  e i t h e r  
of these  two f o r c e s ,  n e i t h e r  of which a re  made to be 
examined c r i t i c a l l y .  Heaven knows we need them both  so 
b a d ly ,  but  any thorough-going  a t tem pt  to  ana lyse  them seems 
to tend toward s l a u g h te r in g  th e  goose t h a t  l a y s  the  golden 
eggs.

I n a d v e r t e n t l y  I d e s t royed  a l e t t e r  from bora  t h a t  
a r r i v e d  i n  t o d a y ' s  p o s t .  I t  was my i n d e n t i o n  to send 
i-t along , a l th o u g h  i t  was of no e s p e c i a l  i n t e r e s t ,  -  save 
fo r  what i t  d i d n ' t  say .  be seenfs a l r i g h t  bu t  d i d n ' t  
make any r e f e r e n c e  to the  Hors leys ,  arid so I t h in k  I 
s h a l l  have to  e v e n t u a l l y  t r y  to ge t  a l i n e  o f f  to  him 
i n  S a tu r d a y ' s  p o s t ,  ask ing  him to drop them a l i n e ,  - i f  
he h a s n ' t  a l r e a d y ,  say ing  ’"Perhaps* or "Maybe", or tone such.

What w i th  one th in g  and a n o th e r ,  I d i d n ' t  ge t  to 
O l o u t i e r v i l l o  any n i^h t .  t h i s  week, and what with  
Rudolph a r r i v i n g  on .Tuesday, I  reckon I s h a l l  not  make 
i t  next  w ek, I must drop them a l i n e  d e c l in in g  to  
accompany them to Natchez on the  13 th ,  but  w i l l  send them 
a couple  of no tes  to  Miss Myra, Roane, e t c , ,  so t h a t  they  

. may the m o r e ' r e a d i l y  c ra sh  a couple of doors  while  i n  
th e  B lu f f  Wity,

, I  h e a r  from th e  r a d i o  t h a t  1945 saw the g r e a t e s t  
d e c l in e  of negro p o p u la t io n  from the  Southern  S t a t e s ,  -  
60 per c e n t ,  I t h i n k ,  while  1947 se es  a r e t u r n  of a l l  
bu t  18 per  c e n t ,  -  f i g u r e s  which i n t e r e s t  me much* A heap 
of those  who l e f t  h e r e ,  p a r t i c u l a r l y  f o r  D e t r o i t  and 
C a l i f o r n i a ,  have no t  r e t u r n e d ,  b u t  those  who went to  
the  Army a re  back f o r  the  most p a r t .

On -Tuesday the  Terminal Leave bonds were cashed by most 
of  our loc^al e x - s o i i d e r s .  I t h in k  $150,00 to  fSQO.OO 
was about tne average cash coming to  people  around here* 
une boy I knew cahsed h i s  on Tuesday, had a b i g  f r o l i c  i n  
town Tuesday n i g h t ,  and r e tu r n e d  here  on Wednesday morning 
w ithout  a sou i n  h i s  pocket .  Seve ra l  o thers .w ho  had been 
picking' c o t to n  on Monday, took t h e i r  bonds to  town on 

Tuesday and h a v e n ' t  r eu tn e d  as  y e t ,  a s  someone remarked; 
" D o l la r s  i,s round and made to r o l l ' ' ,  -  and t h a t  i s  a p p ra n t ly  
e x a c t l y  what i s  be ing  done w i th  them.

More s h o r t l y ,  and u n t i l  next  t im e ,  may you be g e t t i n g  
l o t s  of r e s t  and r e l a x a t i o n . . , . .
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September 7 th ,  1947.

Memorandum;

Well do I remember one n ig h t  i n  Manhattan how I  
smiled to m y se l f ,  r e a d in g  "So Hed The Rose , how °* .
th e  c h a r a c t e r s ,  -  Edward, i  guess i t  was, -  a.rom ^ i s s i s  ,
had gone o f f  to  sc h o o l ,  "way up n o r t h  i n  l i r g i n i a  .

Contemplated from Hew Y o r k ,* i t  was d i f f i c u l t  t o  
p i c t u r e  V i r g i n i a  as be ing  way up North.

But here  I  f in d  myse lf  way down i h  L o u is ia n a  and 
you i n  A s h v i l l a ,  and I  foust c o n fe s s  to you t h a t _ a t  the > 
moment the  North i n  North Carolina r e a l l y  does 
a l o c a t i o n  no t  too f a r  from the  ~ r t ic  r e g i o n s ,  -  me e y 
going to  prove,  of co u rse ,  what a whale of a d i f f e r e n c e  oi
s i t u a t i o n  makes.

And going back to  Manhattan again  m o m en ta r i ly , I  _ 
must say i  was impressed  to  hear  th e  Columbia news oroaa-  
c a s t e r  t h i s  morning t a l k i n g  about  the  b ig  heat  wave t h a t  La 
s e t t l e d  over the  ‘-’outh West, while  the man from London 
went on to e x p la in  t h a t  the  B r i t i s h  I s l e s  hadn t  had r a n  
fo r  four  weeks and th a t  consequen t ly  t h in g s  were i n  a 
p r e t t y  f i x  fo r  l a c k  of r a i n  for  a whole month. Automat i c a  y 
I found myself  m a t t e r i n g :  "Now I ' l l  t e l l  one, -  b ig g e r  and 
f u n n i e r ..............

in  these  p a r t s ,  now t h a t  th e  cottoft  i s  be ing  h a r v e s t e d ,  
pH  the p l a n t e r s  seem to c o n c e n t r a te  on th e  Lope t h a t  
we s h a l l  hhve a f u r t h e r  d r o u th ,  u n t i l  the  h a r v e s t  has aeen 
completed,

With th e  d a i l y  r o u t i n e  so :out  of j o i n t  of l a t e  
I run the  r i s k  of r e p e a t i n g  myself  more f r e q u e n t l y  than 
u s u a l ,  and st> I  pray you to  f o r g iv e  me i f  I  a c t u a l l y  
s e t  down t h in g s  a second or t h i r d  t ime,  f o r  l o t s  of t im es  
I  cannot be sure  i f  e v e n ts  have' a c t u a l l y  been rec o rd ed  or 
i f  I  have merely had them i n  mind to pass  a long to  you a t  
ano ther  s i t t i n g .
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A case in point is a recent letter from Mr, ^aughlin, 

penned from Lew Orleans, asking for some particulars about 
one plantation or another in tfouth Louisiana and saying he 
expects to come up to Hatchitoqhes Parish shortly to 
record photographically the old houses in this area. You 
will recall he is the photogra her of the lew Orelans pictures, 
for which Lyle was supposed to write the Preface, hut didn't, so 
that Lavid Cohen did the job instead. He is also the same 
Luughlin who got out the photo, raphic book on Charleston a 
number of years ago.

In response to his letter, I invited him to come to 
Melrose, and as indicated by his letter, he travels without 
an automobile, he may be glad to make use of one from the 
Melrose assortment; I spoke to him of Frances Benjamin 
Johnston1s intention to record the Jane River houses, * as 
though he needed egging on. I didn't mention Caroline 
Ramsey whose absence from these shores over such a long 
peirod I greatly lament. Her work is so good and her per
sonality so pleasant, it is a pity sue couldn't contrive to 
do a Cane River book of photographs, but obviously that 
isn’t to be, I imagine it wouldn't be very*difficult to 
sell fcaughlin the same idea, although I know nothing of 
hi s perosnality and how he might feel about collaborating,
I'm under the impression the Louisiana PIantation book he 
is now bringing into focus is all of his own doings, and 
possibly he would rather be sole parent of a Cane River 
volume. * I shall find out about such points before I myself 
get too entangled in engineering his impending campaign,

. I assume he may undertake his photographic work within 
the next ̂ four ox six weeks, supposing that*he will want to 
get the pictures before the vegetation has sagged too much,
I shall h&ve_ to ask him about his intentions for recording 
Adams County, too. It seems to me that I once heard he had 
undertaken such a project just before leaving1 for*the wars, 
but I'm not certain.

«
In running through some falking Book topics, I noticed a 

number of items I want to read this autumn. One title impressed 
me has a possibility for sheer entertainment. I forget the 
name o:.'« the author, - a lady, but the title of the book is 
"I ;ras Private Secretary to Yinston Churchill", and while 
the period covered by the book is said to hinge around the 
late 19B0's or e?rly! 1930*s, I imagine it might embrace cuite 
a few personal reactions of the author that would make quite 
interesting reading.

•• .. g

~nd so I must fold for the moment, but will be back 
on the m-rrow. I do so sincerely hope everything is rocking 
alon .and "way up Rorth in ^shville ,

2 5 6 9
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September 8th, 1947.

llemorandum:
, This isn't .a very good illustration but it does 
reveal a fascet of the hillt-billy mind.

*
I was at the in yesterday morning before the 

gears started turning, comparing notes ?on the week end 
with Ezra, Pugabou, Peter, Boonie, etc. One of the 
boys chanced to pick up & discarded tin box of 
Prince Albert tobacco, bearing the likeness of Edward Vll 
when he was" the popular Albert, Prince of Males. At 
the sight of t e picture on the box, the darkies all be;̂&n 
giggling, and naturally, i was curious to learn why 
the can of Prince Albert moved them to merriment,

Ezra explained it to me, as the other continued to 
giggle. It seems, that darkies who smoke ^rince albert 
are forever in a quandary as to how it should be asked 
for when purchasing- it from a salesman whom they do not 
know. Always itching to bear down on the darkie, any 
tobacconist of hill-billy persuasion invariably jumps 
on the unsuspecting customer if he hast the termity to 
ask for a can of Prince Albert tobacco. Forever the 
hill-billy salesman's assualt is the same:

"Bee here, nigger, don't you see that's a white man 
on that can, when you're talking about white folks, you 
say:'Mister', or I'll beat the Hell out of you."

Accordingly tjie negro demurely asks for a 
can of Mr. Prince Alberta tobacco, thus saving the self
esteem of the hill-billy's sense of racial superiority.

I'm wondering if,tin the ladies section, the negress 
sometimes is admonished to ask for a jar of 
Miss Lady Esther's oold cream.

And for no reason on earth, another example of the 
better mind wells up from my memory at this point and 
I shall mention it here regardless.
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One winter's night a number of years ago a small 
group of us were sitting before a cosy fireplace In..the library 
listening to Alexander ^oolcott relate some of his marvelous 
'stories, precious alike for the quality of the t-ales and^ 
for his manner of presenation. The Madam was present, Sister 
and her hush and and baby, Miss Mob in a, Joe Henderson, - 
Mr. W, * s secretary and I. Slap in the midst of one of 
Mx0 oolcott ’ s most fascinating stories, Sister, with some 
commotion, nulled out of the semi-circle and headed out of 
the room, ^he Madam interrupted her distinguished Luest to 
demand of Sister why she didn't wait until ^r, ‘'. had 
finished J i i s  recital, remarking' that it was a p r i v i l e g e  
which Sister shouldn't so h e e d l e s s l y  ignore.

"Oh, while I think of, it," Sister shot back at her 
Mother and the* rest of. ns,-"It'm going to look around to see 
if  ̂ c n find some extra diapers to take home with me when I 
go, ^ou remember how the <story comes out and tell it to 
pie some other timp.*

I'm wondering if ur. Wooloott ever got such a jolt 
sbefore or after his visit to ^elrose, Somehow tne episode 
ought ,o be placed along side the one about little Sam 
when he asked Mrs. Hester:"What with your front tooth 
a-missin*, can youse spit good?.

In mia afternoon two or three strong claps of thunder 
came out of the blue, there seemed to be no clouds, I 

' reckon it was the mid storm that swept in from the Gulf 
yesterday, confining itself to the Bast bank of the 
Mississippi. That brief cannonade was all we had to 
remind;us that it used to storm in this area in the old 
days, for no clouds appeared and tonk bit the sky is 
redolent with stars.' , « '

Svery day two or three people in the field pass out 
as the cotton picking Loes on in the scorching sun. I’m 
surprised more”don’t fall out, and even more surprised am 
I when at sun $.0wn and the trucks carrying the laborers 
back to kittle klver are crammed full, every group of 
packed in humanity so ehow gives the impression of 
bubblln over with energy,,- in spite of the heat through 
which all of them have passed. Tonight, while doing a 
little turn up and,down the road with J. L., I was 
several times impressed by the boundless energy that seemed 
to radiate from 1̂ ha packed in mass of humanity in each 
truck. Somehow it reminded me pr cisely of a pot 

* of soup, which, if carefully reg rded, would suddenly 
be seen to burst into bubbling as the darn thing came to 
a boil.......

September 9th, 1947.

Memorandum:
e ‘

And so little ^iss Alberta arrived on schedule today,- 
but Rudolph and James ^unningham didn't, and I'm wondering
what happened.

I had thought of running down to MLoutierville tonight 
to enlist the aid of the lady doctor in behalf of an ailing 
acquaintance, making use of xiudolph's car to effect the visit. 
Instead, I lingered long on the store gallery, awaiting the 
guests who never arrived, and sending the ailing one with 
a note by truck, - both no e and patient using the same 
vehicle, and, if old Texas doesn't'turn up in Louisiana on 
the morrow, I shall cake myself down to see the lady doctor 
on /ednesday night, - but alone. If I were perfectly 
honest with myself, I suppose I would admit that my 
effort in behalf of the present patient stems from nothing 
more or less than ordinary concern for the average human 
being, but disregarding said honesty, I tell myself it is 
in partial pursuance of my wish to express a measure of 
thanksgiving to God for the way things turned out in the 
ue&lth department a few months baok.

As for little ^iss ,« she didn't have much news to 
report fr.omt the Crescent City, although she did quote Sister 
along the same line Laynie*had reported, - that Sister had 
spent a couple of weeks in Hew Orleans to consult with a 
psychiatrist. Be that as it may, her initial sessions 
certainly didn't produce any radical changes, - at least 
nbt noticeable ones, as seen from where I sat on-^abor Day 
week end.

n 1 asked little ^iss if she might know ^r. 
l&ughlin. She might. She says he is terribly conceited, is 
very boresome, indurstrious and a good artist with the 
camera. I am glad to have her thumb nail sketch, and 
shall try to do something with those elements when they 
make their appe. ranee on Cane* River.

little *uiss a , brought her, and found it unnecessarily 
filled with seamy expressions and four letter words, 
mttle Miss A., in her pseudo Mary Baker Bddy-Dr. Coue

is f0?ever billing me how much better I see tha when last sne was nere, and I always try to do something 
to convince and kid her on the point, j "
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pursuance thereof, I picked up the new volume when I 
joined little Miss A. and the Madam in the afternoon,
Knowing the hook's title to he "Mrs, dandy and Saturday flight 
I gazed intently at the cover, remarking the while that I *' *
could readily make out the title, which I proceeded to 
pronounce: "hiss Commie and Sunday Horning", which enchanted 
Hiss Alberta who, without listening to the words, immediately 
dec ared: ' fhay, you see, your eyes are ever so much better than 
when I .as-here last time . it seems to take so little 
to convicne little ^iss As and the rest of humanity of what 
they arepre-disposed to believe.

Hhat with this Memo heading out in tomorrow's 
post (Wednesday), and being uncertain as<to how long it 
requires to journey to your true hand at ^shville, 1 
think Irshell withhold posting further communications until 
tfre receipt of a card indicates your plans for the ensuing 
week, accordingly, if a large silecne suddenly dev lopes"

Sase don't he alramed, knowing that I shall resume our * 
bHo conversations as soon as a new temporary or permanent 
ress comes to hand.

H note to the nadam from ~*r. Machelier came in today's 
post. He threatens to pay us a visit on this coming 
Monday and .Tuesday, He sags the long dry spell has cleared 
his vegetable garden completely &.ud that the sweet Potatoes 
■which he hhd expected to produce in quantity never 
developed at all. ’He further explains, however, that 
while body food has failedpome of his roses are blooming 
with abandon so that the{ nicety of balance, - body versus 
soul, is readily maintained. aurely he is a philosopher 
of the first older in striking contrast to one young 
Hat cni to ones Parish mr.tr o who dissolved in tears o one 
occasion when hex servant served olives' and pickles 
iropr /parly chilled, to some scatter brained guests,

•

But I'm imposing upon your good nature and your 
precious time, for surely your current job of "taking in" 
Horth Carolina is of sufficient scope as not to re uire 
wasting of time over tois tittle-tattle about Louisiana 
I need not tell you again how sincerely I hone ever.think 
is rocking along nicely and that above all vou are retting 
gobs ana gobs of rest..... , " 6

5*Jt-

ils®

{■

September 18th, 1947.

Memorandum:
And welcome homej
Home, yes, and yet a pleasanter, larger home than you 

quitted two weeks ago because you have brought back to it 
a l&r er uortion of the land that, by visioing with your 
unique ability to make a part of you, has definitely extended 
the^environs of any dwelling place that henceforth will oe 
yours, And so I say Welcome Home, back to the old part 
you headed out from but these scant weeks back, -plus all 
the new accoutrements that will always in the xuture embellish 
it.

And,having thus greeted you, I want to glance quickly 
toward the uiient to remark, as 1 have before, that the 
Chinese proveb declares that one picture is worth ten 
thousand words, while I want to add that one friend's 
voice is worth ten thousand pictures.

Haver before a week ago this very night did I realize 
how ftvighty and marvelous is such a thing. At the time,
.1 think I remarked to you that I was fixing to fold up 
shortly and listen to an Alexander tfoourby rendition.
Well, 1 didn't. For the voice then speaking to me so 
filled me with pleasure that it was enough just to fold up 
and listen to its ro-epho in my heart. And long I lay and 
long I listened, And what I heard was sweet and good, and 
.the dreaming that followed was delicious.

And. in purusance of , our conversations, .your perfectly 
elegant letters have come to hand, each again re-echoing 
the voice, so long silent, and at last so lovely to my 
ears. Again my sincerest thanks Co you for all the 
vac$tion"you have so generously shared with me, and all 
during today I have thought pf you in Charlottesville and 
a-top Jefferson’s -kittle Mountain, and the day has been 
the happier because I could thus travel with you in spirit, 
anticipating how much we are going to enjoy together when 
opportunity provides a chance to share identical little 
journeys together.
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may thank you for sharing Bgon1s letter
duIs shall on the 
I do include a note

And
with me. I haven’t read it yet, 
morrow, returning it forthwith, 
fyom Mrs.-Brandon in this note, however. Usually 1 
haven1t thought it good for her to spend the summers in 
Atlanta, for she apprantly never gets much rest. But 
this year it was undoubtedly better for her in Georgia, - 
what with the cools and damps, which certainly have not 
obtained in this area* Locally the thermometer continues 
to stand in the mid 90’s, and not a drop ox rain have we 
had.

It was as good as having seen G. R. Smith, - what 
with your very excellent account, of your chat with that 
lady. You’were quite right in picturing me hx as 
chuckling when I read what she had to say about la 
Grignan* , Her elements were correct, so far as the energy 
went, but probably she wasn't about or left before the 
exhuberanee had developed into volcanoes, - lucky G, E* 8,

As for Local doings, nothing extraordinary has 
transpired since my last communication. Daily one person 
or another collapses in the cotton fields, - sometimes 
oldsters, sometimes youths of 18 or 80*

On the Pilgrimage front, there has been the usual run 
of the mill. Today’s visitors included. Dr. Gibson and 
whife, - Q$ Natchitoches, where Dr. G. is President of 
the College, he seems quite pleasant, although I have to 
take care when addressing him, - his first name is Joseph, 
and whenever I start to say hr. Gibson, I find myself 
thinking, not of Joe Gibson but Joe Gilmore, -Lyle’s 
Man Friday, - certainly not for similarity of shin pigmenta
tion but similarity of names. . - «

Little hiss alberta, always hex peculiar self, has 
painted quite a few rather nice,canvasses curing her 
visit.. 'Jha returns to hew Orleans on Friday, - toe morrow. 
Pat left for *. h  U, on Tuesday, but like Lest an 
prudhomme, the diarist, will return to spend the week end on 
Cane *»i ver * .

I was at the Worsleys last night. I shall write a 
page of impressions shortly. They are nice. They had 
a letter from Dora, somewhat uninterestingly expressed, 
declining,their invitation, which I regretted.

^nd with these few bits of news I shall fold for now. 
How happy your visit South of the hoson-Dixon Line has 
made me I hay I say thanks to, you again ana ac,ain for 
all your generosity in sharing it with me so many differ
ent 'aye, r marking once more how m: rveloue it was to 
hear th voice that spe ks so much more than words.....

1, ,J

I
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September 19th, 1947,

Memorandums
It seems to me I recall the title of a book 

Hurricane Roar”. *.
’’Let The

Well,, that’s (what I'm doing, - and that's what the 
hurricane is doing, too. I have no idea how ipuch the big wind has to 
say about what it will or will,not do, but so far as I'm concerned,
I can't do a thing about it, so on.it roars.

And I’m wondering where little Miss Alberta finds herself 
tonight. Pribably istting in a mud puddle somewhere between Melrose and 
hew ̂ Orleans, t

hell before daylight this morning, ny radio spoke of the descent 
of the blast upon the ^rescent Pity. . Thinking she might not have heard 
about the night's doings, 1. went over to the big house early, to urge 
little Miss A, to p%t off^her journey for a day, Che wouldn’t consent. 
Then, on returning home, f wrote a note to the Madam, urging her to 
try her persuasive powers, - but .that accomplished nothing. And so 
at 8:30 this morning, - with the news of. destruction ringing in her 
ears, little Miss a . headed out to take the Greyhound bus for home,,

Two hours later, - and well before Miss a .' could possibly haves 
gone far beyond nlexa aria, word came over the air that all lines to 
Hew Orleans had been cut. Alright, little Miss A, m$y peace be with 
you'where ever you may find yourself tonight, which certainly is 
neither on Jane River or in the Crescent City,

And thus having finished off little Miss A., may I tell you 
that at long last it has rained. I v̂ as beginning to think X never 
was going to live l<5ng enough to be able to rite that line in 
truth, but lo,’ —  And whatever has survived the b long dry spell at 

Arenbourg must feel as happy as clams at hi^h tide tonight as the 
torrents continue to descend as the hurricane tears through the , 
heart of Louisiana, ,

My Southern jaunt in 1938 came at the san;e time a hurricane 
hit the nation, and here in 1947, while you are taking your Southern 
trip, the same thing occurs. How sincerely I fyope you h^ve had an 
opportunity to explore Mr. J,’s kittle Mountain in fine weather and 
that you may be well back home before the present big blow heads 
much further Northward# , * •, , I ,, ’ 1 * ‘ ••

% Durin^ the afternoon, while" the rains were, falling steadily but

r
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before the winds had increased to hurricane velocity, J.
the downpour had cost him,ten thousand dollars on tnis VeBX s ̂ l°v%
'that he fears, however, is that the core oi the swirling air mass 
will pick un the entire crop o. unpicked cotton'and scatter it all 
over the state of Arkansas, - or where ever it is headed for.

Curiously enough we ourselves know little about the state of 
things since we are out of touch with the outside world._ m e  
storm must have picked up telephone pines and electric .wires tnct 
connect us with the re; t of creation, lith the power cut, nowever, 
we of course are without the aid and comfort 6fradio, eledtriq pump lor 
the water system, ice box, reading machine and Heaven knows rniaX ail.
I pen these lines in the dar,., naturally, praying the while that 
the local 'damage may not be so extensive that current may be cut 

off for a week, as it was in last year’s ice storm.

I have bean interested in watching the present storm as it^ 
headed out from the Sarabean, crossed Florida and moved up the Gulf.
But after learning that it had left ^ew Orleans, heading straight 
for Baton Rouge and this area, X,lost track of the darned thing 
when the radio failed.. Accordingly«as the winds whistle about out
side and X pen these lines in darkness, I begin to appreciate how 

Primitive Man must have re-acted to unpredictable doings of 
Mature on the rampage, not able to anticipate its next move. ^If 
memory serves me as well as Sacha Guitry, I should remember that 
winds tend to swirl outward from the center of the«whirlwind’s 
core*. If this be true, and what with the winds blowing from the 
Uorth East at the moment, X cake it that the devastating center of 
the thing must be moving *a little to the East of^elrose, 1 cer
tainly hope it isn’t hovering over Aatchez at the moment.
Be that as it may, 1 1 just heard a big old swish on my front gallery, 
and going out, discovered that about a quarter of a good sized 
pecane tree had sailed through my fine banana plants and come 
to rest on the gallery itself. It’s going to be fun, arising at 
dawn, to sally forth to Arenbourg to note what may have been 
picked up and whisked away, - or, by the same token, what new trash 
may have been swept in from unknown parts, ,

'y'y.’yy'o::m # t

I am guilty of having written an unusually dull letter,
I fear, what with all these particulars about something that 
is so very transitory. If you will be so good as to 'Charge it 
off th the prevailing disorder, I shall lean heavily upon your 
sympathetic understanding,

•' - i 1 * p  <*• ■ * ' y

Yesterday, pos ibly, - and possibly tod»ay, you have absorbed « 
Charlottesville and its environs. I do hope the weather was 
delightful and your little journeys happy ones. 7hen atop the 
Little Mountain, X*m sure your thoughts turned to Mr. Jefferson and 
his wide assortment of civilized guests, all the way from the 
German Baroness to the French Marquis, and you loved the 
beauty of the landscape and the architecture the more because of the 
human elements that linger on in such a delicious spot. . «nd lastly, 
may you, at this moment, be safe and fast asleep in bed..,*

2577

September 21st, 1947,

Memorandum:
For sheer contrast, ̂ othing could be more profound 

than this calm, warm, moon lit Sunday night and that of Friday 
night last past when, as I wrote, the hurricane was howling up 
through the center of Louisiana.

(Thanks to the restoration of electric current, we are 
again in touch with' the outside world by means of the radio.
Iwknow not how closely the "eye” of the hurricane passed in 
this neighborhood. All I know is that the winds blew furiously 
and sheets of rain, traveling horizontally, gave the impression 
of a cloud burst. But next day when the tempest had subsided, 
it was obvious that no great damage had been done, - just 
limbs torn from trees, etc,, and as for the deluge, I’m almost 
ashamed to confess I remain not satisfied. Any way^one looks at 
it, a hurricane out to provide enogh moisture to suit the 
most rapacious. And yet, on* ^oing to Arenbourg to do a bit 
of weed pulling in the wet, I discovered that the roots being 
extracted still were covered with dust. Tonight it is 
so warm and so peaceful, more rain is somethin^ that 
cannot be imagined as something to be expected soon, atill 
I am thankful for what did linger, for it will aussage the 
thirst of the plants at Arenbourg until the annual' seasonal 
rains begin within a month ox so. All the pear trees will 7 
survive and many of the magnolias that were but half dead may 
get a new lease on life. I wish something equally rosey 
might’ be said for the larger gardenias, but all, save one 
or"two of the larger ones appear in a dubious condition. The 
japonic as are all dead, - but completely*. But, on the other hand 
the crepe myrtles, with few exceptions, have survived, and the 
major portion of the nandinas, even though several of the latter 
will have to be eut back, to get a better start again next 
Spring.

Your four, tiny mimosas have all survived, X believe, and 
one of them, for no reason on e;rth, appears to have grown 
great on the prolonged dry spell.* If we should experience but 
half a balance in heat and moisture next year, I look for all 
four of them to blow thamselves up like the fabjous fronu in 
imitation of an oxe, - but not, I hype,to the same aisastarous 
end.

ft. IS
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This afternoon Mrs. Hand cam© oy and took, us down to 
the - -land Camp when. Dr. Hand and Puny -ere do: g some carpentry.
*iArs. ^and had a fine trip to Dew ork ana Darien, oonn. , 

was enchanted wit. seeing Dr. filler look so well, for Dr. miller 
cane over to spend the day at The Plaza with ner, ..rs. mar 
says Dr# Miller is comfeng to Louisiana for a day or two, sometime 
between nav and Christmas, to look tor a place to huila herself
0 comfort able nlace. Che also re. armed t nat Dr. *-Ailler had 
during the oast ye; r received All,000.00 from some inheritance.
1 can^t believe that the good docc.or expected ^rs. Band to 
tell all these particulars out fortunately I think my patient 
didn't absorb them very thoroughly.' I feel as though nr^ Miller 
would have done better to write such particulars to the uaaam, - 
or completely skipped telling ~auan hand, I wonuer if I ^J>uld 
reuort this conversation to*Dr. filler, - or Just let it slide, 
boring that the ila&aja will forget the whole cing, Aie poin
i° that 1 don't want Dr. -filler to feel, - as well she mi^ht,- 
that*'I was the one to betray what I suppose to be her secret as 
to future plans.

1 vifh pwMp:,; h , •:. - *

Uo word has come through from little Miss Alberta. I 
think 1 neglected to remark in my last letter that she had 
a most wonderful excuse for disregarding my advice on Friday, wnen 
1 urged <her to remain here until* after the suorm had Diown itself
out of Dew Orleans:

. -pipe k ! v S  ■, , .Pi- . V' y M  i ‘ , .. , . . - 4* ' s e .

"But you don't understand'," she insisted. "I've got to 
pet hoi e to shut my windows." *

K 9 '

Of coux e the fact that the hurricane had swept the city 
hours before she was ready to take off from -^elrose was just 
a detail. But so intent is little Miss A. on anything that 
chances to possess her mind at a ,.iven moment that I have no aoubt 
she would rush right in, three days after the storm, and slam 
<xown the windows, even though the roof may long since have 
blown into kingdom come. That's little Miss Alberta,

«
* As I nen these lines, what with your vacation naving drawn 

to its close and the Winter season opening on the morrow, I 
find <my thou, hts sweeping over the broad»avenues between Charlottes
ville "and Mew ork. What would please-me" most would be the 
realization that you are indeed safely back home, treed from 
your cold, and possessed of a few happy moments alone with L, J. , 
with whom you may be exchanging confidences as to all^that^nas 
transpired durin the past two weeks, and in the sharing of 
these varied particulars, re-living again the * happier moments 
that have transpired for both of you during the interim, and 
therebye providing each of you with the peace chat prepares 
one the better for resuming the tasks of tomorrow. And may 
you both rest well.•••••..

2579

September Axnd, 19a7-, ,

Memorandum: < «
Today’s post brought cards from Charlottesville. The Madam 

was genuinely pleaded to learn that you had selected such an. historic 
spot to vi,sit while on vacation. < I need not cell you how enchanted 
l a m  to know that you were absorbing Monticello and the University 
of Virginia.

Glancing backward from ar 
t.ae very pleasure able „ albeit 
three historical figures whose 
Off hand, 1 guess, I would sele 
I suppose such a selection is 
v. er e" all cant empor &rie s, - f  nd  
so iethin . to ap with my choice 
of them rotated a out certain 
beauty.

enbourg to Aden, aid you ever play 
difficult-, .. afcae of selecting two or 
life you would care to re-live, 

ct Jefferson, Vi gee-Dei ru-n or Digne. 
due, in part Co the fact they 
probably the 18th century has 

, plus the ..act that all three 
personalities and places of unusual

There is a paradox about the situation of Monticello and 
so many of the American plantation homes built at the end of 
the 18th century that has always fascinated me, - the fact that 
such, lovely architectural jewels were set in such ultra rural 
places. An extreme example of this is Cold Spring plantation 
home, .till standing in the V/oodville nei.; hburhood, where one 
may still see the spiked iron railing , guarding the m-oat 
around the house, placed' there to keep off the wolves, while 
some of the old batten blinds also remain rt the windows, to 
shut out the view of marauding Indians. Greek.temples, flourishing 
in the primeval forest, unmindful or disdainful of wolves and 
Indians, sopeho-,seems ever so odd to me.

And whjLle on the- subject of the 18th century, weren't- you 
surprised to see so much space divoted to it in? the recent issue 
of life. And weren't you enchanted, to note our aspiration for 
Arenbourg, - liaison do la Heine and du Seigneur, in such 
a publication. I won't suppose I ..,11 find anyone to read me the 
rather ^enerous text accomanyiin these illustrations, but 1 
should certainly like tp, and p. rhaps I shall, eventually.

Using the 
the optics. I 
Salons and The

same issue, I sh, 
can make out The

ill respond to your inquiry regarding
&d o o: An 1 iht e. -i ,u n t, 1 e

Beturn to Mature readily enough, but the smaller
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tlie symbol seems to  s i r  i g h t e n  o u t ,  l e a a i i i  me to  suppose t h a t  
the im p e r fe c t io n  i s  g r a d u a l ly  l e s s e n in g .  I can make out

, ur., - ... p r e ,  c h ick en s ,  o tc ,  , a t  ov r so rsi  t &
dis th-noe , bu t  r e d s ,  iiluee anu pa r u l e s  .,end to fade i. ito £ree  u or 
blac*. v.-hen a t  some d i s t a n c e .  I th ink  the  sM en ^ th  of v i s i o n  i s  
equal  to  most p e o p le ’ s ,  bu t  a t h i n  m i s t ,  g ra d u a l ly  e v a p o ra t in g ,
I  *t h i n k ,  * p o s s ib ly  1 merely ho 3 , i s  ever  so slowly e v a p o ra t in g .
At some d i s t a n c e  from an o b j e c t ,  as i n  the  b ig  road ,  I: continue
to m> st?A„e o b j e c t s  t o r  «-,> o;.le mid 1l u in g l y , as not 01 of o r e ,  I
bom to  a • ooce post  and t i p  ray h a t  to a cow, tan i rq  them f o r  a
two l e  ed ge^tl-enan or lad y .  To the o b se rv e r ,  such a n t i c s  must
p u l l  f o r t h  a lau^.h on occas ion ,  eyen as  i t  does for  me, aga in  proving
the  old adage t h a t  tc.ere i s  no g r e a t  shadow w i th o u t  some gleam of
l i g h t ,  • . ■ - * , -p_

In  t o d a y ' s  pos t  came a l e t t e r  from l i t t l e  ^ i s s  A lb e r ta ,  
having l e f t  he re  a t '  8:30 pn  - i luay morning,f she would,  under 
normal c o n d i t i o n s ,  have a r r i v e d  i n  hew O rleans  a t  4 i n  the  

kemoon. But  obviously  he course .as impeded, fo r  she,
' r e p o r t s  "a lo n g ,  t i r e so m e  t r i p " ,  and says  she reached home 

On t i.-uy n ig h t  a t  8 p.m."  I t  coi ta-inly  ••oula have, been 
bad i f  she had a r r i v e d  on Saturday, n ig h t  a t  8 a.m. , yes ,  no.
She f&ile-. to  t e l l  u s  where she prkod her  h ip s  du r in g  the 24 
hour i n t e r l u d e  t h a t  in te rv e n e d ,  one did say, however, t h a t  
no g r e a t  damage was done to  her house.

ban Henry t e l l s  me th a t  whi le  d r iv in ,  her  to  N a tch i to ch es  on 
.Friday morning to . e t  the  bus ,  l i t t l e  i l i a 8 A. ta lk ed  n g r e a t  
aea l  bout  me, e x p la in in g  th a t  she never could unders tand  my 
v iew poin t  on l i f e ,  a l though  she was p e r f e c t l y  convinced t h a t  
I am a t h o r o i n ^  Communist, Poor l i t t l e  H iss  A lb e r t a  < 
whose card ina l"  concept of p o l i t i c s  i s  based on the f a c t  t h a t  
sue does. ’ t l i n e  *iv- s s i a  because they a o n ’ t have m i l l i o n a i r e s  in  
t h a t  country  to buy p a i n t i n g s  of magnolias  ana Lew O rleans  
c o u r t  ya rds .

S i s t e r  w r i t e s  from £hrog p o r t  t h a t  ^ a r n e t  I .  Kane is* 
au tog rap h in g  books in  a l o c a l  s t o r e  today ,  -  th e  new book on 
h a tc h e z .  I wonder what the  T. s tands  f o r ,  - Titmouse, p e rhaps .
Be th a t  as i t  may, I 'm  persuaded b i s t e r  i s  turning: t h in g s  upside
down to  e n t e r t a i n  sa id  a u th o r ,  j u s t  as she d id  l a s t  y e a r ,  i n
s p i t e  of the  f u r r y  her  Mother m a n i f e s t s  fo r  t h a t  i n d i v i d u a l  fo r
h i s  c h ap te r  on he r  i n  P l a n t a t i o n  r a rade .  I 'm u s t  say I 'm  quaking
as I c n tem pla to  the p o s s i b i l i t y  th a t  he has inc luded  in  h i s  t ex t  those
l e t t e r s aof General  ^ a r t i n  and ^ r s ,  ^ a r t i p , which he s t o l e  from
me w hi le  occupying my house ’th re e  y e a r s  ago.

t  • : ^ , • c
Resumption of o f f i c e  demands w i l l  take up l o t s  of * your time 

fo l low ing  y o u r ' r e t u r n  from the South land ,  .won't t r y  to w r i t e  too  soon.

,

type I c a n ' t  do much about.  The c o n v en t io n a l  symbol of 
l i  t da  as amply ed by i l l u s t r a t o r s ,  t o n a s  to  cut through 
the  s t r a i g h t  l i n e  of p r i n t i n g ,  bu t  g r a d u a l ly  tno • • . . .ea u u g  of

Memorandum:

I  hope you w e r e n ' t  too puzzled  because my r e p o r t  of  
yesterday"”went forward by h i r .  On t a k in g  i t  to  the  o f f i c e ,

I decided t h a t  my l a s t  l i n e  i n  t, e n o te ,  u rg in g  you not to 
h u r ry  about w r i t i n g  u n t i l  a f t e r  the jam of b u s in e s s ,  fo l low ing  
your r e t u r n  to b u s in e s s ,  would be t im e ly  i f  i t  reached you 
b e fo re  you had taken pen in  hand.  . Knowing th a t  I w i l l  
a p p r e c i a t e  th e  demands on your time and s t r e n g t h ,  p lease  
devote  any e x t r a  seconds not r e q u i r e d  by o f f i c e  and home 
r e q u i s i t e s ,  to t e s t i n g  from your t r a v e l s .

Current  b r o a d c a s t s  from Manhattan speak of t iermometer  
read ings a t  41 d e g re es .  I c a l l  t h a t  b i t t e r ,  and I 'm  hoping
apartment  o p e r a t o r s ' a r e  g iv ing  you h e a t .  Down t h i s  way i t  
i s  around 60 a f t e r  sun down, which seems q u i t e  b i t t e r ,  fo l lo w 
ing the  prolonged h e a t  of the  or ece&ding' months.

I  heard something' e l s e  on the r a d i o ,  -  out of S t .  L o u i s , -  
t h a t  i n t e r e s t e d  me*a day or so a ^ o , but  have d isco v ered  
n o th ing  f u r t h e r  on hny s t a t i o n .  Perhaps  you may have 
found the i tem i n  the newspapers ,  and i f  so ,  I should be 
g lad  i f  you would l e t  me know how the th in g  came ont,^ I t  
had to  do With s e g re g a t io n  of co lo red  c h i l d r e n  from white 
i n  the  S t .  Louis  Schools ,  Some o f f i c i a l  i n  the Cathol ic  
Church ordered  the C a tho l ic  schoo ls  to  t e a c h  a l l  the  
c h i l d r e n ,  -  r e g a r d l e s s  of c o l o r ,  and i f  f a c i l i t i e s  fo r  
t e a c h i a  the  cdlored. c h i l d r e n  s p e a r a t e l y ,  (I  hope 1 sa id  
" i f  f a c i l i t i e s  were Hot avai  ski a b l e " , -  then  the  colored were 
to be t a u g h t  i n  the  same sc h o o ls  fo rm er ly  given over ex
c l u s i v e l y  to w h i te s  u n t i l  a d d i t i o n a l  f a c i l i t i e s  could be 
o b ta in ed .  The p a re n t s  of t a a  w hi te  c h i l d r e n  thereupon  re fused  
to  comply witfr t h i s  d ic tum, whereupon the Bishop or whoever, 
t h r e a te n e d  the  whole C a tho l ic  community 03. S t .  nouis  w ith  
excommunication f o r  d isobey ing  h i s  o rd e r ,  fhe r e c a l c i t r a n t  
white  communicants thereupon appealed over the  head of the 
l o c a l  b i  wig, a ppea l ing  to an Archbishop or whoever i s  
next  h ig h e r  on the e c c l e s i a s t i c  l a d d e r ,  -  and t h a t  was 
th e  l a s t  I heard .

"/hat 
can ’ t  ir

I 'm  cu r ious  to  l e a r n  i s  how the h ig h e r —up r u l e d ,
. ________ _ i +- » . ^  vi a n  m r\ m r n n  n i  n o t . A n  D U
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at the same time, I can’t imagine the big wigs not backing up 
their lesser lieutenants, especially in a case wherein 
true Christianity seems to be on the side of the lieuten
ants, So often the Tines Picayune omits the printing of 
news items dealing with controversial r: cial matters, and 
I suppose it * onId be doubly suittish about pri ting such 
material when the racial and religious are all tangled up 
to ̂ ether,

The enclosed letter from hiss Smith speaks for itself.
I ’m sorry we're oin£ to loose her, as for the heading 
Machine, mine is perfectly alright. In ray letter to her,
I asked if there is someway to reduce the number of 
revolutions per minute on my type of machine, as I had an 
English made set of records, atuned to a different momentum, 
and I couldn't discover any gaget to slow down my machine which 
plays rtmerican made Talking Books perfectly, I take it she 
misunderstood my inquiry,: i

A week or so ago; I wrote kora, suggesting that he 
send the manuscript of Old Louisiana Scrapbook direct 
to little *-iiss ilberta in hew Orleans, so that it would 
arrive early*this week. T think I mentioned that she * u 
had taken the natter up with the publishers of the re
print of Fabulous Hew Orleans with whom she has personal 
connections. In my letter to kora, I suggested that 
with the Scrapbook manuscript, another manuscript might 
be sent along, too, since Oeeger is interested in all 
items dealing with the ^elta country. Dora writes that 
bath manuscripts have been sent, - but doesn’t say which 
one was included with tue scrapbook. I wish I knew, for I ’m
writing the publiuner a brief note, pointing out the
reasons for compiling the one, and should like to make some 
reference to the second, I ’m almost certain Oreger will 
not comprehend' the purpose os the Scrapbook, for no one 
ever seems to have done so up to now. The Had am is an 
©5 ception and has always been*thoroughly delighted with g 
it but everyone else seems to stop short with the observa
tion that the material* is unas similated. That statement 
always seems so odd to me,. Of course the material is just 
that, As. a matter • of feet, I had always supposed that a 
Scrapbook was in reality, as the name su^ests, made up 
of seraph, I shall try to e:.plain to dreger that our
effort was to present a picture of Louisiana for the Average
reader by assembling the highlights of its developerneht 
through tide medium. Up to tne present, however, no one ever 
seems to have * comprehended what we -̂ere driving at.

So turns the -world, and tne airuale' is scratcnin* at 
ray uoor, a.oklng me to t,- ke a walk, I reckon, a.na a a u.e 
moon is high, I shall join him forthwith to are n m g  and 
back, •,, •

Iv t  ... t  jfetv i. o  ;
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September 24th, 1947,

Memorandumi
There used to be some news commentator who was always 

ore'sented over the air and offering "the human side of the 
news”. The phrase has run through ray mind during broadcasts 
durin& the past few hours, struck, as I have been, by the 
absence of the humaih elements in the stories present by 
a variety of broadcasts, centering around -krs. Roosevelt1 s 
efforts in behalf of ^ainirv admission into the United States 
for a musician, - back in 1939, :

It seems a bit odd to me that I have neard no one recall 
that anyone, not a Hazi, faced fearful consequences, were he 
threatened with deportation to Hitler’s domain, having once 
succeeded-in -tettin, out. from under the sign of tile swastika. 
People lake Thomas Mann or albert Binstein undoubtedly enjoyed 
the^interest of numerous peopl^s-and societies, and it is well 
that they founa a haven on these shores. Because prominent 
people were so widely known, I suppose their entrance was 
proportionately easier. But for the vast majority of applicants, 
their entry was undoubtedly ;the more difficult since their 
attributes were unknown to the public generally. How much 
nobler*, therefore, was it that “rs. Roosevelt should have 
taken time out from an unusually active life to have interested 
herself in persons com rratively or completely known, - but 
nevertheless as fully possessed of hopes and fears as the greater 
names that re. ched the front pages, I can’t see as it matters 
8 years after a man’s life has been in' jeperdy, what his 
former political associations may h ve been, term a man 
is drowning, such considerations seldom come to the surface, 
and life seems the sweeter to me when I realize that 
the First ^ady of the kand devoted herself fro throwing life
lines to tfrose who floundered in the stormy ‘sea of 
economics ana politics in those trying years of the later 
L930’s, I wish the news commentators on occasions like the 
aresent, would concentrate a little more on the human 
side of che news.

fa
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I have recently ordered a number of books I want to 
investigate, and while aw. iting their arrival, I’m reading 
:?m. ^hirer's Berlin hi ary. In its pages I an finding many 
particulars that escaped me during the war years, - for example,
I did not*before know that the University of Louvain’s library 
had been destroyed in 1940. Following the destruction of the 
former library in 1914, t, ere was ever so much interest in 
various quarters on the part of those who wanted to contribute 
to the restoration of the building and re-stocking its shelves.
I haven t heard any mention of re-building the instution a second 
time, following- the close .of the 2nd '-lorId “Jar, although 
the newspapers may have mentioned it and the radio not.

I as interested, too, in an account of the deserted 
residence of Gita, -impress of Austria, and her son, Gtto, - in 
Belgium. Vaguely, it seems to me, I Jx.&rd somethin*, about 
Zita having died a fow years bacn, but I don’t recall having 
heard* anything about her son/ 0'tto, Do you remember seeing 
anythin^, about his whereabouts during the past few years,
Twice I had the Oood fortune tt> chat quite informally for some tim* 
with one of his uncles, - a Bourbon-Parma, - as civilized a per
son as one is likely to know Sit a had several bor there, but 
I have lost track of all of them save the one who mar ied the 
Grand Duchess of Luxembourg I have heard some quite interesting 
gos!sip from people living In Vibnna during ‘the War years of 
1914-191*8, especially concerning the antipathy between 
Zita and kaiser Vilhelm.,. According to report, too German 
kaiser was inclined to be domineering while the Austrian 
iS .press \m° said to have had ideas of her own so that When 
the kaiser learned and remarked to the impress that she 
was ill advised to wear a a'ress from one of the great 
houses of fashion in laris, she hesitated not at all to 
point out that her wearing ar parel was strictly the business of 
herself, and in devoting herself to such matters, she would 
leave it to the military leaders to c'oncerntrate* on the 
cut of their own uniforms. ; , ft .

' . The enclosed photograph is of the north sL.e of my 
house at ^elrose, facing the -*hite Garden. If you can 
detect a' window on the gallery , - most of tuem seem 
hidden, - the farthest is the one from which I glance 
from time to time as I jot down memoranda. : Then snapping 
this photo, I had intended to catch a p banana plant in the 
foreground, but I notice I secured nothing but the end
0 a leaf in the upper right hand corner, - left hand corner,
1 mean. 'Then heading out and returning from -renbourg, 
it is by the little path from the center of which this
shot is taken. It loads to a concealed wicket which saves me 
the longer march through t e Melrose Garde, s to get to the 
road leavdiing to j,a dote Joyeuse...,..

2585

September 25th, 194 7.

Memorandum:
i /' t

Knipmayer Day, and marvelously cool and. clear.

Dative of IllinoisDr. k, vaguely surprised me by 
remarking he was opposed to schools for children of color. He 
thinks it would be better if negroes were never taught to read 
and write. With four of his own children in coll: ,e, the 
good doctor can’t go on the old adage that if I^non^ce is 
bliss, it’s folly to be Wise. I guess there isn’t any 
use trying, to figure out such conflicting- viewpoints. Perhaps 
one would *do better to remark with John Arshine: 11 Just 
as the world seems to be getting^civilized, somebody stands 

* up and suggests we all go on a picnic”.

As for news on La Cote ̂ Joyeuse, Dr. Knipmayer reported 
that last -mi, ht one of che Purdhommes at the close of the 
day’s ginning, put the two final bales on a truck, intending 
to haul them to the cotton mill in town this morning. About 
10 p.m., scores of negroes appeared from out of the moonlight, 
crying "Fire.”’ It seems one of the bales had ignited and" 

a portion of it, together with the wooden pf rt of tie truck, 
was consumed, although the negroes saved the second bale find 
the rest of the*truck,

Avery once in a while the mechanism of the gin strikes 
a sp rk, igniting the cotton. The flame is so small, however, 
and the baling so speedy, that often’the spark is baled in 

'"the midst of the cotton, unnoticed by the worker. Sometimes 
a bale may stand for days before there is any evidence that 
it is gradually being consumed. There used to be a neLro 
on Melrose with an Uncanny sense for detecting something wrong 
with a bale. He was possesssed of some sixth sense that 
enabled him to tell by the sound of the bale as it bounced 
from5the press, that it held an incipient conflagration 
somewhere within its 500 pounds. So unfailing was his instinct 
' that whenever he put hie finger oh a bale, it was 
invariably set aside, even though there was no smoke or 
any evidence whatsoever to the average man as to anything 
being out of the ordinary ; bout the thing. If the pressure of 
business was great, the bale would sometimes* stand four hours 
off by itself, but sooner or later smoke would begin issuing

S(V g|q
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forth if the bole weren't opened promptly and the fire 
er tinguishad.. I never heard of anyone else havin^suoh ^  

npculiar ift as nossessed by that negro, ile himself -aia 
L  didn't\Soo how ho could toll, but it seemed to him as 
though a single gpark ,in the bale made it souna4 *f*°**n^ w-ie 
in fell from the press to the floor. Perhaps not a bale m  
400 or 500 catches fire in the ginning, out with oot-on 
30 some odd cents a pound, and the average oale \>signing 
pounds! it certainly is w r t h  while detecting a potential 
conflagration.

Shanks to the cooler weather, ay patient eeems to be 
consistently happier than usual, although she hash t a y® 
manifested any increase In- physical vigor,

Ur,dam Regard is on the sick list', however, and she nas 
been bn a Shreveport hospital for a week or so. Dr. /orsley 
told me she felt something other than the neart was ailing, 
and a preliminary check indicates tne;gall Gladder Is 
order " J, n. talks with Nsleste daily from Shreveport, 
f e l t  m m  Regard is doing pretty well but Oeleste is 
SO excited she is the one who is stealing tne show, idadam 
Regard is 76, a very, kindly, calm soul. Very of-ten, tnro^ 
unusual self control, .she suffers silently unile her daughter, 
being unusually high strung, gets most of ti.o attention.

AS for the health of t e Plantation generally, it seems 
to be rather on the &ood side, Sven those who^iell out from 
the heat oi early last week are back in the fields &0am, 
picking 'cotton for who lasts the longest, aome oj yne

* workers are laboring mightily with a view to re~vitalizing^ 
the old wrecks that last year at this time were newly acquired 
second hand automibiles. The lucky ones last year smashe^ up 
their giloapies shortly after acquiring tnem, and thus escaped 
the constant drain of repair bills, /ith money thus savea , <:‘JjQ 
no inmendjrng" expensefwxrehEbiliting these four wneelea 
throw-aways”, money can be expended on exhorbitantly price

* furniture, lic.uor, etc. .line of third rate quality is 
selling at one dollar a pint and beer, - in this dry Parish,- 
can be obtained by would be purchasers from local clubs •
It seems that one loop hole in the local dry law permits a 
’’club" to serve licquor to its members, - designed by^tne 
Brahmins to accommodate themselves in Natchitoches, hut 
that blessing has spread beyond the town m Ixt limits, and now 
little ’’clubs" are springing up in the countryside, too.
The nearest one to ^elrose is half way to Bermuda, - 
a white man, named Frenchie, “haviu, established it. The 
cost of member ship'is ^2.00, and a member may obtained beer 
without breaking the law, although he could oe arrested for 
buying the same beer, were it purchased from any o oner dispenser 
than the ’’club", tfhis Cane River ’’society1 is styled The 
Cana River Nod-and Reel 01ub, which certainly sounds xishy, 
and not at all suggestive of smells from the bung hole of a beer 
keg. So things turn, and may I do better on the morrow.,,.

2 5 8 7

September 26th, 1947,

Memorandum: , ~ *
Another solid week of sunshinewith continued threats from

the leather Bureau of nothing but dry weather ahead. I ’m beginn
ing to Ion- for rain. Thermometer readings remain around 
90 in the day time but the nignts cool offpereiptiously,- 
it usually is in,the lower 60’s now, so that the dews are
hea-vy and. vegetation at Arenbourg . ccordingly profits 
thereby©, , ,

During the past week, the mail has been interesting for 
what it did not include. On two days even the Times 
Picayune failed to come throughand somehow i had expected 
a line from your friend, Gertrude Roberts ^mith, but not 
a peep has been heard from that quarter,* It must have 
been three weeks ago that I acknowledged the luaghlin 
letter, but sometimes it seems as. though one letter from 
me writes " U n i ” to correspondence. I would have thought 
^r. J-aughlin would have acknowledged the invitation to 
show him the Oane River country but possibly the big wind 
carried off his writing paper. Frankly, I am not 
hinting at a want of correspondence from +*cw fork, for 
as I pointed out in an earlier note, 1 honestly hope you 
will conserve your energies until such a time as a re
established routine will give you a measure of leisure.

I finished Berlin© Diary last nitht and found'it 
entervoining and instructive,.* it contributed in so many 
details to a slightly better comprehension of how things 

developed during 1940, - a year which will always remain a 
little foggy in my understanding. In the same package 
was a short article, - The nine Days’ Wonder by John k&se- 
field, read by your friend, Alexander bcourby, - being an 
account of the doings at bunkerk in May of 1940, an 
event of which I knew practically nothing.

At the moment I am unaertaking a biography, - The Raven, 
which from the title,, suggest Sdgar Allen Poe, but in reality 
is a life of ham Houston of whom I know nothing, but should, 
what with the events swirling around the Natchez country, 
and the kin folk of a, Houston who lived there and played 
some part in his early South West adventures. One thing 
about Nam Houston’s political career .is unique, - he was 
Senator from one State, Governor of another State and
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p r e s i d e n t  o f an independent  r e p u b l i c  (Texas

Cnee i n  a  while a lady  from Texas, -  a ^ r a n d d a ^ /h te r
o f 'o n e  of Sam Houston*® a s s o c i a t e s  conies to  ^ i r o s e ,
T tttd t  ask her  heap of  q u e s t io n s  the  n e x t  time sue p a rse s  

L y  -SonL- o th e r  fam ily  heir looms i n  her  p o s s e s s io n
i s  her  . l a u d *  t i e r ' s  oonmission, signed by S M ^ o u s t o n ^  nariin&
the man ambassador of i e x a s  to  w.e ^ r V ° X °  Vn *

nt Cloud Well do I rememoer how duralxounded, ana 
f h b t r n . f  the  l a d y  when, on mentioning: S t ^ a e n d  whioh
-ehe_*»d-w>*ei si sited-, I- tola - nor- I—**® --
the  n lao e ,  -  t h a t  i s  to. say,  the  g a rd e n s ,  fo r  tne  uhateau 

•was he t royed  i n  the 'Tax of 1870. Hours a f t e r  her  e o n . e r s a -  
t i o n  w ith  me t l o u t  the p la c e ,  she kept r e t u r n i n g  to ^ne 

. s u b j e c t ,  f o r  i t  seems t h a t  never  b e fo re  h a  she ever met
' anyone who had ever, © r t  ox tae  p l a c e ,  lo  ® ;• i i |

8' e a t  any time t h e r e .  That s t i l l  seems_ oad to me -  and 
y e t ,  come to th in k  of i t ,  I suppose i t  i s  no mere so tnan 
Inc  f a c t  t h a t  I used to  ge t  a big k ick  ouc of i i iv iu in g  people 
to  lunch a t  r-otel  des R e s e r v o i r s  a t  V e r s a i l le s ,  on l e a r n i n g  
t h a t  trie b e n ig h ted  so u ls  had spen t  t h e i r  whole l i v e s  i n  
i a r i s ,  had t r a v e l e d  a.,one -u rope  c o n s id e r a b ly ,  and y e t  naa 

.m over  l a i d . a y e s  or h e a r t  on t h i s  g l o r y  Qi tue 17tn ana 
18th c e n t u r i e s . .  But on second th o u g h t ,  i  suppose tue 
world i s  f u l l  of iS l izabe th  Raeburn hoys,  fo r  the l a t t e r  
1 ,„u •, you w i l l  r e c a l l ,  journeyed to- nurope annua l ly  l o r  
a q u a r t e r  of a cen tu ry  w i thou t  ever  having-gone  west of 
the  hud son R iv e r .  ‘ '■* ' ' .. * _a

The o th e r  n i g h t  -1 awakened by-what 1 thought  n i ^ h t  ^oe
e a r th  t r e m o r s , what w i th  th e  squeeking oi the- t im b e r s - e f  
the  house, having j u s t  r e t d  an account  of bomoe f a l l i n g  
on B e r l i n .  1 concluded i t  was b u t  a nightmare and s e - tu r n e d  over
anu l e n t  b&ek to Bieep, hex t  meri ting  tge  ^pdjm^ftsfegg^me-----
:t tb'Hh3u7fiT"f~ e house was shaking ', i o r  sne s a i d ^ t n e  Lig 

, ; , ? d  mad# s e v e r a l  e s t range  sounds, -paay «s papers  r e p o r t  
an et-uthqueace g t  l l n f i e l d , ,  some aO m i le s  J o i t h  k as t  Q t’ 
h e re ,  uxoro t\ fc, r a i n s  were cracked oy a m i ls  e a r th q u ak e ,
. ? go perhaps I ’wasn* t ' dreaming - a? t  e r  • a l l ,  •: . • ,

'. The en c lo su re  Speaks fo r  i t s e l f ,  a l though  • I  guejsa i t  
i s n ' t  worth much to ino  i c a t e , the  phoneme non of Did rian- Winter 
in  - o u i s i a n a .  T t i l l ,  Xisend i t  aion,, reg. rd less- ,  s ince  ^it 
may serve as  a poor b i t  '.of: mosaic to  f u r t h e r  your pi d tu re  
of . ib is ,  reg io n  i n  mid Y/inter*

A vjopk. ago* ana . your v a c a t io n  was * d raw ling  
i t s .  c lo s e ,  How f a s t  the-v a c a t i o n  p asse d ,  and ̂ p robably  the
ensuing 'week 'has f lown- with equal r a p i d !  t y f ,ISe ***-adam̂  
fSj^eaks o f t e n  o f  .your . t r i p  and-, says to t e l l  yon how envious  
sue i s  Of you# v i s i t  t o  - n a r lO B te s v i i l© , in i  ah© has never 

1 v i s i t e d  ^ o n t i c e l l o ,  *.»,.• ;

OiUit.

1
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Iept eriber J t8 th ,  1847,

Memorandum:
The weather co n t in u es  d e l i g h t f u l .

I  devoted a p l e a s u r e a b le  few hours  Sa turday  morning,  
se t t ing  out  ten  dozen b u lb s  a t  a renbourg .

,  ? : ? : - * 5 ; s i r : « X “ s s « X f * 2 ; S ™ . x r : L r Sh

Masef i e l d  s to r y  of the  ev ac u a t io n  a t  ^u n k e rq u e , I raI1 m a s e i i e i a  s ji hl y  d e l i g h t e d  me, ana no m a t t e ra c ro ss  a nme tn a t  thorou^nxy to haVe been a
f i f n ^ e f a y ^ c o a A s e  S t r i v e d  th e  t i t l e  t h a t  kept
r e p e a t e d  i l s e l f  i n  my th o u g h ts .  ^  
fo r  the most p a r t ,  the  names o . . u0 6 t o  a re  w a i  e 
'u n im ag in a t iv e ,  and e s p e c i a l l y  nava l  c r a f t .  ,
once !  stumbled over one t h a t  f lo o re d  me b u t  completely  , v A  
neve i n  the  world did anyone Hear ’
a l b e i t  a u t h e n t i c ,  -  fo r  an y th in ^  re^em bl in t  a o ru r„  , 
d e s t r o y e r  or b a t t l e s h i p ,  -  The Hoyal D a f f o d i l l .

how I mean r e a l l y ,  — an i r o n c l a d ,  a f l o a t i n g  f o r t r e s s ,
and such a name *-fhe  Royal B a f i o d i l l

vho i n  the  o r ld  do VO suppose broke the b o t t l e  of 
champagne over her prow on launching  and pinned th a t  
o n X ° S o n s t e x  of the  d e e : .  I  t r y  to  p i c t u r e  i n  my mrnds^ eye 
the  Dow e r  Queen Mary t o s s i n g  ner  p a ra s o l  B-ayly i n t o  tne . i r ,  
b r in g in g  down th e  b o t t l e  on tKe h u l k ,  and momentar i ly  . f o r g e t t i n g  
n e i  s e d a t e n a s s ,  c r y i n S" I  g ive  yoi* a nme, i n c r e d i b l e  end 
h i l a r i o u s ,  1 i’he Hoyal D a f f o d i l l  «

Or could "Tinston O h u ro h i l l ,  aH H i r s t  i-ord oi  the
A dm ira l ty ,  cracked t h e  b o t t l e  over R’i n e v e i t a t i  
a l a r ,  e b r e a t h ,  and h a l f  swallowing M s  i n e v e i t a b l e  o i fca r ,
coughed up bo th  c ig a r  and ’’The Royal D a f f o d i l l ,

'Veil anyhoo, t h e r e  s ta n d s  the name on H i s t o r y ’ s s c r o l l ,  
and a rni .ht  f in e  one i t  i s ,  and when we s h a l l  have surveyed 
the golden g lobes  of t h i s  p la n t in g  at  Aronbourg, we s h a l l  
probably  l i k e  them Aie more because they w i l l  remind us
of one rart'Ycfip'ant i n  the  doing® -Hun.er ue,
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•That. w i th  the  p s t  week having been one of s o l i d  
sunsh ine ,  money must nave been foiia l in g  i n  the  pocke ts  of 
the  c o t to n  p i c k e r s ,  for  there, was o c c a s io n a l  s i g h t s  i n  the  
b ig  ro'ad, -  dusky r e s i d e n t s  weaving t h e i r  course r a t h e r  than  
pursuing a s t r a i g h t  course .  I  t ake  i t  the  b o o t l e g g e r s  must 
h ve made money on F r iday  n ig h t  and Sa turday .  But'* everyone 
seemed to be in  a j o l l y  mood, and the  few who passed by 
to Scy Howdy, gave ovary im press ion  t h a t  t h e i r  in v es tm en ts  i n  
’wet g r o c e r i e s ” had been w el l  e r e n t .  There w i l l  be no 

, pecane crop to g, t h e r  t h i s  yes.r, and so th e  income must 
be e x t r a c t e d  s o l e l y  from cot ion p ick in g .  The work e oes on 
a t  a. g r e a t  r; t e ,  mnd money c i r c u l a t e s  w i th  the  same f a c i l i t y .  
Huch fo r  merriment  but  mighty l i t t l e  fo r  the  morrow.

Along about 5 o ’c lock  t h i s  even ing ,  h r ,  ana Mrs. HcQook 
Oome down from ha u m i to c h es  fo r  a c a l l .  The d e n t i s t  i s  a 
very  small  .an, k in d ly  and dumb. Mrs. McCook i s ,  one 
the  o th e r  hand, qui e Juno-esque ,  - t h e  J e r i t z a  type ,  
c u l t i v a t e d  ana expansive ,  and heads the music aepoxtment 
a t  the  c o l le g e  in  town. They had two th in g s  to  say t h a t  
i n t e r e s t e d  me much. They were i n  Hatchez i n  the  Spring and 
;Irs.  McCook sang a t  the  opening of the  new C h r i s t i a n  Science 
Church i n  Hatohez, which i s  none o ther  th a n  the  o ld  Bank 
B u i l a i o n  Main S t r e e t .  They say the b u i ld i n ^  has'  been 

b e u a t i f u l l y  r e s t o r e d ,  -  a f a c t  t h a t  d e l i g h t s  me no end, 
bavin. feared* so long t h a t  th rough  n e g l e c t ,  i t  might fo l low  
•tne o&.th to d e s t r u c t i o n ,  taken by so many o ther  famous old 
'p lac es  i n  the  town,

* " M ; , ;b , Mw-p; 'pp- ;y-;- ,, g.j : p- MA. ■; ' ~ ,-e d l  nw ■ My A p u  i
aue* o th e r  i n t e r e s t i n g  po in t  was made, — and echoed a s in  

by wife  and husband; -

ab o v 
d e l i g h t f u l . and

"'ion know we spent the_ summer a t  b i n s t o n ,  C o n n ec t icu t ,  - 
t  . gQ m ile s  b a c a oi Poughkeepsie ., to  the  E a s t .  I t  was 

_ *‘f° over to the  Hudson V a l ley  s e v e r a l  t im es ,
v i s i t e d  yae I a rk .  The l a t t e r  i s  a d r e a d f u l  p l a c e ,  so dus ty  
aiid a l l .  _ The h-iorary i s  a t e r r i b l e  shack,  but  does have some 
i n t e r e s t i n g  th ings  in  i t .  Ho, we d i d n ’t  go i n s i d e  the Booseve l t  
home, -  j u s t  looked in  through the windows. Ho, we d i d n ’t  care  
to^ e n t e r  the  b u i ld in g ,  You see,  th e re  a re  always so many 
p i lg r i m s  v i s i t i n g  the p l a c e ,  -  and so many n i ur o e s .  Of cou rse ,

t p r e ju d i c e d ,  
v i s i t  a p lace

we aren 
want to 
t o o . **

In
a l r i g h t
p lace  A a i c i  ole of nary 
i s  more i n c l i n e d  to- a id

but  you know how i t  i s ,  
where t h e r e  a re  so many

one -ao e sn *t  
negroes  v i s i t i n g ,

the  op in ion  of the -cCooks,  I  tkke i t ,  ’’no .rocs 
si n  t h e i r  p l a c e ” A pparen t ly  Hyde Park i s n ’ t the

ker Edd 
he

are

, . :u i Lt ■
^ c ih e t t f i r c

m McCook, I tak e  i t  
than f e e  C h r i s t i a n .

Sometimes t h e j « o r l d  seems a l i t t l e  d e p re s s in g ,  bu t  t h e r e ’s 
always .nOT.esior iefcvan on p.t.q when a powerful  n a t i o n  w i l l
8 t J'le  a b a t t l e s h i p  ihe *o;’a l  i i a f f o d i l l ..........
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September £9 th ,  1947.

Memorandum:

Your f i n e  f a t  f i v e  page l e t t e r  to  hand, i n  t o d a y ’s 
p o s t .  How noble of you to  share  so fulsome an account 
of th  1 ng s w i th  me,

Monday, be ing  a "low day’’ on the p l a n t a t i o n  i n  
easy•money seaso n s ,  my s e c r e t a r y  was absent  today,  and 
so I s h a l l  have your e p i s t l e  to  en joy  on the.morrow, be ing  
thus  b l e s s e d  tw ice ,  once fo r  p o sse s s in g  i t  and second for 
e x p lo r in g  i t s  co . . tents .  I t  i s  only by supreme s e l f  con tro l  
t h a t  I r e s t r a i n  a smile  now and then  when i n  C e l e s t e ’s 
p resen c e ,  she a p o lo g i se s  for  opening a l e t t e r ,  j u s t  come 
to  hand, e x p la in i n g  as  she opens i t ,  th, t  she simply 
c a n ’ t  wait to run through  i t ,  as she i s  t e r r i b l y  i n t e r e s t e d  
i n  the w r i t e r ,  of the  no te .  Unable to  r e s t r a i n  her 
i n t e r e s t  f o r  two m in u te s ,  she most c e r t a i n l y  Mould 
be l i k e  a ch ick en  on a hot g r i d d l e ,  i  ■ she had. to p r a c t i c e  
P a t i e n c e  f o r  £4 h o u rs ,  x reckon.

The e n c lo su re  from the Greneral speaks fo r  i t s e l f .  
’’Only four  hours from ba ton  Bouge” n a t u r a l l y  f i l l s  him 
with  d e l i g h t ,  what w i th  the  p ro sp e c t  of Melrose so near aye.
The II. aam, however, i s  not  f i l l e d  w i th  equal  enchant
ment at, t h i s  p o t e n t io n a l  program. Of a l l  t h e  Henrys, she 
d e c l a r e s ,  J% it. i s  the  e a s i e s t  to  l i v e  w i th ,  and . 
p r e f e r r i n g  q u i e t  eek ends,  •  or week ends marked by 
v i s i t s  from he r  f r i e n d s  and no t  h e r  family  are  obviously  
s u b j e c t s  f o r  ,con tem pla t ion  on her  p a r t  w i th  r e c e ip t  
of t h i s  l e t t e r .  a s f o r  m y se l f ,  it doesn ’t  m at ter  much 
e i t h e r  way, h g u e s s ,  and th e r e  may be some adva.. ages to  
be honed f o r ,  a l th o u g h ,  a t  the p r e s e n t  w r i t i n g ,  I 
c a n ’ t  su mon them to mind c o n c r e t e ly .

I  have f i n i s h e d  r e a d in g  about  Cam uouston ,  -  
;’The M ven” , and f i n d  myself  wondering why i n  th e  o r ld  
the  movies have done the th ing  i n  c e l l u l o i d .  One reason  might 
be t d i f f i c u l t y  of f in d in g  an a c to r  to  p lay  such 
a d i f f i c u l t  p a r t ,  Yhan 14 or 15,  Houston, of h i s  own .....
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volition, had (-.cent two or three years o* g -  P g  g  
the Indians, Vy lion; ho v as adopted, ana aveu oh®
"Raven". As a yount man, he went to .aei.infcton 
Representative from Tennessee, impression tne vapitoi

is sartottal splendor. Then “  fM.aTennessee, and husband of a belle Oi that ai-aue, Jil" 
elegance ’as e-ally famous, - all of which he ditopped 
while enjoying the ^reet popularity, ta^n* 
to the wiles el beyond the Mississippi, casting 
hi® fine rain cut and content m y  himself w i t h 'the blanket 
of a Bed Shin. Ana then, a few yo xs later, ne ^ - 1 1  
b gcane tne ultra fas/ ienable nan oi tne vjorld, in 
his role of President of i«*aB and senator , - ^-ai*L 
■ resident, I can’t quite imagine on axles nau^mon, -_or 

example, done up in feathers and SGalp-foock, jiox can I 
conceive any other actor sufficiently 1 :rlS?Sfn?Qd tyQ 
restrain laughs from the audience pi* he fulfilled the 
required c, an as of costumes surely n oust on life _
was extraordinary and bubblih^ over with movie iia"®ri^ »  d 
rut t) rob ably it is the co eturao, thii* wnioh in;s ̂ e-ueviled 

.producers if screening The haven ■ over cont emitted.
r

There is a totally insignificant point in the 
hook, that rouses my cur iosity, - why the autnor, in 
speaking of £repident Houston’s diplomatic Pesotiatio: 
with England and..JS'rancp, invariably refers to London «nd 
Versailles”, If I remembpr correctly, it was in m e  
1830’s that Louis m i l i p p p  was tracing across the 
oodinents of Versailles the words: ”a Tousles 
Gloires de la fiance”, converting the palace into 
a museum. It was at Jrand Trianon, oi course, °pfi 
Napoleon installed Josephine on the eve of hie divorce, 
but I think, no Bo rbon ever reigned from Versailles 
.after 178.9, so that a statement of diplomatise 
negotiations were going on \ etween ’’Texas ana ersailles 
in* the lata 1830’s and early 184,0’s, seems a 
out of whack, - b\it I could be wrong, - ana, right or 
wrong, it is certainly of no importance* ,

according to the calendar, - and the appearance oi 
thin s o u ftide supports the statement, the noon is 
full' toni'/ht. I ’m"just hack from a kittle journey down 
the road, and lane diver is marvelous, i.ts placid surface 
- listening in golden glory. { Olemence wasn t home but 
Jackie and the, children were about, we nad a 
ci arette and wlyde cp. ude ■‘■‘mmette Davis dropped in,—
-arid forthwith I drooped out, supposing the ex-wife and 
ex-husband could do'very nicely without, my presence.
On my x, turn, at the garage, I found evidence of the week
end hold over. Log was sitting on the ground, leaving b«,ck 
against fctya building: umr. -ranooi.s, Peter is yonaer 
ab hr. Brew’s. Please-bell him for me that I ee aruna, 
and to come aria walk me home, plesa, sir, So ourns the 
world at ““elrpse,,. • •

•CiX%\

V g  ‘
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‘Jentember 30th, 
1947.

Memorandum; ■ • ' .
I have read half your nice long letter, traveling 

with you about Ashville and as fax Berth as the 
cab at Charlottesville’ about to start for M0nticello.
.and in all truth, I hav-e enjoyed every step of the way 
although I could have wished that we didn’t encounter the 
cockroi ches on the reception commit e.

I ’m wondering how it was that you didn’t aetect 
any Southern drawl in my voice, and have come bo the 
conclusion that you so readily adjusted your ear to 
speech below the ^ason-Dixon line, during your brief 
stay in Borth Carolina that even though the Louisiana 
drawl was present, your acute ear had already become 
accustomed to that particular type of speech so that 
its presence in my voice wasn’t especially notieible.

. , V ;  r- / -A / <

How nice that you should have encountered G, R, S. 
again b-efpre quitting the hotel. I feel as though 
I know Mrr# Wilson, her companion, even though I have 
never seen her, for her name is often mentioned here,

-»nd how nice that in the little shop in the Audio
City 'setLing you will have the little 
whenever you pass that way. Isn’t it 
threads of life, so far from tne main 
of cropping up in the most unexpected 
places. Surely not the leeast riches 
the additional glimpse of gold on our 
we get back again.

reminder of Pennland 
wonderful how little 
fab ri c, have a'way 
and distantly located 
of travel comes from 
own doorsteps when

And what a happy coincident that you should have 
found "pur house” in the pages of Life <on your visit 
to the Charlottesville library. I call that perfect timing 
and somehow it wraps up Arenbourgh, Trianon and 
Monticello all in one neat little package. I an 
astonished at your reference to one of my inimitable maps 
which you say I once sketched for your delectation, in
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r e f e r e n c e  to Monti c e l l o  ana i t s  en v i ro n s .  I had comple te ly  
f o r g o t t e n  having .be - labored  you wioh ' such p a r t i c u l a r s ,  which, 
i n  r e t r o s p e c t , must, have g i e a t l y  imposed upon your own 
good n a t u r e ,  s in c e  my impulse must have "been to  
s p i l l  over my own enthusiasm w i thou t  too d e l i c a t e  r eg a rd  
fo r  your own i n t e r e s t s  a t  the t im e .  But my embarrassment 
i s  le s se n e d  hy the  assurance  which,  hy merely  mentioning* 
you i n d i c a t e  t h a t  your memory i s  "better  than  mine and 
t h a t  f i r s t  r e f e r e n c e  to  the d e l i g h t s  of th e  l i t t l e  Mountain 
formed an embryo seed t h a t  came i n t o  such d e l i c i o u s  
f low er ing  when you y o u r s e l f  made a l l  t h e s e  s p e c u l a t i o n s  
come ^rue .  I t h in k  you a re  p e r f e c t l y  r em ark ab le ,  and 
I aon t  care  who knows i t .

On tn e  home f r o n t ,  t h in g s  rock aloi \ .  much. as u s u a l ,  
file weather man says cl a' r s k i e s  s t r a i g h t  ' ahead. But i n  
c a l c u l a t i n g  the  morrow’s w e a th e r ,  ~ or t o d a y ’ s, fo r  t h a t  
m a t t e r ,  he doesn ’ t  take i n to  account  the  huge f o r e s t  f i r e s  
now sweeping hu&e t r a c t s  of t imber a c r o s s  the  b o rd e r  i n  Texas. 
I have no ine-. how f a r  away th e s e  . i r e s  ? r e  b u rn in g ,  -  
perhaps  50 or 100 m i l e s ,  >,ut we r ewoi-. f̂t to  spread  a t h i n  
gauze of smoke a.cruss the b l u e , s c reen in g  the f u l l  ueffct of 
the  mid day c l a r e ,  much to the s a t i s f a c t i o n  of growing 
t/i i  s a t  e.ibo r. , I ’m sure .

A pos t  c a ra  today comes rom Char les  who announces 
h i s  presence  i n  Manhattan, i t t e n d i n g  a monotone meeting.
I had no i d e a  he was heading  Northward, Had I known in 

advance,  I shoulo have i n q u i r e d  as to  h i s  h o t e l ,  fo r  
I si oulu have been g lad  to  pass  i  t  a long to  you, so t h a t
you mich t  have a l i t  a le  chat  w i th  him, -  he i s  so .
p l e a s a n t ,  and I *-m sure you b p tn  would fo-.ve enjoyed the 
c o n ta c t .  ■ q . , '

bhat  i n  the  world vdo you suppose ever  hap. ened t o  
l a  b e l l e  Hssae ~*ae, I t  seems to me t h a t  i t  was .fay
when • she ..ended o u t - f o r  C a l i f o r n i a ,  and tomorrow we are
the  1 s t  ox October,  I th in k .  The Atate L ib ra ry  i s  go ing  
to  neec. ner  by the  t ime the n ex t  e l e c t i o n  r o l l s  ' round ,  
fo r  Sam Jones w i l l  probably  be e l e c t e d  Governor, anti I 
th ink  I mentioned once b e fo re  t h a t  he came w i th in  an 
inch of k i l l i n g  the whole S ta te  l i b r a r y  system, -  as 
an economy p o s tu r e ,  dur ing  h i s  l a s t  reg ime.  Big b u s in e s s  
ana l i t  11 e *(ii  ss  ..1 b a r t  a un i  t e i n  e in _ i\ig *-*r. Jones ' ;  
p r a i s e s ,  because  he cut  down the  budget .  I  c a n ’ t  su b s c r ib e  
to an economy th a t  accomplishes  i t s  ends by d e s t r o y in g  
the  c i r c u l a t i o n  of the  p r in te d  page. Somehow i t  smaks 
of h r , ^n ipm ayor’s - id ea  t j .a t  i t  w e r e - b e t t e r  i f  the  
people of c o l o r  w e r e n ' t  tau gh t  to  read and r i g h t .  I f  
only  we could  r e s t r a i n  the  b i t s h o t s  from bein^ ab le  to  
add and s u b t r a c t  fo r  a w h i le ,  chat  might h e lp ,  t o o ...........

Oc toher  1 s t ,  1cj 47 .

Memorandum:

,.nd so ,  t a . . i n  • up th e  l a t t e r  h a l t  of your w onderfu l ly  
i n t e r e s t i n g  l e t t e r ,  I  r e - j o i n  you as  you mount your e a t  xor 
I l o n t i c e l l o .  - jJ

But b e f o r e  m e n t io n in g  our t r a v e l s ,  l e t  me say now 
s o rr y  I am to l e a r n  t h a t  my ^ood f o r t u n e  i n  r e c e i v i n g  such  
a f a s c i n a t i n g  acco u n t  was based on th e  f a c t  th a t  a co la  
haa 'out you out of c i r c u l a t i o n ,  a l b e i t  the  o p p o r t u n i t i e s  
you rasped a t  b e i n g  c l o i s t e r e d  p ro v id ed  me w i th  a l l  t. ese  
p l e a s u r e s ,  I ao hope t h a t  by /ednesti&y you f e l t ^  s u f f i c i e n t l y  
s t r o n g  to  d iv e  i n t o  the  mountain of  l a b o r ,  aw ait in ^  you 
a t  the L a b o r a to r y ,  and at  the  same t i m e ,  you have 
measured your s t r e n g t h  w i th  s u f f i c i e n t  p r e c i s s i o n  to

" gnd so back to . . . o n t i e e l l o .  How n i c e  o f  you to '  _  
enumerate a l l  the  d e t a i l s  t h  t  e n tr a n c e d  y o u ,  -  both w i t h i n  
and w i th o u t  the mansion. I ’ m u i e  t h e r e  was such an 
abudance of t h e s e  t h i n g s  on t h e  f i r s t  f l o o r  th a t  they  
n ro v id ed  enough f o r  a f i r s t  v i s i t  t o  recompense you xor not  
v i s i t i n g  th e  second f l o o r .  I njev r had anyone uo share many 

o f  th e  l i t t l e  d e t a i l s  you m ent ion ,  -  such as  the  f a n - l i k e  
memorandum pad, e t c . ,  a l l  of wnj.ch I  sh ou ld  l i ^ e  t-o examine  
w ith  c a r e .  * A»d so i t  tu rn s  out t h a t  we s h a l l  have something  
new to  share  w i t h  each o th e r  when we v i s i t  m o n t i c e l l o  t o g e t h e r , *• 
l o r  vou can show me t h e  .d o w n sta ir s  t r e a s u r e s  and I can 
e x p lo r e  th e  u p s t a i r s  t h i n g s  wit f i  you.

Your chance m ee t in g  v»ith th e  oame >&rden vas d e l i c i o u s ,  
guch l i t t l e  c o n t a c t s  go so f a r  i n  h e l p i n g  one to absorb more 
th ro o u n h ly  the f e e l i n g  o f  th e  new c o u n t r y s i d e  one i s  
v i s i t i n g ,  fo r  th e  f l a v o r  o f  th e  l o c a l  r e s i d e n t  adds a 
d i s t i n c t  t i n c t u r e  t h a t  somehow g i v e s  a d e f i n i t e  ana o f t  t im e s  
a t r h l y  aut; e n t i c  atmosnher which  o th e r w is e  might escape  one.
And how n i c e  t h a t  through your Jame Harden, you were ab le  to
e x p l o r e  the country  s i d e  about C h a r io t t e v i l l e .  I don t  know
th e  van ^leve  e s t a t e  nor the Astor  p l a n t a t i o n ,  I have
noF doubt tha t  th e  Mrs. nna^horne you met was an uStor c o n n e c t io n .
As you know,'Mrs. Charles  Lana Gibson and Haney Astor were both
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ar.chnrne'? o+ Vii inia. You nay also recall tha.t Ur8. 0. D.
- I^Shorne GiDson used to be much interested in

nautical publications. But that i^another story,
another story, no doubt, is the van ^leve plantation*

I’m wondering if By any chance that name may hare come-down 
from the tine the soldiers from ‘•‘esse were stationed in 
th<=> * rlottesville enighborhood, and nr, Jefferson
th? the GarmL Barnonesa so hospitably. There are so
many^nt ere sting particular's we shall tare to investigate evontu-
ally* - ...  "

Wid how nice you have such an excelleiit opportunity to 
incluSe a visit to" the University of Virginia before your 
Jharlbttasville visit came to a close, ôit mention 
reference to as having oeen **r. ^effexson s inspiration
In ^via. out hi University. ?rora the an losure you will 
note two "very sketchy and unsatisfactory suggestions o^ tne 
Uarly layout, but they may.provide a general concept of 
t> e similarity of the two arrangements. 3rom the aerial 
nhofS you ' ill norice a sheet of water 'centering the picture, 
fhis compares to tho greensward about which the miilaings 
cluster at the University. Probably th* 17th century 
Plan of liarly is too small to indicate tne buildings.
There were 13 of the main ones, vaguuely in the snape of 
a "UH There were 6 pavillions to the right and to tne 
left of the sheet of water* - while the liaison du Hoi 
a+ u. mid point of the nU , * situated at tne far end
o-^thS6 sheet * 0 1 water , and similarly placed, as is the no tuna a , 
easily dominating the smaller buildings to the right and  ̂
le t of either the greensvfard or the water, as the case may oe#
I had completely forgotten ever•having sketched the relative 
position of the %  Little fountain and the university, but

- t-*r-. eiTchanteq if what must have been too much ©nt-husi-asm- on
my cart at the e, el U  * little in straighten^ out 
the situation for you when visiting the place after all these
years. ‘ \

p,xit before leaving. Charlottesville, let's pay one ouick 
little visit back to “"on ti cello. You mentioned, amon.. other 
thin- s the unusual division of the windows into three ̂ sections, 

vou svgx ciiSiiCG to x©c*& ishs ililcxrious tnin^ tJi&t iiin̂ od 
uuon them during hr. Jefferson’s retirement. President 
Madison was forever spending days with *~t • Jefferson, and 
used to olaco his chair in front of the window, tipping it 
backward to rest it against the frameword. One day ■“‘■r. efiercon, 
oih over naoers on his desk, and chatting the while with 

President SriLison, suddenly received no response to some 
ouerv, looking up to see What had happened, he saw at a 
olance that ^r, Madison’s chair had slipped, catapaulting 
the President slapp into the geranium bed just below the 
w i j-id w , ** he ad ov or heels i nt o hor t i cul i>ux e,... • aIx i gh ̂ •«,. •,
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October knd, 1947.

k4U emorandum: ,
hiiipmayer hay, and not much news, either from the doctor or 

from the various pil rims passing this way durin.„ the past k4 hoi rs.
t

Yesterday afternoon saw a few more tisitons than usual,-
it must be the fine October weather has somethin^ to do about 
rpa$ running propensities, Mrs. Weise and her daughter were 
( .an from "atenitodies, while up from Alexandria cane Mrs.
Hand, Mrs. File and Mac Mhite, - the two latter being lar Hands' 
brother and sister.

And then, slap in the midst of things, Celeste brought Mine, 
Regard back from the Shreveport hostpif&l, and who came with them but 
Bister, But somehow she appeared unusually normal, and her 
overnight visit did upset quite so many applecarts,as usual.

•
Bhe declared she couldn’t be bored coming to 

Melrose but at the moment is setting high .store"on attending 
tne v*ule Derby in -lexanuria on October 8th,, which, 1 Luess,
is about next Wednesday*

I suppose the General and his wife may be expected to 
fly in here at any- mpment, although, .somehow, from his 
letter whieh^you have see^, i 6. thered they,planned to go 
directly to Baton Rouge*. I learned today from ^aynie, however, 
that he and his wife have been named '’Master and Mistress of the 
Hounds", - that is to say, made temporary guardians of 
the General’s lk year old bull dog, General, which they 
are not allowed to house in the Heidleburg Hotel

<
This morning, while tuned in on the Farm iro.ram, I ran 

into something which seems to be an old,established custom in these 
parts, but which I had never he&dd gbout before, and i think it 
truly remarkable, a member'of the Agriculture department of 
L. 3. U, was speaking of th. availability of semen from some 
unusually fine bulls whic£ is now ready to be sent to all members 
of the ?&£m organization sponsored by the University. It seems 
that ar^ifidial fertilization is a Ion .established practice 
in the ^ulf States, - and I assume it is the same .all over the 
country. The University, - as ageMt ofr various farm

11B
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o r g a n i z a t i o n s ,  p u rch a ses  f i n e  -b u lls  whenever th e y  are  a v a i l a b l e ,  
e x t r a c t s  the semen from them , and s h ip s  th e  l 3.equ id  by mo.il - 
i t s  members! *he i n d i v i d u a l ’ farmer th en  i n j e c t s  th e  seraent in t o  
th e  cow w hich i n  t u r n  bege,ts  a c a l f  w ith o u t  e v e r  ao.ai.na u i t h m  

hundreds of m i l e s  o f  the  f a t h e r  o f  i t s  Oufspr i t . x 
same method i s  u sed  fo r  b e Gfc t t in e h o r s e s ,  s h e e p ,  hogs  and. a l l  
h in d s  of a n im a ls .  I h aven ’ t heard  about o ld  i m d s  w e
o f  t h i s  s e r v i c e ,  bu t I have no doubt i t  c o u la  be a,, n s a i l j  
accomplished s o i e n t i f i c a l l y .

I asked J , about the b u s i n e s s ,  and he sa y s  i t  have aoed
used for  y e a r r  and i s f L ! u ^ h S i X - i a d
i r ' r . u T ^ t  o f  Tt m isery  th e  o t S r  l a y ,  S d  he says t h a t  e v en  a f t e r  
th e  d e a th  o f  th e  a n im a l,  a la r $ e  q u a n t i t y  of t t o  e e n w a w M  eat r a e  e , 
and proved c o m p le te ly ,  e f f i c a c i o u s  on b e i%  i n j e c t e d  In to  r 
I asked ±>0- i f  he h a d . ever  heard  o f . such b u s i n e s s .  H* s a i d  
he h ad n ’ t but d e c la r e d  t i n t  ’’f o l k s  i s  sure  s m a r te r * . .

I ’ m r e a d in g  a- book e n t i t l e a ,  Tolstoy. And h is - .W ife ,  by,  ̂
an author whose name I have f o r g o t t e n .  I t  l e ^ c u i t e  i n t e i ^ o t i n j ,  
and throws c o n s id e r a b le  l i  n t  on s e c t i o n s  of  ^ar ^na ..eac- , cij ;
Anna k a r e n in a ,  makipg* i n  r e t r o s p e c t ,  th o s e  two c l a s s i c  n o v e l s  
* heap more con r e h e p s i b l e .  *rom what t h i s  boon h as  to  say •I

a s  an a id  t o  th e  c r e a to r  o f  th e s e  rem arkable b o o n s ,  l  th in«.
Had-ame f o l s t o y  must have b een  a '^ b u tto n  fo r  -w ork ,-was* * i t f c  
13 c h i l a r e a  to  be:-r fina . b r in g - u p ,  a-, couple  of o q ^ n try  p la c e s  to^ 
kee;;.. g o in g ,  and a p a r lo u s  hur-, ana t o  ^ i± o e  i t .  n o t  ~ ana a.

sa me time co- -p la in in g  th. t  she now. and * th en  ran  o u t  ®f 
hus'u?aid1 s m a n u scr ip ts  th»*t a lw ays r e q u ir e d  e n d l e s s  c .oixec in;, 
c o p y in g ,  -i.ccord.in.,, to  t h i s  b io g ra p h y , hrau ^ o ls - to y . co p ied  
And Peace s.evpn t im e s ,  , #  by Ion . t hand v -  oi course,: f y r i  c.

th e
her
and
‘■ f a x  JLUU  i. ©J5 V p * *  : ■ v M in v fW f  , •••> *su t — ------- » -  . v  u . 4 a -L. .
i t  once by m a c h in e , , !  should im a g in e ,  would be a ..trem endous j o b ,_______

■̂ n '^  •fJiQ^h -o n n  l i kri rfhT.hl rif .e l s rk ' '......
rear'd, her n i t  obiQ_,r. >-phy ch i oh I bwkieve she- w ro te  a lo n  vekbeut 
1914* ' I p i  a ^ i n e ; i t  m ight bo .w e l l  •••■orfi. d o in g s  " *

: In j e o u i s i a u a /  th e  - p o l i t i c i a n s  a r e -b e p in n in p ^ to  warm -up
fo r  th e  imp eliding e l e c t i o n s ,  and i ; som etim es l i s t e n ^  to  .them

a s  .1 await- a news c a s t  .sch ed u led  to  f o l l o w  t h e i r  - d ia t r ib e s , .
I t ’ s pr e i t v  d u l l  j o i n g ,  e sue o i  a l l y  when one h a s n ’ t - t o e  much 
a n t  u s ia sm v fo r  any of - them, and-•when'their s p e e c h e s  are « \  
f o r e v e r  d u l le r ' . t h a n  d i s h  water* I 4m w ondering i f  you-, ehsneed  to  
read  k lr s , : Robert /P a f t  ’.s i  c r i t i c i s m  o f - t h e  a sh in g  ton s e t -u p *  *
^ne sa y s  t h e / t r o u b l e  .w ith  . ai&dy-the present-- ^dminiKtXc., 1 0
■is tne  ; f u Q t t h a t ' .Taskington, i s - r ' wroa. , .  b ib  hi^'ho.oy* v- .bureau  
pil,@d. on vt op q£ bur e a u , * and a i  1 -1 heIt? • drawer s' i n f  e $t  dd wi th  ■ 
terrafofaifts*.,, , . .  -

'• f  ’ ‘ *. '  t  : ' v •

i l  f m  g.pn- ‘r «•

October 3rd, 1947*

Memorandum:
■ « -r -, ~ * %

• A new typewriter ribbon, as you see, -  and probably
as well you might observe, long over due*

V m  not quite certain  i f  i t  i s  well hooked up, and there
fore i f  th is  note breaks off abruptly, you w ill not be alramed 
as to my own good health , but merely to a mechanical fa ilu re  
en the part of the machine*

The weather, although to© dry, remains so lid ly  perfect 
in  a l l  other respects, and plenty of pilgrims accordingly 
venture into th is  neighborhood, today 's batch numbers ten or 
twelve, but none of them were of especial in te re s t.

In the afternoon, Miss, Btte and Aunt Lottie paid us 
a l i t t l e  v isit*  They remarked tha t the MoCooks, who live 
next door, paid them a l i t t l e  v i s i t  la s t  night to t e l l  them 
of th e ir  summer outing in  Connecticut. They remarked they 
thought i t  odd tha t the Mo Cooks should have bothered to go 
to Hyde Bark when in  that area, sinoe the McGooks have always 
been anti-Roosevelt, -  explaining, as does th a t statement, 

some of the Sunday remarks made by the McCooks, during 
th e ir  Melrose call*

, Miss B tts spoke of having seen a review in  a recent
Hew York Timas Book Review, -  perhaps two or three weeks ago, 
wherein a book by Bouohwanglor was described* *‘rom what 
Miss £ tto  said , the 9 boek deals with the American Revolution,- 
as viewed from <Yersallies in  the 1770's and 1780's. I 
should imagine such an approach might be quite in te resting .
She couldn't reca ll the t i t l e  of the book, - something about 
"Power® twas included in the t i t l e ,  she t  ought. As th is  
Review must have appeared during your North Carolina in terlude, 

you may have missed i t .  I shall telephone Miss Btte one of 
these day* for the precise t i t l e  and pass i t  along to you.

I have finished "Tolstoy and His Wife", and found i t  good. 
Hut the author might have included a heap more. There was 
much about a legal tangle over the copyright ef ^e lso ty 's  

, books at the time of h is  death, the resu lts  or conclusion of 
which the reader should have been told about, since so muoh 
space was given to the inception of the mix-up. fhen, too,
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the author might have given a description of the estate 
where the Tolstoys spent the greater part of their lives,- 
and he could have done so easily enough, I guess, since he 
speaks of having spent time there with Tolstoy*s widow.

It is pitiful, the miseries of the Tolstoy household 
from around the 1880's to 11910, In the case of both 
husgand and wife, the evil influence must have sterned from 
the exoessive energy that characterized both parties, I think 
I have expressed my opinion before on the dangers ef 
those possessed of extraordinary energy, and. surely the 
relations of the Tolstoys, - husband and wife, clearly 
demonstaste thot unhappy potentials of this attribute,

♦ • • V .fcV.- ~  C  . v I*

And speaking in such a vein brings one around to the 
energftio Roosevelts, so many of whom appear to have had 
a dynamo in their family tree somewhere or other, I have 
heard but one brief news cast 'this evening, but that five 
minute interval included much favorable comment on Mrs. 
Roosevelt's speech on a froe press before the United Rations 
today. I'm hoping to hear much more on that score, and 
especially on the orator, later tonight,

«
In the medical field, surgery was to the fore on 

today.' s agenda. The yellow cat and thp white one have 
both attained sufficient stature to require, some thought 
as to their future well being, - especially in relation 
to the tendency to rambling on the part of tom cats as they 
approach maturity, 1^ the absence of ether, I inserted 
both cats, - successively, - and .head first, into 
mv boot, permitting only the back feet and the tail to 
remain in the open. *hen %toh.l*. with a deft motion 

^  of a razor blade, perforated the amputation in a twinkling, 
and the patient was immediately turned loose. Usually, 
following such operations,, oats scoot for cover, as though 
shot out of a gun. But neither animal in today's ordeal 
seemed to mind, - or even to sense, tl\at anything unusual 
had transpired, for on being released, each of them 
immediately hopped up on my lap, purring about as contented 
with life as one could imagine. My trousers, as a result, 
were a mess of blood, but I didn't mind that, and the oats 
didn't appear to even notice it. from here on out, they will 
tend to remain dose to home .and physically will develops 
in size considerably beyond the proportions they otherwise 
would have assumed.. Three or four years ago, I asked 
the overseer to attend to a similar matter on behalf of 
a tom .oat whe shared my domicile along with grandpa. ***0 

! my surprise, when the overseer arrived to perform the 
operation, he broughttfive stratping negroes with him, 
Ratural^y the oat was frightened at such a concourse, and 
flew under the house. Hence today's undertakings without 
fanfare, and everyone seems contented all the way 'round.

I h

October 5th, 1947,

Memorandum: olsoa l̂ '
t * r 4- *

Saturday's post was grand because it contained your 
grand letter, covering so many interesting particulars, - both 
domestio and foreign, I certainly relished every line.

the Pictures of Biltmore Estate and
1°^* are t0 hand* Biltmore picturesarrived on the Friday, following our Thursday conversation, I 

mentioned receipt of the uiltmore pictures in a brief note whioh 
I had boon getting Sown dally f i l l i n g
thrt ™  day-to-day Memorandum. Later, however, 1 oonoluded 
that many of the particular* covered in those daily notations 
had been touched upon in part, at least, by our oonversAtion
the°uquft^y 1 diaposed of daily notes and instead forwarded the usual emorandum, covering, as I thought, the main points
not covered in our conversation, ubviously I, failed to transfer the acknowledgement of the pictures. ansier

* *

. A ,n??d scarcely tell you how much both the "adam and, i 
enjoyed them. I think she had nver visited the chateau but
t.'re^e ^ r a a s e r l ^ i , ^ 11̂ 1??48 lea^i“S, toit, and was enchanted r e r ?ad a desJ^iption of them, and to have particulars about

chateau itself. As for myself, i was completely delighted te 
be made acquainted both by picture and word regarding the 
beauty of the-place, its accummulated treasures, ulus the 
account of individual architects, artisans and artists who 
devoted themselves to bringing forth this wonderful place. And 
ad^®- 36 concepts,- both the printed word and the pictures,
httSsc^giSv fli?^°USTr«iei?ent+v" your own ^raPr0ssions, -coming to hand shortly after. Knowing the country round about. A now have
a fairly good idaa of how delightful it must be, - rad I haw.

t?°’ ” iQT 1 find 80 ever growing de.ire to 
seen11 and leved8ilhl10 h°°d e7entually *y someone who has already

. .kn . h H r 7 rt a® yet *ead K«*n '8 letter, and may keep it for a strong box, during your JourneyTl retained a
tt9? 8 fram 0X19 ° ^respondent, which 1 had in mind 

along when yon were back home, - nothing of gret lmportanoo 
fdda a?d end8 *hloh might keep the general flow of thoughts 

and ideas from one person or another more clearly defined in th. 
reoord, yor the past month' or so, X haven't hod more than fifteen 
minutes a day for confidential seoritaril assistanoo. You will 
U?d*r8taJld that ha7a inclined to favor the incoming piece.

I*S'‘ \
rfe-

■
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of mail at the expense of the secondary items. Accordingly I hold 
Egon s letter in abe. anoe momentarily. ___

• • — t '•* v ̂ + ** ** v v
I appreciate your wisdom in mentioning these two items. I 

like to keep our channels of understanding clear, and only by 
mentioning missing referonoos can we maintain a strong hold on 
our assurance that the mails are functioning with perfeotion.
Please always touch on such matters when Questions come to mind, 
and 1 shall do the same, so that we may always know that everything 
rocks along according to Hoyle.

■ ■ . ?. e r a  t o o  ( t 9 3 j ^ x  • .........
In past .correspondence, I think I have "mentioned the two 

brothers, - •'aek and Sara, who are two of the best laborers on 
Melrose, honest as the day is long and withal intelligent.
I was in the gin Saturday morning about 10:30, whefe both the 
boys were working, when the Sheriff appeared. He told them their 
mother with the wives of eachoof them, had just been locked up 
in the "atchitoches jail for shop-lifting. If you had suddenly 

heard similar news, - say of Himalya, and daughters-in -law, - 
you would not have been more surprised than was I, - or Jack and 
Ezr©, for that matter. , <;

I don't have a clear picture of the business as yet.
According to report, the three -ladies went to Gloutierville to 
shop Saturday morning in Ezra-'s wife's big gray car. While 
the three ladies were in the shop, a local, - and extremely baggish 
mulatto, - ean Baptiste someboday, - his small black ear, parked 
in front of the store, suddenly entered the store carrying a 
huge sack of merchandise, claiming that one of the ladies, 
mistaking his car for theirs, had just placed the sack in 
the back of his car. fhat seems ever so odd, a as strange that 
the ladies of such good reputation, should be there.

*' t : ‘ ; ■' ' " VJ '7 ' ’’ r f t " t v .. . r .

What the up-shot of all this business will be, Heaven alone 
knows. .J. h says they may very possibly recbftve 4 or 5 years in 

* doubly pitiful when one stops to think of the five small 
children, - tten in all, - which Jaok and Ezra will have to look
8X1# 07  • f

What with cotton money falio flowing easily at the moment.
I can t help but wonder if the store owner did not conspire with 
the mulatto to pin something on these negroes in* order to get a 
Quick turn over of several hundred dollars. I shall mention the 
progress of this matter in future Memoranda.

And just to make Saturday a really good day 
8?0!,_at SaI?my! ^ Satu^ y  night, as was a hillbilly deputy^ whil.

- a negro was
up the road at Bermuda, a car with four negroes plunged into 
Cane Biver, -three of the men drowning, and only the one who couldn't 
swim, being rescued. -

All in all, this might be styled a real week end locally....*

I

(Oil

October 6th, 194.7.

Memorandum:
I'm not very faithful to my radio these days, what

with all the reading I want to do. 1 vare-a ofo.ffi oiftl Winter season must be opened, - or on the verge of 
opening^ If ySu Should discover any weekly programs that 
are psrtiucularly enjoyable, 1 should welcome the 
for myself, I shall probably not go fishing among the ether 
wave8 on voyages of discovery. ’

1 have Just been listening to Katharine Hapburn and 
Robert Saylor an their -box program presentation of a thing 
called "Under Current”. I liked the aoting and the first 
two aots of the play, which, .somehow, seemed to fall flat in 
the final act. If I understood th story oorreetly.littie 
Kiss Hepburn, after marrying a oharming man, cUsaorers 
she is possessed of an equally charming brother-in-lw, and 
then suimises her husband to be a kill". aft0r ....
the husband unsuooessfully tries out his wears on 
and with great accommodation, .gets himself apparan J ,
without stirring anyone to muQh regret or satisfaction. It eem 
to me the actors got about all they could with their material, 
but it does seem* as though tMr. Lux could a
slightly better medium for two such artists.

The weather remains perfect, and apprantly the 
plantation proceeded on the theory that with such 
advantages to hand, everyone might as well make the most 
of it. - by doing nothing. Aoeordingly today has been a 
holiday, the gin silent, th© tractors stationary * tho 
field hands and laborers, obviously bored with nothingto do, 
although not yet Quite recovered from the week end frolic.
I suppose the habit ef not working on ^ndays is merely 
a passing phase, but ,1 must say that it a Bympton that 
is beginning to wsrry more than one plantation owner.
Various statistics indicato greatly increased numbers of 
farm laborers this year than in years past, and 'iaily
amount of cotton picked is ever so much less than during the 
war years when farm labor was scare©. Isn t it 
that the field hands who will be most effected by the 
introduction of mechanical cotton pickers are the very°nes 
who . by lack of industry at this impending foment, con
tribute the most in helping planter to decide on 
mechanization.

O
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In the literary department, Mr. Soouxby is currently 
reading me a hook i like very much, » "Men of Art" hy 
Graven. I pm still in the Renaissance seotien, and find 
Mr. Craven does his studies of oities, - Florence and Borne 
in particular, with great artistry. He keeps his pictures 
sufficiently broad t© enable one to see the general 
trend of the times in all fields, so that Art doesn't 
assume to exclusive a place in the exposition.
t Jf or some reason, - apprantly known only to Mr. Graven, 

however, he seems determined that Leonardo and ^ichel Angelo 
shall have no affection for individual himan beings*
Perhaps this is because *r. Cragen doesn't wapt to allow 
poetic license in affair^ of the heart, as might be 
necessary in considering the lives of one tgenius or the 
other. It seems to me Mr. Graven is distincly off the 
track when he tries to convince the reader that Michel 
Angelo's Sonnets aren't written to any one at all but are 
merely abstract verses, conceived for and inspired by no ©no. 
lire Graven certainly does a swell job with his handling 
of masse8 and movements, .but, if, you don't mind, i'll 
keep my Leonardos and Angelos unalterably possesssed of 
their hearts*

1 guess there is nothing especially interesting 
in the enclosed letter. < Prom the reference to Essae Mae,
I assume that lady may be back in Baton Rouge* It 
seems rather odd we haven't heard from her in ever 
so long. I'm wondering, toe, how she happened to 
write . to D«ra regarding "62". I'm under the impression 
she was influenced slightly by Mr. *ane, as against ^r.
Pipes. I came to t^ls conclusion from one sentence she 
dropped in casual conversation a couple of years ago when 
she remarked there is really nothing original in Mr.
Pipe's writing. Essae % e ,  as I know her, wouldn't know 
or care if there were anything original about; most 
writing, leading me to conclude that she must have been 
employing a borrowed phrase* Off hand, I should say that ^
Ziba is ever so much more original than anything ^ane 
has done, so that the ctttioism, - apd especially on Miss 
Culver's lips, - sounded odd beyond measure*

On the home front, much of the talk and gossip 
continues to revolve about the shop-lifting episode*
The ladies are out of jail on bail, and I know not what 
date has been determined for the trial* The ease itself 
pussies me ever so much, what with the racial under currents 
involved, - the hill-billy store operator, the mulatto 
Informer and the negro vietims, * a combination that 
is h obviously an exclusively Cane River tangle. Perhaps 
in all this confusion, the local residents are quite 
right in turning to the bottle, what with the world, 
passing for sane, appears to the sober minded as completely 
topsy-turvy*•**•*•

2 6 0 5

October 7th, 1947.

Memorandums *
t I refer to the enclosure* Should you ever run aoross 
a piece of dress goods on this type* - but yellow rather than 
red, • I should be .greatly appreciative if you would 
purchase three and a half yards on my behalf* I should 
like to give it to Aurellia for her Christmas gift. I pray 
you, however, not to search for such material but merely keep 
it in mind in the event you should stumble over a bolt with
out searching for the same. In the event you shouldn't find 
a type in yellow, any other type of design, either in 
red or yellow, suitable for a simple dress, would<be fine* 
l apologise for asking you to burden your thoughts with 
such an unimportant point, and in the event that you do 
not get around to do any shaping between now and the middle 
of December,'I can readily substitute something or other that 
I can find in ^ at chit echos*

A letter from the General's wife came to hand to the 
Madam in today's post* She says she finds everything more 
expensive in Baton Rouge than in Washington. I suppose Washing* 
ton may be loosing its war time excess of papulation while 
Baton Rouge, always up to now a sleepy little town, seems 

t...definitely to be a metropolis in the making, earrying 
all the inflationary tendencies in its train*

I may have mentioned before that J. H* cannOt imagine 
the General taking a job that puts him in charge of 

^  labor relations for this DUpont or Standard Oil affiliate,- 
whichever Etfcyl Corporation is* The General and his wife 
threaten to spend the impending week end at Melrose.
Perhaps there wi^l be additional details coming to light from 
that contact. e }

After Monday's quiet in these parts, the gin started 
humming again this morning. Jack told me R. was 
annoyed with him on Monday, supposing that Jack had been 
dispensing the bootleg licquor that staggered the whole 
community. Such a susppeoion might be well founded on 
Mondays generally, but on this particular week end, Jack 

« spent the day in Alexandria. The position J. M. took that 
..he had. had, a busy week end helping smooth out as much as 
possible that terrible mix. up of Saturday that fell upon
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Jack's family, and that Jack shouldn't have proceeded to 
pay him hack hy getting the plantation drunk on Sunday 
night or Monday, ^he position was a fair one, - but 
Jack, being absent, was not guilty, of course.

Just .for fan, I checked up with my agents to determine 
probable sellers of licquor. *his seems to be a conserva
tive list: - Jack, 'Semite, Jack Marcel, Puny, Beaa Mack,
King Hunter, ^ugabou and our next door neighbhor, A. Mettoyer, 
Jr.

J. H. laughed this evening when telling me that the 
Sheriff the other day asked -hany if he was selling any 
whiskey or wine. It seê as that *uny, quite seriously, 
declared himself- innocent of any such practice, saying that 
he never sold anything - but beer. - ,

Of course all the white people in the Parish can 
obtain from any of the drug store or club,s, - the .white folks 
who have ten times the entertainment facilities that negroes 
have. At is the most natural thing in the world that the 
negroes shquld want, - and get,-their spirits for the week - 
end, and aq "ational Prohibition should .have taught the world 
in the 1920's, legislation is never going to stop the 
sale of licquors, - and, for; myself, I shall do all I can 
to help the negroes get a share of what they want in this 
commodity which is made so conveniently available for the 
white folks.

Although thermometer readings continue in the upper 
80's and lower 90's during the day, it is cooler in the 
early mornings, and I seem to have renewed zest in 
the gardening department. I have just written a note to 
Ed Aand, asking him if he can secure a few dosen 
whi'te crepe my ties for us, along with some other things, 
and withip three or four weeks, L shall be able to start 
planting again, - and re-planting at Arenbourg.

I continue with my reading of Men Of Art, having just 
completed the chapter on Hubens. There is an amusing account 
of the problems of the Italian Duke for whom Hubens painted 
eaply in his career. The Duke, - a man of advanced maturity,
had been divorced by his first wife, and his second marriage 
had been held up by the parents of the prospective second wife 
on the gounds that the Duke had lost his manhood. The 
gourte were appealed to, and they decided that the ^ke, if 
he cared to, might demonstrate his virility before a 
proper assembly. The ~uke agreed and an aimiable virgin 
consented to lend herI * * 4assistance. The approval of this 
evidence was sought from the Church, the latter august 
body agreeing to the same, specifying only that the trial
should, not take place on & Friday* How that's what I'd 
call a sight, as the Madam might express it. --H. B.—
The uke proved his point.....
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October 8th, 1947.

Memorandum:
? •

Herewith I hand you a letter from Gertrude R. Smith, 
with the request that you read it before-proceeding further 
with this Memorandum, since the Smith letter, r and particular
ly the first page, holds a heap more of wholesome truths 
covering a certain personality than one is likely to 
encounter in the usual run of the mill correspondence.

• f
And now,, having read the letter, you may readily 

appreciate how enchanted the Madam and I were to receive it and 
how heartily we subscribed to the expressions covered by 
the first page.

I have responded to G* R. S. telling her we have lost 
v track of Xavier Gonzales and the other people she mentioned.

As for the.^enshaw book, we never heard of it, - or the 
Henshaws either.

t  -'V * * ^  ^  l-! -• i  -- ; :  v i l u  u  ; : '■ ** iJy ^  Ct «*.

In today's post came also a letter from Essae Mae, 
saying that she and Deborah Abramson are planning to drive 
up this way on Saturday and that if Melrose isn't bogged 
down with company, they would, be glad to stop over mt for 

, a night or so. She said nothing about her sister in California. 
I have responded to her letter, saying we shall be delighted 

. to have her and Deborah, and that only the General and his 
wife, will be hero* I haveequite a bit of "fence- 
building" to do, and D'm expeoting Hssae Mae and Deborah can 
point out several likely bits of material for my subsequent 

-use.
vmU | *a»vyHX woufio **'4* <-*-y •' t t
Today's visitors included Mrs. Rand and Mrs. Hemingway 

Of Alexandria. Mrs. Rand told me she thought Ed Rand would 
be able to get me quite a few plants and shrubs for 
Arenbourg, even though such commodities araquite scarce 
following the long dry summer. On the. morrow, I shall 
make up a tentative list of desiderata so that Ed, while 

j soputing through the nurseries of South Louisiana, may 
find it a constant reminder*

Mr8. Rand brought some huge violet planus which I 
shall set out at Arenbourg by tomorrow's dawn. She also
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■brought me an elegant pie which I shall sample immediately 
following the conclusion of this note* What a horticultural 
and culinary female Santa la Hand turns out to he*

She tells me that Mrs. Pattison returned last Saturdy 
in her car After spending the summer at Hendersonville,
North Carolina, - where ever that may he* She said that 
Mr8. ^attison, who always travels alone in her car, is forever 
being annoyed hy would-be hiteh-hiers whenever she stops along 
her travel routes between Louisiana and North Carolina* This 
year *t b. ^attison hit upon an idea to releive: herself of 
such worry. She purchased a mannequin, dressed it con* 
servatiyely, topping the human form with hat, dark, glasses 
and a heavy veil* Placing this figure in the vac at seat 
beside her, she negotiated her round, trip, including stops 
along the route, without so much as ever having encountered 
anyone requesting a ride* Sometimes, when stopping for 
a Spea-oola, the station attendant would ask if her companion 
would care for a S©ca-uola, too, but Mrs. H. always explained 
that the lady never indulged in soft drinks*t This is the first 
time I ever heard of anyone selecting a dummy for a 
traveling companion, and I must say that I foresee marvelous 
possibilities for remarkable short stories, based on such 
a set-up* At the very least, it must have supplied ^rs.
Pattison with a good talking point whenever she parked her 
car for the night in a hotel garage, assuming that she left 
her companipn sitting bolt up rig Jit in the car*

I stepped into a hot bath tonight at 6:30, and 
doming a dsessing gown, seated myself beside my Heading 
Machine to have a go at the Spanish School of *ainting in 
Mr* ^raven's book when a tapping at my chamer door heralded 
the arrival of the "orsleys. Earlier ip the day * had 
accepted their invitation to visit them on Thursday evening, 
but they had come at 7 on Wednesday t0 sxplaia something had 
called them away for the morrow, and would 1 come tonight*
I would.- And so i dressed and went to Uloutierville.

It is amusing a delightful to see how childlike they are 
in "playing house"• After the period of straightened, cir
cumstances, they are now, with increased income, buying 
furniture and trinkets with abandoned* A couple of weeks 
ago, they bought a fine old square piano in, New Orleans, and 
tonight i was invited to inspect an organ or melodian, - 
also square, which they had purchased yesterday somewhere 
in South Louisiana. 2he ropm is large and easily holds both 
musical, instruments, even though the four walls scarcely 
can oontain their enthusiasm for their new acquisition, which 
is a lovely piece of rosewood, **hey brought me back home by 
10:30, and here I am, - and what with that fine pie waiting 
for me, I fold up herewith, - only regretting I cannot share it..

2 6 0 9

©otober 9th, 1947,

Memorandum;
* Knipmayer Day, - without much news covering the health 

of the«Parish,
Dr* K. reported the State had accorded him a nurse to 

assist him on Thursday'mornings at the ^elrose Clinic at 
St. ^atheews. uer name is Vivian Carroll, and while she 
has had splendid training and appears very capable, he doesn't 
like working with her, — — — because, of course, — —  
she is a'negress, * •

"A* all patients at the Melrose clinic are negroes, and 
as the nurse appears very capable, it would seem most 
appropriate that the nurse should be of*the same race 
as the patients. But there seems to be no eradicating of 
racial antipathy, and, as happens in so many Louisiana 
hospitals and Health Departments, * this nurse will un
doubtedly be engineered out of her position sooner or later.
• Miss Sally is not at Magnolia this week, having 
gone to Alexandria to spend a while with her sister. But 
the two cooks at Magnolia had pleaded with'Dr. Knipmayer to 
come to dinner at Magnolia as is his custom, even though 
the Mistress was planning to be absent* Dr. Knipmayer 
and Hiss Sally thought this was real nice on the part of 
the colored servants, and so the invitation was accepted*
Of oourse I am the first to admit that we do not live in 
a logical world, and yet, at the same time, I am confused 
and muddled at the spectacle of the good Doctor resenting 
the presence of a nurse of color in the colored clinic but 
enjoys accepting the dinner invitation proffered by the 

•colored servants at Magnolia*
On another front, H. was complaining on Monday 

that some local negro must be selling licquor to the 
laborers, getting them drunk at the beginning of the 
work week. Driving up and down the road, he was searching 
for •'ack whom he suspected as the culprit* Stopping by 
the overseer's house to ask if anyone had seen «*aok, he was 
astonished to discover that the overseer had 8 or 10 
men, - the negro laborers, - seated about hi's table,
Joining them in making good progress on the road to

,a°k WaS iD *lalandri*.- • »>ey darkies tell me the boss was sure mad at Mr. Earnest. And tonight,
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when E, was taking the Madam and me for a short 
turn in the hig road, we passed the overseer’s house.
The Madam, w o knows practically nothing of what’ goes on up and down the river, hut remembering that Mr.
Earnest used to drink quite a bit, asked J. H. how the 
man is behaving these days. "Mr. Earnest is realy 
reformed," was the immediate response. "He doesn t drink 
at all any more and is always on the job, from dawn ’til dark".— It’s all so fearful and wonderful.

A letter in today's post came from Sister. A 
line in it clearly demonstrated her extraordinary dumbness.
Even though she may have never resented what Mr# *̂ ane 
wrote about her Mother in rianthtion Parade, she knows 
perfectly well that her Mother dispises the man, not 
only for what he has written about her but elao because of 
his stealing of my material, etc. I have heard the 
Madam denounce him a doaen times to Sister, and yet, • 
in today’s letter, Sister spoke about'Mr. Dane's presence 
in Shreveport, how she.had consorted with him and how excellent 
was his lecture, etc. She ', - the Madam, - declares she 
will take pen in hand on the morrow and lay Sister to 
rest. But, - if she does$ - and X doubt it, - she will 
simply be frittering away a heap of energy to no purpose 
whatsoever.

The thought struck me today that it isn't for 
difficult for Mr. *ane to turn out a book a year, - if one 
considers the past three year*. I have heard several people 
remark how wonderful it is he can turn one out every 
twelve months, each one requiring so much research. But 
if onb considers that Hew Orleans Woman was lifted bodily 

* from fir. Marmon's papers and this year's Hatches book was 
the result of his plundering of my years of research, it 
doesn t seem that he has really turned out such an astonishing 
mass of material, - at least, not of his own digging.
If one has the luck to discover the nugets, dug by others, 
and no moral qualms against appropraiting them for himself, 
it shouldn't be to difficult to impress the world 
with one's remarkable industry as a miner.

What with the cooler mornings we are having these 
days, it is a great pleasure to labor at Arenbourg. It 
is likewise a great pleasure to observe the results of 
some of last year*s planting, for already the bulbs are 
beginning to put in an appearance. Athe moment the 
Guernsey lilies, - a decorative red blossom, has started 
traoing a neat design, - the flowers appear on stems a 
foot from' the ground before the green leaves appear, 
so that the design they bring forth is quite decided and 

« definite, against the flanking lines of dark-dark 
green, brought into strong relief as the narcissus make 

< their a-Tirmfti appearance.' I must fold herewith to arise early 
in the morning to further the desighs for an next year’s 
delight 8,

Qotober 10th, 1947.

Memorandum:
I continue studying Mr. craven’s "Men of Art .
I se,em to relish the tremendous thumpping he 

lavs on Spain, but when he moves over into the French 
section, - the 17th and 10th centuries, 4 don’t seem 
to like, it so much.

In ,18th century England he finds but a single 
master, - Hogarth, but discovers nothing at all for 
the same period in France, which seems a little odd.
For a person interested in Art, it sounds odd indeed when 
Mr. Craven bemoans the fact, - the statement is his,- 
that "Oolbert wrung millions out of the poor to 
support the artists". His blast at the heart of 17th and 
18th century Art blares forth in this somewhat cumbersome 
word combination: "That bastard .Versailles Greco- 
Roman majesty", '

At all times Mr. Craven congratulates lainters who 
travel to Venice to study Titian and go Rome to study 
Michel Ange. But when Artichects journey to Fompei to 
studay Architecture, he goes into spasms. I m afraid

c; is inclined to bte a little inconsistent.
On the home front, everything rocks along much as 

usual, - the weather fair, .warm and dry, cotton 
gathered, - but leisurely, while at Arenbourg, thanks to 
the unusually heavy dews, I suppose, some of the crepe 
myrtles, which t had thought- dead, are beginning to 
put out leaves, which is heartening, to say the 
lease. I scrutinize the stark stalks of the magnolias, 
hoping to discover similar, phenomena, but up to the 
moment I have failed to detect anything .suggesting a 
resurrection. ,

In today's post came a letter from
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Robina, and in accordance with her request, I con
signed it to the flames, immediately upon reading.
It didn’t contain much news hut you will he interested 
.to learn that she, too, has been engaged over a period 
of months in locating a likely spot, as a permanent 
home, for the same lady in whose behalf I made a survey 
of available Gane River property. Robina found one 
place in Hot Stprings, Arkansas and another in Merlin,
Texas. After filing a report covering these two parcels, 
however, no response from the prospective buyer was forth
coming. I think I mentioned that the assistance of 
R. Rand and Annie Gibson, - ostensibly unknown to me, 
was also engaged in like pursuits. I'm wondering if 
Hatches friends were likewise enlisted. Under the cir
cumstances, 1 think I did well in .suggesting the whole 
effort on my part be held up until the lady could pass 
this way and make a decision .for herself.

There was a letter today from Dora, too. But 
I do not enclose it, having inadvertently burned it 
with the one from Robina. It ontained no especial news, 
however, although there was a nostalgic reference to 
Gane •diver and an- expression of satisfaction that the 
Rand °amp continues on its wayto completion and that 
the lady doctor continues her good offices in this area.
It seems a little odd that the Horsley's invitation 

-wasn't accepted, but I suppose .there may be many a 
twist to Dora’s present problems jvioh only he can 
appreciate, - and solve, - in his own way.

On Wednesday night, they tell me, they didn’t have 
the usual "horse opera" up at Sammy'-a. As you know, 
our locjal population adore the Westerners, - Indian and 
Qowboy-Stage Coach stuff, but it seems that Wednesday 
night’s opus, while possibly not quite so satisfying, 
was withal more thrilling. I believe the title was 
"The Be&4 Man Walks", .and from the disjointed accounts 
I £ave heard of it , the theme must have centered around 
the Draoula Idea. In any event, "us-es niggers was 
sure scared pink'9, - as one of them expressed himself to me. 
It seems that not only the children but the more mature 
members of the audience screamed and yelled, and a heap of 
them, after being frosen with fright to their seats, 
finally, on melting a little, bolted for the exit, 
just a whoopin’ and a-oarryin on. • Surely the director 
of that movie would never have found more satisfaction 
with the effectiveness of his Art than at Sammy's on 
Wednesday night.

And I guess this is all for this sitting.
What with the Gneral and his lady, and Hssae Mae and 
.Deborah probably visiting me at my house tomorrow night,
I shall be doing the listening instead of the chattering...

October 1 2th, 1947.

1 I

Memorandum* /
\;.u  0  T:l: : < \  <

It was so characteristically gracious of you to include 
the No Rush card in your delightful *ir Mail arriving in 
Saturday's post. Those are the vital points that make lifs 
worh living, those evidences of thoughtfulness whioh axe found 
but rarely and w e  so preciously a part of everything that is 
worth while. *

boun know how completely I understand how the pressure 
of business, - both at the office and at home, makes it 
difficult for you to write. And again I urge you to save 
those little moments, - as of Thursday, between the close 
of one day’s labors and the beginning of another s, - saving 
them to give yourself a little breathing space, being always 
assured that l shall bless you for taking care of your own 
good self whenever you can.

•  - - ' '• ' ' V •*' ' ■' **■ ' '*"***

1 certainly was enchanted at your suggestion that we 
eventually include material on “r. Jefferson on our list 
of tomes for Arenbourg. Ihe best things I know at the moment 
•r. the two Claude Bowers' books, - Jefferson The Younger,- 
and Jefferson And Hamilton. T believe there is a third, but 
I'm not certain. I have rea$ Jefferson The lounger and 
like it. , '

I covers Mr. Jefferson vfo to the time he took office 
as Secretw y  of atat. in Washington's cabinet. It has 
lots of things you would enoy, such as an account of his 
doings as a youth, and how and his boy friend used to wander 
far from their parental roofs to sprawl out ©nthe reaidng their books together in the shade of the big oak where 
the boy friend always hoped he might be buried when he died.
He did die early, and was buried on his father s 88*;8t8» * ut Mr. Jefferson married the boy friend s sister, and as soon 
as Montioello was established, he laid you the cemetary you 
visited, - in the shade of the great oak, tand from their 
original burial spot, he brought the remains of his friend 
?o fesfforev« along side himself on the spot they had loved
so well.

You ask if ^efferson was in ranee beforeu _____ ui mm. a n /\v« on r* ft a a a a ̂ T) t* - Franklin s.
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Occupied an elegant house on the Champs Eiysiees until 
1789. - the year the federal Government was established in 
the United States, when Washington called him to his assistance, 
and that, as you recall, is the year the French Revolution 
broke out, TJiere s*re acoounts of Mr. Jefferson attending Court 

at Versailles and as the Court was often at ^arly, he undoubtedly 
visited there officially. '-Then, too, he and the English arists,- 
or rather artist, - Conway, - and the latter's wife, y used to 
make long promenades in the Forest of St, Germain, which, as 
you know, is right next door to ^arly, so that Mr. Jefferson 
undoubtedly visited the place unofficially, too, 1 believe 
Marly was always considered the last word in 17th century 
architecture, - so far as elegance of building and harmony of 
setting is concerned, and therefore the man who was so fascinated 
by things architectural would have been bound to have explored and 
jotted ddwn notes and sketches that were later to blossom forth 
on a modest scale in his University of Virginia.

i ve o i iB O t  & v fax * oa c x d ;jcT
Our week end was busy, and I'm sleepy tonight. The 

General and his wife came early Saturday afternoon and Essae Mae 
and Deborah Abrahamson, her secretary, came just at supper time.

Everything was very harmmnious and everyone seemed to enjoy 
each other. I thi^k the General may find it advantageous 
to have, an acquaintance in Baton Rouge who has known the inside 
workings oĵ  the town and the ^tate Government ofr the past 
quarter of a century, while Essae Mae will undoubtedly be glad 
to make use of the General froiq time to time for the opening of 
a library or some such.

From ten to twelve .last night , Essa “‘ae and heobrah came to 
my house for a little sitting. Thqy say 1 am the only one who

- can effect a transfer of ̂ certain treasures in the printing and
clipping departments to the St^te library. I think they are right,
frankly, I'm not rushing intq the business at break-neck speed, how
ever. After all, only Essae ^ae could have in the, past, and 
can in the future, effect a couple of things I should like to 
see accomplished, and if there is horse trading to be done, 
the exchange might as well balance in the dQing, don't yu think 
so. , Jwii > ?.drof

I didn't get any news much from anyone regarding Baton Rouge 
or Dew Orleans doings, nothing has been heard about Barnett 
Kane of late. I asked about Lois Lester of waverly. Essae Mae 
s^id she saw her a short time back, following Mrs. tester‘s 
return from a month in salt Lake City. "'hen Essae Mae arrived 
at Waverly, hois was weeping, expressing her determination to paint 
Audubons madly, in order to pay off some of the staggering 
income tax bills just come to hand. It seems that Lois has 
recently inherited sheveral hundred thousand dollars from somebody 
in Ohio. I gather thatshe hadn't stopped to tiling that this 
inheritance might go far in paying a few income tax bills.
Somehow I gathered Esseae Mae was a little puzzled or annoyed,• 
or, perhaps, a mixture of both, that the lady who had just come into 
hundreds of thousands should be thinking of painting a couple 
of birds to stave off the tax collector. ....Before dinner on Sunday 
was finished, other frineds of the Madam* _____
until late. an*.- * ~ ... I

2 6 1 5

October 13th, 1947.
« V ti'i Ai J - v .1 1-•« UV* .DO X*/ 5 XA. 1 XM X

Memorandum:
^ ! • *  » 5 *' v £  V ■ jf l J  W 0 1 , i

What Kith the number of Jil rims passing this way, I 
take it a heap of people were making the most of th, Columbus 
nay holiday.

The first chllers arrived about 9. They were Mr. and Mrs. 
Barrow and Mrs. Barrow's sister, a Miss Gerbhardt^ all of 
Bew Iberia, La. The Madam has known the Gerbhardts a long time, 
and Lee Gerbhardt, a somewhat odd World War One veteran, is 
interested' in weaving and has spent*time at Fenland. The 
Gerbhardt s are in their 50 *s, children of * a German immigrant 
who succeeded in Dew Iberia, and on dying, left a fund for 
the maintainanee of the Gerhardt home where the children all 
live.

t

MrV Barrow is a five oent cigar. He is a descendant of 
Baffin Barrow who built Afton Villa and demonstrates in his 
person what happens when poverty getst to work on descendants 
of people of stature.

It Was his first meeting with the Madam. Sitting directly 
facing her'*, his first question was: *

r

"How old axe you." w subtle, like that,
t

"Severttu-five", responded the Madamd.« t '• * ’
Turning to’me, Barrow deolareds "You know, she's still 

pretty". % ‘ ?
I concurred with an exaggerated how of my head, and with 

something of a grimace spoke but a single word:
< * ..j li if ! .......... _

"Still.... *, / ,. ■ * f * l« . . . .
\ Well,* that was the Gerbhard-Barrows, and they went on 
their way. And a little later the wife of Judge Forterie arrived 
at Melrose to call on Madam Regard, She brought, - of all 
people, - Blythey Band, with her. And while the Judge's wife 
chatted with Celeste and Madam Regard, “rs. Rand chatted 
with the Madam and me, and it was all very pleasant but not 
dspeoially productive in the gardening department, although I 
had already succeeded in getting in a few hours work before 
the day got under way.
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s.;s: a Sr ?.sbuildings were
11 weather vane t h a f f s e f  t f r l d e  atop8the h!ng house olM*i»X. a -
gShe V  i j T S  U | e r , PS d
in ’ design represented a horse and buggy, with a 
oarriag^holdlng a long whip that swirled above the horse in
a deligh tfu l ser ie s  of curves..

Dr John Gray arrived before supper, as head o f the 
L *1 l '  I S ic u ltu r a l  Experiments, he has p lo ts of soy beans 
p la n ted 'a lftS o u g h  this* section , and when; passing th is  way to  
observe the doings of th is  crops, alw aysstopa °^er for dinner 
or to spend the n ight. He spoke of h is  hriend, S teele harden, 
who heads the K  S. U • landscape department, saying that he 
had Just flown to êw lork ih  order to drive back through 
the Smokies where the trees a!re said to be p a t t i n g J * eir  
brightest autumn dresses. At Melrose everything remai ® 
green-green, and as profif that summer d e f in ite ly  lin gers on, 
their i s  a great orchestral doings by the lo c u sts , who 
every evening fiddle' away on their personal v io lin s  with a ll  
their might and main.

I neglected to thank you in  yesterday’s le t te r  for your 
thoughtfulness in  mentioning the Sunday programs, - that 
of Mrs. f .  H. ' s ,  and In v ita tion  to learn ing. TM-s p s t  
Sunday I couldn't sample my air waves, what with too many 
people on hand. We usually  dine _on Sunday at the hour devoted 
to In v ita t io n ‘to learn ing, hut J-'m going to see i f  can t  
a lter  the cook's program in  favor of ‘♦olumbia. On Sunday 
Sight I stumbled on to Fred Allen, -  about half fin ish ed , and 
ib  i s  ^ood to know he i s  back on schedule.

From the General, I learned that the Sthyl Corporation 
i s  owned by the Duponts and R oohekefellers, -  51 percent 
of the stock being held by General Motors(Dupont, of course), 
and 49 per cent by Standard Oil (R ockefeller), -  
I take i t ,  o ffers a further example of how great wealth 
begets greater wealth, and the power accdnipaiiying w®8!  
tends to concentrate into the hands of the few. And that 
can be bad, i f  dnoontroled, but good i f  the great companies 
w ill  voluntarily  or by Governmental insistenoe,* see to i t  
that thb p ro fits  of stich combined e ffo r ts  are properly distributed, 
C hrist's sage remarks, however, oh the d if f ic u lty  of a rich  man 
gettin g  into Heaven s t i l l  remain pertinent. Perhaps i t  i s  
more lack of imagination than the presence of avarice that 
rich people f a i l  to d istr ib u te  their wealth, what with 
the General paying more for the da}ly maintainance of h is  dog 
that the plantation and a l l  the eh irs accord me for whatever 
i  contribute to their  peace of mind...........

i n  t h e  S o u t h e r n  H i s t o r i c a l  C o l l e c t i o n ,  
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October 14th, 1947.
•  • * 1 k 1 ■

Memorandumi i£o- > - > < .•
. A le t te r  from l i t t l e  ^ is s  Alerta refers to the

manuscript submitted to Creiger, and reports she has heard 
nothing from that quarter as yet.

~ < In the Social Section of-Mpnday's Times Picayune i s  
• an account of a reception at the Arts pud Crafts Glub of 

o Hew C lea n s la s t  Sunday. L it t le  Miss Alberta i s  l is te d  as 
. one of the h ostesses, serving at the Sherry tab le , and —  

among those present was one Harnett Kane.

The same newspaper reports that Madam Keyes i s  bringing 
forth a new book, -  thp t i t l e  of which I think i s  good;
"Onoe On Esplanade®. ,

- , On the home fron t, we haven't had so many P ilgrim s, which 
i s  a pleasant change. This afternoon, however, an exception  

o ■ was to be jnade in  the case of Dr. Eleanor who brought her
father and mother to say Howdy. The are here from boston for 
a week. I showed them th is  house, but think they weren't 
particu larly  in terested , and as they were hurrying on to  
another appointment, -  professional, 1 d idn't urge them to  
lin g er .

Ess&e Mao l e f t  a few books for the Madam to read, -  new 
books that had just been acquired by the State H brary. One 
of them was the book by Dagmar Renshaw Lebreton, whioh 
seems to be published by L. u. Press. I t  seems to be 
a biography about somebody or other who spent much time among 
fehe Louisiana Indians in  the early years of the 18th century 
in the role of missionary, I b e liev e . The Madam hasn't ex
plored i t  as yet. At f i r s t  glance i t  gave me the impression 
i t  might be based on a Thesis .that l i t t l e  Miss Dagmar may have 
orig in a lly  w ritten for a degree, -  and la ter  turned into a 
book, -  but that i s  merely a su p erfic ia l im pression.,
When 1 get around to acknowledge ^rs. Smith .s n ice le t t e r ,  1 
sh a ll omit reference to the bqok, sinoe the-Madam doesn't seem 
to have arisen to i t  appreciably.

In my study department, I am trying to straighten out
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my somewhat cloudy concept of the history of Mexico, - and 
especially the precise relation of the province of 
Texas to the mother country. I 'm beginning at the beginning 
by reading a volume, a- History of the discovery and Conquest 
of Mexico. It is a translation of a member of the party 
of old Cortes, Jotted down a number of years following the 
subugation of the hand of Monteauma. The writer is one 
Cortillo, and his account is quite dull in places, but 
there are enough kernels to make wadding through the chaff 
worth while.

Having read the Voyages of Columbus earlier in the season,
I now find that that book provided an excellent foundation 
piece for the undertaking of the present volume.

I hadn’t known before that the remarkable success of 
this strangest of all military exploits hung exclussively 
on a single thread, - an Indian maiden of quality, - 
Dona Marina, whithout whose aid as a translator, the 
Journey could scarcely haveen undertaken, and would of 
necessity failed a hundred times without her remarkable 
intellect.and aid.

I also think it remarkable that among the many gifts 
sent by Montasuma to Cortes, - to, stave him off from 
conquoring Mexico, several of. these treasures are still 

extant, • some in British and some in Italian Museums.
The vicissitudes besetting Art objects are so many, - 
from 1519 to, 1947, that for any of them, - and especially 
the more fragile, things, - masks, etc., that to have 
survived both in illustration and in actuality, strikes 
me as almost unheard of. Do you recall the. Jaffe Codex, 
which must have stemmed from this same set of circumstances.

And since Cortes' Conquest of Mexico brings us 
slap around to the California neighborhood, I must 
remark upon a very excellent wine that has Just come to 
my attention:

Renault . . . .
California 
White Port.

Bssae Mae and Deborah brought, it on Saturday, and I find 
it much to my taste. It has been so long since I have 
tried Maay's Red Star, - Red Port, - which I always liked, that 

,. I can't say how this Renault brand compares with the Maoy 
brand. But I. find the Renault variety so good that I 
pass the name along, in case you should ever be searching 
for a type that you wished to be especially good.

October 15th, 1947.

Memorandum:
A flock of ducks, winging their way Soutward, etched 

endless pencil lines across the fading sunset tonight.
These are the first I have seen this autumn, - obviously 
the vanguard of the mighty migration to pass this way during 
the next <few weeks.

-U /b a  Ov -  <

Surely our feathered frineds must have a long range 
calendar of their own and so are not deceived by the day 
to day thermometer readings. For today is the hottest 
uotober 15th on record, - up in the 90*8, - and 'yet 
the annual migrants must sense that summer can#t last all 
winter, thus maintaining their accustomed schedule, re- 

• gardlessof the temporary balmy situation.
Twi*ce yesterday I was almost certain i heard the eerie 

whistle of the Mhite ^Throated Sparrow, sometimes called 
Mle s^ffleur" by some of our French darkies. Usually he 
doesn t get here until late November when cold damp weather 
has defdnitely set in. He spends his summers in the tundras 
in the Hudson -Bay regions Obviously he must prefer the 
cold, but possibly this year's heat waves haVe 
thawed out his artic ice box, impelling him to head South 
earlier this year on the assumption that down this to ay it 
couldn't possibly be so hot as up yonder. It could be 
that the voice I heard off in the bamboo hedge was* simply 
the carryings on of some mocking birds or some blue Jays,- 
both of whom are outrageous* in their ability to mimic sounds 
of friend and foe alike, * and I guess the Jays only have 
enemies; and it may be that the local birds, confused by 
the failrue of autumn to arrive,* think they will induce a 
change by introducing the sounds they are accustomed to hear 
in deep winter, so that what I took to be the song of 
the Jolly whistler was merely a mocking bird reminding the 
elements that they had better begin to make up their minds.

As I wrote the words, ’jolly whistler", I was actually 
thinking Joli siffleur", and that sets me to wondering 
about that good old -American word, "Jolly", which certainly 
has a suggestion of gaiety, the like of which I cannot 
think of in French For surely to say in English:

f " 1'1" ’ """' "1" ~  - * * * ' * * * '• *

.1

»
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■ till "That is certainly a jolly man" doesn’t translate into 
French, "Get Homme, il est heine Joli",

And that sets me to wondering how one of my local 
friends#of color, • a negro withal and speaking no French, 
should he affectionately called "Jolly hoy" instead of by 
his real name which is B, Xu

And once I get started in this vein, there is no 
stopping The police wagon, known as "The Black Maria" is 
a case in point, Tonight I heard ^owell Thomas reporting 
the news, detailing an account of doings in Xaris where the 
transportation strike has impelled the police to press 
their 'patrol wagons into service, charging a small fee to 
cfiCrry people to their homes in the suburbs, bringing about 
an odd situation wherein people who usually are forced to 
ride free of charge and against their own will, are now 
paradoxically enough, paying the police to haul them about in 
their "Black Maria",

Thsnugh error, I arose this'morning at 4 o’clock instead 
of five, and _as it was still* dark, X did a little reading 
before heading 'out for Arenbourg, By way of variety, I 
read the two records, embracing Tennyson’s Enoch Arden, 
breaking my study of old Cortis* gangster doings in Mexico,
I was quite enchanted with the Bnooh Arden recording which 
is present much more attractively than in print. It seems 
that inspired by the Tennyson opus, Bichard Straus wrote 
a musical accompaniment, and the American Foundation 
presents the* combined efforts of the poet and musician.
The piece is read by some ^glish actor of merit, and 
the music is played exquisitely by some artist on a deep 
noted piano. All in all, I guess the rendition would 
be perfect for putting one to sleep in a contented frame of 
mind, but, having reversed the time element, I discovered 
that I marched out into the half dawn with greatly added 
vigor. On second thought, I don’t know what the world is 
coming to when gardeners mar oh off to their labors to the 

* tune of Tennyson and Strauss, but up to the present writing, 
16 hours later, nothing extraordinary seems to have resulted.

On the'home front, there appears to be no momentary 
alteration in the play of lights and shadows on the 
picture of placid plantation life, I saw Madam regard today. 
She looks far from well, ^he whispered to me that Celeste 
is in a highly nervous state, worrying about getting an 
extra cook and such mundane details, • and the worries of 
the daughter cast disturbing shades on the mother, a 
health factor which the Madam Egon type, pretty much without 
imagination, would be unlikely to sense. And I feel sorry 
for poor Madaah Regard who, I fear, will probably not survive 
hhe winter.

And so do things turn in these parts, and thus are 
dull letters contrived,,,,,.

I
i  i

J

October 16th, 1947,

Memorandum; < »
How nice to find your letter, addressed, to the Madam, 

in tpday’s post. It goes without saying that the Madam 
was enchanted, too.

And how nice of you to tell us so many interesting 
particulars, Heither of us had heard or seen of the opening 
of the Washington living memorial at Sunnyside, Months ago 
you had sent us a clipping covering Mr. Bockerfeller's 
interest in the project, so that today’s account completes 
the very heartening story. Someday I hope you will have 
an opportunity to pass a few hours in that delightful spot.

Sometimes in the old days, 1 use£ to arise, early in 
Manhattan, take the subway to,248nd Street, catch the Yonkers 
street car, changing in the ceneter of the town, and continuing 
by trolley to Hastings. From there 1 would walk Northward on 
the Aqueduo as far as Sunnyside, or where ever. In the 
afternoon, X would retrace my steps leisurely, lingering 
for a while in such elightful spots as the Finley J, Shepard 
(Helin Gould) estate or the Coleman Dupont place, which, as 
you will recall, was the Alexander Hamilton home at one time. 
And thence continue along southward to Dobbs Ferry to 
have tea or supper with my friends whose home on the Aqueduo, 
was built in the garden of the old Phillip’s Manor house, 
and thence baok to Manhattan by ^ew York Central, either later 
Sunday night or early ^onday moaning. Some day X should 
ever so much like to repeat the little journey, - but 
only in companionship with a sympathetic soul who would 
absorb as much rest, inspiration and delight as only a boon 
companion may.

And t anks, top, for the very interesting clippings,- 
Mrs, F. B.’s intentions in the farming department, and 
! Prof. keyin'8 Ordeal of the Nation. I am writing Xenophon 
P. Smith about the latter tonight. I had no idea that 
Prof, "evis was writing such a volume, When studying 
International at his University, I frequently sat in 
as guest for some of his lecturep, none of which, however, 
were on domestic aspects of the nation but rather those 
devoted to phases in the developement of international 
codes, - ultimate destination of goods, etc.

#3
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naturally we were both enchanted to learn that you 
.might, find an opportunity to hazard a jaunt to Hyde Park, 
and we both laughed to ourselfes as we contrasted what you 
would take to the place, - in contrast to the McQooks, - and 
what you would bring away with you, - regardless of the presecnxe 
there of other pilgrims of different racial strains. We 
concluded, too, that should the three of us chance to xk 
find ourselves ultimately all arriving at the Pearly Gates 
of heaven, we probably would not restrain our impulses to 
enter the place, - St. *eter giving us a chance, should it 
chance that a couple of Uncle Toms and< Aunt Jemimas should 

reach those famous portals at the same time we drove up.
I guess there is nothing of especial*interest in 

the enclosed letter from Devereux, but I send it along 
as a little breath of air from ^atchea.

Before folding up my beard, I shall drop a line to 
Dora, enclosing a duplicate with this letter so that you 
may be conversant with correspondence that msy come to hand 
later. Frankly, I think Dora will not rise to this 
suggestion, but even so,the inherent possibilities are too 
great, to let mention of it evaporate in silence

•

Branch libraries, when established in the individual 
Parishes, are maintained by a very small tax which the 
residents of the individual Parish must vote for that 
purppsa. The State Library goes to no end of effort to 
influence voters in favor of the tax,, naturally. And yet, 
to my astonishment, we here witness the spectacle of radio 
time being offered to the state* - and the offer ignored 
"because it would take time to give a 15 minute broadcast 
every week*. Bssae Mae is wonderful in her ability to 
work with the Legislature, Executive and politicians, but 
she certainly is woefully dumb about grasping at public 
relation hopportu ties when they, as so often in the past, 
have been pres nted to her on a silver platter.j

e

If is ridiculous for me to say: "if I could only",- 
for that is physically impossible, of, course, - but 
l could stir up plenty of scriptfor Dora-to*Broadcast, and 
assuming the thing.might catch on, some revenue might result 
for putting a foundation stone under "nos chateaux en Bspagne* 
at Arenbourg. . •

x

■ So that is that* and I must rip off the note to Dora, 
and thence sail out into the night, as I have promised to 
give a word or two concering the chance of getting out 
of the Saturday ^louUerville business of a couple of 
weeks past in behalf of wack and Ezra s kin folk.... .
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October 17th, 1947.

Memorandums-^ be* mis ai
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. And so the case of the three Melrose negroes, accused 
of shop-lifting in Cloutierville two weeks ago, is 
finished It was concluded by compromise., The two 
CELoutierville merchants dropped prosecution on payment of 
sixty dollars by the negroes for the merchandise they 
were acoused of lifting, - the negroes being permitted 
to take over the merchandise, labeled "Stolen”, that 
is held by the Sheriff in Latohitoches.

* t

f I shall go into ,the matter a little because it 
Illustrates the differences between t^e operation of 
Justice in this remote locality as opposed to a similar 
case brought up, say, in a Manhattan ^ourt.

For years the two general stores have sent trucks 
up and down the highways on Saturdays, providing free 
transportation to negroes who might make purchases from 
the stores, could they find means of getting there.

Often darkies with no money, having need to visit thetdoctor, 
or merely yearning for a frolic, have availed themselves 
of these free rides. Undoubtedly many of them visited 
the stores with little or nocmoney in their pockets.

The clerks in the stores, inclined to be disdainful 
of negro customers, too frequently-wpuld send potential 

, customers into the ware rooms alone to search for whatever 
might strike their{fanoy. It isn*t difficult to imagine 
what would happen in children, without supervision, were 
turned loose in a toy department. Be that as it may, 
there has undoubtedly been too much shop lifting during the 

- years. Swo weeks ago, the merchants apparently decided 
they would come down hard on the first unsuspecting oulprit. 
Old Miss Willie, apparently, turned out to be the victim 
on whom Fate place the finger, < Accompanied by her two 
daughters-in-law, she was selected as example whose, 
perdicament would strike terror into the hearts of those 
who might be among the guilty, - past or future.
They were accordingly dapped into jail and dire fore
bodings of years in prisons, heavy fines, etc*, were loudly 
proclaimed throughout the community, by the store owners.

#  *  *  » * *
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So far, so good, - for the hill billies.
But* then began a manifestation, almost invariably 

ignored by hill billies, began to operate, - negro 
psychology. Gradually sileone superceded gaiety of customers 
then in the stora. Incoming trucks still brought prospective 
customers but when the new comers learned what had transpired 
in the morning, they oitered in the streets and: did their 
shopping in other stores. On the following Saturday most 
of the trucks came back from their starting place empty. Here 
at the height of the buying season, the chas registers of 
the hill billies,. - their most vital nerve center, had suddenly 
become paralysed. Perhaps righteous wrath and vengenoe were 
too costly luxuries, and it made no difference if these 
extravagances were leveled merely ,at shop lifters, for somehow 
all the negroes felt that innocent and guilty might fall victim. 
As happens in s^ch a  variety of instances, - with nothing 
to loose, the negro was winning by doing nothing. With 
everything precious to them, - money, - the hill billies, 
having done so much, must of necessity strik out again, - but 
in a different direction.

/ •
And so the mothers and grandmother of back's and Ezra’s 

ten children will not go to jail for 4 or 5 years, as had 
been originally threatened. To avoid the folly of a suit 
in which, with a white jury, the negroes could not hope to 
win, a payment of #60.00 willtbe paid to save the faces of 
the hill billies. And as,a concession to these particular 
negroes, - in hopes of dispelling fear of unfairness on the 
part of their many customers, the merchants turn over to the 
Sheriff me rehandle said to be worth $60100, which the 
negroes may claim as their pwn, if they will call at 
the Sheriff1 s office, - to which the npgores respond not at 
all, saying the merchandise was never theirs to start with, 
that they never would want the plunder, and they would not 
give the impression they were party to a transaction in 
which they never wanted to participate.

Thus ends this particular epipode in ̂ elrose-Gloutier- 
ville relations. And I find myself thinking of poor Saint 
Peter, and wondering why no artist ever points him holding 
a ring of keys in one hand,.* and a box of asperln in the 
other.

Prom.the enclosure, you will note that Mr, Laughlin 
plans to lock over Gane River as a photographic prospect within 
a month or, so. 1 must brush p.p my article on the land of the 
children of strangers. There are so many things to talk about, 
how much I appreciate the presence of old Grandpa to whom I 
can enumerate so many details regardless......

October l'Sth, 1947,

Memorandum: \
The attached clipping is of little or no interest, save as 

a fine example either of igrnoanee or attempted deception.
As you know, Eddy Suydham died in CharlottesvilleL^^ a fact which puts this article by Miss BeanoJaaBMHN-^g^ker 
out of order.

in one 
>ortanee, 
.n.^Sht

During the past two or three days there1 
or two things <1 intended mentioning, - none < 
but little local touches that somehow just die 
For one ting which momentarily comes to mind i 
I took in learning the names of a brother and & 
negro patients of Dr, Knipmayer at the Melrose 
Perfection Johnson and Dovely Johnson.....

5 ' W / f 4? < * V ,‘ A  *•' ■* •-* " 'r..  ̂ -r

It was a quiet week end hereabouts. * Dr. Wei 
time* after dark last night, went to Cloutierville 
morning, and returned for dinner time, which was the 
I saw him. He isn’t so bad, - I don’t suppose anyb<
Sister isn’t around. He repotts his wife is having 
problems. That really isn’t news. He further says h- 
to study Psychology. That should be helpful, too, - al 
especially on the home front.

<
As for myself, I ’m reading "Teacher in America” by \

Jacques Barzun. It’s a good book on aspects of .education 
. in America. He speaks of some people 1 have known in the 
Educational field, - people like «*ohn Erskine, and he applauds 
the latter* s idea of teaching literature, * an account of 
which I think 1 have mentioned to you at other sittings, and 
how much 1 enjoyed participating in some of those discussions.

- I know nothing about Barzun, but 1 take it he may have 
come from France to go to sahool at Columbia. I ne.ver knew him.
I greatly relish his broadsides on the contemporar 
degrees and more degrees, whioh he styles "hokum” 
makes his several points on the matter clear, 
out, for instance, that in the educational field 
Ph. D. degree is nothing more or less than a to 
"union card", secured at too great sacrifice b 
one who aspires to get a job teaching. Such 
a member of their own professions must put a 
old hard-shells into a dither.

a  for

any 
from 

bigoted
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Th«*re were two fires in this area this week end. On 

Thursday .pight, the gin and seed house on the Sam Tohin 
plantation* burned during the night. This is the former 
plantation'of "Aunt Benjamin" 'Mettoyer, where Lestan in his 
Diary used * q speak about going with his cousins from Uncle 
Phanor's. It is situated about half way between Melrose and 
Bermuda. }

The otĥ er fire was on the platform of the railroad station 
at Derry, w^ere thirty some odd bales of cotton burned.
This Was cc%ton from the Estate of J. E, Henry at Melrose, and 
represents ^bout five thousand dollars worth of the lint.
But' this represents no loss to the plantation, sines 
ownership cfipI5|eot„ton is tranferred at the moment it leaves 
the plantation. Mr. Clayton, late of the State department, 
was the now Owher, and what with his reputed 70 odd millions 
of dollar^ a£fa &is adequate insurance coverage, he will scarcely
suffer f̂ ifi the conflagration. ' 7 o

■ ■ •

?^%^hefe I sit, - and for an occasional breathing 
spell,, or or two rounds to the gin every day, my
guess^ig *that this year's crop on Melrose will bring in about 
seventy'^fi^o thousand* o!r one hundred thousand dollars, which 
muct fee about right, since K  is beginning his seasonal 
jokej about "us poor folks*.' Extraordinary, tsn*t it......

« .

,1 Responded to Miss Myra's letter on Saturday, hut destroyed 
t befbre finishing it. Everything went along smoothly enough 
til. Jr referred to her dogwoods which someone had told her 

were "self prunnlng*. So is my beard, self-prunning. % a t  is 
to say, if 1 would Just toss my raaor out the window, my beard 
would probably never get much more than a foot or two in length, 
and through various circumstances would wear off sufficiently 
at the ends so that it would never go so far as to trip me up. 
"Self-prunning" sounds suspiciously like Caroline feormon who 
thinks no hedge' should ever be trimmed and ho house should be 
built without plenty' of holes left in the sides so that 
Squirrels, - and God alone know what all, may come in and 
make their nests where ever they please. Miss Dormon*s idea is 
to let any seed grow where ever it happens to germinate, - this 
covers the squirrel and reptile departments, too, I believe, 
and whilf .Caroline does show some inconsistency by wringing her 
hair up in a knot at the back of her head, still she can't 
bear to think of trimming a bush or & tree, regardless of 
the' exoctes^amount of branches it may develops. ...^ut I'm getting 
off the tr.dck, so i'd better break off.

■ V '1 * *
Bilgrinriji in the form of descendants of George Washington's 

mother's sitterwere herd during the good radio time today, and 
so I missed ,A‘hey were nice pilgrims but 1 should rather
have inclined]mf ear to an invitation to Learning....
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October 20th, 1947.

Memorandum;

My good old airdale lies on my front gallery, and for loss 
of blood, may not live out the night, depressing me much. 
Accompanying me, as always, to Arenbourg this afternoon, Dora 
was set upop by Alphonse's police dog. Brushing by me, the 
police dog grabbed at Dora's throat, both rolling over into the 
ditch. Clutching the assailant by the hind leg and pulling like 
mad, while belabording him with a stick, I succeeded in forcing him 
to relax, but from the looks of things tonight, it is doubtful 
if poor Dora is going to survive.

. •

As for the status of human beings hereabout, Madam Regard 
seems to be improving slightly and is sitting, up a little more 
each day. I saw Dr. Eleanor as she was leaving Melrose in the 
."go-carten", She said that Madam Regard was certainly* movning 
in the right direction, although she wasn't out of the woods as 
yet. The lady doctor says she is really concerned over Bessie's 
condition, however. I must say.that poor Bessie chose a poor 
time to have hooping cough, - here at the height of her pregnency. 
The doctor says Bessie's legs are swelling alramingly and her 
constant whooping appears to be tearing all normal functions to 
pieces, *nd Say-?ah has fleas and flurelliahas ring worm.*
And outride of that, I guess everything and everybody is Just fine.

Erom the enclosure you will discover little news except that 
Dora seems to like the book mentioned in his letter. It is one 
of several which Essae Mae brought with her a week or so ago, and 
I shall try to gettthe Madam to read me a page or twofc but that 
is up hill business. I reckon I'll end up by taking Dora's word 
for its merits. t ~

I finished "Teacher in America1.' last night and started 
Binet/s Western Star, The Baraun book pleased me much, primarily 
because it made mq think. And I find I must question myself again,* 
as so often in the past, if my idea as<to whom should be educated 
is wrong. Ag$in, as so often in the past, the present author, - 
Jacques Baraun, strongly favors college education for those 
who manifest the greatest intellectual<propensities. This is 
directly opposite to my feelings on the subject, - and I must 
be wrong, since no one, - and particularly teachers, appear to 
agree with me, but always range themselves 4*n »the Baraun camp.
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Perhaps my error arises from an attempt on my part to 
parallel an intellectual problem with a religious concept.
I have seen - and bemoaned, - the burning of street lamps at 
noon day. * I never liked the practice of building elegant 
churches for the smug comfort and sole enjoyment of its
members but rather for the beguilment of. ̂ hos® w^ h^ . ath6 _aints church. She fact that Christ came on earth, not to save the saints, 
but to rescue the sinners, was forever a cardinal point with me.

And so I am greatly distressed, when Mr. Barzun &d™cates 
a greater devotion by educators to brilliant students and calls 
upon institutions of higher ^earning to concentrate ®nexgies
on keeping out, and preventing the admission, of, those who 
are not ii\ the front rank of potential mental giants.

(The idea appears to be that it isn’t fair to hold back 
the brilliant students in, any particular <slas while J*® 
nimble minds pitch, about at any restraint to their astonishing 
forward advance. I take it that, the logical progression of 
such a theory brings one to the belief that it is better to 
have half a dozep giants and a thousand pigmies, just as 
in economic circles, some people seem to think it 
better to let a half dozen financial wizards round up all 
the money , - and through their inordinate humanitaraian wisdom,- 
surely equal bo their money-getting abilities, w i l l s°meb?* b h 
off enough crumbs from their groaning tables to satisfy the 
poor with all they deserve to get.

I believe the primary purpose of and reason for Education 
is that man may bet ter understand man. And all men understanding 
al men, may love them, - each other, - and thus, by concerted 
appreciation and effort, help every individual on his way.
To me it is shocking that out of a thousand, only six should 
be mightily enoightened and the remaining nine hundred ninety four 
left to stumble around in the dark.

'But what in the world am 1 thinking about, thus to impose 
upon your precious time and equally precious nature. After all, 
this is supposed to be a letter or a memorandum, - .and not a irade.

Do you know Sweet Olives. They are in bloom now, and 
heavily do they freight the air with their marvelous perfume.
I have ordered half a dozen today for Arenbourg, and while they 

• will be small plants, they, too, will grow for our future delecta
tion. Ifo gambling on,some Chinese magnolia#, too, realizing 
this is certainly not the most advantageous season»to plant 
them, - Spring is the time, - but realising there were none 
on the market! &8t year and that in all probabiliy there will 
be even less next^pring, I am taking the qhanoe, and keeping 
my fingers crossed.....••

October 21st, 1947'.

Memorandum:
My good old airdale is still alive. He spent the day, flattten- 

>ed out on my front gallery, his head and body stretched on the 
brick pavement, his legs at right angles to his body, he 
ate nothing. I suppose today will t®11 th® ' “ wh^ XQ0r he will survive* I doctored on his head and throat. The 
■noor thine in spite of his exhaustion, occasionally lilted 
his paw although to*shake hands, which, 1 suspect, is more 
than Bessie, with her complication of whooping coughi and 
pregency, would do. I mean...

Alrieht and let's see what else is going on....Oh, yes,-

iS.rSHiC.S”. 5S Mik v .  «...
showed a heap more sense by getting out of, rather than |® 
into, that reactionary organization. But what I am Pleased 
to style "that D. A. M. D. A* B." was just-made for people 
of Sister's type, and being a member, I feel certain, will 
afford her a great deal of self satisfaction*

We had another fire in the neighborhood night before 
last when a barn burned on the planation of Milton 
Oloutiex. situated half way between Melrose and the 
samTobin gin which burned last week M U t o n ^ o u t l e ^ i s  one 
of the Mulatto Cloutiers who could, if he cared t0* ..

' his ancestry back to old Alexander Oloutier, who, a 8 
the Prudhommes. came to this section of Louisiana about 1760, receiving a land grant from Louis XV a Partof which 
he set aside for the building of the town bearing his name.

I.finished reading Western Star, - which i® short, 
and found it good. One line in the poem set me to thinking a 
whole°train of things, some of which 1 shall touch upon herewith,- 
and I tell you this so that if you are pressed for *1®®. f 0* 
e£n toss the rest of this letter out of the window without 
reading , and so loose nothing.
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Mr. Binet, in a line, points out, speaking of the 
one sided aooount we have of the Indians, that there must 
have been some compensations, going so far as to state, - 
and I never had ttought of it before, - that some white 
women, at at various places and times, having been captured 
by the Indians, were given an opportunity, - by raides or 
other circumstances, to re-join the white colonists, and that 
some of them preferred to remain with the so called 
savages. That’s something to think about,

And so i be&an thinking.
And in pursuance thereof, I want to find out a heap more 

about the brother of Bi chard Dana of Glenwood (Goat Castle),
I think * have spoken of these gilded youths before. 

Their parents were distinguished; their home, - &Lenwood, was 
beautiful. They were handsome, talented and wealthy. They 
moved in the most aristocratic circles. And then, all of a 
sudden, Bichard's brother dropped out of sight.

? The ‘Merrills at Elmscourt, equally wealthy'and sitinguished, 
were their nearest neighbors. Do you reckon Hichard's brother 
could have fallen in love with Jane Surget Merrill, sqad 
by some twist of Fate, was’jilted. *1 mean, not jilted by Jane, 
but somehow the relationship torne asunder by others. And 
could that explaih his sudden disappearance from $ such a 
marvelous setting, and wliy ^ane? merely to square events with 
Fate and revenge herself upon society, keep nuncan Minor 
dangling bn the end of d string for the next quarter of 
a century.

And you remember that after SO years, Bichard's brother 
quite unexpectedly tapped on the door at Glenwood late one 
night, and how the next day, he and Richard went into town, 
drew out money that diehard's brother should have inherited 
from theif parents, talked with people they met on the street, 
andsmiled ih agreement when the latter told them they would 
visit Glenwood on the morrow, - all of them to go hunting.
^nd how, after returning home that evening, and night had 
settled down, Bichard's brother again disappeared as silently 
and completely. And nobody ever heard from him again, or 

as to 'where he might hatfe gone, until another 20 years had 
elapsed, when a newspaper clipping from Santo Domingo 
somehow reached Natohes, reporting the death of the former 
nana youth, At his remote plantation in the island, surrounded
only by the numerous negroes who lived on his feudal acres,

• <

Ferhaps here may be found the beginning of the mystery 
of which the world knows nothing save The Harder at Goat Castle.
I know quite a few people in ^atchez who knew both brothers,
Some of them talked with him on his last visit, uiok ^ana, 
his own brother, but half batty, is still at Glenwood.
I ’m dying to talk with him, too, and don't you think
perhaps w n Star stopped for a mcment overester lenwood,*

October SSnd, 1947,

Memorandum:
I guess the airdale is going to make it. Be has 

difficulty in swallowing, but I succeeded in getting some 
food down him early this morning and tonight he is able to 
move 'about a bit. After a good night's sleep, he may feel 
an impulse to go hoeing with me, but I shall dissuade him. In 
the mean time, I shall undertake persuasive measures, dis
couraging Alphonse dog from attacking pedestrians in the 
public road. ’

Last night I dipped into Ybarra's biography of Simon 
Boli'var, - I think it is called Fassonate Warrier, or some 
such. From the opening pages, I gather the book is well
done and I learned a few particulars that interested me muejw 
For example, I hadn't realized before that Yenazmla was or is 
as large as franco and Germany combined. Surely distances 
in America are vast. There are one or two accounts of doings 
in Caracas in the first decade of the 19th century that 
were quite informative, for instance an earthquake that 
'ocoured in the midst of the revolution, interpreted by the 
Loyalists to the King of Spain as an act of admonition of God. 
Incidentally, twelve thousand people were killed by the quake, 
which seems like a huge figure, especially in view of the 
comparative smallness of urban centers in those days,

what I am semrehing for in this biography, however, is 
whatever references there may be to General Devereux, who 
was one of Bolivar's comrades in arms. As you know, it 
was for General Devereux that Miss Myra's place is named, 
the General having been the uncle of St, John Elliott, its 
builder, - Mr. Elliott's mother being the sister of the 
South American General, who, in his declining years, sat for 
his portrait at the St. John Blliott's, I believe the 
original is now in ‘Alexandria, La.

t

If memory serves, i think I referred to Bunoan Minor in 
yesterday’s letter. ^nd in today's post comes this enclosure 
from Miss lellie, giveing an account of the present health of 
Duncan’s sister, Jeanne Minor McDowell. Something tells me 
I shall never have an opportunity to chat with Miss Jeanne 
about the family relations with the Danas, for Miss Jeanne 
Is in her 90's, Gurlousl^ enough it would be impossible
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to get a line from Miss Nellie about the Danas, For all 
the Episcopalians of Natchez are so clan-ish that they 
will seldom mention any member of their partictular sect,- 
even when the conduct of one member or another is so curious, 
say, as Garlotta Surget McKitterick. Sometimes, - in an 
unguarded moment, when in conversation, they will let one 
thing or another slip, but on paper, - never, I suppose there 
is an element of virtue in this view point, and I must 
say I have noticed it functioning often not only in 
religious sects but also in matters of nationality.
It has always puazled me a little, however, for I could 
never see the point of an American trying to gild 
somebody like AX Capone just because he happened to be 
An American. I guess this tendency must spring from
the old adage that "fine feathers make a fine bird", so d
that if any* individual sports the same plumage or other
outward trappings, -lodge memgership, or whatnot, as another,
each must contrive to defend, - by word or silence, everything
any member may indulge in, - regardless of its outrageousness.

My old friend, Elam Brown, came to see me .today, - 
and I was enchanted, for X hadn’t seen him in ever so long, 
although he lives less than a mile away, * on Sammy 
Balthazar^ place, *ou may recall that Elam’s father, - a 
patient of Dr# Wenk, was brought home from the hospital in 
thesnow of 1940, requiring a tube to be plaoed in his 
lung on the day of his return, - having been discharged from 
the hospital while suffering from double pneumonia. And 
you may further recall that Eiam’d papa died that winter, 
leaving little Elam as the only man in the family of 6 or 7 
ohildren, smaller than himself, - he being about IS at the 
time. Subsequently Elam’s mama, - a bag, re-married and took 
her family somewhere in thto the Shreveport area where they 
at ill remain, - -^lam returning here after one season away. 
During those earlier years, Elam and I did quite a bit of 
business together, and it was he who brought me the present 
of d frog for my fountain, - a gift which I shall never quite g 
get dver. Well, the object of today’s visit was two
fold :-first to tell me that he is the proud papa of 
a six week's old daughter, and secondly that he has 
finished his crop for this year, - on shares, and that 
he hdd harvested six bales of cotton for himself, - 
so that everything is going just fine. Surely it is visits 
such as these that make life worth living, and I must pass 
the news along to Dr. %ller, for I always roll on the floor 
with merriment when I recall how she and l used to
puzzle over what would please Elam’s family most by 
way of clothes, - and if we would do well to order 
long drawers for the young girls in the family, - not 
knowing if long drawers were considered fashionable by 
plantation's younger set, etc,, etc. We certainly mis
spent some of the relief money, but not Without weighing 
matters in advance....

ff

#

(

October 23rd, 1947.

Memorandum:
HoW nice to have your splendid letter of Saturday, and 

how characteristically generous of you to be so kind to 
shop for me and to offer to repeat the chore,, should 
that be necessary. In the event you haven’t sent the 
package'already, please don’t rush to get it off, as 
I shall not pass it along to Aurellia until Christmas 
time.
* I was ever so much interested in particulars regarding
present Manhattan Reaction to Birth Of h Nation. Dike you,
I cannot i agine why any one should feel moved to get out 
placards about the film, for, if memory serves, it was not 
contrived in any anti-racial spirit. I assume the 
portion objected to by certain groups may have been the scene 
in the original version wherein a negro scared one 
of the leading heroines, - bould it have been ^ae Marsh,
•by taking a pass at her in an unguarded moment.
Surely everybody knows that in such lawless times 
anybody, - white or colored, might well and did probably 
take a pass at anybody, white or colored. If I 
remember corectly, this episode was included to 
stress the disordered state of the country and the 
perios in which people lived, and while a negro and 
a white person were the participants in the scene, there 

* was no intention of bearing down on the racial thing but 
merely an effort to record some6f the various terrors 
facing the disorganized south. From what little I 
know about the post bellum*p riod, the picture is pretty 
nearly perfect, - historically, - in its presentation of 
the times. And so 1 am delighted that you went to see 
it, and I only regret that those carrying placards didn't 

• disregard their leaders and go in and get an eye full 
of what happens when Civil War strikes a community.

I laughsd at the quotation from the F. D. B. letter 
regarding his fine new tooth. I was told the letters 
wefe interesting for their type, but nothing was 
told me in detail regarding any of contents. I
think you were wonderful to have remembered the story 
of Lois Lester and her missing molar. And that reminds me 

x~ that %s. ^ays, wife of a'prominent Shreveport physician,
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told me not long ago that she had related the story to 
her husband who just looked at her blankly when she had 
< concluded the tale and never could understand what was 
amusing about it*

Isn't Lucy Morgan's letter nioe. I saved the one 
she wrote us at the time of your fisit, having in mind to 
send it along when you reached home* I put it away 
safely in my strong box* together with that from Egon to 
you, and up to the present writing, I haven't had an 
opportunity to get to them, - but shall, eventurally*

And I'm glad you mentioned the Jefferson letter to 
Mme.< Uosway, for it had slipped my mind. I think Bowers 
doesn't quote the letter in his’ Jefferson, The Younger, but 
he touches upon the relationship between both the artist 
and his wife, and one is given to understand that Mr. J* and 
the young matron got along very nicely together and that the 
husband was quite a dolt, if I remember correotly, - that 
is to say, dolt-ish but gifted.

I continue my study of Simon Bolivar but as yet haven't 
stumbled over‘General Devereux and up to the present writing 
I find Bolivar possessed primarily of a typical 
Spanish urge to fight, demonstaa ion not too many 
qalums about spilling blood with reckless abandon.
Motivated by a desire to throw off the yoke of Spain, 
he attempted to promulgate a Federal system wherein 
the President would hold office for life fend membership 
to the Senate would be hereditary, all of which sounds 
ever so much like the Republican disguise of the 
same evils operating in royalist Sprin A casual glance 
backward over a century and a quarter in the direction 
* of both Spain and ^outh America, - Brazil excepted, 
being Portuguese, I gather Spaniarsds on both 
continents don't much mind dictators and notoriously 
evil political systems. Somebody once remarked that 
people get the kind of government they deserve, from 
which I deduce the'individual Spaniard doesn't rate much. 
Often I've heard comparisons made between George Wash
ington and Simon ^olivar. Contrasts would do better. 
Certainly Washington was no whizz in winning battles 
while it appears to me that winning battles was about 
all bolivar might lay claim to fame. Thanks to 
Washington,the U. S. got a chance to goern itself 
better than under England of the period, and so could offer 
a pattern for freedom to the world. Thanks to Bolivar, 
.South America, in spite of the Uorth American blueprint, 
merely exchanged one European tyrant for 15 or SO 
little domestic tyrants, and I can't help but wonder 
if the play was worth the candle...'..
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jPjotobez 84th, 1947.
* - «

Memorandum': * «
e

And so Voltaire received a Western Union telegram from 
Frederick the Great.

And so David Hunt, a. olprfc in his Unole’s Uatehaz store 
' in 1805, was fitting a pair of shoes or slippers on the little

girl....*•••••••
All of which convinces you that I am completely crazy.
Well, in a way, yes, hut 1 realty created the anachronism 

willfully in the Voltaire-Frederiek story, but Mr. Aane didn t 
wilfully do so in the David Hunt tale*

•

His Hatches book came to hand today. It looks alright, 
has some fine pictures by Earle Horman, and the printing 
job seems to be good. I haven't had anyone to read me much 

f in it, but from first glance I gather that while he
obviously used material from my book, he doesn t seem to have 
employed it without a great deal of additional menal labors, 
and, - if my first guess is correct, he has failed to use 
several things I felt sure he would, - The Black Swann, The 
Prince, Jane Long, etc. At least none of these stories are 
stressed, although they may be "buried in the thing and my

She opened' the hook at random and began reading about 
David Hunt, - the paragraph about him fitting the shoes on the 
little girl in his uncles store in 1805. I should imagine 
that as ”an authority on the Old South”, as he is so frequently 
styled, he would know that one didn't buy, - couldn't buy 
shoes for grown-ups or for children, - in a general store in 
*1805, - and of all places, in Rfetchez For shoemakers made 
shoes in those days and ready made sh5es didn't put in an appear
ance in Hatohez for at least £ quarter of a century, - at the 
earliest. But of course that isn't of any consequence, - but 
it is illustrative of Mr. lane's mpthod, - lifting the skelton 
which someone else has gathered together, and then let his 
imagination run wild. Fortunately people enjoy*reading him, 
and if he gets things right or wrong doesn't matter.
The important thing is that people will read something,-although 
off the traok, - and * have no,doubt his*book will enjoy a 

• * * great vogue.
In his Acknowledgements, - there are several pages of people
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named, he begins by expressing his indebtedness to Edith Wyatt 
Moore and Mrs, Balfour Miller for their months of sustained 
and sympathetic assistance. Then follows a sentence or two, 
stating that there are many others who also assisted him, - in 
Natohea and in ather areas, - "some more than they ever suspected' 
That statement is perfectly true, of course, for little did 
the Madam suspect when she turned him loose for five days 
in my house, and little did 1 suspect that he was here.

Jfhen follows a list of everybody in %tches, ~ Merty, Miss 
Myra, Rowan, Dr. Butler and so on and so forth for pages, which 
leads me to think he just opened up the telephone book and 
went ahead* He did make one blunder, however, for he included 
the name of "Mrs. Jeff, ^afcbdin^* *»* Mary*, of course, but 
aarnett didn t know that Jeff is the pet name ^ary calls her 
husband, whose intitials are S. H. But that isn’t important.

- ■- ••• ‘ • v-' * * • • : ^  ^  : - w  -i x  i  x

You will forgive me for going into such*minor*and*unimport
ant details but 1 wanted to pass along to you what came to my 
attention on the first glance at the book.

On the home front, news seema scarce. The Madam plans 
to go to Shreveport early in the week. She thinks she will 
remain but 24 hours. . I expect she will be gone several days.

Cotton harvest goes on apace. Augmenting the Melrose hands, 
cotton pickers swarm, over the fields, hailing from plantations 
up and down the river where crops have* already been gathered, 
and each morning pickers are hauled from Natchitoches*. The 
gin accordingly sings its industrial hymn from mirning 
til night. Three more bales of cotton burned on the Drry 
station platfiorm yesterday.

of I wish X might hear Invitation to Beaming’s discussion 
ean Jacques Rousseau, buthopes are slim for so* doing.

s \

I finished Ybarra’s Passionate Warrier, confirmed that 
or rather convinced that Bolivar's contribution to human 
happiness was of doubtful value. With possibly one or two notable 
exceptions, all his.associates ended up by demonstrating that 
what they wanted primarily was to have their own way. - usually 
at the expense-of their fellow countrymen. I wish the author * 
had done a little more about the wife of the Englishman, Dr. 
Thorne, whose South American impulse impulse was to mount a horse 
and accompany Bolivar on his hectic campaigns and his excursions 
into ex^ra marital interludes. The few lines she was ixx 
accorded in his biography makes me want to know more about her 
for her physical stamina, her disdain of social laws and her

*?cw °  B° H V5 V iV?8 the impression she was quite an unusual bag. But for South America s good, Bolivar was born 
too soon and the continent paid too high a price in murder and 
destruction f in her exchange of Spanish banners-for 
home'made banditry. Liberty, - she just couldn't take it....

■
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October 26th, 1947.

Memorandums
The p^ckfcge came to hand safely in Saturday’s 

post, and may I hasten on to tell you what a splendid 
chocie I think you made and how enchanted Aurellia is 
going to be along about Santa Claue time.
' _ -  ' t 1 "" • 3 ... . j J „».!

I didn’t have any idea that the material would 
be sent in a Christmas box. How characteristically 
like you to think of everything. And I didn’t find 
the bill in the package, which didn’t surp ise me, in 
view of what you had written on the subject of this 
purchase. Having already entered the item in the 
credit balance for Arenbourg, you have, with! infinite 
grace, forestalled me in this istance.lt certainly is 
sweet of you to have handled the matter so adroitly, and 
I might as well confess that I am completely vanquished. 
You even go a step further and say you will always be 
delighted to any shopping for me, - and I appreciate 
your giving of time and energy so generously, but if 
I have my wits about me on the next go-round, I certainly 
shall recommend that whatever may be selected shall be 
shipped by the store to me C. 0. D. After all,.I am 
not unmindful of that old adage about not riding a free 
horse to death. And while I can't imagine at this writing 
that I shall ever have occasion to do any shopping, still 
it is wonderful to khotirthat you make out*as if such a 
chore would be a pleasure.

Joe Henry and his wife came over from Beaumont quite 
unexpedly on Saturday noon. Ihey seem* to be getting along 
fine. They returned to Texas after Sunday dinner. Joe 
say8 he has been thinking for a* long time* that I ought 
to do a life of Byle. B© says I could dictate it to 
somebody. That’s a laugh, too. I’ve got a picture 
of any of the Henrys giving up a job to study shorthand to 
take dictation from me for a life of Mr. Saxon.

On Saturday I had an opportunity to run through 
the two clippings ^iss Nellie sent in last weeks letter, 
and I shall enclose them herewith.
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It is so rare for our illiterate darkies to appear 
dejected or sorry for themselves that I was enormously 
impressed on Saturday night, along about first dark Peter 
voiced himself fr6m such an unusual viewpoint. Peter 
builds his whole week around Saturday night and accordingly 
must have been terribly disappointed when the cleaners from 
Natchitoches failed to include his things with the others deliv 
ered to melrose.

It was easy enough to tell something was wrong, and 
my efforts to cheer the boy up seemed to get:nowhere.
Finally Peter, black as the ace of spades, his wite teeth 
gleaming, spake out;

*1 swear to you, Mr, Francois, if ever I gits a child 
and that there kid is a nigger, then I'se qwine to kill 
him right then an] there, ’cause I knows good that a nigger 
ain't never goin* to have no fun."

Well, if Peter does become the proud papa of a fine 
off-spring, I reckon the new born will be slightly on the 
chocolate side. But by then Beter will have long for
gotten his Saturday night oath.

Noticing that something was troubling *eter 'when he 
first arrived, I remember there was still a little of the 
Renault ^hite Port left in Sssae Mae's bottle, and I had 
offered it to ^eter, hoping to revive his spirits. But he 
had declined, Nothing would help, - not even a drink.
And then 1 remembered the sport shirts had given me
last summer, and how I had put one away for Peter’s nirstmas. 
And so, almost before he knew it, Peter was all "sot” to head 
out for Sammy's grinning all over and even hazarding a 
clearing of the throat, saying sljly:

* "Uhhhhh..... Mr. Francois.... you know that drop-a-
wine you’se talkin’ about earlier. Well, I'se sure gwine to be 
proud if that there drap’s still got my name on it."

-And it had, - loj - and I settled back in my chair, 
for the first time in days Noticing that a portrait, of 
Peter*s mama, victoria, was looking down pleasantly at 
me from the mantle.

r y ,  . , , ,  t : r  ... " '£ 1  -  , r  ,,

And that’s about all there was to the week end, ex
cept that 1 read some from Binet's America, - a splendid 
short history of the United States from fe its founding to 
now, favorable, fair and almost classically simple. If 
only childrens in other lands, learning to read English, 
might use this volume instead of trying to wade through 
Shakespeare, for Shakespeare can wait for maturity while 
the novice should be accorded soething at once entertaining 
to the younger generation, - that is to say, something less 
complicated than all the plots, characters and doings in the 
offerings by the X Avon bard. Adn so I fold.....
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October 27th, 1947.

Memorandum: « t
In my pocket I have a nice fat letter which arrived in 

today*8 post* I shall keep it there until tomorrow noon, 
for Mr. BrSw was busying himself away off in the pecane 

groves on Little ^iver today, thus failing to maintain his 
accustomed routine at noon time and and fir t dark.

< I may be speaking prematurely, but it appears that the
summer is about over. About ten o'clock last night,

- a heavy hale storm passed this way, bringing the thermometer 
down to around 50. The storm was so intense that perhaps 
a bushel of the icey pellets, about the size of a marble each, 
came clattering down my chimney and bouncing out into my 
boudoir. Somewhere along the Gote Joyeuse, as * learned 
later, the roof of a barn was picked up by the wind and 
dropped slap on the telephone and electric wires serving 
this area. Accordingly I swept up the glistening ’’marbles'' 
by the light of the constantly recurring electric flashes 
from on high. The electric current and telephone lines 
weren't put back in operation until 18 hours later.

t

We had an opportunity* to read a few pages from the ^ane 
book ttoday. Once the M aciam was an esoellent reader, but 
of late she performs that task rather poorly, so that my 
estimate of the character of what is read is effected by the 
manner in which the words come from the lips of the reader.
My judgement, under such circumstances, isn't worth much, but 
even so, I did get a new impression from what was read to 
me, which I shall touch upon regardless in order that v0u 
may have it in mind when you skim through the book. y

. ; 4 f . : ’ l ' t  { ; f  '• X X v.‘ V I- - J -  1 A •

. We read part of the chapter on Katherine Balfour Miller,- 
toward the back of the book, and I don’t know the precise 
heading. I had expected it to be * laudacious, what with the 
immediate intimacy that developed between the author and his 
Natchez hostess. I am under'the impression that the author 
intended the chapter to be flattering to la Miller, too.
But somehow or other, - and it may have been do to the 
poor reading, —  1 got the impression that Kane was intentionally 
libeling the lady, even more so than he did in the Madam's 
case. I am wandering if it is possible that the 
author really doesn't know he is lampooning the people of

• » • • • ♦
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whom he writes. I can scarcely believe this is so, since 
with the greatest of daintiness, he avoid making a flat 
statement hy using such phrases as "one story has it" or 
"some people say".

I must say I can't figure the matter out to my own 
satisfaction. Obviously the biggest thing in Mr. Kane's 
life is his desire for money, determined as he himself has 
more than once declared, to get a million dollars regardless.
But surely he must know that good will on the part of m 
people like the i^adam and la filler indu9e more dollars in his 
direction than libel. I can't imagine anyone adopting such 
a contradictory policy of laboring mightily to get gold 
rolling in his direction, and then diverting the flow by 
setting up obstacles to the flow, in the form of libelous 
portraits inuendoes. The Madam probably will not do it, but 
tomorrow I think 1:shall recommend to her that she pen a 
few lines to la Miller, pointing'out the word "fliberty- 
gibbert", as employed in the Kane volume, asking her if 
she appreciates such suggestions The Madam might add that 
the only reason she makes this inquiry is to appreciate better 
what response she can make to passing pilgrim^ who already 
have quoted the ^ane book, asking the Madam if she has ever 
met that JJlatohez flibberty-gibbert", desciibed in the 
pages of ^atchez on the Mississippi.

After telephone service had been restored this afternoon 
a whole net work of telephones and telegrams developed, as 
between here and Shreveport. First Sister, having received 
the letter that the Madam was ready to visit her, telephoned 
me, saying the child specialist had said it wouldn't be 
good to subject her oi ildren to the association of anyone,- 
Aurellia, - with whooping cough, but that she and Dr. Wenk 
were coming for the Madam regardless. The M adam had already 

meo}0 *Ql{ S*ster she was ready to start, at the drop of 
a^hat. Sister told me confidentially that once shetgot 
the Madam in Shreveport, she wasn't going: to let her come 
back home for quite a while. The conversation ended with 
the understanding Sister would arrive here tonight, 
on reporting the conversation to the Madam, - especially as 
regards the c ildren, she did an about-face, and suggested 
a telegram to Sister immediately saying she would not make 
^  without Aurellia, and therefore the whole matter 
shoulc be put off for a while. I think J. h. heard me 
telephone the telegram, for 1 was on an extension in the big 
house and 1 heard the office phone click. f Then, in half a/hour,
hi f 10 ?° h<mse» saying Dr. Wenk had teleponed thathe was leaving for here within the hour, and didn'.t the
thiJS th\ht him t0 cancel the wholething. She did. And J. h. did it. And so that is that, and 
I, - unbeknown to the ^adam, am trying to stave off the 
trip because Bessie is about to have her child and Aurellia 
can scarcely leave*her, but the Madam knows nothing about 
Bessie. The Melrose ^achiavelli, • lord.... Lord
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October &8th, 1947.

Memorandum: * ' 4 » ’■ - /
v- ’ ' t ' ‘ * •' *- J - ' r ■' •* • • '■
"Patience on a tombstone, smiling at Grief.*....
I must of necessity experience the pleasure of anticipation 

by folding your report, to hand yesterday, - until tomorrow. 
There were two or three pieces of mail whose contents I should ha 
have liked to explore today, *but plenty of pilgrims frightened 
off my secretary at noon time, and when the day's toil was 
over in the field, every mother's son, - up and down the 
river, must have headed out for Sammy's where a Carnival* 
is in progress. It is no disgrace to be poor, - but it's so 
inconvenient, as some wag has remarked, - to which I append my 
own Amen, brother.

And *aside from pilgrims, we had three members of the 
State library, bent on taking photographs of Melrose, Gorham, 
Magnolia, the bookmobile, etc., with aview to using them 

for publicity in furthering the projects of the State library. 
Three people thus engaged, with car, cameras, etc., - all 
in quest of ultimate publicity for the State library, and just 
to think that JSssae Mae hasn't time to consider the offer the 
major net works have offered her for broadcasting library 
aims and asperations. Remarkable, isn't it. ~ '

A letter to the Madam in the morning's post contained 
no news of interest, She hadn't seen the Craygers, so had 
no news about the manuscript.

But from New Cleans pilgrims I got some Craiger news 
that pretty much convinced me the fate of the manuscripts 
from Dora and me is p sealed sure enough. From Miss Alberta,- 
before forwarding the manuscripts to the Craigers, I was 
given to understand that they were definitely not friends of 
Mr. ^ane. *’rom today's pilgrims, - and later from the library 
people, i learned that the Craigers are giving a huge party for 
their friend, Mr. Kane. Wonderful, isn't it. And quite 
naturallyf. I suppose, they will consult this greatest living 
authority on louisiana history as to the authenticity of the 
submitted manuscripts, - and you may be sure he will express 
his disapproval, - probably after taking them home to 
examine and make appropriate notes. Alright.

This afternoon there was a bad accident on the straight 
cement road, running between ^ontrose and Datchitoches. \
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I have often mentioned the Compton*s, I think, - the 
mulattoes who declined James Gerard*s offer of one hundred 
thousand dollars for their plantation, - the same Comptons 
who dismantled the old Jean Baptiste ^ettoyer mansion.

Well, it was 3 in the afternoon, and the Comptons, heading 
toward town, tried to pass a gravel truck, going in the same 
direction. Dr, Phelps, - a middle aged man from town, was 
driving ’this way. *fhe two cars were demolished. Dr. Phelps 
is in the hospital, his injuries many andfserious. Madam 
Compton is also seriously injured, it isn t know how hadly, 
although, among othe things, Both legs are broken. Clarence 
Compton was killed instantly. Some of their children are in 
school in Virginia, the others in California. Clarence was a g* 
good man and a good neighbor.

l think 1 didn*t mention that in the literary field I am 
currently exploring"Elsie Vernier" by uliver Wendell Holmes.
!>r. homes about 1850 wrote this novel wrote 1;his novel, did I 
say, to theorize or rather to speculate upon pre
natal influence, its possible treatment and cure. "Elsie Venner" 
is a young Massachusetts lady, possessed of certain serpentine 
characteristics, -inherent in her nature because her mother 
just before Elsie* s birth,' had tieen struck by a rattlesnake.
I was deep in the rattlesnake part on Sunday evening when 
the bi£ wind storm together with the halet struck the place.
Suddenly there was a great rattling in my fireplace, as the 
pellets came scurrying down the chimney and slithering about 
the floor, - and what with rattlesnakes crawling from the pages 
of Dr. Holmes' book and the swishing about of the elemnts, 
picture how terrifying was the added effect when suddenly all 
electric current failed, - the lights went out, and the old 
creeping charter in the book was abvut to strike at his victim.
Getting out of bed to the tune of all the rattlfeng about 
the place, it was pleasnt to realize my foot would find its 
way to my slipper, and that while Massachusetts and the hill 
country in the south may have plenty of rattlers, we don't 
have them in the irver bottoms,

* I I

And speaking of Sunday night, I heard the Fred Allen 
show and was glad to learn that Malice Chevalier is going 
to be a guest on the program next Sunday, - Nov, 2nd.
I was wondering what had. happened to him, and if he would make 
any more movies in this country, J (don't remember that 
he was anything very special on the air bqt, if properly 
cast, his work in the movies was quite nice. Possibly you 
saw him dancfe with Jeannette MacDonald in The ^erry Widow....

October 29th, 1947.

Memorandum: * V
, May I tell you h I have read your ^ensnorandum and 

that it was well worth waiting for.
. Your account of the strange doings at Bayou Natchez 

made me roll on the floor, - but it is a little maddening, 
at the same time, that the ^exas and Pacific Railroad demonstrates 
suoh bad manners as to snatch the daylights out of the post.
The,clipping covering ^arly-le-Roi had long been carefully 
saved, and was in perfect condition when inserted with the 
Memorandum covering the same. If, for some unexpected 
reason, correspondence on leaving'me should be in a tattered 
state, 1 shall invariably remark upon it, so that we 
may more readily keep track of things. Eventually, should 
letters be too messed up, I shall take up the matter with 

. the postal inspectors* although I shall do so in regard to 
individual items not addressed to 810.

Prom the enclosure, you will note that Bora says "No •
At the moment, Dora is the only one 1 can'think of to 
aid me in going before the microphone, but I shall con
centrate on the whole situation further and possibly find 
someone else to assist in the business,* It really does 
seem like a wonderful opportunity to launch a program, 
through time allotted to the State library, and by making 
the most of it, demonstrate to prospective sponsors the 
advertising medium that such a program offers. I’m stiOl 
puzzled over Essae ^ae*s failure to sense the value of 
radio in her projects. She is really remarkable in her 
ability to handle the politicians, - Governor and 
Legislators, but somehow her mind seems t numb when con
fronted with other aspedts of Bihrary relations.

<

I’m so glad you enjoyed Medea. * I have never seen the 
pieee. I think the last time I saw Judith Anderson 
was when she appeared in that extravagant production 
of Macbeth ever so far back. That, too, was an excellent 
medium for her histronio Art, and she easily over
shadowed all the other actors, including Mr. Macbeth.

• I always thought someone shouldvrrite a play for her, 
centering about the early years„of Marie Threse, when
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by sheer force of character, that Austrian lady pulled her
kingdom together and a unched it on such a firm keel,
just as it appeared to be on the brink of disaster. I
guess she would be pretty good, too, as Marie Theresa's daughter
if anyone ever should do a play covering the life of
Maria Antoinette's life from October, 1789 to her deahh.
I think Madam Anderson could face the mob on the balcony at 
Versailles with dominating disdain, and she could 
make the return journey from Varennes with all the dignity 
in the world. I can readily picture her, too, facing the 
^evolutionary Tribunal undaunted, stirring the Court N00m to 
a frenaia by her superb self control. Isn't it odd, with all 
the Trials that have been put into play form, nobody ever 
undertook to do the Queen during those years when, by 
some miraculous transformation, she was really superb.

0f local doings, i have little to report. The 
Worsleys I found waiting for me this afternoon on returning 
from Arenbourg. Theirs was merely a friendly visit, and 
I was enchanted to see them. Dr. Worsley told me that 
Dr. Phelps has been transferred from Natchitoches to 
a Shreveport hospitali as lias ^adam Compton. Dr, Phelps 
has a broken wrist and at least one lung crushed In. It 
was extraordiariry^that following his sub-conscious condition 
while laid out on the road side, awaiting the ambulance, and 
following his removal to the hospital, it was discovered, on 
his arrival at the latter place that he was still firmly 
graspoing his cigar between his teeth. It is thought that 
Madam Compton may not survive. {*side from having half her 
scalp cut off, she has a broken arm or twq, both legs brotken, 
on of the legs being broken in three places, not to mention 
a broken pelvis and many cuts about the head and shoulders 
and body bruises. The. little old saloon at the end of the 
Melrose bridge has been closed indefinitely,

Mrs. Hand and Ed. Nand came by later,, bringing **rs. 
Hemingway with them. Mrs. *and says Dr. Miller has signed 
a contract* for another year at Bergen Pines, but may pass 
this way "soon" on a vacation.

I asked Ed Nana t'o get me several things for arenbourg,- 
following his offer to locate some things for us, - some 
white dioiduous Chinese) magnolias, - that eventually 
grow* to be trees, some fruit trees to replace those lost 
this summer, some more white crepe myrtles some grandiflora 
magnolias and so on It was a fairly large order, but 
it seems to me well that we get these things planted now 
in order that they may start giowinfc, - espeically as it 
is most unlikely that next summer will be so hot and dry as 
the' past one, and that will mean things will get well es
tablished. Don't you think so.... .

2 6 4 5

October 30th, 1947.

Memorandum:

tKnipmayer Day and not much news.
The doctor, of course, was quite interested in the 

automobile accident*, what with Dr. Phelps being in the 
same profession in the same town.

t

Dr. Knipmayer says that the doctor is in a more critical 
condition than Syble Compton, what with *a punctured lung and 

« Complications. His age is against him, being soewhere
between 62 and 72 'years old. He has five small ohildren,- 
four girls and a boy, - the latter being less than a year old. 
When girl Bo# 3 was born, Dr. Pfcelps named her Meade, having 
a liking for that name and supposing he would never have a 
son. Then, - Do,* - a year later a son was born, and 

- promptly was'named Meade. This is the only instance I know of 
wherein a daughter and a son, born about a year apart, are 
both given identical names. How odd, - especially as the 
word Meade doesn't seem to recommend itself in any particular 
fahhion, so far as my imagination goes.

My old companion joined me in my little journeys to 
Arenbourg, for the good old airdale has about recovered.
./ê didn't encounter Alphonse's police dog, -'going or coming.

The weather remains so warm I haven't made any 
preparations as yet for whatever trees^and bushes are 
shceduled to arrive shortly. I must get busy on that score 
immediately, During the past couple of days, I have been 
concentrating on some of the things that survived the summer.
I am putting hulls around the root system the magnolias, 
gardenias, nandina, etc. These hulls are the'bowl of the 
cotton and similar or adjoining stems of the bowls, picked 
with the cotton sometimes, and eradicated by machine in 
the process of ginning. I had a big old truck load of it 
hauled to arenbourg the other day, for it is splendid for 
our purposes. I encircle each plant with a layer of the 
stuff, about three feet in diameter and about two inchehos 
in depth. This proteots the roots of the plants from the 

. intense sun; it retains the moisture, - especially the dews 
which would otherwise be lost in evaporation,; and within *
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a vear or so, the hulls themselves will decompose, supplying the 
ulant with excellent fertiliser. I am hurrying, - Just 
as though I had good sense, to get all the young trees tafcen 
oare of before the autumn rains begin, although * oan t 
imagine why1I should suppose the drought is likely to be 
broken soon. Still, it will be pleasant to know eaohhas 
been provided with its proper approtionment, for if it really 
does get cold this winter, this blanket of hulls will • 
help keep the root systems warm, while at the same t i m e ,  the 
water passing through the decomposing covering will supply 
the roots below with chemical food.

What with the longer nights folding in upon us,
I seem to get a little more reading done than in the summer.
Last night I finished ”31sie fVenner". Dr. Holmes certainly 
wasnT t so very successful in setting'up the framework of 
his novel, which is lop-sided, to say the least. Ana I 
don*t have to read stories of young ladies with rattle
snake complexes. But the book is well worth reading because 
the docotr presents some delightful chapters on the social 
life of Hew 4nglaiid in the mid 1800’s, _ and more important,

' he offers for consideration "some observations on the roles 
which medical men and religious leaders might well 
consider as a pattern for themselves today.

Ond point Oliver Wendell Holmes makes, - which*1 don’t 
recall having run across in other writings of the period:- 
tlie medical profession accepts as a matter of course that 
people are born with a vast Variety of physical advantages 
and disadvantages; how is it priests and ministers forever 
proceed on the assumption that every human being has 
the same type of soul, never recognising the probability 
that the individual soul is as likely to be as different 
’in pattern, the one from the other, as is the'body. He 
stresses the point that the physician, if a real one, recognizi- 
ing that few if any physical beings are born with or are 
able to maintain a perfect physical set-up, and therefore 
the doctor tries to bring his patient toward that ideal 
of physical perfection. On’the contrary, the cleric 
always goeb on the assumption that each member of his 
church starts off or ought to start off, with a*> per

fect soul, and busies himself thundering away at his 
flock, railing at them for not being' perfect but seldom 
tryihg to assist them sympathetically toward the ideal.
That must have been revolutionary doctrine among the 
"men of God” in the mid 1800’s. *

From these theories and others expressed in the book,
I conclude that theologians, always too busy making sure 
of a safe bnrth for their own souls, spend their lives 
concentrating too ’much on God and not quite: enough on man. 
Listening *to any preacher in the pulpit, mustering up a special 
voice and manner when he gets around to praying, and one 
senses he is much busier telling God or pointing out 
to God or hinting to God as to what should be done, than 
concentrating on unifying his congregation to focus their 
joint will in moving toward a common ideal.••t••~

2 6 4 7

si October 31st, 1947.
Wm&-

Memorandum;

Old Xenophon writes, as you will see frojoa the enclosure,- 
writes nothing.

But his letter does recall Miss Alice Smith’s suggestion 
that I write X. P. S« that I want to be on the Board, selecting 
titles for recording. I seem io be a little foggy on that 
point. Do you reckon anybody who wants to have a say in the 
matter of book selections merely writes and automatically is made 
a member, a s  for myself, 1 have often in the past expressed ray 
wishes for one title or another. Hobody ever asked me to join 
the Board on the strength of my requests for titles. Do you 
suppose the only way to cut ice is to become a member of the Board 
and to become a member of the Board, all one has to do is to 
request old Xenophon to name him. i’hat was the impression I 
got from Miss Smith s letter. Did you get something of the same.

From Dora’s letter I get the first hint of what the second 
manuscript might be, - the one sent through little Miss A. to 
the Gragers. Being under the impression I was carrying on the 
Orager contact with little Miss A., I was a little .surprised 
that Dora had written her directly, - although it is perfectly 
all right. Still, if he had spoken to me about it first, I 
could have recommended that he delay his letter for a day or 
two until after the '-rager party for Mr. Kane, - which might have 
been just as well, I suppose.

n r 1 have r®ad a couple of jiours on a long book, entitled 
G. B, s." by Pierson or Pearson or some such name, - alth. ough 

thus far’, the volume seems to be autobiographical, with but a 
sentence or tow now and then to string along extensive and, 
hilarious first hand accounts of his early life by George Bernard 
Shaw himself, I know Shaw so slightly, save through his plays 
and his articles that used to appear in the Times, that I’m 
glad to get a more complete and rounded view. His plays I have 
admired extravagantly but some of his own doings have sometimes 
seemed the height of folly or stupidity. In the latter category, 
falls his round the world trip, when he disdained etopping in the 
United States but twice, - once to journey from his ship to San 
Simeon, the California feudal estate where he lunched with 
William Randolph Hearst and Marion j)avies, - I hope not too 
representative of the width and depth of the country. .And his 
over touching on American soil was in Hew York where he 
addressed a meeting at the Metropolitan Opera house,,a meeting
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to which he proceeded from his boat, tied up temporarily in 
.New *ork harbor, - the shades in his cabin, and thoe in his 
carriage, - at night, - being carefully drawn. Perhaps he 
indulged in such antics for publicity's stake, - and you see 
I'm still talking about it, - but I think such publicity is 
to expensive when it requires one of the world's keenest minds 
to wilfully deny itself a glance at the physical features which 
is pretty important in several directions leading to Mr. Shaw's 
halth and happiness. <

Today, being <*0.1 ^aints Day, - and tomorrow being All Souls, 
there has been ipuch goings and comings up a*nd down the road, - 
mulattoes busying themselves in cleaning up the graveyard for 
services held ill, the open air tomorrow, for All Souls' Day seems 
to rival Decoration Day in these parts for tidying up cemeteries . 
The moon is so pretty tonight, 1 should like to stroll over 
to see how things look, but having scared the life out of a 
couple supersticious mulattoes one midnight on All Saints, perhaps 
I would h do better to visitr it on the morrow, - ghosts so 
seldom stalk about at noonday, — although sometimes in this 
area the people do see them, they say.

But Saturday will be busy, probably, for Sister telephoned 
that some people wanted to come to Melrose to< take movies for 
their private collection tomorrow afternoon, and, as usually happens 
in such oases, the movie makers will undoubtedly bring a flock 
of non-movie makers who will grasp at such an opportunity 
to get in the front gate that otherwise would he closed* to them.

I was enchanted today to discover signs of life on another 
gardenia, - one of the la ger ones, - which I had supposed 
defunct. It is putting out a fine new growth of tender leaves, 
and having thus, demonstrated that it could survive the xu 
summer, it is bound to live for ever, don't you think so. At least 
half a dozen of. the grandiflora magnolias came through nobly, 
and , hoping against appearance, I am putting blankets of
cotton hulls around the others, for there is ever so slight a 
chance they may put out leave before the cold weather arrives, 
i* the mean time, however, 1 have aksed Ed Band to try and find 
us some more, so those those who fail to do a lazarus may be 
replaced, and in the event a y of the seemingly dead ones should 
revive, there is ample space to plant those that Ed Band may 
discover in South Louisiana.

3 ■ ]  .{' •• . ; . I;1 * 3« - ‘I;. • ‘ v> U ‘ * v‘ ^ ' •' '

In our little bulb garden, the leaves of the Guernsey lilies are 
beginning to push up,-making pretty green traceries in the rich 
brown soil. .Somehow it always seems as though in Douisiana one 
experiences the sensation of two Springs rather than one, and 
I like it....,
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. Novebmer 2nd, 1947.

Memorandum:
How well do I remember how much, as a child, I loved 

to build houses .out ,of blocks. I had two or three sets of 
variously tinted sqhares of wood whx with which I would busy 
myself for hours arranging various styles of faoade. One Christ 
mas, someone sent me an additonal set of the$, and I remember 
ever so vividly how I relished the thought of creating 
more extensive buildings, what with these additional 
gayly colored squares. I immediately, set to wrok on 
a marvelous construction, a thing that vaguely resmnbled 
the town hall at Versaeilles, - a horrible Francois Premier 
business, entirely out of keeping with the setting. Every
thing went along alright until I had reached the two top 
blocks of' the structure. I needed a final single one to 
oap the whole business. Imagine my delight when I discovered 
that*insteand of having used up all the old and the new 
objects, one had fallen beyond ray immediate center of operations 
Heedless to say, I was consumed with delight when I could 
neatly plaoe it on the highest point of my lovely facade, and 

' so contemplate the whole enterprise as a joy and satis
faction.

And all this is preliminary to saying that I have read 
too many autobiographies during the past few monts, - 
Cellini, franklin, Lincoln ^teffins, William Allen White and 
so on. - and then, unmindful of its existence, I stumbled 
over Stephan Zweig's "World,of Yesterday11. X have only 
read a hundred or so pages, but it is precisely the 
beautifully tinted pinnacle to crown my previous explorations. 
Staffins, White, R. S, Baker among others jotted down their 
own impressions of the world they knew, - contemporary 
to Zweig's, swinging about pivotal points far distant from 
his, but converging on identical localities from time to 
time. Their account? are as fundamental as the human 
body; Zweig's as the human spirit. His picture of 
Social life in the Vienna of 1890 isenchanting to me in 

* its newness of concept, - the world of fahsion, the 
problem of sex,* etc., etc. His chapter on Paris of the 
early 1900*8 is equally precious, - Vienna being the taste of 
fruit, Paris the bouquet. I don't know if you like Sweig 
or not. It seems ‘to me I have heard him dismissed by others 
as unworthy of consideration. t But, for myself, I find him 
ever so satisfying in these fistt 100 pages, and I hope you 
may eventually enjoy skipping through some of his -paragraphs 
eventually, - The World of Yesterday.
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Saturday evening witnessed a curious doings on the prt 
of passing Pilgrims. Sister had telephoned on Friday to say 
‘hr. Scales would arrive at Melrose on Saturday at 1:30. , - 
to take movies, The Madam said Rr. Sacles had fitted her 
with glasses 75 years ago, so we took it he must be fairly 
ageable.

Well, 1:30 came and went. So did 2;30, and 3*30.
Along about 4;30, when supper was about to be served, - 
and "night was beginning to lower", Dr. Sacles arrived. He 
turned out to be the son of the man the Madam had con
tacted once, - and professionally, - 75 years before.

e
There was a mist prevading the countryside, and what 

with the advancing twilight, there could be no thought 
of movie taking. He said his wife and mother were at 
the gate and he would go and get them, and bring in 
some movies to show the 4iLa4am. He did just that, bringing 
not only the two ladies, but also some over night suitcases.
Never having laid eyes on any of them before, and having 

no notion that anyone was expecting to even be here for 
Saturday supper, nothing was said about the latter.
I reckon the people thought that if movies were shown for 
a sufficient period, it would soon be dark night outside, and 
we would have to ask them to stay. Well, the movies ground 
along and darkness closed in. The people were very nice,
_even though young i>r. Scales did surprise me by asking 
the Madam if she had ever been to Hew uireans# *

In between films, the elder lady remarked to me that 
they had realized before leaving Shreveport that it was 
pretty late to start out, but they didn't have anything 
to do over the week end, so they thought they might as 
well pass'it ^n the country. . . - * >- "

More movies were turned, and the endurance test tighten
ed. In the mean time, I had asked the * cook to serve 
supper to the cl^rk, R. and Dan, asking her to put out 
the light in the dining room when they were finished.

: i .. ... ?• *■ fu  , q  £ £ .'•* q  x “I'; *;••• o I; 110 1 V i l W  v u
finally, in the upper chamber, it dawned on the Scales 

that they were loosing out in the sitting out struggle, and 
accordingly they gathered up their traps. I assisted Dr. 
Sacles in carrying the duffle downstairs. The dining room 
was dark.' The doctor remarkaked that he <wanted his wife 
to see the brick floor fin the dining room. He started 
toward the darkened room. I demurred. After all; to 
see the floor, - for it was black night outside, ‘one would 
have to turn on the light, and the light would reveal the 
table all ae% for supper, - but not enough food for three 
extra. Accordingly I staged off that bit of inspection.

This is certainly a lot of talk about nothing, but 
it does indicate what is in the cards when passing *jjgrimg
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November 3rd, 1947.

Memorandum:
Another somewhat hurly-burly finish to an otherwise placid 

enough day, bringing with it that good tiredness accompanying 
prolonged out of doors toil.

Last night I had intended mentioning the Fred Allen show, 
but jumped the track before getting to that point. I heard the 
Chevalier songs, and thought the first one, <* Place Pigalle, 
quite up to the songsterYs usual style, - usual of a decade ago. 
Somehow I thought the script for the skit might have been better,* 
or was I merely dumb in not appreciating the humor, - that part 
devoted to a Fred *llen film shown in Raris with explantation in 
French by M. Chevalier. There was a slight static obtaining at the 
time, and possibly it wasn't the script but poor reception that 
gave me the impression the show was not quite^ up to par.

I dropped in to say Rowdy to< Madam Regard this morning,- 
I don't know where ^eleste was, and Mme. Regard told me something 
odd. About one o’clock on Sunday morning, a car drove up to J. H.’'* 
house, tr after everyone was in bed, * that is Celeste and her two 
nephews, the latter*'s father and mother, etc., - Betty Regard,- 
and the man came through with the announcement that he was 
Dr. Browning, his* patient was very low and couldn't be moved to 

. the hospital until morning, and would there be some*whiskey in 
the house to accommodate the doctor, - and his patient. Celeste 
sent the man to the big house where J. H. was spending the night in 
consequence of.all the guests in his house.

j. **■. told the man he had no whiskey on the place, and 
off the man drove. Of course there is no Dr. browning anywhere 
in the State that anyone* ever heard of, and «*. H. said he never 
saw the man before. Don't you find that odd.

....... v ■ • A " ' *
And so the ^rager‘s said ho to the manuscript, and Dora's 

letter speaks for itself. I think hora's points are well taken.
Following Saturday nights unbidden guests, we*had other 

visitors just at supper on Sunday night, but as they were old friends, 
the situation wasn't exactly parallel to the proceeding night,

f

*nd tonight, just as the supper bell was ringing, who comes 
in the Madam's room but Mrs. Rand, saying * she* had bouarught a 
surprise visitor, - and LoJ it was none other than
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Sister* Mme. Portarie also came with them. It se.ms Sister 
flew from Shreveport to Alexandria this afternoon to he inducted 
into that much taoked of old D. A. M. D. A. R* I figure she 
joined the Alexandria chapter because it would be easier than 
running the risk of be'ing black-balled in Shreveport, since 
Mme. Rad is a friend of the Madam's and would use her good offices 
in Alexandria on that account. The ladies staid but an hour, 
all returning to Alexandiia, where lister takes the plane back to 
Shreveport, Sister said, in reference to the Saales, that she had 
talked with them on the telephone, asking about Saturday*s visit 
to Melrose, and they told her that "everything went all wrong".
I'll say it did^ - especially so far as their plans went awry .

r continue to read the "World of Yesterday" and find it equally 
interesting as 1 progress. There are one or two phrases I do not 
qHiite comprehend, but they are unimportant. His account of the 
Austrian inflation, - he was living at ^alzberg, at the time, - and 
later his account of' the German inflation, &ugo Stinnes, etc.,
I'm sure you would find* well done, although T'm not sure you 
need to read such a survey to understand the situation in all its 

ghastly aspects. I like his account of the establishment of his 
German publishers, - Insel. And I had forgotten, as he mentions 
in this volume, that Zweig's Volpone waa presented in Rewt York by 
the Theatre Guild, with Alfred Hunt in the leading role. Earlier 
in the book he does quite an interesting sketch of his visit to 
Rodin in his studio at Meudon, and that interested me much because 
I ehjoyed reading his reaction to the place where 1 had received 
a profound impression myself. fror no reason on earth, I recall 
at this point that 1 used to love the neithborhood, too, and especi 
ally the name of one of two or three Meudon, * the one I liked best 
hfeving forsaken my memory all these years, until now, - 
Meudon-val-*'leury. Further along the river, there is
Porte ^arly, Marly and Marly-le-Roi and finally Marly-la Machine.
I wish 1^could remember all the Meudons, but Meudon-Val-Fleury 
is the only one that comes back to the surface, - and mention 
of Rodin seems to have been what brought it up.

This book, - published by Viking, * believe, was written 
in 1941, I think, hid someone tell me that Z^eig committed suicide 
in Rio de Janero a couple of years ago, - or was that someone 
else prominent in German letters. "Gomme mein lieber Sacha 
Guitry, - si vous avez bonne memoire...... "

I worked quite a bit today among the gardenias, - most 
of them pretty tiny, but that any of them should have survived 
is marvelous, 1 think. I also devoted some time trying to 
figure out where'I can plant to best advantage some of the 
white crepe myrtles, lives oaks, etc., which are scheduled to 
strive shortly, - and while i haven't so much to show for my 
day's activities, still I shall sleep heaving because I'm 
pleasantly tired.....

November 4th, 1947.

*

Memorandum:
I found the answer to my question regarding the death 

of Stephan Zweig in an Editor's note, appended to the volume 
I finished last night. Jde and his wife committed suicide in 
Brazil in 1942.

From "The World of Yesterday", I jsSg judge that 
Zweig was one of the most civilized of our contempoary citizens 
of the world.

In his chapter on how he created his books, he says he 
constantly eliminated particulars, - details and redundancies, 
that might delay the easy flow of the story, always feeling 
.it safer to print less than ho knew about a subject. In

this autobiography, there were many particulars eliminated which 
impell mo. pp. ask for more. Especially is this true in personal 
matters. For this volume is not of the intimate sort, such as 
Pepy's or Franklin's but rather a broad canvas more devoted 
to a great pagent of people and events than minute details 
of the writers own experiences. It is inter sting, for example, 
that there is no mention of the first Frau Zweig, - save 

once or possibly twice, when he casually says something to the 
effect: "While in Italy in company with my wife", - ?v Perhaps 
the somewhat detailed account of their marriages, the 
identity of their wives, etc., on the part of Wm, A. White, 
Lincoln ^teffins, etc. , led me to expect the same pattern 
in all 20th century autobiographers. But in Herr Zweig's case, 
one doesn't really think much about the omission, there, are so 
many other points on the cultural and humanitarian fronts 
that constantly-retains the reader's interest.

A five minute drizzle,.once in the mornirg and once in the 
afternoon, in no way deterred me from my gardening in which I 
chanced to be, involved when they arrived. So far as adding 
much moisture to the earth, they accomplished very little, 
but every drop helps and the proOf that the gardenias are 
perking up is to be found in the tender little new, leaves they 
are putting forth It is true that ,the thermometer readings 
were in the 80’s during the day, still the nightly drop of 
the mercury will produce enough dew to carry everything » 
along nicely for the balance of the season, so there will 
be no more worry about the drough this year.
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On the plantation front, nothing of especial interest 
seems to have transpired over the week end. It is interesting 
that fewer people bought automobiles with their cotton money 
tyis year. I'm wondering why. Puny, who successfully 
wrecked his last year shortly after buying it, has put his 
money into have his house wired for electcicity.^ Ihe promimi y 
of the Puny domicile to the band ^amp makes the introduction 
of current easy, and the investment in domestic improvement 

will pay off as satisfacotrily, 1 suppose, as the automobile 
one of last year. One thing about effecting such improvements, 
too. is the tendency it will have to discourage the annual moving 
about which usually starts in about this time of year. Not every
one indulges in this foot-loose custom, although it is remarkable 
how many families seem inclined, after a year's residence in 
one house, to shift their residence to another, with the 

result that sometimes in the course of a decade or so, a family 
may have made the circle around to their original abode at 
least once, and sometimes twice*

Aurellia tells me she took Bessie to see the Lady noctor 
last night. According to report, "Bessie aint doin’ so good...
The baby's head what ought to be down is slap up, and the 
Lady Loctor say she maybe's gwoin to. have a time,,...*u

Some local witch doctor offered gratituous adgise to 
Bessie for curing her cough, - five drops of kerosene on 
a teaspoon of sugar every half hour. I told Aurellia I would 
discourage Bessie from taking too much kerosene until 
after the baby is born. «

* Another lady from the hills passed this way on Saturday and 
she told Bessie she would get along .just fine, - in the delivery 
of the baby, if she would make herself-a necklace of 

garlic and keep the same tied closely around her neck at all 
times. Beesie had thought there was plenty of garlic in 

her house, but discovered the rats had eaten it all up, so 
she asked her sister to see if she couldn't find some here.
Not that so many people die but that so many have lived down through 
these dark ages is wonderful to me.<

; < / I ‘ ^  '0
Across the river, on the Gompton plantation, it is said 

-that, that lady's son-in-law has been designated to operate 
the place, - and the negroes are all giggling in their beards.
Joe Barpie, a mulatto, born and bread on Magnolia, and a 

Lieutenant in the late war, is an austere fellow, and has 
announced he is going to run the plantation along military 
lines. Historically franee, and especially England, succeeded 
outstandingly as colonizing powers because they always tried to 
adjust their administration as closely as possible to the ways 
of the people over whom they presided. I'm afraid Joe 
Sarpie might well consider such matters instead of screaming 
"Squads, right" and his hoe hands and cotton pickers.....

2655 a

November 5th,'1947.

* * * • * •

Memorandum: , . i .c ;
This machine is acting up a bit, so ii this Memorandum 

is suddenly terminated, you may charge it off to mechanical 
failure.

Indian summer continues to blanket the land, with cool 
foggy mornings, clear magnificient noons and lower temperatures 
at night. It’s weather made expressly for energetic gardening 
and gardening l did with vast abandon today, • w^th much 
energy devoted to odds and ends, but nothing much to show 
for my physical expenditures, save little mounds o± cotton hulls, 
traces of spaded soil, heaps of pulled up weeds, and so on.

In an accompanying envelope, i send a couple of pages 
from Sunday1 s Tiroes Picayune, which may or.may not be interesting. 
It is interesting that a letter came from ladame Paxlange in 
the same post with another clipping from Carles, carrying 
a picture of the ^arlange home. I'll send along the arlange 
data from the lady's letter shortly*

We didn't have so many pilgrims today, and that was a 
time saver. Three guests, scheduled to arrive at 10 a.rn., 
out into my tdqxvX W  activities,, as * a***0 i^,t3aat * behere to receive them on the Madam’s behalf. They arrived 
just at dinner time, - but declined dinner, so I parked them 
in the upper chamber with the^ Madam while the rest of us dined. 
That saved a little time for me.

At supper time tonight, the Horsleys telephoned me to ask 
if 1 would spend the evening with them, They came after me 
about 7, and I was back home for the 10:15 news, - and 
this little cht with you before folding up,

I didn't get much chance to ejajoy an uninterrupted sitting 
with them, however, for people never seem to take time out to 
get themselves into accidents, and, as you know, conversations 
that are broken by half hour emergency calls aren t really 
conversations. A baby, perhaps 10 or 12 months old, had been 
treated in the afternoon for sore throat. By 8 o clock the 
parents had returned with .the child who had just swallowed 
a cup of kerosene. I never could figure out how so many 
children in this area gob around to swallow that stuff, another 
interrupter was Jean Baptiste Balthazar,, the mulatto who 
figured sinister and ghost-like, in the Gloutlerville shop
lifting episode some weq^s back, is the husband of one 
of the daughters of the ^ane Biver gentry, - mulatto, of cdurse, 
and the father of seven small children. liis visit to the 
lady doctor tonight was in company with a young mulatto woman
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who according to B# f hore the same name as his wife. J?he
lady in question wAs beginning to feel pains of impending 
child birth, which w. B. acknowledged parentage. What a 
b u s i n e s s , I  mean.•••»*••••*

I was much interested in returns from yesterday* i■ l1 * * * * * * *
election in Mississippi for a selecting of old ^he Man Bilbo s 
successor. It appeal that the Bilbo m a c h i n e ™  and I can't understand what* happened to the hill-billy ele 1 
crowds. It doesn’t seem possible they could have seen the 
light at last and veered away from the racial dynamite that 
seems to have characterized the chief ammunition of the Bilbo- 
ites, l oJ these many years.

I got Off a brief note to Helen Baldwin in today’$ post, 
adivsing her that 1 was sending a Olemence sketch for 
the Waco librarian whom Helen menionted as being desireous 
of an example of Cane River picturization some months back.
l ddin’t know why 1 had put off sending the thing for such a 

long time, - possibly because I had somehow expected I might 
see Helen or little Miss Ramsey, - or both, - during the 
summer. They certainly are interesting ladies, but the 
most elusive creatures I have known in ever so long. I reckon 
Carolyn must have been so busied by her Marshall, -i-exas 
plantation that she didn't find time to travel in this direction, 
which is quie understandable.

It seems a great pity that neither of the ladies write more 
frequently, for I think you will agree with me that they
really do write interestingly, -<when and if.....  The Madam
anu I have a standard joke, however, which seems to apply in 
the Baldwin-Ramsey case, too. The line clusters around this 
idea: "One response to any letter, either to the Madam or to 
Francois, brings all future correspondence to a swift and 
complete halt”. There is certainly a heap of truth in that 
statement, and yet, on second thought, I'm amazed that in 
spite of such abrupt terminations, I continue ‘to find it 
necessary to Bend out ten or fifteen personal letters of varying 
length each day. One would think that ever so 2>ong ago I 
would have slaughtered off all the unsuspecting who have the 
temerity to take pen in hand.

I should have remarked -above that I don't want the
clippings, sent under separate cover, so you may dispose of
them as you please. I don't know what the aritcLe about
Frances -Benjamin John&ton contains, but a assume it is a
reiteration of her past performances, and possibly some insinuation
that she is ’'striking” A.0uisianna architectural gems with her
famous old camera* All I know is that ”S. B.n, as the 
Madam styles her, hasn't t been heard of by anyone I know, -
nothin over a year. Just so long as she doesn't pass this
way, everything will be just dandy.......

5 * t m  i S?tl
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NovebmCr 6 th, 1947,

Memorandum;
Thirty million expressions of pleasure and gratitude

couldn't begin to give any hint of the. -!°y .?°u* “ 1 osures letter of Jfriday last past, together with its enclosures,
which reached my true hand in today's post.

How nice of you to express your sentiments in such 
an inimitable fashion, andhdw moh more worth while seems 
our long range plan when stone upon corner are
laid neatly together jointly And how much lovlier the 
Chinese.magnolias will blossom and how much more sweetly 
the sweet olives will perfume the air w^an they are 
conceived thus in unison and nuturedby dual h°P00 iddlQ aspiration. May I put a great big star slap In the middle 
of your.already much be - spangled crown.

And as for other details you mention, I heartily 
appreciate your further explantation A* |oin| 
takings in our efforts in behalf of our local 
and how nice it will be to share with you ^deas 

for satisfying some longing on the fart of these Ee j 
through suggestion on my part and performance on yours.
The piece of goods is so perfect that 1 know 

Aurellia is going to be tickled pink with it. J>ut itt
I promise you X shall not let my imagination rum awaywith 
me when atxf trying to study up things thatwill fjumup 
your time and demands on which so many burdens are forever
being shouldered. , <

.The books you mention, I do not know, I Bave never 
, seen the Acts of the Louisiana Legislature for 1859, 
and I cannot imagine what the btate Government was 
dealing with primarily in those years. I should i-magin 
it might be interesting. Hor have I heard oft^9 h°ok,- 
the Goat Gastle affair by brown that you mention, but I 
should imagine it might be possessed of interesting side ligh s 
on what is cert inly, - up to the present writing, - one of 
the world's best unsolved murder mysteries.

Today was Knipmayer Bay, but ^ittle news came from that, 
save that Syble ^ompton is worse, - her pelvis broken in

a li - • asp .4 ., *
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three places, and Dr. Phelps better. It was added that 
according to report, Br. Phelps was - slightly under the in
fluence of of a narcotic at the time of the accident.

While the Knipmayers were here, Brs. John Gray and Steele 
Burden called. Steele has the direction of the L, S, U. 
gardens under his care. He told me that this year the 
university lost hundreds and hundreds of well established 
plants because of the prolonged dryness and heat, so perhaps 
we didn't do so badly at Arenbourg after all.

You ashed about Bora, the airdale, and I am enchanted to 
say that his old time vigor has returned, and only this 
evening, h*e lent me an effeoient hand, driving out half a 
dozen cows from the Melrose gardens. I don't let him go 
with me to hoe any more, thinking * can manage the police 
dog better by myself for the moment.

I'm wondering if you ever browsed around much in the 
poems of Bilke. I never did, but as a youth, I used to 
hear a couple of my friends sigg their praises ever so 
highly. Whey his works were good 1 never did investigate, 
and so felt the poorer for having no opinion when I ran across 
Bilke in several places in the Sweig memoirs. I suppose 
Rilke was Austrian, and probably wrote in German, although 
I have no doubt his works must have appeared in French 
translations. For the life of me, I don't ever recall 
having seen them listed in books of poetry published 
in America, although they may well have been. .7 ;fJTCX'.Sji'IOL

So often, when reading "The World of Yesterday” I 
found myself wishing we might be sharing it together.there 
were such a heap of literary personalities of Burope whom 
we should have enjoyed taking a part together, and it 
fills me with pleasure to contemplate such a possibility 
at a future sitting. 1 might add that your friend, A.
Soourby, is the reader. And as I have thought of the 
pleasure of discussing the matter with you, I have also 
thought of the girl friend ever so frequently, wondering 
'if she would enjoy reading some of the chapters, too, although 
I must confess that sections of the volume might prove 
too depressing for those who have lived through the years 
when so many things, held in such high esteem in Germany, 
were cast out and destroyed. I do not recommend the book 
to anyone who might be depressed by such records, but 
it is pleasant to think of certain people, even though 
conscious of the possibility that the book might not be 
precisely the ideal one for this one or that in view of 
its mood and all, <

but
And so to the visual end of this little conversation, - 
^'m so happy with the little bit of you in today's post that

I wish this might go on und on. 
them......

Again my thanks, 30,000,00 of

2659

November 9th, 1947.

Memorandum: «
I write again on my desk in the center of the room, 

for it has not yet found it's accustomed place in the corner of 
the room, looking out on the White Garden.

Circumstances prevented the plumbers from making final 
installations of the butaine systein on Saturday. Thgy were 
kind enough, however, to put a temporary heating system in this 
section of the house so that I might more readily combat the
cooler weather which has just come down to us from the.Rockies.*

In response to the enclosure from Bora, 1 have given the 
approving nod, - which really wasn't desired,, but rather the 
information he sought. I talked on several occasions before 
his death with the old, old man who had occupied the Foster home 
for many,years, x prior his own dismantling of the home to build 
a smaller house on its original sight or is it site. Colonel Foster 
of this Greenwood plantation had but one daughter, Cassandra, who rix 
while still in her teens, married young Br. Geipes of Batchez. The 
brother of Col. -Foster lived at nearby Foster's Mound of which I 
have often, - 1 guess too often, spoken, in times gone bye. With 
the particulars, and additio al ones, covering the identity of 
Foster neighbors in the early 1800's,’ etc., I guess Dora will have 
what the enclosure calls for.

In my letter to him, l have express my fears as to what Mr.
Kane omitted from his book. Probably the three best stories in my 
manuscript, and which he surely must have included in his plunder, 
were The Prince, The Black Swan and The Grandmother of Texas (Jane 
Long). I can't believe that by some vast fumbling on Mr. lane's 
part, he could have over-looked or disdained them, - especially as 
it is obvious that he included my abcbunt of Philip Rolan, which 
he included in his present volume. The thought comes to me, - and 
unpleasant it is, - that he may be planning-another "Hew Orleans 
^Wpman" in three different volumes, out of the above named items 
which, therefore, were wilfully omitted fro his present opus.
It certainly would he nice if we could get some of this material 
in print before he comes out with his next broadside. X shouldn't 
be surprised if he has a reason for putting out the information 
that he is working on a life of Mrs. Jefferson Davis, - just to 
cover his real -assigns. Although there is a chance, of course, that 
he might for once be tell-ing the truth. Anyway, I have passed
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these thoughts along to Dora.

 ̂ Locally, the January elections in Louisiana are beginning 
to inspire the contending cnadidates to voice their aspirations 
to tue^public, Sara Jones and Earle -̂ ong have been at it on the 
’̂ a^°-P±0r^?0me tilI1f *, °£ coHrS0» although Earle Long doesn't nseak

hiS 0vm JiQJ5et# J*rd* tells mQ that Mr- honS'3 financial backer, - a man in Monroe, Louisiana, has ordered Earle not to talk
on platforms or before the microphones. It seems that Earle is

?°?r^vP2aver under normal conditions, and sometimes he te s demonstrated that he can rant and rave to such good purpose that
will Ileat^i^98 ^  hill~billy vote» which is the only vote that

m- D-Tn+-rherp WaS a Pa5isb poiiiioal meeting at Provencal on Friday
lurl m i? S SOm® 6 or ?,■mil0s west of latch itoches,-

8har?if?« 1 illy counbry* Al1 the dozen contender for thep S 0±fl?e fere present, as well as those aspiring to be
5*?1Ct!??fe®0ntatiI?8 and ?° 00• Paynie attended and give me a few highlights on the meeting, which was in the form of an out- 
oor picnic. One cndidtate for Sheriff, - the present incumbent 

sPee0^f a second candidate for the same office, got*
his^ife0tohtL°nlvrlnmerely^aSk^d vhy the preseat occupant had named his wife to the payroll as a ^eputy, - not a very inspiring platform

on ad id ate was called upon for a speech, but 
h l d T  le t** th a t  o L T t l .  UP ° n thQ S° aP b° X"  a M  S°  th9y

R___ A  *s *UI3Jing for State Bepresentative. He opened his
hit nrrrl1**6, Simple declaration that the hilly-billies had never

thr „ in Sat0n H08a* • he raferred to theas. kill people’. He declared that nothing but niggers
ved in the riiver bottoms, and that it was the rich J, H. Henrv

thev^antad^lfin1?-’ thS. ^■’"ays got t:he legislature to vote foMwhat Wan^9dli.j en tlm°8 in his speech, he named J. H. Henry, it is 
Sa»d# thing he accused him of was "stealing" a road for the
river bottoms, - so of course for the nifegers, from the poor hill
h ! ^ « ;  refar^ ng t0 the Pr°P°sad lielrose-Montrosehighway. It is said his speech went over nicely with the audience - 
ana none the less so because Mr. Law, while addressing the meeting’ 
was twioe busy with his mouth, - both in talking and chewing on a6’ 
chicken bone from time to time. You may be surf hewillget

5rom theS0,*ho attended the meeting and watched and 
eard him perform. Isn t it really wonderful how Democracy works....

The McGooke passed this way late this evening, and although 
it was first dark before they left, I was able to get them about a 
bushel of persimmons, of which the lady is ever so fond, The 
trees are lovely now, the golden fruit looking like oranges 
gleaming through the half vanished foliage. Isn't it nice to con
template the time when our own avenue of pears and persimmons will 
be doing business....

I

r l

Hovember 10th, 1947,

Memorandums <
*  « «

I continue from the oenter of my boudoir rather than 
from my accustomed corner,

j “ . ,'i S ' ' f
*

Inside, the temperature remains pleasantly static, but 
outside the thermometer is doing all sorts of tricks.

1 < «
Over the week end, it dropped to 35 and then suddenly 

leaped up to 85 yesterday. This morning it is down to 
40. I suppose everything at Arenbourg must be hopelessly 
confused as to whether it is well to start growing in the 

warm, moist air, or if it would be better to pull down their 
sap for the season and just call it a day.

Jfor lack of anything better to hand at the moment, I have 
returned to the long biography of Beorge Bernard Shaw, - 
entitled significantly enough "G. B. S." It's the best 
biography of a playright I know, seeming to cover all 
known data of any importance concerning the man and the 
creation and presentation of his works, a s  you know, he, almost, 
alone, of all prominent writers of the last quarter of the 
19th century, took up the bugle in bethalf of Ibsen and 
Wagner, It was tough going to get either of these writer's 
works presented, - or even condidered, in Great Britain.
But Shaw kept on hammering away in behalf of his two pet 
artists, but his mathods of putting them over were so varied 
and different from the means used by the few critics' who agreed 
with, him, that one is impressed by his persistency and 
his ingunity. Where others preached, thundered or scolded,
Shaw struck out with comedy and hilarity. His reviews, published 

in English papers, ostensibly to appraise the doings at Bayreuth, 
were, it appears to me, to have*been more of a humour account of 
his own experiences from London to ^ayreuth and back again.
I gather that people read these articles for the humor they 
contained, - and before realizing it, they found themselves 
interested or curious about the object of the visits,- so 
that a wedge for Wagner was thus opened up on the island where 
up until then, nobody had even looked in the direction of 
the mainland, so far as what was going onat the Wagnerian festival.

There are several paragraphs, too, about Stew's cntacts 
with Oscar Wilde. Both of them oming from Dublin, it would 
have been but natural, I suppose, that they might have found 
themselves in each other's compny more frequently than they did 
I believe, however, that Wilde leaned more toward the social

and*i^ellectu^lIary London and ahaw more toward the political
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It interested me to learn that Shaw made an effort to get 
all the leading intellectuals of England to sign a protest in 
behalf of some jailed labor leaders in Chicago whom everyone agreed 
were being unfairly held by the American courts. Shaw contacted 
everyone of first rate in Great Britain to affix his signature, 
but no one would sign, although they all secretly agreed 
the cause was just, - no one but Wilde, - and he unhesitatingly 
set his name down, firm and large. Shaw naturally admired him 
enormously for this act of courage, for, by so doing, Wilde, of 

course, endangered his popularity in American circles.
' It is interesting to learn that later, after «ilde had 

been jailed, it was Shaw, when no one mentioned Wilde’s name, 
had the courage to come out with courage in his Saturday Review 
of London articles, hailing him 38 the greatest playright of 
his time, etc. The author of this volume remarks in passing 
that no other playright of the 19th century in Great Britain 
is still played to the enjoyment of such $pprecative<audience, 
andjaaturally I thought of you and your last season’s witnessing 
of nXhe Importance of Being Earnest.

4 -  _ ,  j

„ftThis machine is beinning to act up a little, and 
I shdll accordingly bre.ak .off at this point and see if I can’t 
get it rigged..up ..a.iittLe, better before another sundown. Today’s 
.rain.apparently discouraged Mr. Bachelier from risking the quagmirees 
of Aittle River, andt I shall be glad if he will put off the 
trip u'ntil the butaine artists have made' a permanent .installation 
of their waxes in this house so that I may hav,e things 
back in order before any guests pass this way.

* My patient has a'bout given up a y idea of going' to 
Shreveport until after whristmas, which, I hope, means not 
at all. She explains at the monent that she _cannot go jujtil 

„af ter. the neart-ing system hae been* finis'll ed in ihy house.
This excuse seems a little lame, since she doesntt eveh-know 
when the plumberare_ here and hasn’t been in this house in years, 
but the excuse is sufficient for remaining at home, - and*
I ’m a 1 in favor of it,.,.,.. . ii
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November 7th, 1947.

Memorandums
My desk is in a different place tonight, and so 

I shall probably write even more dully than usual. By the 
way, have you ever noticed how much more readily we <pen 
a line if we are accustomed to always undertake the same in 
the customary situation. I suppose it is due to habit,- 
that growing used to furniture,, walls and windows in one 
identical spot, everything tends to sink into the remoter 
spaces of our consciousness. Accordingly we are less distracted 
after a short time, and our thoughts function more readily 
undisturbed that things that otherwise would seem to jump 
out at us. c

How often have all of u,s taken great pride or satisfaction 
in some new bauble, piece of furniture or bric-a-brac, and 
having placed it somewhere in our domiaile where we can 
catch sight of it without effort, .the thing, stands forth 
like a sore bhjnnb for the first day or two, and we are 
even surprised when people .coming to visit us don’t immediately 
remark upon it, even though they may have never been in the 
place before. And then gradually and then imperceptiably, 
the object gradually recedes,, eventually becoming an intregal 
part of the rest of the room,, but the process is so delicately 
accomplished that we frequently never notice its comparative 
effaoement.

Well, all this preliminary talk is to say that I m  have 
moved my desk into the middle of this room, to make way for 
the plumbers who came late t is afternoon to install butaine 
gas. I shall continue to burn wood in my fireplace, but 
it will be pleasant to have the butaine handy so it may re
enforce the heat when Winter begins swirling around outside.
As always happens in such instances, - plumbers, I mean,*not 
Winter, they just didn't finish their job on the first go-round, 
and so I decided to leave my desk where I had placed it, and 
on the assumption.the work will be completed on Saturday, I shall 
resume my aocustomel place on Sunday. *

It is pleasant to report that we had quite a nice shower of 
rain last night and quite' a big wind storm. It happened around

m
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one o'clock in the morning, - hut I never heard any of it,
J. H. tells me that shout twenty houses were blown dow at some 
place above Natchitoches and several people were killed, but 
I heard nothing about it.on the radio. Perhaps we should have 
had more people finished off to rate an airing on the ether 
waves,

Arenbourg was grand, following the shower, everything 
looking as fresh as a daisy. But not even the "elephant traps" 
had any water in them. The ground has been dry for so long 
that it can readily absorb tons of water without batting an 
eye-lash, i reckon, I am hoping the ground will get good, and 
soaked before some of the things which we have jointly invested 
in lately arrive, for that will give .them a better chance to 
make a go of things, and then,, too, the frost will do little 
or no damage when it comes if everything is all a-drip,

I must get after the New Orleans Public Library, which 
today has sent me a batch of novels, none of which mean anything 
to me. There is one by Delafield, "None Shall Lever Know* or 
some such title, and a couple of other things which I haven't 
even sampled. As a final resort, 1 have saved the plays of 
Sugene O'Neil, Sr,, which I shall read on Sunday, if nothing 
interesting comes in tomorrow's post. I sampled the first page 
of the first play, which happened to be "Rmperor Jones", which 
X believe is done tby some of the original cast, - Dudley Diggs, it 
sounds like, and perhaps Paul Robeson, but I think not, I'm 
wondering if you saw the movie of Smporer Jones with Paul Robeson. 
It was wonderful, - based on the life of the Black Bmporer, - 
wiristoph, of Black Majesty fame,, if you recall The Theatre 
*ui 011 the stage,, - with the usual fineness of
detail, I think I shall enjoy reading "Mourning Beeoomes 
plectra , too, unless something better comes to hand, which 
is difficult to imagine.

I am finishing a thing called "The Story of a Pioneer" bv 
some lady whose name I donTt recall. B0rn in ifingland, she came 
to Lawrence, ^ass with her family when a child, and at 12*, headed 
out with her mother and two sisters and two brothers to occupy 
a claim, staked by their father in the wilds of Michigan, - in 
1859. How her brother fashioned a snare out of his sister's 
hoop skirt is one of the ingenious particulars to illustrate 
who without the usual means of procureing food, • in this 
case?without fish hooks, they snared fish, - the story is quite 
informative, for a page in the country's portrait in those moraentuous times.

tfell, to being .with, 1 promised you this note would be 
more dull than usual, *>nd so, having proved the point, I 
shall eventually discover where I am at, - and so fold up my

An??.611 1 said 1 Should, like to say again,-30,000,000 times.... . ° •

2 6 6 4
or 2 6 6 5

November 11th, 1947.

# ... J tvu'.'u l X \ v  i • . c* ,C V. >) j O o  •• £■ '.V ' -1

Memorandum * , , , f
, Your perfectly elegant three page letter to hand, and 

every line of it crammed full of interesting particulars and 
an abundance of singularly happy phrases. X need not say 
I am bubbling over with gratitude and ehcnantment.

As my out-going letters are never read, of course, I 
have no opportunity to judge how I might find them, 
should I ever glance over a paragraph, once it is set down. X 
know you will be delighted to learn that your letter had an added 
element of humour in it that you never suspected, - not 
in what you wrote, but in how one of the word's was delivered 
to me. My Bthopian reads quite regularly, - I mean to say, 
readily, and frequently he strikes out a word that may be 
quite new to him, '.often hitting its pronunciation with perfection.
I kept my face perfectly straight today when he unwittingly coined 
a new fashion for delivering Stephen Zweig's name to me from your 
letter. He pronpunced it "Zes-weeg", which I found ever so nice,- 
not that it reminded me of "Sea-weed" but just because it gave it 
a twist I should never have thought up on my own hook.

It is good of you to tell me of your current reading, and 
I am hoping eventually to read the same item, - either on 
Talking Book or at some joint sitting, for it would be fun 
to share the characters in the volume as they appear, - especially 
old Hr. franklin. I am not surprised that the good doctor didn't 
get on so well with Beaumarchais, as you say the book indicates.
I was always under the impression that Beaumarchais was something 
of a ^arnett Mane, - facile with his pen, but utterly disdainful 
of anyone who might be sacrificed, just so long as he could 

effect what he wanted for himself through his natural gift for 
speaking and writing well.

And speaking of talking Books, brings me to yourvsuggestion 
regarding mv election to the Board on which sits old Xenophon,

I should thinfe that Mr. Barbour would be just the man to engineer 
or advise me on that point, but, s as in so many other instances,- 
one letter from me, and correspondence appears to come to a dead 
standstill.t

Followng your visit to the foundation and your mention of 
the pleasure you had in meeting Miss Smith and ^r. Barbour, I 
dropped him a little note, saying how much X appreciated his 
good offices on that occasion,., , Later, when the Talking Books 
Topic which he did for September, - or whenever, - came to hand, I 
wrote him a little note of congratulation, thanking him for some
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^oint lie made and asking him about something else. Following 
Miss Smith’s departure, I-had occasion to make inquiry regarding 
a mechanical problem I had encountered with my machine when using 
English records which are speeded differently from W e n o m  . I 
remarked at the time I would hold the records then pesenting the 
problem until 1 had his response, To none of the above comnmnica
tions have I ever had a response. Like that imost excellent .
Scourby, Ur. Barbour, appar^tly, doesn t write. *ftat a P**? 
that time prevents him or inclination doesn't impell him to take 
pen in hand just once in a while, perhaps, after the holi 
I may take another try at correspondending with him.
-HmA should vou ever chance to bump into any of that out-fit , and 
on the spur of the moment should think about the question of anyone 
getting himself appointed to the Board, 1 certainly would be glad if 
fou would inquire; Ibe chance of ever bumping into anyone from 
?an office located so far from your own certainly seems remote enough, 
but you know how it is one encounters the strangest people in the odar_ 
places, - ^nd especially in Aew York.,

By TDarcel post in tomorrow's post along with this letter, will 
go forward some pecanes. . although there is »° “r0P 
the Uadam asked that some be sent you regardless - her mcstsag 
to the clerk recommending that a Quart be sent, , I advise 
clerk to disre-ard !,the ^art" upwards, and I hope you receive a 
nice littleSbOX&in ■ ue time. I mention the .Quantity, however, in 
"order that mention of the amount be skipped over, when you wrioe 
the Had m regading their arrival. ~

And speaking of the Madam recalls that she thinks she would 
like to read Walpool!s 3?he Cathedral, - possibly b cause I 
spoken of it to her;' but more so because the episcopal church oi 
England seems to have been getting a going over lately by some 
people who Seem to think it is the-whurch Party, operating behind 
Queen Mary’s hat, that is preventing the ^uke and .Duchess < of 
Windsor from being sent invitations to the marriage of Princess 
Elizabeth, I think the Madam would like to observe the cracfi in 
the Church foundation”, as Walpool’s Cathedral probably suggested when 

it was written, at a time, I imagine, before the Duke of Windsor 
was even Prince of ^ailes. * H»;£a

A letter from Sister today, asks if she had an American ancestors 
who ”anterceated” the American Revolution, ^alf the time I don t 
spell so well as Sister, but "anterceated" makes me really look to 
mv laurels. It seems that now through my efforts, she sueceded in 
getting into the D, A. M. D, A. she, wants or aspires to make
the Colonial ^ames. ^he paid the •u. A. Washington . c.
eeneoldkist #150.00 to engineer her into the JJ. A. K.,.- and  ̂

the bag failed, I got a milk bottle of chocolate milk for having 
been successful in the project, and I like c ocolate milk ever so 
much, but it’s going to take more than a single bottle oj the stuff 
“ get me to put her over the next hurdle. I should really worry myself 
over that bag’s social fancies,..*,,.

8 c k : K
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November 12th, 1947.

Memorandum:
« *
You were so kind as to offer to acquaint <me with 

the individual titles of Stephen Zweig’s books, and 
I may inquire from time to time about one or the other of 
these. There is no hurry at all about advising me on 
such matters, as there is no rush about them. I should 
prefer to ask fbout one or the other Instead of having 
the complete list, for I can refresh my mind or add to my 
jstock- of knowledge with better mental digestion than other
wise.

In his ’’World of Yesterday111 he mentions doing some 
research with a view to doing a book on Mary Stuart. If 
you should run across a title in his list indicating that 
the book was actually done, I shoulo. be glad to know, - just 
for my own satisfaction, after which I shall make recommend a- 
tions to old Xenophon.

I continue reading a little from* "Gr.P.S", 
although I'm, not paying very close attention to what 
I read, for the cooler air seems to have invigorated me 
physically, and thanks to a little more physical activity,
I seem to be finding it difficult to keep awake when 
night draws down it curtain. * v

I imagine I half heard something Shaw wrote regarding 
some book or other, and on awakening this morning, whatever 
I had read, plus the self propulsion of my own gray 
matter while asleep, brought me around to this conclusion 
regarding Mr. Kane's current volume?

Every book has mistakes in it, - even the Bible.
By and large, the presence or absence of mistakes in a book 
doesne’t matter* The thing that really matters is whether 
the writer is an honest man or a scoundrel. If an author 
is an honest man,, the errors in his book will turn out to be 
Of minor importance. If the author is a scoundrel, the 
hook is of no service, for the faots will serve no better 
purpose than the falsehoods, and while the reader of 
an honest author’s work can readily accept the truths and 
reject the errors* he will invariably feel uncertain 
about both the truths and the falsehoods of the scoundrel's 
volume, and end up by finding it necessary to reject the 
whole business,

.«*.«•* * *
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The air was chill today, hut the sun bright, and 
I made th'e most of the combination to haul plenty of 
cotton hulls to bed the bases of the nandina. i!he latter 
do best in semiiiii shade which they got none of this past 
summer, but for some surprising reason all of them seem to 
have weathered the warmth. Any old day now, - I assume,- 
some, i hope, but probably all the things ordered for 
Arenbroug, will be tumbling in and 1 must foresake 
the plumbers of the butaine deprtment in favor of 
furthering plans for making preparations at Arenbourg for 
getting the new things into the ground as soon after their 
arrival as possible. I'm certainly glad Mr. Hachelier 
failed to make it this week, for 1 may be better prepared 
to him a week hence.

Today's pilgrims numbered about the usual amount.
The Madam had some, callers from town this afternoon, but 
as they were about her speed, 1 withdrew and gave her the 
sole pleasure of entertaining them.

About an hour after the Madam had gone to bed tonight, 
and I had come back from a brisk walk to Arenbourg and back,
Dr. Aiand knocked on my door. He said Mrs. ^and was at 
the big house, having invaded the Madam's bedroom with a 
South' Western horticultural specialist, and ^r. ^and according
ly thought he would come over to chat with me. I don't 
know how the ^adam made out, but Dr. Hand and I had a good 
chat. Mrs. ^and andthe horticulutral doctor arrived a 
little Y-ater, so the four of us had a pleasant hour 
together over here. Dr. band had brought me a fine 
bottle of port, and that lent a pleasant note to the evening.
* I must recall their friend's name, for he is coming back 

to see me again. He told me soipe fascinating experiences about 
a hobby he has, - discovering what remains of the lost 
plantation gardens in Douisiana and Natchez, and rescuing 
the forgotten plants and shrubs from them. He He has just 
found some wonderful old lilies and things in the old Valcour- 
Aime or is it Ayme garden, which, as.you know, was quite a 
famous one on the Mississippi. He says many of the original 
old trees, - and stumps of others,,continue to demark the 
original parterres and walks, and that even the old mausaleum 
Remains, Valcour Ayme having ^uilt a hill and dug out 
a large room, lined with marble, where all the family was 
buried,. It will be nice having sbrae of the lilies and other 
flowering shrubs from there at Arenbourg, don't you think so.

So many things to talk about, so many things to do,
but now must fold ana listen to ffG. 13. S......

OYcK
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November 13th, 1947,

Memorandum:
.{ - J. : . \ d  1 : t ; ■ ' ■' -t ■ v  ■ * g; i\ • •

It was so nice to have the Hands and their friend for 
their after dark visit, but somehow the night seemed so 
short between the hour they departed and tile arrival of 
another pil rims this morning.

tWell before getting this new day under way, the 
brother of a Dallas lady who had been here a month or two 
ago arrived, sending in word to me by one of the darkies, 
ashing if he might chat with me for a few moments. He might.

He was a retired, busi ness man, obviously bitten but recently 
by the Geneology Bug, and bubbling ovef with facts and 
legends about his Natchez ancestors Vviho had descended from 
the dir Walter ^cott and the materh&l line of George Washing
ton, I could help him some. He coud hel^ me, too! for 
he was just arrived from Mississippi where, among other 
sections, he had covered some of the ’’off the beaten trails" 
which are vaguely if at all known to me. I have long 
wanted to explore the region further to the ^ast of the 
Mississippi Hiver than the upper‘and lower Woodville Road 
which I know fairly well, 1 have always..felt that between 
St. Francisville, heading North for 40 miles, an area some 

15 or 20 miles deep must contain some nice old ante bellum 
homes that nobody knows about. My visitor confirmed this 
"hunch" by telling me of a splendid old mansion, - Hampton 
Hall,-which he had discovered when driving through this 
forgotten region, as he made his way from Jackson to 
Woodville, in a leisurely cross-country jaunt, fortunately, 
he had taken a picture of the old mansion and so 1 was 
able to get a fairly clear idea of what the place looked like.
It had the large 1850 eolumes, and appeared to be somewhat
like the old Wade home in the Rodney neighborhood, but in better
condition.

I had an appointment for 9 o'clock, and so had to 
lose the interview by 9:20, to catch up with the next 

pilgrim, but even though I'had to forego breakfast, I found 
food enough in ray early morning’ visitor, - and the thrill 
of other forgotten mansions to explore; that 1 counted the 
day welll started.

Before 1 got through <with the waiting pilgrims, the 
Enipmayers arrived, but before coing more than pouring them
a glass of wine, Sister blew in,quite unexpectedly, bring-

*
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ing with her Mrs. Mina Mclimes, of Shreveport, - an artist 
who drove little Miss Alberta to Cape God a year ago last 
summer. Mrs. M cl lines, so M, tells me, is of a powerful 
Baton *ou;_e family, which is interesting, but not half so 
iliterssting as this lady who is a very nice person Sister 
and her guest and Sister’s daughter didn’t return to Shreve
port until between 3 and 4, so that up to that hour, the 
day was pretty much of a shambles, ^hile Sister went to 
Cloutierville to get some duffle she had left in the attic 
down there, %s. Mclnnes did a very nice watercolor of the 
African House, which she had long wished to paint, this being 
the first time she had ever seen it, save through photo
graphs. ^he very kindly offered the painting to me, but naturally 
I declmtd, feeling certa n she would like to have it in her 
own collection, and there is always a chance she will come 
back for another go at the thing.

Sometime between the darkness and dawn visitors, I 
finished 3. S", and 1 must say it is a remarkably 
fine biography. In the last pages, there is ^ wonderful 
t transcript from an article appearing in a .London raper 
when the Simpson affair was at its height, nrior to the 
Ting’s abidication, Mr. Shat/, in that article, - it is a 
coversation between the king and the*Prime Minister, and the 
King- and the ^rchbisop, Shaw puts both the politician and 
the prelate in the most ridiculous light. Like so many things 
he does* G. ■*. S. convinces the reader of the truth of his 
primary principles by tickling the reader to the point of hilarity, : ~

•
v J "nl, ̂ i10, last chapters, too, I was much nterested in learning about what happened to Shaw’s former Hditor of the London 

Saturday Review, - Prank Harris. I had known, - and haartily 
disliked, Frank arris in Baris and in Hew York I used to be 
somewhat astonished at myself for wilfully associating myself 
with the man for hours at a t*ime, and yet the annoyance his 
personality constantly stirred up was made up in part-by the 
recompense one received in learning a heap of hings from 
this pretentious blackmailer who, strangely enough, was actually 

associated throughout life with plenty of neople of merit - 
people like Shaw, Wilde, etc. He was such"a liar that one 
could put little c.edence in all he said, and yet one was 
able^ to find wonderful leads to trhtus if one had the 
persistency to remember the tag ends of truths which he wove up 
into patterns of flasehood. ^nd I suppose that was why I would 
tolerate listening to him while sitting at the same little 
table on a terrace Oaf© or a private home. I was nothing in 
his life save an audience of one, but that was all hs needed.
But having lost sight of him these many years, I was interested 
to learn from the "B. B.S." book that he had finally died 
in Biot a number of ^ears ago,

Pnhaps in another day or two, I shall be back in 
my accustomed spot for daily conversations, and i hope 
the quality may improve..... . «

- •//, l...i
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Hovpmber 14 th, ,1947.

Memorandum; , • * ■ ■
It has rained steadily for the past 24 hours, and I can 

take it. So can Arenbourg. 4
t v ’ '

And what is good for arenbourg appears in this instance 
to be good for my domestic arrangements in this ancient 
plantation establishment. What 1 mean to* imply is that 
with the eaather making outside, work impossible, the butaine 
plumbers apparently turned their steps in my direction, since 
their artistry could he expended exclusively on this inside 
job. Their accomplishments were two-fold, - for 
not only did they get the heating aids properly piped and 
placed, but: they also succeeded in breaking a leg on my desk 
and smashing my dfesk lamp. Following their departure,
I struck a balance, after Aurellia had swept up the slivers, 
glass and mud, and Puny had helped me restore the house to 
some kin& of civilized placement of furniture, - and I 
came to the conclusion that, f was, the winner.

, ? *
From the enclosure, you will gather we are to have 

guests over ‘-thanksgiving. The Madam thought we ought to hid 
them come, - regardless of how many ^enrys may head in this 
way to attack the great American bird. Shd doesn’t mind 
the presence of a couple of* extra guests, - especially as she 
naively points out, - it will occasion no trouble, since they 
can he my,guests during their visit. H u m m  m m m.......

Bui what with Mr. Laughlin being scheduled to arrive 
on Monday of the same week for a few day’s stay, - bent on 
photographying the Oane &iver country, and dependent upon me 

as guide and historian and host, I somehow feel a submerged 
spring of resentment welding up within me at the inevitable loss 
of time which all this entertainment will consume,'- at 
Arenbourg’s expense. ?*‘he truth of the matter is, * 
suppose, that while this house is amply adquate to entertain,
I prefer to leave it remain geared to one occupant util 

planting time at Arenbourg is exhausted.

I was supposed to spend this evening with the Worsleys who have 
Pual Veidt.af Hew Orleans as their guest. But they 
telephoned at first drak, saying that some local mulatto lady 
was determined to have a baby regardless, and asked if the 
sdiree might not be postponed until,Saturday night. It is 
now 9 o'clock, and iurellia's brother, indy, has just asked me

I

I
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to contact the lady doctor. It seems, according to Andy, that 
his brother who lives apart from Aurellia, can neither sit up 
stand up or lie .down, (and from the pantomime, I gather 
the youth must he suffering from an aoute case of 
hem oroides. Andy also confided to me, too, that while speaking 
of his brother, Albert, to the lady doctor, I perhaps ought 
to tell her, too. that Bessie has been constipated for the past 
three days, and "Mama says that might not be so good for 
Bessie’s baby in her insides”. And of course, Llama must be 
right.

f ■ 37/*- ; - > I; ft.
Well, a call to ^loutierville evealed that the lady doctor 

was somewhere in the Melrose, devoting her energies to a 
mulatto lady in labor, and so I have sent Andy off in the 
rain to trade ^r. Sleanor down, even though she must already 
have her hands full. Among other things, did I hear 
you sayj wIs that a business.......”

In manifestations of life, not in the flesh but as ' 
reveealed by the printed word, I am enchanted at the first 
couple of pages I have read from the Forbes study of Paul Revere, 
the exact title of which I have already forgotten, possibly it 
is ^aul Severe and His ximes. In any event, it starts off 
much to my liking. It is not the simplified type of 
thing which makes Hatchez-on-the-Mississippi popular, for it 
is enormously.butt essed by exact quotations from old 
documents, diaries, letters, etc., - all of which is 
grist to my mill. To me, the vitality of a book of biography 
or history exhales a most delicious flavor when it embraces 
the precise and oft-times hilarious direct phrases of the 
character and his times, and because of the presence of such 
spices in the present loaf, I feel assured I ’m going to 
masticate each morsel with relish.

Just ohee more back to the lately discussed "G.B.S”.
I mdSt remark upon the sections dealing with the long, 
long friendship that existed between Mr. Shaw and ISllen 
Terry. Although not quite so remarkable as the friendship 
or love between Tchaikovsky and Frau nov Heck, - how is 

that lady’s name spelled, - s$ill the paper romance between 
Shaw and la Terry was extraordinary, both for the closeness 
of spirits, the length of the friendship over peiods of 
years and the infrequency, - the rarety, of their human 
contacts, - the one with the other. I used to admire<a 
dumber of 18th century people who recognized and maintained 
a state of spiritual unison, sometimes without ever actually 
seeing each other in the whole course of their lives. But 
save for rare instances, - as in the two cases mentioned above,
I don t know of like instances in the 19th century, and I suppose 
it is too early to learn of many in tbe 20th, although, come 
to think of it, something of the kind did obtain, I believe, 
in Woodrow Wilson’s case, - a Mrs. Peck being the lady in 

the case. *We must eventually look about for more, and, 
of course thee is'nothing like starting at home.....

§
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November 16th, 1947.

Memorandum:
t

0 It'•was a quiet, pleasant wbek end in. this neighborhood, 
and I’m hoping you found it the same in your area.

fr- ® ,fjB IX © :“M- •  ^  - x  * v *  ,, „ “ . :,.K , ^ -v \ :■ Q . ‘S  ( t L & v £ & . n ^  419 ;
Charles came for a brief moment on Saturday, 

stopping only for lunch, and then hastening back to Baton —
3ouge. He reported nothi2® 0f unusual, .moment,.-although__
his accoiint of a baptixing, or - f t h a t e v ,$al-1 s .it in 
the Catholic ChurdnJ;. Vhich 'he and Ida recently, at tended, was 
quite funny. Bight babies were blessed by the priest,who 
among other things, put a pinch of salt on the end of his 
finger , inserting the same "in the mouths of each child 
in quick^succession, - which impressed Charles as being more 
unsanitary than holy.

«
Peter passed this* way a,bout noon. He remained perhaps 

five minutes’and then went on his way, seemingly in his usual 
good spirits, but obviously with somethingson;his mind. I’ll 
bet a dollar he was ’’studying” about leaving Melrose 
for a season in'Alexandria or some such place. So many 
negroes around here remind me of migratory birds* Like 
our feathered friends, they seldom announce their departures, 
but one somehow sense a seasonal change of residence is im
pending. A week, six months, a year may elapse without any news 
from thm, and then one day, - or night, the bird of passsage 
suddenly appears, as from out of no where, with no reference 
to the period of absence, and nothing to relate as to what- 
has been seen or experienced during the interim, I have often 
thought this is one of the reasons why wages for this group 
of farm laborers must of necessity be much below that of workers 
else where, since the planter must provide himself with two 
or three potential workers for a single job in order, to 
assure himself of one when the times comes to begin 
operations. Things on the plantation are going to be leisurely 
during the next three or four months, and I have no doubt the 
migratory spirit will manifest itself in many a dusky 
soul between now and March. X

? t

■adit.is so rare for negroes to speak of their superstions 
♦ that I was enchanted to get the details of one, - one I bad 
never heard of before, when a youth from Little River came to

ftftft!
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o a l l  on me fo r  an hour t h i s  even ing . When he a r r iv e d ,  
my read in g  machine was speak ing  of th e  old Boston custom 
of p u t t i n g  a sharp  Butcher k n i f e  under th e  Bed of a 

woman laB oring  w ith  c h i ld  B i r t h ,  -  th e  sharp  k n i fe  Being 
unders tood  to  cu t th e  p a in  Being s u f f e re d  By th e  la d y  i n  
the  Bed. •Lhe youth was im pressed  and confided  to me how 
hiw mother was aBle to  e f f e c t  sm all n a v a ls  f o r  a l l  h e r  13 
c h i ld r e n ,  save one, -  as i s  th e  custom f o r  a l l  m others o f 
c o lo r  i n  t h i s  reg io n .  But p le a a a e  d o n ' t  a sk  me why m others 
should Be proud of the  sm a lln ess  of t h e i r  o f f - s p r i n g s '  naval x f 
fo r  I  w ou ldn 't  know about t h a t .  *

One, -  t h a t  i s  to  say , th e  e x p e c ta n t  m o ther , must 
d r iv e  a n a i l  i n to  a pos t  on th e  g a l l e r y  of h e r  house a 
week Before  th e  c h i ld  i s  expec ted  to  a r r i v e ,  The n a i l  must
B© .d r iv en  UP ^0 i t s  head By th e  l a d y ' s  own hand. This r—------
p r a c t i c a l l y  g u a ra n te e s  he r  c h i ld  a sm all n a v a l .  But th e r e  
i s  a se ondary m a t te r  which must Be c a r e f u l l y  a t te n d e d  t o ,  

im m ediate ly  fo l lo w in g  th e  B i r th  o f  th e  c h i ld .  Everyone 
p re s e n t  i n  the  room when the  c h i ld  a r r i v e s  must im m ediate ly  
t i e  a p iec e  of s t r i n g  to  th e  Bed p o s t  o r one of the 
f o o t s i e s  of the  Bed. During the  n e x t  ten  d ay s ,  everyone 

c a l l i n g  to  see the  new BaBy must Be p rov ided  w ith  a p iece  of 
s t r i n g  on e n te r in g  the  house , and B efore  c o n s u l t in g  w ith  
the mother or viewing th e  c h i l d ,  must a ls o  t i e  h i s  or 
h e r  p iece  of s t r i n g  to  the  Bed p o s t ,  - * or " f o o t s i e ”.

r i t u a l  i s  c a r e f u l l y  o bse rved , th e  s n a l ln e s s  o f  the  
^ i l (* S 18 g u a ra n tee d .  The youth to ld  me t h a t  th e r e

l % n a i l s  i f  a row on a post of the  g a l l e r y  of th e  caBin h i s  
f a m i l ly  o ccup ies .  H is mama con fe ssed  to  him t h a t  i n  th e  
case of h e r  6 th  c h i ld ,  a d u a g h te r ,  she "done f o r g o t ” to  
d rive  i n  a n a i l ,  and i t  i s  fo r  t h a t  re a so n  th a tH o s a l ie  
has such a .B ig  u g ly  n a v a l .

K 6  'X J  \  r ' * 0  £• 2 1 1  •"* C? . : 1 t • v-- * r r ‘ v . ^

, r 1 raust °o n fess  q u i te  f r a n k ly  to you t h a t  never Before 
d id  ± ever n o t ic e  i f  one p e r s o n 's  n a v a l  i s  much more or much 

l e s s  b e a u t i f u l  than  a n o th e r ' s ,  ^But I  seem to  f in d  m yself 
tn  t ^ 10^ S t0  shown how much B o sa l ie  s u f f e r s  i n  comparison

01?ha5m °* her B ro th e r  and s i s t e r ,  im m edia te ly  p roceed ing  
and f o i l  owing her in  the  p ro g re s s io n  of c h i ld r e n  i n  t h i s  
p a r t i c u l a r  fa m ily .

„ * su o a a e ie i in  f i n i s h in g  up P au l Severe on Sa turday
n i g h t ,  and g a th e r  r o r b e s  has c e r t a i n l y  done a f i n e  p iec e  o f  

i ?  t h i s  b °olt. I 'm  r e a d in g  th e  hook p r e t t y  c a r e f u l l y
n f r t ^ h e i ° Uf <t0mSM0f the  593:104 8114 f o r  th e  f a m i l i e s  of S f  t v e J®ailing M assao h u se t te s ,  some of whom oame to

n f0^̂ t nth iS .̂9 ^ a , • A 0ase i n  P°i n t , i s  th e  Sargen t fam ily  of G lo u c es te r ,  nea r  B oston , ^ in th r o p ,  you w i l l
r e c a l l ,  was f i g h t i n g  w ith  Washington, and l a t e r  was to  Be
I t namin6 h i8  ^a to h ez  home G lo u c e s te r ,  irom tne  j<orbes book i  l e a rn  t h a t  o th e r  G lo u ces te r
S a rgen ts  were f o r i e s ,  d e v o tin g  t h e i r  sym apthies to  the 
B r i t i s h  cause du rin g  the  ^ e v o lu t io n ,  -  and so on ana so f o r t h . .

; . *!.. •
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Ho^emBer 1 7 th ,  1^47.

Memorandum:

t h o w  n ic e  to  have your l e t t e r  of F r id a y  , the  14 th .

. And thanks f o r  l e t t i n g  me know t h a t  my Memorandumof 
P r id a y ,  th e  7 th ,  f a i l e d  to  rea ch  your t r u e  hand. I  am 
hooing the  H atches sn a tc h e r  d i d n ' t  t e a r  i t  up , b u t  m erely 
de layed  i t s  d e l iv e r y  and t h a t  i t  has  ,a t  l 0 “ f  “9m9
th rough . I  t h in k  i t  an e x c e l l e n t  lu e a  to  ^ P ^ ^  any

b re a k  i n  d e l i v e r i e s ,  ana I  e h & l  9L ° ° 8 r 9 9 ’ to
TTml i f  f o r  any re a s o n ,  X f a i l s &  Bo post an ^nveiopa o

you. 1 fo r e s e e  such a p o s s i b i l i t y  as between the  27th and 
3 0 th ,  i f  X have too  many g u e s t s  on top  of mQ» But I 11 

always no te  t h a t  c a r e f u l l y ,  t o o ,  i n  vvriting .

The e n v e lo p ,  marked w i th  two s t ro k e s  of the 5! ” 9 11 a 
i n  t o d a y 's  p o s t  i s  o f  no e s p e c i a l  i n t e r e s t .  I t  c n ta in s  a .
copy of the  i t .  i ' r e n o i s v i l l e  Democrat, which wi^.1 b t*8 you 

an id e a  o f  what t h a t  l i t t l e  weekly looks  l i k e ,  -  and I  have 
checked a  b lu r b  i n  fa v o r  o f  t h e  bane book on tne  r i g h t  hand 
s id e  of the f r o n t  page*

I t  goes w ith o u t  say in g  th a t  I  am g e n u in e ly  so rry  to  
l e a r n  of P i e r r e ' s  d e a th .  I  l ik e d  him so much and always 
f e l t  he and M a rg u e r i te  somehow made an atmosphere about 
th e i r^ s h o p  t h a t 6 su gges ted  the  c o u r te sy  and p le a s a n tn e s s  th a t

should  always r a d i a t e  from such 
M a rg u e r i te ,  1  .wonder what she w i l l  do. I f  only  hi-aalaya 
would acoommodate by  making a permanent w ithdraw al from 
th e  sc en e ,  .perhaps E i l l o a h  m ight t r y  to  y M M *  to e g u e e i t a  
and so t u r n  Au Goin* da Prance  in to  Au Goin d Allemagne.
Poor a u g u s t ,  poor P i e r r e ,  But most p a r t i c u l a r l y ,  
poor M arguerite

But having  m entioned l i l l o a h ,  I  want to  confide  something 
to  you a s  to  h i s  h a u n tin g  Q u a l i t i e s ,  and some *ken

running  over o th e r  tim es and s i t u a t i o n s ,  we “ a11 f  fcly 
a dream. Sometimes I  dream, h u t  n o t  o f t e n ,  and in v a r

my dwams a re  happy ones. And y e t  as t h ®” . ™ ^ e  -  aay ’once i n  a tw d i th  month, p e rh a p s ,  I  have a ^ S h t m a r e ,  aay 
s ix  o r seven s in c e  q u i t t i n g  M anhattan . ^  S c a r e s

v a r i a b l y ,  the  ogre f l i t t i n g  th ro u g h  each o f  s a id  98
h as  been m i o a h .  K e a l ly ,  i f  one has to  have

one .might as w e ll have him as a"ib°4? 9lf ,SS
s le e p , but to be p e r fe c t ly  h o n est, J s h a l l  bs glad when 
Bq . i s  oradioated from my s u b - con scious mind.
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fej:

I am enchanted with all you had to tell me about Bilk.© 
and your enthusiasm, for his poetry. I think he is the 
favorite poet of the hoy friend, - and mention of the same 
makes me ashamed for'not having written him in a year.

I had forgotten that Bilke was Bodin's secretary far 
a time, - I believe he was his secretary, wasn't he. And 
yet it seems a little odd to me that while 3weig mentions 
Bilke often and their happy personal relations in Paris, - aad 
later mentions his visit to Bodin at Meudon, I don't recall 
that he ever mentioned the one in relation to the other.
I'# sure I mentioned G. B. Shaw’s account of his sittings 
at Loudon when Bodin was "taking” his bus't.

And thanks, too, for telling' me of what the 
Picayune write of of la Johnston was all about. How 
interesting that she should he bringing out a volume on 
early architecutre down this toay, - and especially that 
the preface should be done my the gentleman whom we had 
run across before. I am curious to learn if she has really 
done much photographing in the5 Gulf area, for no one seems 
to have heard anything about her in over a year, - little 
Jiss Alberta declaring she never has seen'her in that time, 
fha poor old thing can't seem to get under full steam before 
four p. m., and that'isn t so good when one requires the 
radiance of«the sun to take proper out door pictures. I h ve 
seldom known a woman at her age who remained so self-centered 
and diosatorial, for usually at 85* that w&s a couple 
of years back, although now she p sses at 83, a person usuallv 
mellows just a little. Of course her many strange doings 
at ^elrose still remain fresh in my mind, - not the least 
one being the odd quirk that impelled her to fill up every 
available receptacle in the section of the house she was 

occupying, ~ wash bowls, basins and bath tub, - half with
2nd th0ri Piled* high with ivy. How the woman ever took 

a hathrin those hot July days, I cannot imagine, what with 
all the verdure she maintained about her. Aurellia still 
refers to her as "La Barbe11, for she frightened aurellia 

pink when at 3 in the afternoon, -“tire Ilia went' to tidy up 
her room, and la Johnston, at-that moment in the act of shaving 
waved her long bladed razor at the startled servant who 
turned in astonishment and flew.

hr f « ; Vh. ' / i r

Sod help anybody having dental difficulties, and I hope 
the victim and the honeehold suffers not too much, 'in Mies 
jortea booh on haul Severe she dods same interesting things 
about-dentistry in Hevolutionary dayfe when the tooth of’
£2i£?L2L°5!Lf!?B a -.’suitably tun d0TO. **•substituted for the patient s lost original. It seems that 
ivpry discolored too fast to make use of it desireable. Ihe 
whole account is a little gruesome and hilarious, - especially 
a lady adjustng her hippopatamuss molar, don’t you think...
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November 18th, 1947.

a'

...emorandum: f ,
It rained steadily all last night and all day 

today, and I am perfectly enchanted, of course.
I think i mentioned Peter's sudden departure from 

the Jane Hiver country. I didn't have to wait long 
to learn in which direction he had gone. The Alexandria 
jailed telephoned this afternoon, asking that Log be 
notified that his brother is being held there, awaiting 
someone to bail him out.. It seems he was arrested with 
two other Jane Ĵ iver boys who had faded out of the 
picture here tp get themselves a job in Alexandria..
PolIwfollowing difficulties in that city at the outbreak 
of the war, when hordes of poor whites and negroes were 
being enticed there to work on the several military 
camps, it has been the custom of the local police to 
arrest colored.people found on the streets at night, if 
they cannot demonstrate they have gainful employment 
within the city limits.

... . . .  /
Peter may be back at melrosa within a couple of 

days, within two years, or never, - all depending upon 
how soon he gets out of jail and what is impulse may be 
immediately afterward. This tendency on the part of the 
negro to depart, unannounced, to almost any place, no 

'doubts accounts for some of the difficulties in which 
he so frequently finds himself. Other races may have the 
same habit, but I don't know of them. Purely it must be 
counted in as an extremely individualistic tendency,* 
one of the factors, I suppose, which has thus far prevented 
the negro from ever being able to aot very effectively as 
a racial unit.

Attrice departed with his family for a plantation 
somewhere in the Shreveport area yesterday. I bad seen him 
the day before in the store. His brother had con
fided to me on Saturday that lie thought at trice was 
leaving shortly for ^iireveport, and in chatting' with 
attrice, I thought he might mention it, but he 
gave no hint, - nor did I. One might assume that the 
color line might somehow restrain the negro from confiding 
his moves to a white man, - and yet, as I have witnessed 
so often in the past, the negro seldom ever breathes 
a word of his intended moves to the most intimate friends 
of his own race, and youths like Little Ling and Big Six 
never hinted to their parents they were 'glAAMng to
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go to Alexandria to work, or were going some place to 
join the ^rmy. It was simply a case of one morning being 
at home and one evening not, - and that was that Somehow 
the parents always take it philosophically, and if and when 
the absent member returns, life seems to be resumed by all 
concerned, just as though there had never been a 
separation, having witnessed so many of these dis
appearing acts, I can the more readily appreciate how crippled 
were the plantations during the Givil War, - and all of 
a sudden, - and just how, after a few years so many 
of the poor things staggered back home, expecting 

their former masters to look after them. I think it 
was Proust, dining in a fashionable restaurant on the 
beach of Balbeo, speculated on the thinness of the plate 
glass sepafating him from the underprivileged crowds 
whose faces pressed against.the window from the outside.
And so I marvel upon the differences that separate 
peoples and races and ponder upon the wondeful 
barrier permitting such nearness of persons so many 
phsychological miles apart.*
, The enclosure speaks for itself. Ahe Mr. Plush 
referred to is Paynie who, on seeing his Mother had a coy 
of Hatches-on-the-Mississippi* insisted on getting her 
another. *

I am not forwarding the B. L. G. and I think bora's 
mind must have slipped a clog, s nee I have already 
forwarded him the transcriptions from the 18M8 newspapers 
for which he asks. These two large volumes were sent a 
year or so ago, kept for a number of weeks or months, 
and returned, - and the reason for th original sending of 

them was to enable him to extract the material mentioned.
T X have finished the Forbes book on Paul Severe, and 
am delighted to learn so many things of interest. I 
didn't know before that Paul Severe, some years after the 
^evolution, cast the first bell ever cast on this 
Continent, and that he made hundreds of huge bells in the 
years immediately following, and that he made a fortune, 
as one of the first industrialist of the 19th century, 

rolling copper into sheets so it could be used in place 
of wood on naval vessels, and that he made the boilers 
for Robert Fulton when that gentleman stirred up his first 
steam boat, Mr. Revere didn't die until may 10th, 1818, 
rioh, resourceful and respected, * and just to think I had 
never given him ranch thought, save as getting astride 
a horse and riding out to hexington and legend on the 19th 
of April in 1775. Another six weeks, and I shall spend 
an evening, contemplating my blessings during the past 
year and wondering how many things will be in the offing 
for me to learn-in the next season. And how thin 
would be the bless ngs and how^worthless the new things 
coming to mind, were it not for one with whom they may be
shared,.. •• •

a a:
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November 19th, 1947..

Memorandums

A drizsle continued for most of the day, and 
assuming it may continue during the night, I shall 
remain indoors along about 5 a.m., to hear the broad
cast of festivities and service at Westminster Abbey.

It is interesting to see how the earth, after its 
prolonged dryness, eagerly absorbs the rains of the pst 
few days. In places whe^e water usually aocummulates, - 
as in the Rlephant Traps, now conserves no water at all, 
and in spite of a couple of frosts* the bananas, - 

usually floored by the first nip of Winter, are beginning 
to put out new leaves. ,

Betwatn drizzles today, i made the most of the 
opportunities to work at Arenbourg. The ground was a 
little too damp for ideal planting, but what with some 
elegant crinums having come to hand, I laid hold of the 
chance to set them out, along with some more daffodills, 
and both sets of bulbs will accordingly bring forth 
flowers in the Spring.

Either because we, are on the watch for one type of 
thing or another, - or possibly because of some unexplain
able tendency of circumstances of like nature to follow 
close upon the heels of another, * heard another piece 
of local supersttion today, - not e elaborate as the 
big naval business of recent recording, but so ething almost 
as odd*.

X sent for Puny to tighten up a joint in sme of 
the plumbing. Aurellia chanced to be putting the 
house in order when he arrived. I was busy about some
thing or other but did* over-hear ^urellia tell Puny she 
would be ‘glad to sew up. his pants for him. Later I asked 
her if Puny's wife had been bitten by the migration 
bug, but learned she was at home. Naturally I was 
curious go know what prevented her from sowing up her 
husband's pants, and ^urellia explained that a rat 
had chewed them, and so of course "el̂ na couldn't do 
anything about mending them. f I was supposed to 
comprehend the matter clearly, - and I didn't. But
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on further inquiry, confirmed by questions put to 
oldsters about the plantation, I learned that if a 
rat ever chews any clothing belonging to any member of one 
family, no one in that group must ever do any of the 
repairing, for any attempt by a member of the group 
to sew up the holes will invariably result in a death 
of some member of the family group. Accordingly someone who 
has no kinship with the owner of the chewed garment can 
afford to undertake the restoration. Hence Puny's 
appeal to Aurellia to work on his pants. Don't you 
think is wonderful* Ho wonder Adam is always 
depicted;in the nude, for to whom might he have turned 
for repairs to his wardrobe.

And that recalls to mind the recent racket I heard 
over the air about somernmurals in ^asnington, I believe, 
which after having^glven great satisfaction, were being 
attc.ciLed by somebody or \other because Adam, the central 
figure in one of the pictures, was shown to be posssessed 
of a naval. Obviously, »  to think of it, he was 
the only man in the world Who wouldn't have one.

But i l l  write these lines, 4t occurs to me that 
we could start another uproar, if we felt so inclined, 
condemning all pictures of <Adam that have been painted 
from the beginning of time. On first thought, does’ it 
occur to you in what respeot painters have invariably 
failed in executing a true likeness of his body. You 

will recall in all pictures of the Ourcifixion, - and other 
sacrd subjects, ractically all the world's artists down 
through the -̂ ges, have never failed to indicate the 
scars brought on by wounds inflicted, - such as 
theopening in Jesus's side, etc. But no picture I ever 
saw was sufficiently true to life ta demonstrate the scar 
which naturally should always appear on Adam, following 
his operation. I can recall any picture ever painted of 
^dam, suggesting that it was, reproducing his likeness prior 
to * Hve's creation. Ity.I recall my Bible correctly,
Bve was begotten in some mysterious manner, by removing 
one of Adam's ribs. How why on earth have all the 
painters in U, ristendom failed to reoall and record this 
truth when depicting the naked form of the* original 
man. Don't you think we. ought to write to the Director 

„ of Paintings at the Metropolitan, the national Gallery, etc. , 
making inquiry about this point.

You will find the. enclosed letter from Hiss Hollie 
to the uadam, as newsy and nice as usual. The refurbish
ing of "lmscourt is heartening, the intention of Miss Jeanne 
is characteristic, and I'm wondering if the Joodville 
lady, speaking on Audubon, will turn out to be Lois 
Lester of. Dt. *»r ncisvilLe, And how about Mrs. Moore 
being in Hatches. I thought she was in school

I

Hovember 20th, 1947,

Memorandum:
"Time is measured' by 9vent s % 8aystmeold&dage, 

and while nothing much happened today, I s<se“ !° v ag « Qhicken on a hot griddle, andueen as cusy as a -Pn-r* cm i i-he* lumnins about,wishing I had more to show for all tne ^mping
» T ehftil nrobably be too sleepy to hear any re-

hroadeastslonfgSt o/tha adding ° £ £ ingtbe marriage of the Princess Elizabeth. I am giaa tSSm at 6 o'clock th is  morning, long^efore 
dawn unfolded her dampened mantle over one uane 
Rivai country. I hope you may have had an

thrilling P What made*the ceremonies so effective,
I suppose*, was an indi vidual sympat hy w i t hin the
hearts bf all listeners for the bridal ^uple W
somehow must have felt terribly lone y / assembly"zT.t- nilt their narts before sue & an enormous assemoxy
nf witnesses and such a vast unseen audience. Apparantly ?L par e T ^ “  off with perfection, with each one
^  n 9out his role strictly i« “ °^danf0Mhow the pllns, firmly laid down in advance. Somehow 
I felt that ,ueen Mary, unbendir^. austere and 
correct, as she moved across the soeen atscena}

ever to every one’s thoughts that thanuta andû chess of ^ndeor.nothavingbeanivited.wer^
ever so much more present in everyone « ™  _
many of the actors, -say Che *in6 ith
Who! I gather assumed ^fMimpfessld nefody. what humility and aignlty, - hut lmPre““BB “B£lZ'jf* with the thoughts of many 01 us who somehow 
kept the buke and Duohess constantly in our i.i

Radio r e l a t i o n  was good during the wholega» srifttsa “»•Ksrrr Wagner’s bedding âren, uno
in this remote domicile echoed as iO 1:1 ,Y,ttin • instrument were under tne same roof, ana
wedded a Batteuberg- to everyone s s jLv«itlvprav. guess, - and to the participants, I fervently pr y.
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It ie true, that the bride and groom were 
younger than the ^uke and Duchess at tha time 
they were wed, hut love is ageless and may 
today's wedding, accomplished with so much pomp 
and circumstance, prove as successful as that 
of their uncle and aunt who had to undergo 
so much oppostion to accomplish the same ceremony that 
was performed by everyone's approval today in 
Westminister Abbey.

But while weddings are very nice, I couldn't 
spend ray whole day on the London business, and so, 
as soon as the plantation was a-stir, 1 was 
lucky e ough to get hold of a tractor, which 
little x-ing operated with great dexterity for me at 
Arenbourg. We dished the terrace madly, - up and 
uown and all around, and thence to Unit Do. H., and 
gave that a. thorough going-over. What with 
this and that planted here and there, and often 
successfully hidden by weeds, the task required some 
care. But little king accomplished the Job very 
satisf; ctorily,‘ and I think little damage was done 
save possibly to some of the Giant's Beard, which can 
easily be replaced.

Four times between 1 and' 4, I had to scurry 
back to Lielrose, - Mrs. Hand telephoning from 
Alexandria for nothing- in particular, Dr. and Ur.
Worsley to call on me for particulars regarding- one 
of the Ady doctor's patients, two dull pilgrims to 
do a tour, - and ray own patient. For no roason kwnon to 
anyone but the cook herself, supper was given at 4 p.m.,
and that about short-circuited my tractor-gardening.?

■»bout 8 o'clock tonight there came a tapping 
at my chamber door. I opened. Lo.' it was 
Peter. He said he had to come back to Datchitoohes to 
get his draft registration card, which seems to be 
a kind of passport for negroes in Alexandria. 
told him X thought him a bag for having flown off without 
telling anyone. He explained that readily enough, 
and I believe his sinderity. He declared that 
I had no idea how .."a nigger's mind is worry-fied" 
when deciding to he&d out for a Job that will 
bring him more money when the Job is in a city 
where so many hill-bilies who are mean to people of 
color. I wrote a couple of letters for him, and 
sent him up the road where a dance was in full swing 
at ^t. Mathew’s school. He will depart for Alexandria 
again on the morrow, hoping- he may stick this time,- 
without the restraining power of iron bar §.....

I’.gyt
268.3

Dov ember Elst, 1947.

Memorandum: ,
An occasional drizzle, an occasional gleam of 

sunshine, and so the past £4 hours have turned, - not 
very conducive to gardening but Just right for . 
furthering odds and ends in the weed department.

In today's post came the 1948 GuFrivef and Ives 
calendar which Mrs. Peyton Cunningham of Natchtioohes 
always sends me, - her husband being representative of 
the Traveler's Insurance Company which has issued these, ,, 
items over a period of years.

This year’s issue contains not reproductions in 
its IE colored reproductions by Louis Mauser, but there 
are two or three painted for Gurriver and Ives by a 
lady artist of whom Ihave never heard.

Her name, - of all things, it Fanny Palmer. Im  
Fanny Farmer of candy fame is so firmly fixed in my mind 
that instinctively, in thinking of the one lady, - the 
gastronomic artist, the name of the artist in oils rises 
automatically automatically, and naturally I'm wondering 
if Fanny Farmer was really Fanny Farmer, - or if she 
selected her trade naijie because another lady, named Fanny 
Palmer, had already given the similar sounds some value in 
the publie-mind.

I don't have totknow anything especially about 
Fanny Calmer whpse work. Messrs. Gunier and Ives reproduced 
at a time when lady's were not especially active in American 
art, and yet I must cpnfess to you that should you 
ever stumble over anything about the lady,.I should be 

glad if you would pass the news along. I suppose 
some of her pictures may have figured in the Memropolitan 
exhibition a number of years ago, and it is possible 
she was listed in the catalogue covering that show. I, 
of course, have my catalogue at Melrose, but ridiculous 
as it may sound, l-really haven't a spul to turn through 
the thing to see if littlet̂ iss Fanny is present or not. 
After the holidays are over, I may write to the Metropolitan 
to ask for a bio raphical sketch, and if they ,send one,

mm
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I shall of course pass it along to you. I think I
told you that a number of years ago, the Museum devoted itself
to excellent labors in aocumraulating data of this type, ana
I believe you assisted me in asking tor, * and receving,
particulars regarding "Father and Son,” •* the white man
and mulatto youth, which has subsequently been set aside
for us to grace the drawing room at Arenbourg eventually.
That artist’s name was Lyon, if you recall, and the 
Metropolitan had much data concerning him, - his exhibition 
of 3 pictures in the Paris saloon of 1835, his introduction 
of Lithography into the United states, his studio in 
Hew Orleans, and is dropping out Qf sight in the Crescent Oity 
in 1864. Perhaps they can do as well for us by old ,
Fanny * aimer.

In recently reading -“rank Craven’s "Men of *rt", ~ I'm 
wondering if I may have forgotten the author’s c rrect name,- 
I was impressed by the fact that but1 a Single American, * 
a painter living in Hew York in the mid or late 19th century, 
was the only one appearing. In a volume covering such 
a large field as European art from Giotto down to the present, 
it may be that space made it impossible to include any 
but a single American painter, - although I think there have 

been several artis, - in fainting and suulptor, who were 
sufficiently gifted to merit a line ut with a possible 
exception, nobody of 17th or 18th century Prance was 
listed either, and so perhaps it isn’t so strange that 
no Americans .figured in the edition of the work which I read.

Switching back to arenbourg, I want to remark that 
although some of the trees are relinquishing their leaves, 
the four mimosas still retain thwoa theirs, this Alst 
day of November. Those two planted nearest the Bermuda 
itoad very little this past year, what with the
lack of water and the fact that they are surrounded by 
hard pan, brought up from the ’’Elephant Traps”, - 

but the two planted nearer the ^orth 50uth drive, paralleling 
the Bermuda noad, but to the -*est of it, seem to have^ 
grown some, in spite of the heat and dryness, and their 
height is such that I cannot reach to the top of either of 
them. Luring the past couple of days, the weather 
has been so warm,,and the moisture so great, that I 
suspect they are growing regardless of the calendar. I 
hope the impending seasonal chill will arrive gradually 
and that a sudden blast from the ^orth may not catch the 
sap up at .the top of the plant. Given half a break during 
the coming Spring, and I am looking lor all four of them 
to put forth mightily, - and naturally, - ana for reasons 

well.sensed by your own good self, these four trees mean 
mnrohhmore to me than all the other things planted at 
Arenbourg. ....  t

November 33rd, 194 7,

Memorandum: r. . ,
Thank Heavens for a quiet week end.
From weather reports, X gather (most things fIorth of 

the Mason-Mxon Line are shivering. Down this way, it remains 
warm and damp. It rained uninterruptedly during the night, 
and low clouds tonight suggest further percipitation.
Everything that survived the summer is thriving.

Although there were minor ripples here and there, 
the plantation remained relatively calm, too. There 

has been anything really striking since that week end a 
couple of months ago when (1) the Melrose ladies 
encountered the shop-lifting charges in Cloutierville; (2) 
three or four men were drown when their truck plunged 
into *ane Bivex; and (3) two or three men were shot 
at Sammy’s during the usual Saturday night froliQ. It is 
true that this week end Big Six started after Love Y/illiams 
witli a shotgun, Love having "lifted" two dollars from 
Bix Six, but Puny deterrred his step-son’s agitation. I 
assume a half dozen chicken or so were probably stolen from 
the Melrose "basse-cour”, too, but that number isn’t 

sufficiently imposing to make it news. And so, from 
all these considerations, I feel certain that one of 

these Saturday nights within the near future is going to 
experience a big blow sinoe too much steam has too long 

'been accummulating in the colored boilers at Melrose.
Two letters from Sister in Saturday's post indicated 

nothing regarding her plans for Thanksgiving week end, I assume 
she may not come for Thursday, but may possibly honor us for 
Saturday, Sunday and Monday. I believe there i» some kind 
of a hunting season opening on Monday, - for fdall, I 
believe, and the doctor is crazy about shooting some 
birds. W§ have a fine bevy of quail nesting in the 
White Garden here and over on Arenbourg, too, but he will 
learn nothing of that After all, I like to hear these birds 
calling through the twilight and I like to see them wheel 
and turnabout the terrace. Let the good^octoxslaughter his 
feathered neighbors in the ‘-'hreveport area and leave our 
Melrose families at peace.

.--■■Is
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(Ehe tit, francisville .Democrat of Saturday reported a ]
talk in batches by Lius. Lois Lester, - at Rosalie, - which 
must be the same thing Miss IJellie mentioned in her letter,
fhe .Democrat further announces that Lois and Bssae Mae will ]
cover ‘•'Outh Louisiana this week, * Mrs. Lester sneaking 
on Audubon at the several rarish libraries in that area.
Isn't it von erful that Rssae Mae and Lois can devoted their 
joint energies in chasing about the country for such a purpose 1
end yet, — or should I say, — and so, - haven't the time to 
make use of radio time put at their disposal by the major 
net works. I imagine Lois is a fine speaker, and how wonderful 
if she would put her speech on the air from Hew Orleans,
Baton nouge, Shreveport, etc., slanting the delivery on virtues 
of the State library, • of which she is a Memboer of the 
Board, fwo things about Ms-sae Mae always fill-me with 
wonder,. - how she has been so successful in weedling the 
Legislature during the past S5 years, - and how she can 
be so blind as to disdain radio time that is served up to her 
on a silver platter, - and yet feels she must drag herself 
all over the State with crowd getting speakers to reach the 
public through conferences at the various public libraries.

Louisiana political campaign rattles along about 
as stupidly as usual. I thought Somerset -i&ughm1 s 
play was going to be presented the other evening when after 
the 9 o'clock news cast by Bill henry, the announcer thundered; |
w0f Human Bondage". But for no reason I can figure out, 
n0f Humand Bondage" appears to be the title ^selected by 
the Raule Long supporters as their radio slogan. Hot 

only are these three words used at the beginning and ending 
of the program, but they are also thrown in at radorn following 
each five minute speech by, whatever speaker has a go at I
things during the half hour the poaitical machine is on 
the air. nothing during 'the program is said about
slavery, in fact the one Or two programs I have listened to,- j
through, sheer curiosity, had nothing to do at all with 
tax burdens or anything of the sort, - each speaker merely 
ranting about the rapacious character of one official or 
another who now occupies a pL ae the particular speaker 
would like to occupy next year. Whoever got up the idea of 
screaming "Of Humand Bondage", X* Gan t imagine, and* what that 
phrase has to do about the general scheme of things there 
is nothing to suggest. I'm sure the hill-billy vote to 
which the -Long Machine exclusively appeals never in this wide 
world ever heard of Mr. Maughm, and 1 honestly believe|ft ey 
would have no idea of the meanir^ of the word "Bondage .
Possibly they may get the idea the phrase has something to do 
about a proposed bond issue, but I'm not even sure of that.

It's all so wonderful.., .And locally these speakers fre qpiently 
rampage about ’that rich man, *[• H* -“enry ana four niggers’,- 
suggesting he and Hhis niggers are the only ones for whom 
the lelrose-Montrose road is being planned,,...

November 64th, 194 7.

Memorandum; .. .

It was so nice to have the joint letter to the 
Madam and me in this morning's post.

May I congratulate you on your adroit handling 
of the pecane package. I atur&lly Aunt Gammie was Pleased 
that you welcomed the same, and I was tickled to see how
neatly you covered tfce whole business.

•

You certainly tracked down a copy of the Cathedral 
with speed. I am planning- to re-read it sometime 
during the holidays, - on my talking book, while the 
Madam thought she would like to turn through the book.
Often I should like to read one book or another with her,- 
for her entertainment, and sometimes I do read a short 
story or some such to her. But I discover that unless 
I exercise some restraint in this matter, I shall be « 
devoting all my time to entertainment at the big house 
and none at all tor study over here, and so I restrain my 
impulses in self defense q.uite frequently.

It was good of you to tell us of Princess Mary's pro
posal to Lork ^itchner, and how the fifth George laughed and 
iiueen Mary sat on her Princess Royal. I had never heard of 
tne tale before, and it certainly demonstrated a side in 
both lddies which the public seems to have confirmed in 
its general opinion in later years. I refer to *ueen Mary’s 
straight-laced attitude ii* the Windsor affair, of course, - and 
irmcess Gary’s further indication that age, - that i9 more 
maturity in fher choice of-a husband, didn't make any 
difference, for if I remember eoreeotly, the Princess Royal 
eventually selected Lord Lascelles, - a man somewhat 
older than she, although I know not if he was of lord 
Kitchner's generation.

P ' -  P • . -V . h ■ \  ■ ■ V

While I think of it, I'm wondering if your newspaper 
still carries the radio programs covering a day to day account 
or a weekly listing. Ihe point is that the Madam has teen 
looking for Lionel Barrymore program. Last year he 

was sponsor by Haxema, appearing' on Saturday nights about 
7:20, - or possibly 6;30, - Columbia net work. If you 
should find him listed for the current season, if you would 
be so good as to drop the M&cam £ card, it would please her 
much. I haven t found $iim this year in wandering about
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the air waves, - but I don’t wander much. I heard him a 
week ago, on the friendship Train special broadcast from 
Hollywood, but know nothing about any other appearance 
he has made of late, and it is possible he is no longer 
sponsored.

A letter today from the General speaks of much entertain
ing and entertainment of late. It seems he has been advanced 
in his Ethyl status, having charge of everything save 
production, as I understand it, - and I assume that means 
• i flail s | ~~pl^ 7? t expansi on, —at c *, — although -̂X, —
sure. I smile to myself as the Madam reads his letters, for 
now and then, if she isn't ^uite up to par, she doesn’t 
bother about proper names or those of business houses, and 
in today's letter, she once or twice touched upon
"Stranded Oil", - which ought to strike terror to Mr. Hockefeller*s 
heart, now that standard Oil pre<ens itself on gas that 
functions regardless of thermometer readings.

Between 2 and 3 each afternoon, I sandwich in an hour 
to take the Madm for a little turn up and down the front 
gallery. ~s I usually labor at ArenbOurg until 2 and 
from £ to 4, - we sup at 4:30, - this little slowing down process 
gives me a little breathing spell, and I think the airing and the 
exercise my patient gets is bood for her. This afternoon it 
was so warm we gave up our usual turn, and sat in the swing . or 
a bit, but the sun,was so hot we couldn’t stay there very 
long, Tonight it is cooler, and the"weather man says we may 

have a frost, - but it is getting time for such things and 
so one can’t complain. : a ^

I had half ex ected both Mr. Bachelier & &  Mr. Laughlin 
today, hut neither showed up. All I'hope is that Mr. Bachelier 
doesn't^.crash in at the same time the ^enton boys do, ior I 
Shall surely have a housefull in such n eventuality, - and 

..get to cnat with no one.
A letter came today from Mrs. Graham Bmedley of Austin, 

fax as. I think 1 may have mentioned tjher before, - Betty Smedley 
whom we sometimes style ."Miss fix-it” behind her back. She 
is a nice person, reminds me a little of frau Pongs, but is 
so full of vigor that she has herself perpetually worn out 
and lots of fc people around her. She is always re-organizing 
the household at Melrose when she comes tis way, - which, thank 
Heaven, has been in two or three years. I always though one 
of hex rarest achievements was in 1940 when she did over the 
culinary department, - and that always could stand some adjust
ments. By la ^ix-it surpassed everything I ever know in 
plantation effeciency by drafting six people to operate the 
kitchen to feed three of us who, - during those weeks, were 
the only ones in the house. fhe food: wasn’t bad, but bf 
course two cooks to each person really ought to turn out a 
tastey morself now and then. La Medley says s e’s coming to 
Melrose in January. Well, nord have mercy....

Of 2689
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.November 2£)th, 1947.

Memorandum: * *
How nice to have your elegant Saturday letter in 

today’s p st.
I make my response a little later, tonight, - it is 

now 11, what with expedition of my secretary who aidn t 
show up, and a visit from Puny, whose call around 6 was 
wholly unexpected, but altogether pleasant.

, ; y  V  b ’ ‘ ' ■ • C

There were 8 letters in today’s mail. My 
iSthopian assistant was late in arriving at no.on. ‘*8 ha 
time"to read tut a single letter, - guess whose, - when 
tie ulaatation hell summoned the cull ,.or afternoon 
labore d  heluer volonteered to return at sundown,- 

1 hkven^t seen him yet. And so the seven letters can
wait Until the morrow.
, I ’m so f?lad you heard from .anita, - even though 
the letter was' even longer on the route than^mine to you, as 
of November 7th. .In both oaaes the motto. i 
read: "Better late than never , but 1 find it an interest 
ing coincidence that both of them should have lingered 
by different waysides at the same time.

I shall be gr atly interested in the details you 
promise covering details abroad, - how elections are carried 
out behind the Iron curtain, etc.* although I have a feeling 
that what with the dental department in commotion and
the holiday season just around the y^ maL ^ ® pXQ"
vented from setting pen to paper much until nsx ax er 
the turn of the year, - and I will understand perfectly.

I laughed heartily to myself as my unusupecting 
secretary read your observations regarding Herr Zee-wee*.

I  m  ^  know that he did get around to write the life
of Mary, n,ueen of *>oots, which, I gathered from his 
Memoires, is one of the first to be written objectively.

I thought of "Eee-weeg" and his excellent chapter 
onsex and attendant fashions, manners and morals 
of the 1890‘s, when tonight I listened to a 
O.B.b, report on a forth-coming volume, -"Sex Life 
of the American ^ale", - or some such, - the reviewer,
Quinoy Howe, remarking that 50 years ago, had there
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been radio, the subject couldn't probably have been even 
mentioned on the air. I his new volume seems to be a 
study made under the auspices of the Rockerfeller In* 
stitute, - possibly by a Dr. Kensey, -I'm not certain, 
and is scheduled for publication by sane Philadelphia house 
during this winter, - 100,000 copies covering the 
first edition, ^rom mr. iiowe's report, I gather that the 
volume carries the studies by Freud andhis school ever so 
much further forward, - one conclusion that no two 

.American males has precisely the same sex. impulses and that 
with the archaic laws still cluttering up the various mtini- 
cipie" calendars, no American male could life for 24 hours 
without breaking the law a number of times, Mr. Howe 
predicted that we shall, hear much about this forth-coming 
study through various media, » newspapers, priodicals, air 
waves, etc. It seems there are to be 8 more volumes 
to be compiled within the next kb years under Che same 
auspices.

Miss He Hie came through with a letter to the 
Madam, hilarious and delightful. It seems the person 
she heard lecture on Audubon wa,s Lois Lester, and her 

praise of that lady's performance was so fine that the 1
Madam sent it along to Lois for her Co see how others, - un
known to her, see hex. Miss Nellie said that she did not 
go to hear Hr. Kane at Stanton Hall, b,ut she was given to 
understand by someone /who did that Katherine Miller 
jumped on the author for his chapter on her. This was 
the first news .I have had of her reaction, and accordignly 
I immediately dashed off a short note to Madam Miller, to 
be signed by the Madam (interruption) - stinging 
la Miller with the wo*d "fibberty-gibbit, - or whatever the !
sut-nor -uoftfo— In- the brief note- adtbre-ssebr^^ope^OTi ,' tfcr ‘ ~ ' 1
Madam remarks that following the publication of Plantation 
Parade, she,had so many letters from friends, expressing 
their inaignation at the chapter on her which, to them, seemed
to appraoch libel. In view of this fact, and the additional 
one, - that since the publication of the new book on 
Natchez, so many passing pilgrims had asked her if the 
lady in disuussion was in reality such a "fibberty-gibbit", 
as the chapter on her indicated, * the Madam was naturally 
curious to learn if Maaam Miller approved what had been 
written. Seemingly the note was innocent of all guile, j
but, as the ante bellum writers might have expressed them
selves: "it was not calculated to spread sweetness and light”.

How much to chatter ’about, and how quickly we come to the 
close of the I^emorandum, - pardon me, - how quickly I 

, arrive, but poo,r you, hovj endless has it been to get this far...

November 27th, 1947.

Memorandum:
It goes without, saying tfcat I write under draw- 

>acks, what.with Rudolph and James all over this boudoir.
They came before noon yesterday, seem to be fine, and I am 

enjoying them. The enclosure will indicate, however, that 
after they depart on Sunday, I may look forward to anpther visitor
Immediately afterward.

The big news of the day, - and an item that will ^ ® * est 
Bora considerably is that Ulemence s little girl was married
on Wednesday night. She used to be 11 ?la at'iA* oh a ismonths back, - perhaps 24 or 36, but It: is said, she
14, - so perhaps my calculations are a little out of Joint.

Having married sometime after sipper, - to a y°uth 
lives in Hatonitoches, she was right on the joh as celeste s 
servant yesterday, - or rather fhanJisgiving Day, - which seems to 
havfhrought the time limit of the initial honeymoon to s o u 
thing of a record for hre’Vity. It is said she will set up 
housekeeping in town within a week or two. th-t he is
husband how he poposed to support her. He e*Pl.a*5®£ntha3M!
20 years old and has been having an inoqme as a .
ffood D&V I suppose, - so long as it lasts., Aurellia, wno is 
greatPconfidante of **ary Frances, tells me t h a t 1?|t 
rvie-ht’s marriage. Mary Frances had seen the youth twioe. I
must have been love at first °^ seoon^®j-,fh .̂' "could say6 ° think of it, -is somthing more than a blvid man couia say.

How wonderfully courageous, - how wondarfuliyurmfraidis 
youth. Mary Frances is a nice little girl and I hqpe things 
go along nicely w\th her, hut-ope can t help speculating, a li

a letter rom Baton hoge in today's post indicates tVatf 
the General and his wife will come to -elroee for the week end 
I have a feeling that the rest of *he Henrys will all targe 
too, - all exrect Paynie who seems to have headed out for Baiun ore
and*New York.

\
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all officers, discharged from the Army for physical disability,
and who are drawing large incomes, - pensions, - from the Government,-
all of wt ich are tax* exempt. You may have noticed that he says |
he wants to know about these "disabled" pensioners who, following
ti.eir discharge, have rolled over into private industry and are
receiving large salaries from private concerns, - along with their
tax exempt pensions. As I unde stand it, it feels such in-
dividulas have no right to claim tax exemption when they are
demonstrating they are not so physically out of the running that
they can pull down huge salaries along with their pensions.
I, naturally, think he is quite right, *nd I'm just wondering 
how the General, - and especially Mrs. General, will like this new 
cloud, induced by the strange doings of one ^enny Meyer.
I am under the impression the General may concur with the President8s 
ideas, but x doubt very much if Mrs. General will even listen I
to the argument. « .. . I

“■ i 1
I know not what the pay of a First lieutenant in the Army may 

be, but I’m quite sure that it does not permit him to take a 
car to Europe with him and maintain the same there for extensive 
traveling, as does their son. Of course I'm all in favor of 
such opportunities if one may come by them fairly, but not 
at the exuemptdon of taxes< to be shouldered otherwise" on you and
me • '

■ . > v
To hand came a couple of books for my machine, but 

I shall probably get to them sometime in December and not 
before. "The Foxes of Harrow" seems to be among fthe 
collection, And 1 doubt if 1 wi&l ever get to that.
Louis Adamic's "My Native -Land", however, is likely 
to get a better chance, for I have often heard it quoted, 
but never got to it, and following all the racket about 
"Dinner athte* «*hite nouse", I'm naturally more interested 
than ever to go into it.* - * e

; ‘v ' W '■ ,..t V * *  ' ' - *-••• ■.j- I
It seems to me there was another point I wanted to 

touch upo, but under present distractions, T shall have to 
let it go for this sitting. The weather is perfect, - f 
cool and brilliant, and while the Texan youths are busied upon 
other particulars on the morrow, I .shall withdraw to 
Arenbourg to get in a little quiet and labor. May your 
Thanksgiving have been as pleasant, - but =withal, more 
quiet.... .
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November £8th, 1947.

Memorandum: *
Under separate cover, I send along a few letters which 

may be of some interest,■ although, little more than keeping 
one abreast with this one and that. :

Uarolyn Ramsay, that elusive annual, appears quite gay, - 
especially in her "1 and k" business.

Soetimes, as at present, following a swift reading of 
my mail at noon., - I didn't finish today, - and an equally 
busy afternoon and evening, I forget half the points I want 
to touch upon. I don't recall a ything in particular about 
Dora's letter, but there were two or three things in Mrs. Brandon's 
that stuck me with some force. I thought the excuse given, for 
Mis. Moore's hob-knobbing with Mr. Kane a mighty slim one.
I wonder why Mrs. Moore didn't complete her Library Training 
under the G. I. Bill of Rights. And, in a way, I'm wondering 
why, in spite of the fact that I owed her af letter, she 

- didn’t drop a card in the mail to let us know she has once 
, more taken up her residence in Natchea, I wonker, too, just 
what Mrs. Brandon means that Mrs. Moore seems to be breaking,- 
do you reckon physically or mentally. Humrammm..•..

Of course the Forbes book about Paul Revere goes into 
all phases of the man's activities, and when speaking of some of 
them to *̂ rs. Brandon, I merely mentioned the facts that I had 
been ignorant about, - his success as a great bell caster and his 
insftustrial enterprises in the copper rolling lines. I gather 
Mrs. Brandon was enchanted to set me straight on the silver*^ 
smith enterprise of Mr. Revere. I shall never tell her that 
I once picked up a pretty'good example of his wofrk in the 
neighborhood of Old Lyme, Connecticutt, which later was disposed 
of when darkness closed down ,a decade or so ago. Tkat 
and my V/edgewood dolphis I had loved, but they helped me 
much at the time, and went on in .the world far someone else to 
love, too, and so it is more witja pokjaanoy than regret that 
they took up their residences elsewhere.

But getting away from the mail, I want to tell- you of 
two things I heard during the day that enchants^ me. Perhajs 
you have heard of the one coming from Winston Churchill. I 
feel certain, you haven't heard of the more home-spun one from 
Aurellia's lips. First to the Churchill; -

It sould be prefaced by the old remarked, attributed to 
Cam or Ben Johnson, I think, when one of those brilliant

«
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minds, while talking with a friend, observed a drunken sot 
staggering down the street, observed, in pointing at the 
derelict, "There, but, by the grace of God, goes Sam Johnson."-
a phrase often quoted in England when people want to express 
pity for a poor human being, - and gratefulness to God that 
their own fate has been luckier. ....

It seems that Sir Stafford Gripps, the present economic 
autocrat of all Britain, director of everything having to do 
with rationing, monopolies, etor, was passing down the aisle 
in the house of Commons the other day., when Winston 
Churchill, - of the opposition, grinned,: and pointing at 
Sir Stafford, declared; "There, but by the grace of 
God, goes God",

And the gem from Aurellia goes like this;

"You know a lady, * well it's fright is she pry over 
a oow or a mule, or s-omp thing like that, because,, * take a 
mule, you see, that's like God,.,.. T

"But you take a cat or x a dog, ornsomething like that, 
well, a lady can't cry over that.....

And in response to my astonishment as to what she was 
driving at, Aurelia explained that an automobile, passing 
her house last night, had struck her dog and killed it.
Being fond of the pet, she had started to cry, but poor old half* 
demented Leotine, - her mama, called upon her daughter to dry 
hex tears, explaining to Aurellia and pregenant Bessie, the 
laws of the Church in such matters, as Aurellia ponted out 
to me:

"You see, ^ama knows alb about the Church and such like 
because she used to go there when she was little, and they told 
her all about when a lady could cry and when- she couldn't. But, 
me, X ain't never been to a- Church, and so I can't tell most 
of the time if it's alright for me to cry or not. But Mama 
say it's alright for a lady to cry over a- cow or a mule, because 
a co^ or a mule, that's like God, but a dog or a cat, - well, 
they s jus' like the A0viif,;. so a lady ,f she sure can't cry 
over them, because if she do, well, then the bevil will be 
hanging around her all night, find Mama say if I cry, - 
knowing about it, - on the dog, I mean, then Mama wont sleep 
with me because she'd be sacred.

And so that*8 that, and I pass it along to you for what 
it’s worth, - just in case you should discover a lady crying 
over a dead mule, you'll know that that's God and it's alright.

Alright, X guess that's enough for this sitting.

2695

Ho'ember 28th, 1947,

Memorandum; * !
How noble of you to discover and send along the 

clipping regarding Mr. Picque's Park Avenue show. I 
must write him a little note at 412 East 65th street, 
and as this is over due, your thoughtfulness will 
supply me with a splendid reason for breaking the ioe.

It has been a full day, and for that reason, this 
note will be the shorter,

I oan't remember what the morning was all about but 
it was busy. was the afternoon. I e n g a g e d m y t  o guests
to help me in staking out some lines in Unit o. 1. In 
the midst of that, little King appeared with hi- tractor, 
asking if he could work for me. He could. na with
-fiat buster", which seems to be some kina B
hespent the fternoon on the terrace and Unit Ho. <*, aoing
fine job with all.

in the midst of all such activities, hr. Postel 
arrived, and’I kept the gradening designs going with one 
hand the tractor with the other, and some historical 
disciissions fu nctioing all at the same go.

hr. Postel had contacted Dr. Butler, asking him 
if he knew anything about The Uorral, in Magnoli •
Dr. -°utler responded that he /;ad never ncard oi it and

he doubted if anything like it evr ^ t h e  Mississippimyself seen dozens of skeletons slough of f into the Mi^issi,. 
at that ooi .t, I was under the impression the good Dr. mi.ht 
be in error. Dr. Postel, rubbing his nnnas nitn 6iee, 
confided to me-that immediately following teeeiptot 
Dr -sutler's letter, b be received another from tne 
War department, containing a copy of a protest by a 
Federal officer in 1865 or 1864, protesting a6'aibst 
conditions under which the n groes were forced to li 
under the hill. This is the first o f f i c i a l  document I nave 
learned of, and u x. Postel will send us a copy.

Somehow I managed to spend an hour with my patient, and
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after supper, I had in mind to collapse with my two guests 
in this house. But Horsley knocked at my door, hearing 

two pumpkins sent by Mr. Bachelier. He said the lady 
doctor was at Celeste’s, and we were invited over. I 
didn’t want to go, hut he allowed as how it would he dull 
going if we didn't accompany him, - and so, of course, we 
ran over for an hour, *’e cooked up an idea on the way 
that Hon would put his lady in the " go -car ten" on 
leaving Celeste's and drive around to the front gate on 
Melrose, and so join us Here, which they did.

We had good conversation until midnight, and £S I 
ac com rani edt Jhem to the "go*carton", B noticed lights in 
the General's section of the house, so he is obviously 
here. ■ ■ <

Tonight the moon is full and the night magnificent.
I wanted to walk hack to Arenbourg to see how the 
newly ’’flat-busted" terrace lodked in that light, but 
thought my only other impuls,- that’ of writing you 
these few lines, - was the stronger, - so here we are.

You will understand‘that this unusual routine is 
hound to make me sleepy, and so, you will forgive me for 
folding up forthwith,

Bftween this line and the one above, I asked 
Budolph if he had any message for you and he says he 
most certainly wants to be remembered to you with 
his kindest regards and to say how distinctly he recalls and 
with what pleasure, - his contact in Manhattan.

! h

And so I really fold...,.

/;

Sit*
i ,,ipSiwwfcj§, ? r. , l .v

Pm. November 30th, 1947.

< , 1

Memorandum: f ‘ ; /
Well * I seem to have survived the prolonged week end, 

much to ray surprise, and it will not have to be repeated 
for three weeks when the henrys, - and more O j. them, will 
again converge on the place, but that will be 
easier, i think, since, - I hope, - f shall have no 
guests in this house.

Surely X must be getting "sot" in my ways, for 
the’ four day change in my usual routine seems to have 
enervated me completely. But psrhaps it ien t iso much 
the new white faces that brought me little that tired me 
since my lethargy may he attributed to the absence of 
colored faces to which I am accustomed that makes me 
feel like *.a vacuum. Other reasons contributing to this 
sensation of mental and spiritual nothingness m a y e * ■
fact that I haven't turned on my radio or my Beading Machine 
for the past four days, and while the ^ e  storms have 
sometimes short-circuted me from both of these media ox 
news and thought, still there hasn t been such a long 
period during such times that I haven t been in contact 
with my Cane Hiver neighbors,* - and the elimination-of 
all three elements seems to create a void that the 
over-burdened concentration of white folks does seem able 
to’ fill in with adequate substitutes.

Through no virtue on my part, hut merely because 
I couldn't sleep after 5:30 on Saturday morning, I 
arose at that hour, while my guests slept u“ti* M 0*ftfrnoon 
bubbled with energy all day but I didn t. In the 0> air
thinking I would catch a oat-nap, X sat down in ms armchair 
for a moment while they were out, but between Aur ellia 
bringing messages from the Madam and Joe Jienry pacing 
this way to dish, I got nowhere.

Celeste have all the Henrya to her house on Saturday 
evening, plus some people from town and some of the Magnolia 
ladiest Rudolph, James and I were invited but we declined.
We went to cioutierville instead. Rudolph played the 

melodian and the big square piano,, and it was ever 
so nice. James chatted with D. Woriley while I lent an
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attentive ear to Dr, Eleanor who has recently re
ceived a pumber of new hooks and read several of 
them. She had two or three on Psychology which she 
found to he pretty good and an old publication that 
looked ever so interesting, being a Dondon publication 
of half a century ago, giving a history and description 
of Moscow, which I shall never read but should like to.

There was nice apetlzers, - oilves, anchovies and 
such-like, - and ultra smooth Scotch, but the second sip of 
the latter made me realize that I was in such a frame of mind 
that any stimulant would sober me for than relax, and 
so I stuck to literature and let the licquor go bye.
I guess we got back home .about 10;30, ahd the lights were 
going full blast at Celeste's, and the 4“elrose garden 
was antiphonally aglow with the' gajrden lamps lighted and 
a great big moon beaming above the giant oak. I wasr 
enchanted that we could thread our way through the 
garden without attracting attention at Celeste’s, since 
the oonversa'tion there would not at all have excited me.

This afternoon saw everyone headed in o-posite 
directions, - the boys westerly toward Texas, Mrs, General 
Northward to visit he Sister in the Shreveport area, 
the General and Pat southward toward -Baton Rouge, Joe 
Henry and wife Southwestward toward Beaumont, while all 
the J. H. Henrys and Dan went into town for gaming,

At the final departure of the last of them, Dr. Wenk 
blew in, intent on killing some little birds on the morrow 
when the quail season opens. About first day in the 
morning, Mr. Bachelier will arrive, and after a couple 
of days, go at things with him, I anticipate collapssing 
permanently, - so far as white' contacts are concerned, - 
until the Christmas p riod rolls ’round.

Sometime last Wednesday, I took a nibble at 
Adamic’s My Native Land, which I had tnought was 
in the nature of a biographical sketch. But it appears 
I was wrong, for at first 6lance it appears to be an 
account of the strange political-military doings in 
the ’’Royaume de Yougo-Slavie", - a country which always 

seemed a little vague in'my mind, both as to geographical 
situation and to historid manife estations. I think 

I am not going to get far in the book if something more exciting to my interest comes to hand.
It is wonderful to me how stupidly I can write, if 

once I make up my mind not to do so. You will please 
•forgive this sheet which has as its only excuse the # 
maintainance of the record, I shall drop another such 
in he mail on Tuesday,, but perhaps by the end of the week
issh^ali have more mercy on your good nature....

\

December 1st, 1947.

Memorandum:
I may not have an opportunity to write more than 

a line or two, since my guest "sticketh closer than 
a brot er”, but I do want to knock off a couple 

of licks, just to let you know everything rocks 
along alright.

•* f  ■_ — ,v.v - : •;  ‘ < *; : - . p  s j  • /.A t  • ••

The weather is marvelous and I got a few things 
done* at Arenbourg today, replacing one or two of 
the little persimmons that had died of heat, ana ,planting 
a couple Chinese magnolias which came in today's post.

•

I doubt if the *hnese magnolias will live, for 
Spring is really the time to set them out. But what 
with the- shortage of all such items following the 
drought, there will be no magnolias available in 
the Spring, and so one must either take a chance with 
them in the autumn, - or let the whole thing go for 
another year and a half, - which I don’t want to do.

A letter from one nursery from which I had 
ordered Sweet ulives advises that they will have none 
for another year. I think I may be able to get some 
through Ed. Rand, <

A notice from erry. indicates that there is an 
express package there from Mobile. It contains ;?hite 
Crepe Myrtle for arenbourg ane a couple of M v e  Oaks.
These will come to hand tomorrow* I presume, so I shall 
be busy enough after my guest departs.

Aurellia tells me she saw Clemence on Sunday, Clemence, 
it seems, knew nothing about ^ary Frances's intention to 
marry, and proposes to persuade her to return to Cane 
River from Natchitoches where she is temporarily 
living with her husband. You understand of course that 
the ’’reverend*1 Davis who performed the ceremony is 
a Reverend merely by his own designation and that the 
marriage was consumated only by charade and not by 
legal methods. Granting a divorce, - should one be desired,-

.

&
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could be as easily effected as the marriage, which, 
in a way, has considerable advantage over the more 
complicated system, of white folks that involves 
a ceremony in one place, a trip to Reno and a ceremony 
re-enacted. Off hand, I wouldn't be able to say 

which race shows more sense in such matters when they 
really get down to cases.

A note from iSssae Mae to me asks confidentially if 
I can locate a couple of books from the group which she 
brought to Melrose for the Madam to read on her last 
visit, 1 believe there were about 8 or ten-altogether, 
and two were missing from the lot when they were 
returned to the library, - one of the missing ones being 
"Mrs. ^andy and Saturday Uight". My patient has a 
habit, - both generous and bad, - of offering people 
books to read, without any thought of the cnsequenoes.
When the books belong to her, it really doesn't matter, 
but when, as 3,n the present case, they belong to others, 
a .heap of complications arise, - and , of course, I get 
tangled up in the scramble. In the present instance,
I have found a copy of the fallent book, but it is one 
someone sent the Madam. • 1 reckon it could be returned 
in substitution of the one bearing the library im
print. But the other item was something of which <we 
wouldn’t have a copy, - and there’s not any telling where 
this missing nu ber might be, - either at Melrose or in a 
variety of places up and down the Mississippi Valley.

I once received a little book on Matahaz from 
Madam Moore in the morning's mail on a day the 
Wenks passed this way for dinner. In looking for 
the item in the afternoon, I couldn't find it and 
the Madam casually remarked that she had handed it to 
Sister, telling her she should read it. I pestered 

Sister for a year before I got it back. Of course in that 
instance, the process was simple, s ice I knew to whom it 
had gpne, but because these circulations may get under 
way without my knowledger I have made it a rule to 
never let any of my .things go to the big house.

You m 11 p rdon me if I beeak off on this 
curious note. Tomorrow Peace will return, - I hope, 
and perhaps we shall be able to resume our normal 

undisturbed conversation.

December End, 1947.

Memorandum:

y - t r * AThe enclosed check fell out of a book 
Mr. Bachelier and I were turning through today, v a 
I sent it along, thinking you might like to paste ( 
it into one of the author?s own volumes, for the 
signature that has cleared the banks might 
lend interest and authenticity to the one appearing 
in the book which you might select to attach it, - 
Fabulous Mqw Orleans or whatever.

x

The other enclosure speaks for itself. It 
looks as though we might have Lois and Sssae Mae 
on our laps, - assuming we survive the holidays.

A letter to hand from little Miss Alberta today 
spoke of nothing of any particular interest. She was 
writing the Madam to congratulate her on her outing, 
for she had learned from Sister that the Madam was 
spending Thanksgiving with her in Shreveport. This 
bit of information wa something of a surprise to 
the Madam who, so far as she or I know, was never 
even invited for Thursday last past, even though she 
has had an invitation, of a year's standing to visit her 
daughter.

Aside from a heap of talk, I can’t present 
much of a picture for myself covering today's achieve
ments. I did drag Mr. Bachelier to Arenbourg with me 
and there dug holes for the Japanese Live Oaks whch 
came to hand from mobile. I find it good to let the 

sun shine into the places prepared,for receiving plants of 
this type. Up to the present, writing, 1 haven’t been 
able to find out what a Japanese Oak may be, - a tree or 

a shrub, Mr. Bachelier is going to write me about it 
as soon as he reaches home and can consult his encyclopaedia. 
The speimens were sent without being balled, and I'm uncer
tain if they will survive transplanting , what with their 
roots quite barren. I have placed the roots in water 
tonight, and shall plant them on the morrow. If they 
survive, - and they turn out to be trees, - that wil 1 * 
be fine, - and if they don't survive, we shall of course 
be out of the purchasing price, but that is all. But 
as for a third alternative, tf they do live and turn out 
to be shrubs, r these are about three feet in height as 
they reach Are hbourg, I shall merely transplant them to 
another situation, planting sme live oaks in their
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places, - on the terrace, - where, - when and if 
grow they are expe cted eventually to lend snade to 
a ail fltv of the maison de la reine.

Mr* Bachelier returned home ahout 3 p.m. , and 
after devoting an hour to my patient who seems to grow 
increasingly frail, I unpacked a flock, of crepe myttle, 
trimmed them properly and placed them in water in a big old 
Spanish olive oil jar; Bring and early on the morrow I 
shall set them out at Arenbourg flanking the pears and 
persimmons on the Horth-^outh drive, so that they will 
eventually illumine Units Ho. 2 and Ho, 1. 1 have
asked Hew Roads Hursery to substitue red-red crepe myrtles 
for the Sweet ulives they failed torsupply from our 
recent ordep, — and these, mixed with the white crepe myrtles, 
will intensify each other and look quite gay, x think.
„ f The annual shuffle that transpires at this season 
of* tie year, - B^cember and January, - made itself felt 
again today when Elmer, the big dumb lady who used to cook 
at Melrose, returned to take up he residence here after 
having 1 ■;f t the place in 1940, It was that remark ble 
Elmer who roasted the turkey so beautifully, servicing 
the same on a huge platter at a table full of guests, - 
none of the instides of the bird having been removed.

X think it is about time for Elmer's husband,to 
return fro Angola Prison where he was sent in 1940 for 
having killed a hill-billy deputy sheriff who interferred 
with the darkies when they were playing c-rds at 
the saloon across the bridge. Everybody seemed agreed 
at the time that the death of the hill-billy was of 
compar tively little interest, although the subsequent 
caseccaeedcc caused lots of talk, because it was said 
J. n. contrive to get the man sentenced to 7 or 8 
years fenstead of being executed. How that Elmer has 
returned to Melrose, - bringing six more c il^ren with her 
than when she left, - I reckon you might say she had pre
pared a fcome and family fpr her husband when the prison 
doors swing wide. I hope he will not return here, even 
thought he is alright, for I presume the hill-billies 
would be likely to attempt what they did not succeed in 
getting the -Law to effect. , •

There was something paradoxical in the names of 
the man'and woman in that Johnson houseold, as mentioned able, 
for the man was Victorine and the wife Elmer, makting 
very little sense to anyone unaccustomed to,Cane River 
ways, - t - <

, ■ ’■ ’ - • *it is said Lr.,Wenk passed by the big house last night,
heading toward Shreveport after dark. It seems he didn’t 
kill a bird in his oawn to dusk hunt", but his hunting 
dogs stirred up a couple of skunks which properly 
sprayed them, lending atmosphere,to the day

■December 3rd, 1947.

Memorandum: «
It's, been abusy day, both at Arenbourg and Melrose, 

for I rushed about like a chicken on a hot griddle, trying to 
get things planted before the clouded sky let down in rain.

I got my work done alright, but the clouds didn't 
-"come across", but rather faded out of the picture without 
letting down a dr.op and tonight the sky is as clear as a 
ball.

Peter helped a at Arenbourg where we set in the 
Japanese Live ^aks and pruned them severely, and, not 
leaning* too heavily on the possibility of rain, watered them 
.mightily from the Cane River source below, the terrace.

We also got’ in a dozen white crepe myrtle, loosened 
up the dirt all around your tiny mimosas and devoted ourselves 
a little to eliminating Bermuda grass <from the nandinas. 
Counting out time for three trips b: ck to Melrose to clean 
up odds and ends of mail, contact Celeste on business for 
t e big house and a couple of rounds with my patient, - 
and you get a general idea of my morning.

In the afternoon, J- worked, with that scoundrel, Bam 
Brown, attending to some planting in- the lelrose gardens.
I also called on Madam Regard during the afternoon, for she 
was alone at homo, Celeste having gone, to town for bridge. 
Madam Regard explained her sorrow for J. R, , who tries to 
be so kind to ^eleste, she says, but it is impossible to 
do anything with Celeste when she feels like going on an 

„ "emotional bender". f I reckon Celeste thinks she knows 
how to handle her husband, and thus far she seems to have 
succeeded in everything except love. I can think of no Henry 
with whm it would he a picnic to live, nor can I 
imagine living with Celeste, so prhaps the match is 
a perfect one, since one impossible element can aot 
as counter-irritant on the other, and so keep the 
home fires burning. Of course poor Madam Regard is the 
one to be pitied, since she must forever be playing out 
the role of innocent bystander, although she says J, H, 
is always ever so kind to her and that the brick-bats always 
come from her own daughter.
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The incoming mail wasn’t of much interest, al
though there was a folder from Bssae Mae containing 
some photographs which her staff had taken here a month 
or so ago. Three of the pictures were excellent These 
are the photographs that are k to be used for library 
publicity, and in acknowledgeing receipt of them, I must 
point out to ^ssae Mae that the one interior view, showing 
the bookshelves banking the west wall in this house, and 
flanking the fireplace on whose andirons appear the iron 
letters "L" and "S", had better be eliminated from 
public circulation, since, as you may r call, there 
have been minor i flurries of controversyas to 
whether there be any Saxon books at Melrose.

And just to round out the dullness of this letter,
I must speak to you tabout certain hill-billy music that 

clogs the air waves throughout the Great Southwest, - es
pecially between 5 and 7 a.m. daily. Apparantly the 
untutored love the "folksie" gospel hymns and tear- 
jerking tunes, for most of these are heaving sponsored 
"Blood on the Saddle" seems to be quite popular, having 
to-do with a cowboy killed while on the range. "Born to 
loose" is another one in the secular group enjoying 

, wide appeal. "Bust on the Bible" stands out prominently 
among those in the religious section. But this morning 
I heard one, - obviously serious and intended for 
those clamoring for simplified hymns of worship, but 
the first line, - the only one I retain in my mind, seemed 
to approach the sacreligious. It’s opening bar was*
"Jesus was Mary’s darling, but they left hfibm on the tree". 
I bumped into it about 5 a.m., while searching for the 
morning weather report. Within an hour I had proff that I 
was not the only one in this area who had heard it, for a 
negro passed this way, asking me if ’’tree" sometimes 
meant Gross", - and I allowed as how I thought it did.

And did 1, - or did I not, - tell you about another 
aspect of m ary Frances becoming Mrs. Joseph Armstrong, 
tfell, here is a new f^cet. Glepience’s first born child is 
Frenehie who lives in Natchitoches* Some years ago he 
married a lady who had one son, -.Joseph Armstrong, - and 
so it turns out that by and, large, the recent nuptials 
actually joined members of the same family together, al
though neither party was blood-kin,

~nd so to feed.

Beoember 4th, 1947.

Memprandum: . . ,. ... t
How nice to see your letter to the Madam in t&is 

morning’s post.
And how,good of you to tell us so many interesting 

things and to send along so many interesting clippings.
Dr. Knipmayer’s arrival prevented us from finishing the 
clippings, reviewing the Kane opus. We had explored 
the radio weekly schedule, and blessed be you for having 
red penciled the appropriate spot, for my patient would 
never have found it. I ’m sure the program, coming in 
Hew York at 8, is broadcast from here at 7, and I assume 
it is ovep the Columbia net work. How that we know the day 
and the hour, I shall be able to find it with dispatch.

It is characteristically thoughtful of you to offer 
to send the page weekly, and the Madam said she thought it 
would be nice* tBut we have the Sunday Himes, wherein it 
appears, I beli ve, and we can eventually consult it, - 
should occasion arise, although my patient would 
never be able to fathom its intricacies. We are almost 
as good as the inhabitants of#Shangrilar, for today 
we got around to open the package containing the Sunday Times 
of August 3rd.

It was good to learn that your Thanksgiving went off 
alright. Eleven guests about the board sounded formidable, 
although there is sometimes strength in numbers, and 

rest, too, I think, for although a crowd isn’t the ideal 
medium for loosing one’s self, still it does offer 
something of a haven on occasion.
t And I must congratulate you on your success in 
havii^ found time, - I hope you didn’t steal too much 
from your normal sleeping hours, - to wade through The 
Cathedral. I shall be interested to learn if you did or 
did not like i-t.t I do like it, - both for its type of 
story and for the number of old acquaintances I recognize 
among the characters. For instance, I once knew 
a Senator’s wife who might have been the model for the wife 
of *«rchideacon Brandon. If Walpool had only added one more 
touch, - tjae s *s wife’s stockings were always

enator
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twisted, • the protrait would have "been identical.
There was something about the duaghter of the 

house that reminded me so much, - her little visit into 
the toy shop with the young Lord, - that s mehow 
put me in mind of one I have known and cherished for ever 
so long, - I nearly wrote, - for ever.

And I suppose the vilany, - if indeed it was that, of 
Gannon Aondah, - I know not how to spell the name, - in- 

him, I suppose, I deteot little prisms of myself, - and so 
on down the line. )

A year or so ago, you may recall, I expressed the thought 
that the girl friend might enjoy the book. How that you have 
•read it, what do you think. Do set me straight on this^ 
point, so that I may the better guess in the future .if it 
is the type of thing that would appeal to her.

In a way, I wish I had read the book under my own steam 
in times gone bye. It may be that *the rendition on the 
Heading machine influences my enthusiasm* for it is well 
done, even though Mr. Scourby didn't do it, - although 

•he should have. * m ~
On the local front, the weather has been the most 

pleasant feature of the past 24 hours. It has been 
delightful for our side, - fairly warm, - in the 70's,

"and an almost steady, gentle rain has been falling all 
afternoon and evening. This, of*course, is perfect for 
the newly planted things at *renbour£ which thus get off 
under favorable auspices* -

On the strength of it, - not really, however, - but 
merely because i found another opportunity to round up some 
more white crepe myrtles, - which seem ever so scarce,
I ordered a few more today, and shall be expecting some deep 
red ones to sprinkle in with the white ones already planted 
within the next few days* « « * •

t

I found "My Native Land getting too involved in 
Balkan minor politics to interest me much, and the gruesome 
historical aspects of the developements were wearing, - 
such as the enthronment and vr owning, of a political leader 
a few hundred years bank on a red hot iron throne with a 
red hot crown. And so, to be rid of such horrors, I 
took up the next thing noming to hand,* - "One World Or None", 
being a report by the several outstanding scientists of the 
Atomic developement, - and LoJ the first chapter was 
a detailed account of the doings in the doomed city when 
the first atom bomb cascaded from on high. That was 
certainly not a step in the right direction. ~ <
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December 5th, 1947.

Memorandum: <
A nice fat letter in today’s post from your direction, 

and another from Baton Houge from Gharles, - two items 
which will afford me ever so much pleasure over the week end, 
for f assume that my Ethopian who absented himself in 
twon yesterday, will have returned by tomorrow,- 
sometime after the out-going mail has departed.

This morning's radio carried an announcement of the death 
of 54 year old Mr. Wurtell (Iknow not how it is spelled. He 
married the Madam's niece, - Stephen Garret?s daughter,- 
aged 18 or 20, - a couple of years ago, - and they had 
one daughter. They live near New Hoads on a 5,GOO 
acre plantation, and J. H* says the clerk and I should 
go down to console the widow, since her husband undoubtedly 
left her somethin well over a million. It seems he 
^invented a number of improvements for cane cutting 
machines. According to the radio, ^r. Wurtelle recommended 
a fund to which he made the intitial contribution of five 
thousand dollars a number of years ago, - the purpose of 
the fund being,-- seventy millions,*- to purchase the 
Polish Corridor and city of Danzig. That suggestion,- 
although X remember the publicity attending it, - remains 
hazy in my memory so far as details were concerned. I 
can't recall just*what was to be done with the Corridor 
after we had bought it, - and I can't think from whom the 
purchase was to be made. Probably Poland or the 
League of Nations held title, and I presume the item 

• was to be pesent to Hitler, on the assumption that the 
Corridor was all he wanted in this world to make him 
happy. The funeral is on the morrow, and as that is 
Saturday, the clerk will be busy in the store and I shall 
have pilgrims, - and these points I made clear to J. H., 
pointing out to him-that after all the young- widow is his 
cousin, - net ours, - and that his experience in dealing 

in larger bank notes than I betters quantifies him for 
assisting the lady in attending to her fortune.

What went be so fun^y for the widow will be the fact 
that Sister, - if she hears of the business, will fly 
down forthwith ,o take full charge, - if she can.

iff, 
air m

,g:
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X haven't made up my mind as yet if I 
hA noble or'am lust naturally acting soft-headed, for 
[ continue to read "One World or None* , not comprehending 
hplf the meanings of succeeding pages, bometimes I 
"et the impassion I might he a little less dense on atomic 
"matters if I finished the book, and other times I am 
convinced1 that tie Whole effort is sheer "aste of time. But 
t +■ >,4 yiir I cshAil comulete the volume, - just in hopes—  _
1 m ig h t  find one chapter designed for kindergarten consu^ion 
and that will suite me just fine,

‘tA* truth is that I haven't anything else to hand 
at the moment, and so it n».y be that I m just another _
old Isaac iirwin, reading a cook to?i during tne -ivil ,a , 
because he didn t have antaing else to hand.

Yesterday's rain continued gently through the 
nighti and what with the warmth that attends tne ram, 
m tveed pulling at Arenbourg ever. so easy to«Uy.
It*s loo eaily to tell if the hive 0*ks have survived 
their transplanting, but so far they look pert as a 
ueaeock I spent mist if my time'figuring out where I want 
to plant additional things which should be coming to hand 
next week. I also taked out a new hast-.Jest line, along by 
Alohonse's line, where I want to set in gome Switch 
t ; L  in Unit - I 1 As soon as the current d a m p n e s s e s  
uc a little, I°shall start digging holes for aaditonal 
orepe myrtles, switch cane, roses,^to. I am also 
trvine to figure out where I can set out some more daj oaills 
which6! got'lrim Caroline but haven't planted as yet, 
plus some few hundred narsissus bulbs which ought to 
be permanently placed right now. sometimes I am 
forced to plant things temporarily, but I try^to < void that 

whenever possible, even though the Madam s method of 
sticking anything in,the ground »hete8pase^is available 
does save a lot of wear and tear on the gray matter.

. Aside from these personal considerations, I have 
other thoughts running through ray mind concurrently. My 
patient is going down hill every day. Unapetizingfo
is perhaps the primary reason. Since the -enrys don t 
know palatable from unpalatable food, they cannot 
appreciate the present problem, oeleste is a fine coon, 
and I*m wondering if I could slip her artistry onto 

the ~adam s plate daily or if it would be better to 
trv shipping the iladam off some place. About all sne 
eats now is an egg and H piece of toast in the morning,- 
and that's all. It’s a curious situation, - tons ot 
money, tons of*ingredients, - and the titular head of

* * . . .  .. . . .. i ^ ~ a? — n v -M fiVi Vmmmmmmm. . . - -

December 7th, 1947,
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I have had the pleasure of treasuring in my mind your 
perfectly elegant letter of Tuesday, - my Hthopian having 
arrived on schedule on Saturday.

So many thinteresting things' to remark upon, and 
so much am I indebted to you for having shared so mahy 
particulars with me.

And how readily can I subscribe my feeiihgs as to the 
praise you pour out in I», J.’s direction. She is not the 
type of person one has to know intimately before one senses 
how grand and how noble she really is. I saw her but dimly 
but once, - and yet somehow the sensation was sufficient to 
make ray belief receptive to everything you say about her.
How grand that she has you, that you'have her, - that 
you both have each other, Nothing, nothing nothing' in this 
wide, wide world is so precious, and never shall I cease my 
thanksgiving to God that you both, during'these years, 
find yourselves in such wonderful proximity^t '

It was good to learn that Willie was once more on the 
scene, I1m sure it made things better all the way 'round.
And the nicest part about it is that one step in. the right 
direction always offers hope that another will follow, once 

m the initial one has been made.
And thanks, tool*. for all the news from abroad - from 

both sides of the Iron Ourtain. ‘ I had neter thought 
about the point you made regarding supervised elections.
Purely we have been deceived into thinking that if an election 
is held fairly, that is all that matters, whereas, - as 
in the case oited, - the election doesn't mgan thing if, 
on the day following, the successful cnadidate is prevented from 

functioning in his newly elected post. Up to the present, it 
somehow seems to me that the reporters have always concentrated 
on events up to the counting of the votes, * and somehow 
have gone on to somethin^ else on the next day.

t

What a coincidence "that you should have discove.ed 
particulars about the forth-coming Kinsey book so soon after 
we had discusssed the matter. I can't get over the 

. fact that the author * spells his name in the same fashion as
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does little Miss A; Somehow their lines of endeavor and their 
differenoes of mind makes it seem almost as though they 
couldn't possibly have the same name.

It was good of you to quote at length regarding certain 
aspects of the study, as revealed by ”47". I should never 

have known about the findings mentioned, - especially regard- 
ing the racial manifestations, had you not been so thoughtful 
as to pass it along to me.

The fact that Dr. Kinsey doesn't attempt to establish 
a normal unitl(by which the rest of the people shall be 
judged as "Ah or ”Sub", - or whatever, somnds to me as though 
his approach is in the right direction. In view of his 
determination to avoid setting up any ideal type somehow 
swings one's thoughts back to the Greek concept of the 
individual, - certain aspects of which seem to have been 
so completely forgotten with the pssage of time and the 
great excitement about all kinds of personalities which 
this self-styled "authority" or that has tried to palm 
off on humanity during the past couple of ys thousand 
years, as being something quite special. Just before 
your letter arrived, I chanced to be reading the 
Code or Oath of Hypocrates, which, as I understand it, all 
students must subscribe to prioi to being crown with their 
degree of M. D. One somewhat astonishing paragraph'in the 
Code or Dath, somehow touches upon what I assume to be 
some of the Kinsey findings, - namely, Hypocrates declares 
that when summoned to the home of a sick person, he 
promises himself to have no relations, - sex, - with

* any members of the household, male or female, slave or free 
which, - if this Code is still subscribed to today, as I believe 
it-must be, probably sounds somewhat odd to the audience,- 
if they ever pay any attention to the rigamarole that goes on 
at such times, I must ask the lady doctor about this 
pointfc - which, in a way, considering the mental outlook 
of some physicians P know,’ has something about it that closely
•resembles 6 and 8 year old youngeirters being confirmed by 
the ^atholic ^hurch, who solemnly and sing-songingly declare 
among other things, that they believe in the Immaculate

* wonception, - any understanding of whidh, I presume, they 
can't possibly have ths vaguest notion.

Somehow, on this anniversary of Pearl ^arbor, I wasn't 
surprised to learn of the death of Dr. Nicholas Murray Butler,
I admired him on several counts, - his international viewpoint, 
his stand in defiance of the hide-bound when he came out 
straightfoward against Prohibition, etc. I hear nothing 
about his daughter, *arah Schuyler Butler whom I knew a 
little before her marriage, I think, to an "nglishman. ...
So many things to talk about.....

itii

1
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December 8th, 1947.

Memorandum: C . -
A. flock of letters in today's post, including one from 
Budolph, Dora Bobinaand so on, - not to mention a Wednesday 
Memorandum from your own immediate neighborhood.

Circumstances prevented my Sthopian from undertaking 
more than a single one, - so naturally I automatically 
seleoted yours. The rests can well await another day.

I shall barge right into an answer or two, in response 
to questions: -

I think the idea of a reading suppqrt for the Madam is 
the most perfect thing I have ever heard of, - and so timely 
at this Christmas when she constantly foregoes reading 
larger magazine or heavier books because they are so 
difficult for her to support. I think fe your inspiration 
marvelous and I know the lady will be tickled pink with 
such a surprise, - and a gift of the utmost practicality,- 
for I know she will use it morning and afternoon each day.
May I c ongratulate you.......

And you aqk about the Dorothy Dix biography, and ip 
response,. P agree with your post script that this item 
undoubtedly covers the Miss Dix of Massachusetts rather than 
the J-ouisianna lady of love-lorn fame. But I'm wondering 

if the ^adam might not be genuinely inter sted in the Mass
achusetts Miss, for P think her life was sufficiently original 
to appeal to the Madam. I doubt if she knows much about 
the lady, even as I might say for myself. If memory serves, 
it was the Massachusetts Miss who turned things upside down 
in her home State when she began investigating prison 
conditions, etc,, and, thanks to her noble self expenditures, 
started a ball rolling that ultimately revolutionized the 
social consciousness of the nation. For the most part, the 
Madam likes quite modern biographies because of their 
brevity, but this publication of the *90's ought to contain 
much to excite her interest, regardless of its style.

.And another question you ask, I cannot answer: - "v7hat 
can~P think up to make you do more work at this busy shopying 
time. It is thrice noble of you to recall your former offer 
at this busy, busy season, and I bless you fo.r it, - but

' m  ■
m m
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I honestly can’t think of a thing As I don t get to town,
I shall parcel out a few things to various ones, - gifts that 
have come to me during the year, - which I have set aside, - 
such as sore wine which iSssae Mae gave me, - which f snail 

give to ^eleste, and a "bottle of whiskey that Poynie Saye me 
last summer, which 1 shall give to the Horsleys, and a bo le 
of Sherry which the Rands gave me, which i shall give to 
the knipmayers. The latter gift is the most contemptible on 
my part, for I don t much like Sherry to start with, - being a devotee of *ort,- <so that gift wont be very blessed, as 
for the Madam, I am giving, her some rose Rushes to repine 
some of hers that were killed by the summer heat, - and 
that w i l l  about wind up the white folks department,- 
and Aurellia has already been taken care of through the 
gift you have already sent in  the, form 0 1  dress material, - 
and she’s go i n  to  he _^u^'sier about tne whole thing than

1 ' 2713
i . g .t .<* %

any of the o t h e r s  named i n  t h i  paragraph*

Fo l lo w in g  tne r a i n s  of  Thursday f n d - F r i d a y ,  we got  
o lenty  more l a s t  n i g h t ,  w ith  much banging o i  an e l e c t r j . c  storm,
I was enchanted, * and e s p e c i a l l y  so because the oitter grip 
on the middle west hasn’t' sagged this far &outh, so that 
everything at "renbonrg is making the most of the 
moisture. It was so wet today that I couldn t plant 
some of the watermelon red nr pe myrtles that came in 
today’s post, - some I had ordered from Mew Roads, -̂ a. , to 
intensify the white ones set., out last- weeii. If the weather 

fairs off a bit on the morrow, I shall try and get them in then.
» « « # * * * v.. : '• • .

Today was one of those very busy days in the social 
department, - mostly on the colored side, and so I shall 
do little reading or radioing tonight, I guess., before 
big day, two people had passed this way for letters to be 
written, :and before they had left *->am Peace ana ban Brown 
both came for one each. Before "urellis had picked up the 
boudoir, A ttrice1s papa, -  nBee-de© Boy .came by, and 
close on his heels came Jc’etar, and-* g* ̂ e them both a pot 
of coffee I hadn t got around to do anything with, - being 
convinced the fifst one I had finished off was sufficient.

*n interlude with the Madam and incoming mail, and 
more callers, including nit tie -̂ ing and ^ix uix, and then 
after lunch came ^r. J r̂ew, - pressed ror time, but equal to 
one letter, Then came Robert Anthony from Little River, and ^
while he was here the Lady ^octor and husband and Raul Weiat, 
up from Rew urleans, - and so on and so forth ihrow in 
three brief calls from white pilgrims and the usual 
plantation contacts, qnd you understand why the days can 
speed along so fast when it rains down this way# -- 
Again ray sincerest thanks to you for your nice, nice letter 
and frour generous offer to do .shopping on my behalf. How 
noble 'you are.. .....

December 9th, 1947,

Memorandum: f - -■ : '■ ■
It has teen a fairly 1°H£ day if n°t particularly

fruitful, and at 10:30 tonight, as 1 k e?nr ? e -for a little chat, the rain is cascading in torrents, 
delighting me no end, since we can still take much before 
making up for lost moisture during the summer.

I'm not much in favor of planting things when the 
Attrth is so damp, but neither am I in favor of leaving 
things, arriving by post, unplanted for too long. Accordingly,
I set in a number of red crepe myrtles thiw morning, 
to give variety and intensity to the white ones plated 
last week along the West line of bnit o. 1, - ^ a1 " 
the pears, persimmons and gardenias bordering the orth
South dri^e.

I took a quick look at the Japanese Rive Oaks and
found them looking rather puny. It’a sorne 
are going to make a go od it, and I shall set in som 

young giant Louisiana Rive uakS in close proaximi y 
the Japanese ones, so that if the one type fails, the 

others may succeed,
I also experimented a bit with the remains of a "big 

old fig tree, not being quite certain what I wanted to 
with it but being curious at the same time to try something 
or other. Last year about this time, 1 cut down the ̂ rrfntlv 
trunk of a big old fig tree near the Alphonse gate. Apparently 
it was the trunk of the tree that was faulty and not the roots, 
for during the summer about 75 sturdy shoots came up, 
attaining a height of 8 to 10 feet. °^j;0l'sly tc 6 
old roots are full of vigor, and so 1 cut all the shoots 
back to the ground, save one single one in the middle.
I shall let this one climb as far heaveward as it 
pleases, for it will provide some desired shade for 
some delicate yellow roses nearby and for an ever blooming 
gardenia. If it grows another 10 feet this year, it 
will be unlike any fig tree around, for usually they 
branch and spread two or three feet from the ground. But 
this one’s umbrella will be nice, - if odd, - and the 
Hrids will love the fruit, unmolested, so high in the air.

■
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At 6:30 tonight, the Worsleys dropped hy, bring
ing Ĵ aul Veidt with them. Rhey had mentioned spending the 
even ng in ^loutierville yesterday. An accident brought 
the lady doctor up this way, - to sew up a couple of 
peoole wrecked in an automobile accident, and so they 
made the most of their presence in the neighborhood to 
pick me up. But what with the pouring rain outside,
I suggested we remain here, and so we chatted until I 
took this pen in hand. Paul Veidt told me that Jack Lester 
discoverd the Code which ^homas Jefferson and Phillip 
Nolan used in their correspondence, - the same Oode 
employed by General "ilkinson and old Daniel oiark, the 
younger. It seems that Lois’s late husband took the 
dode - I believe it was fdund somewhere near Gold Spring 
plantation, horns of Carmichael, - together with 
several letters, including some from'General “ilkinson, 
and in New Orleans, disposed of the letters ana the bode to 
some member of the Wilkinson family, - from which moment 
these treasures disappeared so far as anyone knowing 
as to their fate or disposition. General il^inson, while 
serving as a commanding General*Of the u. Army, was 

on the payrole of Spain, and in his contest with Aaron Burr, 
his correspondence was eagerly sought for, - but never found. 
Isn’t it a pity ilr. tester disposed of this invaluable 
material without at least having it photostated;

On the home front, a typical "doings” transpired at 
this bend of the River yesterday. You may recall reference to 
Elmer, the former cook, just returned to take up her 
residence at Melrose. Well, ~lmer installed herself on 
Saturday and proceeded to have a baoy on Monday. I 
saw one of the children at the store this morning. © 
casually remarked: “Mama done had a baby yesterday but it 
didn’t live and so I se lookin for a packin box to 
rig up a coffin. "

I began looking for one, too, and Lo.’ we found a 
fine ope, stamped "Campbell s Pork and Beans .

-“■nd so the boy trudged down to his boat on the bank, 
crossed the river and disappeared with his fine new coffin. 
Later in the morning I saw him again and he reported that 
the home made coffin had fitt'ed just fine. He said he 
had buried the baby in it on a low shelf near the margin of 
the river where 1 had planted bamboo last February*

Of course Rt&ts laws require a burial certificate, but 
the minds of these simple folk are free oi all such con- 
fucjions and ^r ^nipmayer will never learn of this 
littl^flaSin^and extinghi shing of hum.n life that flares 
and dies so quietlj in this strange, unearthly region...
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December 10th, 1947.

Memorandum: <
X got on with some more mail today, primarily 

your nice letter of Thursday, which delighted me 
withal aiid not the least because I could momentarily 
share your nice evening with you from Zweig to Mozart.

I think you were very kind to say the nice thinngs 
you set down regarding thoughts arising in your 
mind on reading of Rilke, and I must confess I 
was moved to want to merit thosa observations ever 
so much more than I obviously do not.

I shall write old Xenophon P* Smith; tonight, 
asking that Rilke be includes in ialking Books. X 
should ever so much like the Poems and the letters you 
mention. I have several times requested this or that 
volume of letters be recorded, but so far as I know, 
none have ever been. Rilke will be as gooda one to 
start hammering away on as any. How nice if Mr.

Scourby might be the reader.
It was good of you to include something of a 

portrait of Rilke, as revealed by his biographical 
data. Somehow I was surprised to lea-rn of his birth as 
having transpirea in 1875,- and I can’t say why the date 
surprised me. I think it is unfortunate that Mr.
Zweig didn't remain longer with us, for I should 
imagine he might well have been th person to do a 
sympathetic account of the poet’s life.

And Rilke brings Rodin to mind, and that reminds me 
you ask about the three Meudons, - having found but two 
in the Baedecker. Perhaps I creaded one, so Baedecker 
isn’t to be blamed for omitting one. As I recall 
you found Meudon-Yal-Pleury, - which embraces the 
valley of Meudon, running along the Beine, and 
covering the ridge of the hill above the valley where 
Rodin's studio was located. Further to the 
Vest of this vdlley, where the ridge bends back into 
another geographical unit, - nearby, to be sure, but 
distinctly a different setting is Bas-Meudon, where, as •
I recall, Mr. Renault used to make his fine automobiles,- 
and as the name suggests, definitely on a low plane between 
the river and the ascending heights.

And then comes "my" Meudon, or could 1 ape the
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Marly-le Roi in this case by styling the place 
Meudoa-le-Moi.” In any event, further along the ridge, 
beginning a Bas-Meudon, - and dominating the heights, 
is the, site of the Chateau de Meudon, home of Louis XIV's 
eldest son, - le Grand Dauphin. The - chateau, as I 
recall, was burned by Bismark’s troops in 1870 or 
1871, when the chateau of St. Cloud, further along, 
was also des troyed. The terrance of Meudon remainds, 
however, and is heroic and wonderful, - giving- a 
marvelous view of the general direction of country 
toward Paris. .Many old buildings of the 17th century 
remain just outside the gates to the royal park, and at 
the far end of the terrace from the entrance gate stands 

t„n .Observatory,, which isn't so far from the Renault 
factory, - although on a much higher altitude, fortunately.

So I guess Meudon-le-Moi is about the same thing 
as the one e about which you wpre reading, although 
3* eddeckar probably didn’t think, the enormous terrace 
md historic site.worthy of s* ace. In the 18th century, 
starting out from the chateau of Bagatelle in the Sois 
ne Boulogne, one might, follow along the Seine for 
20 or SO miles and never be beyond a splendid park,- 
most of the royal or "presque royale”, - Mme. de 
Lambaile's property, whose name I forget, Meudon of 
the Grand Dauphin, Bellevue of Mme. de Pompadour, St.
Cloud of,-arie Antoinette, St. • Germain of Louis XVI, 
Marlyple-Rpi, - and so. on and so forth. But forgive me 
for rehearsing all these delicious old places, which 
certainly must make mighty dull reading. I will add one 
more reference to Meudon of the Grand Dauphin, - the 
one I have claimed as ”le Moi", - and that is to. re
call that St, Simon has several references to this- 
self same Chateau de Meudon,, and if memory serges, therexac 
is an hilarious account of the sudden and unexpected 
quitting of the Chateau by Louis XlV and his entire Court,- 
I believe at the time of the Gxand Dauphin’s death, when 
the whole Jourt9quite unannounced suddenly flew off to 
Marly where the care takers of that Chateau had not 

been advised of the King*, impending arrival, throwing 
that latter place into,a confusion that was incredible.
Ihis episode.may not be in your edition of St. Simon, for 
so much has to be„omitted from his writings to bring 

for a two ox three volume edition that it is only 
by chance the same accounts get in the same abridged 
editions.

Lord, - how I ve run away witty myself. And I 
wanted to talk about the Magic Piute and at my Pleasure 
in knowing you had such a delightful eveing. I must say 

~t tilat more I listen to Mozart and Hayden and Handel, 
the more I think all three of them caught and wrapped up 

the 18th century iij their music, - and that Mozartfmore 
neatly than anyone else. I think I have an English 
St, Gimon in a couple pf volumes covering the ^eudon reference 
and if your edition doesn1

or yu should oare to
J L . jl
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December 11th, 1S47.
c

Memorandum: * ,

Enipmayer Lay and the good doctor brought his wife 
with him, and from them we learned much about the festive 
decorations which Natchitoches inaugurated for 1947 on 
Saturday last past.

«

Although it is a small town,, its Christmas decorations 
are widely talked about in the Gulf States area, for 
the city fathers, recognizing the rather unique possibilities 
offered by a.civic layout that is unusual^ seem to have 
long made the most of the arrangements.

I think you know that the main thoroughfare is lined 
with stores on but one side of the street, - the West side, 
and that the Mast curb opens on a park giving on Cane 
River, running pe rallel to the business district. The 
electric pieces, - red hearts, wreathes and candles, Manta 
Claus, etc., are ;set up on the far bank of the river, so 
that people in the business district, glancing Eastward, 
see not only the striking electric displays but also their 
duplication on the smooth surface of Cane River where they 
repeat thgmselves nightly from now untifc January.

Beginning with the grocery store, - called the Jitney Jungle, 
at the Southern extremity of the busniess section, all the 
stores "orthward for a quarter or half mile, cooperate 
with each other and the College, in designing window 
displays of a Biblical nature, terminating at the Ford 
Sales Company. By beginning at the lower end of the 
district, one may walk for 8 or 10 blocks, viewing the 
succeeding seenes in each successive window, - bealutifully 
executed sets, much or the hanidiwork being done by 
the Pine Arts Department of the College,

According to Dr, Knipmayer, the first window, dispaly 
depicts Adam and Eve being exiled from Eden, but 1 regret I 
cannot record more of his account, for his opening lin&* 

was so striking, albeit unknown to him, that I missed all 
the rest:

•- ' t "v' " *■ ‘‘ *

”ln the first place, ” he explained, ’’there's God
driving Adam and Eve from the Jitney Jungle........ and
it ends up with fhe Navitity in the Ford Sales window”.

Alright....
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On the home front, the day was what the drakies call 
"airish", - low clouds, a chill breeze and the thermometer 
hanging around 44,

In the monring’s post came a card from Waxahachie 
Dursery, from a town by the same name in Texas, saying 
my order for a dozen white crepe myrtles was being shipped 
on the 10th, - and accordingly I disregarded the "airish-ness * 
and flew up to ^renbourg where Peter and I dugg holes 
about the "elephant traps", in anticipation of the 
plants arriving on the morrow or Saturday. A little 
later in the season, or possibly next year, I'll get 
some red crepe myrtles to be interspersed in each of 
these semi-circles. I am setting the curve about ten 
feet back from the margin of each "trap", so there may 
eventually be a pleasant little walk between the crepe myrtle 
border and the margin* and sometime or other I shall place 
a dozen Chinese magnolias on a similar curve, so that the 
later will provide blossoms there in the Spring while the 
crepe myrtles will glorify the deep summer - m o n t h s -

Last night I tuned in on all Columbia stations to 
discover Lionel* barrymore at the hour you indicated on 
the radio guide, but discovered him not at all, as apparantly 
his product is not being advertised this season on the 
Southern net works. A little later in the evening, I 
tuned in on Evelyn Uppenheimer who broadcasts books from 
Dallas. She had ever so many pretty things to say about 
a fine author who had recently visited her, asking her to 
convey over the air to his countless Texas friends his 

kindest regards, - "that most gifted- historian, - both 
of the old and the new South, that brilliant historian, etc., 
etc., Harnett ^ane",t - whose Hatehez book she proceeded 
to review in laudations that were pangyric,

f ; - < $ 1  Cj . '  v  ™  i ' /  " g .  ’ g . . . '  , . i

In today’s post came the catalogue of the American 
Foundation for the blind, listing the recenttitles brought 
out since the September record came to hand. Your friend, Hr, 
Alexander Scourby made the recording with characteristic 
finesse, I was impressed by one word he used in the last 
line of the record: "Recorded for the Am, Foundation for the 
Blind, October, 1947”. Is there' this four month lag, or 
did he mis-read December, I feel impelled to write old 
Xenophon to register "Do enchantment" with the titles 
appearing, on the list, There are three 19th century npels,- 
Dumas, Trollope and s mebody else, - the work of the latter 
having already come to hand and being found quite impossible 
to read There are the usual Ellery *ueen detective stories 
and so on, but.mightly little grist for my mill, I cer
tainly would like to know who makes the selections, and 
since old lenophon wont tell me, I’ll continue to suspect him. 
Perhaps I ’d better* write him a "-‘•'hanks for hing" note 
before folding up.....
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December l&th, 1947.

Memorandum:
t •

J. H, borrowed this machine today while his was 
being repaired, and on the return of? this instrument, I 
find the ribb~on: is kicking up in a most obstreperous 
fashion. I mention* this, since it may "tell all”, if 
this note comes to an abrupt termination.

Outside the weather is wonderful, - sleeting madly, 
and the gardens looking much like they do in the January 

ice storm pictures of last year. According to the 
local weather man, a mass of warm air from Mexico is 
contending for domination with a mass of cold air from 
the Hocky Mountain area, and the battle like seems to 
be drawn over the Louisianna area. Momentarily it 
looks as though the Northern forces were winning, but 
I'm hoping that ’’the dawn’s early light" will show 
that the^outhern cohorts will have come through with 
melting rain clouds.

The brisk breeze from the BOrth -Hast all dey made 
out door labor unpleasant, but I did manage to get a 
few things done at Arenbourg. I transported a few gardenias 
from Melrose, - fine plants I had raised from scratch 
five or six years ago, and I think they may make a go of it 
alright. The present rain and sleet will pack the 
dirt down about these new transplantings, thus adding 
a few more pleasant features to our growing project.

Friday brings the two Hatchitoches weekly newspapers, 
and today * employed the Madam and the clerk to search for 
an account of a miyder that took place in the Parish last 
Saturday night. It might be headlined: "The Brick Yard 
Murder Gase", or some such, for it seems to have taken 

a. place £ o-r 3 miles above town where the birck industry 
is centered in the woods. But nothing- appeared in 
the papers.

I heard about the murder through Little King who 
got it from his step-papa, Puny. It seems, - acco ding 
to their grapevine, that three brothers wee involved, one 
brother chunking the second with a brick and the tnird
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brtoher "stobbing" the second for good measure.
They were the brothers Turner, and one of them 

worked with Puny when the butaine was installed in this 
house. I fotind thb youth a pleasant boy, and I was 
glad to help him with a couple of letters, for he had been 
entranced to see me operating- a typewriter while he was 
working away at the pipes. Naturally I am curious 
to learn if my friend was the victim of the scuffle, or 
he was the chunker of the brick or the yeilder of thd 
"weapon knife”. In hearing the story, my mind wandered 
back to little Marcel*s description of the lower orders 
on the beach at Balbec, faces of violence pessing1 against 
the thin plate glass wndwws, - hungry faces,' - gazing at 
the elegant, refined diners within.....  ‘ -

if
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December 14th, 1947.

Memorandum:
How nice to have your Wednesday letter in Saturday's 

post. I'm sorry you have had such a time with your cold, 
but I*m glad you had the two best nurses in the world to 
look after you, - L. J. and the bed. And I do not wonder 
that with such a combination your recovery was surprisingly 
rapid,

• • ' -•' v .. t

It is good of you to share me so many interesting 
particulars about<the Wedes. What a time they have been 
"having, - and, - at the same time, - how fortunate and 
unfortunate.

I think it the height of paradoxy to go through the 
bombings unscathed and then dump one's self into plate 
glass, - not once but twice. And how eequally curious 
that only the material items were destroyed that had been 
so wisely scattered, while the original repository came 

through without a scratch. Presbyterian predestination' 
was certainly working over time in the Hamburg area, l must 
say.

I can well picture the boistrous apetites that con
fronted the roast, and no wonder nothing was left when 
the prolonged sitting was over. Surely Mr. W. was fortunate 

in his associates in Hamburg and his means of reachii^- 
America. It was have been q ite a long trip by freighter 
from the -̂ lbe to Galv^rzton. You must pardon me for mis
spelling the name of the latter town, - for I believe an 
"s" is used instead of a "&n. I can nover reme ber for cer
tain. As you know, it fox-merly was styled "GiJLvez Town", 
having been named after the Spanish King's Governor of Uatchez* 
and I'm neve, sure if the original letters were retained or 
changed about in the metamorphosis that transpired down through 
the years.

We had a firly quiSt week end in these parts, so far
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as the gentry was converned. And what with rainy weather,
I wasn't able to do much at ^renbourg on Saturday,

This morning about 6:30, I was somewhat surprised 
to see Aurellia enter in response to my "iSntrez", for 
I had expected to see Bam Peace who usually appears along 
about then wî th coffee,

Aurellia was greatly excited, having been up all night 
with Bessie, who, 1 take it, had been s ending the foregoing 
twelve hours in flirting with that old bird called 

the stork. It seems aurellia had sent Andy to me three 
times during the night, to ask if I would call the lady 
doctor, but Aundy had never been able to contact me. That 
seemed odd to me, since I’m forever being awakened during 
the night on a flock of occasions, - the old bird being , 
not the least.

Later Aurellia confided to me that ^ndy, her brother, had 
been mighty frightened each time he came to get me, for he 
had' seen a "tall, thin dark man near the front gate" on 
each attempt. Of course that explained the whole thing,
Andy had never actually made the ijront g«j.te, timid, as he is, 
in the dark. - , ( ,

poor Aurellia was worn out arid worried, looking like 
the tail end of a mis-spent life, and bordering on hysteria.
•°b  she rehearsed her tale of w|oe, she started to cry, - and 
all it all, it was a fine way to get the day started. - accordingly 

, I got her a glass of wine, set some things in motion on the 
automotive front, and before she knew it, Aurellia was 
on her way with Bessie to the vharit#y nospital in Alexandria. 
Aurellia came back in the afternoon and seemed greatly 
relieved that Bessie is in good hands. .Naturally everybody 
on the plantation is dying to learn if the baby about to b ebrn 
turns, out to be white or colored. But any color is boing 
to please aurellia,. - and of course, if the,child is ever 
raised, she will do it and not, that silly Bessie. Up to 
this writing, *we have kept the fact that Bessie is pregnant 

from the ^adam, and so things rock alone; alright.
It is pleasant to report that my own patient is beingnig 

to worry me as mue& this week end by eating too much as 
she did last wee^ by eating nothing. For ,̂ he moment she ,is 
on tlie mend, 1 guess, - and if only we didn’t have to have 
all the Henrys here for vhristmas.

And swinging away to quite something else, did you by 
any chance ever read much about Benjamin Thompson, later 
Lord Rumford, the Massachusetts boy who fought first in the 
ranks of the Americans and then in the British durin ghe 

Revolution, and later, after some years in London, he took 
up life in Bavaria where the Bieotor made him Minister of Mar 
axid Interior. F, said he was one of the 4 men who
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December ML5th, 1947.

Memorandum: •
Obviously 1 mis-dated my letter of last night, which 

should have borne the date of the 14th,
Ana so it rained today, and so my Bthopian.took

himself on a little trip to Alexandria, and sov I haven’t read 
your nice fat letter which arrived in today’s post. But 

that will make tomorrow's dawn the more eagerly anticipated,- 
while I play Patience tonight, operating my Reading 
Machine a bit, and liste ing, I think, to Jeannette 
Macdonald and Del son warble some tunes from "Sweath'e arts’1.

From the enclosure, you will see what is cooking up 
on Peaceable Street in Georgetown, Connecticut. I must 
write the lady a letter forthwith on two accounts, and 
for full measure, I shall ask her if she wont try to fcead 
a page or two of her "perennial Bachelor for the 

American foundation, to whom I have written once or twice 
during the past year on that subject.

I am ashamed to say that I got off the world’s frowsiest 
package to you today. Following the arrival of the post
man this morning, he confided to me that it was generally 

understood in these quarters that packages originating t 
this area might not get through to Manhattan for prer- 
Ghristmas delivery unless started off today, I had no 
idea that such was the situation, and so I merely toss 
a couple of items into a package, without even having 
time to surround thbm with the fine magnolia leaves I had 
selected for decorating purposes yesterday. Please .forgive 
me, if you can. ^nd while apologizing, I must ask you 
also to kindly destroy the paper in which the package is 
wrapped, as I believe I used one bearing myfname on a label 
on the inside of the outer wrapping. What a business.

As for the contents of the package, I shall refer 
to them at a later sitting.

You will possibly find some pragmatic or decorative 
use for the two items that come as a pair. They are somewhat 
historic, if of no use in our contempoary civilization.
It occurs to me that in the realm of trash baskets or some 
such use to which your facile mind my imagine for them,
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they may serve some purpose. If you should discover any 
markings on them, - they are in such a pitiable state, 
perhaps they reveal no markings at all, I should be glad 
if you will pass them, - the markings appearing in the items 
themselves, - and I shall be glad to learn how said markings, 
if any, fit into their history which I shall speak of at another 
go-round.

As for the other item in the package, it will no doubt 
speak for Itself. In it one finds the only racial symbol 
of its^particular type in the developement of its particu
lar sect, and when we get our little white chapel built 
on Mrenbourg, it think it would be lovely to grace the 
•edifice with a bigger and better item of the same persuasion,* 
which, if nothing *else, ought to delight the Africans and * 
floor the mulattoes.

What with the continued percipitation, there wasn't 
much to be done out of doors today. Some roses cams but- 
I didn't plant them since the holes I had dug on Saturday 
for them were still full of water. The Weather Man says 
tomorrow will be fair, and then we shall see what we shall 
set. I did.receive a few little gradenias, - the 
ever blonming variety, and I planted them, setting 
them in to-replace those on the North-South drive which 
the summer's heat had deprived us of.
' '' Last night I read a few lines from Dr. Franklin's pen,- 
a few letters on different subjects which "the first 

civilized American"had written privately on one point or 
another of his scientific pursuits. I found the one in 
which he gave an account of his invention of bi-focal 
glasses quite interesting. He was penning the line from 
Passy, explaining that as he wore spectacles all the time, 
he frequently, when traveling, had found either the 
pair he used for close work, - or the other "in viewing the 
passing prospect”, ‘’not ready to hand”, and hence had con
ceived the idea of-having the two types of convex glasses 

united, Ke further remarked the advantage in earing bi-focals 
at table, for it enabled him to see what was on his plate with 
great readiness, and at the same time, - without changing 
his spectacles, to glance at any person dining at table 
with him whenever they .spoke, - the latter advantage being 
great, as he pointed out, because when one is speaking 
in a language other than his mother tongue, one understands 
the better if one can clearly see the visage of the speaker. 
This set me to wondering if it was customary in the 18th 
century for people to be less restrained in talking across 
the table at people than is considered good manners in these

#

latter days. where ever ^ranklin found himself, I'm
sure the conventions seldom spoiled conversation, but 1 must 
eventually inquire further into this contenpoary custom of 

single-sided table talk to discover from whence it came..,.
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December 16th, 1947.

Memorandum: •• - ■
A marvelous cool day, all sunshine over head, all 

mud puddles under foot.

I got in a few licks at Arenbourg, planting a yellow, 
a red and apink rose bush, spaded both sides of a couple 

short r hedges of nandina and dug 40 or 50 holes to set in 
more louisianna switch cane, the latter to be undertaken 
a little later, - the actual planting.

I am glad to report, that as of today, at least one 
of the Japanese Live Oj.ks looks as though it is going 
to survive, and a few green leaves on the other suggest 
these is still hope that the other may, too.

a heavy frost last night, following all the rain 
of the past few days, rendered curiosities out of the 
bed of butterfly lilies. Before sunup, each tall stalk 
was rigid with its cluster of perfectly form blossoms 
looking exactly like porcelains and shimmering like glass. 
Using a bit of strength, 1 could break off a single 
flower, and looking at it one's hand produced a curious 
sensation of holding an ice encased btiterfly in one's palm.

Reception over the air vas good last night, and the 
music from "Sweethearts" came in beautifully. I never 
thought much of the story but the Herbert score plus 
the Macdonald-Sddy voices suited me to a "f", I also 
was enchanted to stumble over a Geneva broadcast, with 
Mrs. Roosevelt discussing the work being done by the Un. U.

, co mission of which she is( chairman, T believe. Counting 
in an interesting Mix Radio theatre and an excellent summation 
of th personalities, setting and failrue of accomplishments 

at the London conference of ^inisteres, - anaone must admit 
radio can really offer, much, even though the "Bible 
Slappers on Spnday and the hilly-billies, as Dora might 
remark, are pains in the neck on occasion.

I was curious about the identity of the Princess 
Anne who is said is scheduled to marry the Ing Of Rumania.
Some time back x heard her mentioned as a "Princess of 
■‘■'enmark' , but last night she was said to be a
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Bourbon-Parma, snd T'm wondering if you have noticed any 
account of her relationship to the Empresss Zita or 

the latter’s cousins, t
I continue to play at Patience with the mail, I 

understand my Rthopian borrowed his uncle Fugabou's car, 
taking himself to Magnolia to call on kin folk yesterday 
He was back at^Melrose this morning, but not so much 

bent on correspondence as rounding up Big Six and a 
couple of hi friends to help, him bring back the car 

which se ms to have been bogged down somewhere along 
the route. Tomorrow...... I hope......

On the plantation the annual moving urge seems to 
be under full swing. The Bark Duke continues to 

meditate on the matter, silent like a black Boudah, 
trying to make up his mind whether it would be better 
to strike out for the bright lights of Alexandria or the 
deeper darkness of Little River. In the mean time, his 
wife, Maxine, complicates matters by not yet producing - 
an expected child. *

Thfcs afternoon L was smewhat surprised to learn 
that King hunter is moving, for the first time away from 
Melrose, - going up the Bermuda road some five miles to 
the Plantation here the gin burned down a few months 
ago. Cleraence sent me a message yesterday, saying she 
ould like to see me. I haven't been bye as yet, but 
I assume she proposes to move in{to a house not far from 
her son's new location.

So things turn at this curious season. The road 
ever so much suggest Manhattan at its annual autumn 

.turn over, only the impedimenta is different, since 
hogs and mules frequently accojmpany the household 
effects, with the cart or truck piled high with tables 
and chairs, two or three children sitting astride the 
top most object of furniture, clutching to a cat basket, 
with the dogs trailing behind the wagon.
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You know the^e is a vast difference in moving 
household pets of different genus. Before moving a 
stick of furniture, preparatory to moving, one must 
capture the cat and put him in a box. Otherwise the 
pet will sense a move coming on and will fly out of the 
house and one will never see him again. A dog, on 
the contrary, seems to enjoy the impending excitement, and 
frolics around the place, barking and carrying on generally, 
and when the things are all packed and the cart, starts moving, 
he trails along in apparent satisfaction, while the cat 
screams in protest from his incarcerated sitatuion.
I know not if this be but a special ^ane ^iver manifestation, 
but it is invariably the same in local animal customs...
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Memorandum:
Ana so my Rhtopian returned and so I was able to 

enjoy your elegant letter, together with a portion of 
your complete notes on Mrs. Fanny Palmer, the balance 
of which I shall complete on the morrow. *

And may I tell you .that I think you are exceedingly 
noble to go to all this trouble on ray behalf and that 
in such busy times as' these, I do wish you would give more « 
thought to conserving your own energies just a little bit 
more, blessed as are the results of your labors to me. But 
your own go*od health comes first up on the list and I urge 
you to give a thought to yourself sometimes.

I was frankly enchanted to learn that you found some 
exerpts of sufficient interest to share them with L. J., - r 
portions of my recent correspondence. It is pleasant to 
think that smetimes they afford something that you can 
share with others. How often do I thank God for L. J., 
knowing as I do how much it means to you and to her to 
have each other, - someone who understands all, and so 
makes it possible for each of you to shed a tear together, 
toroar over the absurd together, - and someone, - when 

comprehension of certain manifestations come to the service 
beyond anyone's understanding, - someone whose hand may b e 
held tight and one may experience the exquisite sensation 
of genuine compansionship, - when merely wondering at the 

whys and wherefores of strange and curious goings-on about 
one,

Sometime after the bubbub of holidays, I should be 
enchanted if you would give me an opinion as to how the 

Memoranda might be improved. As is obvious from the resdirg 
of them, it must be perfectly clear to you and to her that 
t merely chatter along at the end of the a ay, running 
over the little happenings and the thoughts that come my way 
so that you all may keep abreast of how life manifests itself 
in this obsucre quarter of the globe. I have a feeling,
Jottings .ft* 1 mi£ht r°Und °Ut Some< of these aaydx-to-day jottings wit, more perfection, - not that I shall QVer ^
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give thought to form or style, but merely as regards various 
aspects of one trend or manifestion of life as viewed from 
where I sit. Since I do not re-read what I write, - and
often the writing itself is made inordinately incoherent 

by interruptions, I haven* t the vaguest notion as to how 
one of these Memoranda might sound, were it ever fed back.- to 
me. -Chat is probably .just as well, for were 1 to 
be confronted by a sheet, once out of this machine, 1 should 
probably collapse with embarrassment, and on regaining con
sciousness, crawl .under my desk, and never come up for air.

In going through old diaries, correspondence and even 
mere operational notations in day-to-day plantation 
Journals, I have noticed in times gone bye that my 
interested was invariably .quickened when, I would run across 
a personality, - often merely a name, - a second,tthird or. 
fourth time, i recall especially in the Overseer s 
daily account hook for Aventine Plantation, owned-by the 
Gabriel Benoit Shields of Montebello. There in that dull 
volume, I bumped into '’Horse-shoe Fannyt”f the > chicken minder, 
The first entry was merely indicating that*"Horse-shoe Fanny” 
was minding chickens. But a month later, ’’Horse-shoe fanny’’ t 
was in the stocks for haying got out of hand, etc. , etc.
And so with these miserable pages, - it occurs to me that 
there inte.est would'^e more nebular if I stressed one 
aspect of life or another, - the unpredictable doings of the 
darkies, -tpi,e even more ridiculous doings of the white folks 

who ought to know better, - or, possibly the social elements 
that almost come to the surface, or perhaps the religious 
or political, evidences of the stangness of Human nature that 
may be on a broader scale that limited by the confines of 
this plantation or the immediate neighborhood. - ,

If, after the holidays, you f{ind any inclination to 
prefer reading of one type ofendeavor to another, do advise 

me accordingly, and I shall use your {good advise 
in an attempt to lessen the dryness of these paragraphs and, 
if possible, round out a more derailed picture of whatever 
phase of local -^ouisianna life you find more appealing.

We had pilgrims today, - a man-and his wife whoare on th 
Times-Picayunet . he a photographer, she a writer. They 
came to A'iate itoches to photograph theelectrleal sets that 
blaze nightly in town, _ an assignment from too Picayune. 
on the side, they are taking h photographs of louisianna t 
or a book of photographs, the text of the illustrations being 

done b. toe wife. I Bid what I could to help them withr'local 
particulars, but it was only half satisfactory, for the wife, 
proud of her Mobile ante bellum antecedents, is blinder than 
a bat on the racial question,’ - and how can anyone cor: ehend 
Jane River under such a mental cloud of rejua ce. They 

both i ef or ted he rin0 resentment on ever t.- side throughout 
the state against P
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December 19 th, 194 7.

Memorandum:
What with a alight head cold, I can perfectly 

imitate that bass voice on the radio: "I'm feelin' 
mighty low”.

The only difference is that in reality, it is merely 
the sound that is low, for my, feelings are as gay as 
usual. «

...."‘i-A .. v .... . v}"-~ .̂ ^  SpS--*. ■■■ - . b*"' ̂ h /i V.-v i . -, i •' p.-

It would be interesting to know something about the^ 
portion of letters that decrease and the envelopes that in
crease at this season of the year when impending festivities 
make such physical demands, on the general public that 
correspondence is positively impossible. Borne day some body 
will erect a monument, I suppose, to the Ohrsitmas Card 
as one of the greatest American*labor-saving- devices ever 
contrived by man.

At this station on Uncle Sam's far flung postal system, 
the quantity of incoming mail swells impressively from 
day to day,tbut almost everything else handled hy the 
postman appears to have gone under ground. Old Waxahatehie 
Nurseries in Te^as wrote that they had shipped crepe myrtles 
on the 10th, - ano of course they never have arrived. I 
must confess I haven't the vaguest notion as to where 
Waxahafohie, Texas might be, but it really doesn’t seem 
as t ough it could be more than 8-days off, regardless of
its remoteness, *, * '*

Another manifstation of the seasonal change in custom 
cam readiljybe noted among the ranks of our fellow inhabitants, 
white, mulatto and colored, that is to say, negro. The whites 
are forever chasing up and down the road, intent on Christmas 
parties already in full swing, or in vast concern inppejj&ring 
for impending ones. Themulattoes appear to* be hunting 

licquor or chasing back and forth to services at St, Augustin's, 
'The negroes, for the most part, are neither 'Scurrying nor 
looking, they are just sitting about, completely relaxed, 
and seemingly bent on enjoying that status until somebody 
finds a bottle to be opened.

In the big house, we continue to try to avoid too much
starch, especially in behalf of the Madam. ‘Today's .. '
dinner was a sample of the cook's success. We started 
off with oyster stew, - which was alright, but after that 
came sweet, potatoes, macaroni with cheese, baked Irish 
potatoes, macaroni with tomatoes, rice, beef gravy based 
on flour, white bread and corn bread, lima beans and bread 
pudding, o

. U- A. _ i. -- ■—■ —* '
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In reading of ^rs, Palmer, my thoughts turned to 
Madam Beaumont, and I was struck by the parallels in 
the li es of those two ladies. I'm not sure if you 
ever ran across la Beaumont's Souvenirs, hut if so, the 
similarities of the two careers, - hers and la ^aimer's, 
undoubtedly impressed you, too. Both of them coming 
from England, both of them living on the American Atlantic 
seaboard, both of them being the better "man of the 
family”, since their respective husbands didn't seem 
comparable to their wifee' virtues, both of them excelling 
in their respective professions, albeit said lines of en
deavor were so different. And I agree with you that 
even though nothing was said about ^rs, Palmer getting 
down into the low/er Mississippi Valley, she is bound bo have 
done so, since she never could have executed the paintings 
of plantation li e on the Mississippi, had she not visited 
this area, Naturally one would like to speculate upon 
what would have happened if these two major constellations 
should have contacted each other.

I ain under the impression that Mrs. Palmer may have 
arrived in America a little prior to la Beaumont's arrival, 
but after lining in the Philadelphia area for some time,
Mrs. Beaumont found herself in the Woodville, Miss,#!area 
around 1853 or a little before, it would appear that both 
ladies were attaining their full creative powers, - one in 
Art the other in Industry, clout the same time.

Bomb day, we are bound to do a heap of digging in the 
Woodville bounty ^ourt House, - a repository of interesting 
particulars which, I think, have never been explored.
And when we do so, we shall take time out from our explore*tions 
in the written word to march about the countrys da, and it 
will be fun, glancing over Madam Beaumont’s Souvenirs and 
visiting her home which still stands, much as she left it,<
I think I have told you of my contacts with oldsters, white and 
colored, who knew the latter lady ;and her second husband, a 
Berman uphosterer. Her dull descendants of Natchez, - 
the Aellogs of the Mims, - don't even know of their kinship 
to the lady, 1 think, - although “rs. Kellog is her grandson, 
but the exploration will have an added zest because some place 
or other we may find la Palmer's presence tied up in the same 
town.But I'm taking precious time from you when every 
demand for time lays heavily upon you. Please forLive 
and accept my promise that I shall not repeat the error 
until the morrow.....  4 <

Memorandum;
I suppose this is;the last letter to reach you 

before Christmas, and so I really should make it 
but two words in length; t
Merry Christmas.

; . - J - ,

But you know of my sentiments in that direction 
without any recitation of them on my part.

Realizing, however, that you are bound to be 
terribly busy, I hasten to assure you that if cir
cumstance prevents you from reading no further, 
you wi3,l have lost nothing of any interest if you 
toss this sheet into the trash at this point. I 
continue t chatter, however, because the close of day 
seems the happier for the opportunity it affords me to 
talk a little with you before I retire. I still 

have time to do so before Secretary Marshall reports 
oncth.e failure of the -condon Conference to write a 
peace treaty, so even after I fold up, I shall 
continue to remain awake for a little while, listening 
to what the General has to say, and wondering if you 

are hearing it, too.
It was good of you to take time out to drop me 

the Monday letter, including exerpt from the current 
Manhattan press, indicating that Mr. Kane's energies 
remain undiminished.

A letter in the same post, - to the Madam-, • came 
from Mrs. Balfour Miller. Katherine was her usual 
self, asking the Madam to come and stay with her at 

Hope Farm, explaining the while that the place is 
being completely done over between now and March 1st 
when Pilgrimage is due to start. "Suzie have some 
cake, --say No.’"

What interested me most was her complaint 
against Mr. Kane. She didn't seem to mind the 
somewhat dubious impression he gave of her, but con
centrated madly upon his failure to set down the 
faot that she was the one and only originator of the 
Natchez Pilgrimage. I shalll get the letter tomorrow 
and paste it in my copy of the Kane volume.
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The pie-holiday swirl goes on around this hand of C&na 
Kiver. It was a little quieter than usual for the 
past couple of days, what with J. H. , Ban and Paynie being 
in hew Orleans, But Celeste has been making up for 
lost time, with much consulting of harper's Bazaar, - 
or whatever, - as to just the proper way to decorate 
a Christmas tree,.etc,, eto.

• /

I was pleased to learn from Teddy Barranowski, 
who for a year was our postman, and who helped at 
the gin during cotton time, that he is going to 
stay on the plantation staff for the ensuing season.

Teddy lived in hew York, - Mast &3rd street neighborhood,
I believe, and was with the Otis Mlevator Company.

While at soldier at a camp in .A lexandria ,  he 
met a g i r l  fro: Bayou Hatchez, between here and town, 
and marr ied  her, After £8 months in Alaska, he r e t u r n e d  
here, ai}d will remain, I take it, in Louisiana.
He is a nice hoy, - a rather kindly outlook on 
humanity, even as Herr Kelly, - and possibly with 
about the same intellectual interests. And that 
is a great advantage over the local hill-billy 
atitude which might be added to the staff, - from 
pure propinquity's sake. Just what Teddy 

is g:oing to do, i have no idea, unless it is to 
take over some of the duties which the overseer 
should exert, but never has.

Jfinally, - and at long last, the- Bark -̂ uke decided 
to move, and today he transferred his effects and 
his wife, - an expectant mother, to. the-upper reaches
of ^it:tle Biver, o.n a .'s Cognac plantation,*- __
operated by a hill billy under, whom Log will not 
last so very long, - when, I imagine, he will return 
to ^elrose. I saw badt Peter about 4 p.m today, ana 

asked him, now that log has gone,,, where he plans to 
stay. Up. to that hour, re ter haan't thought much 
about the matter. Peter, perhaps, will ao like the 
turkeys, - just roost where ever night overtakes 
him. A portrait of; Victoria, mother of Log and 
Peter, done by little Miss Alberta in 1938 while 
I was in the neighborhood, graces my mantlepieee.
It isn’t a bad portrait, and I like to keep it 
hung where it is, not only beaause I liked Victoria,- 
whom I knew but slightly in 1938, and who died 
the same autumn, - but I am glad that it is always 
where the boys can look at it whenever they pass 
this way, for it is the only picture of their mother.

Poor little old things, - twice as big as I am 
physically, but somehow possessed of some attribute that 
makes me realize how much they needed a Mama, - and
how much they still do.

"nd so, I close, ** having promised you that nothing
____  -■— — -. -2 - ^ — --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------— — ---------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------■

December klst, 1947.

Memorandum:
If memory serves, we have done auite a bit of 

speculating and- a goodly measure of research of late on 
Mrs. Fanny Palmer.

You s b may readily appreciate my- surprise, 
therefore when yesterday morning a lady inquired for 
me at the store, and when I contacted her-, she announced;

f,I am Fanny Palmer, Mrs. Palmer, artist of the needle, 
and an American citizen by naturalization, having 
been born in Bngland."

Frankly, I was fllored,
?

But so was Mrs. Palmer, when, in response, I
responded: ♦

, ; < ,

"I'm delighted, Mrs. Palmer, and not at 
all in ignorance as to the place of your birth 
and your artistry, for a freind in *ew York only a 
day or two ago, sent me full particulars regarding 
you, how you came to this country and began your 
association with Currier and Ives in 1853. But if 
you tell me that you are nu.ch more than a hundred or 
a hundred and twenty five, I ’m not going to believe 
a word of it."

Whereupon we both laughed for making the best 
of our respective astonishments, both of us being 
convinced that the other was completely nuts*.

It turned out that somebody in Alexandria had re
commended the lady to me, with a view of interesting 
either the Madam or Celeste in some of the per
fectly beautiful lace table clothes ana Heaven knows what
not that the lady was selling. Hot being up on such 
matter, I turned la Palmer over to Celeste, but not 
before I had explained to the lady how it was that I 
had heard all about her, - or at least her artistic pred- 
decessor and feown her a couple reproductions of the 
earlier Palmer's handiwork. Che seemed delighted at 
learning of these Particulars, of which she had known 
nothing# and so went on her way.
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This Sunday morning, when Aurellia came bye to 
tidy up the house, I asked her if she hadn't ever 
heard from th§ Gfegr^ty Hospital in Alexandria where 
Bessie has been lying in this past week.

"Oh, yes,” says A u r e l l i a ,  "I done forgot to tell 
you. Bessie done got a baby. It's a boy. What you 
think we better c a l l  i t . ”

"Earnest Derbanne Bynog is a pretty name,” I 
opined. Barnest Berbanne being the overseer and 
one of Bessie's philandering C asan o v as, would make 
the name timely and probably would make the possible 
Papa quite furious. Aurellia thought that was a 
pretty name, too, and asked if X thought just 
Derbanne would be pretty. Well, X thought that would 
be real nice, too. Of course the nurses in the 
hospital have probably air eady named the child, and 
in such cases anv name currently in the nev&s is likely 
to be selected, it may well turn out that the child I
will be legally styled "S e n a to r  Taft Bynog” or Molotov 
Bynog,‘T or some such.

Dow, the next thing is to try and keep 
Bessie find baby in the hospital until after 
Christmas so that the Wanks, coming to ^lrose for 
the day, may not learn of the business ana rush in 
and tell the Madam. J have h; ard it said that 
prospective fathers sometimes suffer all the pains 
of childbirth on the day the old bird arrives 
with his bundle. X haven*t experienced, any such 
rigors myself, since the baby is no kin to me, 
but a must say that for services rendered in conniving 
to neep things going straight and under cover, so to 

speak, aurellia and I ought to have some just claims,** 
albeit not p rticularly legal, to this foundling,

Dhat with the cotton money all gone, and an absence 
of lic^uor in the land, the darkies are having a 

ha d time, now that the holiday season advances.
On the hunch that there might be a bottle of 

.Christmas cheer concealed somewhere -.bout this house, 
my popularity appears to trow by laps and bounds,
I have., so many callers over the ..week end, a few of 

whom got a sample sip of impending cheer. > But it is 
hard co decide what is precisely the best thing to 
do in such cases, for yesterday evening a mulatto 
passed thife way and received a slight concession.
About 10 p.m.,, after ho had. returned home, he 
decided to shave for Sunday, ahd having cut himself slightly 
on the ear, decided he might as well make a good job 

of it, what with things as they are, ana accordingly 
slashed his throat good* jj E

sewing on her hands, arid so th le&nor *VaS
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Deoember Sknd,'1S47.

Memorandum:
And 8 the postman brought me three packages today.

The one intriguing me the most was neatly wrapped in 
a square box. The second was less neat and less square 
and "bore the American .foundation label; The third was 
neither neat nor any geometric design, - obviously crepe 
myrtles ordered from old Waxashatchia. The first two 
packages I have tuoked carefully into the aepths of my 
armoir, to be opened along about this hour on Christmas 
jSve. The crepe'myrtles stand ready to be tuokdd into 
Arenbouxg earth early on the morrow.

All over the place, the holiday Spirit is sensed 
without being so much in evidence as yet that one can 
really declare that it has arrived. Perhaps the feeling 
is intensified by the fact that the Madam got out the 
wrong side of bed this morning and has fumed and fretted 
unreasonably all day at and about the servants, all of 
whom, in part because of the spirit of the season and partly 
because they tend to pity her rather than resent are giggling 
lover time, agreeing with everything, sane, silly or dis
agreeable, - laughing the while and somehow making everything 
the poor dear thunders away at, * seem ever so hollow and 
unimportant.

Two or three people on the place have in mind to 
get their houses 1 ired fox electricity, and it was hoped 
this could be accomplished before Thursday. But after 
they men who went to town to get the materials, returned to 
Melrose, it was obvious that they were in too rosey a 
condition to do!much about preparing to light up anybody's 
house, -so busy had they been on themselves. But J. E. 
laughed, - remarking: "You can t beat a nigger for 
having a good tine", and gave some of them a pre-holiday 
tdrink from his office supply, - parenthetically it is 
interesting to remark that he himself never touches a drop,* 
and so the day slid along

~nd aside from the three packages the postman brought me,
there was the usual heavy first class mall, incuding 

a somewnat unexpected letter to the °n&aam from
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Mary Hose Bradford, - Mrs, Ho ark. Bradford, asking if she and 
her hush and might come up to pay us a visit, and also 
asking if a friend of theirs might come to write a hook.

To this letter, - and it will afford me so satisfaction,- 
I shall write td Mary'Rose with a definite NO on both 
counts. What Lyle once styled Clare Booth Luce suits 
my purpose in describing Mary Rose: "Withal, a vicious butch."
Of the accomplishments of both ladies, I am prepared to 
concede all the peans of praise that may justly be heaved 
in their direction, but.I require the presence of neither 
at Melrose to round out any happiness that might be missing.

For some days past, I have been searching through some 
old'notes, looking' for some jottings I made a number of 
years ago which I had in mind to send along to you on 
Monday of last week. But X cannot find the pdper which 
possibly was lost ih the floods of 1945.

Be that as it m&y, I shall be-stir my memory as best 
I can in reference to a somewhat elegant pair of wine coolers 
whose history interested me ever so muQhi

Twice they were intended for use by two equally 
distinguished ladies, and twice they failed to serve 
for the purpose originally designed. Why I wanted the 
notes I made some time back was because I am not auite 
certain for which lady they were originally designed for, 
although I reckon it really doesn’t matter. When first, - 
shall we say, they were begun, they had as their purpose, 
the lending'of glint and grace to a fabulous banquet, 
offered, I believe, by the Kedif of Egypt, to honor the 
impress Eugenie when the latter was scheduled to visit 
Suez, to open the Canal• The opera, Aida had been written 
for the occasion, and much eolat was to attend the ceremonies. 

But the war of 1870 put a crimp in all the plans, the 
premiere of the opera cancelled, much of the fine silver service 
countermanded, the impress of France having eventualy to 
journey not Eastward but Westward, not for celebrating but for 
sorrow. ' .

And secondly, when the Empress Elizabeth of Austria was 
designing her famous white villa on Corfu, the countermanded 
silver for Suez was re-cast, but for some reason, which eludes 

my memory, they failed of delivery. Subsequently they 
were re-cast, this time for an American client of Louisiana, 
and graced the elegant palm court of a breat carav&nserie 

suitably chastened and re-marked. Directly from that 
institution they passed to my late friend who, by word of mouth, 
asked me to always reseve them as my own, - in case of any 
inadvertence to him, and particularly as la Grignan had 
somtlnes oast e^es of yearning at them. Twice designed

Ot V C  'Llad t0 Sff8Ct th6il * *  hands
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December B3rd, 1947.

Memorandum:
I notice oil the radio that the popularity of 

that seasonal tune, - "I’m Dreaming of a White Christmas", 
continues to be quite a favorite.

In these parts it is something one must continue 
to dream akout rather than experience, - so at least 
declares the local Weather Man. But one glance tonight 
into the White Garden onto which this house loons, and 
it looks as thoqgh the weather man could be wrong. But 
it is merely an optical illusion, for in reality 

it really isn’t white that one sees, but silver, for 
a big old moon‘has painted the bamboo hedge and the 
greensward in such a delectable tint with such 
conviction that even the travelers on the ether waves 
would be but completely satisfied.

While I think of it, 1 would refer‘to the 
statuette Santa put in your stocking. It is 
of the Blessed Martin, the only negro, I believe, 
who has been elevated to such a height, - and I don’t 
know precisely what elevation has been reached by being 
Blessed, - and now I have forgotten how my sentence 
began, and accordingly don’t know how t finish it.
But the point I wanted to remark upon is that 
as you probably know, t e Blessed Martin climbed a 
little higher, - ecclastically, than any other negro, and 
x thought this little likeness of Lira might 
please you* Personally, I know nothing about the 
saintly man, his native habitat, at what age he 
flourished or why he was selected by Home to head 
to colored section of the datholic cult of the negro 
race. Perhaps that’s putting it pretty strong, - 
perhaps “the Catholic Church doesn't recognize any 
racial lines in their religion.. But if they don’t, 
then 3t. Augustin’s Catholic Church at melrosa is out 
of line with Home, or else Home as any idea of how 
racially conscious a ^elrose mulatto can be.

Ever so long ago, - and far away, - I saw -Auite

\f. fi 'i  ' ' : ::■/ S  ' 1 '■;./
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a collection of ikons, a nunber of which dapictatt 
Jesus with a distinctly Jlthopian countenance and 
coloring. It was my intention at the time to make 
some inquiry regarding this point, hut nobody in 
the little chapel where I saw them could speak a 
language I could understand, - and once outside the 
olace. I was taken up with so many other questions I 
wanted to ask, that I forgot all about these objects 
of Russian religious veneration.

It seems to me I have heara somewhere or other that 
one of the three Wise men, - Balthazar, I guess, was 
also said to have been black. I suspect Martin was 
of a later vintage, but that is merely a guess.

The plantation disorganization accompanying 
Christmas", seems to be about complete. All worn has been 
suspended on every branch of endeavor, the sober < 
sections of the population sitting about and chatting, 
playing cards, or" frolicking up and. down the road,' - 

with*no point or place as an objective. Those who 
aren't sober are doing precisely the same thing, and 
the more I observe-the general let down, the more I 
marvel at those colonial powers who have suecessfuly,- 
if indeed there be any, - instituted mechanical 
operations into various sections oi: Africa. The 
current relaxation will contiue until next Monday,- 
he camber 89th, when everybody will go back to work 
ag&in with never a thought of'taking time off until 
the 19th of June-rolls 'round. They certainly 

take long' spaces'between holidays but when they make 
up their minds to celebrate, they really go at it big,

-— —  i-’wasTratlier'* surprised , that There was almost no 
mail today. It seemed to me that the faint whistle 
of the train, drifting in from ^ontrose this morning, was 
an hour ox so later than usual. Perhaps the postman 
didn't wait for it, - although the Times*Picayune came 
to ha&d, - through the accustomed medium of the T. and 
P. Railroad. It does seem strange, nevertheless, that 
yesterday there were something over a hundred cards 
while today there were but two,

I did some planting at Arenbourg, - semi-circles 
of white crepe myrtles in Unit Ho. 1 But_while there 
was*plenty of sunshine, the breeze was a little chill, 
and so I used the latter factor as an excuse to spend 
a goodly bit of my time i-side today* _What with 
a few colored friends dropping in at odd times, I 
used the occasion topour a bit of wine which they 
evidently drank because they liked it and which I 
swallowed less from apetite than from hope that it 
might hurry along my cold, - and 1 believe it has 
turned the trick, for I feel pretty good. — One more 
glance at my W ,. ■ •

December 84th, 1947.

Memorandum:

Your.nice Christmas letter'to hand in this morning's 
post. t Now I am all set for Christmas.

I am so glad to learn that you have the week off, and 
that you will not be back to business until the 29th.

Poor you, - when I think of all the stuff that will have 
accummulated during your absence, I am determined to hold 
back a couple of days* reports, air mailing them on the 29th, 
giving you an opportunity to start in again on the stuff 
-already to hand. Perhaps I shall be able to restrin myself 
to a shorter report, too, and that may help some also,

But I cannot restrain myself from confessing to you that 
I opened my Christmas presence tonight about 9. And may I 
tell you that all the several gifts, - each somehow so much 
a part of you, make my Christmas Eve so near perfection that 
only by sharing it with a single individual co'uld expand my 

happiness.

There's a white whristmas tree ca die burning gayly in 
my window, giving on the white garden. Somehow the novelty 
of -su.ch a sight has fascinated my two cats, both of whom at 
this moment, as for the past few hours, have been sitting on 
the ledge on the other side of the pane, seemingly warmed by 
its glow, but sufficinetly cruious rbout eh whole business to 
stand up now and then to put their noses against the window 

to see precisely what is going on whenever the flame flickers.
As for the "bright sliawl“, may I cell you that never 

was combination at once so delightfully sunshiney and shadowy, 
and so pleasant to the touch and so aelectable to the asti.etia 
senses. Surely nod is good, as is his blessed handmaiden.

during the past few hours, with only my Christmas 
cnadle inside and the moon without to brighten thenight, I 
haveplayed from the package bearing the'Park avenue address. 
><hat a perfeQt night for enjoying such lovely gifts, - and 
how wonderfully heartening to think how long they will be 
close to hand to breathe forth their woiuterfull messages. 
Somehow I feel as though the best part of Criirstmas, - the 
part of you that radiates here about me, has already been 
experienced, and the 1947 Hoel therefore shrill ever be en

graved on my heart as the happiest,*- thanks just to you....
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.December &5th, 1947.
nee ember. 1947.

Memorandum:

"It was the best of times, it was the worst of 
times. It was an age of wisdom, - an age of folly". ..«* 
so runs thru opening linear- of eketr* s fal e of OttieS, » 
if a deoade hasn't twisted them too much in my mind.

And(the same might he said for today's Christmas hereabouts.
*  v* >-»V's '-J • • *r — v> -■ ,r  k o  • . ■" - - -; V ' : •'

, *, . ; * *y  • - ?

The beet part of it was last night, - when I celebrated 
alone, - with you,

f ' - .. , , • y  w  ■ . . ; ’ ' ... •

This morning I was up at 5, find for an hour &nd a half con- 
timed from where I left off reading last night. The recordings 
are perfect, - so beautifully done, i n ’faot, that I find myself 
forever not turning the disk over, but altogether contented to 
hear the same voice, the same message, over and over again.

About first day carne my first caller, - Little King,
Curiously enough, I guess I should be a little ashamed for 
having enjoyed giving him his Christmas gift more than..anyone 
else. This is why, - since these constitute confessions.
Perhaps ten minutes after Little King arrived and had had his 
glass of wine, his step-papa arrived to exchange felled t tions#
As Puny entered, I couldn^t restain myself from remarking, - 

struck ith surprise rat the conservative beauty of tpe ~~" 
necktie he was wearing., that I thought I had never seen 
sueh-a Lovely -orre. Proudly Puny pointed to kittle -ihg, 
explaining it was a gift from step-son to step-father. I 

smiled without glancing at kittle HLng, for in reality the 
tife*v was one 1 had always treasured for sentimental purposes, hav
ing been given me by the boy friend one Christmas years ago 

in Europe# How it got around Puny1s neck is nobody’s business, 
and surely thexsn sentiment it had already served, - Lo.’ these 
many years on my behalf, had now becjoraa marvelously re-vitalized 
in the father's affection and gratitude in the direction of 
his wife's ohild. In one way, it constituted one of the 
strangest sensations I had ever experienced with the opening 
gun of Christmas morning, one that forced me to exert all 
my self control to restrain both laughter and tears, - never 
having been able to decide in my own mind which really merits 
more joy or more sorrow, - birth or death. But it was 
Christmas regardless, and as nog-roes are seldom embarrassed, 
we all had our little glass of wine together, - and found 
happy things to say, - after which Puny and ^ittle King departed, 
each equally happy, 1 think, but neither suspecting- thedepths 

or shallows of the other’s seritirnent, - and neither perhaps 
luite sure what confused me with such opposing emotions.

Memorandum:
,

According to my calendar, this has been the day 
after Khristmas, * although I write much after midnight, 
and it is almost, the k7th. '* t  "

What a day, - with the big house relapsing into its 
accustomed quiet, and surprising numbers of my absent 
friends.of yesterday dropping bye this morning to make 
up for iost time.

I began the day at 5, reading where I had left off 
last night, and loving- the Bible the better for this
'beautiful presentation, - I mean both substance and spirit,- 
by which it cones to me.

The morning: was certainly a hurly-burly, - people 
knocking at my door from sun-up, partaking of Christmas 
cheer from yesterday's Christmas tree at *7. h. s, and 
balancing the -ame with fragrant Louisiana coffee which 
Cam -thrown, warn ^eace and Aurellia brought over from time 
to time. , ■ * 1

*' At 9 T had to go for coffee at celeste’s, - Mi i ch 
as wonderful, - what with the contrast of the people I 

had just finished entertaining at home and t oseof the 
"perfectly civilized and stupid people I encountered among 
the smart set#

■‘‘hence to see the Madam and. round her’rested, and so 
home'again to see a few more friends, f -teter, Jack, Kzra, et c 
and so on - but so ehow dinner had been moved up somehow 1 

and so our sitting- was cut, a bit short. Kara had been 
cheated a little, too, and so I asked him to come back later.

knocked on my door at 6, - the garden already 
flooded with a marvelous m00n, making the electric lamp 

posts in the garden. - put on my departing henrys who had 
gone to some fashionable dinner in town, look as weak 
anu"unnecessary as a glow woxm&longside a Japanese lantern,

$zra and I had a nice chat until about 10, 
when he asked me, - out of a clear sky, if I wouldn't • 
ride down to his house with him to pick up his wife and 
children, - and on to a Gumbo planned for me, - of which
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I had heard nothing up to that moment,
I don’t pretend to know about negroes in narlem or 

Chicago or bos -"•ngeles, but such an invitation, delivered 
so unexp. ctedly at suoh an hour is typical, - if indeed 
anyt ing is typical, of Melrose negroes,

frankly I was sleepy, for we have covered everything 
from the wonders of the ant world to the best make of tractor, 
and I was almost dozing in my cups.

But did I wake up and pull on my coat, ,
. ✓ , * ;; -j,, ; • ; - ; " 1

Ezra's car, - two windows broken out, was rked by 
the Melrose garage. The night was marvelously clear and 
frosty, I never saw a bigger or better mopn. We stopped 
at Ezra’s cabin, - just below Jlemence’s, and found the 

t wife, • her name is Loreatha, * and the children, in bed. 
Boretha must have thought the gumbo had been refused* But 
she and the chilren were up and in the car within a few 
minutes, and off we started for kittle river, for it 
was Boretha’s papa, ”Bee-dee Boy who was giving the Gumbo.

2743

Bee, B6th, - Z

But in t is instance. Of course it was privacy 
rather than public view to which or by which the honnr 
was extended! And it was nice because it reflected se ething 
which remains not everywhere, I suppose, i’n this changing 
world.

The room was small and chill, hut the open door 
giving back onto the room which we had juS't guited, 
let a touch of warmth to my back, There was but 
a single chair in the r-oom at the end of the table, - 
twice the length of a desk and about a foot higher,
I was asked to occupy the chair, - an exceedingly low 
one, which brought my chin m just tbove the 
edge of the table, - which was rather funny,

*B@e»dee Boy” was seated at my right on & keg, 
while Ezra sat on a snowy bed, occupying the only 
other available space in the room.

It was wonderful, riding through the leafless 
pecane groves, crossing kittle ^iver, cutting through a 
little trace, and thence along the road toward Charles * 
place, * but only going ju$t a little beyond silent, silvery 
moonlit St. Augustine’s °hurch.

The approach to ’’Bee-dee Boy’s11 cabin was something 
to he remembered, - especially at Christmas time, for the 
white tin roof, - all a-glow in the brilliant moonlight, 
somehow suggested the stable andstar-lit event of 1947 

years ago. - f

Inside we found our host awaiting our rrival, - 
together with his wife, several sons and daughters, 0rarid- 
children and enighbors. Only a brisk fire in the chimney 
lighted the room. We all sat about in a half circle, - 
exchanging stories, .laughing much and fascinated by an 
old coal black mother cat occupying the center of the 
cheery but somewhat? barren room, in st is ting on dragging her 
poor frightened kittens closer and closer ,to the hearth, from 
which each would crawl away as soon as deposited in the 
right place as the mother went in search of the next.

Wine as served in a dozen glasses, - all of different 
size and design, - a big old white plate acting as tray. 
•«ithin naif an hour', the colored neighbors of the family 
Were invited into an adjoing room by ^oretha’s mama, while 
”Dee-dee Boy, bfcack as mid-niuht, invited Sara and me 

into a room just behind the one in which-we had been sitting.
This was a sine re effort to honor me, - just as they aiwfs 
ask me to sit in an arme air on the dais in whurch, where s 
I should much prefer to be down among the observers and 
not the observed.

All the other c_uests, having left the first room for 
one at the opposite side of the cabin, were to be hazard 
in gay conversation end laughter, but could not oe seen.

"Bee-dee-Boy’s" wife, wearing an 18th century 
ticnon that smehow suggested her as a sepia edition 
of the Goddess of Liberty in 18th century prints, brought 
in a great coarae rad* -earthware bowl of flakey rice^ 
and quickly thereafter an equally opulent green one, filled 
with chicken and gumbo. I was asked to do the hnors, but 
declined in favor of ’’Bee-dee Boy' . I bad been
provided with a soup dish, a tea spoon and a wine glass.
.line host had a tin dish of some kind, and I couldn’t see 
from what Ezra ate, - his plate being in the dee' shadow, 
cast by the feeble little old kerosene lamp in the far 
corner.

dell, of course, the food was marvelous, and the 
three of us had lots of fun talking about local personalities, 
etc. ’’Bee-dee ^oy only then learned that Bessie had had a 

baby, and said that although his daughter, Maxine,
Log’s wife, had been in -OLexndria some ay’s he didn’t 
know if her child was born yet or not. . How casual,
I thought _ br is it merely a vaster sense of time and 
faith in Jod that maintains this acceptance of life 
and this ab sence of worry*

The two groups of diners reformed the circle for a 
little while afterward, - before the blazing fireplace.
**nd then we all said ^ood night, - our host and hostess 
at the little picket ate in front of their remote
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little old cabin on far mway Little -diver, •» the moon 
illuminating the white tin rooi^in the background, like
a glow from heaven reflecting what was certainly a 
glow of pleasure in my heart. t

The night was a little more frosty, and. a little 
more brilliant, a s  we crossed Little Biver, I felt I 
never had seen suoh a cool-cool blue as its smooth .placid 
surface, on which near the bridge, like motiionless" 
little heaps of snow, a dozen pure white geese silently 
road at anchor, - their heads tucked under their wings, 
ihe phantive cry of a kildee, - or is it spelled killdeer,- 
came tumbling down from the stars, - making the blue surface 
of the* river and the snowy figures of the eese take on 
an even colder and marble like sensationt •

• ; .[ " ■ £  ; : . : t

Doreth a and the children came b&c}l with us of corns, 
and Ezra put me out at the front gate of Melrose. The 
car and its headlights turned about and disappeared down 
the road, -‘-he big old palms and the ^reat live oak in 
the front^gardens gleamed uncer the frosty glow from 
on high. 4he garden lamps still burned defiantly about 
the place, - awaiting the return of those who had accepted 
the invitation to be in town with the right people I had 
no use from their^aftificial brilliance, for'the moon 
was easily out-doing theih ^ysically and inwardly my 
heart was the brighter for the dark people with whom I 
had broken bread, and the thoughts that came Co me as 
I scurried along through the sahdows to slap here where 
I could, share this account with you*.....

December 28th, iy47.

Memorandum: *
• -‘■‘he weather continues more beautiful from day to 

day, * all blue and gold and so warm one need no coat.
It is difficult to imagine that you have 

and are having the biggest blizzard or snowfall 
in history. tfor the Opera and because Dr, Me Go ok 
had never seen winter in the Dorth, the McCooks 
are spending the current holiday season there. They 
certainly selected the proper moment, - in not 
especially for great music, - at least for big snowbanks.

My patient seems happy enough but is obviously 
weaker, although we did make it a-foot to have dinner 
•with Celeste and J. B. Just the f rally, - including 
Joe, Juanita and Pat, - plus Eugene, the clerk, -
and Dan.

Yesterday Celeste was cross at the store with 
J. h, for not manifesting' more int rest in helping 
her to secure another servant. Joe put in his 
two cents worth, - which was none of his business, 
and bound to produce a spit-fire reaction from 
Celeste, - and he knew it, - and like Sister, loved 
starting- something, - never think ng it might back
fire.

And so at dinner time today, Joe imagined him
self persecuted because of what by then he had trim ped 

up in his mind as rudeness on Celeste’s part, he 
wouldn’t come to dinner. Ce all began without him.
J. •&. went to fetch him. He came back when we were 
half finished, reporting no success. Bfit went in 
s arch of his father. Doth of themthad found him 

in the big house, I*m sure, but didn t want to re
port on the mule-ishness of the spoiled child.
Things went along1, with everyone trying to disregard 
the vacafct place. It certainly made Juanita feel 

unhappy, - but she didn’t show it. And then, ii& 
typical uenry style, - after everyone had finished 
ana were ready for desert and coffee, woe decided 

to come, - so that all the food had to be brought back.
He and ^an and Sister are so much alike, and naturally

.  . -A !:  - ■ -• y ---------- 3—
m

<- %  .

SIS
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they are, * and fortunately, - more in each other's 
perruques than any of the others,

‘We had Pilgrims from Nebraska, hut nothing of 
especial interest, - college professors, 1 think. I 
gave them a good tour hut pushed the schedule a 
little for four of my colored friends were waiting 
for rne to hear some Bihle reading, - and we readly 
had a nice sitting, with a touch of wine for 
everyone, they rolling their own cigarettes and 
I relishing my Kools, - so timely to hand, what 
with my hark, I don't knav if you have had much 
opportunity t take your Bihle with wine and tohacco,- 
and you really might not care much about it, - especially 
the latter, hut the combination is really quite nice.

half an hour before sunset, a couple Natchitoches 
matrons of the younger set, suddenly appeared in 
the Madam's room where she and I were calking together. 
They were girls who grew up with J. H. and Joe's 
crowd. One was almost alright, - the other was 
silly intoxicated, - just had to be loved by her 
Aunt Oammie, etc., etc, Juanita came in and seemed 
puzzled by such goings on, - the Madam flat on her 
sofa, Olarisse Braezeale on her knees half embracing 
the Madam, *

I finally ushered maxisso out, after ^uanita and 
the other matron had given the probelm up as 

beyond solution, ^hen ^lar sse turned all her 
yearning for affection in my direction, insisting
that I should bring the Madam to town for dinner and 
so on and so forth, and throwing her arms around 

my neck at the front gate ,< - to which I had 'escorted 
the two bags, - just to be sure they ‘were out. It 
was only after I returned toward the bi^ house* that _
I discovered they had in reality ». riven in and prked 
their car at the side gate, - quite a distance^from^ 
the front one, - but x as glad of my error, since it 
would g ve them a chance to ge , some fresh air while 
searching for their lost vehicle.

I apologize for this, somewhat dull sketch of 
current day doings, but prhaps it will offer some inr- 
sight into reasons why the Madam probably, - at long 
last, doesn t feel very sorry to withdraw a little 
further into her seclusion, - awaiting eventual 
escape, '

I picked a nice bouquet of narcissus at- . .renbu rg 
early this morning, and they nod tently here before :e 
on my aesk, - they are so white, - like the snow 
that blanketed you this eek end B

ut how nice

* 2747

December 29th, 1947.

Memorandum:
Your lovely uard, sent air mail, came to hand 

in today’s post. . How nice of you to get it through 
to me, - in spite of all the ;stress and strain bearing 
down on you at the time of writing, * and despite 
the surpassing blanket that still leaves New York 
snowed under. How long will people talk about the 
1947 feather bed shaking by old Mother Goose.

You mention the arrival of the communications,- 
both first class and parcel post. X*m(glad they reached 
you before Uhristmas and that you found them alright.

During the present week, X had hoped to have 
Juanita “enry help me go through some of ray Memoranda 
covering' the wine coolers, but it se ms that Joe and 
*oxi have worked up some kind of ah argument , - accord- 
ing to w. H. who was just here, - and so the Beaumont 
Henrys v U H  return home tomorrow. But if you flike 
the coolers alright, then the precise data can wait a bit.

i saw Geleste this morning and she casually remarked 
that she would be seeing me at the party tonight. I 
hadn t heard of any egg nog party, but she declared she 
had told me all about it before. 2he «added that the 

Worsleys were coming as were some of the Magnolia daughters, 
I told her I thought 1 would not be able to make it, - 
for X don't care anything -bout going to her parties,- 
which are perfectly lovely in every respect save con
versation which is dull and people who are silly.

The Worsleys came bye this afternoon, primarily to 
thank the Madam for a gift she had sent them, • a 
knitted bed jacket of pink, - which probably would look 
odd on Don “orsley, but pt rhaps he wont have to share it. 

They had stopped at Magnolia on the way here and Miss 
3ally had inquired about tonight's egg nog, - of 
which they had heard nothing. They .asked me if Celeste 
was mad at them, * to which I could only reply that 
she must have invited them, - in her own mind, - just
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as she did me. I told them I thought I would 
not go if they didn t. J. E. has just made a special 
trip over here at 8;30 to ash me to come, and so 

.perhaps i shall about 10.
Bo much for local doings about the place, leaving 

the shadowy things behind. There was a definite ray of 
sunshine today when your gift to the Madam arrived, bhe 
was perfectly enchanted with it, and 1 must say I think, 
it is the most perfect thing imaginable. Joe, Juanita 
and Pat and I, - all of us had to try it out in different 
chairs, on different sofas and in the bed. Pat was
just as enchanted as his grandmother, t isted his head 
to one side and declared;

"Ih, t's the swellest thing that's come into this 
house in years’1.

The Madam received that large book., - The 
American Past, m or some such title, - a lrge photo** 
graohic number, which she has tried to look, at several 
times since last Thursday, but the volume was too 
big for her to support. This afternoon she relaxed in 
her armchair, the reading support on her lap, and 
turned through the book endlessly, and naturally without 
feeling the slightest weariness from the weight of the 
book. It ,is really rare when one can find a present tnffc 
not only delights the .recipient but the whole menage 
as well, and you most certainly accomplished the phenomenon 
in your gift. <

I reckon she may be writing; you about it before 
long In her own hand, - although she may not, fox she 
seems too weak to dQ any pen pushing at the moment, but 
until she does, i want you to know how perfectly ae~ 
lighted she is with it, and how often curing the balancexf 
Qf the day she blessed you repeatedly.

Aurellia got a telephone from Alexandria to call 
for Bessie arid the baby tonight, and accordingly she 
has headed out, P suppose. Before leaving, she asked 
me whom.1 thought the baby would look like. I told 
her P-thought it ought to resemble both her and me, 
since she had horn all the «costs and I had stood on 
my head to prevent the Madam from taking her to 
Shreveport before she could assist Bessie to getting the 
child bron„ Tomorrow ought to supply uuite a report on 
-essie's business. Baturally I*n dying to know what color 
the baby is.

B1 'letters and card gre.ee my desk draw, my Ethopian 
having massed by today for but a moment, - to read your 
lovely card, and I hope his frolics are over for 1947.

■Cq gember 30th, 1947.

Memorandum;
A year ago tonight the big ice storm started.
Tonight, by way of contrast, it is so warm I 

have three doors in this room wide open, and ....
You would be tickled i-f you could hage seen the

Madam making good use of her new reading desk this 
afternoon. Bhe sat for hours in her arm chair, gayly 
turning the pages of a big old book, and relishing the 
comfort which your thoughtful;Christmas gift made possible. 
Twice she declared she must to scrat9 h a few lines to 
tell you as much, but I assured her I would mention it in 
her behalf until she felt more like taking pen in hand.

It was pleasant to see the Joe Henrys leave this 
morning. : Jo© has so much nervous energy that he must
always be tinkering with something or other, straighten
ing doors, taking down lighting fixtures <.nd putting 
them up again, and so on and so forth. It is really 
restfultwhen he at last departs, at Sunday's dinner 
table when Joe was refusing to grace the board and half 
the company was jumping up and down trying to persuade 
him to mane up his mind, I remarked to J. M. that I 
thought Napoleon's remark about his brothers and sisters 
might readily be applied to the Melrose set up. Said 
Bonaparte;

"I can run all kurope by myself without the slightest 
trouble, - if only God, will.lend me a hand with the 
Bonaparte®. *

, Well, with the cobî  gone, Aurellia stepped into her 
shoes temporarily this morning and accordingly was a 
little later than usual in?passing this way. She declared 
she had been dying to get here earlier to tell me about 
Bessie's fine baby which she brought home last night 
with its mother,

"It's sure 'nough a pretty baby, and it's red-red,—
and you know what, it have lots of hair on the cop of its 
hea£ and plenty on both cheeks, - a real beard."

Bo now we know what constitutes a pretty baby, - and 
I'm reminded of the old saying that every monkey
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thinks its baby is pretty.
JPrQd the gorey d e t a i l s  which A u r e l l i a  r e g a le d  me w ith ,

I gather the child's birth required a ^aesarian operation, 
which somehow 1 had never thought of in cases of 
illegitimate offspring.

But the point is that Bessie is alright and the 
baby is pretty and ^-niellia is entranced, and I can 
sit"back and let the Madam head out for Shreveport with
Aurellia in tow any old time she wants to.

* '
Under separte cover, 1 send aong three whristmas cards, 

each from old friends, - ^Oan, Kate rerkins who taught 
the Henry children, and Mrs. Moore. I guess tne indiyiaual 
messages are especially interesting, but tney ao nidi a 
the general drift of things in this neighborhood, - Hiss 
Kate, living in Monroe, La. , and the other two ladies 
still in Hatchez, obviously.

• I don't know why 1 got up two hours before dawn this 
morning, - escept that 1 was slept out. I didn t stay 
but a few minutes at Celeste's exceedingly dull party, 
and so was able to find myself in bed before Henry Wallace 
began hisspeech inaugurating his Third Party determina
tions. Power to him, - for it is always the planus from 
the Third Party platforms that eventually make_the best 
programs for each of the First and Second Parties, 
which ever of the la tter nay be elected.

Awaiting - the dawn, and feeling not at all like 
writing, — what with my bark being much better but 
not precisely vanished, I fell to reading from^ 
my new reocrds for an hour, alter which finished 
this season's re-reading of x‘he Cathedral, - liking ooth 
selections ever so rauc&, and convinced I could begin 
all ov r again on the morrow. - . " <

With the dawn, X scurried to Arenbourg, there 
to "scuffle" around, as the,darkies are want to«put it,
I cu sed somebody1s chickens fox having scratched up 
a couole of our baby gardenias, did a bit of spading and 
generally got myself worked up into a fine lather before 
mail- time. For t e balance of the day, I was Kept 
tied down at hone, what with too many passing pilgrims, 
and none of roach interest. ,

Tonight's weather report indicates that new fork 
is escaping the second gorrounu of the snow business, 
threatened for tonight, and I am enchanted on your 

account, for I'm sure you have had much ; ore than you 
really needed. If only you could get a taste of our 
present heat wave.«..*••

if -
liH

December 31st, 1947.

Memorandum;
And so 1947 comes to a close, and what with 

some red crepe myrtles arriving in the morning's post,
I ended the year right by planting most of them.

I rushed the job a little this afternoon, however, 
for big ola black clouds were piling up in the north 
West, and it obviously was about to pour down in 
buckets, - which would be just fine. Tonight it 
is raining steadily and from the crackling of the 
radio, making any understanding of anything impossible,
I gather there 'must be a tornado circling around some
place.

hew Years Eve is never celebrated on Gone River, ad 
what with all the weather upon us, I reckon it will 
be unusually quiet tonight.

On the home front, there continues to be a bit 
of moving about. Mitchel, the axe, has taken his 
family to labor on some plantation above Bermuda.
As his wife is ^heresa, the cook, the departure 
was the more remarked upon. «<e lost nothing in the 
culinary department, and will gain nothing when the 
former cuisiniere, Mattie, again takes over the pots 
and pans, J. H. frequently remarks that Mattie is 
a good cook, which he possibly knows nothing about, 
although he has eaten her cooking for years at a stretch 

I think his constant repetition of this statement is 
merely to sooth his own conscious, knowing full .-ell 
that the only reason he wants her is because he is 
thus not bothered by having to worry to e0^ a good 
cook to whom he would hav to pay a good salary. It is 
curious how much money is spent in these prts for 
first grade materials and how much for medecine to 
create an apetite, - only to have the whole thing 
ahort-circuited by some field hand who styles herself 
a cook.

I just got around to read the letter from Charles 
today. I like the infor ation it covers regarding the

K
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One
f i n d

p ro s u e c t  t h a t  he and Ida  may s e l e c t  some p lace  on 
Jane"River for  a r e s i d e n c e .  I  s h a l l  respond im m e d ia te ly ,  
s u g g e s t i n g  two o r  th re e  l i k e l y  s p o ts  i n  t h i s a x e a ,  f o r  
t h e 'M a z u r e t te s  would he v e ry  p l e a s a n t  a d d i t i o n s  to 
such a l i s t  as would embrace the Rands, W o r s e le y s , e t c .

I guess  th ere  i s  nothing ctf esp o i a l  i n t e r e s t  
i n  Dora*s communication, hut 1 send i t  a lo n g  r e g a r d l e s s .  

His r e f e r e n c e  t o  Hr, S . , has  to  do w i t h  the n u r s e r y  ox 
iaam Stokes  below A le x a n d r i a  where he stopped once 
with  the Madam and C arol ine  Hormon to  g e t  some 
p l a n t s .  I  am not s u r p r is e d  t h a t  he f a i l e d  to  hear 
from t h a t  p l a c e ,  f o r  they are c u r io u s  p e o p le ,  
won e r f u l l y  s u c c e s s f u l  in  r a i s i n g  plafcs and co m p le te ly  
i n d i f f e r e n t  about s e a l i n g  any, a l though th e y  must 
of n e c e s s i t y  work, f o r  a l i v i n g *  ‘ : ■ '

An example o f  the Stokes  a t t i t u d e  i s  b e s t  r e v e a l e d  
by t h e i r  r e a c t i o n  to  a wonderful y e l l o w  Chinese 

magnolia  th a t  rew i n  t h e i r  n u r s e r y ,  -  the only  * 
ye l low  one, so  f a r  as know, i n  the e n t i r e  South, 
day when v i s i t i n g  the n u r s e r y ,  the Madam couldn t  
the bush and in q u ire d  about i t  from Mr. S t o k e s , « 
who r e p l i e d  in  a most o f f -hand f a s h i o n :

"Oh, t h a t  t h i n g .  W e l l ,  I  j u s t  chopped t h a t  th ing  
down, what w ith  i o l h s  always coming to lQQh a t  i t .

The daughter  of  the f a m i ly  s tu d ie d  nursing at 
an A le x a n d r ia  h o s p i t a l  and e v e n t u a l l y  stepped 0U1 one 
evening  w i t h  a you th ,  the two o f  them d r i v i n g  to 
C o l fa x ,  h a . ,  a few m ile s  bove A l e x a n d r i a ,  where they 
were married. On the way back to  town, the youth as^e 

her to drive, d i r e c t i n g  her to stop a t  some point  and 
keep the car in  r e a d i n e s s  t o  move away f a s t  as soon as 
he completed a b r i e f  hold up job. * That was one 
marriage t h a t  held  some s o r t  of a record  for  Gravity,

W  3 * *

. _ ' , p , .... ' ~  1 ^  V<1 ^  * ‘

I must g e t  a l e t t e r  o f f  to S l i  and to 'r anees  
Brandon, h e r ' s i s t e r ,  what w ith  th e  death  of t n e i r  fa t 'n e r ,  
as mentioned in  C h r i e s ■ l e t t e r .  I knew the man a 
l i t t l e ,  having spent a d e l i g h t f u l  day i n  h i s  home two 

or three  y e ar s  ago. I suppose he was i n  h i s  80 s ,  and 
was as g e n t l e  a so u la s  one could imagine. Much to mxgx 

my d e l i g h t , he loved  to  t a l k  about the old days  i n  
Baton Rouge, steamboating on the  M i s s i s s i p p i  and 
p l a n t a t i o n  lore between Baton Rouge * and Natchez.
His w i f e  i s  a marvelous cook and I r e c a l l  so p l e a s a n t l y  
the numerous t r i p s  she made i n t o  the garden whore we 
r a t  b r i n g i n g  n i c e  p l a t e s  of  d e l e c t a b l e  hors d o e u v re s ,  
both  during the morning and a f t e r n o o n ,  w h i le  we were 
e j e c t e d  to  eat  an huge dinner and supper - e s i d e s .  *
How s i n c e r e l y  I r e g r e t  the  ivapor t i o n  Ox t h i s  d e d ic a t e
f l a v o r i n g  of ante .In e v il izatio n # ........

»
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